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6151-01, Session 1
A year in the life of immersion lithography at Albany
Nanotech
M. D. Tittnich, Albany NanoTech
193nm immersion lithography has become a primary contender for
the technology of choice for next generation lithography, with many
technologists predicting it will be capable of taking the semiconductor
industry to the 45nm, or even the 32nm manufacturing nodes. 2005
saw considerable breakthroughs, with significant progress occurring
faster than expected toward this goal. This is, in part, the result of a
number of full-field, alpha and beta tools having been delivered to a
handful of companies. Albany NanoTech (ANT), an international R&D
center providing resources for academic and industrial
Nanoelectronics communities, took delivery of the world’s first alpha
tool from ASML, an AT 1150i, in August of 2004 and together with
ASML and our Industrial Partners, AMD, IBM, Infineon, and Micron,
began an aggressive program to evaluate and develop this
technology. This paper will review and summarize the work completed
at ANT drawing from jointly conducted and published individual
private projects and addresses 3 main areas: equipment, materials,
and processes used during the evaluation.
Equipment specific issues investigated included dynamic cooling as a
function of evaporation from the wafer surface, and its impact on
lithographic performance. Changes in hardware configuration,
immersion head design, and temperature control algorithms were
implemented. Additives to the immersion water were investigated to
determine their affect on equipment reliability. Equipment-related
materials such as the compositions and coatings of material in
contact with water were also studied.
Hardware and methods to evaluate the leaching of materials from the
photoresist and their effect on the optical performance of the tool
were developed, and the impact of using a topcoat on the photo resist
and its effect on defectivity and imaging was investigated.  Multiple
resist and topcoat combinations have been evaluated, including both
water and solvent-soluble top coats. Experimental work indicates that
there are issues with using resist and topcoat systems
interchangeably.  The surface condition of the topcoat, its
hydrophobic or hydrophilic nature and that effect on scanning speed,
bubble generation, and defect creation and distribution were studied.
Water droplets, residual thin films, or extraneous water that escapes
the immersion head containment area may evaporate on the wafer
surface. Complete water containment under the immersion head will
be a significant challenge, and the resulting evaporation is the source
of a number of defects.  Precipitation of dissolved or colloidal
contaminants can lead to printed lithographic defects. The choice of
an appropriate ultrapure deionized water supply system and
techniques to verify that the desired water quality is maintained over
time were evaluated, as well as the impact of additions to the water to
modify pH and conductivity. Immersion head and closing disc design
and materials were studied. The impact of stepping and scanning
speed and direction on particle and bubble generation was evaluated.
A nominal baseline process was established, and it was used to
fabricate the world’s first advanced microprocessor using immersion
technology. Comparable yield to a standard 193nm lithography
process was achieved.

6151-02, Session 1
Block copolymers: a potential resist platform for the
45-nm node and beyond
P. F. Nealey, J. J. de Pablo, Univ. of Wisconsin/Madison
In this paper we present our approach for integrating block
copolymers into the lithographic process so as to enable molecular-
level control over the dimensions and shapes of nanoscale patterned
resist features and simultaneously retain essential process attributes
such as pattern perfection, registration, and the ability to create non-
regular device-oriented structures.  Combining self-assembling
materials with advanced lithographic tools may allow current
manufacturing techniques to be extended to the scale of 10 nm and
below and meet the long-term requirements detailed in the
International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors .

6151-03, Session 1
To mask or not to mask?
R. S. Mackay, Photronics, Inc.
No abstract available

6151-04, Session 2
EUV pellicle development for mask defect control
Y. A. Shroff, M. Goldstein, B. J. Rice, S. H. Lee, D. L. Williams, Intel
Corp.
The lack of a suitable pellicle is one of the principal challenges facing
EUV lithography. Pellicles are normally required to protect the mask
from particulate contamination. The pellicles must satisfy a number of
critical requirements such as transmission at EUV wavelength and
robustness during handling. Most importantly, the pellicle itself should
not be a cause of defects on the mask. Organic pellicles have
traditionally been employed for optical lithography but as they are
highly opaque at EUV, they are unsuitable. In this paper, we describe
novel techniques to fabricate pellicles with a targeted transmission
approaching 85%. Two approaches to fabricating EUV pellicles are
explored: mesh based and SOI wafer based.
The first approach of pellicle fabrication is based on creating thin film
Si diaphragms on a wire mesh that is 91% transmissive. As proof of
concept, we start with a polymer coated on 6" to 8" wafers. This
coating is allowed to dry and subsequently a thinner coat of the same
polymer is applied upon which a 4 to 6 sq. inch mesh is placed. Thin
film silicon is sputtered on the mesh followed by a polymer release
process. A variation on this approach that also works well alters the
last two steps. In lieu of placing the mesh on the polymer, Si is
deposited directly on the polymer. The mesh is sprayed on one side
with an adhesive and placed on the silicon coated polymer. The final
release process is similar in both cases. The main challenges in
developing this method are in defect-free polymer release and
mitigating thin-film compressive stress inherent in sputtered Si. RF-
sputtered Si with a moving target allows sidewall deposition for
increased contact between the Si diaphragm and mesh cells
dramatically improving diaphragm yield. By reducing the Si deposition
power and controlling the deposition temperature, low compressive Si
thin films are obtained. Typical meshes used in the pellicle
development have 2-10um linewidth wires at a pitch ranging between
0.2 to 2mm. The Si diaphragm thickness ranges between 50-120nm.
The relatively simple process flow, high EUV transparency due to
silicon, and good quality of final mesh make this an attractive
approach for high precision diaphragm fabrication on a wire-mesh.
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Improvements in transmission are possible by further reducing the
thickness of thin-film diaphragm as well as decreasing the linewidth of
the final mesh.
The second approach utilizes silicon-on-insulator wafers with 100nm
buried oxide and 100nm <Si\> device layer. The wafer is background
to a total thickness of 100-200um. Al2O3 is deposited and patterned
to form a grid on the backside. A deep RIE (Bosch process) is
performed next to generate 100-200um thick silicon grid. Finally,
Al2O3 is removed.
The emphasis on pellicle development is in maximizing EUV
transmission and also uniformity of reflected light. Therefore, Si
thickness needs to be controlled while ensuring that the pellicle itself
is robust during handling. Modeling is used to ensure that presence of
a grid has negligible effect on illumination uniformity and aerial image
quality.

6151-05, Session 2
Nikon EUVL development progress summary
T. Miura, K. Murakami, T. Asami, K. Suzuki, Y. Kohama, K. Hada, Y.
Ohkubo, M. Miyazaki, Nikon Corp. (Japan)
Nikon will present significant progress on the development of EUV
exposure tool. EUV exposure tool consists of major important
modules such as EUV light source, projection optics, vacuum
compatible stages, raticle/wafer loaders, vacuum body, software and
so on. With regard to EUV light source, we have already selected a
light source supplier for our alpha tool dubbed as EUV1. As to optics
development, through the development of high-NA small-field EUV
exposure system (HiNA), our mirror polishing technology and
metrology of aspheric mirror surface and multi-layer coating
technology have been remarkably improved and enable us to
fabricate high-precision aspheric mirrors which meet the specification
for EUV alpha tools. In the EUVA project, we have developed new
polishing technologies such as ion-beam figuring and elastic emission
machining, and new ultra high-precision interferometers for aspheric
surface metrology. Using these newly developed ultra high-precision
interferometers, we have already started polishing of aspheric mirrors
for EUVL full-field projection optics. Wavefront metrology system has
been also developed in EUVA project. A new wavefront metrology
system which can measure the projection optics with EUV light for
alpha tool projection optics has already started being installed in New
Subaru synchrotron facility in University of Hyogo. EUV1 alpha tool
system design and its detailed design of all modules such as full-field
projection optics module, illumination optics module, vacuum body
module, vacuum compatible reticle/wafer stage modules, reticle/wafer
loader modules have been completed. It should be also pointed out
that Nikon has already successfully completed EPL(Electron-beam
Projection Lithography) vacuum lithography system from which Nikon
has learned a lot about key factors necessary for reliable vacuum
lithography system. Improvement items were identified and reflected
in actual detailed EUV1 tool design. Also results of development and
prototyping of major modules such as vacuum stage modules and
vacuum body module have been carried out and reflected in the
actual tool design. Nikon has been also heavily involved in the
infrastructure development such as mask handling development.
Based on the latest Nikon EUVL development schedule, Nikon has
already started fabrication of major module parts. Nikon announces
that EUV1 tool will be delivered in 1st half of 2007.

6151-06, Session 2
Schwarzschild-objective-based EUV micro-
exposure tool
U. D. Zeitner, T. Feigl, T. Benkenstein, C. Damm, T. Peschel, N.
Kaiser, Fraunhofer-Institut für Angewandte Optik und Feinmechanik
(Germany)
Diffraction limited 20x Schwarzschild objectives have been fabricated
for various applications at 13.5 nm. For this purpose the major parts
of the whole technology chain for the realization of diffraction limited
reflective optical systems working in the EUV spectral region have

been established. This chain includes: optical design of the system,
mechanical construction of mounting structures on the basis of
extensive stress and thermal analysis, development of adhesive free
mountings, high-reflective Mo/Si multilayer coatings for use at 13.5
nm wavelength, assembly of the whole objective system,
development of adapted semiconductor detectors for 13.5 nm.
The realized Schwarzschild objectives with a numerical aperture of
NA=0.2 have been integrated into different optical set-ups such as a
table top scanning micro exposure tool and an EUV microscope.
A special mechanical mounting system for stress free and adhesive
less assembly of the objective components has been developed. The
smaller mirror is clamped and the larger one is mounted by a specially
developed soldering process. The deposition of the high-reflective
Mo/Si multilayer coatings has been performed in a specially
developed EUV sputtering system which is capable to coat substrates
with diameters up to 450mm.
As light source for the micro exposure tool a commercial Xenon
discharge lamp is used. The optical set-up is completed by a collector
optics for which two different versions have been developed: one
consists of a spherical and a laterally graded plane multilayer mirror
and the second one uses only an elliptical multilayer mirror with 45°
incidence angle.
The result of the development is a complete laboratory micro
exposure tool working at 13.5 nm wavelength. The EUV micro
exposure tool is currently used for various EUVL-related applications
such as investigations of resolution limiting factors and EUV resist
sensitivity test stand. Properties and performance of both the
Schwarzschild objective and the optical set-up are presented in the
paper.

6151-07, Session 2
Evaluation of LER in the patterns replicated by the
EUV micro-exposure tool HiNA-3
Y. Kikuchi, Association of Super-Advanced Electronics Technologies
(Japan)
EUV lithography is expected to be a volume production lithography
tool of semiconductor devices after 45 nm node without the
complicated resolution enhancement techniques such as phase
shifting mask, optical proximity correction, polarization control,
multiple exposure, etc. because of the relatively large k1 factor as a
process parameter of resolution which is simply calculated from the
wavelength (λ) and NA of exposure system as k1 = (Pattern
Width*NA)/λ.
In our laboratory, EUV micro-exposure tool HiNA3 (λ=13.5 nm,
NA=0.3) is in operation for pattern replication and resist evaluation.
The SOR Super-Alis is used as a light source in combination with 1
filter and 3 (for coherent illumination) or 5 (for partial coherent
illumination) mirrors to avoid the out of band illumination, to shape
and focus the beam. Currently down to 28 nm nested lines are
replicated in both non-chemical-amplification and chemical-
amplification resists. Although the calculated resolution of EUV
lithography is high in an ideal projection optics condition, there are
some issues which should be carefully taken into account in real
exposure situation. In this paper we will show the present status of
our resist evaluation and discuss the influence of imperfect
illumination such as flare, aberration, and defocus on the resolution
and line edge roughness (LER) observed in resist patterns.
The exposure was made on positive resists of ZEP520, UV6, UV2 and
some other experimental resists with coherent (σ∼0.01) or annular
(σin/out∼0.5/0.8) illumination by changing focuses and doses. The
LER of developed resist patterns for the width from 40 to 100 nm with
various pitches were measured by SEM. The results showed that in
the coherent illumination the LER did not depend on pattern width
strongly. On the other hand, in the annular illumination, the LER
depended on both pattern width and resist, and was considerably
larger than those of coherent illumination. Another finding was that the
difference of LER values at right hand edges to left hand edges were
observed in some conditions. The image calculation showed that flare
is the main factor which degrades the image contrast, and aberration
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causes the asymmetry of aerial image at line pattern edges. They
indicate that the aerial image should be the principal factor in LER,
rather than resist. We will consider the relation of those image
conditions and resolution, LER.

6151-08, Session 2
First performance results of the ASML alpha demo
tool
H. Meiling, H. Meijer, ASML Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands); P. Kürz,
Carl Zeiss SMT AG (Germany); N. Harned, ASML Wilton
ASML is realising multiple development exposure tools for extreme
ultraviolet lithography (EUVL). These tools, known as alpha demo
tools, will be used for process development and to set the foundation
for the commercialization of the technology. Main objectives are to
minimize risk of EUVL for the 32-nm node and beyond, and to support
the development of the global infrastructure of masks, sources, and
resist.
In this paper we will focus on the realisation of the alpha demo tool.
All modules have been integrated in the main body, and we will show
updated results of system vacuum performance. We will also discuss
servo performance of both the wafer stage and the reticle stage, and
present data on wafer- and reticle takeovers in the material handler
systems. And, we will present our first imaging results.
We will summarize the current status of EUV sources, and report on
our in-house source development which focuses on the
implementation of a tin discharge source. A short update will be
provided on experimental results on debris mitigation and on tin
removal. First results show that repeated deposition and cleaning of
tin does not result in cumulative damage of witness plates (that
simulate the collector).
Particle contamination of reticles is of great concern not only in
manufacturing of reticles, but also during inspection, transport,
storage, and use in the exposure tool. Previously, we have reported on
added defects in test setups and in our stand-alone reticle handling
module. This time, we will show that after reticle handler integration in
the first alpha demo tool, we are able to several tens of times handle
dummy reticles all the way from storage box in air to reticle stage in
vacuum (and clamped onto the stage) and back, without adding any
particles (of diameter \>100nm).
Finally, we will provide an update on the EUV program at Zeiss. For
the first optical train, all illuminator and projection optics mirrors have
been fabricated and coated with multilayers, and the modules are
integrated into the exposure tool. Polishing data of the projection
optics mirrors suggests that we are well underway meeting the
imaging specifications for the first projection optics box.

6151-09, Session 3
EUVL mask blanks: recent results on substrates,
multilayers, and the dry-etch process of TaN-
absorbers
H. Seitz, SCHOTT Lithotec AG (Germany)
Continuous reduction of feature size in semiconductor industry and
manufacturing integrated circuits at low costs requires new and
innovative technology to overcome existing limitations of optics.
Tremendous progress in key areas like EUVL light source technology
and manufacturing technology of EUVL masks with low defect rates
have been made recently and EUVL is the leading technology capable
to be extended so Moore’s law, the shrinkage of IC critical features,
can continue to be valid. SCHOTT Lithotec has introduced all relevant
technology steps to manufacture EUV mask blanks - ranging from
Low Thermal Expansion Material (LTEM) with high quality substrate
polishing to low defect blank manufacturing. New polishing and
cleaning technologies, improved sputter technology and updated
metrology enable us to routinely produce EUVL mask blanks meeting
already many of the roadmap requirements. Further R&D is ongoing to
path the way to the production of EUV blanks which meet all
requirements.

An important focus of this paper is to present the recent results on
LTEM substrates, which include defect density, roughness and
flatness simultaneously, as well as EUVL multilayer properties such as
defect density, optical properties like reflectivity and uniformity in the
EUV range and optical resistance to cleaning steps. In addition the
design of EUVL absorber material will be discussed, including optical
performance at EUV wavelength and its contrast behavior.
Finally, IMS Chips has developed the dry etch process of these EUV
Mask Blanks by optimizing etch selectivities, profiles and etch bias.
Results on CD uniformity, linearity and iso/dense bias will be
presented.

6151-10, Session 3
Demonstration of phase-shift masks for extreme-
ultraviolet lithography
B. M. La Fontaine, A. R. Pawloski, O. R. Wood II, Advanced Micro
Devices, Inc.; Y. Deng, KLA-Tencor Corp.; H. J. Levinson, Advanced
Micro Devices, Inc.; P. E. Denham, E. M. Gullikson, B. Hoef,
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab.; P. P. Naulleau, SUNY/Univ. at
Albany; C. Holfeld, C. M. Chovino, Advanced Mask Technology Ctr.
(Germany); F. Letzkus, Institut für Mikroelektronik Stuttgart
(Germany)
A number of researchers have studied concepts for EUV phase-shift
masks (PSMs) in the past [1-4]  and some have even tested
prototypes of attenuated PSMs in the past [4]. Resist printing of other
phase objects present on masks has been limited to substrate
defects, either lines or point-like objects, covered by a multilayer
reflective film.[5]
In this paper, we report on the first ever resist printing results of
unattenuated EUV phase-shift masks. This work is based on concepts
introduced earlier by our group [1], which enable the fabrication of
CPL-like masks, attenuated PSMs, and hard shifter masks. By etching
the reflective multilayer on the mask blank to a finite depth, one can
tailor the phase of the light reflected by the mask. An etch depth of
about 100 nm will result in a pi phase-shift of the light reflected by the
mask. The attenuation of the reflected light is controlled by the
number of Mo/Si bilayers that are left after etch compared to that of
the unperturbed areas of the mask. This method provides a unique
way to generate EUV PSMs with patterned features down to less than
150 nm on the mask.
Resist printing results using the Berkeley micro-exposure tool clearly
demonstrate the phase-shifting characteristics of these masks. We
will present the imaging behavior of these masks through a large
range of focus and doses and compare the results with simulations.
We will also discuss actinic metrology results used to characterize the
phase-shifting and attenuation properties of these masks.
The successful demonstration of phase-shift masks for EUV
lithography is a key step in enabling very powerful lithographic
techniques such as alternating-PSM or CPL masks for resolution
enhancement, and focus or aberration monitors based on phase-
shifting effects. In addition, EUV PSMs can provide very high
resolution aerial images with high contrast, which can be used for
resist resolution testing.
[1]  Yunfei Deng et al., Proc. SPIE Vol. 4889, 418-425 (2002); Yunfei
Deng et al., Proc. SPIE Vol. 5037, 302-313 (2003)
[2]  P.Y. Yan, Proc. SPIE Vol. 4889, 1099-1055 (2002)
[3]  Sang-In Han et al., Proc. SPIE Vol. 4688, 481-494 (2002); Sang-In
Han et al., Proc. SPIE Vol. 5037, 314-330 (2003); Sang-In Han et al.,
Proc. SPIE Vol. 5374, 261-270 (2004)
[4]  O.R. Wood, II et al., J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B 15, 2448 (1997)
[5]  P. Naulleau, Private communication
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6151-11, Session 3
RIM-13: a high-resolution imaging tool for aerial
image monitoring of patterned and blank EUV
reticles
M. C. Gower, M. Booth, A. N. Brunton, J. S. Cashmore, P. Elbourn,
G. Elliner, J. Greuters, J. Hirsch, L. Kling, N. McEntee, P. Richards, V.
Truffert, I. Wallhead, M. D. Whitfield, Exitech Ltd. (United Kingdom)
The RIM-13 is a reticle imaging actinic microscope tool capable of
capturing aerial images from EUV reticles with illumination and
imaging characteristics that emulate full field production scanner
tools. The tool fulfils an essential requirement for actinic inspection
and printability studies of amplitude and phase defects on blank and
patterned EUV reticles. Because EUV reticles use reflective multilayer
coatings to achieve bright areas and absorber coatings on top to
define dark areas of IC features, both amplitude and phase types of
defects can be present on the wavefront of the reflected light. As well
as errors in the patterning of the absorber, amplitude defects will arise
from particles that land on top of the reticle - which for EUV reticles is
exacerbated by the lack of a protective pellicle. In addition, particles
or other defects on the mask blank before or during coating of the
multilayer or absorber coatings can lead to phase defects only
observable by inspection at actinic wavelengths. In strategies aimed
at finding, assessing and repairing such mask defects it is essential to
be able to understand a priori how such defects may eventually print
in the exposure tool. The RIM-13 reticle aerial image microscope tool
is designed to provide a magnified electronic image of patterns on a
reticle that emulates its de-magnified counterpart image on the wafer
as it would print in a resist exposure tool. The optical design of the
RIM-13 was validated by carrying out aerial image modeling
simulations of reticle defects and showing signatures to be identical
with those modeled for an idealized EUV lithography full-field scanner.
The development of the RIM-13 is part of a Joint Development
Agreement with SEMATECH.
In this paper we give an overview of the tool design and then report
on the current status of the RIM-13 project. In particular we discuss
the set-up of the tool and the measured performance of subsystems
compared to specifications for the alignment of the source to EUV
optics to visible microscope; the performance of the stages; the
operation of the reticle loadlock and its particle adder performance;
the custom, SEMI P40 compliant, electrostatic chuck and the rather
novel vacuum system.
We also describe the tool control and image analysis software. The
tool is controlled via a single graphical user interface which is
designed to facilitate analysis of single aerial images; through-focus
“image stacks” and comparison of imaged defects with known good
reference images. The RIM-13 tool maintains a reticle image
database. The RIM-13 software can run on any computer connected
to the network and the application can seamlessly analyse images
from the database or live from the RIM-13. In the latter case, many
tasks required from the tool are prioritized, scheduled, and performed
in the background: new images are acquired while image analysis is in
progress. The software generates a full set of analysis tools, from
simple profiles through Bossung plots to process window calculation
and display.

6151-12, Session 3
EUV mask and chuck analysis: simulation and
experimentation
M. Nataraju, J. Sohn, A. R. Mikkelson, R. Engelstad, E. G. Lovell,
Univ. of Wisconsin/Madison; C. K. Van Peski, SEMATECH, Inc.
The successful implementation of Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography
(EUVL), a leading Next-Generation Lithography candidate, depends
on advancements in many areas including electrostatic chucking.
Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) masks and mask chucks require extreme
flatness in order to meet the performance and timing specified by the
International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS).  The
EUVL Mask and Chucking Standards, SEMI P37 and SEMI P40,
specify the nonflatness of the mask frontside and backside, as well as

the chucking surface, to be no more than 50 nm peak-to-valley (p-v).
Understanding and characterizing the clamping ability of the
electrostatic chuck and its effect on the mask flatness is a critical
issue.  In the present study, finite element (FE) models were
developed to simulate electrostatic chucking of a nonflat reticle onto a
nonflat electrostatic chuck.  Experiments were then conducted to
check the validity of the FE models.
The main objective of this research is to assess the capability of
electrostatic chucks to reduce low-spatial frequency mask flatness
variations and to validate the numerical models developed at the UW-
Madison.  Experimental and numerical data will be used to assist in
the implementation of the SEMI EUVL Mask and Chucking Standards.
From past research, it is expected that the clamping response of the
EUV mask depends upon factors such as the mask thickness
variation and the order of the Legendre modes that are the largest in
amplitude.
Several EUV substrates were measured using a Zygo interferometer to
obtain the frontside and backside surface flatness data.  This data
was processed and subsequently fitted with Legendre polynomials,
which have been proved to be effective in representing square EUV
substrate surface shapes.  Several substrates that included a range of
flatness and Legendre mode shapes were selected for modeling and
testing.  Flatness data for the electrostatic chuck was obtained, and
this data along with the substrate flatness data was used as the input
for the FE modeling.
Electrostatic chucking experiments were conducted in a clean room
facility to minimize contamination due to particles.  The substrates
were chucked using the electrostatic chuck and the measured
flatness was compared to the predictions obtained from the FE
simulation.  Results from the experiments and simulations will be
discussed in detail during the presentation.

6151-13, Session 3
Modeling methodologies and defect printability
maps for buried defects in EUV mask blanks
M. C. Lam, A. R. Neureuther, Univ. of California/Berkeley
The speed and accuracy of various defect modeling methods are
compared and a ray tracing method is used to map printability of 3-D
buried defects. Understanding the printability of buried defects within
EUV mask blanks is crucial to future technology nodes. This
understanding is conveyed through defect printability maps, which
serve as useful tools for guiding EUV technology development. This
printability is a strong function of the multilayer coatings placed on
top of the defect, so both a standard growth model as well as a model
incorporating the smoothing process will need to be considered. To
establish these maps, confidence in the electromagnetic simulation
methodologies must first be built by carefully establishing their
accuracy.
This paper analyzes three methods for calculating the electromagnetic
interaction: the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method, the
Single Surface Approximation (SSA), and a ray tracing method.
Approximations within each simulation method will be related to the
accuracy of the method, as well as a physical understanding of when
such approximations are valid. FDTD simulators typically consume
large computational resources due to the electrically large scattering
areas of mask blanks at EUV wavelengths, and are generally
considered to be very accurate. However, a known issue with the
FDTD method is that resonant structures (such as an EUV mask
blank) take considerable time to converge to equilibrium, and care
must be taken when setting a criterion for convergence. In fact, it was
found that FDTD simulations with UC Berkeley’s TEMPEST needed to
be run 2-3 times longer to avoid a false convergence.  Additionally,
numerical dispersion (ND) inherent to the FDTD algorithm causes a
very small shift in the simulated wavelength of light, which in turn
changes the wavelength selectivity of the resonant structure. It was
found that even a 0.2% shift in simulated wavelength, can noticeably
impact the observed scattering.
Defect printability maps will be presented for 2D and 3D defects for
various shapes and aspect ratios. More challenging defects such as
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those located higher in the multilayer will be characterized. These
defects can occur when a particle falls on the multilayer during the
coating process. This data will be combined into a defect landscape,
which maps contours of severity vs. defect size and height.
This research was funded by a grant from Intel.

6151-14, Session 4
Visible light point-diffraction interferometer for
testing of EUVL optics
S. Takeuchi, O. Kakuchi, K. Yamazoe, Y. Gomei, Canon Inc. (Japan);
T. A. Decker, M. A. Johnson, D. W. Phillion, J. S. Taylor, Lawrence
Livermore National Lab.
In order to achieve the precision and accuracy required for
characterization of practical EUVL optics, different types of
interferometers have been proposed and developed [1-3]. They are
categorized into either at-wavelength interferometers, which operate
with EUV light source, or non-EUV source interferometers, such as
visible light point-diffraction interferometer (PDI). At-wavelength
interferometers face the difficulty of handling the light source, such as
synchrotron radiation or plasma light source. Visible light
interferometers are free of the light source difficulties, but the
precision and accuracy must be better to the order of 1/5000 of the
wavelength.
We have built a visible light PDI with the purpose to characterize
EUVL projection optics. It operates at the wavelength of 532 nm and
utilizes two identical pinhole reference wavefront sources [4]. The
pinhole has the diameter of 800 nm and it is used for generation of
both signal and reference wavefronts. The incident light to the pinhole
is circularly polarized to minimize astigmatism caused by pinhole
diffraction. In the simple configuration of our interferometer, the main
source of system error is the pinhole reference wavefronts. It is
important that the reference wavefronts are calibrated and the
calibration is stable. The interferometer measured the wavefront of our
refractive test optic to calibrate the pinhole wavefront. The calibration
procedure is capable of measuring both axisymmetric and non-
axisymmetric wavefront features [5].
Our goal is to measure the wavefront aberration of EUVL optics on the
order of 0.3 nm rms. The calibrated pinhole wavefronts had the
deviation from sphere of 0.2 nm rms, and the calibrations were stable
with the reproducibility of 0.1 nm rms or better. These pinhole
wavefront sources, thus, are applicable to measurements of EUVL
projection optics. They will be incorporated into our phase
measurement interferometer system to characterize the six-mirror
projection system aimed at 32 nm node.
References:
[1] G. E. Sommargren et al., Proc. SPIE 4688 (2002) 316.
[2] K. A. Goldberg et al., Proc. SPIE 3048 (1997) 264.
[3] K. Murakami et al., Proc. SPIE 5037 (2003) 257.
[4] M. A. Johnson et al., Proc. SPIE 5869 (2005) 156.
[5] D. W. Phillion et al., Proc. SPIE 5869 (2005) 177.

6151-15, Session 4
EUV testing of multilayer mirrors: critical issues
S. B. Hill, C. Tarrio, S. E. Grantham, T. B. Lucatorto, National
Institute of Standards and Technology; T. Madey, Rutgers Univ.; I.
Ermanoski, National Institute of Standards and Technology; S. Bajt,
Lawrence Livermore National Lab.; M. Chandhok, P. Yan, Intel Corp.;
O. R. Wood II, S. Wurm, N. V. Edwards, SEMATECH, Inc.
While performing extensive EUV irradiation endurance tests on
multilayers in the presence of elevated partial pressures of water and
hydrocarbons, NIST has observed that the amount of damage actually
decreases with increasing levels of water vapor above ∼5x10-7 Torr.  It
is thought that the admitted water vapor may interact with otherwise
stable carbonaceous species on the walls of a “clean” vacuum
system to increase the background levels of simple hydrocarbons.
The mitigating effect of very small levels of simple hydrocarbons was

verified by intentionally introducing methyl alcohol in addition to the
water vapor.  It was found that the damage rate decreased by at least
an order of magnitude when the partial pressure of methyl alcohol
was just one percent of the water partial pressure.  Preliminary tests
have shown that the admitted water itself is not the source of the
contamination and that the partial pressures of carbon containing
species increases sub-linearly with the partial pressure of water.
These observations indicate that the hydrocarbon components of the
vacuum environment under actual testing conditions must be
characterized and controlled to 10-11 Torr or better in order to
quantify the damage caused by high levels of water vapor.  We shall
discuss the use of a “doser” and other measures to better control the
unwanted effects of trace contaminants in the ambient background.
NIST has also rebuilt its reflectometer facility in order to achieve the
0.001nm wavelength precision required to properly characterize the
mirror multilayer coatings.  We shall describe this improvement in the
NIST facility along with an expansion in NIST’s capabilities to perform
long term endurance testing.
Part of this work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Dept.
of Energy by the University of California Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-48; this work was
sponsored in part by SEMATECH LITH160.

6151-16, Session 4
Model of Ru-surface oxidation for the lifetime
scaling of EUVL projection optics mirror
I. Nishiyama, Association of Super-Advanced Electronics
Technologies (Japan)
The projection optics of EUV exposure tools requires a very long
lifetime of 30,000 hours with regard to the degradation in the
reflectivity of the mirrors (<1.6% loss in reflectivity) in a partial vacuum
and under strong EUV irradiation. A promising way to suppress the
degradation and thereby increase the lifetime is to use a Ru capping
layer. To estimate the lifetime, which could extend to several years,
from an experiment lasting only a few days (a three-order-of-
magnitude extrapolation), we need an accurate acceleration test for
the degradation of an EUV mirror and a correct understanding of the
reaction mechanism involved. However, reported experimental data
on lifetime scaling are complicated in that they have a nonlinear
pressure or light-intensity dependence. Additionally, there is no
theoretical model to explain these dependencies.
This report describes a model of Ru surface oxidization for lifetime
scaling. The model is based on a two-step process: Step 1 is the
formation of active oxygen by the decomposition of adsorbed water
molecules under EUV irradiation. Step 2 is the diffusion of active
oxygen into Ru oxide and the interface reaction with Ru. Step 1
occurs in a matter of nanoseconds or picoseconds because an EUVL
light source (LPP, DPP) and the light source used for lifetime tests
(synchrotron radiation) produce pulses of this duration. On the other
hand, Step 2 occurs over a period of days or years. So, we treat these
two steps separately. At the present stage of our research, we have
solved the rate equation for Step 1.
Dominant values for rate equation are estimated by following ways: (1)
The number of water molecules striking the surface per unit time was
calculated based on molecular gas dynamics. (2)The rate of thermal
desorption of adsorbed water molecules was evaluated by using the
experimental data for temperature programmed desorption spectra
[1]. (3)The photo-induced desorption rate was estimated with original
local heating model, (4)The photo-induced decomposition rate for
water was estimated by the absorption cross section of water
molecule and proper branching ratio for decomposition.
(5)Secondary-electron-induced decomposition rate for water was
estimated by using reported experimental data [2].
The results revealed the following: (1) The predicted dependence of
the amount of oxidation on water pressure is linear over a very wide
range. So, water pressure is a good measure of the degree of
acceleration. The reported non-linear dependence on water pressure
cannot be explained without the influence of other factors, such as
the amount of background hydrocarbons. (2) The dependence on light
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intensity was also found to be linear from the rate equation. That is,
theoretical prospect based on simple rate equation cannot realize the
reported non-linear intensity dependence [3]. Therefore, we calculate
the surface temperature rise caused by long-time light irradiation
based on the one-dimensional thermal conduction rate equation and
Lambert Beer Low for surface light absorption. This calculation
reveals that irradiation for a long period of time causes the surface
temperature to rise, which in turn causes the reduction of formation
rate for active oxygen. So, light intensity is a limiting factor in
acceleration tests. (3) The rate of oxidation is significantly lower for
pulse excitation than for quasi-continuous (synchrotron radiation)
light.

6151-17, Session 4
Improvement in lifetime of projection mirrors used
for EUVL tool by irradiation in hydrocarbon
atmosphere
Y. Kakutani, M. Niibe, Univ. of Hyogo (Japan); H. Takase, S.
Terashima, Y. Gomei, S. Matsunari, T. Aoki, K. Murakami, Y. Fukuda,
Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography System Development Association
(Japan)
Relative reflectance drops of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors (MLMs) in the
projection optics for EUV lithography (EUVL) tools arise from
contaminations such as oxidation and/or carbon deposition on the
mirror surfaces. The reflectance drop has to be suppressed within
several % for a year use. We have studied MLMs with Ru capping
layer because Ru is thought of as the most promising capping layer
material among investigated materials in order to protect the mirrors
from the irradiation damage.
EUV irradiations were performed in two different experimental
systems, ES1 and ES2. ES1 was sealed by metal gaskets. There were
automatic stages driven outside the chamber in order to obtain good
ultimate vacuum. Ultimate vacuum of ES1 was 2e-7 Pa. On the other
hand, ES2 was partly sealed by o-rings and contained automatic
stages drives. The ultimate vacuum of ES2 was 4e-5 Pa. Both the
systems were developed at beam line 9 in the NewSUBARU SR
facility in University of Hyogo. The power densities of the irradiated
EUV were 100-150 mW/mm2. The irradiations were performed under
the introduced water vapor pressures of 1.3e-2 Pa for every
measurement. When the water vapor was introduced until 1.3e-2 Pa,
estimated hydrocarbon (HC) pressures at M/e=55 in ES1 and ES2
were 3.5e-8 Pa and 3.0e-7 Pa, respectively. The reflectance was
measured at the EUV irradiation intervals, 10 min. The reflectance
distribution after EUV irradiation was also measured.
The reflectance drop was suppressed within 0.5 % after the 750 J/
mm2 EUV dose in ES2 while the reflectance drop was almost 10 %
after the 500 J/mm2 EUV dose in ES1. It was found that both a little
carbon deposition and oxidation occurred on the sample irradiated in
ES2 as the results of XPS analysis. The sample irradiated in ES1 had
little carbon deposition and much oxidation as the result of XPS
analysis. We think that the oxidation-reduction reaction was
progressed at the same time when the water vapor was coexistent
with the HC. Therefore, the HC can protect the Ru capping layer from
the oxidation and the reflectance was kept when the irradiation was
performed in ES2.
As the result of the measurement of the reflectance distribution map
for the sample irradiated in ES2, 5 % reflectance drop occurred at the
beam peripheral region 0.4 mm away from the center, although the
reflectance was less than 0.5 % at the center as mentioned above.
The XPS analysis was also performed at the beam peripheral region. It
was found that much carbon deposition occurred at the peripheral
region. The EUV power density of this region was as one third intense
as the density of the beam center. Therefore, the oxidation and carbon
deposition had different dependences for the beam power density. It
is noted that the relation among the HC pressure, the water vapor
pressure and the irradiation power density must be balanced in order
to keep the reflectance.
This work was performed under the management of EUVA as a
research development program of NEDO/METI, Japan.

6151-18, Session 4
Characterization of the Carl Zeiss alpha-tool optics
with high-accuracy reflectometry at PTB
F. Scholze, C. Laubis, C. Buchholz, A. Fischer, S. Plöger, F. Scholz,
H. Wagner, G. Ulm, Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt
(Germany); S. Müllender, H. Enkisch, M. Wedowski, Carl Zeiss SMT
AG (Germany)
CZ SMT AG produced the optical components for the alpha demo
tool, a development exposure tool being realized as the predecessor
for Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography (EUVL) production tools by ASML.
The Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) operates an EUV
reflectometry facility at the electron storage ring BESSY II for at-
wavelength metrology of full-size EUVL optics with a weight of up to
50 kg and a diameter of 550 mm. Critical issues for EUVL mirrors are
the high, near theoretical reflectivity and the matching of the period to
the operating wavelength of the stepper (13.5 nm) and the imaging
properties of the EUV optics. The full multilayer stack, having a total
thickness of almost 0.5 micrometer, needs to be controlled laterally to
such extend that the initial sub-nanometre surface figure of the
substrate is preserved. The so-called added figure error should not
exceed 100 pm in order to ensure faultless imaging at the 13.5 nm
wavelength. Here, we discuss representative results obtained at the
alpha-tool optics. We especially discuss the challenges of
measurements at higher local angles of incidence according to the
optical design and the accuracy needed in sample alignment for
measurement of the coating profiles. PTB has shown excellent
reproducibility for measurements of the near normal incidence
reflectance of flat homogeneous mirrors over several years. For alpha-
tool optics, measurements have to be done at angles significantly off
normal, which dramatically increases the influence of angular
alignment errors of the sample on the measured peak wavelength.
Furthermore, according to the optical design, these optics have
gradients of the coating thickness which require exact knowledge of
the measurement position in the mirror coordinates. Extensive studies
were done to estimate and validate the uncertainties connected to the
sample alignment. Our results clearly show that it is possible to meet
and verify the tight specifications for the lateral coating profiles of EUV
multilayer mirrors. The non-correctable added figure error is
significantly better than required and the overall reflectance of the
coatings with a special protective capping layer is 65%.

6151-19, Session 5
Multi-level step and flash imprint lithography for
direct patterning of dielectrics
F. L. Palmieri, The Univ. of Texas at Austin; M. D. Stewart, Molecular
Imprints, Inc.; J. T. Wetzel, ATDF Inc.; J. Hao, Y. Nishimura, K. Jen,
The Univ. of Texas at Austin; C. Flannery, National Institute of
Standards and Technology; B. Li, H. Chao, S. Young, W. C. Kim, P. S.
Ho, C. G. Willson, The Univ. of Texas at Austin
The Back End of Line (BEOL) electrical connectivity in a modern
integrated circuit may contain as many as ten levels of wiring and
associated vias.  The dual damascene process used to generate these
copper interconnects requires many difficult processing steps.  BEOL
processing using Step and Flash Imprint Lithography (SFIL) on a
directly patternable dielectric material can dramatically reduce the
number of processing steps.  By using multi-level SFIL rather than
photolithography, an interconnect (trench and corresponding via) layer
can be patterned simultaneously.  In addition, the imprinted material
can be a directly patternable dielectric (DPD) rather than a resist,
further reducing the total number of steps in the dual damascene
process.  Moreover, multi-level SFIL removes some of the most
difficult aspects of the dual damascene process.  Alignment of the
trench and via occurs during template fabrication and is replicated in
all successive imprints.  By patterning both levels simultaneously,
lithography over existing topography is avoided.  Only a short descum
or breakthrough etch is required to clear the residual dielectric material
from the bottom of the via.  Both deep via etching and the deposition
of etch stop layers are eliminated.  Significant reduction in cost and
time can be achieved by successfully implementing this strategy.
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This paper presents progress towards integrating multi-level SFIL into
a copper CMP process flow at ATDF, Inc. in Austin, Texas  The key
components of a successful integration are multi-level interconnect
templates, an imprint tool with a repeatable imprint process, and a
directly patternable dielectric material.  Multi-level templates have
been fabricated and reported in previous work.  An imprint process is
being developed on both Imprio 55 and 100 SFIL tools made by
Molecular Imprints Inc.  Some of the imprint process characteristics
include liquid dispense of the dielectric precursor, spreading of the
liquid into the template topography, substrate adhesion, residual layer
variation and breakthrough etch processes.
SFIL compatible DPDs are synthesized and characterized for
integration into the ATDF copper CMP process flow.  Requirements on
this patternable dielectric are numerous and demanding.  SFIL
requires properties not found in standard semiconductor dielectrics
such as low viscosity, rapid photo-induced polymerization and
minimal curing shrinkage.  A set of materials  have been examined for
use as SFIL patternable dielectric materials.  Formulations of
inorganic/organic hybrid materials derived from polyhedral oligomeric
silsesquioxane (POSS) structures with various polymerizable organic
pendant moieties show promise for this application.  A combination of
acrylate and benzocyclobutane groups are used for photosensitive
crosslinking and thermal crosslinking, respectively.  A two step
process is needed to fully “harden” the liquid precursor into a
dielectric.   First, the acrylic groups are polymerized using UV
irradiation as part of the standard SFIL process.  The UV polymerized
material need only achieve the minimal mechanical properties for
pattern replication and mold separation.   After pattern generation, the
polymeric DPD film is thermally cured to generate thermally stable
crosslinks and improve overall mechanical and thermal properties.
Progress towards an acceptable DPD material is presented.  Material
properties of the precursor liquid such as viscosity and rate of
polymerization are discussed.  Properties of the UV cured films such
as pattern resolution and elastic modulus are reported, and properties
of the fully cured resin such as thermal stability, dielectric constant,
thermal polymerization shrinkage, elastic modulus and coefficient of
thermal expansion are examined as well.

6151-20, Session 5
Metrology comparison of imprinted raised and
recessed features with UV-nanoimprint lithography
H. Luesebrink, T. Glinsner, EV Group (Austria); J. Beauvais, A. G.
Zanzal, D. Drouin, E. Lavallée, K. M. Lau, M. Cloutier, Quantiscript
Inc. (Canada)
A nanoimprint template containing both clear field and dark field
patterns was fabricated using a 65 mm square fused silica substrate.
The pattern used on the template is Quantiscript’s 1st Impression
which includes features down to 40 nm nominally and up to 90 nm
nominally. The template was prepared with four of these patterns
using a different dose bias for each pattern, resulting in overall feature
sizes for dense lines ranging from 32nm up to 125nm. The electron
beam exposure of the patterns was carried out using QSR-5 resist
followed by ICP chlorine etching to transfer the resist pattern into a
thin chromium etch mask. Subsequently, a fluorine based RIE step
was performed to etch the pattern 80nm deep into a 6025 fused silica
substrate. Each pattern contains the same features in both clear field
and dark field, providing an interesting comparison since both types
of patterns are imprinted at the same time under the same processing
conditions. The template was imprinted on 100 mm Si wafers using
PAK-01 resist. All imprinting experiments were performed on the
EVG(r)620 under ambient pressure in a single step imprinting process.
Linewidths (LW) were measured using a LEO 1540 field emission
source scanning electron microscope for both the template and
imprinted resist. A thin AuPd coating was sputter deposited onto both
the template and imprinted resist in order to perform the electron
microscopy measurements due to the electrically insulating nature of
the glass template and of the resist. During data analysis, the
thickness of the AuPd layer was removed from the measurements
since this layer’s thickness would otherwise bias the results. We also
took into account the thickness of the anti-sticking coating deposited

on the template after metrology was carried out and before imprinting
in the resist. The Spectalis software was used to obtain values for
both the LW and the linewidth roughness (LWR) from the electron
micrographs of the patterns.
Figure 1 illustrates the results obtained from the analysis by plotting
the measured LW in the imprinted resist as a function of the LW on the
template for both dense lines and dense trenches (on the template).
Circle patterns correspond to data from ridges on the template while
squares are for data from trenches on the template. A guide line
corresponding to a ratio of 1 between measured LW on the template
and in the resist is drawn on the graph to illustrate the perfectly linear
case. The data obtained, which covers a wide range of values from
32nm up to 125nm, shows a nearly perfect linear correlation. Only a
slight deviation from linearity is observed for the smallest LW.
However, this deviation is within the LW roughness measurement and
probably within the experimental measurement error. Also, for these
small values of LW, the slight deviation from linearity could also arise
from the known difficulty in identifying the actual edge of the pattern
using electron microscopy. Indeed, this graph compares
measurements of ridges and trenches, so that the actual edge may be
different for each type of pattern and may contribute to the deviation
from linearity being observed for small LW.
LWR was measured and compared for the template and resist. The
overall average 3* LWR of the template patterns (for both ridge and
trench measurements) is 4.2nm and always better than 10% for all
LW. The average 3* LWR of the imprinted resist patterns is slightly
larger at 5.1nm. This slight increase is probably explained by the fact
that vacuum contact was not established between the template and
the resist. In particular, it is worth noting that the 35nm dense trench
LW on the template had a 3* LWR of 3.1nm, while the imprinted
pattern had a LWR of 3.5nm, thus values of 10% or better for this
parameter. Overall, these results show an excellent correspondence
between the template and imprinted patterns over a wide range of
ridge and trench widths, down to 35nm, with correspondingly good
LWR values. As a further illustration of the quality of the results
obtained here, figure 2 illustrates dark field and clear field patterns on
both the template and resist for nominal feature sizes of 70 nm and 40
nm respectively and obtained in the same process step form a single
template.

6151-21, Session 5
Imprintable polymers for photonic crystals
J. C. Taylor, Hewlett-Packard Co. and The Univ. of Texas at Austin;
T. Hostetler, P. Kornilovich, K. M. Kramer, Hewlett-Packard Co.
Photonic crystals are structures which exhibit a band gap in the
electromagnetic spectrum as a result of dielectric periodicity.  These
structures present the potential to control electromagnetic waves in a
similar manner to the way electrons are controlled by semiconductors.
To obtain a photonic band gap in a specific region of the spectrum,
there are two important characteristics of the photonic crystal that
must be considered.  The first is the length scale of the periodicity of
the crystal, which governs the frequency range in which the band gap
falls.  The second is the dielectric contrast between the two media
which comprise the crystal, which controls the size of the bang gap.
Therefore, to construct a photonic crystal which could be used as an
optical device, such as a waveguide, the features should be on the
order of nanometers.  The dielectric contrast through the visible region
should also be large enough to open a band gap.  Lithography
techniques are ideally suited to pattern such structures.  This work
focused on the use of S-FIL(r) imprint lithography as a patterning
technology for two dimensional photonic crystals.  An attractive
aspect of using imprint techniques is the potential to pattern a
functional material as the crystal.  Several methods of creating
appropriate imprintable materials are discussed, including using dyes,
metal acrylates and nanoparticles to obtain the desired optical
properties.  Photonic band gap calculations were performed to
evaluate the potential of the imprintable materials.
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6151-22, Session 5
Defect inspection for imprint lithography using a
die-to-database electron-beam verification system
L. J. Myron, E. Thompson, W. Usry, I. McMackin, D. J. Resnick,
Molecular Imprints, Inc.; T. Kitamura, T. Hasebe, S. Nakazawa, T.
Tokumoto, NanoGeometry Research Inc. (Japan)
Step and Flash Imprint Lithography (S-FILTM) is a unique method for
printing sub-100 nm geometries. Relative to other imprinting
processes S-FIL has the advantage that the template is transparent,
thereby facilitating conventional overlay techniques. Further, S-FIL
provides sub-100 nm feature resolution without the significant
expense of multi-element, high quality projection optics or advanced
illumination sources. However, since the technology is 1X, it is critical
to address the infrastructure associated with the fabrication of
templates.  The purpose of this paper is to examine the issues
surrounding inspection of the template.
Imprint lithography has been included on the ITRS Lithography
Roadmap at the 32 and 22 nm nodes. At these dimensions, an
electron beam solution will be required to identify the defects created
during template fabrication and wafer imprinting process. In addition,
a die-to-database approach is essential for verifying the patterns
written and etched into template. This paper reports the first
systematic study of die-to-database electron beam inspection of
patterns that were imprinted using an ImprioTM 250 system. The die-
to-database inspection of the wafers was performed on an NGR2100
inspection system.
The templates were prepared in commercial mask shops. A 6025
photoplate with a 15 nm chromium layer was exposed to create both
contact and first metal layer arrays. After exposure and development,
the chromium and underlying glass were etched to create the final
patterns. After mesa formation, a dice and polish process was used to
create the finished 65 x 65 mm template. 200 mm silicon wafers,
coated with a 60 nm BARC layer, were then imprinted using an Imprio
250. After imprinting, the wafers were sent on for inspection.
The NGR2100 consists of an Electron Image Acquiring System (EIAS),
a Geometry Verification Engine (GVE), and a GUI interface. The key
features of the EIAS include high-resolution and high-speed
secondary electron acquisition capability, a scan generator to acquire
images of a large area, and proprietary electron optics to eliminate
field distortion over the wide scan field. A die is scanned by a field of
view, step-by-step, to acquire the image to be verified. Edges are
detected from the image to be verified, and CAD data is converted
into a reference geometry represented by lines or curves. By using the
edges and reference geometry, the image and CAD data are aligned.
The verification procedure is then performed based on a bias
calculation or CD calculation.
Initial experiments were performed on imprinted wafers consisting of
arrays of contacts and Metal 1-like patterns. Feature sizes for this
case were greater than 300 nm, so that results could be compared
with in-house inspection tools. A second experiment was run to test
inspection capability on Metal 1 and Logic-like imprint patterns down
to 70 nm. In general, the Metal 1 patterns had significantly lower
defect levels than the Logic counterpart, especially at the smallest
geometries. The methods used to detect and categorize defects as
small as 20 nm will be presented. The extension of the technology to
even smaller geometries and the prospects for directly inspecting the
template will also be discussed.

6151-23, Session 5
Characterizing nano-imprint pattern cross section
and fidelity from x-ray reflectivity
H. Lee, H. W. Ro, C. L. Soles, National Institute of Standards and
Technology; D. Hines, Univ. of Maryland/College Park; R. L. Jones,
A. Karim, E. K. Lin, W. Wu, National Institute of Standards and
Technology
Nanoimprint lithography (NIL) is rapidly emerging as a viable next
generation patterning technique with a potential resolution of less
than 10 nm.  However, the fact that it is direct contact lithography

coupled with a high resolution introduces many new metrology
challenges.  Previously we demonstrated how specular X-ray
reflectivity (SXR) could be used to quantify the critical residual layer
thickness in NIL patterns.  The residual layer is a thin layer of resist
between the features of the mold and supporting substrate that
results because the mold is unable to fully displace the resist and
make direct contact with the underlying substrate.  This year we
extend this methodology and illustrate how the total pattern cross
section of mold and the imprint can be quantified with nanometer
precision using SXR.  The X-ray reflectivity data from either the mold
or imprint is fit with a multilayer recursive model based on the
solutions to a one-dimensional Schrödinger equation.  This fit reveals
electron density, proportional to the physical density, of the patterned
film as a function of distance through film.  The coherence length of
the X-ray source is such that SXR averages density over lateral length
scales that are larger characteristic dimensions of the nanoimprint
features.  In this limit the density of the patterned region of the film is
equal to the density of the fully dense material reduced by the
appropriate volume fraction defined by the line-to-space (dense-to-
open) ratio.  From the fitting of the electron density profile one can
thereby deduce the line-to-space ratio variations as a function of
pattern height.  However, these line-to-space ratio variations only
provide a relative indication of the pattern cross section; an absolute
lateral length scale can not be determined unless the pattern width,
line width, or pitch is known.  In this presentation the pitch of the
imprint mold was precisely calibrated using critical dimension small
angle X-ray scattering (CD-SAXS).  Using the calibrated pitch the
relative line-to-space ratio can be converted into a length scale to
absolutely define the average width of the patterns as a function of
height.  We illustrate how this extremely powerful and quantitative
technique is used to assess the fidelity with which a pattern in an NIL
mold is transferred to imprinted pattern, in addition to extracting the
residual layer thickness with nanometer precision.

6151-24, Session 6
Development status of EUV sources for use in Beta-
tools and high-volume chip manufacturing tools
U. Stamm, J. Kleinschmidt, C. Ziener, G. Schriever, M. C.
Schürmann, G. Hergenhan, XTREME technologies GmbH (Germany)
In the paper we report the progress made at XTREME technologies in
the development of EUV sources based on laser produced plasma
(LPP) and gas discharge produced plasma (GDPP) technologies.
First prototype xenon GDPP sources from XTREME technologies have
been integrated into micro-exposure tools from Exitech, UK. The
sources are of the type XTS 13-35 and based on the Z-pinch
principle. The METs are in operation since almost two years. Multiple
exposures were made and all results match the predictions from
calculations and simulations well. The EUV in-band output power of
the source is limited to 35 W/2■■; sr at a repetition rate of 1 kHz.
Experience of the source integration as well as data about component
and optics lifetime are presented.
In the source development program for Beta- and high volume
manufacturing (HVM) exposure tools both tin and xenon have been
investigated as fuel for the EUV sources. For Beta-tool sources
collector optics were integrated successfully into the Xenon filled
GDPP sources and the intermediate focus power was measured to
values well above 10 W with reasonable collector lifetimes. Debris
mitigation schemes were successfully integrated into the sources and
lead to long collector lifetimes due to the debris flux reduction.
Special electrode geometries allow for long lifetimes due to small
electrode erosion. Both effects enable infrequent maintenance breaks.
For HVM sources both GDPP and LPP are considered. Optimized
configurations of GDPP sources enable plasma sizes below 1 mm
supporting collection efficiencies comparable to point like sources
and similar to LPP sources with both tin and xenon fuel. Current
output power records were established at 400 W/2■■; sr with a tin
fueled source. With measured collection efficiencies of grazing
incidence optics this power is sufficient for 50 W intermediate focus
power.
Recent LPP source development was focused on stable target
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material supply. Single Xenon droplets as well as continuous jets are
available as mass limited targets and enable the integration into LPP
sources. Currently a laser system of two single laser devices provide a
total power of 1200 W at 5 kHz repetition rate. Using a 0.35 sr
collector optics allow for the characterization of the intermediate
focus. The results lead to an extrapolation of the power values to 3.3
W in the intermediate focus assuming the availability of a 5 sr
collector optics. Driver laser technology change to CO2 laser systems
show promising results at reasonable costs.
Current status of the IF performances as well as potentials and limits
of GDPP and LPP EUV sources to achieve high volume manufacturing
specifications will be discussed in the paper including the cost of
ownership.

6151-25, Session 6
Status of Philips’ extreme-UV source
J. Pankert, G. Derra, P. Zink, Philips GmbH (Germany)
The paper will give an update of the Philips EUV source development.
The source operates with a laser triggered, Sn based gas discharge
and employs the Philips proprietary rotating electrode technology.
This technology ensures scaling to high power levels and long life of
the electrodes. The paper will report on the results of the first
commercial Sn-lamp.
The second part of the paper concentrates on the integration of the
lamp into a source-collector-module. Focus of this part will be on
debris mitigation and collector cleaning. Cleaning has been
introduced by Philips as a necessary ingredient to ensure long-life
collector operation. The technology makes use of the halogene
cycling technology known in the lamp industry.

6151-26, Session 6
LPP EUV source development
D. Myers, I. V. Fomenkov, B. A. M. Hansson, A. Ershov, N. Bowering,
W. Partlo, D. Brandt, Cymer, Inc.
This paper provides a detailed review of development progress for a
laser-produced-plasma (LPP) extreme-ultra-violet (EUV) source with
performance goals targeted to meet joint requirements from all
leading scanner manufacturers.  We present the latest results on drive
laser power and efficiency, source fuel, conversion efficiency, debris
mitigation techniques, multi-layer-mirror coatings, collector efficiency,
intermediate-focus (IF) metrology, mass-limited droplet generation,
laser-to-droplet targeting control, and system use and experience.
Results from several full-scale prototype systems will be presented.
In addition, a multitude of smaller lab-scale experimental systems
have also been constructed and tested. This presentation reviews the
latest experimental results obtained on these systems with a focus on
the topics most critical for an HVM source.
Laser produced plasma systems have been researched as a probable
candidate for light-source to an EUV scanner for optical imaging of
circuit features at 32nm and beyond nodes on the ITRS roadmap.
LPP systems have inherent advantages over alternate source types,
such as Discharge Produced Plasma (DPP), for power scalability,
etendue, collector efficiency, and component lifetime.  The capability
to scale LPP power with repetition rate and modular design will be
shown. A path to meet requirements for production scanners planned
well into the next decade will be presented.
This paper will include current testing results using a 320mm diameter
normal incidence elliptical collector, the first to be tested in a full scale
LPP system.  With the collector in-situ, intermediate focus (IF)
metrology capability is enabled, and data will be presented that
describes the quality of light at IF.

6151-27, Session 6
Development of CO2 laser produced Xe plasma EUV
light source for microlithography
H. Mizoguchi, A. Endo, T. Ariga, T. Miura, H. Hoshino, Y. Ueno, M.
Nakano, H. Komori, A. Sumitani, T. Abe, T. Suganuma, G.
Soumagne, H. Someya, Y. Takabayashi, K. Toyoda, Extreme
Ultraviolet Lithography System Development Association (Japan)
The main technical challenge of a laser produced plasma (LPP) EUV
light source for microlithography is to realize a EUV power of 115W at
the intermediate focus. Based on the research we performed since
the establishment of EUVA in 2002, we conclude that the 100 W EUV
level cannot be obtained based on solid-state Nd:YAG driver laser
technology, which is currently limited to the kW laser power level. This
approach will require the multiplexing of too many laser modules,
which will make the system layout too complex and too expensive.
Instead, CO2 laser technology will be used that currently produces 10
kW level average output powers. Based on this technology, we have
selected the following LPP EUV source system that is composed of
CO2 driver laser, Xe droplet target supply and magnetic field ion
mitigation. This source system will be expected to realize HVM in next
generation.
1) A short pulse width CO2 laser has chosen to produce the EUV
emission effectively with a pre-irradiation. CE (2%bw, 2πsr ) of 0.6%
has achieved with a 25 ns pulse width CO2 laser with a pre-pulse
YAG laser that pulse width is  8ns in low repetition rate operation.
Based on this experiment result, the laser system with a less than
15ns laser pulse width, master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) CO2
laser system that has a few kW and 100 kHz repetition is under
development using waveguide Q-switched CO2 laser and RF-excited
fast axial flow CO2 laser amplifiers. We will build up this system until
the beginning of 2006, and use it as a driver laser for 10W EUV power
at the intermediate focus.
2) Xe droplet target has chosen as a target. The droplet target is
suitable for high repetition rate target supply with uniform shape in a
high speed. The droplets are made by continuous jet method and a
piezoelectric element (PZT) attached to a nozzle induces a Rayleigh
instability that cause the jet to break up into droplets. Applying the
appropriate nozzle oscillation frequency for a given droplet speed and
nozzle diameter, uniform and equidistant droplets are generated. The
Xe droplet speed and repetition rate we have achieve are 100 m/s and
800 kHz respectively. And match with 100 kHz CO2 laser system for
EUV emission. We are planning increase of droplet speed for high
power source.
3) A magnetic field ion mitigation to reduce damage of the collector
mirror shows extension of mirror lifetime. As the first step, the ion
mitigation with magnetic field of 0.6T showed that the estimated
lifetime is 10 to 30 times as long as no mitigation. We are under
optimization of the magnetic field and we will evaluation of the Mo/Si
mirror lifetime by the optimized mitigation.
We will report the development of our CO2 LPP light source at the
SPIE conference.
This work was performed under the management of the Extreme
Ultraviolet Lithography System Development Association (EUVA), a
research and development program of the New Energy and Industrial
Technology Development Organization (NEDO), Japan.

6151-28, Session 6
A novel high-brightness electrodeless Z-pinch EUV
source
S. F. Horne, M. M. Besen, D. K. Smith, R. D’Agostino, P. A.
Blackborow, Energetiq Technology, Inc.
Traditional Z-Pinch discharge plasma sources designed for EUV
applications use electrodes to conduct the high current pulse into the
plasma. The contact of these electrodes with the high temperature
plasma required for EUV production can cause issues of electrode
erosion, electrode ‘spitting’ and even melting. These can be sources
of contaminating debris for any optical system connected to the
source.
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We will present a novel approach to the z-pinch discharge plasma
where the current pulse is induced into the discharge, rather than
conducted. The inductive coupling creates magnetic fields which
position the resulting electrodeless z-pinch plasma away from the
source walls, thereby allowing relatively straightforward approaches to
source cooling. We will show results from a commercially available
electrodeless z-pinch EUV source that delivers 10Watts at 13.5nm (+/-
1% bandwidth) into 2pi steradians using xenon as the EUV emitting
gas. Source size measurements and the ability to tailor the size to
specific applications will be presented. In particular we will report on
the optimization of the source for high brightness, for applications
such as EUV metrology, microscopy and defect inspection of EUV
masks and mask blanks, and the optimization of the source for power
output for applications such as resist exposure and resist out-gassing
studies.  In imaging applications, the illumination  optics are often able
to reject light except from the immediate region of the pinch. This
characteristic has consequences for out-of-band light measurements.
We will present out-of-band measurements of light from a highly
collimated view of the pinch.

6151-29, Session 6
Design and optimization of collectors for extreme-
ultraviolet lithography
F. E. Zocchi, V. Rigato, E. Buratti, Media Lario SRL (Italy)
The current power requirement for in-band radiation at 13.5 nm for
Extreme Ultra-Violet (EUV) lithography amounts to about 115 W or
more at wafer level. Since the maximum conversion efficiency of both
discharge and laser produced plasma sources is limited to few
percents and since the reflectivity of normal incidence mirrors in the
illuminator and the projection optics box do not exceed about 70% for
each of the 6-8 mirrors along the optical path, the collector that pre-
shapes and transfers the radiation emitted from the source to the
illuminator must be designed to maximize the collection efficiency
while withstanding thermal loads in the range of several kilowatts.
At present, the most promising optical configuration of collectors for
EUV lithography scanners is based on grazing incidence Wolter
design. For lithographic applications, the design needs to be
optimized to match the source and illuminator specifications while
assuring manufacturability and maximizing optical performances in
terms of collection efficiency and far field intensity uniformity. To
achieve best results, the collector design and optimization must take
into account from the beginning not only the optical requirements but
essentially all the main technological aspects that contribute to the
manufacturing of the collector, including, in particular, the reflective
optical coating, the obscurations due to the mirror thickness and
support structures and the cooling system required by the high
thermal load on the collector. Indeed, the reflectivity of the optical
coating combines with the optical design to directly affect collection
efficiency and modulate the far field intensity pattern; the inclusion of
the mirror thickness in the optical design phase helps in reducing the
corresponding shadowing in the far field intensity distribution; the
cooling system should avoid additional obscurations by proper
matching with the optical design.
In addition, the cooling system must not only assure balance between
radiation thermal load and cooling power, but also minimize
deformations due to unavoidable local thermal gradient, the optical
effects of which are evaluated by ray-tracing of the deformed collector
shape as resulting from finite element analysis output. The iteration
between thermo-mechanical and optical analysis and simulation,
taking into account the actual operating conditions, thermal loads and
coating reflectivity, leads to the refinement and optimization of the
cooling configuration that assures best performances.
Media Lario Technologies has designed, developed and is currently
manufacturing actively cooled Wolter collectors for high power
operation. Based on Nickel electroforming technology, each mirror is
manufactured with a dedicated cooling system which is monolithic
with the mirror, thus assuring very low thermal impedance between
the mirror and the cooling hardware. Discussion of the design criteria,
analyses, simulations and trade-offs will be presented at the
conference.

6151-30, Session 7
Defect printability study using EUV lithography
C. Holfeld, K. Bubke, Advanced Mask Technology Ctr. (Germany); B.
M. LaFontaine, A. R. Pawlowski, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.; S.
N. Schwarzl, F. Kamm, Infineon Technologies AG (Germany)
Going to smaller feature sizes, the critical defect size being transferred
to the printed image on wafer is dramatically decreased. Moreover,
not only the critical size is reduced but the expected total number of
defects on the reticle grows with decreasing size. These facts hold for
all lithographic technologies. Thus, an understanding of the printing
behaviour is required although the primary approach must be a
reduction of defects.
One prime candidate for future technology nodes below 50 nm is EUV
lithography. An understanding of the defect printability is particularly
important since defect-free masks are considered as one of the key
issues for this technology. We report on printing experiments of
programmed defects using the micro-exposure tool (MET) in Berkeley.
Several types of defects were investigated.
The study focuses on the transfer function of the defect size and on
the change of process window in comparison to the case without
defect. The experimental data are compared to simulations of the
aerial image on wafer. Different criteria describing the image deviation
on wafer due to the defect are evaluated. Finally, we try to determine a
critical defect size which will provide the requirements for defect
inspection and repair during the mask manufacturing process.

6151-31, Session 7
EUV lithography simulation for the 32-nm node
E. Kim, Hanyang Univ. (South Korea); S. Kim, SAMSUNG Advanced
Institute of Technology (South Korea); J. Park, W. Chang, H. Oh,
Hanyang Univ. (South Korea)
Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography (EUVL) is one of the patterning
technologies proposed for the next generation lithography (NGL)
which makes pattern less than 50 nm critical dimension (CD). And
EUVL uses a very short exposure wavelength of 13.5 nm. So it has
many characteristic in common with optical lithography, but EUVL are
different from the conventional mask applied to the projection optical
lithograph. Specially, industry experts generally agree that the biggest
challenges and risks for the next generation of lithography systems
involve the mask.
In EUVL, a mask is produced by applying multilayers of molybdenum
and silicon to a flat substrate. The circuit pattern is produced by
applying a final EUV-absorbing metal layer and then etching away the
metal to form the image of the circuit. Also, the light shining with 6
degrees oblique to mask can not get target CD easily because the
shadow effect is influenced on pattern. Therefore we must understand
this kind of effect before doing real process.
We tried to change the structure of the mask in order to decrease this
effect and to have enough process latitude for the 32 nm node. EUV
mask is affected by the thickness and kind of absorber and buffer
material. First, we changed the absorber material such as Cr, TaN and
Ge etc. without changing the buffer material. Second, we changed the
thickness of the absorber materials. We tried to minimize the shadow
effect by adjusting the side wall angle of the absorber layer parallel to
the oblique incidence. Additionally we considered different shapes
and depth of the etched multilayer binary mask and the refilled
multilayer binary mask such as the inclined side wall of the etched
multilayer.
In this paper, we will describe the optimized EUV mask structure for
32 nm node by studying not only the aerial image, but also the resist
profile. Solid-EUV simulator of Sigma-C is used to calculate the aerial
image, resist pattern profile, and the process latitude with the
optimized process parameters.
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6151-32, Session 7
Simulation analysis of printability of scratch and
bump defects in EUV lithography
M. Sugawara, I. Nishiyama, Association of Super-Advanced
Electronics Technologies (Japan)
Many papers have considered the impact of off-axis incident light on
the printability of defects. In particular, the printability of bump defects
on a glass substrate has been investigated in detail in order to
determine their allowable size. A smoothing deposition method has
also been developed to compensate for the degradation in printability
due to defects. In this study, we used a 2-dimensional (2D) simulation
for line-shaped scratch and bump defects based on a consideration
of diffracted rays to estimate the energy passing through the pupil as
a function of the size and position of a defect with respect to the
absorber pattern. A comparison of the energies with and without a
defect yields the energy loss due to a defect, which provides the
amount by which the absorber pattern needs to be corrected at the
defect site.
Smoothing deposition was found to significantly reduce the influence
of a bump defect on printability. 2D simulations of a line-shaped
defect showed that, with smoothing deposition, the allowable size of
a bump defect on a glass substrate is over 5 nm for a space pattern
with a critical dimension (CD) of 32 nm on a wafer. Here, a size of 5
nm means the height and width of a defect are both 5 nm, which
corresponds to a dispersion of 1* in the Gaussian distribution
assumed for defect features. Smoothing deposition also allows larger
scratch defects than standard deposition techniques, which have no
smoothing effect. However, the benefit of smoothing deposition is
smaller for scratch defects than for bump defects. For smoothing
deposition and a space pattern with CD of 32 nm, the allowable size
of a scratch defect is as small as 3 nm. Furthermore, the printability of
a scratch defect is significantly influenced by how much wider the
defect becomes from the bottom to the top of a Mo/Si stack during
smoothing deposition.
This paper discusses the difference in printability between line-
shaped scratch and bump defects based on 2D simulations that we
used to analyze the diffracted rays perturbed by a defect in order to
estimate the loss of energy passing through the pupil as a function of
the size of a defect and its position relative to the absorber pattern.
The energy loss also clarifies the amount by which the absorber
pattern needs to be corrected.
 This work was performed under the management of ASET in a METI
R&D program supported by NEDO.

6151-33, Session 7
EUV imaging with a 13-nm tabletop laser reaches
sub-50-nm spatial resolution
G. O. Vaschenko, F. Brizuela, C. A. Brewer, M. A. Larotonda, Y.
Wang, B. M. Luther, M. C. Marconi, C. S. Menoni, J. J. Rocca,
Colorado State Univ.; W. Chao, E. H. Anderson, Y. Liu, D. T.
Attwood, Jr., Lawrence Berkeley National Lab.
Applications in lithography and nanoscience will significantly benefit
from nanometer-scale spatial resolution imaging tools operating within
the bandwidth of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors. Here we report images with
a spatial resolution better than 38 nm obtained using a 13 nm
wavelength tabletop system. The extreme ultraviolet (EUV) imaging
system consists of a high brightness laser illumination source,
diffractive zone plate optics, and a charge coupled detector (CCD)
array.
The tabletop laser used as the illumination source produces an
average power of 1*2 *W. The EUV emission is highly directed and
monochromatic (**/* < 1 * 10-4), characteristics that make this source
well suited for imaging applications. The EUV laser light is generated
by amplification of spontaneous emission in a laser-created line focus
plasma produced by heating a solid target with a high intensity optical
laser pulse from a chirped pulse amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system.
The use of silver as target material results in emission centered at 13.9
nm, whereas a cadmium target yields laser emission at 13.2 nm

wavelength. At 13.2 nm wavelength the reflectivity of a typical Mo/Si
multilayer coating is ∼ 75 % of its peak value, which makes this laser
line particularly suitable for at-wavelength inspection of EUV
lithography masks and optics. The laser output is collected and
focused onto the sample by a 5 mm diameter zone plate condenser.
Both the condenser and objective zone plates were produced by
electron beam lithography in a 120 nm thick nickel film supported by a
100 nm thick Si3N4 layer. Zone plates with either 80 or 50 nm
outermost zone widths were used as objectives. The images
produced by the objective were collected with a back-illuminated
CCD.
The microscope performance was tested by imaging a specially
designed test pattern containing a set of periodic lines and spaces of
decreasing width that were lithographically imprinted in a thin nickel
film. The high brightness of the EUV source allowed the acquisition of
images with the field of view as large as ∼ 300 µm2 with *980
magnification with exposures as short as 5 - 20 seconds. Using 13.2
nm wavelength light and a 50 nm outermost zone objective, dense
lines with a half-period of 38 nm were well resolved. The resolution of
the microscope reported here could be further improved by using an
objective zone plate with smaller outermost zone width and increased
numerical aperture.
This new type of imaging tools can be useful for applications in nano-
science and nano-technology. The proof-of-principle imaging
experiments reported here open the opportunity for the realization in
future work of a reflection-mode imaging system for at-wavelength
defect inspection of EUV microlithography masks.
Work supported by the National Science Foundation Engineering
Research Center for Extreme Ultraviolet Science and Technology
under NSF Award EEC-0310717.

6151-34, Session 7
Investigation of the current resolution limits of
advanced EUV resists
P. P. Naulleau, SUNY/Univ. at Albany; J. P. Cain, Advanced Micro
Devices, Inc.; K. R. Dean, SEMATECH, Inc.; P. Deanham, K. A.
Goldberg, B. Hoef, Lawrence Berkeley National Lab.; B. M.
LaFontaine, A. R. Pawloski, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.; C. E.
Larson, G. M. Wallraff, IBM Almaden Research Ctr.
The past two years has brought tremendous improvements in the
crucial area of resists for extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography. Nested
and isolated line resolutions approaching 30 nm and 25 nm,
respectively, have been demonstrated. These advances have been
enabled, in large part, by the high-numerical (0.3) EUV imaging
capabilities provided by the Berkeley MET exposure tool [1]. Here we
investigate the resolution limits in several advanced EUV resists using
the Berkeley MET exposure tool. Comparisons to aerial-image
performance and the use of resolution-enhancing illumination
conditions are used to establish the fact that the observed pattern
resolution in the best chemically-amplified resists available today are
indeed resist limited. Moreover, modulation transfer function (MTF)
techniques are used to directly compare various advanced resists.
Strong correlation is observed between relative MTF performance and
observed resolution limits.

6151-36, Session 8
Technology mapping technique for throughput
enhancement of character projection equipment
M. Sugihara, T. Takata, K. Nakamura, Kyushu Univ. (Japan); R.
Inanami, e-BEAM Corp. (Japan); H. Hayashi, Tokyo Electron Ltd.
(Japan); K. Kishimoto, e-BEAM Corp. (Japan); T. Hasebe, Tokyo
Electron Ltd. (Japan); Y. Kawano, e-BEAM Corp. (Japan); Y.
Matsunaga, K. Murakami, Kyushu Univ. (Japan); K. Okumura, The
Univ. of Tokyo (Japan)
In the current semiconductor industry, quite various devices are
manufactured while most of them result in small production volumes.
The small production of a product leads to its price rise because the
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expensive investment made in its photomask set must be redeemed
by passing it on the price of the product. The price of the photomask
set has a great influence on that of the semiconductor device. The
price of a photomask set has become critical increasingly because
that increases rapidly as the transistor integration advances.
Electron beam direct writing (EBDW) can draw patterns onto wafers
masklessly or quasi-masklessly. The throughput of the conventional
EBDW equipment which is based on the variable shaped beam (VSB)
method is, however, extremely low. In the VSB method, exposed
patterns are divided into a large number of small rectangular and
triangular shapes to draw them. The conventional VSB equipment
“shoots” rectangular and triangular shapes onto wafers and results in
a large number of shots, which deteriorates the throughput of the
equipment. In the sense, the number of shots reflects the throughput
of the system and must be reduced.
The character projection (CP) method is a more promising projection
method in which pieces of patterns, called characters on CP aperture
masks, are projected onto wafers with electron beam (EB) shots. In
the CP method, frequently utilized shapes in circuits are implemented
as characters, for which cells are ordinarily utilized as the basis. The
CP method is effective to decrease the number of EB shots because it
can draw multiple rectangular and/or triangular shapes in a several-
µm-square in one shot. The weak point of the CP method is that the
number of characters available on a CP aperture mask is limited to a
small one and not all cells in a cell library can be realized on a CP
aperture mask. Even if multiple CP aperture masks are used to
implement all the cells, it takes a forbiddingly long time to switch CP
aperture masks for setting and adjusting. Though the throughput of
the CP method is much higher than that of the VSB method, it still
needs to be improved because it is lower than that of the other
lithography which is based on photomasks. In this paper, the authors
present a technology mapping technique for throughput enhancement
of the CP equipment which adopts both the CP and VSB methods.
The proposed technology mapping technique reduces the number of
EB shots to draw an entire chip by utilizing the cells which are on CP
aperture masks. The number of EB shots is treated as an objective to
minimize in the technology mapping process. The proposed scheme
achieved a 45% reduction in the number of EB shots under no timing
constraints. It also achieved a 19.6% reduction in the number of shots
under a reasonable timing constraint. Our technique is easy for both
IC designers and equipment developers to adopt because it is a
software approach with no additional modification on the CP
equipment.

6151-37, Session 8
Complementary dose and geometrical solutions for
EBDW proximity effects correction: application for
sub-45-nm nodes product manufacturing
S. Manakli, S. Soonekindt, STMicroelectronics (France); J.
Todeschini, Philips Semiconductors (France); B. Icard, CEA-LETI
(France); S. Leseuil, Philips Semiconductors (France); B. Minghetti,
STMicroelectronics (France); L. Pain, CEA-LETI (France)
Due to the higher cost of the equipments and the mask complexity,
the optical lithography use for the integrated circuit manufacturing
becomes more and more expensive. One alternative to support a
quick start of the next generation technology studies as the 45nm and
32nm nodes is the Electron Beam Direct Write (EBDW) lithography
solution. This anticipates the advanced devices and allows faster
process developments with a lower cost as shown in previous papers
[1, 2].
In this way, the development of the process requires a good
dimensional control of the patterns. That means a better control of the
proximity effects mainly affected by the back scattered electrons. The
E-Beam proximity effects are commonly controlled with a dose
modulation as for example it is done today by Proxecco software tool
(PDFsolutions(r)). For the 45nm node and below, this solution shows
important limitations as the degradation of the line end shortening
(LES), isolated/dense bias (IDB) and CD linearity driving to a poor
process window.

In this paper, we propose a new methodology controlling the E-Beam
proximity effects for the 45nm and 32nm nodes. The full improvement
of the E-Beam Proximity effects Correction (EBPC) needs to be
performed in two steps. During the first step, a dedicated dose
modulation model optimization is mandatory for each E-Beam
lithography level. We will see that 3 or 4 Gaussians model is
necessary for the sub 45nm nodes. This paper will propose a new
process flow for the dose modulation model optimization. This
improves the resolution, the dimensional uniformity, the energy
latitude and the CD linearity. But due to the machine and Proxecco
limitations, some structures as the line end shortening and the IDB
need more accurate correction. That’s why to complete the EBPC, we
add to each dedicated dose modulation model a rule based
correction scheme. In this paper, we will see that this complementary
EBPC solution provides good results down to the possibility to pattern
32nm node device structures with a better control of the EBPC. The
LES is decreased to 5nm (instead of 40nm) and the IDB is around
7nm (instead of 20nm) (figure 1). The figure 2 shows an example of
SRAM memory obtained with this solution.

6151-38, Session 8
Optical-maskless lithography for flexible high-
resolution patterning
R. Menon, LumArray Inc.; D. Chao, A. Patel, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology; M. E. Walsh, H. I. Smith, LumArray Inc.
Zone-Plate-Array Lithography (ZPAL) is an optical-maskless-
lithography technique that has successfully demonstrated dense
features as small as135nm using a 400nm source [1]. Using the
standard formulation, W = k1?/NA, ZPAL’s performance corresponds
to k1 = 0.287. In ZPAL, an array of high-numerical- aperture diffractive
lenses (for example, zone plates) is used to create an array of tightly
focused spots on the surface of a photoresist-coated substrate.
Scanning the substrate and simultaneously modulating the intensities
of the spots by an upstream spatial-light modulator creates patterns
of complex geometries in a “dot-matrix” fashion. The early
development of ZPAL was conducted at MIT’s NanoStructures
laboratory and LumArray is currently commercializing it.
Since ZPAL is an incoherent imaging technique, it can create patterns
of essentially arbitrary geometries at the finest resolution. For
example, it has the potential to pattern pseudo-random distributions
of contact holes at the leading technology node. Since the technology
relies on a parallel-writing scheme, the effective throughput can be
quite high compared to flexible alternatives.
In this presentation, we will describe the potential for extending this
technology to the sub-100nm and beyond. Our recent demonstration
of hyper-NA lithography using a water-immersion ZPAL system was a
major milestone in that direction [2].
References:
[1] R. Menon, A. Patel, D. Gil and H. I. Smith, “Maskless Lithography”,
Materials Today, pp. 26-33, February (2005). Also see
www.lumarray.com.
[2] David Chao, Amil Patel, Tymon Barwicz, Henry I. Smith, and Rajesh
Menon, “Immersion Zone-Plate-Array Lithography “, Journal of
Vacuum Sciences and Technology B, Nov/Dec 2005 (to be published).

6151-39, Session 8
High-sensitivity interferometric schemes for ML2
micromirror calibrations
J. Wang, O. Solgaard, Stanford Univ.; A. R. Neureuther, Univ. of
California/Berkeley
Optical maskless lithography (ML2) using a micromirror array as a
programmable mask is a promising economical solution to the ever-
increasing mask costs in conventional lithography. To fulfill the
throughput requirement, typically, millions of micromirrors are needed
in the programmable mask. Thus, it is quite challenging to calibrate
such a large number of mirrors fast and accurately.  This paper
presents a calibration method using interferometric schemes with high
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sensitivity and good linearity.  An analytic model based on electric-
field perturbation has been developed to quantify the influences of
mirror configuration and defocus on calibration sensitivity.  This model
was tested through a variety of schemes with simulations in SPLAT,
showing a good match (+-5%) between the model predictions and the
simulation results.  With the analytic model, two optimization
strategies to achieve the highest sensitivity are developed:
(1)When the intensity I is limited below a pre-set level, the most
sensitive case occurs at the defocused plane when the E-field
contribution from the tested pixel is at maximum or equal to sqrt(I)/2,
whichever is the smallest.
(2)When the number of illuminated mirrors is limited, the highest
sensitivity occurs when all the phasors of the illuminated mirrors are in
phase with each other.
For a 5-by-5 array with a pixel size of 0.5 lambda/NA, the sensitivity is
improved from 0.0078 I/degree when the surrounding pixels are not
actuated, to 0.02286 I/degree and 0.0347 I/degree when the pixels are
arranged in optimized schemes at defocus of 0.0RU and 1.5RU,
respectively.  The typical improvement is about 3X to 4X when the
optimized schemes are used.

6151-40, Session 9
Multi-scale modeling of nano-imprint lithography
D. A. Mendels, National Physical Lab. (United Kingdom)
A suite of modelling tools is being created for the European Integrated
Project “Emerging Nano-Patterning Methods”. The processing of
nano-imprints is first generally introduced within the framework of the
modelling work packages. The idea of an optimal processing window
is presented, together with its limiting factors. Stemming from these
factors, we identify the need for a fully integrated multi-scale
modelling where the overlap is on three levels: at the wafer scale for
pressure and residual layer thickness distribution, at the cavity scale
for fluid dynamics, and at the sub-nanometre scale for fluid-stamp
interactions.
The residual layer thickness is a critical parameter for embossing large
areas, and accurate modelling at various scales is needed, in order to
predict simultaneously cavity filling and thickness homogeneity at the
wafer level. To do so, a finite element model is first introduced, where
ANSYS is used to solve for the fluid flow in channels of width ranging
between 10 nm and 1 um. Secondly, a semi-empirical closed-form
solution to the flow equation is derived. And thirdly, this set of
equations is used in the form of a modified Stokes equation in a
coarse graining approach to simulate the residual thickness for stamp
details of 2x2 Millimetres Square.
The finite element (FE) model allows shedding light on the importance
of fluid-solid interactions, where an arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE)
and volume of fluid (VOF) approach are used. The effects of non-
Newtonian viscosity, surface tension at the entrance of the channel
and at the flow front are highlighted. Both the solid stamp and liquid
polymer are simulated simultaneously. It is shown that the model
reproduces well the profile of the fluid front in a cavity for a range of
viscosities. The model also successfully compares to the experimental
results of load-instrumented single cavity nano-imprint (LINIL): this
allows checking that the polymer profile inside the cavity is similar in
both cases, and that the load and displacement values are in
quantitative agreement.
Based on these numerical results, it is relatively straightforward to
devise the limits of validity of the Poiseuille flow and shear filling of the
cavity: these classical expressions describe accurately the filling
dynamics of a cavity provided the flow is fully developed. These
equations are in turn used within a coarse graining method that
homogenises the pressure distribution by means of equivalent
thickness of the resist. The coarse graining approach has the
advantage of being much faster than the FE solution, which is hardly
feasible at the mask level. However, it is naturally less precise, as the
stamp and substrate are not fully rendered. The validity of this
approach is further demonstrated by successfully comparing
numerical results with the residual layer profiles obtained in
benchmarking experiments at the wafer scale (4in).

The partial support of the EC-funded project NaPa (Contract no.
NMP4-CT-2003-500120) is gratefully acknowledged. The author
wishes to acknowledge G. Cross and J. Pethica, Trinity College,
Dublin, for challenging discussions and for giving access to the LINIL
data.

6151-41, Session 9
Increasing effective resolution through surface
conditioners for 1x imprint templates and
photomask applications beyond 65 nm
K. S. Selinidis, J. G. Maltabes, Photronics, Inc.; M. B. Rao, P. Zhang,
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Photo mask technology is continually shrinking feature sizes to
support the advances in the semiconductor industry. Traditionally,
mask-making technology has lagged behind semiconductor
lithography because the features on the mask were 4 to 5x those
printed on the wafer. With the advent of 1X imprint lithography, and
the implementation of optical proximity correction; the high-end mask
industry is forced to catch up to its wafer counterpart.  1X imprint
lithography is only limited by the resolution of the template, and in
order for this technology to be a viable alternative, mask makers must
significantly improve their resolution capability.  Even at the 65nm
technology node, assist features on the photo mask could be sub-
100nm.  As features shrink below 100nm, pattern fidelity becomes a
significant issue to overcome and the mask processes must adapt
techniques that have been used in leading edge wafer fabrication.  An
example is the use of surface conditioners to significantly reduce
toppling of the resist lines.   The surface conditioner breaks down the
surface tension of the rinse water during drying, and thus inhibits the
capillary lateral forces from collapsing the resist.    This paper
investigates the viability of extending this application used in wafer
processes to photo masks.  First, the improvement in effective
resolution is demonstrated with a screening experiment.  The impacts
of surface conditioners supplied by Air Products were tested on
masks coated with a chemically amplified negative e- beam resist,
FEN270. The factors in this experiment included two surface
conditioner (SC) formulations, SC concentration, exposure dose, post
bake temperature, and resist thickness.  The results were compared
to masks processed in the same manor but with DI water as a control.
A test pattern was designed to pinpoint the onset of resist collapse.
Line sizes from 40nm to 130nm were tested with different line spacing
to exert different amounts of capillary forces on the resist walls.  The
test demonstrates the current resolution capabilities by pushing the
limits of the e-beam writer, as well as improvements in the processing
window.
In addition to needing improved resolution, mask makers have
unprecedented cleanliness constraints. While the semiconductor
world can withstand a few defects and still maintain a reasonable
yield, just one defect on a mask can render it useless.   For this
reason, surface conditioners must also be able to meet the defectivity
requirements to be a viable solution.  Defectivity is currently an
avenue that is being explored, but if possible a cursory look at
defectivity will be presented using the best processing conditions
observed from the screening experiment.

6151-42, Session 9
NIL template manufacturing using a variable shaped
beam e-beam writer and a new pCAR
M. Irmscher, F. Letzkus, J. Butschke, C. Koepernik, H. Sailer, A. M.
Schwersenz, Institut für Mikroelektronik Stuttgart (Germany); G.
Hess, M. Renno, SCHOTT Lithotec AG (Germany); E. Thompson,
Molecular Imprints, Inc.; H. Schulz, Carl Zeiss SMT AG (Germany)
Nano Imprint Lithography (NIL) is increasingly being considered as a
future cost-effective lithography solution with multiple markets. NIL
was included in the ITRS roadmap as an option for the 32nm node
and below and offers the chance to replicate nano features with less
technical complexity  and cost than optical lithography solutions. The
capability of the imprint process to produce three dimensional
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structures, offers the potential to simplify processes, like patterning of
metal lines and vias in one step. Additionally, there are numerous
possible applications outside the semiconductor market, these
include but are not limited to; the manufacturing of patterned media,
optical components and solid state lighting.
Consequently, some major IC manufacturers have begun the
evaluation of this technology and mask shops have been developing
initial processes for template manufacturing. All of this initial
development has been done using the existing infrastructure.
The manufacturing of a complex template for IC application with all
the stringent  requirements on resolution, CD linearity, placement
accuracy, quartz profile angle, defect density etc, is presently the
most significant challenge to NIL technology. On the one hand,
generation of 10nm features using Gaussian e-beam systems
represents the state-of-the-art in resolution, however the low
throughput and the poor image placement accuracy of existing tools
significantly limit the use of these types pattern generators from
template making for ICs.
Variable shaped beam systems (VSB) combined with fast resists, like
chemically amplified resists (CAR), enable the exposure of complex
patterns in an acceptable time frame. The majority of the photomask
industry utilize VSB mask writer operating at an acceleration voltage
of 50kV. The resolution limit to date is the range of 70 - 60nm dense
lines; this is strongly dependent on the resist used, which to this point
have been CARs known for their severe LER.
The goal of our work was the development of a template technology,
based on the use of; state-of-the-art mask making tools like the Leica
SB350 e-beam writer, the UNAXIS mask etcher Gen IV, and the use of
a new pCAR with improved resolution and LER capability.
The substrates for our template process have been 6025 blanks with
a 15nm Cr layer developed by Schott Lithotec for this purpose. One of
our Cr etching optimization criteria was the maximizing of selectivity,
giving the chance to reduce the resist thickness below 100nm. In thin
resist no pattern collapse occur down to 40nm and the forward
scattering of the 50keV electrons does not significantly reduce the
resolution.
With a quartz etch process providing perpendicular profile, and an
adequate etch depth linearity, the chrome mask was transferred into
the blank substrate. A resolution of down to 55nm dense lines was
achieved in the final template.
The first approach of a proximity effect correction considered, both
electron scattering and process induced loading effects. This
provided an acceptable linearity of the template features.
Finally, we have done pedestal lithography and etching as well as
dicing and polishing according to Molecular Imprint’s requirements
and the templates have been evaluated by imprinting on S-FIL
systems of MII’s Imprio series at Molecular Imprints and Zeiss.

6151-43, Session 9
The role of stresses in nano-imprint lithography
C. L. Soles, H. W. Ro, H. Lee, R. L. Jones, A. Karim, E. K. Lin,
National Institute of Standards and Technology; W. Hu, S. Pang,
Univ. of Michigan
Thermal re-flow techniques can be used to reduce line edge
roughness in lithographic patterns.  A resist pattern is flash annealed
at a temperature where the viscosity of the resist is reduced
sufficiently such that surface tension effects smooth the roughness on
the surfaces of the pattern.  In this presentation we demonstrate that
these thermal re-flow technique can be problematic with patterns
created by nanoimprint lithography. Periodic arrays of polymeric
nanostructures are imprinted into a variety films, including commercial
resist formulations and model poly(methyl methacrylate) films.
Subsequent flash anneal steps are applied to the films near the glass
transition temperature of the resist to simulate a re-flow process.  The
dimensional changes of the patterns resulting from these flash
anneals are characterized using both critical dimension small angle X-
ray scattering (CD-SAXS) and specular X-ray reflectivity  (SXR).  CD-
SAXS quantifies the pattern line widths with nanometer resolution
while SXR is superior for extracting pattern height and the residual

layer thickness with similar resolution, thereby providing a complete
picture of the pattern cross section through a non-destructive
metrology. Upon flash annealing we observe that the imprinted
pattern rapidly shrink in height, at rates that can be one to two orders
of magnitude faster than simple viscous flow.  By contrast, the lateral
flow of the polymer in the width direction is much slower and
consistent with conventional viscous flow.  The origin of this rapid
decay in pattern height is determined to be residual stresses in the
pattern that are induced by the imprint processing.  The flow of the
viscous polymer through the rigid, nanoscale cavities of the mold
creates large shear stresses that distort the resist macromolecules,
inducing a orientation bias in the direction of flow into the cavity.
During the typical imprint process this bias does not have time to
relax, leading to residual stresses when the imprint is quenched back
into the glassy state at room temperature.  The rapid height decrease
during the flash anneal is a direct manifestation of these residual
stresses being dissipated.  The propensity to form these residual
stresses increases as the molecular mass of the resist increases.  The
impact of these imprinting induced stresses on long term pattern
stability is explored.

6151-44, Session 9
Release layer for nano-imprint lithography
T. Zhang, Applied MicroStructures Inc.
One of the challenges in nanoimprint lithography is polymer (e.g.
resist) adhesion to the mold, which causes pattern defects and mold
contamination.  In order to overcome this difficulty and to satisfy
stringent processing requirements for nanoscale pattern generation, a
new commercial system for self-assembled monolayer (SAM)
deposition has been developed.  This Molecular Vapor Deposition
(MVDTM) 1 technique at room temperature allows formation from a
vapor phase2,3 of a thin conformal coating of very low surface energy.
Therefore, it substantially reduces the adhesion between the mold and
the resist.
Compared to the conventional deposition from a liquid phase
immersion process, vapor phase deposition can form film with
aggregate free surface and substantially reduced defects.  This is
shown in AFM images as a comparison to a conventional liquid
immersion method.  It is possible due to a vacuum type of processing
with a tight control of moisture during the process.  As a result,
nanoscale pattern fidelity can be maintained at the highest level
during imprint pattern transfer.   Resist adhesion to the mold has been
also eliminated.  The mold surface energy is greatly reduced as a
result of the formation of densely packed perfluorinated monolayer in
MVD system.
MVD system flexibility includes choosing a specific chemical
precursor of which no moisture is required as a catalyst on some non-
silicon type of mold materials.  In order to achieve good long-term
performance of the mold, a reliable adhesion of such monolayer to the
mold surface has been developed by an in-situ mold surface
treatment process.  Combination of in-situ surface treatment and a
proprietary adhesion layer prior to the monolayer deposition produced
excellent adhesion properties for various mold materials such as
silicon, glass, metal and polymer.
Additional advantage of vapor phase process for release layers is high
level of conformality to nanoscale features of the mold.   The nature of
self-assembling and self-limited characteristic of deposition process
helps to maintain excellent CD control of the mold pattern.
We present a graph of release force dynamics through more than 150
imprints and mold release force experiences reduction from about 32
N to around 10 N during repetitive contacts with resist.   An  effect of
MVD release layer on mold release performance (cleanliness) is also
presented for nanoimprint application.  Highly uniform and excellent
repeatability of imprints with critical features superior to the
conventional deposition method are achievable with MVD process.
References:
1 Molecular Vapor Deposition (MVD) is a trademark of Applied
MicroStructures, Inc.
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2 B. Kobrin, W. R. Ashurst, R. Maboudian, V. Fuentes, R. Nowak, R. Yi
and J. Chinn, MVD technique of surface modification, AICHE Annual
meeting 2004, November 8, Austin, TX
3 B. Kobrin, J. Chinn, R. Ashurst, Durable Anti-Stiction Coatings by
Molecular Vapor Deposition (MVD),  NSTI Nanotech 2005, May 8-12,
Anaheim, CA

6151-45, Session 9
A new imprint process designed for patterning non-
flat substrates
M. P. Watts, M. L. Miller, N. Stacey, J. Choi, M. Subramanian, S. V.
Sreenivasan, Molecular Imprints, Inc.
Molecular Imprints has developed the first wafer scale, drop on
demand imprint tool process to allow high resolution imprinting over
substrates that have a flatness variation of  \> 2 µm over 50 mm.
The entire wafer is imprinted using a compliant fused-silica template.
Results from both spin-on material dispense and drop-on-demand
material dispense techniques will be shown.

6151-46, Session 10
Phase defect observation using an EUV microscope
K. Hamamoto, Y. Tanaka, Univ. of Hyogo (Japan); N. Hosokawa,
Nitto Thin Film Labs. Co., Ltd. (Japan); N. Sakaya, M. Hosoya, T.
Shoki, HOYA Corp. (Japan); T. Watanabe, H. Kinoshita, Univ. of
Hyogo (Japan)
We constructed the EUV microscope for actinic mask inspection
which consists of Schwarzschild optics and X-ray zooming tube.
Furthermore, this microscope has a plan to build a Mirau
interferometer which can detect the phase defect. Magnification of
Schwarzschild optics is 30X, and X-ray zooming tube can change the
magnification in the range from 10 X to 200 X. So, the total
magnification of the microscope is 300 X to 6000 X. And the
numerical aperture of Schwarzschild optics is 0.3, so, it can inspect
the defect of 10 nm in size. Figure error of mirrors are less than 0.4 nm
and surface roughness of mid-frequency was less than 0.15 nm.
These Zerodur mirrors were fabricated by ASML Tinsley. D-graded
Mo/Si multilayer was coated on these optics by X-ray, Company in
Russia. D-spacing matching of less than 0.01 nm has been achieved
at the wavelength of 13.5 nm. Using this system, EUVL finished mask
and Mo/Si glass substrates are inspected.
EUVM image of 250 nm width pattern on 6025 Grass mask was clealy
observed. Resolution can be estimated to be 50 nm or less from this
pattern.
The programmed phase defect on the glass substrate is also used for
inspection. If a multilayer film is formed on a pattern with a height of 5
nm and a width of 90 nm, the top layer become to be gently sloping
and the scattering light in the surface is undetectable. It turns out that
the influence on the top layer disappears depending on the height and
size of a programmed defect.
By using EUV microscope, programmed phase defect with a width of
90 nm, 100 nm, 110 nm, a height of 5 nm and a length of 400
micrometers can be observing finely. Moreover, a programmed defect
with a width of 500 nm is observed as two lines. This is because
phase change produced with the edge of both sides of a programmed
defect.
Thus, in this research, observation of a program defect was advanced
using the EUV microscope, and it succeeded in observation of the
topological defect image inside a multilayer film. These results show
that it is possible to catch internal reflectance distribution of multilayer
under the EUV microscope, without being dependent on surface
figure. This result can be called epoch-making result, which moves
forward towards future EUVL utilization.

6151-47, Session 10
Novel low-thermal expansion material for EUV
application
M. Kawata, A. Takada, H. Hayashi, N. Sugimoto, S. Kikugawa, Asahi
Glass Co., Ltd. (Japan)
Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography technology becomes a strong
candidate for a manufacturing of next-generation semiconductor
device. In EUV lithography, due to the wavelength of EUV light (13.5
nm), a conventional transmission optics system could not used, and
reflective optics system would be applied. In the reflective optics
system, thermal expansion of the photomask substrate is caused by
the absorption of EUV light. The thermal expansion of substrate even
with small coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) leads to errors in a
printed pattern. Consequently, ultra low thermal expansion material
with much lower CTE than that of silica glass is required as the EUV
lithography photomask substrate. We have previously developed Ti-
doped silica glass which exhibits both ultra low CTE and high
homogeneity for EUV lithography photomask substrate. On the other
hand, we have been investigating other candidate materials which
have ultra low CTE, from the viewpoint of structural chemistry. Silica
glass is well-known as a low thermal expansion material and the
reason is explained that the open structure of silica glass shrinks with
increase in temperature. The network of silica glass consists of
tetrahedrons like quartz crystal. In this structure, Si is stably present
with a valence of +4 and a coordination number of 4. We have carried
out an atomistic simulation and estimated the volume change of oxide
materials which may have the same structural transformation
mechanism as silica glass. As a result, the volume of TiO2 crystal and
SnO2 crystal with quartz structure decreased with increase in
temperature. This is explained that Ti and Sn, which are
thermodynamically stable with a coordination number of 6, attracted
further oxygen keeping a coordination number of 4, and increased in
their density. One of the reason why Ti-doped silica glass exhibits
ultra low thermal expansion can be explained with this structural
chemistry. Therefore, it is also suggested that the glass with lower
CTE than that of silica glass could be obtained by substituting Sn for
Si with a valence of +4 and a coordination number of 4. Based on this
hypothesis, we have prepared Sn-doped silica glass by a
conventional vapor axial deposition (VAD) method. In the VAD
method, Si-precursor and Sn-precursor were fed to an oxyhydrogen
flame and hydrolyzed to become Sn-doped silica glass particles. The
glass particles were axially deposited with porous form. Then, the
porous body was sintered and vitrified by heat treatment. The vitrified
Sn-doped silica glass was evaluated by X-ray diffractometry, X-ray
fluorescence analysis, and thermodilatometer based on laser
interference. The resulting Sn-doped silica glass exhibited lower CTE
than that of an ordinary silica glass.

6151-48, Session 10
Plasma-assisted electrostatic cleaning of
nanoparticles from EUV masks
W. M. Lytle, M. J. Neumann, D. A. Alman, D. N. Ruzic, Univ. of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
As feature sizes shrink, particle contamination on EUV masks used in
the fabrication process of semiconductor chips is an increasingly
difficult problem that leads to lower wafer throughput and higher costs
of chip production.  Current practices to remove particulates off of
masks include using a sulfuric acid bath, ultrasonic cleansing, and
rinsing in de-ionized water.  However, nanometer-scale etching occurs
through this cleaning process in addition to the presence of residual
contamination due to the chemicals used, which leads to feature
devolution.  Currently, pellicles are used to protect the reticle with the
pellicle being transparent to 193 nm light; however with current EUV
technology being developed for 13.5 nm light, the pellicle is no longer
transparent at this wavelength and thus cannot be used.  Other mask-
cleaning processes such as laser-induce plasma cleaning (LIP) run the
risk of substrate damage due to potentially destructive methods.
Currently, there is no known way to remove particles with D<40 nm
without thermoelastic stress and other such damage.  In order to
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overcome the Van-der-Waals force holding the nanoparticles on the
surface, plasma-assisted electrostatic cleaning involves using charge
imbalance between the particle and the substrate to propel the
nanoparticles off the surface.  Through applying a positive bias to the
substrate and using an electron gun and a weak local plasma to
charge the particles, satisfactory charge imbalance can be
accumulated to remove the contamination from the surface.  Charging
the particles produces an image charge on conducting substrates,
however utilizing a high flux density of electrons, the image charge is
partially screened allowing for the electrostatic repulsion to remove
contaminants.  This electrostatic repulsion can be further increased by
pulsing the plasma.  When the power input to the plasma is turned off,
electrons quickly exit the plasma leaving the heavier ions behind.
Therefore, the negative charge on the particle is momentarily
increased again while an electric field is present.  The plasma
“afterglow” after the electrons have left the plasma and before the
ions have recombined or hit the surface has the effect of being an
electrostatic pump.  Current results show no Malter-effect-like
damage and above 80% removal of particles as small as 30
nanometers.  As the particle size decreases, the net charge to achieve
the same repulsion is reduced thus leading to no theoretical limit on
the size of the particle removed.

6151-49, Session 10
Defect inspection of EUV mask blank using confocal
microscopy: simulation and experiment
S. Kim, J. Park, J. Kang, S. Lee, S. Woo, H. Cho, J. Moon,
SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
Mask blank defectivity is known to be one of the most challenging
issues in commercializing EUV lithography technology. Regarding this
issue, studies on both defect printability and defect inspection are
required. In this article, the defect inspection method of confocal
microscopy is investigated.
First, samples with programmed defects with several height and width
are prepared, which is formed by e-beam and subsequently deposited
by Mo/Si multilayer on it. Then, this defects are detected by Lasertec
M2350, which is based upon confocal microscopy principle at
wavelength of 488 nm.
Next, the modelling of confocal microscopy is provided, in which
rigorous coupled-wave analysis(RCWA) is used to calculate the
scattered wave my defective mask blank. By this, the defect
inspection signal of confocal microscopy is numerically simulated and
compared with experimental one, which shows good agreement.
Lastly, the performance of confocal microscopy with wavelengths of
257nm, 193nm, and 157nm are predicted by simulation to define the
specification of the inspection tool for mass production.

6151-50, Session 10
Evaluation of FIB and e-beam repairs for
implementation on step and flash imprint
lithography templates
S. R. Young, W. J. Dauksher, K. J. Nordquist, E. S. Ainley, K. A.
Gehoski, Motorola, Inc.; A. A. Graupera, M. H. Moriarty, FEI Co.
Step and Flash Imprint Lithography (S-FIL) is currently positioned as a
viable contender on the International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors (ITRS) for the Next Generation Lithography (NGL).  S-
FIL offers an attractive low-cost technology for printing sub-100 nm
geometries by eliminating the need for complex and expensive optics
and light sources.  Patterning is performed by utilizing a 1:1 template
which is pressed with low pressure directly onto a photo-sensitive
organic based monomer coating on the wafer.  After a through-the-
template exposure step, the cured image is used as a masking layer
for subsequent pattern transfer.
For S-FIL or any imprint lithography to become truly viable for
manufacturing, certain elements of the infrastructure must be present.
In particular, these elements include: fast and precise Electron Beam
(E-beam) pattern writing; ability to inspect; and a methodology to

repair.  The focus of this paper will be to investigate repair of clear and
opaque defects on S-FIL templates using Focused Ion Beam (FIB)
and E-beam technologies.
An initial investigation to repair S-FIL templates was performed
utilizing nanomachining Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) methods.
This past AFM-based investigation successfully demonstrated
machining away opaque defects on completed templates.
Furthermore, the repairs were limited by the size and geometry of the
stylus tip being employed.  In the present study, FIB and E beam
technologies will be employed to repair both opaque and clear
defects.  As a further extension to the previous work, repair was
conducted at several strategic points in the template fabrication
sequence.
S-FIL templates within Motorola are fabricated on 6 in. x 6 in x 0.25 in
(6025) quartz plates.  One fabrication methodology involves
metallizing the plate with a thin layer of chrome then patterning with E
beam lithography.  The patterned chrome is then used as a hard mask
to dry etch a 100 nm relief into the quartz before being stripped off.
For purposes of this study, repairs were inserted into the S FIL
fabrication process after chrome patterning and after relief etching of
the quartz.  Opaque defects located within the chrome patterns were
removed utilizing FEI’s Accura XT FIB mask repair system by
selectively milling line edge defects as small as 45 nm prior to relief
etching of the quartz.  In addition, FIB trench cuts were made
perpendicular through line segments to determine a minimum cut
resolution.  In an effort to repair clear defects within chrome patterns,
studies were performed to deposit carbon or one of two proprietary
metallizations using FEI’s FIB platform or FEI’s E-beam mask repair
research tool.  Repairs made to templates after relief etching of the
quartz concentrated on FIB milling line edge and point defects, along
with trench cuts for determining minimum repair width.
This paper will discuss repair strategy used and include
characterization of the repairs through SEM and AFM imaging.
Furthermore, repair efficiency will be measured by assessing the
ability of the repair to hold up through the remainder of the template
fabrication process and ultimately pattern transfer of imprinted
features.

6151-51, Session 10
Building 1x NIL templates: challenges and
requirements
T. DiBiase, KLA-Tencor Corp.
The recent interest and addition to the ITRS roadmap for the
investigation of NIL (Nano Imprint Lithography) for 32nm and below,
has revived the art of 1x mask making. Not only does NIL require 1x
pattering, it also requires physical contact with the patterning media
which raises defectivity concerns. NIL is capable of reproducing
features in the 50-10nm and possibly below regime, so challenges
involved with the manufacture of NIL tooling are extensive; defectivity,
overlay registration, non-standard processing, non-standard form
factors, etc.
This paper outlines the issues and reviews initial data obtained in the
manufacture of NIL tooling used with the Molecular Imprints UV cured
process (SFIL/SFILR). Best-known methods related to substrates and
film requirements, eBeam write concerns, defectivity, overlay
displacement metrology, and tooling re-processing are covered.
Particular attention is placed on DSA (Defect Source Analysis) and the
current state of defect inspection technology for this type of tooling.
Capabilities of both Vector Shaped Beam and Gaussian beam
lithography used to write NIL templates will be discussed along with
the merits and applications calling for either of these techniques.
Because NIL is targeted at extreme design rule regimes, overlay
registration becomes very challenging at the printed substrate and
much of the overlay budget is consumed by the inherent pattern
displacement of the finished template. There is no “forgiveness” from
the 4x reduction used in conventional optical lithography, so methods
for improving pattern placement error will be discussed.
Defect inspection using current optical methods in addition to
requirements needed as this technology matures will be discussed
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along with the process of record currently used for NIL template
defect inspection. The final NIL template consists of etched quartz
without the high contrast benefit of chromium film typically defining
the pattern on optical reticles. This requires improvements in
inspection technology as well as metrology equipment.
The manufacturing process used to produce NIL templates exposes
the tooling to sources of contamination not usually seen with
conventional mask making techniques. Because of this, new cleaning
methodologies are needed including special handling and treatment
of the finished product.
Unlike conventional optical lithography, potentially every defect
present in the finished NIL template may reproduce. This increases
the level of difficulty manufacturing and inspecting finished product.
Defect analysis techniques typically reserved for wafer manufacturing
applications are now required in order to sort, assess impact and even
repair defects found in NIL templates. These procedures, including
SEM defect review and defect source analysis will be discussed.
Once manufactured to appropriate specifications and defectivity
levels, the NIL template will at some point be required to undergo re-
qualification after a certain number of imprints have been executed.
This re-qualification process is currently being studied and methods
for assessing when to re-clean and inspect the template need to be
established.

6151-52, Session 11
Resolution improvement of EPL stencil mask using
thin membrane
H. Sugimura, M. Norimoto, Y. Negishi, I. Yonekura, H. Eguchi, K. Ito,
A. Tamura, Toppan Printing Co., Ltd. (Japan); H. Arimoto, F. Koba,
Semiconductor Leading Edge Technologies, Inc. (Japan)
Use of electron beam (EB) provides advantages over optical
lithography because of its high resolution and large depth of focus.
Therefore Electron Projection Lithography (EPL) stands a chance as a
complementary technology of optical lithography below 45 nm node,
especially for contact layers.
A stencil mask for EPL requires patterns as perforations with vertical
sidewalls in a silicon membrane. High aspect ratio (feature depth/
width) dry etching is needed for the stencil pattern formation because
a typical thickness of the membrane is as thick as 2 um. As the etch
rate substantially decreases with increasing the aspect ratio, a small
pattern having high aspect ratio was frequently not pierced. Minimum
resolution of the contact hole on mask dimension is limited around
200 nm in the 2-µm-thick membrane. Reducing the membrane
thickness, which relatively lowers the aspect ratio of the stencil
pattern, provides a practical solution to overcome this resolution limit.
We have fabricated EPL stencil masks with membranes thinner than
the typical thickness of 2 µm in order to improve the resolution limit.
As the thickness window of 1-4 µm is feasible for the EPL exposure
system [1], the membrane thickness window of 1-1.5 um was
examined in this study. Although a thinner membrane becomes
fragile, the masks with the membrane thickness of 1 um were
successfully fabricated without membrane breakage. Therefore, the
membrane thickness of 1 um is practical from the point of view for
EPL mask manufacturing. Reducing membrane thickness down to 1
um has considerably improved the resolution limit. 120-nm hole
patterns were precisely fabricated in the membrane across the entire
mask. It corresponds to 30-nm hole on wafer dimension in the x1/4
magnification EPL exposure system. This means the EPL stencil mask
has enough resolution beyond 45 nm node. We have also evaluated
the other critical dimension (CD) quality such as uniformity, linearity
and sidewall angle of the patterns in order to discuss overall CD
performance of the high-resolution masks. In addition, wafer exposure
experiments were performed in combination with the EPL exposure
system NSR-EB1A (Nikon) and the high-resolution mask. We will
discuss resolution issue of the EPL masks including the wafer
exposure results.
[1] K. Suzuki et al., Proc. SPIE, 3997 (2000) 214.

6151-53, Session 11
Advanced image placement performance for the
current EPL masks
H. Eguchi, T. Susa, Toppan Printing Co., Ltd. (Japan); K. Koike,
Semiconductor Leading Edge Technologies, Inc. (Japan); S. M.
Kunitani, T. Kurosu, T. Yoshii, K. Ogawa, H. Sugimura, K. Ito, A.
Tamura, Toppan Printing Co., Ltd. (Japan); H. Sakaue, H. Arimoto,
Semiconductor Leading Edge Technologies, Inc. (Japan)
Electron projection lithography (EPL) is being developed for possible
manufacturing use at the hp 45 nm technology node and beyond. EPL
masks need to meet the stringent requirements of image placement
(IP) errors. All positions of 8000 membranes are difficult to measure,
although EPL exposure tool can Local and global IPs for 1mm-
window EPL masks need to be less than 10 and 18 nm at the hp 45
nm node1. The previous study[1, 2], however, have reported that the
average local IP over the entire 200-mm EPL mask was 13.4 nm and
the global IP, which was corrected on the basis of the third order
formula, was 47.1 nm. There are several contributions to the IP errors
and EB writer accuracy mostly contributes to deteriorate the IP erros.
In this study we applied an electron beam (EB) direct exposure system
F5113 (Advantest Co.) to improve the IP accuracy. In this case, a
wafer process was applied, in which stencil features are fabricated
before the etch of handle layer on the backside of a silicon-on
insulator (SOI) substrate to fabricate membrane supported struts.
Using this process, resist features for IP measurements were formed
on a SOI substrate and we measured the resist IPs with a position
measurement system. The local resist IPs were obtained from
membranes in a 115 mm-X-129 mm area across the whole SOI
substrate and the average local resist IP was obtained to be 5.7 nm.
The global resist IP across the whole 200-mm SOI substrate was 8.6
nm without the third order corrections. After etching the SOI backside
layer partially, the local and global IPs deteriorated due to stress
change. However, by applying corrections for individual each local IP
with the same scaling factor, the average local IP was reduced to be
6.0 nm. The global IP was also reduced to be 10.6 nm by correcting
on the basis of the third order formula. Thus the global IP was
reduced by more than 70 percent compared with the previous study.
With correcting for the same scaling factor, the average local IP could
be reduced by more than 50 percent compared with the previous
study. CD uniformity across the mask will also be showed.
We also applied a 50-kev EB mask writer to form resist features on a
200-mm EPL mask, in which membranes had been formed before the
EB exposure, i.e. a membrane process. Obviously this process has an
advantage on stress change against the wafer process. The average
local resist IP over the entire 200-mm EPL mask was 6.7 nm. We will
present the details about the IPs and other data including CD
uniformity across the EPL mask after the stencil etching.
1)K. Koike, H. Sakaue, H. Arimoto, A. Tamura, T. Susa, K. Ito, Proc.
SPIE 5751, 483 (2005)
2)H. Eguchi, T. Sumida, T. Susa, Y. Negishi, T. Kurosu, T. Yoshii, T.
Yamazaki, K. Yotsui, H. Sugimura and A. Tamura Proc. SPIE 5853, 910
(2005)

6151-54, Session 11
Current status of EPL reticle performance
H. Arimoto, K. Koike, H. Sakaue, N. M. Iriki, Semiconductor Leading
Edge Technologies, Inc. (Japan); H. Sugimura, H. Eguchi, T. Susa,
M. Norimoto, K. Ito, A. Tamura, Toppan Printing Co., Ltd. (Japan)
Recently immersion lithography has drawn much attention due to its
potential for resolving features at 65 nm technology node and beyond.
On the other hand, EPL continues to be a promising candidate for
fabricating the “hole-layers” at the up coming 45 nm technology node
because even with ArF-imm. the “hole-layers” of around 50 nm are
difficult to be delineated. And moreover, EUV lithography (also an NGL
candidate) might not be ready to meet the production edge of 45 nm
node in 2010. One of the critical issues of EPL technology is that the
performance of EPL reticle could meet the target of 45 nm technology
node.
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In this paper we describe the current status of the EPL reticle
performances of IP accuracy, CD uniformity, CD linearity, and defect
density. We have got goods results of global and local  IP accuracies
by using electron beam direct writing (EBDW) method in reticle
fabrication process. Defect density has been synthetically investigated
by using an EPL mask inspection tool of Tokyo Seimitsu Ltd. and
resist patterns exposed with EPL. The defects  are repaired by a
mask repair tool of SII Nanotechnology.
We confirmed that the performance of EPL reticle could meet the
target of 45 nm technology node.

6151-55, Session 11
Mix-and-match overlay performance of EPL
exposure tool
H. Sakaue, K. Koike, H. Arimoto, Semiconductor Leading Edge
Technologies, Inc. (Japan)
Electron projection lithography (EPL) is a promising candidate for
next-generation lithography at 65 nm node and beyond. We have
installed the R&D full-field EPL exposure tool (Nikon EB stepper; NSR-
EB1A) at our laboratory since 2003, and have developed total process
technology to complete the EPL technology as a practical process
applicable to ULSI production. For example, through the
demonstration of via pattern formation down to 70 nm confirmed by
electrical measurement, we have already shown the part of the EPL’s
applicability to actual manufacturing. We consider that the mix-and-
match overlay accuracy to conventional optical lithography tools is
one of the most important issues for EPL, because the most feasible
application of EPL is mix-and-match process where EPL is used to
generate hole patterns.
In our evaluation, we prepare the wafers on which the base patterns
are printed by an ArF scanner and etched, and measure the overlay
errors and subfield stitching errors of the pattern exposed by the EB
stepper on the wafers. The analysis of these data clarifies some key
factors in the deterioration of overlay accuracy. From our previous
evaluation, we appreciated that the distortion of the exposure field is
one of the most principal factors. The contribution to the exposure-
field distortion comes not only from the reticle alone but also from the
various components of the stepper that include the chuck and the
stage on which the reticle is mounted. Exact and effective distortion
correction is available by separating the distortion coming from the
reticle itself and the distortion caused by the EB stepper. Moreover,
the optimal calibration of the deflection field and projection optics is
also effective in the improvement of overlay and subfield stitching
accuracy. In this paper, we explain the present overlay accuracy and
its analytical results in mix-and-match based on the latest experiment
data.

6151-56, Session 11
Assessment of EPL mask membrane image
placement accuracy due to fabrication processes
M. Boruszewski, R. L. Engelstad, E. G. Lovell, G. A. Dicks, Univ. of
Wisconsin/Madison; H. Sakaue, H. Arimoto, Semiconductor Leading
Edge Technologies, Inc. (Japan)
Electron Projection Lithography (EPL) has been identified as a viable
candidate of the Next-Generation Lithography (NGL) technologies for
moderate-volume production of systems on a chip (SOC) for the sub-
65-nm nodes.  EPL is especially suited for the fabrication of contact
structures.  The development of a low-distortion mask is essential for
meeting the stringent requirements at these lower nodes.  This
research focuses on predicting the influence of mask fabrication and
pattern transfer on the image placement (IP) accuracy of a 200-mm
EPL mask.  In order to quantify the in-plane distortions of the
freestanding membranes, three-dimensional finite element (FE)
models (full mask and submodels) have been developed.
A typical process flow including thin film deposition, pattern transfer,
and tool chucking are simulated with the FE models.  Experimentally-
measured material properties are included whenever possible.  Full

mask models are used to characterize the global response of the
mask, whereas submodels of the individual membranes provide
details of the localized distortions on a subfield-by-subfield basis.  In
addition, both global and local (subfield) correction schemes were
replicated in the FE simulations.  A parametric study was conducted
to identify critical variables in the mask fabrication process.  Pattern
transfer was modeled using appropriate equivalent modeling
techniques.  IP errors of membranes with pattern areas of 4 mm x 4
mm and 1 mm x 1 mm are compared in the current study, illustrating
the advantages / disadvantages of the two formats.  The numerical
models developed here have been used to investigate the proposed
EPL mask formats, as well as the materials, fabrication processes,
and general system parameters required to achieve the necessary
pattern placement accuracy.

6151-57, Session 12
Nucleic-acid-based self-assembly of nanostructures
C. S. Ozkan, X. Wang, Univ. of California/Riverside
Individual SWNT have been used to realize molecular-scale electronic
devices such as single-electron and field-effect transistors. Several
SWNT-based devices have been successfully integrated into logic
circuits and transistor arrays. However, the difficulty in precise
localization and interconnection of nanotubes impedes further
progress toward larger-scale integrated circuits. Self-assembly based
on molecular recognition provides a promising approach for
constructing complex architectures from molecular building blocks,
such as SWNTs, bypassing the need for precise nanofabrication and
mechanical manipulations. Biological molecules such as DNA, with its
inherent self-assembling capabilities, are particularly attractive for this
task. Some works have been focused on both covalent association
and non-covalent association between carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and
DNA molecules. The self-assembly based on the CNT-ssDNA has also
been reported. Such a CNT-ssDNA conjugate suffers a drawback. The
intrinsic low conductivity of DNA restricts the current employment of
CNT-ssDNA conjugates as building blocks in fabricating electronic
circuits. Therefore in our system, we explore the possibility of
metallization over the SWNT-ssDNA conjugates. We report herein for
the first time, the metallization of SWNT-ssDNA with platinum. SWNT-
ssDNA conjugate is fabricated first and then metallized to induce
suitable conductivity for carrier transport across the bioinorganic
interface, which is proved by HOMO-LUMO calculations.
SWNT functionalized with carboxylic group and ssDNA possessing
terminal amino group are hybridized by adopting a straightforward
synthetic route.  Mildly oxidized SWNT acts as a good candidate to
link with ssDNA using EDC coupling method. The conjugation occurs
only at the ends of SWNTs, which is very important in achieving
controlled self-assembly of nanostructures and nanoelectronics. The
metallization of SWNT-ssDNA conjugates is accomplished by a two-
step chemical reduction and deposition of metallic colloids. During
the incubation period, the DNA molecules are “activated” and some of
the Pt (II) complexes bind to the DNA bases. At the same time, some
of Pt (II) complexes bind to SWNTs, because SWNTs oxidized with
nitric acid have a higher cation adsorption capacity.  In the process of
reduction, Pt dimers formed heterogeneously at DNA molecules after
a single reduction step present a stronger Pt-Pt bond and are
expected to possess higher electron affinity than other Pt dimers
formed homogeneously in solution. Therefore the first-formed
heterogeneous nuclei quickly develop into bigger particles,
consuming the metal complex feedstock present in solution.  While
after Pt (II) on the SWNTs are reduced, they are located on the SWNTs
surface. Salt reduction method works efficiently for the metallization
of Pt particles on SWNT-ssDNA hybrids. The integration and
alignment of metallized SWNT-ssDNA is analyzed by Scanning
electron microscope (SEM) and Transmission electron microscope
(TEM). SEM images exhibits the controlled conjugation of SWNT and
ssDNA. Raman spectroscopy and Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR)
spectroscopy are used to study the effect of metallization on SWNT-
ssDNA conjugates. Spectral data collected from Raman and FT-IR
spectroscopy reveals the influence of Pt particles on the SWNT-
ssDNA conjugates. The chemical fragment of ssDNA is prominently
altering their property upon metallization rather than SWNT.
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Metallization of SWNT-ssDNA conjugates shed more light on their
building blocks for the fabrication of biosensors, electronic devices
and circuits.

6151-58, Session 12
Development of potential materials from
functionalized carbon nanotubes
S. A. Gurusamy-Thangavelu, O. F. Yilmaz, K. V. Singh, C. Tsai, Y.
Zhang, C. S. Ozkan, M. Ozkan, Univ. of California/Riverside
Functionalized SWCNTs are potential precursors, which exhibit
versatile reactivity. We are efficiently using its reactive feature to
develop the potential materials. In particular, the incorporation of Tin
centers and ferrocene units on the surface of the SWCNT could
exhibit improvement in solubility, semiconducting and redox
properties. The oxidized SWCNTs attached with tin centers improve
the solubility of the SWCNTs in organic solvents. Venturing into the
further reactivity of functionalized CNTs affords the materials with
special property. Array of ferrocene units in the walls of SWCNTs is
expected to exhibit potential redox property. Properties of these
materials will be investigated in detail by SEM, EDS, FT-IR and Cyclic
Voltammetry. These fabricated nanotubes are good candidates for
application in nanoelectronics.

6151-59, Session 12
The use of PNA for the assembly of SWNTs
M. Ozkan, Univ. of California/Riverside
Patterning or assembly at the nanometer scale with alternative
methods other than lithography is a current great interest.  To this end,
in this work we demonstrate the synthesis of functionally engineered
single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs)-peptide nucleic acid (PNA)
conjugates especially for nanoelectronic applications. Here we
exploited the exceptional structural and chemical advantages of PNA
(an artificial analogue of DNA) to join SWNTs ropes. SWNT-PNA-
SWNT conjugates were synthesized using carbodiimide coupling
chemistry and characterized by host of techniques like scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The results from
different techniques confirm the formation of these conjugates.
Theoretical analysis of molecular orbitals obtained by quantum
mechanical simulations show that the highest occupied molecular
orbital is located on glutamate linker and that this interface state will
align closely to the valence band of the extended SWNT facilitating
mainly hole transfer. Finally, the assemblies of SWNTs with including
single or complementary strands are demonstrated for application in
CNT based nanodevices.

6151-60, Session 12
Micro/nano lithography realized by chemical printing
P. Yao, G. J. Schneider, J. A. Murakowski, D. W. Prather, Univ. of
Delaware
In this paper, we present and demonstrate a novel, versatile
lithography method with high resolution that we call Chemical
Lithography (ChemLith). The concept is based on the fact that most of
the commonly used photoresists change their solubility upon an acid-
catalyzed chemical reaction. In photolithography, Photo Acid
Generator (PAG) is mixed in the resist formula, and the acid is
generated by photon-initiated reactions. Using photons sets the
fundamental limitation of the feature size for photolithography. We
therefore propose to physically introduce the catalyzing acid (proton
source) to the desired position on the resist surface with the similar
way as using a template in nano-imprint lithography. As a result, this
method eliminates the wavelength limitation as well as the thermal,
mechanical and material problems associated with common nano-
imprint lithography.
We have tested the concept of ChemLith with numerous
combinations of commercial chemically amplified negative resists and

(proton) sources, including gas-phase, liquid-phase and solid-phase
acid. Similar result has been repeated using a customer-made SU8
resin without addition of photosensitizer.
We further developed two fabrication processes for the ChemLith. We
refer to them as positive process and negative process, respectively.
We define the positive process as one that yields the same acid
pattern as the pattern on template and the negative process as one
that yields acid pattern opposite to the pattern on template. In the
positive process a thin film of acid is formed on the template. This
acid is transferred to the resist by putting it in contact with the
template. Then, the sample with resist is baked, and developed to
produce the pattern in resist corresponding to the pattern on the
template. For negative process, the template is first placed in contact
with the resist-coated sample. The two are then exposed to acid
vapor and baked. Where the template is in contact with the resist,
acid access is blocked. Other areas are subjected to acid-catalyzed
crosslinking. Upon development, pattern corresponding to that on a
template emerges in the resist. We compared the results of the two
processes, and demonstrated lithography results with sub-100nm
feature size.
One significant potential advantage of ChemLith over the conventional
nano-imprint lithography is the capability of using the similar concept
as Dip-Pen Nanolithography (DPN) for prototyping lithography. In this
paper, we use an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) tip to transfer
proton source to the resist surface. We discuss the fabrication
procedure and some critical processing parameters. The preliminary
results show the promising potential of using ChemLith as an
alternative to e-beam lithography. As a result, ChemLith can prepare
template for itself, and therefore do not rely on other lithography
method using different resist, developer, etch recipes, etc.
In conclusion, we first introduced the concept of ChemLith based on
the comparison of photolithography and nano-imprint lithography. We
tested the concept using different proton source and photoresist. We
then described two basic fabrication procedures, namely positive and
negative process, for ChemLith. Their fabrication results are
compared. Finally, we discussed the potential of using ChemLith for
prototyping lithography, and showed some preliminary experimental
results.

6151-61, Session 13
Cost-effective laser-plasma sources for EUVL
M. Richardson, C. Koay, S. George, K. Takenoshita, R. Bernath, T.
Schmid, M. Al-Rabban, College of Optics and Photonics/Univ. of
Central Florida; V. Bakshi, SEMATECH, Inc.
Efficient laser plasma sources based on high repetition-rate droplet
target technology have now been developed that approach the
performance and lifetime requirements for future EUVL steppers.  We
discuss these developments, and in particular current and future laser
options towards providing a realistic vision of an engineering
development path for these sources.  We will examine CO2, excimer
and solid-state laser options, including projections of future
technology developments that will impact all the factors that will make
them favorable for EUVL.  This will include examining new
architectures for solid-state lasers (including fiber and thin disc
technologies) and the effects of advances in pumping technologies.
The impact these will have on laser system costs, power ceilings, and
competitiveness with discharge EUV sources will be covered.

6151-62, Session 13
EUV generation using a droplet of a suspension
including tin as a target of a high-efficiency LPP
source for high-volume prediction
T. Tomie, H. Yashiro, S. Sarjono, I. Matsushima, National Institute of
Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (Japan)
While use of a tin plasma having a potential conversion efficiency (CE)
of several %/2pai sr, is probably inevitable for making an EUVL
system economically affordable, CE observed for a laser-produced
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plasma (LPP) using a tin plate or a tin-doped droplet remained only
about 1%.  Guided by our theory of realizing the highest CE, we have
succeeded in achieving as high CE as 3 to 4 times of that for a tin
plate in an experiment using tin oxide particles distributed in a region
larger than 0.3mm in diameter as a target [1].  Therefore, we will be
able to achieve CE higher than 3% by using a particle-cluster target.
In previous reports by other groups[2], the highest CE was observed
at the irradiation intensity higher than 1E11W/cm2.  On the other
hand, in our experiment mentioned above, the laser irradiation
intensity was 5E10W/cm2.  Because the EUV power from a blackbody
emitter with electron temperature of 50eV is 4E9W/cm2 for 2%
bandwidth at 13.5nm, and any source cannot be brighter than a
blackbody, CE cannot exceed 4% if the irradiation is 1E11W/cm2.
Therefore, we understand one necessary condition for a high CE is
low irradiation power.  Thus, lower irradiation in our experiment
supports the observed higher CE.  According to our theoretical
consideration, if spectral efficiency of 18.6 % as reported by Philips
[3] can be realized, CE could be increased to several %.
We are now developing technologies of generating droplets of a
suspension liquid including Sn.  Droplet is a carrier of particles, and
medium of the suspension will be removed to form a particle-cluster.
With this scheme, we will be able to supply particle-clusters at multi
kHz repetition rate with extremely low cost of 1dollar/1million shots;
both are required for a LPP as a source of high volume production.
There are many differences in performance between a suspension and
a solution as a LPP target.  The first is absorption efficiency of a laser.
Solution is usually transparent and a high intensity irradiance is
required to induce inverse-Brems absorption of a laser light, while
particles in a suspension is opaque and a laser light absorption is high
even at very low irradiance.  The most important difference is that
medium of a suspension can be removed leaving particles behind
while it is impossible for a solution.  Because of this character of a
suspension, we can have 100 % concentration of target materials.
More importantly, we can uniformly disperse particles forming a
cluster into a large region so that we can generate a plasma of a
controlled density with uniform distribution required for a high CE.
One issue of using a suspension is to avoid cohesion and
sedimentation of particles in the suspension, and we are now able to
generate droplets of a water suspension including SnO2 particles
without blocking of a nozzle for many hours.  With a nozzle of a
0.3mm diameter, suspension droplets are stably generated at 3 kHz to
6 kHz.  In a preliminary experiment before comparing EUV intensity of
a suspension droplet target with that for a tin plate target, we
generated EUV lights with a suspension including SnO2 with a mass
density of 1.5%.  The threshold laser intensity for EUV generation was
1E10W/cm2.  This low threshold is a good indication of a high CE.
 This work is supported by NEDO.
References
 [1] T.Aota and T.Tomie; Phys.Rev. Lett. 94, 015004 (2005)
 [2] for example; Spitzer et al. J.Appl.Phys. 79 (1996) 2251
 [3] J.Pankert et al., EUVL symposium 2003, Antwerpen, Sep 30-Oct 2

6151-63, Session 13
Progress in LPP EUV source development at Osaka
University
N. Miyanaga, Osaka Univ. (Japan)
The comprehensive study on LPP (laser-produced plasma) EUV
(extreme ultraviolet) source development is being conducted as a co-
university program in Japan under the auspices of the Leading Project
promoted by MEXT (Ministry of Education, Culture, Science and
Technology). We will present the recent progress toward the
generation of clean and efficient source and the high-power laser
technology performed by a team of Osaka University and its
collaborators.
The experimental database includes charge-exchange spectroscopy,
absorption cross section, absolute EUV emission spectra, spatio-
temporal characteristics of EUV emission, time evolution of plasma
density profile, and energy conversion efficiency from laser to EUV

depending on the laser and the target conditions. Based on such an
experimental database, the precision of theoretical modeling of EUV
source has been improved to predict optimum plasma conditions
(electron density and temperature) for different target materials (Sn, Xe
and Li) with different laser conditions (wavelength, pulse width and
irradiation intensity).
The ultimate mass-limited target, of which EUV conversion efficiency
is warranted to high level with a reasonable spectral purity and a
capability of repetitive supply, is a key issue of LPP EUV source
development. For this purpose we have developed several kinds of
new target materials such as low-density Sn and Xe, and Sn-Li alloy.
Especially for the Sn-based target, the reduction of opacity (self
absorption) by the density control is quite essential for the efficient
energy extraction within EUV spectral bin (2% band width) at 13.5 nm.
One of most important topics is a laser-driven rocket motion of Sn or
SnO2 film coated on a transparent substrate. In this scheme a week
laser irradiated from the side of substrate punches out the film to
accelerate easily to high velocity exceeding 100 m/s. A preliminary
experiment of this “punched-out target” showed the remarkable
reduction of ion energy compared with usual bulk target without
sacrificing EUV conversion efficiency.
One of design candidates of practical EUV source is a LPP of ∼700-
µm in diameter (corresponding to an etendue of 1 mm2sr) that is
irradiated at intensity of (5-10)x1010 W/cm2 with a repetition rate of
∼10 kHz. Therefore the current goal of laser driver development is an
average power of 5 kW (1 J/pulse \@5 kHz). We are now testing the
performance of a laser diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser system to
introduce it to the high power EUV generation experiment.

6151-64, Session 13
Modeling and optimization of debris mitigation
systems for laser and discharge-produced plasma in
EUV lithography devices
V. A. Sizyuk, A. Hassanein, Z. Insepov, T. S. Sizyuk, Argonne
National Lab.; V. Bakshi, SEMATECH, Inc.
A key challenge for Laser and Discharge Produced Plasma devices is
achieving sufficient brightness with minimum debris generation to
support the throughput requirements of High-Volume Manufacturing
(HVM) lithography exposure tools.  Debris mitigation is critical to
efficient EUV collection and mirror lifetime. Theoretical models are
being developed to simulate debris generation, transport in EUV
devices, and mitigation.  Various debris mitigation systems are being
considered that include gas jets/curtains, debris shields, magnetic
fields, and others.  The models being developed includes, for
example, calculation of gas jet parameters as it evolves from the initial
conditions at the nozzle, Monte Carlo models for sampling of debris
parameters (velocity, size, direction), aerodynamic model of particle
motion in gas flow, and detection system of non-mitigated and
transported debris. Experimental data on debris parameters of
relevant EUV devices is used for the simulation. Various mitigation
gases such as Argon and helium can be utilized as working gases for
the gas jet formation. Three debris materials are being simulated: Li,
Sn, and Xe.  Initial simulations show that for most cases that helium
gas is more effective for removing droplets. Preliminary results on
simulation of ion and debris mitigation systems are presented for
various kinds of debris.

6151-65, Session 13
Next steps for tin EUV-source optics development
D. N. Ruzic, M. J. Neumann, H. Qiu, M. A. Jaworski, K. C.
Thompson, J. B. Spencer, H. J. Shin, E. L. Antonsen, D. A. Alman, B.
E. Jurczyk, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; R. L. Bristol, Intel
Corp.
Tin EUV systems have become a reality.  All three major source
suppliers have presented data and results from developmental
systems showing improved light output and scalability.  Research
efforts at the University of Illinois are focused on several critical
challenges facing the source-optic system: (1) characterization of
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energetic source debris and its mitigation, (2) exposure analysis of
candidate collector materials for erosion modeling, (3) remediation of
condensable metal vapor deposition on optics, and (4) accelerated
lifetime testing protocol development to evaluate advanced source-
optic designs.  This paper will present results on debris reduction by
introducing fuel admixtures, notably hydrogen and helium, to produce
different debris energy spectra and shift high energy particles into
manageable energy ranges-improving downstream optics lifetime.
Debris spectra measurements using the calibrated ion and neutral
energy analyzers (0-12 keV dynamic range) will be presented on the
commercial XTS source operating with Sn highlighting comparisons
with Xe data showing 4-8keV energy peaks based on buffer gas fill.  In
addition, optical sample exposure under these characterized Sn
source conditions were performed (\>10M shots) and results from pre-
and post-surface analysis will be presented.  Continued development
of process recipes for Sn vapor cleaning show excellent selectivity
(\>10000 SiO2) and etching rates (\>300nm/min) for chlorine mixtures.
Results from a multi-collector mock-up will be presented, including
important data on etch uniformity and control across the collector.
The overall picture points towards a viable Sn DPP or LPP source-
optic system for HVM conditions.

6151-66, Session 13
Compact source and beam delivery system for EUV
radiation
K. R. Mann, F. Barkusky, A. Bayer, C. Peth, H. Toettger, Laser-Lab.
Göttingen e.V. (Germany)
Triggered by the SEMATECH roadmap tremendous progress has been
achieved in the development of EUV sources and high-quality optics
in recent years, opening up also new fields of applications apart from
microlithography, such as metrology, high-resolution microscopy, or
surface analysis. In all these areas the quality and imaging properties
of the employed optics play a crucial role. In this contribution we
present a comparison of different optical setups capable of guiding
and imaging EUV radiation, which were tested in combination with a
miniaturized laser-produced plasma source (pulse energy 4mJ
\@13.5nm, plasma size 300µm).
First, a modified EUV Schwarzschild objective (10x, NA=0.44) was
developed within the research project KOMPASS. The device consists
of two spherical ULE substrates coated with Mo/Si multilayers
(R∼65% \@13.5nm). After adaptation to the table-top EUV source, a
focus with a diameter < 30µm at fluences of up to 100mJ/cm(c)˜ can
be produced. The setup is currently used for investigations on the
interaction of EUV radiation with different materials, including color
center formation in LiF crystals, testing of resists, and photo-ablation
of various polymers.
Second, a Kirkpatrick-Baez arrangement was realized, using the
reflections from two curved Si wafers under grazing incidence. The
cylindrical curvature was obtained by bending the thin substrates,
allowing for a continuous tuning of the desired radii. Due to Pd
coating a high reflectivity (R∼80%) over a broad spectral range can be
achieved. For reduction of aberrations both optical systems were fine-
adjusted with the help of a Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor both in
the visible and the EUV spectral range. The imaging properties were
determined and compared to ray-tracing calculations.

6151-67, Poster Session
Characterization of CCD sensor for actinic mask
blank inspection
Y. Tezuka, T. Tanaka, T. Terasawa, Association of Super-Advanced
Electronics Technologies (Japan); T. Tomie, National Institute of
Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (Japan)
A backside-illuminated CCD is one of the most important components
for enabling the defect detection system of actinic EUV mask blank
inspection.  Because most of commercially available CCD sensors
sensitive to EUV are originally designed for scientific purposes such
as X-ray astronomy, some of the specifications are not optimized for
13.5nm industrial application.  At present, however, we are leveraging

a commercially available one while customizing the peripheral
electronics to maximize its potential applicability to our purpose.
These efforts would hopefully provide valuable knowledge if we
pursue to design a new CCD specifically for high speed 13.5nm
application in the future.
One of the characteristics of 13.5nm light in the interaction with Si is
its shorter absorption length compared with hard X-ray.  Because its
absorption length is less than 1 micron, electron-hole pair generation
events occur only at the very thin layer of the back surface, and the
electrons diffuse laterally before they are collected in the channel
region.  This lateral diffusion is characterized as a point spread
function (PSF) of the CCD that can be used to quantify the
degradation of image quality.  To estimate the PSF of the CCD for
EUV, we employed photon counting imaging method using 55Fe
radioactive isotope and analyzed the image data to extract the
surface events that emulate EUV absorption.  The results suggested
that the dominant component of the total blur can be attributed to the
PSF of the CCD that is responsible for more than 60% of the total
blur.  The residual component of the PSF turned out to be consistent
with the estimation from the aberration of the Schwarzschild optics.
Therefore, it would be more effective to improve the lateral diffusion of
electron in CCD rather than improvement in the aberration of the
optics.  In other words, the results positively suggest that the negative
impact of increasing the magnification of imaging optics to the total
image blur is much smaller than the proportional extrapolation from
the current blur.
Some continuous effort to decrease the spread of the PSF showed
about 20% reduction is possible by applying specific biases in the
electrodes of the CCD that are intended to increase the width of the
depletion layer and to decrease the field-free region for suppressing
lateral diffusion of electrons.  Further reduction of lateral diffusion may
require more aggressive thinning of Si backside to reduce the length
between back surface and channel region.
Another aspect of difficulty in applying a scientific CCD to a defect
detection tool in a compatible way with industrial ecosystem is its
readout speed.  This barrier is being tried to be addressed by the
combination of dual readout ports and the highest operable clock
frequency, which is limited by the speed of on-chip amplifiers.  The
test results at higher clock frequency and the impacts to readout
noise will be also discussed.
This work was supported by NEDO.

6151-68, Poster Session
Performance and quality analysis of Mo/Si
multilayers formed by ion-beam and magnetron
sputtering methods
K. Hiruma, Y. Tanaka, S. Miyagaki, J. Cullins, I. Nishiyama,
Association of Super-Advanced Electronics Technologies (Japan)
A low defect density and a high reflectivity are critical requirements for
the Mo/Si multilayer of mask blanks for extreme-ultraviolet lithography
(EUVL). Over the past several years, we have endeavored to reduce
the defect density of multilayers formed by ion-beam and magnetron
(helicon) sputtering and have achieved a value as low as 1 defect/
cm2, while still maintaining an EUV reflectivity of up to 66% for a 60-
bilayer Mo/Si mirror.
Since last year, we have been using transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), Rutherford back-scattering (RBS) measurements, X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) analysis, and grazing-incident-angle X-ray
reflectometry (GIXR) to try to determine the cause of the poor EUV
reflectivity of as-grown Mo/Si multilayer mirrors. The TEM analysis
showed that a Mo-Si layer formed by interdiffusion at the interfaces of
a Mo/Si stack reaches a thickness of 0.5 to 1.5 nm. The thickness is
almost the same for ion-beam and helicon sputtering. The main
impurity in the Si layer, as determined by RBS and XRF, is either Ar or
Xe, which are used as sputtering gases; and the content is between 1
and 5 atomic%, depending on the deposition conditions. A GIXR
analysis revealed that the density of the Mo layer is 20 to 30% lower
than that of bulk Mo, while the Si layer showed no decrease. From
calculations of the EUV reflectivity that took the analytical results into
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account, it was found that the increase in the thickness of the Mo-Si
intermixed layer is the most important factor involved in the
degradation in reflectivity.
Regarding another aspect of sputter deposition, we investigated the
automatic smoothing out of interface roughness during the formation
of a Mo/Si multilayer. This phenomenon has the potential to reduce
the defect density of multilayer mirrors. In combination with TEM
images, we examined how the interface roughness evolves from the
deposition of the first Mo layer thorough the deposition of the last Si
layer on top of a 40-bilayer stack. The interface roughness was found
to decrease by 30 to 40% during the deposition of the first 10 bilayers
when the period of the roughness was less than 100 nm; but there
was no improvement when the period was larger than 100 nm.
This paper presents the results of an analysis of layers deposited by
ion-beam and helicon sputtering, and compares the measured and
calculated EUV reflectivities. It also discusses the incorporation of
impurities due to the use of Ar or Xe as a sputtering gas, and the
effects of smoothing on multilayer formation.
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the New Energy and
Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO), Japan.

6151-69, Poster Session
Phase-shift mask for EUV lithography
C. Constancias, J. Robic, E. Quesnel, CEA-LETI (France)
EUV lithography is expected to be inserted for the 32 nm node and
extended for the 22 nm and below.  Phase shift masks are evaluated
as a possible option to push the resolution limit of the Extreme Ultra
violet lithography but also as focus and aberration monitors.
This paper will focus on imaging enhancement properties of phase
shift mask and will present the technological developments steps to
elaborate a PSM.  The gain on imaging enhancement properties as
resolution, depth of focus, and process latitude, determined by 2D
simulation on selected structures, will be presented. Concerning
technological steps, we will present development on Etch Stop Layer
(ESL), Mo/Si multilayer coatings dry etching process and phase shift
characterisation, at wavelength (*=13.5nm), thanks to an
interferometer setup. A first mask fabrication, compatible with existing
EUV tool requirements, will be described. This work has been partly
supported by the European commission in the frame work of the
project More Moore

6151-70, Poster Session
Impact of multi-layer deposition method on defects
for EUVL photomask blanks
J. Cullins, K. Motai, I. Nishiyama, Association of Super-Advanced
Electronics Technologies (Japan)
Mask defects continue to be one of the critical issues for EUV
technology development. Current work has been focused on the
problem of reducing defects or minimizing their impact on the multi-
layer surface through smoothing techniques to meet the defect
requirements for EUV mask blanks.
Development work currently is focused on Ion Beam Deposition,
trying to lower the defect counts to allow for “perfect” EUV mask
blanks.  Or using a secondary ion etch to try to smooth defects that
are either native to the substrate or deposited during the multi-layer
deposition process.  Little focus has been placed on the impact of
deposition method on substrate defects.
To examine the impact of deposition method on mask substrate
defects as the multi-layer stack grows ASET designed masks with
markers to find programmed defects.  Multiple masks were
manufactured with an array of different sized defects, and defects
were created on the substrates using mask repair techniques to form
3 masks with as close to the same conditions as possible.  Then the
mask blanks were coated using one of 3 different processes.  Finally
the defects were looked at under a TEM and an attempt was made to
use these results to validate simulations results.
This paper will be a summary of the work to date done by the ASET

consortia to look at the impact of deposition method on defects.  The
study includes scratch and bump type defects coated with EUVL
quality multi-layers using Magnetron Sputtering, Ion Beam Sputtering,
or Ion Beam Sputtering with a secondary ion etch.  After the
deposition TEM samples were taken of the individual defects and the
impact of the deposition method on the multi-layers was examined.
Acknowledgements:
This work supported by NEDO
Dai Nippon Printing for AFM work and mask patterning
Veeco Instruments for deposition assistance
Lawrence Livermore National Labs for deposition assistance.
Intel for programmed defect deposition

6151-71, Poster Session
Combined absorber stack for optimization of the
EUVL mask
T. Kim, S. Y. Lee, W. S. Kim, C. Kim, I. Kang, Y. Chung, J. Ahn,
Hanyang Univ. (South Korea)
Structural optimization of extreme ultraviolet (EUVL) mask is one of
the important issues in fabrication of the EUVL mask process because
many technical issues related this have not been clearly answered yet.
The absorber stack is related to various issues such as pattern fidelity,
defect correction, capping and buffer material selection, and as well
as the contrast of the mask. The basic structure of an EUVL mask
consists of capping layer, buffer layer, and absorber layer that are
generated on the reflective multilayer and substrate. Many materials
have been separately investigated as capping and buffer layer in order
to meet the requirements for each component layers.
In this experiment, we applied Ru layer as a capping/buffer layer in
absorber stack. It is necessary to apply one layer in an absorber stack
that can play both roles of capping and buffer simultaneously, which
will allows us to lower the total height of the stack. Simulation study
showed that the Ru layer on the surface can increase EUV reflectivity
of about 3%, which is desirable for a capping material since many of
the capping candidates tend to decrease the reflectivity of the
multilayer. We investigated the etching characteristics of several buffer
materials such as Ru, SiO2, and Mo in relation with TaN as an
absorber layer. The etch selectivity of Ru under the dry etch condition
optimized to TaN fine pattern etch was 18.9. To check the defect
inspection efficiency, the EUV and DUV contrast of Ru to TaN
absorber were also measured. The EUV contrast was about 100:1 at
13.5 nm wavelength, which is in good accordance with our simulation
results. On the contrary, the DUV contrast was about 100:50 at 248
nm. In presentation, we will verify that the Ru layer can be used as
capping and buffer layers simultaneously, and the oxidation
characteristics of Ru and DUV reflectivity control of TaN layer will be
discussed.

6151-72, Poster Session
High-precision (<1ppb/°C) optical heterodyne
interferometric dilatometer for determining absolute
CTE of EUVL materials
Y. Takeichi, I. Nishiyama, Association of Super-Advanced Electronics
Technologies (Japan); N. Yamada, National Institute of Advanced
Industrial Science and Technology (Japan)
Even small variations in the thermal expansion of the optics and mask
substrate during EUVL cause errors in a printed pattern. In order to
eliminate this problem, EUVL requires a material with an ultralow
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). More specifically, the SEMI
standards specify a CTE of less than ±5 ppb/°C for a temperature
change between 19°C and 25°C. The increasing interest in EUVL has
led many material suppliers to launch LTEMs development projects.
However, the fact that there are no commercial dilatometers with a
measurement resolution on the order of 1 ppb/°C is an obstacle to
research in this field. So, we have developed a practical dilatometer
tailored to meet EUVL requirements.
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The double-path optical heterodyne interferometric technology, which
has been developed by National Institute of Advanced Industrial
Science and Technology (AIST) is applied to the dilatometer. It has the
advantage of providing absolute CTE measurements. The CTE, α, in
units of inverse centigrade is given by α=jL/ L0·1/jT, where L0, jT, and
jL is the initial sample length, change in temperature, and change in
sample length, respectively. An optical heterodyne interferometer uses
two beams with different frequencies, which are modulated by Accost
Optical Modulators (AOM). They are split into two beams, and yielding
two pairs of beams. The one pair is used for the reference light, and
the other is used for measurement light. The phase of reference light;
φr is constant throughout a measurement because the optical path
length remains the same. The phase of measurement light; φs change
as the optical path length changes due to the thermal expansion or
contraction of the sample. Therefore, the change in sample length is
obtained from the j(φs—φr)=2π·jL/λ. The design of the dilatometer has
been optimized to yield high-accuracy and reproducibility of
measurements by means of consideration of uncertainty factors and
their contributions.
A prototype is constructed and we are evaluating it. To test the
capabilities of the dilatometer, we measured the CTEs of various
materials: alumina; SiC, which has a CTE of several ppm/°C; silica
glass, which has a CTE of hundreds of ppb/°C; titanium-doped silica
glass; and glass ceramics, which are candidates for EUVL LTEMs. All
the measurements were successful. We found that our dilatometer
can handle a wide variety of materials and CTEs ranging from ppm/°C
to ppb/°C. Subsequently, a more detailed evaluation of the
reproducibility of CTE measurements for titanium-doped silica glass
was performed. The static reproducibility (σ) was 0.80 ppb/°C or
better for a change of 1 ppb/°C in the target. The dynamic
reproducibility, in other word resetability was ±0.85 ppb/°C or better.
Regarding measurement accuracy, our data are now being compared
with those obtained with the AIST dilatometer, the results will be
reported at the session. We feel confident that our dilatometer will be
useful for the precise measurement of the CTEs of EUVL-grade
LTEMs.
This study was supported by the New Energy and Industrial
Technology Development Organization (NEDO), Japan.

6151-73, Poster Session
Actinic EUVL mask blank defect inspection by EUV
photoelectron microscopy
U. Kleineberg, J. Lin, U. Neuhaeusler, J. Slieh, U. Heinzmann, Univ.
Bielefeld (Germany); N. Weber, M. Escher, M. Merkel, FOCUS GmbH
(Germany); A. Oelsner, D. Valsaitsev, G. Schoenhense, Johannes
Gutenberg Univ. Mainz (Germany)
Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography (EUVL) is considered to be the most
promising Next Generation Lithography (NGL) technique for the
production of semiconductor devices beyond the 45 nm node.
The development of defect-free, reflective multilayer-coated EUV
mask blanks and masks is a crucial requirement for the industrial
utilization of EUVL in 2009 and has been named as the top critical
issue recently. Defect-free masks suitable for the 32nm node are still
not available. When printing patterns for the 22nm node, any tiny
defect on the mask blank must be avoided. The critical size of “killer
defects” as defined in the SEMATECH mask roadmap is then in the
range of 28 nm. A perfect control of defect generation and defect
position during mask manufacturing and handling is absolutely
required. Worldwide efforts are currently made to develop optical as
well as actinic mask blank metrology which will meet those defect
sensitivity specifications. Our project is aiming for imaging nanosized
coating defects (surface and buried defects) by Photoelectron
Emission Microscopy (PEEM) under actinic EUV illumination. We
report on the setup and operation of a dedicated imaging EUV
Photoelectron Microscope which has been equipped with an internal
EUV micromirror to illuminate the mask sample through the electron
optics column at near normal incidence (incidence angle 4 deg) thus
resembling similar illumination conditions like they are used in the EUV
stepper tool. The electron-optical resolution of the instrument has
been experimentally measured to be 29 nm and bears future

enhancement capabilities down to 20 nm. For performing first
characterization experiments on the sensitivity and spatial resolution
of the EUV PEEM inspection tool, a programmed multilayer phase
defect sample has been fabricated based on electron beam
lithography and a lift-off process in a 50 nm thick titanium layer.
Defect sizes ranging from 1 micron by 1 micron down to 50 nm by 50
nm have been realized. The defect sample has been subsequently
overcoated by a standard 40 period Mo/Si EUV multilayer by means
of ion-assisted UHV electron beam evaporation. Furter mask blank
samples have been fabricted on micro-and nanostructured substrates
by means of Ion Beam Deposition (IBD). We have performed first test
experiments on EUV-PEEM imaging of programmed multilayer defects
at the multilayer monochromator beamline U125/1-ML at the third
generation electron storage ring BESSY II in Berlin. This beamline is
equipped with multilayer optics (focusing spherical mirror and plane
grating) for the 85-100 eV photon energy range and delivers a photon
flux of higher than 10E12 photons/(sec*100mA*0.1% BW).
First results have been obtained on the visibility of programmed phase
defects by recording EUV PEEM images of the defect arrays at
various photon energies between 85 eV and 99 eV and defects down
to 50 nm in size could be identified. High resolution full field imaging
was performed at FoV between 20 micron and 150 micron in
diameter. Furthermore, sub-surface defects could be clearly
seperated from surface defects. The EUV PEEM records the spatial
distribution of emitted photoelectrons and secondary electrons which
originate from a thin surface layer on the sample. By illuminating the
sample at or close to the multilayer Bragg condition at 91.85 eV (13.5
nm) a standing wave field is coupled into the multilayer which also
extends to the surface and above and is thus affecting the
photoelectron emission yield from the surface. The EUV-PEEM
measurements display a disturbance of the standing wave phase at
the defect position which can give rise to contrast enhancement for
small defects. Furthermore, standing wave assisted EUV-PEEM
provides a quasi 3D imaging technique by shifting the phase of the
standing wave through the surface of the sample and profiling the
local surface topography. Finally, future experimental improvements of
the instrument with regard to faster aquisition times, inspection of full-
sized 6 inch square EUV mask blanks and masks and insitu defect
repair capabilities are discussed.
The project is supported by the EU under the 6th framework within
the IST project “More Moore”.

6151-74, Poster Session
Numerical modeling of absorber characteristics for
EUVL
I. Kang, J. Ahn, H. Oh, Y. Chung, Hanyang Univ. (South Korea)
The extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) is the most promising
technique for manufacturing ultra-large-scale integration (ULSI)
devices for the sub 50-nm technology node. The pattern image
characteristics of EUVL mask has directly bearing on the lithographic
performance and the accuracy of the resist imaging. The
characterization of optimal absorber structures and materials
becomes critical challenges for a success in the EUVL process
development. Therefore, many works have been focused on the
absorber design to maximize the optical performance. In this work,
the 25-nm-width pattern printability of various potential absorber
models, such as chromium (Cr), tantalum (Ta), and tantalum nitride
(TaN) was quantitatively investigated by two successive schemes, the
reflectivity of the absorber stack, and the aerial image intensity
transferred through the system.
In the simulation process, conventional multilayer system, composed
of periodic stack of 80 alternating layers of Mo/Si model (Mo: 2.8 nm,
Si: 4.1 nm), with potential absorbers was employed. The reflectivity
characteristics were calculated for various absorber models using
MRSP program based on the Fresnel equation. For the calculation of
the aerial image intensities of pattern features with various absorber
models, SOLID-EUV, which is capable of rigorous electromagnetic
field solver, was employed. The optical parameters assumed in this
study were EUV wavelength of 13.5 nm, off-normal illumination angle
of 6, a numerical aperture of 0.25, a partial coherence of 0.6, and the
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demagnification factor of 4. The aberration and defocus effect were
not considered in this calculation.
In order to quantitatively analyze reflectivity characteristics of the
absorber models, the residual reflectivity and phase shift profiles
according to the absorber thickness variation have been evaluated.
The aerial image intensity has been calculated utilizing the patterned
mask models, which were composed of three 25-nm dense lines with
50-nm space. From the calculated aerial image intensities, image
contrast and pattern image width according to the absorber thickness
variation could be obtained by measuring the intensity at the peak
points of the absorber and multilayer regions. Through the quantitative
analysis for reflectivity and aerial images corresponding to each
absorber model, it could be reasonably concluded that the mask
system with TaN absorber shows superior optical characteristics
(residual reflectivity and image contrast) compared to the other
absorber system.

6151-75, Poster Session
Characterization of striae in ULE® for EUVL optics
and masks
W. R. Rosch, L. Beall, J. E. Maxon, R. Sabia, R. D. Sell, Corning Inc.
The compositional striation layers in Corning’s Ultra Low Expansion
ULE® glass have been investigated using polscope birefringence
measurements. Understanding the variation in magnitude and
periodicity of the striations using the polscope technique now allows
for continued process development and improved material selection
for EUV material requirements. Analysis will include a comparison of
the striation variation for both standard ULE(r) and an improved EUV-
grade ULE® presently under development.

6151-76, Poster Session
Striae evaluation of TiO2-SiO2 ultra-low expansion
glasses using the line-focus-beam ultrasonic
material characterization system
M. Arakawa, J. Kushibiki, Y. Ohashi, Tohoku Univ. (Japan)
Recently, we developed a super-precision evaluation method of the
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of ultra-low expansion glasses
using the line-focus-beam ultrasonic material characterization (LFB-
UMC) system.  Evaluation is made by measuring the phase velocities
of leaky surface acoustic waves (LSAWs), excited and propagated on
the water-loaded specimen surface.  For a commercial TiO2-SiO2
glass, an extremely high measurement resolution of CTE of ±0.77
ppb/K for ±2* (*: standard deviation) was obtained at 225 MHz.  In
order to realize the extreme ultra-violet lithography (EUVL) system, it is
essential to develop ultra-low expansion glasses, e.g., TiO2-SiO2
ultra-low expansion glass, having a coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) within ±5 ppb/K at the desired operating temperature, for the
basic substrate material suitable for reflective optics and photomask
blanks. The CTE of the TiO2-SiO2 glass is controlled by changing the
concentration of TiO2.  However, the glass specimens have periodic
striae associated with their fabrication process.  In this paper, striae in
the glass specimens were evaluated by the LFB-UMC system.
Two types of specimens were prepared with the surfaces parallel and
perpendicular to the striae plane, using two commercial premium-
grade and mirror-grade ingots (C-7972, Corning Inc., 1500 mm * x
150 mmt). The specifications of these ingots provided in the catalog
state that the absolute value of CTE is 0±30 ppb/K and that the
homogeneities are within 10 ppb/K for the premium-grade ingot and
15 ppb/K for the mirror-grade ingot.
Inhomogeneities of specimens were evaluated at 225 MHz.  Velocity
distributions of the former parallel specimens were larger than the
later perpendicular specimens for both ingots. Maximum velocity
distributions of 12.83 m/s and 2.66 m/s were detected for the parallel
specimens of premium-grade and mirror-grade ingots, respectively.
These velocity distributions correspond to 56.45 ppb/K and 11.70
ppb/K of CTE distributions from the calibration line we obtained
previously. For the perpendicular specimens, LSAW velocity variations

with a periodicity of 0.17 mm associated with the striae were detected
for the LSAW propagation perpendicular to the striae plane and
averaged LSAW velocities were precisely measured for the LSAW
propagation parallel to the striae plane. These results were reviewed
from a perspective of the measurement region of the LFB ultrasonic
device employed.
The striae formed due to changes in the chemical compositions in the
premium-grade ingot used in this investigation are much more serious
than those in the mirror-grade ingot since the premium-grade ingot
was supposedly of higher quality.  This is considered to be due to the
fact that the manufacture’s quality control of CTE is based on the
distribution of the averaged longitudinal bulk-wave characteristics
along the thickness direction of the glass ingot, while the
characteristics on the specimen surfaces are obtained for LSAWs in
our method.
Our ultrasonic method is extremely promising for the development of
the EUVL-grade glass and the quality control of the production
processes and production lots.

6151-77, Poster Session
Three-dimensional rigorous simulation of EUV
defective masks using modal method by Fourier
expansion
R. Smaali, M. Besacier, P. Schiavone, CEA Grenoble (France)
Simulation is recognized to play a significant role in the optimization of
the lithography process. This is especially true for emerging
technologies such as EUV. Indeed, the availability of EUV exposure
data is still limited and when present these exposures are performed
on exposure tools that are still far from the final production
equipment.
EUV masks show a large topography compared to the actinic
wavelength, which makes the use of the Kirchoff approximation
inappropriate. Therefore, several rigorous electromagnetic simulation
methods such as the Finite Difference in the Time Domain (FDTD) or
also methods based on a modal decomposition are used in the
lithography community. The most widely used (included in commercial
packages) is the FDTD. Nevertheless, this method which needs a fine
spatial sampling (∼*/15) to converge properly is handicapped by the
short wavelength of EUV, particularly for 3D simulations.
We have already shown that electromagnetic simulations based on
modal methods (in our case Modal Method by Fourier Expansion also
known as RCWA) are an efficient alternative for the modeling of EUV
lithography. For example, the simulation of a EUV mask with a defect
in the multilayer can be simulated with good accuracy within seconds
in two dimensions (infinitely long features). The main advantage of
modal methods is that their convergence decreases relatively slowly
when the ratio of the feature size to the wavelength increases. This
makes them advantageous for the short wavelength of EUV.
Our computing code based on MMFE allowed us, in two dimensions,
to address many cases of realistic defective mask topographies,
whatever the position of the defect according to the absorber position
and also whatever the initial defect shape. This code is now extended
in three dimensions. The objective of the present paper is twofold.
First, we shall recall the basic principle of the Modal Method by
Fourier Expansion and its major characteristics and performance
when applied to 3D simulation. We will show that similarly to other
methods the step from 2D to 3D simulation makes the computation
much more time consuming. Second, we will give several results
obtained with the code for defective mask topographies. These
results will emphasize the influence of the experimental deposition
process on the printed feature size. Indeed, the deposition process
used can have planarizing, conformal or even widening effects on the
propagation of the defect dimensions through the multilayer stack.
Three different models of deposition process have been simulated.
According to these different deposition process models, it will also
underline the minimum size of the defect seed which can be allowed
with no printed effect on the resist. The influence of a defect on the
aerial image when it is in the vicinity of the absorber will be also
analyzed.
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6151-78, Poster Session
Potential materials and formulation for the pellicle of
the EUV masks
J. P. Stehle, SOPRA SA (France)
EUV lithography uses only reflective optics for image formation
because most materials absorb in the 13.5 nm range. Currently the
masks are not protected by any pellicle as for DUV lithography,
because no pellicle is known which would not absorb. This paper
presents a potential pellicle deposited on the mask surface with a
typical thickness of 3.2 µ and a formulation which enables to keep the
particles away from the surface without absorbing the beam at 13.5
nm. The paper describes different potential formulations in the
composition as well as in the choice of materials and potential
fabrication processes associated.
We have proposed a new concept where the pellicle is deposited and
attached to the surface of the mask and the density and choice of the
material allow a reduced loss of 2% only.
The thickness of the pellicle layer must keep the particles far enough
from the surface to avoid printability, thus to remain out of the depth
of focus. 3.2 µ is typical distance, the same calculation can be made
for the shadowing induced by a single absorbing particle kept at 3.2 µ
from the surface when the diameter ranges from 20 nm to 70 nm, then
the attenuation remains below 6% in the worst case of the larger
particle. The pellicle also must allow cleaning and must not affect the
quality of the image formation. This pellicle must allow inspection in
the DUV.
The pellicle must be made of a low absorption material compatible
with the manufacturing and the environment.
Several materials are possible and have been tested in this evaluation,
the four materials chosen are:
C as carbon Nano Tubes, CNT, or associated with H2, as polymer. Si,
in the forms of pattern or porous silicon,
Mo and Ru, (we have not chosen Be for the safety concerns).
In our test and simulations, we have fixed the thickness to 3,200 nm
and we have looked at the density, by mixing void to the material in
order to limit the absorption in double pass below 2%.
The distance between the nano-wires or nano-tubes must be kept
around 30 nm in average if we want to collect all particles at the
surface with a strong probability. The CD of 25 nm allows
contamination by particles of 30 nm at maximum on the mask which
cannot be printed, smaller particles are not killers and may be
accepted for now.
The best solution seems to be 1 nm diameter single wall CNT with an
average distribution of 33 nm between vertical nano-tubes, thus
giving a density below 0.1% which is compatible with all the criteria.
The different simulations will be presented with the comparative table
of results.

6151-79, Poster Session
Data conversion system for character projection-
type low-energy electron-beam direct writing
system
R. Inanami, K. Kishimoto, e-BEAM Corp. (Japan); K. Nakai,
Dainippon Screen Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Japan); Y. Ichioka, e-
BEAM Corp. (Japan); K. Kitamura, R. Yamada, Dainippon Screen
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Japan); S. Magoshi, Toshiba Corp. (Japan)
EBIS data conversion system has been developed to be optimized for
writing patterns of logic devices with Character Projection (CP)
method. In the system, standard cells and memory cells are registered
into a character database as keeping the hierarchy of cell pattern in
the device pattern, so that a common CP aperture can be create for
several logic devices. The order of EB shots are optimized to shorten
the time of writing the patterns, small shots (sliver shots) create as few
as possible, and the total number of EB shots are minimized for a
specified CP aperture. The system was evaluated by processing ASIC
devices of hp180nm, 130nm and 90nm nodes. The average

processing time is about 1hour with average the number of EB shots
of 50M per a chip. The reduction rates of the number of shots from
only conventional Variably Shaped Beam (VSB) to with CP were
estimated about 75%, 55%, and 70% for the layers of front-end-of-
line, metal and via layers of back-end-of-line, respectively.
We are developing a character projection-type low-energy electron
beam direct writing system, called EBIS (Electron Beam Integrated
System), for quick-turn-around-time fabrication of logic devices. The
EBIS holds 400 character patterns for every writing and the
mechanism for shooting some bundled wiring patterns. Of course, the
ordinary Variably Shaped Beam (VSB) method can be used at the
same time. Therefore, the EBIS needs a EB data conversion system
that the data can be converted with adequate character shots to
minimize the number of EB shots. We will report the concepts, flow of
conversion, and performance of our data conversion system.
EBIS data conversion system consists of many program modules, and
their many parameters can make conversions controllable. The
system assembles the modules for various conditions of conversion.
In only VSB mode, the principal modules are a field dividing module, a
shot dividing module, a shot sorting module, and a formatting
module. In CP mode conversion, by referring a character database,
cell patterns extracted from logic devices and processed previously
are put in place of the cells in the processing device pattern. In the
character database, hierarchy of cell pattern is kept as in the device
pattern. So, for logic devices such as ASIC or SoC, as standard cells
and memory cells are registered into the database, the cells can be
used more devices belonging to the same node. A module comparing
cells between in the database and in the processing pattern, a
character pattern extraction module, a module removing overlap of
cells, and so on, are used additionally in CP mode conversion. A
character aperture preparing tool is also used for generating
optimized sets of character patterns and layout of character
apertures, by referring to the character database.
The system was evaluated by processing ASIC devices of hp180nm,
130nm and 90nm nodes. Items of evaluation are processing time, the
number of total EB shots and sliver shots, and reduction rate of the
number of EB shots for CP mode comparing with VSB mode. In the
VSB mode, the average processing time is about 1hour with average
the number of EB shots of 50M per a chip. It was also confirmed that
the number of sliver shots could be reduced effectively by using of our
developing algorithm for shot dividing. The reduction rates were
estimated about 75%, 55%, and 70% for the layers of front-end-of-
line, metal and via layers of back-end-of-line, respectively.

6151-80, Poster Session
Tri-layer resists process for fabricating 45-nm L&S
patterns by EPL
F. Koba, K. Matsumaro, E. Soda, T. Watanabe, Y. Matsubara, H.
Arimoto, Semiconductor Leading Edge Technologies, Inc. (Japan); T.
Matsumiya, D. Kawana, N. Yamashita, Y. Fujii, K. Ohmori, M. Sato,
Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd. (Japan); T. Kozawa, S. Tagawa, Osaka
Univ. (Japan)
Resist pattern collapse during drying process in resist development is
a crucial issue for the next-generation lithography (NGL) because of
large surface tension of rinse water between resist pattern spaces.
For electron projection lithography (EPL), when an aspect ratio of
resist pattern becomes three or more, pattern collapse limits its
resolution.  Therefore, we have developed a tri-layer resists process
for fabricating sub-45 nm lines and spaces (L&S) patterns.
The tri-layer resists consist of a top resist layer, an intermediate spin-
on-glass (SOG) layer, and a bottom non-photo-sensitive layer.  In our
experiment the top resist layer was a 120-nm thick positive-tone
chemically amplified resist (Tokyo Ohka Kogyo) comprised of partially
protected poly (4-hydroxystyrene) base polymer, where an alicyclic
protecting group was adopted in consideration of acid generation
efficiency.  The thickness of the intermediate SOG layer was 50 nm,
and that of the bottom non-photo-sensitive layer was 180 nm.  The
resist patterns were exposed with Nikon’s EB stepper of NSR-EB1A.
The acceleration voltage and the beam current on a mask were 100
kV and 5.0 µA.
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We developed the tri-layer resists process by optimizing the resists
process in conjunction with the following dry etch process.  We
transferred 45-nm L&S (1:1) patterns to the underlying low-k insulator
layer.  And we also have shown the applicability of the tri-layer resists
process by fabricating Cu/low-k (k=2.5) wiring device in back-end-of-
line (BEOL).

6151-81, Poster Session
New proximity effect correction for under 100-nm
patterns
M. Shoji, N. Horiuchi, T. Chikanaga, T. Niinuma, D. Tzunoda, Nippon
Control System Corp. (Japan)
When the distance of patterns is under 2 times of the forward
scattering range, an influence from the forward scattering energy by
neighboring patterns can’t be ignored. If pattern size is under the
forward scattering range, the pattern size becomes small because the
exposure intensity is not enough even in the pattern center. When
patterns are close to each other, the contrast between printed and
non printed area becomes very low by the overlapping forward
scattering energy.  And if pattern density is high, it also becomes low
by the back scattering energy. When contrast is very poor, a dose
correction can not correct it. We have developed a new proximity
effect correction which can correct accurately a pattern of 100nm and
under.

6151-82, Poster Session
Model-based lithography verification system for
multilayer structure in electron-beam direct writing
K. Ogino, H. Hoshino, Y. Machida, Fujitsu Ltd. (Japan)
With the strong increase of mask complexity and remarkable rise of
mask cost for each new technology node, maskless lithography is
more and more an interesting alternative for the System on Chip
products (SoC) manufacturing especially in the fields of low volume
and leading edge technology applications. Electron beam direct write
(EBDW) lithography has the maskless patterning capability and the
quick cycle time for new devices and new design verification. In
particular, the design of multilayer wiring structure of SoC will be
revised frequently, so that EBDW lithography is an effective technique
in view of costs and cycle time.
  In EB lithography with high acceleration voltage, proximity effects
caused by the multilayer structure including heavy-metal materials
such as tungsten and copper are crucial for the resist patterning.  The
proximity effect depends on the density and thickness of the metal
material, the distance between the resist and the metal material and
the border of the metal material area, and causes critical dimension
(CD) errors.  Moreover, some problems in the underlying layers, like
CD variations and chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) non-
uniformity between chips have a bad influence on patterning in the
upper layer.  Therefore, the lithography verification methodology
considering the proximity effect caused by the multilayer structure is
in great demand before fabrication of the multilayer structure.
However, such verification method has not been realized yet.  We
have investigated a verification method considering the proximity
effect caused by the multilayer structure.
  In order to estimate the proximity effect caused by the multilayer
structure, a simplified electron energy flux (SEEF) model has been
proposed.  The SEEF model defines trajectories of electrons
transmitted and reflected in each layer of the multilayer structure as
the mapping of transmitted and reflected electron energy flux, and
their resultant new maps are constructed repeatedly by distributing
and gathering the electron energy fluxes at each layer.  The final map
of electron energy flux at the resist yields the map of backscattering
deposited energy intensity (DEI) to the resist.  The proximity effect
correction method based on the SEEF model has been applied to the
three-layer structure and has achieved high CD accuracy.

  We propose a novel lithography verification method based on the
SEEF model.  This lithography verification method calculates the
backscattering DEI distribution according to the SEEF model.  Our
proposed new lithography verification system provides the capability
of CD error prediction considered the proximity effect caused by the
multilayer structure.  In the SEEF model, CD variation and CMP non-
uniformity between chips in an underlying layer are respectively
represented by the component ratio of the materials in the layer and
by the parameters such as transmittance ratio, reflectance ratio and
scattering range of each component material.  Our verification system
will be also able to provide the capability of CD error prediction
considered CD variations and CMP non-uniformity between chips in
underlying layers.

6151-35, Poster Session
A character projection-type low-energy electron-
beam direct writing system for devices of small
production lot with a variety of design
F. Nakamura, K. Watanabe, H. Kinoshita, H. Shinozaki, Y. Kojima, S.
Morita, K. Noguchi, N. Yamaguchi, H. Isokawa, K. Kushitani, e-
BEAM Corp. (Japan); T. Koshiba, T. Oota, T. Nakasugi, Toshiba
Corp. (Japan)
We have developed a character projection (CP)-type low energy
electron beam (EB) direct writing system (EBDW) for a quick-turn-
around-time (QTAT) and mask-less device fabrications of small
production lots with a variety of designs. The system called EBIS
(Electron Beam Integrated System) can satisfy a set of requirements
for EBDW of higher throughput and mask-less exposure, both of
which in real term contribute to dramatically improve the productivity
of EBDW. In order to break through this technological impasse of CP
versus mask-less, we have introduced a standardized CP aperture
method that makes it possible to reduce the number of EB shots
without frequently aperture making. This break through can be
realized only by using low energy EB with a benefit of proximity effect
free.  To realize our EBIS concept of the standardized CP and the low
energy EB, we have introduced some unique features into our
machine.
To make a standardized CP aperture, our data conversion system
extracts character candidate patterns from the GDS2 data of same
layers of different devices. Sets of character of each layer which are
useful for shot reduction are selected and assigned in a CP aperture.
As a result, the CP aperture can be usable for same layers of different
devices. The detail of the standardized CP aperture method including
a data conversion system is shown in another submitted paper to this
conference.
To resolve critical issues of the low energy EB of 5keV, we have
developed a compact EB column equipped with monolithic deflectors
and lenses that restrict the beam blur due to Coulomb interaction. The
sufficient resolution corresponding to 100 nm L/S patterns was
attained by using a thin thickness resist process. As a mark detection
method, we have introduced a voltage contrast imaging using a micro
channel plate. By this method, we can detect a buried mark when
using a low energy EB.
Moreover, we have introduced wide varieties of equipment
engineering expertise, such as a full 300mm wafer stroke air guided
XY-stage and a naked wafer transportation system, into our machine.
The XY-stage uses an air bearing system with a differential exhaust
vacuum seal to achieve extremely precise moving and a high quality
clean vacuum environment. The wafer transportation system
equipped with a small size load lock chamber, a vacuum robot and
wafer aligning units makes it possible to do the quick and precise
wafer positioning onto the XY-stage.
We are now going to verify the fundamental performances of the EBIS
system. This paper describes the detail of the configuration and
verification data of our EBIS system.
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6151-84, Poster Session
C4 compression for maskless lithography: fast
segmentation algorithms and hardware realization
of the decoder
V. Dai, H. Liu, A. Zakhor, B. Nikolic, Univ. of California/Berkeley
To achieve the throughput of one wafer layer per minute with a direct-
write maskless lithography system, using 22 nm pixels for 45 nm
feature sizes, data rates in excess of 10 Tb/s are needed. As such, we
have proposed a data processing system architecture capable of
delivering tera-pixel data rates. At the heart of this system is layout
compression capability to encode rasterized layout data in software in
a lossless fashion offline, as well as real-time hardware
decompression circuitry fabricated on the same silicon chip as a
massively parallel array of lithography writers. To this end, we have
recently developed a lossless data compression algorithm tailored to
the properties of rasterized layout data, Context Copy Combinatorial
Code (C4), to be used in such a system. We have shown that C4
exceeds the compression efficiency of all other tested techniques
including BZIP2, 2D-LZ, and LZ77, especially under constraints of
limited decoder buffering, as required for hardware implementation. In
this paper, we evaluate the complexity of the C4 encoder, and we
propose an improvement to C4 called Block C4, which reduces
encoding times by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude, at little or no cost to
compression efficiency. In addition, we present the realization of the
C4 decoder suitable for hardware implementation, along with an
estimate of the hardware complexity.
Layout data generally contains a heterogeneous mix of dense
repetitive structures, and non-repetitive structures. Repetitive
structures are easily compressed using copying techniques, whereas,
non-repetitive structures can be compressed using localized
prediction which takes advantage of the Manhattan structure of
layout. C4 compression efficiency exceeds that of other techniques,
precisely because it takes advantage of both of these simultaneously,
by automatically segmenting the layout into copy and prediction
regions. Generating this automatic segmentation is an extremely
computationally intensive task, which can take anywhere from 0.5
hour to 3.5 hours on a 2GHz Athlon64 desktop PC for a 1024×1024
pixel layout, corresponding to 22µm×22µm section of a chip. At this
rate, it would take several CPU decades to compress a single layer of
a 10mm×20mm chip. Our newly proposed Block C4 dramatically
reduces segmentation complexity by restricting the segmentation to a
coarser block grid, where each block contains 8×8 pixels. The
segmentation of each block is computed in a raster order, and is
locally optimized based on neighboring blocks, avoiding the complex
optimization used in C4. Consequently, Block C4 segmentation can
be computed in about 14 seconds per 1024×1024 pixel layout image,
a 2 to 3 orders of magnitude speed up over C4. The expected loss in
compression efficiency due to a more coarse segmentation is offset
by a reduction in the number of bits used to represent segmentation
itself.
To arrive at a practical hardware implementation of the high-
throughput C4 decoder, we have decomposed the decoder into seven
major blocks in a previous paper. In this paper, we further refine each
block to the gate level with simple combinational and sequential
elements. The major bottleneck of the C4 or Block C4 system is the
hierarchical combinatorial code (HCC) decoder. To improve the
throughput of the HCC block, we choose to decode each layer of
HCC in parallel rather than decoding the stream from top-to-bottom in
a hierarchical fashion. This improves the system throughput and
smoothes out the decoding process. To reduce decoder hardware
complexity, it is also possible to replace HCC with a Golomb run-
length decoder, resulting in a new compression algorithm called
Golomb Context Copy Code (GC3). The compression ratio loss from
C4 to GC3 is about 10% to 15%, while the area is reduced by 43%,
and power is reduced by 18%.
Using logic synthesis tools, we estimate area of the Block C4 decoder
to be 0.1 mm2 using general-purpose 90 nm technology with 2
kBytes of SRAM memory. We project that the prototype design can be
operated at 700 MHz with the average output data rate at 2.48 Gb/s.
Assuming 200 C4 decoder cells on a proposed writer chip, along with

writers, D/A converters, I/O, and control circuitry, the overall output
data rate is estimated to be 500 Gb/s, which corresponds to 3 wafer
layer/hour, with 6.4W of power consumption. This is 40% lower than
the direct write approach of applying commercial I/O interfaces such
as Rambus to the writers without data compression. Compared with
the LZ77 decoder implemented recently and discussed in our
previous papers, the C4 decoder is twice as small as LZ77 decoder,
while being twice as efficient from a compression efficiency viewpoint.

6151-85, Poster Session
Effects on low-voltage electron-beam lithography
M. Bolorizadeh, D. C. Joy, The Univ. of Tennessee
The resolution of features written by electron beam lithography
depends on many factors, most especially the energy of the incident
beam, and the composition and geometry of the resist and substrate
materials. The general trend of the past three decades of e-beam
lithography has been towards operating at the highest possible
energy because in this condition the point spread function (PSF)
describing the energy deposition consists of an intense but spatially
restricted core surrounded by an extended but low intensity skirt. By
an appropriate adjustment of the incident dose it can be arranged that
the resist solubility limit is only exceeded in the central region, and
resolutions of 20-30nm at energies of 50-100keV can now be
achieved in optimized conditions.  However, as first shown by Broers
(1981), even in an arbitrarily thin resist the minimum line width is
ultimately determined by lateral energy deposition from fast
secondary electron (FSE) generation in the resist. In order to fabricate
structures at the scale below 25nm it is therefore necessary to look at
the alternative of operating at very low energies where FSE
contributions should be more confined. While the exposure sensitivity
will be higher the resist layer will have to be very thin in order to
achieve pattern transfer after development.
 To examine the practical limits and problems of low voltage operation
we have studied e-beam lithography in the low (few keV) to ultra-low
(<500eV) energy range, employing commonly used resists such as
PMMA and compared the results to those from conventional high
voltage processing. The lithography was performed at low energies by
a Schottky field emission gun SEM, used in cathode-lens mode for
low voltage operation, and at high energies by a JEOL 6000 tool. We
have directly imaged, exposed and developed resist profiles as well
as deposited metal after liftoff, using atomic force and scanning
electron microscopy, and compared to our advanced Monte Carlo
simulations which incorporate elastic, inelastic, fast secondary
electrons, and plasmon contributions. The results show that the
exposed profiles and resolutions experimentally achieved at low
energy can only be matched by simulations which include a
significant FSE and plasmon contributions to the energy PSF. With an
optimized resist thickness proximity effects are greatly reduced and
process latitude is improved. At this spatial scale the molecular nature
of the resist becomes of importance. We have studied the effect of
polymer chain orientation in thin resists and find that line edge
roughness is highly influenced by this factor. A resist in which chain
orientations could be controlled would provide a mechanism for still
further improvements in resolution, LER, and proximity control.

6151-86, Poster Session
Wafer scan induced image blur and line-edge
roughness in maskless lithography
Y. Chen, Micron Technology, Inc.; Y. A. Shroff, Intel Corp.
Micromirror-based maskless lithography is a potential candidate of
the next-generation lithographic technology not only for low-volume
application but also for high-throughput manufacturing. For example,
the field size of a maskless EUV scanner will be much smaller than the
conventional EUV tool, which significantly reduces the optics and
scanner cost. The maskless technology will also help to avoid the
mask defect problem by using redundant printing, reduce the design-
to-market time, and allow the cost-effective design and process
integration. Moreover, the capability of real-time wavefront control
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with hundreds of million micromirrors will enable many adaptive
control techniques unavailable in today’s lithographic technology, for
example, aberration correction, local CD control, to name a few.
These promising perspectives of maskless technology can bring EUV
lithography cost down to an affordable level, and potentially extend
EUV lithography several generations beyond the 32-nm node by
enabling RETs and double exposure without misalignment for low-k1
EUV printing.
In maskless EUV lithography, the micromirror array is stationary while
the wafer scans continuously. Since the laser pulses last certain
period of time when the image moves relative to the wafer, this laser
pulse length can cause image placement error. Nevertheless, this is
not a serious concern as we can compensate it when generating each
micromirror’s tilt/phase data. On the other hand, this wafer-scan
induced image blur will reduce the image slope and degrade the line
edge roughness, which could be a CD-control issue for high
throughput/scan-speed operation. Therefore, it is important to
investigate the effects of wafer scan speed on image placement error,
image slope, and possible impact on CD line edge roughness in
maskless lithography.
In this paper, we study these issues based on both coherent optical
theory and partial coherent imaging simulation. The coherent optical
theory gives us physical intuition and will be one emphasis of this
paper. Partial coherent imaging simulation then is used to examine the
insight we gain from the coherent theory. From the coherent optical
theory, we find that the image placement error is about half of the
image/wafer moving distance during the period of a laser pulse. The
image slope is also found degraded due to the wafer-scan induced
image blur. Based on the experimental data on EUV imaging with
coherent light source, we estimate the effect of image blur on CD line
edge roughness (LER) in maskless EUV lithography. The LER
degradation is not significant in low and medium throughput/scan-
speed applications, but may not be negligible for ultra-high
throughput application depending on the relation between LER and
the image slope. It is proposed that for critical 1-D patterns such as
poly gates, wafers should scan along the direction of the gates to
avoid adding LER budget at the gate edges. For dense contact holes,
the wafer should scan in such a direction that the blur effect occurs
only at the edges of contacts which suffer less from the neighboring
contacts’ interactive effect.

6151-87, Poster Session
Enhancing the performance of rasterization
algorithms for optical maskless lithography
J. D. Hintersteiner, E. Stone, W. Cebuhar, R. Albright, ASML Wilton;
N. K. Eib, LSI Logic Corp.; A. M. Latypov, KLA-Tencor Corp.; S. K.
Poultney, N. Baba-Ali, Formerly employed by ASML Wilton; E. H.
Croffie, Formerly employed by LSI Logic Corp.
In Optical Maskless Lithography, the die pattern to be printed is
generated by a contrast device, known as a Spatial Light Modulator.
The contrast device consists of a multitude of micro-mirror pixels that
are independently actuated. Different physical principles can be
utilized to change the optical properties of the pixels. Rasterization in
Optical Maskless Lithography is an algorithm that, given the
description of a pattern to be printed (e.g. an OPC’d GDS-II or OASIS
mask file), computes the necessary states of the contrast device
pixels. A Global Optimization rasterization algorithm for Optical
Maskless Lithography was recently developed and successfully
tested. Utilizing optimization techniques, this algorithm enables
contrast devices to match the imaging and placement performance of
conventional masks thru focus and dose. The algorithm has been
demonstrated for contrast devices based on various light modulation
principles, including tilt, phase-step tilt, and piston mirror devices.
This paper enhances the Global Optimization algorithm by
significantly improving both computational time and memory
requirements.  These enhancements enable the algorithm to be
implemented on an Optical Maskless Lithography scanner for printing
die patterns of full size and complexity. The enhanced method is
demonstrated on 130 nm node and 90 nm node SRAM layout test
cases to validate the capability of Optical Maskless Lithography to

reproduce realistic patterns.  Simulations of the dose/focus process
window in resist for rasterized patterns are presented, along with the
ability of the rasterized images to match the CD and placement error
performance of a conventional mask to below the level of process
noise. In addition, the rasterization algorithm enhancements are
verified experimentally on a calibrated tilt mirror spatial light modulator
mounted to a 193 nm aerial image test stand.

6151-88, Poster Session
Organic-inorganic hybrid materials for nano-imprint
lithography
J. Katayama, S. Yamaki, M. Hanabata, Kansai Research Institute,
Inc. (Japan)
Nanoimprint technology has been focused on its wide variety of
applications and good cost performance.  It has also been indicated
that the selection of materials depending on the application fields is
important.
We have been developing photofunctional materials using organic-
inorganic hybrid materials. By hybridization of the inorganic
nanoparticles with organic polymers, it is possible to obtain a new
material having both advantages of organics and inorganics. Our
former research(1) revealed that the introduction of inorganic
nanoparticles, especially containing photofunctional groups on their
surfaces, into i-line or KrF photoresists improved their resolution and
RIE resistance.
In this research, we selected silicasol nanoparticles (Organosilica Sol
from Nissan Chemical Industrial Co.) as inorganic materials and
successfully dispersed them uniformly into photofunctional monomers
with non-solvent systems.  Dispersed silicasols were also treated with
a photofunctional crosslinker and were mixed with other monomers to
prepare various imprint materials. The UV imprint performance
obtained by using an imprint test machine “LTNIP-5000” from Litho
Tech Japan Co. showed greatly improved UV hardening properties
and physical properties including low shrinkage during UV hardening,
high thermal stability and so on compared with organic (non-hybrid)
materials. For example, 200 nm line and space patterns were
successfully imprinted with no shrinkage at pressure of 3.1 MPa and
exposure doses of 1 mJ/cm2. Details will be presented in this paper.
Reference: [1]  M. Hanabata, J. Katayama and S. Yamaki,
Photosensitive Organic Inorganic Materials, J.Printing Science and
Technology, 55, 39(No.1)(2002)

6151-89, Poster Session
Planarization materials for reverse-tone step and
flash imprint lithography
M. W. Lin, W. C. Kim, E. K. Kim, M. D. Dickey, H. Chao, F. L.
Palmieri, P. S. Ho, C. G. Willson, The Univ. of Texas at Austin
Step and Flash Imprint Lithography (SFIL) was introduced in 1999 as a
possible alternative to traditional optical lithography processes used
in semiconductor manufacturing. The main driving force behind its
development was to provide a more cost-effective process of
producing nanoscale patterns to combat the ever-increasing cost of
photolithographic tools.  The SFIL process involves dispensing a low
viscosity, silicon-containing, photocurable monomer, know as etch
barrier, onto a substrate.  The template is brought into contact with
the etch barrier, and the monomer is then polymerized through UV
curing to produce a solid replica of the template pattern. Post-
processing, which involves various etch steps, produces the desired
pattern in the transfer layer.
A characteristic of the SFIL process is the generation of a residual
layer beneath the desired pattern. A breakthrough etch step is
required to remove this residual layer before the pattern can be
transferred into the substrate.  A thin residual layer minimizes the
breakthrough etch, which improves pattern fidelity.  On the other
hand, thicker residual layers improve alignment capability, allow for
better defect detection, and reduce the filling time of the etch barrier
between the template and substrate.
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A reverse-tone variant of SFIL, SFIL-R, has been studied and offers
several improvements over traditional SFIL. The process can be run
with thick residual layers while maintaining good pattern fidelity. The
benefits include improved pattern transfer, enhanced defect detection,
and higher wafer throughput. To achieve a reverse-tone pattern, the
etch barrier used in traditional SFIL is replaced by a non-silicon-
containing organic monomer.  After the pattern is imprinted, a silicon-
containing material is applied over the organic layer either through
spincoating or other techniques.  This topcoat, which serves as an
etch mask, allows for pattern transfer without the negative effects of
feature faceting.  In addition, the process becomes less sensitive to
residual layer variation and non-uniform pattern density effects.
Appropriate curing and etch steps then produce a reverse-tone
pattern, relative to the template.
A key issue in the SFIL-R process involves the planarization of the
silicon-containing topcoat.  During the application process, the
combination of surface forces and the evaporation of solvent tends to
generate a conformal film, relative to the underlying topography.
Etching of the non-planar topcoat leads to undesirable pattern
transfer; therefore, it is important to understand the physical
parameters which govern the leveling of films over topography.
In this paper, we show that for SFIL-R, a minimum degree of
planarization needs to be achieved before the pattern can be properly
etched into the substrate. A simple mathematical definition of this
tolerance is developed and utilized in our simulation models. Finite
difference modeling is used to simulate the leveling of films during and
after spincoating to determine the ideal material characteristics for
planarization. We present results for isolated trenches and lines, which
are verified with experiments using spectro-reflectometry.  Using
these results, we are able to develop materials with properties suitable
for both planarization and the SFIL-R process.  Preliminary results for
a set of photocurable planarization materials synthesized in our group
are shown and discussed.

6151-90, Poster Session
Study of nano-imprint for sub-100-nm patterning by
using SU-8 resist
A. Sekiguchi, Y. Kono, Lithotech Japan Corp. (Japan); S. Mori, N.
Honda, Nippon Kayaku Co., Ltd. (Japan); Y. Hirai, Osaka Prefecture
Univ. (Japan)
Numerous methods are available for lithography below the sub-100
nm node scale, including F2, 193 nm immersion, EB, EUV, and imprint
lithography. Among these methods, imprint lithography has attracted
significant attention because it does not require expensive exposure
equipment. Imprint lithography can be performed by one of two
primary methods: the thermal method [1] or the UV curing method[2].
In thermal imprinting, the resin is softened above Tg before being
formed by a mold. In UV imprinting, a transparent mold is applied to a
liquid resin, which is then exposed to UV light for curing. US-8 is very
famous for MEMS process. We applied this material to nano-imprint.
This material can be used for imprint by the thermal and UV combined
process. We succeeded in the formation of the sub-100nm pattern by
optimizing a process.
Reference
[1] S. Y. Chou, P. R. Kreauss and P. J. Renstom: Appl. Phys. Lett. 67,
3114(1996)
[2] Y. Hirai, T. Konishi, T. Yoshikawa and S. Yoshida: Abstracts of the
48th Int. Conf. on Electron, Ion and Photon Beam Technology and
Nano-fabrication, 7B4 (2004)..

6151-91, Poster Session
Nano-imprint lithography using laser irradiation:
analysis of changes of the shape of periodical
structures
S. Tamulevicius, V. Grigaliunas, D. Jucius, V. Ostasevicius, A.
Palevicius, G. Janusas, Kauno Technologijos Univ. (Lithuania)
Recently in our group, nanoimprint lithography using IR laser

irradiation was successfully applied for replication of periodical
structure formed in Si <111\> to thermoplastic polymer material mr-I
8020 coated on crystalline silicon. In this work we report continuation
of the experimental investigations where scanning electron
microscope (SEM) and atomic force microscope (AFM) were used to
follow all replication processes. We demonstrate importance of
thermal and mechanically induced stress on the shape of linear
grating imprinted in UV casted polymer. Stress kinetics in the polymer-
silicon structure was measured experimentally in-situ using a
Michelson interferometer and temperature of the structure -
thermocouple. Changes of radius of curvature due to thermal heating
were measured by laser (λ=633nm) interferometer and corresponding
stress was calculated using Stoney formula.

6151-92, Poster Session
UV nano-imprint lithography using a diamond-like
carbon stamp
J. Jeong, K. Kim, Y. Sim, D. Choi, E. Lee, Korea Institute of
Machinery and Materials (South Korea); S. Park, T. Lim, D. Yang,
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (South Korea)
Ultraviolet nanoimprint lithography (UV-NIL), which is performed at
low pressure and room temperature, is known as a low-cost method
of fabricating nano-scale patterns as small as 10 nm. In UV-NIL, a
stamp with nano- and micro-scale patterns is pressed on a thin resin
layer or resin droplets and then UV light is exposed from above the
stamp to cure the resin. After tens of seconds, in general, the stamp is
separated from the patterned layer on the substrate; finally,
anisotropic etching is used to transfer the patterns onto the substrate.
The stamp is made from quartz or glass because the stamp is
required to allow UV light to pass through. The fabrication of a quartz
or glass stamp requires the use of reactive ionic etching (RIE) to
achieve the desired nano-scale patterns. After electron-beam
lithography step, the patterns are etched into hard mask layer via RIE.
The patterned hard mask layer is then used to etch a quartz or glass
substrate.
Compared to quartz or glass, diamond-like carbon (DLC) shows
advantages such as lower surface energy and higher hardness. It can
also be produced by a wide range of deposition methods such as ion
beam deposition, magnetron sputtering, ion beam sputtering, etc.
Thus, a DLC stamp does not require the use of anti-adhesion layer
and the DLC deposition techniques enable lift-off process and the
effective use of polymer stamp in UV-NIL.
In general, the polymer stamp can be fabricated by several methods
such as electron beam lithography and replication of a silicon master.
In this study, the two-photon polymerization (TPP) technology using
femto-second laser beam is employed to fabricate three-dimensional
(3D) nano- and micro-scale polymer pattern followed by nano-scale
thick DLC coating. In TPP, a sliced layer of the 3D pattern is solidified
according to the scanning paths; upper layer is fabricated after
translating the location of the beam spot along the z-axis using the
piezoelectric stage, which is then added to the previous solidified
layers. The entire 3D pattern is fabricated sequentially with this
method.
DLC has only one disadvantage that it has low UV transparency. The
UV transparency of DLC coated substrate is highly dependent on DLC
coating thickness. In case of coating thickness of 100 nm, UV
transparency values were measured to be 5% to 18% in the 350 nm
to 450 nm wavelength. In case of coating thickness of 200 nm, the UV
transparency values decreased to the range of 2% to 8%. We
typically used the DLC layers with thickness of less than 150 nm for
the fabrication of a stamp because of the low UV transparency.
In this paper, the two-dimensional (2D) and 3D DLC stamps are
fabricated using three kinds of methods, which are electron-beam
lithography processes followed by RIE and lift-off processes and TPP
process followed by nano-scale thick DLC coating. The DLC layers on
top of flat quartz substrates and polymer patterns are formed using
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process and
ion sputtering process. It is also demonstrated that the DLC stamp
with no anti-adhesion layer can used for imprinting wafers on UV-NIL.
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6151-93, Poster Session
Imprint technology: a potential low-cost solution for
sub-45-nm device applications
N. V. Le, K. A. Gehoski, W. J. Dauksher, K. J. Nordquist, P. J.
Mangat, E. S. Ainley, Motorola, Inc.
Recent advancements made in imprint lithography have
demonstrated potential for a low cost high throughput solution for
both semiconductor and non-semiconductor related applications.
Examples of areas that may benefit from this technology are high-
density drives and other stand alone memories, organic and flexible
electronics, meta-materials, photonics, nanoelectronics,
biotechnology, nano-optics, semiconductors, etc.  With the ever-
changing and rapid advancements in these industries, the need for
sub-nanometers features to drive performance and innovation, while
maintaining cost is to be expected.  Step and Flash Imprint
Lithography (S-FIL) is one of several cost-effective imprinting
technologies being pursued for sub-100 nm resolutions.  In
demonstrating printing capabilities of less than 40 nm resolution, S-
FIL has sparked some interest as a possible alternative technology
over optical-based NGL.  For the semiconductor world, the
International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) has an
expectation for sub-32 nm nodes, to be production ready by 2013.
Unlike optical-based lithography, imprint methodology utilizes the
basic concept of contact printing, and therefore, does not require
expensive optics and complex resist material to creating images.
As with other NGL technologies, S-FIL has its share of technical
problems to overcome to be considered a production-worthy
lithography method.  In addition to issues such as defects, critical
dimension (CD), template inspection, and etc., a reliable pattern
transfer etch process is vital to enabling this technology.  Similar to
most imprint technologies, S-FIL printed features create a residual
layer, which will require an addition breakthrough step prior to
patterning the transfer layer.  This is not desirable since any added
etch step would compromise critical dimension (CD) bias.  Another
obstacle is the etch barrier material (EB) used as the imaging layer for
S-FIL.  This EB material is unique and the formulation contains silicon
content that is low (∼ 9% wt.) compared with typical bi-layer resist like
SiBER, which has about 20% or higher.  As a result, our research
shows that conventional oxygen-based plasma used for bi-layer resist
is not compatible with the S-FIL etch barrier material.  In prior work,
we presented a enabling etch process using ammonia-based (NH3)
plasma suitable for underlying material pattern transfer.  Although this
was a breakthrough step for the S-FIL program, critical dimension
bias of approximately 40 nm limited pattern transfer of line/space
features to approximately 100 nm.
Recent improvements made in S-FIL in the areas of material
dispensing and refinement of the etch barrier have resulted in more
uniform printing while producing a thinner residual layer (∼ 20 nm).
These improvements, coupled with changes to the etch processes;
have enabled pattern transfer with minimal CD loss.  This paper will
describe both the new imprinting results and pattern transfer of
features down to the sub-45 nm regime.  CD bias results will also be
discussed.  Examples of 40 nm post imprint and final pattern into
oxide are shown below.

6151-94, Poster Session
Nano-imprint of sub-100-nm dots and lines feature
on 8-inch wafer: influence of layout design
S. Landis, CEA-LETI (France)
Since Chou [1] proposed the first paper on the NanoImprint
Lithography (NIL), this technique has gained significant interest as a
contender for next-generation lithography. Although many issues as
resolution [2], printed surface [3], release agent [4] are addresses, the
printing quality of other lithographic processes is not yet achieved and
efforts are still needed to improve the NIL process.
In this paper, we studied the influence of stamp’s design for a 8" NIL
process. Patterns of 1 mm(c)˜ arrays of 90 nm square dots with a
spacing of 110 nm and 600 µm(c)˜ arrays of 100 nm dense lines have

been realized on a 8" silicon substrate. Stamps were prepared with
standard electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching. Printing
experiments have been performed on an EVG520(r)HE equipment.
The printed patterns have been characterized with SEM top view and
cross sectional images. Only one chemical resist formulation, varying
the initial resist thickness from 40 nm to 500 nm, has been used.
Besides, in order to reduce the number of modifiable parameters for
each printing, only one kind of feature size per wafer, 90 nm square
dots or 100 nm dense lines, were designed on the stamp. Thanks to
these conditions (resist molecular weight, feature size and printing
time fixed), we point out the influence of the pattern layout, and more
specially the spacing between areas to be printed, on the quality of
the printing process, that is to say: distribution of the residual resist
thickness, capillary bridges, stamp’s deformation. Concerning the
printed features with lines mold, scatterometry measurements were
performed at the edges of the arrays over a large surface in order to
determine the residual thickness layer [5]. This residual layer thickness
distribution is compared with the calculation of the mold bending in
the un-patterned areas of the stamp.
We also clearly show that it is possible to consequently reduce the
defect numbers by adjusting the pattern layout, which may open up
the road to a kind of NIL proximity effect correction development.
The partial support of the EC-funded project NaPa (Contract no.
NMP4-CT-2003-500120) is gratefully acknowledged. The content of
this work is the sole responsibility of the authors.
[1] S. Y. Chou, P. R. Krauss and P. J. Renstrom, Appl. Phys. Lett., 67,
3144, 1995.
[2] M. D. Austin, H. Ge, W. Wu, M. Li, Z. Yu, D. Wasserman, S. A.
Lyon, and S. Y. Chou, Appl. Phys. Lett. 84, 5299, 2004.
[3] C. Perret, C. Gourgon, F. Lazzarino, J. Tallal, S. Landis, O. Joubert,
Micro. Eng., 73-74, 172, 2004.
[4] S. Park, H. Schift, C. Padeste, B. Schnyder, R. Kötz and J.
Gobrecht, MNE2004.
[5] P. Schiavone, C. Gourgon, V. Farys, N. Chaix, D. Fuard,
“Measurement of residual thickness in nao-imprint lithography using
scatterometry”, Nanoiprint Nanoprint Technology 2004, Vienna
Austria, december1-3

6151-153, Poster Session
Full-field overlay in mix-and-match step and flash
imprint lithography
P. Schumaker, T. Rafferty, J. Choi, I. McMackin, Molecular Imprints,
Inc.; T. Dibiasi, KLA-Tencor Corp.; S. V. Sreenivasan, Molecular
Imprints, Inc.
Nano-scale feature replication using imprinting or micro-molding has
existed for several years [1,2]. The step and flash imprint lithography
(S-FILTM) process [2] is a step and repeat nano-replication technique
based on low viscosity UV curable liquids. The use of low viscosity
monomers (viscosity of < 5 cps) leads to a low imprint pressure (<
0.25 psi) process.
Alignment in the S-FIL process has the following key features [3]:
1.Through-The-Template Field Alignment: The S-FIL process uses
moiré alignment targets on the template and the wafer that are
capable of detecting nanometer scale alignment errors. Alignment
targets are placed at the four corners of the imprint field, and all these
alignment targets are used to generate and correct for alignment
errors on a field-to-field basis.
2.In-Liquid Alignment: The low viscosity imprint liquids allow for
nanoscale in-situ alignment corrections in the liquid just prior to UV
curing.
3.Magnification Control: The inclusion of magnification control allows
for mix-and-match overlay with photolithography.
This talk will present recent alignment and full-field overlay data for
the most advanced S-FIL tool, Imprio 250. Mix-and match alignment
and overlay data of imprint lithography with photolithography will be
discussed. The data was obtained by patterning Level 0 using an
advanced 193nm scanner. Moiré marks that are complementary to the
ones found in S-FIL Level 1 templates were included in the level 0
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wafer patterns. In addition, the level 0 wafers included a 9×9 grid of
KLA-Tencor’s Aim Archer marks. The S-FIL Level 1 template included
a complimentary 9×9 grid of Aim Archer marks. This 9×9 grid was
uniformly distributed across the field and was used to obtain full-field
overlay data.
The resulting data indicates that the alignment capability of the tool is
of the order of 25nm, 3* and the full-field overlay based on the 9×9
grid of Archer Aim marks is better than 50nm, 3 * *
References:
1.S.Y. Chou, P.R. Krauss, P.J. Renstrom, “Nanoimprint lithography,” J.
Vac. Sci., Tech. B, 1996. 14(6).
2.Mathew Colburn, Todd Bailey, Byung Jin Choi, John G. Ekerdt, S.V.
Sreenivasan, C. Grant Willson, “Step and Flash Imprint Lithography,”
Solid State Technology, July 2001.
3.B.J. Choi, Kevin Nordquist, Ashuman Cherala, Lester Casoose,
Kathy Gehoski, William J. Dauksher, S.V. Sreenivasan, Douglas J.
Resnick, “Distortion and Overlay Performance of UV Step and Repeat
Imprint Lithography”, Microelectronics Journal, In Press.

6151-154, Poster Session
CHARPAN (Charged Particle Nanotech) for sub-50-
nm mask and template fabrication
E. Platzgummer, S. Cernusca, IMS Nanofabrication GmbH (Austria);
A. Biedermann, Univ. Wien (Austria); H. Loeschner, IMS
Nanofabrication GmbH (Austria)
The use of ion beam projection has been suggested by several groups
[1 - 3] as promising option to enhance the productivity in sputter
fabrication compared to conventional focused ion beam (FIB)
technology. Novel concepts concentrate - instead of stencil masks -
on the use of a programmable aperture plate in conjunction with a
large reduction ion-optical system [4 - 6], offering a programmable 2D
structured ion beam profile for 2D and 3D ion milling as well as for gas
assisted ion beam induced reactive etching or deposition.
IMS Nanofabrication has initiated the European Integrated Project
CHARPAN (Charged Particle Nanotech) to realize a novel ion beam
projection tool with 200x reduction. By implementing a programmable
aperture plate an unprecedented level of flexibility will be realized
which can be exploited for “Rapid Nano-Typing” in various field of
resistless direct nanopatterning.
The new technology allows to generate programmable 2D structured
ion beams with <10 nm resolution (FWHM) operating at current
densities at the substrate in the order of mA/cm(c)˜.  The main
advantage to use programmable 2D structured beams as compared
with single focused ion beams (FIB) is that the productivity may be
increased by several orders of magnitudes (by both total current as
well as the pixel rate). Productivity enhancements especially hold for
applications where precursor gases are used (for ion beam induced
etching or deposition), as the ion beam current density at the
substrate is small enough to avoid a surface depletion of the
precursor. Furthermore, 2D structured beams allow a very precise
control of the dose levels and absolute local dose deposited. The
latter plays a role for example for 3D surface structuring with
requirements for nanometer shape precision, or for materials which
are sensitive to ion beam irradiation, as for example organic thin film
systems.
CHARPAN applications for 2D and 3D nanopatterning require a
detailed understanding of all relevant aspects connected with the ion
beam irradiation process and the beam induced chemistry. Hence, a
calibrated simulation involving these aspects is essential in order to
predict the surface evolution on ion beam irradiation for given
parameters, and vice versa, the needed dose distribution and
sequence for a pre-defined shape.
Related to the work on CHARPAN ion projection technology a novel
software tool (“Ionshaper”) has been developed which allows
calibrated, high precision simulation of ion beam processing. In this
paper the simulation model will be presented and discussed by
comparison with FIB experiments. The simulation is based on a
discrete surface element approach that includes first and second

order sputtering and re-deposition in 2D approximation. Atomistic
effects are implicitly included by adjusting the various simulation
parameters, e.g., for differently oriented grains of a polycrystalline
target. An algorithm is used to determine the ion dose distribution
necessary to produce a pre-designed 3D surface structure. This is for
example shown for a blazed grating structure for which the ideal dose
distribution, the generated dose distribution and real shape after
irradiation based on a discrete exposure grid is shown. In comparison
with experimental FIB data, the following relevant aspects were
implemented in the numerical surface evolution calculations: Angular
dependent sputtering and sputter emission, ion beam scattering and
reflection, gas-assisted reactive ion beam sputtering/deposition, ion
beam divergence and beam blur, multilayer targets, 3D effects
(extension in progress).
Details of the CHARPAN proof-of-concept tool, to be realized in 2006,
will be explained. The potential of direct CHARPAN nanopatterning for
the fabrication of 2D and 3D nanoimprint templates as well as for the
fabrication of complex masks will be discussed.
Acknowledgements:
The CHARPAN integrated EU project (call: FP6-2003-NMP-NI-3) is
sponsored by the European Commission (Contract N° 515803-2).
References:
[1] Y. Madokoro et.al., Microelectronic Engineering 46, 493-496 (1999).
[2] Q. Ji et.al., Physics Letters Vol. 85, Nr. 20 (15 Nov 2004).
[3] H. Loeschner et.al., JM3 - J. Microlith., Microfab., Microsyst., Vol. 2
No. 1, pp. 35-48 (2003).
[4] I.L. Berry et.al., J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B15, 2382-2386 (1997).
[5] H. Loeschner et.al., MRS Proc. Vol. 739, 3-12 (2003).
[6] E. Platzgummer et.al., MNE 2005, 19 - 22 Sept 2005, Vienna,
Austria, t.b.p. in Microelectr. Engineering (2006).

6151-95, Poster Session
Ultimate fine-pitch resist patterning using the ASET-
HINA
H. Oizumi, Y. Tanaka, F. Kumasaka, I. Nishiyama, Association of
Super-Advanced Electronics Technologies (Japan)
Until recently, the development of high-quality EUV resists was not a
critical issue in EUV lithography (EUVL). However, EUVL will be
introduced at the 45-nm node or below, a difficult problem has arisen
in that all the requirements (high sensitivity, low outgassing, small line
edge roughness (LER), sub-40-nm resolution) must be satisfied at the
same time [1]. To accelerate the development of such resists, we need
an EUV exposure tool that can resolve sub-30-nm features. In
addition, considering resist materials, conventional polymeric
chemically-amplified (CA) resists have reached their performance
limit. One problem with them is that the LER is too large due to the
large molecules and compositional non-uniformity. A promising
solution is molecular resists. Several research groups are now
investigating them and their lithographic performance using various
lithography tools, such as KrF (248 nm), electron beam (EB), and EUV
(13.5 nm) lithography [2-4].
This study had two goals. One was the evaluation of the ultimate fine-
pitch patterning performance of the high-numerical-aperture (NA =
0.3) small-field EUV exposure tool (HINA) at ASET. The other was the
evaluation of the lithographic performance of conventional polymeric
chemically-amplified (CA) resists and molecular resists using the
HINA.
Imaging experiments were carried out with the HINA using coherent
illumination (σ = 0.0) [5]. The illumination system consists of two flat
mirrors, and also a spherical mirror that focuses the image of the EUV
light source on a point at the pupil of the projection optics. The
advantage of this system is that the image contrast is higher than that
obtainable with partially coherent illumination. The light source was
synchrotron radiation (SR) on the SBL-1 beamline of Super-ALIS at
NTT [6].
An EUV mask with an 80-nm-thick TaGeN absorber and a 10-nm-
thick-Cr buffer layer was fabricated to replicate dense sub-30-nm
patterns [7]. To determine the ultimate resolution of the HINA, sub-30-
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nm-wide lines and spaces were delineated in a 50-nm-thick layer of
the non-chemically-amplified resist ZEP520A (Nippon Zeon). The
smallest patterns of 27-nm dense lines were delineated and the
resolution obtained was nearly equal to the resolution limit of the
HINA, which is the cut-off frequency of the optics for coherent
illumination.
A polymeric CA resist based on acetal-protected poly(hydroxystyrene)
provided the best performance. It enabled the delineation of 28-nm-
wide lines and spaces in a 70-nm-thick layer of resist at an exposure
dose of 10 mJ/cm2. In addition, a CA positive-tone resist based on
low-molecular-weight amorphous polyphenol was also tested. This
molecular resist consists of a low-molecular-weight protected
polyphenol, namely, 4,4'-methylenebis[2-[di(2-mehtyl-4-hydroxy -5-
alkyl)methyl]phenol (MBSA) [3]. It enabled the delineation of 40-nm-
wide lines and spaces in a 50-nm-thick layer at an exposure dose of
10 mJ/cm2.
The authors would like to thank Dai Nippon Printing Co., Ltd. for
fabricating the masks, and Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd. for preparing
the resists. The authors are also grateful to Mr. Murakami, Mr. T.
Oshino, and Mr. K. Mashima of Nikon Corporation for useful
discussions; the HINA set-3 optics were developed and provided by
Nikon. This work was supported by NEDO.
1.H. B. Cao et al., Proc. SPIE Vol. 5753 (2005) 459.
2.S. W. Chang et al., Proc. SPIE Vol. 5753 (2005) 1.
3.T. Hirayama et al., J. Photopolym. Sci. Technol. 17 (2004) 435.
4.H. Oizumi et al., Microelectron. Eng. (2006) in press.
5.H. Oizumi et al., Proc. SPIE Vol. 5751 (2005) 102.
6.T. Hosokawa, et. al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 60 (1989)1783.
7.Y. Tanaka et. al., Proc. Vol. SPIE 5567 (2004) 1377.

6151-96, Poster Session
Sub-32-nm patterning using the EUV in ASET
D. Goo, Y. Tanaka, Y. Kikuchi, H. Oizumi, F. Kumasaka, I. Nishiyama,
Association of Super-Advanced Electronics Technologies (Japan)
In this paper, we reported that the sub-32nm patterns could be
printed with EUV light source at ASET. And we tried to match the
resist profile with the simulated profile by tuning the simulation
parameters. We also compared the optical parameters of the EUV
lithography with that of the ArF immersion lithography around 30nm-
node with simulation. We found out there were gaps between the EUV
lithography and the ArF immersion lithography at about 30nm and
that the resolution limit of immersion was about 30nm. To extend
immersion lithography to the 30nm-node, another RET seems to be
needed.  In order to get the 30nm-node patterns with EUV light
source at ASET and the HiNA3, we tested several resists,
ZEP5200(AZ-EM), MET-1K(Rohm&Haas), A, and B. MET-1K supplied
by Rohm&Haas showed the good performance at 32nm 1:1 lines and
spaces pattern. However, LER increased abruptly around 30nm. So,
to get the better resist profiles, we tuned the thickness of the resist by
diluting with PGMEA. We also investigated the relationship between
the resist thickness and the LER of the resist. We measured the
sensitivity of the resists, matched it with other EUV systems by
plotting response curves of the resists. We tried to confirm whether
the resist pattern’s anisotropy caused by mask pattern’s anisotropy is
negligible or not. This result was already calculated by the researchers
at ASET and said that anisotropy should be negligible.  We are
currently verifying this effect with real resist pattern.

6151-97, Poster Session
Printability of contact-hole patterns in EUVL using
0.3-NA HiNA optics
Y. Tanaka, H. Oizumi, Y. Kikuchi, D. Goo, F. Kumasaka, I. Nishiyama,
Association of Super-Advanced Electronics Technologies (Japan)
The fabrication of fine contact-hole (C/H) patterns is a critical issue in
advanced optical lithography because it is more difficult than the
fabrication of line patterns with the same feature size. Since extreme-
ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) uses a much shorter wavelength than

optical lithography, it should provide better image contrast, even for
C/H patterns. We have installed a high-numerical-aperture (NA = 0.3)
small-field EUV exposure tool (HiNA) and started to evaluate the
printability of various kinds of patterns. Since the wavefront error of
the set-3 projection optics is less than 1 nm, 45-nm line-and-space
(L/S) patterns and 60-nm C/H patterns were fabricated under normal
(* = 0.8) or annular (* = 0.5-0.8) illumination. Several kinds of resists
had already been evaluated, and the non-chemically-amplified resist
ZEP520 showed the best performance for fine pattern replication.
EUVL masks were fabricated using mask blanks developed by ASET
and a dry-etching process developed by Dai Nippon Printing. The
masks consisted of a 6-inch-square (6025) glass substrate, a 40-pair
Mo/Si multilayer, a 10-nm-thick Cr buffer layer, and a 90-nm-thick
TaGeN absorber layer. Fine mask patterns, such as 125-nm L/S (25-
nm L/S on wafer), were successfully fabricated using this mask
structure. In this study, C/H patterns with sizes of 55-120 nm were
printed by EUVL, and the printability was assessed.
The dose margin was estimated for C/H patterns of various sizes and
found to be about ±10% for dense 80-nm C/H patterns, assuming a
CD tolerance (*CD) of ±10%. The iso-dense bias was also estimated.
Since the optimum dose is larger for isolated than for dense 80-nm C/
H patterns, a mask bias is required for isolated patterns. The mask
linearity was not good when the pattern size was less than 80 nm
because the optimum dose was higher and the optimum focal point
shifted with the reduction in pattern size. The focus margin was also
estimated, and was found to be about ±150 nm for dense 80-nm C/H
patterns; it becomes smaller as the pattern size is reduced. The
experimental results were analyzed with the SOLID-EUV lithography
simulator. The simulation results indicated that the wavefront error and
the central obscuration of the projection optics considerably
degraded the aerial images of fine patterns. By improving these
aspects of the exposure tool, much better performance will be
obtained regarding the printability of C/H patterns in EUVL.
The EUVL masks were fabricated by Dai Nippon Printing Co., Ltd. The
HiNA set-3 projection optics were developed and provided by Nikon
Corporation. This work was supported by NEDO.

6151-98, Poster Session
Direct comparison of printing results and aerial-
image modeling for the extreme-ultraviolet
microfield exposure tool at SEMATECH North
P. P. Naulleau, SUNY/Univ. at Albany; K. R. Dean, K. W. Lowack,
SEMATECH, Inc.
The availability of high-resolution, low-line-edge roughness, high
sensitivity resists has recently been determined to be one of the most
critical issue for the development of extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
lithography. To address this issue, a series of 0.3-numerical aperture
EUV microfield exposure tools (MET) have been developed. One of
these tools is installed at SEMATECH North as part of its EUV Resist
Test Center. Being used as a resist evaluation tool and also potentially
as a mask evaluation tool, it is important to have an accurate
knowledge of the aerial-image performance limits of the tool. Such
knowledge, in principle, enables the user to decouple optic effects
from resist and mask architecture effects being studied. Based on
wavefront data provided by Zeiss (the manufacturer of the optic) and
the lithographically-measured flare data, PROLITH modeling is used
to predict system performance under a variety of conditions. The
modeling results will include illumination studies as well as
comparison to an ideal optical system and the well-characterized
Berkeley MET tool. Moreover, modeling results will be directly
compared to printed resist images.

6151-99, Poster Session
The EUV Resist Test Center at Sematech-North
K. W. Lowack, K. R. Dean, A. C. Rudack, M. Malloy, SEMATECH,
Inc.
The EUV Resist Test Center at Sematech-North in Albany is one of the
advanced EUV facilities worldwide where international researchers
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can test EUV resist formulations and EUV masks. The heart of this
EUV RTC is an Exitech 5X EUV microstepper with a 0.3 NA and a
theoretical resolution of 25nm 1:1 structures. A wafer track is linked to
this microstepper to guarantee the best wafer processing conditions.
A CD SEM and an ellipsometer for resist analysis complete the tool
set. A precharacterization of the photoresists, sensitivity, contrast and
outgassing can also be performed together with the University at
Albany to guarantee that only “safe” resists are tested in the MET.
In this presentation we will show the EUV RTC capabilities including
latest printing results.

6151-100, Poster Session
Process window study with various partial
coherences on EUV MET (Micro Exposure Tool)
optics
S. H. Lee, C. Brewer, M. Chandhok, Intel Corp.
EUV lithography has the ability to support 32 nm logic manufacturing
and beyond.  Similar to the DUV lithographic systems, partial
coherence on EUV lithographic systems can have a big impact on
process latitude for critical layers.  Thus, it is important to understand
the effect of partial coherence on EUV imaging systems. Knowledge
gained can then be applied to verify lithography models and aid in
future tool designs.
Un this paper, process windows with various illumination settings are
investigated.  The experiments were done using the MET station at
the Advance Light Source (ALS).  The exposures targeted 60 nm, 50
nm, and 45 nm dense features.  The outer and inner sigmas of annular
illumination varied from 0.2 to 0.8. In addition, dipole, C-quad, and
quad illuminations were used to explore the impact of the partial
coherence on the process window.
The experimental results were then compared with I-Photo (Intel’s
lithography modeling tool) and Panoramic simulation tools.   The
experimental results correlate well with the simulations.  As expected,
the dipole illumination shows the largest Depth of Focus for a given
exposure latitude.

6151-101, Poster Session
Accuracy evaluation of the wavefront metrology tool
for EUVL projection optics
K. Otaki, K. Sugisaki, O. Masashi, Y. Zhu, Z. Liu, J. Saito, K.
Murakami, C. Ouchi, S. Kato, M. Hasegawa, T. Hasegawa, A.
Suzuki, H. Yokota, Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography System
Development Association (Japan); M. Niibe, Univ. of Hyogo (Japan)
EUVL projection optics (P.O.) is composed of 6-aspheric mirrors and
wavefront aberration to be finished is about less than */30 rms = 0.45
nm rms. In EUVA, in order to measure such ac-curate wavefront error,
higher accurate wavefront metrology tool has been studying for
several years. Goal of our study is to achieve measurement accuracy
of less than 0.1 nm rms and now we are developing the accurate
metrology tool using exposure wavelength (*=13.5 nm) called EEI
(EUV Experimental Interferometer) built at NewSUBARU. EEI has 6
measurement modes based on a different principles, i.e., two point
diffraction intererometry (PDI) and four lateral shearing interferometry
(LSI). Recently, we evaluated an absolute accuracy of PDI-mode of
EEI and obtained good results.
An absolute accuracy of the interferometer can be evaluated by the
following procedure. Measured data is composed of the real
wavefront to be tested and the systematic error.  By rotating or
displacing the test optics, real wavefront to be tested rotates  or
moves together with the test optics and the residual component is the
systematic error. Here, it is assumed that the test wavefront and the
systematic error are invariable through measurement. From the
wavefront change after rotation or displacement, the systematic error
can be estimated by solving the difference equation about systematic
error.  We tried 0, 90, 120 and 180 degree rotation.  From the data of
0, 90 and 180 degree rotation, 1 * * * * * 3 * * * * can be estimated, and
the data of 0 and 120 degree rotation, 1 * * * * * 4 * * * * can be
estimated. By these analysis, all components of Zernike polynomials

except 0* can be determined. In experiment, Schwarzshild optics,
whose NA is 0.20 and wavefront error is 1.2 nm rms, is used as the
test optics. Wavefront change between 0 degree and 90 degree P.O.
rotation is about 0.13 nm rms. From this data, 0.08 to 0.09 nm rms
has been obtained as the systematic error. Main component of the
systematic error is low order astigmatism and all order coma. Origin of
astigmatism will be the irregularity of the reference wavefront caused
of large aberration of the illumination optics. Origin of low order coma
will be caused of misalignment of the beam spot at the second
pinhole. Now, we are im-proving alignment accuracy and we will
report better results at the conference.

6151-102, Poster Session
Advanced at-wavelength reflectometry with the EUV
tube
A. Egbert, S. Becker, B. N. Chichkov, Phoenix EUV Systems &
Services GmbH (Germany)
For the precise characterization, optimization, and quality control of
multilayer mirrors, masks, and other optical components for extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) lithography, compact and flexible metrology tools are
strongly required. At present, the characterization of EUV optics is
carried out at synchrotron facilities. Usually this is a very expensive
and time-consuming procedure. Therefore, compact, cheap, and
easy-to-operate tools and systems are needed for a fast and reliable
in-house at-wavelength reflectivity control.
In this presentation we will provide an update on our commercial
compact EUV source for in-house at-wavelength metrology. This
source, called EUV tube, is based on electron-induced characteristic
emission from solid targets. The EUV tube is debris-free, has excellent
long-term temporal and spatial stability, and very low running costs.
All source parameters are computer-controlled and the source size
can be adjusted down to 10 µm. Recent improvements on EUV power
scaling will be presented. Different applications in the field of at-
wavelength metrology will be highlighted. New results on EUV
reflectometry of multilayer mirrors and grazing incidence optics will be
demonstrated and compared with measurements obtained at
synchrotron and plasma-based facilities.

6151-103, Poster Session
Scaling EUVL litho-roadmap
M. Chandhok, Intel Corp.
No abstract available

6151-104, Poster Session
Lithographic characterization of low-order
aberrations in 0.3-NA EUV tools
P. P. Naulleau, SUNY/Univ. at Albany; J. P. Cain, Advanced Micro
Devices, Inc.; K. R. Dean, SEMATECH, Inc.; K. A. Goldberg,
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab.
Although tremendous progress has been made in the crucial area of
fabrication of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) projection optics, the
realization diffraction-limited high numerical aperture (NA) optics
(above 0.2 NA) remain a concern. The highest NA EUV optics
available to date are the 0.3-NA Micro-Exposure Tool (MET) optics
used in an experimental exposure station at Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory [1] and commercial, microfield tools [2] at Intel
and SEMATECH North. Even though these optics have
interferometrically been demonstrated to achieve diffraction-limited
wavefront quality, the question remains as to whether or not such
performance levels can be maintained after installation of the optics
into the exposure tool.
Printing-based quantitative aberration measurements provide a
convenient mechanism for the characterization of the optic wavefront
error in the actual lithography tool. We present the lithographic
measurement of low-order aberrations in the Berkeley MET tool,
including a quantitative measurement of astigmatism and spherical
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error and a qualitative measurement of coma. The lithographic results
are directly compared to interferometry results obtained from the
same optic. Measurements of the Berkeley MET indicate either an
alignment drift or errors in the interferometry on the order of 0.5 to 1
nm. Moreover, the cross-field astigmatism in the SEMATECH MET tool
at Albany is presented. Limitations in the pupil-fill control on the
commercial MET tools make the characterization of other aberrations
more complicated.

6151-105, Poster Session
The effect of charged-particle bombardment on
collector mirror reflectivity in lithography devices
J. P. Allain, A. Hassanein, M. D. Nieto, V. Titov, P. Plotkin, M.
Hendricks, Argonne National Lab.; C. Chrobak, Univ. of Wisconsin/
Madison; E. Hinson, Argonne National Lab.; M. van der Velden,
Technische Univ. Eindhoven (Netherlands); B. J. Rice, Intel Corp.
EUV metallic light radiators such as Sn or Li used for lithography will
limit the lifetime of collector optics in source devices by both
contamination and irradiation.  Generation of EUV light requires the
use of hot, dense plasma.  Pinch dynamics generates fast ions and
atoms, such as metallic sources (Sn, Li) with energies ranging from
100 eV up to several keV.  The expanding Sn plasma will thermalize
and condense in nearby components including debris shield and
collector optics.  The incident distribution of debris onto the collector
optics will also consist of Sn fast ions.  Sn contamination will lead to
two different mechanisms.  One is condensation and Sn thin-film
buildup on the reflective optics surface (i.e. Ru or Pd mirror) from the
thermalized Sn plasma.  This mechanism will lead to performance
failure after about 1-2 nm build up of Sn thin film whereby the at-
wavelength EUV reflectivity will decrease 10-15% in magnitude.  The
second mechanism is more complex.  Fast Sn ions generated at the
pinch will reach the collector optics and induce mixing, sputtering and
implant at depths between 3-5 monolayers on the Ru or Pd surface.
EUV light can also induce ionization in background Ar or He gas used
for debris mitigation.  Low-energy Ar or He ions therefore impinge on
the collector mirror surface at threshold-level energies between 40-
100 eV.  A steady state Sn surface concentration will be attained after
a given fluence of both Sn debris and low-energy Ar ions.  The
amount of Sn implanted or deposited will affect EUV reflectivity as a
function of ion and/or atom fluence.
Sn contamination mechanisms are studied in the IMPACT (Interaction
of Materials with charged Particles and Components Testing)
experiment as well as threshold-level sputtering from inert ion
species.  IMPACT studies radiation-induced, kinetic and
thermodynamic mechanisms affecting the performance of EUV
reflective mirror optics.  Sn exposure conditions include: incident
singly-charged particles between 500-1000 eV, oblique incidence and
incident fluxes ranging from 1011-1014 ions/cm2/s.  Studies also
assess the role of surface temperature on EUV reflectivity
performance between 25 and 200 °C.  In-situ surface metrology
include: sputter yield diagnosis, Auger electron spectroscopy, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, direct recoil spectroscopy and low-
energy ion scattering spectroscopy, and at-wavelength EUV
reflectivity.  Ex-situ measurements include: X-ray reflectivity, X-ray
diffraction, scanning electron microscopy, energy dispersion X-ray
spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy.  Results indicate that
thermally deposited Sn over fluences greater than 1015 Sn/cm2 will
lead to a reflectivity loss of more than 10%.  For similar fluences,
exposing mirrors to fast Sn ions at energies ranging from 500-1000 eV
lead to 2-5 times less reflectivity losses.

6151-106, Poster Session
Active cleaning for lithium-coated optics for HVM
EUV systems
M. J. Neumann, E. Ritz, R. DeFreese, H. Qiu, D. A. Alman, B. E.
Jurczyk, D. N. Ruzic, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; O. V.
Khodykin, A. I. Ershov, Cymer, Inc.; R. L. Bristol, Intel Corp.
Mirror degradation and lifetime is on of the most critical issues facing
EUVL development.  To understand this degradation mechanism, a

magnetron Li source was employed to simulate the presence of
neutral Li debris that is present in HVM EUVL sources.  This neutral
debris builds up on the surface of the MLM and degrades mirror
reflectivity.  To overcome this loss of reflectivity, a novel scheme
employing the use of a secondary plasma surrounding the MLM
during deposition was employed.  This secondary plasma acts to both
mitigate neutral Li debris from ever reaching the MLM surface and to
sputter off Li debris that is deposited on the MLM surface.  He was
chosen to be the secondary plasma source as it has a preferentially
sputtering coefficient for Li in comparison to the underlying MLM
matrix and has high EUV reflectivity, thus minimizing the absorption of
the EUV photons and extending the life of MLM mirrors.  Results
showed that with the combination of the keeping the MLMs at
elevated temperature with a small sample bias was enough to keep
mitigate and remove debris from the MLM surface such that the mirror
maintained the as received surface roughness and contamination
state.  This result was confirmed through the use of AFM and
profilometery.  The resultant minimal surface contamination
composition was determined through the use of TOF-SIMS.

6151-107, Poster Session
Halide etching for tin EUV optics cleaning
H. J. Shin, D. A. Alman, M. R. Hendricks, W. M. Lytle, B. E. Jurczyk,
D. N. Ruzic, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; R. L. Bristol, Intel
Corp.
Tin, as an advanced fuel as lithium, has the advantage of delivering
higher conversion efficiency than commercially used xenon. However,
the use of those condensable fuels in a lithography system leads to
some additional challenges for maintaining a satisfactory lifetime of
the EUV optics.  A critical issue leading to decreased mirror lifetime is
the buildup of debris on the surface of the primary mirror optics that
comes from the use of both Sn and Li in GDPP or LPP. This leads to a
decreased reflectivity from the added material thickness and
increased surface roughness that contributes to scattering.  Reactive
ion etching (RIE) with halide gases is one potential solution to this
problem.  Encouraging results were obtained using argon/chlorine and
other gas mixtures in a PlasmaTherm SLR-770 inductively coupled
plasma reactive ion etcher at the Micro and Nanotechnology
Laboratory at the University of Illinois.  The results showed that at low
sample bias tin could be etched at a rate of 278 nm/min with a
selectivity of tin removal rate to SiO2 removal rate over 9000.
However, the use of the etcher at a multi-user facility did not provide
adequate control over experimental parameters and reproducible
cleanliness of the system. Moreover, the simulating the real optics in
the PlasmaTherm SLR-770 was not allowed. Hence, it was motivated
to make our own etcher and the collector mock-up which can
simulate the real collector optics. This work presents results for etch
rate and selectivity for halide etching of tin in the Plasma-Material
Interaction Group’s new reactive ion etching experiment where we
have control over important parameters such as gas mixture, RF
power, sample bias, and sample temperature; as well as overall
system cleanliness.  The effect of these parameters on etch rate and
selectivity will be presented. In addition, the results of our recipes in
the optics mock-up will be shown.

6151-108, Poster Session
A new contamination experimental equipment in the
NewSUBARU and evaluation of Si-capped multilayer
mirrors using it
M. Niibe, Univ. of Hyogo (Japan)
Contamination on the multilayer (ML) mirrors surfaces in EUVL
projection optics, which is caused by EUV irradiation during an
exposure system operation, is a serious problem in order to realize
EUV Lithography. A new high-intensity EUV irradiation and in-situ
reflectometry equipment using a beam from the long undulator was
developed and set up at the beamline end-station of the
NewSUBARU synchrotron radiation facility for the investigation of a
contamination inhibition mechanism.
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The system has all metal-sealed vacuum chambers, a stage-driving
mechanism outside of the vacuum chambers, a load-lock system, by
which samples are transferred to the vacuum, and a differential
pumping system. The system was shown to allow the use of a greater
range of vacuum pressure and to facilitate control of the quantity of
hydrocarbon components. The grazing mirror low-pass filter
successfully suppressed the higher order radiation from the long
undulator.
In order to measure a reflectivity of the sample, intensities of direct
and reflected EUV beams were measured by two photo-diode
detectors which were mounted on the two different stages. Inserting a
movable pinhole onto the irradiation beam between the carbon-
coated grazing mirrors and the sample, spatial distribution of
reflectivity on an irradiated sample can be measured by sample
scanning method. The sample holder was electrically insulated from
the chamber, and a lead going from the holder and to a feedthrough
allowed contact outside of the chamber. A photoemission current,
produced by EUV irradiation, was measured for near edge X-ray
absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy.
The first EUV irradiation and evaluation for Si-capped Mo/Si ML mirror
was carried out under the water vapor pressure ranging from 1.3E-4
(Pa) to 1.3E-2 (Pa). The EUV flux densities in the experiments were
from 165 to 260 (mW/mm2). The beam size of the high intensity area
within the uniformity of ±10% was about 0.24(w) x 0.32(h) mm. The
reflectivity of the multilayer decreased with an increase in irradiation
dose. The rates of decrease in reflectivity were almost in proportion to
water vapor pressure ranging from 1.3E-4 (Pa) to 1.3E-2 (Pa). The
proportional coefficient was 0.67 (1/Pa(J/mm2)).
In-situ NEXAFS spectra of C-K and O-K absorption edges and
element maps of the irradiated area were obtained via the beamline
monochromator and the sample current method. The result indicated
that the amount of oxygen increase at the center of irradiation area.
Remarkable deposition of carbon was not observed both on the
center and outside of the irradiation area. The element maps were
qualitatively consistent with the results of off-line XPS elemental
analysis, suggesting that the system is effective for the in situ
investigation of the nature of the contamination.
This work was performed under the management of EUVA as a
research and development program of NEDO/METI, Japan.

6151-109, Poster Session
Study of ruthenium-capped multilayer mirror for EUV
irradiation durability
H. Takase, S. Terashima, Y. Gomei, M. Tanabe, Y. Watanabe, T. Aoki,
S. Matsunari, K. Murakami, Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography System
Development Association (Japan); M. Niibe, Y. Kakutani, Univ. of
Hyogo (Japan)
Relative reflectivity drop of multilayer mirror due to oxidation and/or
carbon contamination still has been a very serious issue. Mitigation of
oxidation is especially important, as EUV exposure tool will be
expected to keep its vacuum in order of 10-5 Pa, in which residual
water will be the main constituent. Recently, ruthenium capped
multilayer mirror is most promising candidate for mitigation of
oxidation. For investigating the characteristics of ruthenium capped
multilayer mirror, some accelerated test will be needed because its
oxidation rate is very small under such water pressure.
EUVA, Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography System Development
Association in Japan, has been investigating the dependency of
relative reflectance drop upon water vapor pressure and irradiation
power using synchrotron radiation from Super-ALIS at NTT Atsugi
R&D center and NewSUBARU SR facility at University of Hyogo in
Japan. Water vapor pressure was varied in order of 10-7 Pa to 10-2
Pa and the irradiation power was set at two kinds of about 20mW/
mm2 and about 150 mW/mm2.
A new silicon oxide layer was detected by AES in the vicinity of
surface of exposed Ruthenium capped multilayer mirror. The effect of
diffusion of silicon into ruthenium capping layer upon the relative
reflectivity drop was investigated based on the results of XPS and
AES depth profile.
 This work was supported by NEDO.

6151-110, Poster Session
Table-top EUV reflectometer
U. Hinze, B. N. Chichkov, Laser Zentrum Hannover e.V. (Germany)
A novel compact EUV-reflectometer recently developed is presented.
The design concept relies on a flexible approach, thus this
reflectometer can be set up as a compact table-top tool for a
specified task as well as a full all-purpose reflectometer.
As an EUV-source an electron-based microfocus EUV-tube is used.
This EUV source is debris-free and provides a typical output of 30 µW
at 13.5 nm. The reflectometer benefits from the very good long-time
stability and spatial stability of this tube.
Reflectivity measurements from grazing incidence to nearly normal
incidence as well as transmission studies can be realised in the same
setup at a typical precision of measurements of 0.5%. A precise
computer-controlled positioning unit allows to vary and scan all
important parameters online, allowing for example complex surface
scans and angle variations.
The concept of the reflectometer is discussed and recent results are
presented. This device can be purchased from the Laser Zentrum
Hannover e.V..

6151-111, Poster Session
Polarization dependence of multilayer reflectance in
the EUV spectral range
F. Scholze, C. Laubis, C. Buchholz, A. Fischer, S. Plöger, F. D.
Scholz, H. Wagner, G. Ulm, Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt
(Germany)
The development of EUV lithography is critically based on the
availability of suitable metrology equipment. To meet the industries
requirements, the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB)
operates an EUV reflectometry facility at the electron storage ring
BESSY II. It is designed for at-wavelength metrology of full-size EUVL
optics with a maximum weight of 50 kg and a diameter of up to 550
mm and a micro-reflectometry station for reflectometry with sub 10
µm spatial resolution. To meet the increasing demands of metrology
for future lithography production tools, the measurement uncertainty
was permanently decreased. For peak reflectance, a total relative
uncertainty of 0.14% is achieved with a reproducibility of 0.07 %. The
uncertainty of 0.014 % in the center wavelength is mainly given by the
uncertainty for the reference wavelength of the Kr 3d5/2-5p
resonance. The long-term reproducibility of the wavelength is 0.008 %
and the short-term repeatability below 10-5. To transfer these high-
accuracy measurements to the EUV optical components under
working conditions it is essential to study the polarization
dependence. Measurements at PTB use linearly polarized radiation
while EUV optics are operated with unpolarized sources and the
status of polarization changes throughout the optical system. PTB has
therefore upgraded the EUV reflectometer for measurements up to
20° angle of incidence in P-polarization. We will discuss
representative polarization dependencies obtained at model multilayer
coatings.

6151-112, Poster Session
Interface-engineered multilayer mirrors
S. A. Yulin, N. Benoit, T. Feigl, N. Kaiser, Fraunhofer-Institut für
Angewandte Optik und Feinmechanik (Germany)
Most applications of Mo/Si multilayer optics in EUVL require a high
normal incidence reflectivity. Using dc magnetron sputtering we
achieved R = 68.8 % \@ * = 13.5 nm. Different interface-engineered
Mo/X/Si/X multilayers with maximum reflectivity of 69.6 % at 13.5 nm
were developed. These new multilayer mirrors consist of molybdenum
and silicon layers separated by different interdiffusion barriers (X = C
and SiC). Microstructure and optical properties of the multilayers have
been investigated by small and large angle Cu-K * scattering, HRTEM
and characterized by EUV reflectometry. A concept for material
selection, thickness optimization of interdiffusion barriers and
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perspectives for their wide application in imaging EUVL optics is
discussed.
Some applications of multilayer mirrors in EUVL require not only the
highest possible normal incidence reflectivity but also a long-term and
thermal stability at the operating temperatures. This requirement is
most important in the case of a heated collector mirror (C1) of the
illumination system close to the EUV source. A serious problem of
Mo/Si multilayers is the instability of reflectivity and peak wavelength
under high heat and radiation loads. Investigations on new high
temperature multilayers were focused on new interface-engineered
Mo/X/Si/X systems. The multilayer designs as well as the deposition
parameters of the systems were optimized in terms of high peak
reflectivity at a wavelength near 13.5 nm (Rp * 60.0 %) and broad
operated temperature range (T =  20 - 500oC). Annealing in vacuum
was carried out at elevated temperatures up to 700 °C for up to 100
hours. The major results of the comparative study will be presented in
this paper.

6151-155, Poster Session
Multilayer optics with spectral purity layers for the
EUV wavelength range
R. W. van de Kruijs, A. E. Yakshin, FOM-Institute for Plasma Physics
Rijnhuizen (Netherlands); M. M. van Herpen, D. J. Klunder, Philips
Research Labs. (Netherlands); E. Louis, S. A. van der Westen, FOM-
Institute for Plasma Physics Rijnhuizen (Netherlands); H. Enkisch, S.
Müllender, Carl Zeiss SMT AG (Germany); B. L. Bakker, Philips
Research Labs. (Netherlands); V. Y. Banine, ASML Netherlands B.V.
(Netherlands); F. Bijkerk, FOM-Institute for Plasma Physics
Rijnhuizen (Netherlands)
Being a quasi-monochromatic imaging method designed for a narrow
wavelength band around 13.5 nm, Extreme Ultra Violet (EUV)
projection lithography systems have to include spectral aspects of the
light source and the photo-resist in the band outside the 13.5 nm
range. Most EUV light sources so far spectrally characterized have
shown considerable spectral intensities in the VUV, or ‘out-of-band’
wavelength range [1]. Since candidate photo-resists exhibit a high
sensitivity to out-of-band radiation, this imposes strict requirements
for the spectral purity of the light coming from the illumination and
projection optics.
The Mo/Si multilayers that are currently being developed as reflective
optics for EUV projection lithography systems have high reflectance
and yield high optical throughput for the 13.5 nm wavelength region.
However, it is known that they simultaneously exhibit a high out-of-
band reflectivity, especially in the 100-200 nm wavelength region
where photo-resists are highly sensitive.
To increase the spectral purity, out-of-band reflectance should
therefore be suppressed, without a dramatic reduction of the in-band
reflectivity. For this purpose, a new multilayer design was developed
that includes an enhancement of the spectral purity. This system has
been optimized to suppress the 100-200 nm wavelength region.
Reflectivity measurements performed at the BESSY synchrotron
radiation facility in Berlin clearly show a reduction of the reflection of
out-of band radiation by more than 80%, while the in-band reflectivity
only decreases by 5%, thus significantly improving the spectral purity.
Further reduction in the out-of-band radiation is expected in future
systems.
 1.F. Bijkerk, S. Alonso van der Westen, Out-of-EUV band source
characterization, 3d Int EUVL Symp. Sematech (2004)
2.S. Alonso van der Westen, C. Bruineman, et al. (2004). Flying Circus
2 (FC2): Calibration of an Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) Source at PLEX
LLC. Technology Transfer, SEMATECH http://www.sematech.org/
docubase/abstracts/4490atr.htm.

6151-156, Poster Session
EUVL wide-range spectrometer for in & out of band
spectroscopy
V. P. Shevelko, P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute (Russia); L. V. Knight,
Brigham Young Univ.
The development and study of efficient radiation sources is of
significant interest for EUV projection lithography applications. These
EUV sources should have high yield at a spectral band near
wavelength *=13.5 nm. To characterize these sources, special spectral
instruments are needed. These instruments should satisfy specific
requirements. The principle requirement is a wide spectral range. The
sources potentially emit light out of the spectral band around 13.5 nm,
which leads to radiation heating. To control radiation heating, it is
necessary to know radiative and spectral characteristics of the
sources in a wide spectral range: from *∼5 nm to * ∼300 nm. Other
requirements are high spectral resolutions at the main wavelength
*=13.5 nm, absolute efficiency calibration capability in a wide spectral
range and, finally, compactness and the possibility of spectrometer
installation within EUVL scanner to monitor the radiation source in
situ.
A EUVL application specific wide range spectrometer design has been
realized with patent pending. The spectrometer consists of an
entrance slit, flat mirror and focusing mirrors, transmission grating
assembly and a CCD detector. Some additional options are provided:
removable entrance slit, special shutters for entrance slit and CCD
detector, filter holder, etc. The wide spectral range is covered without
changing or adjusting gratings. The design provides high-resolution
spectra for EUVL in band for diagnosis of spectra in and around 13.5
nm. The instrument measures the balance of the capable spectral
range thus providing needed out of band spectra data and also has
absolute calibration.  The compact design was conceived specifically
for EUVL scanner source diagnosis.  The spectrometer capability is
also useful for source diagnosis in a resist process development
platform, EUV microscopes, or other EUVL associated tools.
Other spectral instruments have been developed for absolute intensity
measurements in a spectral range of 1-300 Å [1-3]: 1) several
modifications of grazing incidence spectrographs; 2) EUV
monochrometer- spectrometer with a constant angle of deviation; 3)
focusing crystal von Hamos spectrometer using cylindrical mica and a
CCD linear array as a detector. These instruments are used for plasma
diagnostics, x-ray and EUV spectroscopy of laser-generated plasmas
and capillary discharge plasmas, x-ray and EUV reflectometry. The
use of these devices for EUV projection lithography and x-ray
proximity print lithography applications is demonstrated.

6151-114, Poster Session
Sub-100-nm trackwidth development by e-beam
lithography for advanced magnetic recording heads
C. Chen, J. Chang, Headway Technologies, Inc.
Although semiconductor industry ramps 90nm-node manufacturing
more smoothly than anticipated [1], magnetic recording head
manufacturers are still facing much more difficult in manufacturing of
their products with a CD smaller than 100nm. For the manufacturing
of writer, thick-layer pole patterning requires much greater depth of
focus (DOF) of exposure than those performed by the most advanced
optical lithography, including immersion lithography techniques
recently developed [2].  On the reader side, self-alignment processes
are commonly used to realize sensor-stabilized bias coincided with
the patterned sensor. Conventional approach continues sophisticating
“lift-off” process which limits manufacturing CD below 100nm.
Among many available lithography approaches, e-beam lithography is
the most promising one to proceed the small CD and able to
overcome the challenging of progressive miniaturization of recording
heads. E-beam lithography for writer manufacturing has been
reported by Lin et al [3]. Positive resists such as PMMA and ZEP-7000
were proposed. The effects of photoresist shrinking and beam
charging (4) on CD control and alignment were also reported. Chen et
al [5,6 and 7] also presented their results on advanced lift-off
patterning using PMGI/NEB22 negative resist. Monte Carlo simulation
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and CD-enhancement methods were employed.
In this commutation, the authors will discuss the challenging of e-
beam lithography for nano-meter head manufacturing and propose
possible future approaches. Throughput improvement via hybrid DUV/
E-Beam lithography, Monte Carlo simulation, and/or other strategies
will also be presented.
References
1. http://www.ti.com and http://www.intel.com
2. J. Microlith., Microfab, Microsyst.,  Vol 3, 97(2004) ; vol 3, 104(1004)
3. K. C. Lin, J. W. Chang, Z. Cui, K. Ju and S. Araki, Nanometer
Trackwidth Definition by E-Beam Lithography for Advanced Magnetic
Recording Heads, The Electrochem. Soc., 2000-29, 332 (2001)
4. Min Bai, “Insulator Changing e-beam lithography”, PhD thesis,
Stanford U., Dec 2003,
5. Chao-Peng Chen, J.W. Chang,  Ozone-Assisted CD Reduction and
Undercut Control for Lift-off Processes, Proceedings of SPIE (2004)
6.Chao-Peng Chen and J.W. Chang, Electron-beam Assisted Resist-
sidewall Control and Its Applications, Proceedings of SPIE, Vol. 5376-
123 (2004)
7. Chao-Peng Chen and J.W. Chang and Rina Kaji, Proceedings of
SPIE, (2005)

6151-115, Poster Session
Fabrication of organic nano-particles by PRINT:
master generation using lithographic and RIE
techniques
A. A. Pandya, B. W. Maynor, S. E. Gratton, The Univ. of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill; D. G. Yu, C. M. Osburn, North Carolina State
Univ.; J. M. DeSimone, The Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
By using PRINT (Particle Replication In Non-wetting Templates), a
general soft technique for replication of diverse shapes at the sub-
micron level, we have been able to produce organic nano-particles.
Lithographic patterning (using 193nm exposure tool) was employed to
generate 160nm posts on a 6inch wafer; the material of the posts
being the organic polymer based commercial photoresist.  RIE was
then performed on the patterned substrate to transfer the geometry to
the Si; various aspect ratios of the Si nano-posts were obtained upon
etch time variation.  PRINT was used to make a mold of the nano-
features on the Si wafer and subsequently fabricate cross-linked
organic nano-particles by using PEG-diacrylate (PolyEthylene Glycol
diacrylate).  Such organic nano-matrices would be potentially useful
as therapeutic agent carriers, imaging chemical encapsulants and
localized drug delivery vehicles.

6151-116, Poster Session
Proximity lithography membrane mask aeroelasticity
D. R. Huston, D. Burns, Univ. of Vermont; B. E. Boerger, R. A. Selzer,
JMAR Technologies, Inc.
Proximity lithography is a technique that places a thin membrane
mask into close proximity (5 - 100 micron) to a wafer for exposure to
radiation and pattern placement.  Efficient production practices
require that the wafer be positioned relative to the mask as quickly as
possible.  The positioning maneuvers involve both a lateral motion
and a closing of the mask-to-wafer gap.  Gap closing requires forcing
the exposure chamber gas (usually air or helium, possibly at a mild
vacuum) between the mask and wafer out through the edges of the
gap in a squeeze film process that can substantially deflect and
damage the membrane mask.  Moving laterally, i.e. stepping, would
be more efficient if it were performed at the close proximity gap.  The
buildup of hydrodynamic pressures while stepping at gap can also
deform and possibly damage the mask.  This paper will discuss
methods to mathematically model and control aeroelastic effects due
to gap closing and lateral stepping at gap.  An aeroelastic model
based on coupling Reynolds’ hydrodynamic lubrication theory with
membrane mechanics is formulated and analyzed.  A principal result
of the analysis is the prediction that it is possible to step at gap and
produce minimal aeroelastic out-of-plane deflections, if the wedge

angle is zero, and both the membrane and mask have a flat profile.
The aeroelastic models are confirmed with experiments that measure
out-of-plane stepping of a membrane versus wedge angle, gap and
speed.  Non-flat mask profiles, such as buttes and mesas raise
additional aeroelastic issues that will also be examined.

6151-118, Poster Session
Electron-beam lithography for high-aspect-ratio
trench in thick resist: experimental and simulation
X. Yang, J. Zhou, S. Xiao, Seagate Technology LLC
The drive for higher magnetic storage density is correspondingly
minimizing the lithographic critical dimensions of the read/write
components of thin film magnetic recording heads while maximizing
the aspect ratio. Electron beam lithography can provide adequate
resolution for the research and development of magnetic heads. In
this work, we present the experimental and Monte Carlo simulation
results of high aspect ratio trench e-beam patterning in a 1-3 um-thick
single-layer chemically amplified resist. E-beam lithography was
performed using a Leica VB6 system operating at 50keV. The
maximum achievable aspect ratio in thick resist is limited by the
forward scattering of the primary electron beam as it passes through
the resist towards the resist-substrate interface. As a consequence,
the developed resist image is wider than expected. The simulation
result shows the theoretical limit of aspect ratio is less than ∼10:1 in a
1-3 um-thick resist at 50keV. The experimental result is consistent
with this theoretical prediction. However, we have demonstrated sub-
50 nm write top pole trench structure with an aspect ratio greater than
20:1 by using an additional SAFIER trench shrink process.

6151-119, Poster Session
Soft lithography using perfluorinated polyether
molds and PRINT technology for fabrication of
electrically active Aarays and nanowires
K. B. Wiles, K. Herlihy, B. W. Maynor, N. S. Wiles, The Univ. of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill; J. P. Rolland, Liquidia Technologies; J. M.
DeSimone, The Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
The fabrication of nanometer size structures and complex devices for
microelectronics is of increasing importance so as to meet the
challenges of specific commercial applications.  Soft lithography
typically employs elastomeric polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) molds to
replicate micro- and nanoscale features.  However, the difficulties of
PDMS for nanoscale fabrication include inherent incompatibility to
organic solvents and the production of a residual scum layer that link
features where the particles or nanowires meet the substrate.  An
emerging technologically advanced technique known as Pattern
Replication in Non-wetting Templates (PRINT) avoids both of these
dilemmas by utilizing photocurable perfluorinated polyether (PFPE)
rather than PDMS as the elastomeric molding material.  PFPE is a
liquid at room temperature that exhibits low modulus and high gas
permeability when cured.  The highly fluorinated PFPE material allows
for organic solvent swelling resistance and very low surface energies
thereby preventing scum layer formation.   These enhanced
characteristics allow for easy removal of the stamp from the molded
material thereby minimizing damage to the nanoscale features.  A
novel approach using PRINT technology has been used to fabricate
nanowires as well as nanowire arrays covalently bound to a glass
substrate with no scum layer.  The nanometer size arrays were
fabricated using a PFPE nanowire mold and a self-assembled
monolayer (SAM) fluorinated glass substrate that was also
functionalized with free-radically reactive SAM acrylate moieties.  The
molded polymeric materials were covalently bound to the glass
substrate through photocuring with the acrylate groups permitting two
dimensional array fabrication.  The low surface energies of the PFPE
mold and fluorinated glass substrate allowed for no scum layer
formation permitting well resolved structure manufacturing.  Nanowire
fabrication employed a PFPE mold and a PFPE substrate.  This
allowed the wires to be free of both a scum layer and substrate
adherence.  Nanowire harvesting was performed on a polyvinyl
alcohol sacrificial layer thereby producing separate nanowire entities.
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6151-120, Poster Session
Development of photocurable pillar arrays formed
via electrohydrodynamic instabilities
P. C. Tsiartas, M. D. Dickey, K. E. Allrich, C. G. Willson, The Univ. of
Texas at Austin
As conventional photolithography approaches fundamental
technological limits, new technologies that allow replication of
patterns on a nanometer scale need to be developed. Lithographically
induced self-assembly is an alternative patterning technique in which
dielectric films can be driven electrically to form well-ordered patterns
called pillar arrays. The method involves spin-coating a polymer onto
a silicon wafer to generate an initially featureless film. A small gap is
left between the first film and a second electrode which may be
patterned. The assembly is then heated above the glass transition
temperature and an electric field is applied across the polymer, upon
which flow develops in response to the destabilizing electric forces.
Polymeric materials such as polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA),
polystyrene (PS), and brominated polystyrene (PSBr), have been
shown to form arrays of pillars. With proper design, a pillar array with
predetermined diameter, period, location and orientation can be
achieved over an entire wafer. However, there are limitations
associated with the use of polymers for this technique, including the
use of high temperatures and long processing times. Photocurable
materials can be used to overcome these limitations due to their
inherent low viscosity that allows them to be processed rapidly at
room temperature. Replacing polymeric films with photocurable
liquids drastically reduces the time scale of pillar formation, and
eliminates the heating-cooling cycle associated with polymeric films.
In this paper, optimization of the operating conditions for pillar
formation, and improvement of the long-range order of pillar arrays
formed using a photocurable solution containing a thiol and an ene is
presented. Two methods that vary the electric field have been
investigated for their effect on long-range order. Firstly, pillars were
formed using AC voltage at varying frequencies rather than DC
voltage. Secondly, ultrasonic piezo transducers in either continuous
wave or pulse mode were used at various frequencies to induce
regular thiol-ene film undulations prior to pillar formation. Pillar arrays
produced by these methods were examined using a Fast Fourier
transform (FFT) method to determine their long range packing order.
Our results show that although both the AC voltage and the ultrasonic
piezo methods are successful in producing pillars, their ordering is
localized and does not extend throughout the sample surface.

6151-121, Poster Session
Nano-patterning with high-transmission nano-size
metal apertures
J. W. Hahn, S. Park, E. M. Lee, Yonsei Univ. (South Korea)
In this paper we will present the feasibility of nano patterning with a
high-transmission nano aperture array. The high-transmission nano
aperture has a great potential for the application to high-density data
storage, nano patterning, etc. Although there are various arguments
on the mechanism of the high transmission, many researches have
concerned with the enhancement of the aperture transmission using
different types of aperture designs. The aperture basically has a C-
shape in a metal film and is known to produce a bright spot nearby
the aperture in small size less than diffraction limit. The bright spot is
strongly coupled with the local plasmon excited through the aperture
hole. For the application of nano aperture to patterning in nano-scale
resolution, we design high transmission apertures. The dimensions of
the aperture are determined to make the output beam of the aperture
have the highest peak power. Simulation for the optimization of the
aperture dimensions is performed using finite differential time domain
(FDTD) method. Using permittivity of the silver metal film derived from
Lorentz-Drude dispersion relation, we simulate the output beam
characteristics to find a practical design of the nano aperture in a
silver film coated on a glass substrate. The aperture produces a near
field output beam underneath of the aperture with approximately 40
nm in size at wavelength of 405 nm. We fabricate several types of
apertures according to the calculated designs using a focused ion

beam (FIB) facility. In the calculation we find that the far field intensity
radiated from the aperture is strongly coupled with the near field
intensity.  Based on this result we investigate the characteristics of the
aperture as a function of several important dimensional parameters of
the aperture. We investigate the effect of the surface plasmon induced
near by the aperture. For the purpose, by changing the size of the
input beam irradiated on the aperture, we calculate the enhancement
of output beam intensity by the local surface plasmon and compare
the results of the calculation with the experimental results. We
calculate the variation of the size of the bright spot as a function of
the distance from the aperture. Defining the depth of focus of the
aperture by the distance increasing the size of the beam spot by a
factor of square root 2, we find the depth of focus reaches a few tens
of nanometer. We also will present the schematic design of a nano
lithography system utilized with a nano-aperture array and discuss the
engineering issues.

6151-122, Poster Session
Micro-stereo-lithography system
T. Yoshimoto, H. Yaze, I. Miyaki, Laser Solutions Co., Ltd. (Japan)
We have realized Micro-stereo-lithography technology and system. It
can make micro 3D structure more rapidly than the existence
systems. It has less 2 micron resolutions in the XY directions and
5micron resolution in the Z layer.  We developed a high resolution
optical -apparatus , some new photo-polymerizing polymers and a
mechanism to coat the thin film of the polymer. Rapid prototyping
system has been used to make the verification model, snap-fit parts
and the injection modeling die from 3D CAD data. However these
system’s resolution is more 50µm. On the other hand resolution of the
MEMS is less 350nm if it uses an i-line stepper. But the turn around
time is enormous.
Our system can offer complicated structure with over-hung, hollowed
and coiled shape with reasonable resolution and quick turn around
time.  A designer makes 3D-model on the 3D-CAD station and
forwards this data to the data-conversion station. These Data are
sliced to multi-layer data and converted to the bitmap data. The
bitmap data are employed to the SLM in the new opyical apparatus.
The new optical apparatus has 20LDs, Fiber, SLM, Relay lenses and
Object lens. LD wave length is 405nm.  This realized 1 micron optical
resolution. The new resin has the sensitivity at 405nm wave length
and characteristics of 15micron harden-depth. The so-called this resin
is the photo-polymerizing-polymer. This resin is uniformly coated on
substrate, for example glass, epoxy-board. Then the image data on
the SLM are projected on the surface of the resin. This system repeats
automatically these motions, coating, squeezing and exposing till all
layers. When the designated works finish, the operator cleans the
model by ether-liquid at the supersonic cleaner or spins cleaner.  We
reported Micro stereo-lithography technologies and system, and
introduced various structures. We hope these technologies will
contribute in future various field, for example electric micro parts,
optical parts, mechanical parts, chemical tool and medical field.  If a
disparate technologies will add for each requirement of those fields, it
will grow the ingredient technologies.
Our groups will effort to complete those purposes.

6151-123, Poster Session
Integrated simulation of line-edge roughness (LER)
effects on sub-65-nm transistor operation: from
lithography simulation, to LER metrology, to device
operation
G. P. Patsis, N. Tsikrikas, V. Constantoudis, E. Gogolides, Institute of
Microelectronics (Greece)
Various characterization methods and lithography technologies using
new resist materials and advanced gate patterning processes to
reduce line-edge roughness (LER) have been developed, but the
aggressively continuing progress in CMOS technology calls for more
detailed understanding, quantifying and forecasting of LER and line-
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width roughness (LWR) effect on the electrical behavior of future
scaled MOS transistors thought statistical analysis of their
performance. The LWR of resist lines and the corresponding
polysilicon lines will affect significantly device performance as gate
linewidth becomes comparable to the size of a photoresist polymer
chain. Additionally, there is a need for a characterization
methodology/metrology in order to understand the impact of LWR
sigma, roughness exponent and correlation length on device
performance. Simple statistical analysis has shown that the gate
patterns without the appropriate LWR control may cause severe
fluctuations in device parameters and performance, especially in the
nanometer scaled MOSFET technologies, resulting in a negative
average threshold voltage shift, a sub-threshold slope degradation, an
unrealistic effective channel length extraction and an exponential
increase in off-state leakage current.
The aim of this work is to understand how photoresist polymer length
and acid diffusion length during processing affect LWR, CD metrology,
and finally device operation. In this work LER is introduced through
the explicit stochastic simulation of the lithography processes leading
to the development of photoresist lines, and assuming that LWR
introduced in the final transistor gate will be proportional to this initial
photopolymer LWR, after silicon etching, doping, and annealing. For
the LER/LWR metrology, we employ the sigma vs. edge length curve
or the height-height correlation function determination. In order to
evaluate LWR effects on device current behavior we apply the
following procedure. Specifically, the total gate width, W is divided
into N segments with a certain characteristic width jW=5nm. Each
segment has significant gate length, which is shown to obey Gaussian
statistics with a specific standard deviation equal to line-width
roughness (LWR). The mean value of N gate lengths which form a
gate poly line of one transistor is adjusted to be equal to the given
nominal gate length Lg. Then 2D device simulations are performed to
obtain the device current characteristics of each segment in which
gate length is generated from simulations of the photoresist
development process. The sum of N current segments yields the
current characteristics of one transistor having specified LWR. Also
the effect of spatial characteristics of LWR, i.e., of roughness
exponent and correlation length, on device current - voltage
characteristics will be discussed, in terms of photoresist molecular
weight, and postexposure bake acid diffusion length .

6151-124, Poster Session
Directed self-assembly and metallization of virus-
based hybrid nanostructures
C. Tsai, C. S. Ozkan, Univ. of California/Riverside
Application of biomolecules in self-assembly has an advantage to
produce functional building-block for bottom-up approach in
nanofabrication. Well known unenveloped viruses such as poliovirus
(PV) and tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) were used in our directed self-
assembled nanostructures. Icosahedral and cylindrical shapes of PV
and TMV particles, respectively, provide different geometric options
for heterostructure assembly along with their well characterized
surface properties and nanoscale dimensions.  1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethyl
aminopropyl)-carbodiimide (EDC) coupling procedure which is  a
widely used mechanism to form peptide bonds between amino and
carboxyl groups was applied for covalent conjugation between
organic virus capsid which is composed of different surface protein
units and functionalized inorganic nanoparticles such as single-walled
carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) or quantum dots (QD). Those
nanoparticles were functionalized by acid treatment to have carboxyl
group on the surface so that they could utilize the reaction to
conjugate with the amino group of the virus surface protein. We have
demonstrated several building blocks using EDC coupling to form
heterojunctions in nanoscale self-assembly such as SWCNT-PV and
QD-TMV. By taking advantage of the receptor recognition to its virus
counterpart, we’ve also shown that antibody functionalized
nanoparticles (SWCNTs, QDs, and Pt particles) attached only to where
the virus counterpart was. In this case, directed and selective
hybridization of hetero-nanostructures can be implemented. While
using viruses as linkers, we can selectively make conductive

interconnects by metallizing virions with metal particle functionalized
antibodies. In order to metallize the virions, we applied potassium
tetrachloroplatinate (K2PtCl4) to virus samples to let the surface
proteins be activated by Pt ion. DMAB (dimethylaminobenzaldehyde)
was added to the mixture to provide a reduction bath for Pt ions to
form metal clusters on the surface of PV and TMV particles. The
reduction was terminated by adding at least 50-fold of deionized
water. We also manipulated several parameters such as temperature
of the reduction bath, concentration of every chemical and virus
sample, and the time of sitting sample mixture. We found that longer
time would result in larger Pt clusters. With the help of antibodies and
metallization, we can construct linkers to be selectively conductive in
the virus-based self-assembled nanostructures which provide another
potential application to bio-nanoelectronics.

6151-125, Poster Session
Using phase-mask algorithms to direct self
assembly
F. M. Schellenberg, J. A. Torres, Mentor Graphics Corp.
Recent descriptions of novel directed self assembly (DSA) materials
have suggested that exceptional linewidth control may be achieved
when imbalanced block co-polymers assemble in a lithographic
setting. By laying down initial patterns that serve as a guide for
polymer film formation, relatively isolated lines 20-40 nm can be
formed. Because the linewidth is dictated by the polymer molecular
weight, such a process should be immune to some sources of noise,
such as shot noise, that plague other pattern formation methods at
these dimensions.
This technique can work well for the formation of fine features, but
larger patterns need to be formed by other means. This is quite similar
to phase-shifting mask double exposures, in which the fine features
are written by phase shifting and the larger features by conventional
patterning. We discuss here the applicability of already developed
phase mask data parsing algorithms, now used commercially, to fine
line formation with DSA materials, and propose process flows in
which these algorithms can be used directly with no modification.

6151-126, Poster Session
High-power pulsed CO2 laser for EUV lithography
T. Ariga, H. Hoshino, T. Miura, A. Endo, Extreme Ultraviolet
Lithography System Development Association (Japan)
The power requirement in the commercial EUV light source, which is
more than 115W, 13.5nm, 2% bandwidth, at the intermediate focus,
combined with 1% CE, caused a serious reconsideration on the
usable laser driver for the final commercial EUV light source. But the
requirement for the laser driver average power up to 30kW in
nanosecond pulsed mode, is the most critical factor which may hinder
the LPP reality in the commercial field.
CW CO2 lasers are most frequently used lasers in industry due to its
lower initial and operational costs, robustness, environmental
safeness, and reliability. Some CO2 lasers are operated in long pulsed
mode depending on the applications. RF excitation is the most
commonly employed scheme in axial flow or conduction cooled slab
or waveguide configurations. The design guideline of the multi-kW
short pulse CO2 laser system for the EUV plasma energy injection is
described in this paper by using commercial high average power CO2
laser modules. The CO2 laser chain is composed of four laser
modules, namely 15ns, 100kHz seeder, pre-amplifiers, and a main
amplifier. The amplifiers are modified from fast axial flow, RF pumped
lasers.
This work has been supported by New Energy and Industrial
Technology Development Organization (NEDO), Japan.
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6151-127, Poster Session
Investigation of a novel discharge EUV source for
microlithography
B. S. Bauer III, V. Makhin, S. Fuelling, I. R. Lindemuth, K. Carvalho,
Univ. of Nevada/Reno
A plasma discharge could be an inexpensive and efficient EUV source
for lithography, if issues of brightness, lifetime, debris, repetition rate,
and stability can be resolved.  A novel discharge EUV source (patent
pending) is being investigated that may offer an economical solution
to these issues.  Analytic calculations and numerical modeling of the
novel source will be presented, along with plans for experiments to
test the new concept.  The numerical modeling is performed with the
MHRDR-EUVL model of EUV sources for microlithography.  The
model is a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) numerical simulation with
atomic and radiation physics.  The plasma evolution is simulated with
the MHRDR (Magneto-Hydro-Radiative-Dynamic-Research) 2D MHD
computer code.  Several options are available for the equation of state
(specific energy and pressure), the ionization level, the radiative
energy loss, the thermal conductivity, and the resistivity.  One option is
the Los Alamos SESAME tabulated atomic database computer library,
which is based on the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium
(LTE).  Another option is to use tables based on detailed collisional-
radiative atomic kinetics modeling.  At the densities typical of plasma
discharges, the assumptions of LTE break down, and tables based on
collisional radiative equilibrium (CRE) modeling are warranted.  An
extensive postprocessor (GRAMA) provides graphical information on
approximately 55 spatially dependent quantities and 90 time-
dependent quantities.  GRAMA calculates the radiation from ions,
including 13.4 nm EUV output, based on CRE modeling.  This work,
toward the development of a novel discharge EUV source, was
supported by the Nevada Applied Research Initiative.

6151-128, Poster Session
Optical exposure characterization and comparisons
for tin EUV systems
H. Qiu, K. C. Thompson, E. L. Antonsen, D. A. Alman, B. E. Jurczyk,
D. N. Ruzic, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; N. V. Edwards, S.
Wurm, O. R. Wood II, SEMATECH, Inc.; R. L. Bristol, Intel Corp.
A critical issue for EUVL is the minimization of collector degradation
from intense plasma erosion, debris deposition and hydrocarbon/
oxide contamination. Collector optic reflectivity and lifetime will be
heavily dependent on surface chemistry interactions between fuels
and various mirror materials, such as silicon, in addition to high-
energy ion and neutral particle erosion effects. As a continuation of
our prior investigations of DPP and LPP xenon plasma interactions
with collector optics surfaces, the University of Illinois has analyzed
collector samples before and after exposure in a Sn-upgraded Xtreme
Technologies EUV source. Sn DPP post-exposure characterization
includes multiple samples, Si/Mo multilayer film with normal
incidence, 200 nm thick Ru film with grazing incidence, as well as a
Gibbsian segregated Mo-Au alloy developed on silicon using a DC
dual-magnetron co-sputtering system at UIUC, in order for enhanced
surface roughness properties, erosion resistance and self-healing
characteristics to maintain reflectivity over a longer period of mirror
lifetime. Surface analysis draws heavily on the expertise of the Center
for Microanalysis of Materials at UIUC, and investigates mirror
degradation mechanisms by measuring changes in surface
roughness, texture, and grain sizes as well as analysis of implantation
of energetic Sn ions, Sn diffusion, and mixing of multilayers. Results
from atomic force microscopy (AFM) and auger electron spectroscopy
(AES) measurements show exposure effects on surface roughness
and contamination. X-ray reflectivity/x-ray diffraction (XRR/XRD) gives
information on changes in material texture and grain sizes.
Implantation, diffusion, and mixing effects are analyzed with depth
profiles by AES. Materials characterization on samples removed after
varying exposure times in the XTS source, together with in-situ EUV
reflectivity measurements, can identify the onset of different
degradation mechanisms within each sample. These samples are the
first fully characterized materials to be exposed to a Sn-based DPP

EUV source. Several valuable lessons were learned. First, hot mirrors
exposed to SnCl4 gas will cause decomposition of the gas and build
up a contamination layer on the surface. Second, erosion is mitigated
to some extent by the simultaneous deposition of material. Third, and
most important, Gibbsian segregation works and a thin Au layer is
maintained during exposure, even though overall erosion is taking
place. This phenomena could be very useful in the design of a
collector optics surface. In addition, this paper will present
comparisons between commercial Xe LPP, Xe DPP, and Sn DPP
collector erosion mechanisms, source debris spectra and provide
insight into plasma-facing optics lifetime as HVM tool conditions are
approached.

6151-129, Poster Session
Debris characterization and mitigation from tin DPP
EUV sources
K. C. Thompson, M. A. Jaworski, E. L. Antonsen, B. E. Jurczyk, D.
N. Ruzic, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; R. L. Bristol, Intel
Corp.
An Xtreme Technologies commercial extreme ultraviolet light (EUV)
source is investigated at the University of Illinois to characterize debris
ejection. The source is a z-pinch plasma that can use either Sn or Xe
fuels to create EUV light. As the plasma compresses, high energy
photons in the extreme ultraviolet range are released and available for
EUV lithography. The light emission is followed by ejection of
electrons and then multiply charged ions which can significantly
damage nearby mirror surfaces through erosion and deposition
mechanisms.  Characterization of the ejecta is performed with a
spherical sector electrostatic energy analyzer (ESA) that identifies ion
species by energy-to-charge ratio using ion time of flight (ITOF)
analysis. The ESA is used to characterize both the energy and angular
distributions of the debris fields.  This instrument is capable of
monitoring up to 12keV ions emitted from the source. For
characterization of neutrally charged species, a microchannel plate is
placed in direct line-of-sight with the source and a high voltage
electric field is used to divert ions and electrons from impact.
Hydrogen and Nitrogen are added to the Xenon fuel to investigate the
effects of heterogeneous gasses on the debris spectra and EUV
output.  Experiments are also performed in which data from the ESA
is used to calculate total scattering cross-sections of Xe+ and other
observed ions through manipulation of chamber partial gas pressures.
Comparisons are made between the observed ion and neutral spectra
of the EUV light source when Xe or Sn fuels are used. Plasma
mitigation is achieved through use of a high-power secondary plasma
source for post-ionization of energetic neutrals and metal vapor.
Results from active plasma mitigation are presented with
measurement from the TOF-ESA tool.

6151-130, Poster Session
Three-dimensional integrated simulation and
optimization of laser-produced plasma for EUV
lithography devices
A. Hassanein, V. A. Sizyuk, V. A. Morozov, T. S. Sizyuk, Argonne
National Lab.; B. J. Rice, Intel Corp.
Laser produced plasma (LPP) devices are being used as a light source
for Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) Lithography. One important feature of a
LPP device is achieving high conversion efficiency of laser energy into
EUV with minimum debris formation. New complex targets with pre
and multi laser options are being proposed for such purposes. An
integrated model for the description of hydrodynamics and optical
processes in a LPP device has been developed and integrated into
the HEIGHTS-LPP computer simulation package.  Model
development consisted of several main tasks: 3-D plasma evolution
and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) processes in two temperature
approximation; 3-D detailed laser absorption and photon radiation
transport based on Monte Carlo methods, and physics of plasma/
material interactions. A multi-group approximation of opacities with
detail resolution of several thousand strong spectral lines is used.
Simulation using Lithium, Tin, and Xenon planar and spherical targets
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under the influence of multi-beam laser system is studied for the first
time in full 3-D configurations. Preliminary results of conversion
efficiency as function of pre-pulse and multiple laser systems are
presented in this paper.

6151-131, Poster Session
EUV source collector
N. R. Bowering, A. I. Ershov, W. F. Marx, O. V. Khodykin, D. W.
Myers, I. V. Fomenkov, D. C. Brandt, Cymer, Inc.
The optical collector is regarded as one of the most critical
subsystems for extreme-ultra-violet (EUV) source systems. The
collector subsystem needs to have high collection efficiency,
resistance to debris generated by the plasma, have a long lifetime, a
reasonable cost, and be exchangeable with consideration to
semiconductor industry maintenance standards. A collector
subsystem has been designed, built, and tested and the results are
reported.
The subsystem consists of a 320mm diameter ellipsoidal collector
coated with a graded multilayer, mounting mechanics, thermal
management capability, and a collector protection system. The EUV
light emission can be collected with a solid angle of 1.6 sr. Collector
substrates have been developed which offer both the optical surface
quality to support high multilayer mirror (MLM) reflectivity and
substrate-material compatibility for operation in the EUV source
system. An interface-engineered MLM coating capable of maintaining
high normal-incidence peak reflectivity at 13.5 nm during continuous
operation at 400 °C has been developed. Thermal management of the
system has been engineered and tested to maintain uniform substrate
temperature during operation. Lastly, protection techniques have been
developed to provide the collector with a long operational lifetime.
Performance data for the entire subsystem will be presented. The
collector was installed in the source chamber of a laser-produced-
plasma EUV source during system integration experiments using a tin
droplet target. First results of the collected EUV output at the
intermediate focus measured with a power meter and a fluorescence
converter-based imaging system will be presented.

6151-132, Poster Session
EUV source developments on laser-produced
plasmas using cryogenic Xe and Lithium new
scheme target
S. Miyamoto, S. Amano, T. Inoue, P. E. Nica, A. Shimoura, K. Kaku,
T. Mochizuki, Univ. of Hyogo (Japan)
We intended to use deposition-free target such as rotating cryogenic
drum Xe target as a laser produced plasma EUV source.  We reported
an enhancement of conversion efficiency (CE) by double pulse
irradiation and a CE dependence on wavelength of drive laser.  As a
new deposition-free target, the use of lithium target with hot multi-
layer mirror was proposed by Cymer.
We made EUV source studies experimentally on cryogenic Xe target
and lithium new scheme Target.  In this paper, we report newly made
double pulse (shaped pulse) irradiation experiments on Xe and Li
planar target and an enhanced EUV generation with newly proposed
schemes “forced recombination” and/or “expansion energy re-
conversion” lithium target.  Laser systems used in the experiments
were a 320 Hz repetition rate Nd:YAG slab laser and a 10 Hz Nd:YAG
rod laser with maximum pulse energy of 1J.  EUV emissions were
measured by a time resolved and a time integrated imaging cameras,
a transmission and a grazing incidence spectrometers, fast EUV
photo-diodes and a Flying Circus 3 for power monitor. Temporal
resolved EUV images from Li target indicate relatively long emission
time compare with laser pulse width and large emission area (Fig: A).
Adding a plastic wall in front of the Li target (Forced Recombination
Target), the emission area was reduced and the emission intensity was
enhanced (Fig.B).  Experimental results will be discussed comparing
with spectroscopic measurements, theoretical analysis and numerical
calculations.

6151-133, Poster Session
KrF laser-driven Xenon plasma light source of a
small-field exposure tool
G. Soumagne, T. Abe, Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography System
Development Association (Japan); Y. Itakura, M. Moriya, Komatsu
Ltd. (Japan); H. Someya, T. Suganuma, Extreme Ultraviolet
Lithography System Development Association (Japan); T. Watanabe,
A. Sumitani, Komatsu Ltd. (Japan); A. Endo, H. Mizoguchi, Extreme
Ultraviolet Lithography System Development Association (Japan)
A small field exposure tool (SFET) is currently being built in Japan
under the guidance of the Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography System
Development Association (EUVA) and Canon Inc. Mid-2006 the tool
will be installed at a Japanese research center where development on
EUVL exposure related topics, e.g. resist and mask, as well as an
evaluation of the tool performance itself will be done. The SFET light
source has been developed by the EUVA Hiratsuka R&D center. A
short-pulse, high-power KrF laser, developed by Gigaphoton Inc. and
Komatsu Ltd., drives the xenon plasma that produces 0.5W in-band
power at the intermediate focus for a collecting solid angle of pi sr. A
maximum number of 5 wafers per hour can be exposed by the tool.
The poster presentation will focus on the light source of the exposure
tool and describe its system layout as well as the system
performance.
This work was supported by the New Energy and Industrial
Technology Development Organization (NEDO), Japan.

6151-134, Poster Session
Studies on cryogenic Xe capillary jet target for laser-
produced plasma EUV-light source
T. Inoue, P. E. Nica, K. Kaku, A. Shimoura, S. Amano, S. Miyamoto,
T. Mochizuki, Univ. of Hyogo (Japan)
In this paper, we report characterizations of a cryogenic Xe capillary
jet target for a laser-produced plasma EUV light source. The capillary
jet target is useful for mitigating debris generation and target
consumption in a vacuum chamber without reducing EUV conversion
efficiency (CE) [1]. Forming conditions of the capillary jet target were
studied by changing target temperature for some annular nozzles
(outer diameter = 100 ∼ 200 micrometer, and slit thickness < 20
micrometer). Mechanisms of the target forming are investigated by
using numerical calculations. Properties of laser-produced plasma
EUV generation by using the cryogenic Xe capillary jet target will be
reported.
A part of this work was performed under the auspices of Ministry of
Education, Culture, Science and Technology, Japan (MEXT) under
contact subject “Leading project for EUV lithography source
development”.
[1] T. Inoue, et al.: presentation at 4th International EUVL Symposium
(San Diego, Nov. 2005).

6151-135, Poster Session
Energy spectra and charge state of debris emitted
from laser-produced minimum mass tin plasmas
S. Fujioka, H. Nishimura, H. Sakaguchi, Osaka Univ. (Japan); S.
Namba, Hiroshima Univ. (Japan); T. Aota, N. Ueda, T. Ando, M.
Murakami, K. Nishihara, Y. Kang, A. Sunahara, H. Furukawa, Y.
Yasuda, K. Nagai, T. Norimatsu, Y. Izawa, N. Miyanaga, K. Miyanaga,
Osaka Univ. (Japan)
A laser-produced tin plasma is an attractive source of extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) light due to its compactness and high efficiency. One
of crucial issues, which should be resolved, is a mitigation of debris
emitted from EUV source plasmas. In the previous research [1], it was
found that laser pulse duration is a key parameter to produce efficient
EUV light source plasmas. To design an optimum debris mitigation
system, energy spectra and charge states of debris were investigated
with changing laser pulse duration. The measurement was performed
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with using a charge collector and a Thomson parabola ion analyzer.
The experimental results show that ion energy spectra are shifted to
higher energy side with shortening laser pulse duration, which is
inconsistent with a simple isothermal expansion plasma model [2].
Target mass limitation effects, which have been found in 10-ns pulse
duration case [3], were observed also in 2 ns pulse duration case.
[1] S. Fujioka et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. Vol. 95, p. 235004 (2005).
[2] For example, P. Mora, Phys. Rev. Lett. Vol. 90, p. 185002 (2003).
[3] S. Fujioka et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. Vol. 87, p. 241503 (2005).

6151-136, Poster Session
Analysis of the emission spectrum of Xe and Sn
A. Sasaki, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (Japan); K.
Nishihara, Osaka Univ. (Japan); F. Koike, Kitasato Univ. (Japan); T.
Kagawa, Nara Women’s Univ. (Japan); T. Nishikawa, Okayama Univ.
(Japan); A. Sunahara, Osaka Univ. (Japan); H. Tanuma, Tokyo
Metropolitan Univ. (Japan)
We present analysis of the emission spectrum of laser produced Xe
and Sn plasmas. ?Emission in the 13.5nm band is mainly attributed to
the 4d-4f resonance lines of Sn8-12+, and 4d-5p transition of Xe10+.
However, the emission spectrum from high-density plasmas is
considerably modified due to the effect of opacity. The spectrum
sometimes shows a broad structure over 10 to 18nm, which arise
from 4d-4f and 4d-5p satellite lines from multiply and inner-shell
excited states from a wide range of charge states.  Moreover, the
spectrum from long scale length plasmas, which is produced by
pumping either by long pulse duration or by short wavelength lasers,
exhibits strong absorption feature in the 4d-4f resonance lines. We
investigate the effect of absorption of EUV emission in the non-LTE
coronal plasmas by coupled atomic process and radiation transport
calculations, and discuss the impact of the effect to the conversion
efficiency and its optimization.

6151-137, Poster Session
High-power low-cost drive laser for LPP source
I. V. Fomenkov, W. N. Partlo, A. Bykanov, C. L. Rettig, J. R. Hoffman,
K. Bruzzone, D. W. Myers, D. C. Brandt, Cymer, Inc.
We report on the approach for a high-power high-beam-quality drive
laser system that is used for a laser-produced-plasma (LPP) EUV
source. Cymer has conducted research on a number of solutions for a
multi-kW drive laser system that satisfy high volume production
requirements.  Types of lasers to be presented include XeF at 351 nm
and CO2 at 10.6 micron.  We present on a high efficiency XeF
amplifier with a 3rd harmonic Nd:YLF master oscillator operated in the
6 to 8 kHz range and a CO2 laser system with Q-switched cavity
dumped master oscillator and RF pumped fast axial flow amplifiers
operated in the 30 to 50 kHz range.  CO2 laser short pulse gain and
optical isolation techniques are reported. Optical performance data
and design features of the drive laser system are discussed, as well
as a path to achieve output power scaling to meet high volume
manufacturing requirements and beyond. Additionally, electrical
efficiency as a component of cost of operation is presented.
Development of a drive laser with sufficient output power, high beam
quality, and economical cost of operation is critical to the successful
implementation of a laser-produced-plasma (LPP) EUV source for
HVM applications. Cymer has conducted research on a number of
solutions to this critical need. We report our progress on development
of a high power system with two gas-discharge power amplifiers to
produce high output power with high beam quality. We provide optical
performance data and design features of the drive laser as well as a
path to output power scaling to meet high volume manufacturing
requirements.
Development of a drive laser for LPP EUV source is a challenging
task.  It requires multi-kW laser output power with short pulse
duration and diffraction limited beam quality.  In addition, this system
needs to be very reliable and cost efficient to satisfy industry
requirements for high volume integrated circuit manufacturing.

Feasibility studies of high power laser solutions that utilize proven
laser technologies in high power optical gain modules and deliver
required beam properties have been performed and are reported.
Finally, a comparison of theoretical and experimental results is
reported.

6151-138, Poster Session
Optimization of EUV/SXR plasma radiation source
characteristics
J. J. MacFarlane, P. Wang, I. E. Golovkin, P. R. Woodruff, Prism
Computational Sciences, Inc.
Laser-produced plasmas (LPPs) and discharge-produced plasmas
(DPPs) are attractive candidates as extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft
x-ray (SXR) light sources for commercial applications, such as EUV
lithography.  The simulation of the dynamics and spectral properties
of plasmas created in radiation source experiments plays a crucial
role in analyzing and interpreting experimental measurements, and in
optimizing the wavelength-dependent radiation from the plasma
source.  We have developed a suite of user-friendly plasma and
atomic physics codes that are being used to simulate in detail the
radiative and atomic properties of plasmas.
HELIOS is a 1-D radiation-magnetohydrodynamics code used to
simulate the dynamic evolution of LPPs and DPPs.  HELIOS-CR is a
version of HELIOS that includes inline collisional-radiative modeling
for computing non-LTE atomic level populations at each time step of
the hydrodynamics simulation.  The results of HELIOS simulations can
be post-processed using SPECT3D to generate images and spectra
that can be compared directly with experimental measurements.
Previous simulation results for Li and Sn LPPs have been shown to be
in very good agreement with experimental measurements [1]. HELIOS
has been set up so that it can easily be used in optimization studies.
We will discuss the major features of these codes, and present
example results of simulations of EUV and SXR radiation sources.
[1]  J. J. MacFarlane, et. al., Emerging Lithographic Technologies IX,
Proc. of the SPIE, Vol. 5751, p. 588 (2005).

6151-139, Poster Session
Preparation of a SnO2 suspension as a target for a
high-CE plasma
H. Yashiro, S. Sarjono, I. Matsushima, T. Tomie, National Institute of
Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (Japan)
As a plasma light source for EUV lithography at high volume
manufacturing stage, the conversion efficiency (CE) into 2 pai sr
should be as high as a few % and we have proposed a Sn-LPP by
using a cluster composed of particles including Sn as a target.
According to our theoretical consideration, CE of even several %
could be expected if everything goes perfect.  As a target of LPP for
EUV lithography, it should be supplied at multi kHz repetition rate and
its cost should be around 1 dollar / 1 million shots or lower in order to
keep running cost at a reasonable level.  As a solution for this, we are
studying generation of droplets of a SnO2 particle suspension.
Droplets of a suspension can be generated at multi kHz repetition rate
with extremely low cost, and medium of a suspension can be
removed to form a cluster of micro particles.
There are many technologies to be developed in implementing our
scheme.  One is preparation of a suspension liquid including Sn.
Cohesion and sedimentation of particles in the suspension should be
avoided so that we can keep concentration of particles constant.  In
order to disperse a cluster uniformly in a large area of around 0.5mm
for a high CE plasma, particles forming a cluster should be around 0.5
µm in diameter.
We tried use of a high power supersonic disperser to generate a
suspension of SnO2, and evaluated size of micro-particles in the
suspension.  When SnO2 powder of nominal diameter of 30 nm was
mixed in a pure water, size of particles in the mixture ranged from 1
µm to 100 µm with the distribution peak at a few tens µm.  After
operating a supersonic vibration disposer of 600 W power for 1
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minute, particles became smaller than 1 µm with the peak of
distribution smaller than 0.2 µm.   Size distribution in the suspension
did not change after two hours.  By controlling power and operating
time of a vibration disposer, we will be able to control size of particles
in a suspension.
This work is financially supported by NEDO.

6151-140, Poster Session
Debris mitigation for high-NA laser plasma EUVL
sources
T. Schmid, K. Takenoshita, C. Koay, S. George, S. Teerawattansook,
M. Richardson, College of Optics and Photonics/Univ. of Central
Florida
Laser-plasma based EUVL source lifetimes depends primarily on the
first collector mirror reflectivity lifetime. Degradation of the mirror
reflectivity results from surface deposition of target material and/or
multi-layer sputtering by energetic ions originating the plasma source.
We have developed electrostatic field mitigation (Repeller field) and
demonstrated its effectiveness in inhibiting both tin particles and
individual ion species [1]. However, estimates indicate the need for
additional mitigation to achieve the EUVL source lifetime requirement
for our tin-doped source laser-plasma source, for which projected
mirror lifetimes fall short by ∼ two orders of magnitude [2]. We have
developed new mitigation scheme for a laser-plasma source
consisting of a high transmission foil trap combined with a
superimposed magnetic field. To evaluate the mitigation scheme The
radial dependence of debris is investigated by using QCM and ion
probe to provide estimates of the total deposition/erosion on the 2■■;
collector mirror surface. Results on extended collector mirror lifetime
will be presented, together with designs for incorporating both
Repeller and Foil Trap mitigation.
1.K. Takenoshita, C-S Koay, S. Teerawattansook, M. Richardson, V.
Bakshi. Proc. of SPIE 5751,  pp. 563-571, (2005).
2.K. Takenoshita, C-S Koay, S. George, S. Teerawattansook, M.
Richardson, V. Bakshi. Poster presentation at EIPBN conference, June
1, 2005, Orlando, Florida.

6151-141, Poster Session
Out-of-band radiation from tin droplet laser plasma
EUV source
S. George, C. Koay, K. Takenoshita, R. Bernath, G. Shimkaveg, M.
Richardson, M. Al-Rabban, College of Optics and Photonics/Univ. of
Central Florida; V. Bakshi, SEMATECH, Inc.
The mass-limited tin-doped droplet laser plasma is today the most
efficient, laser plasma 13.5 nm source for EUVL.  Through detailed
experimental studies supported by theoretical modeling, we have
determined the optimal conditions for maximum in-band emission at
13.5 nm for this laser plasma source[1] and have characterized the ion
flux at the collector mirrors [2].  Out-of-band emission, from the x-ray
region to the IR poses possible threats to first mirror heating, and to
image fidelity at the wafer. Our recent characterizations of this
emission in the EUV, visible and IR regions indicate levels below
required minimum limits3.  However considerable concern exists for
potential sources of short wavelength emission that can sensitize the
resist. In this study we use calibrated XUV spectroscopy to complete
this comprehensive assessment of OOB radiation produced from the
tin droplet source.  We will present power levels of emission from our
source in the X-ray, VUV, UV, visible, and near infra-red regions of the
spectrum, quantified for optimum 13 nm generation condition,
together with measurements of the scattered laser radiation.
1.Koay, Chiew-Seng et.al.  Proceedings of SPIE, volume 5751, 2005.
2.Takenoshita, Kazutoshi et.al.  Proceedings of SPIE, volume 5751,
2005.
3.Fomenkov, I.V. et. al.  Proceedings of SPIE, volume 5751-26, 2005.

6151-142, Poster Session
Ion flux and collector mirror erosion study for
microscopic laser-plasma tin-doped droplet EUV
sources
K. Takenoshita, C. Koay, S. George, T. Schmid, S. Teerawattansook,
M. Richardson, College of Optics and Photonics/Univ. of Central
Florida
The collector mirror reflectivity degradation caused by surface erosion
due to energetic ion emission from EUVL plasma source is the key
factor of influencing the lifetime of the source. Measuring the ion flux
at the mirror distance is a more insightful step to estimating the mirror
lifetime instead of simply measuring the reflectivity degradation by
sacrificing the actual mirror. Different methods of measuring ion flux
are employed for the tin-doped droplet source in order to resolve the
ion energy distribution of individual ion species.  The flux and energy
distributions are then used to estimate the mirror lifetime using well-
known sputtering yield estimates of the surface materials. This
approach suggests that the mirror lifetime of our droplet source is ∼
200 times shorter than the 30,000 hr lifetime requirement without the
use  of mitigation schemes[1]. We analyze the ion flux carefully with a
number of mitigation schemes and present detailed predictions of
mirror lifetime. The mirror erosion dependency on plasma conditions
and different mitigation configurations is also discussed.
1.K. Takenoshita, C-S Koay, S. George, S. Teerawattansook, M.
Richardson, V. Bakshi. Poster presentation at EIPBN conference, June
1, 2005, Orlando, Florida.
Contact information:
Martin Richardson,
College of Optics & Photonics: CREOL & FPCE,  University of Central
Florida,
4000, Central Florida Blvd, Orlando, FL 32816-2700,
tel 407 823 6819, fax 407 823 3570,email:mcr\@creol.ucf.edu

6151-143, Poster Session
EUV generation from lithium laser plasma for
lithography
M. Al-Rabban, S. George, G. Shimkaveg, W. Silfvast, C. Koay, K.
Takenoshita, R. Bernath, M. Richardson, College of Optics and
Photonics/Univ. of Central Florida; H. Scott, Lawrence Livermore
National Lab.
Hydrogen-like line emission from lithium has long been considered a
candidate for a EUV light source for lithography.  Early laser-plasma
experiments showed promising results[1], and lithium was also tried
as a medium in discharge plasmas[2].  We are studying the potential
of lithium as a laser-plasma source both theoretically and
experimentally.  We have coupled a powerful, non-LTE radiation
transport code[3] to our fluid plasma code to estimate the energy flow
and detailed atomic physics of spherical and planar laser-plasmas
under a range of operating conditions.  This code has been
benchmarked to our experiments on tin-doped laser plasmas[4].
Detailed experimental studies, using a Nd:YAG laser and calibrated
Flying Circus and high resolution spectroscopy compare directly, the
conversion efficiency and optimum irradiation conditions for both
planar tin and lithium solid targets.
1.D. J. ‘Connell, “Characterization of a lithium laser produced plasma
at 13.5 nm for EUV Lithography,” MS thesis (UCF, Orlando, FL., 1994).
2.H. A. Bender, D.O’Connell, and W. T. Silfvast, Appl. Opt. 34, 6513
(1995).
3.Al-Rabban et. al.”Radiation transport modeling for Xe and Sn-doped
droplet laser-plasma sources” Int.  Symp. on EUVL (Miyasaki, Japan),
1-5 November 2004
4.Al-Rabban et. al.  Proc. of SPIE, Emerging Lithographic
Technologies IX, SPIE (San Jose, CA, USA, 2005), volume 5751-90, 1-
4 March 2005.
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6151-144, Poster Session
Factors affecting the conversion efficiency of tin
laser plasma 13.5-nm source
C. Koay, S. A. George, K. Takenoshita, M. Richardson, M. M. Al-
Rabban, College of Optics and Photonics/Univ. of Central Florida; V.
Bakshi, SEMATECH, Inc.
We previously reported high in-band conversion efficiencies (2.25%)
from our laser plasma based on our tin-doped droplet targets[1] and
5.0% from solid planar tin target. We also showed that, by using high-
resolution spectroscopy, the shape of the multi-emission band
depends upon the relative tin ion abundance in the plasma.  These
results indicate the prospect of improving the conversion efficiency of
the tin-doped droplet source. In one approach, we made a small shift
from 13.5 nm to match up with the wavelength at which the most
copious emission occurs. Further improvement can be attained by
using plasma engineering to control the ion abundance from which
the source’s spectrum is crafted to maximize its emission within the
2% bandwidth of the Mo-Si multilayer mirrors. Finally by using
multiple laser beams to irradiate a droplet target, the coupling of laser
energy into the target can be improved. We are thus confident of
pushing the conversion efficiency towards 3%. This implies that laser
powers of less than 10 kW is sufficient to supply 100 W of usable
power at the intermediate focus.
1. C-S. Koay, S. George, K. Takenoshita, R. Bernath, E. Fujiwara, M.
Richardson, V. Bakshi, “High conversion efficiency microscopic tin-
doped droplet target laser-plasma source for EUVL,” Proc. SPIE, vol.
5751, pp. 279-292 (2005)

6151-146, Poster Session
Enhancement of conversion efficiency of extreme-
ultraviolet radiation from a liquid aqueous solution
microjet target by use of dual-laser pulses
T. Higashiguchi, Univ. of Miyazaki (Japan)
Present requirement for the next generation lithography is to develop
high average power EUV light sources at 13.5 nm. Due to the high-
power requirement of the EUV emission, conversion efficiency (CE)
from plasma-initiating laser energy to the EUV emission energy
becomes one of the most important parameters. The EUV CE should
be optimized by controlling the density and temperature of a plasma.
The use of dual laser pulses could realize such a control of a plasma.
Generally speaking, a target with higher concentration produces a
higher EUV emission energy. Strong self-absorption of the 13.5 nm
emission, however, would become deleterious under high tin
concentration, because of an optically thick plasma nature. In addition
to this, a high concentration tin target produces a significant amount
of debris, which causes a serious problem of damaging a set of
focusing optics or condenser mirrors in a vacuum chamber. In
contrast to these, a low concentration tin target would minimize the
debris emission and reduce the self-absorption. It may, however,
sacrifice the EUV CE as a result of the reduced number of the EUV
emitters. Our approach is to use a liquid microjet target containing tin
nano-particles with a tin concentration as low as possible to minimize
the debris and to reduce the self-absorption. Despite its low
concentration, the EUV CE would not be compromised by use of dual
laser pulses to realize optimum tin plasma parameters for the EUV
emissions.
We demonstrated a debris-free, efficient laser-produced plasma EUV
source by use of a regenerative liquid microjet target containing tin-
dioxide (SnO2) nano-particles. We used a low SnO2 concentration
(6%) aqueous solution microjet target to minimize debris emission and
self-absorption of the 13.5-nm EUV emission. A Sn-based aqueous
micro-target with 50 micrometer diameter was formed in a vacuum
chamber. Plasma iniciating laser setup produced dual nanosecond
laser pulses of 8 and 10 ns (FWHM) at 532 and 1064 nm. The EUV CE
was evaluated within the 2% bandwidth (in-band value) and 2■■; sr
solid angle.
We studied the dependence of the EUV CE at 13.5 nm as a function
of the pulse separation time of dual laser pulses. Here the EUV CE

was defined as a ratio between the EUV emission energy at 13.5 nm
and the main pulse laser energy, since the pre-pulse laser energy was
only used to initiate a pre-plasma that radiated undetectable EUV
emission at 13.5 nm. The laser intensity of the main pulse was set at 3
* 1011 W/cm2, where a maximum EUV CE was produced in case of
single laser pulse irradiation. The EUV CE, however, increased when
the pulse separation time increased, and reached its maximum of
1.2% at 100 ns. The EUV CE under dual laser pulse irradiation
became 3.4 times as large as that under single laser irradiation. This
low SnO2 concentration made the debris-free emission possible and
realized the EUV emission source with the CE larger than 1%.

6151-147, Poster Session
Study of the dynamic evolution and spectral
properties of multi-component plasmas for SXR and
EUV production
J. B. Spencer, D. N. Ruzic, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; J.
J. MacFarlane, Prism Computational Sciences, Inc.; D. A. Alman, E.
L. Antonsen, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
The two front runners for the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light source for
the next generation lithography machines are plasmas that have been
created by either a Z-pinch gas discharge or from a laser ablation.
These sources whether created by high powered lasers with
irradiances less than 1015 W/cm2 (where relativistic factors are
unimportant) or in our case by a 5J gas-fed Z-pinch, expand due to a
Coulomb explosion.  That is, a charge imbalance is caused by the
rapid diffusion of the electrons away from the unconfined plasma.
This separation of charges produces a high electric field which then
accelerates the ions away from the pinch or laser spark toward the
collector optics and other valuable components of the lithography
machine.  The problem is that the high density 30 eV plasma required
to efficiently generate EUV has been shown to produce ions with
energies exceeding 10 keV which will damage the collection optics.
We have seen experimentally that adding small impurities levels of
light elements such as H2, He or N2 will dramatically reduce the
energy and number of high energy Xe ions that will hit and damage
the collection optics in the lithography source without measurably
reducing the amount of EUV light that is produced.  There is good
theoretical background explaining this phenomenon described by
Gurevich et al., who pointed out that the acceleration that is
experienced due to a given potential is proportional to its charge state
to mass ratio.  Therefore a light ion such as H+1 will be accelerated
more rapidly than Xe+10.  This means that the added light impurity
gas will follow the escaping electrons much more closely thus
shielding the Xe ions from the high electric field and also reducing
their acceleration.  In essence, adding the hydrogen to the plasma
acts like adding a polar dielectric in between the two plates of a
capacitor which serves to reduce the electric field strength and thus
reduce the acceleration of the heavy Xe ions.
Theoretical and numerical modeling results are presented showing the
benefit of using mixed fuel in next generation EUV lithography
machines.  Results presented here were generated using a variety of
codes some developed by the Plasma Materials Interaction (PMI)
group at the University of Illinois, while others, namely PrismSPECT a
spectral analysis suite, were developed by Prism Computational
Sciences.  Presented modeling results are compared to experimental
data from XTREME Commercial EUV Emission Diagnostic (XCEED)
experiment at the University of Illinois.

6151-148, Poster Session
Development of Xe- and Sn-fueled high-power Z-
pinch EUV source aiming at HVM
Y. Teramoto, G. Niimi, D. Yamatani, Y. Joshima, K. Bessho, T. Shirai,
T. Takemura, T. Yokota, H. Yabuta, K. C. Paul, K. Kabuki, K.
Miyauchi, M. Ikeuchi, K. Hotta, M. Yoshioka, H. Sato, Extreme
Ultraviolet Lithography System Development Association (Japan)
This paper describes recent progress in discharge-produced plasma
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(DPP) based EUV source development conducted at Gotanba Branch,
EUVA R&D Center. The development has been carried out on Z-pinch
sources. An all-solid-state magnetic pulse compression (MPC)
generator was coupled with the discharge source, and up to 7 kHz
operation was demonstrated. Changing the discharge parameters
such as electrode configuration and gas flow rate, EUV radiation from
the source plasma was characterized. The characterization included
absolute EUV energy measurement, radiation angular distribution,
spectrum observation and source imaging by an in-band pinhole
camera. EUV power into effective solid angle reached 93 W, which is
equivalent to 189 W into 2p sr. This EUV power leads to 19 W of
intermediate focus (IF) power with a nested grazing-incidence
collector currently installed in the source. In order to show the path to
115 W of IF power, Sn Z-pinch was also studied and developed using
gaseous Sn supply. Preliminary experimental results showed that at
least approximately twice higher EUV energy can be achieved with Sn
Z-pinch than Xe. It was estimated that 47 W of IF power can be
achieved in Sn source with the source configuration currently used.
As well as the power-related development, lifetime issues of discharge
component and collector optics have been assessed. Detailed and
up-to-date achievement of our development will be given at the
presentation.
This work has been supported by NEDO.

6151-149, Poster Session
Development of high-repetition rate and high-power
DPP EUV source
G. Niimi, Y. Teramoto, H. Sato, K. Bessho, T. Shirai, D. Yamatani, Y.
Joshima, Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography System Development
Association (Japan); T. Takemura, H. Yabuta, T. Yokota, K. C. Paul,
K. Kabuki, K. Miyauchi, Ushio Inc. (Japan); K. Hotta, Extreme
Ultraviolet Lithography System Development Association (Japan);
M. Yoshioka, Ushio Inc. (Japan); K. Toyoda, Extreme Ultraviolet
Lithography System Development Association (Japan)
This paper describes recent progress in discharge-produced plasma
(DPP) based EUV source development in EUVA Gotenba Branch.
Aiming at the goal of EUVA, which is 10 W in-band EUV at the
intermediate focus point. The development has been conducted with
Xe gas Z-pinch discharge. Now, source power 190W at the
intermediate focus point is obtained; this lead to 19W EUV inband-
power with 7kHz operation. The Z-pinch discharge load is driven by
an all-solid-state magnetic pulse compression (MPC) pulsed power
generator. The total load inductance of the MPC and discharge
plasma is believed to be 10-15nH which depends on discharge
geometry, resulting in a peak current of 40kA-50kA with a half period
of 110ns-140ns.
At the presentation, dependence of EUV energy, spectrum, life time of
discharge components, efficiency on discharge parameters including
the discharge tube and electrode geometry, Xe gas flow rate and the
waveforms of discharge current will be discussed.
This work has been supported by NEDO, and performed partly in
association with Tokyo Institute of Technology and Kumamoto
University.

6151-151, Poster Session
Debris mitigation using magnetic field in LPP EUV
source
Y. Kang, Osaka Univ. (Japan)
It was shown experimentally that magnetic mirror system is effective
for fast ion mitigation in laser produced plasma (LPP) source for
Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) lithography [1]. This is because mirror
magnetic field pushes plasmas toward axial direction so that a
collector mirror which will be placed in radial direction area would be
protected. We have performed an optimization study of magnetic
mirror system to improve debris mitigation efficiency. Using a three-
dimensional (3D) hybrid code, we present numerical simulation results
for a few sets of parameters; magnetic field strength, gap distance

between two coils, and mirror ratio. We compare these simulation
results with experimental data and suggest optimal conditions with
minimum instabilities. We also discuss the influence of magnetic field
on ion energy spectrum.

6151-152, Poster Session
High-temperature LPP collector mirror
T. Feigl, S. A. Yulin, N. Benoit, N. Kaiser, Fraunhofer-Institut für
Angewandte Optik und Feinmechanik (Germany); N. R. Bowering, A.
I. Ershov, J. Viatella, K. Bruzzone, I. V. Fomenkov, D. W. Myers,
Cymer, Inc.
The EUV source output power and lifetime including collector optics
lifetime have been identified as key issues for EUV lithography. In
order to meet these requirements a heated collector concept was
realized for the first time.
An ellipsoidal collector substrate with an outer diameter of 320 mm
was coated with a laterally graded high-temperature multilayer. The
interface-engineered Mo/Si multilayer coating was optimized in terms
of high peak reflectivity at 13.5 nm and a working temperature of 400
°C. Barrier layers were introduced on both interfaces to block
thermally induced interdiffusion processes of molybdenum and silicon
and to provide long-term optical stability of the multilayer at elevated
temperatures. A normal-incidence reflectance of more than 40 % at
13.5 nm was measured after heating. After initial annealing at 400 °C
for one hour no degradation of the optical properties of these
multilayer coatings occurred during both long-term heating tests for
up to 100 hours and multiple annealing cycles.
The successful realization of this high-temperature sub-aperture
collector mirror represents a major step towards the implementation
of the heated collector concept and illustrates the great potential of
high-temperature EUV multilayer coatings.
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6152-01, Session 1
Design-driven metrology: a new paradigm for DFM-
enabled process characterization and control;
extensibility and limitations
L. Capodieci, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
Design Based Metrology (DBM) implements a novel automation flow,
which allows for a direct and traceable correspondence to be
established between selected locations in product designs and
matching metrology locations on silicon wafers.
Thus DBM constitutes the fundamental enabler of Design For
Manufacturability (DFM), because of its intrinsic ability to characterize
and quantify the discrepancy between design layout intent and actual
patterns on silicon.
The evolution of the CD-SEM into a DFM tool, capable of measuring
thousands of unique sites, includes 3 essential functionalities: (1)
seamless integration with design layout and locations coordinate
system; (2) new design-based pattern recognition and (3) fully
automated recipe generation. Additionally advanced SEM metrology
algorithms are required for complex 2-dimensional features, Line-
Edge-Roughness (LER), etc.
In this paper, we consider the overall DBM flow, its integration with
traditional CD-SEM metrology and the state-of-the-art in recipe
automation success.
We also investigate advanced DFM applications, specifically enabled
by DBM, particularly for OPC model calibration and verification,
design-driven RET development and parametric Design Rule
evaluation and selection.

6152-02, Session 2
Model-based calculation of weighting in OPC model
calibration
M. Talbi, A. Y. Abdo, J. M. Oberschmidt, R. Viswanathan, D. Fischer,
G. Han, S. M. Mansfield, IBM Microelectronics Div.
OPC Models are usually calibrated with SEM data where the
measurement error distributions vary between different structures
types (i.e.  line versus space, 1D versus 2D).  The quality of the SEM
measurements and their impact on OPC model integrity are mitigated
through a weighted calibration.   Statistical  methods such as  relating
the weight  to the SEM measurements standard deviation require
more measurements per calibration structure than economically
feasible.  Similarly,  the use of experience and judgment requires
many iterations before some reasonable weighting scale is
determined.   In this paper we present as a measure of merit the OPC
model fitness statistics associated with SEM measurement based
weights versus model based ones.  The motivation for the latter
approach is in order to efficiently calculate the SEM CD measurement
weights and ensure a statistically sound OPC model by adhering
closely to the theoretical assumptions behind weighted OPC model
calibration.

6152-03, Session 2
Exploring CD-SEM charged wafer mapping
capabilities to determine root cause
E. P. Solecky, G. Vakas, C. Archie, IBM Corp.; O. Adan, A.
Dajczman, Applied Materials (Israel); R. S. Cornell, Applied
Materials; N. Wertsman, Applied Materials (Israel)
As dictated by the ITRS roadmap, introduction of next generation

processes in semiconductor fabrication continually requires tighter
control in order insure optimal device characteristics. Recent process
development has shown an increased amount of charged layers,
which in turn affects the inline critical dimension scanning electron
microscope’s (CD SEM) ability to generate quality measurements
thereby impacting process control.  The challenge first lies with
finding a means to measure and compensate for this charge
dynamically in the recipe to yield quality measurements. Then using
these charge measurements, develop an understanding on how the
device performance might be impacted. New capabilities of the CD-
SEM enable the measurement and mapping of the charge at various
process steps including processing steps not measured by the CD
SEM.  This capability not only means the CD-SEMs are essentially
immure to charged layer affects but the capability can also be used to
feedback to other  tool-sets suspected of causing the charge build-
up.  In-order to establish charged wafer monitoring and feedback
loops, studies of the repeatability, reproducibility and stability over
time of the charge on the layers has been made. By charge mapping
the wafers and observing the distribution before and after known
problematic process steps, information can be processed directing
one towards finding the root cause.   Then, a physical model can be
used to predict the variation and pattern of charging on the wafer in
order to minimize throughput issues when using this capability
dynamically in a recipe.  Ideally, a connection between the key
parameters varied in a process tool and its effects on charge is found
to allow future process development to be more metrology friendly
and improve device performance by minimizing the charge at a given
process step.

6152-04, Session 2
Local CD variation and STI remaining topography
characterization in 65-nm node with PSM processes
Y. Gu, S. Chang, G. Zhang, K. Kirmse, D. Rogers, L. Olsen, Texas
Instruments Inc.
How to effectively control the critical dimension (CD) is always a hot
topic in photolithography. Particularly in 65nm node using phase
shifter mask (PSM) processes with ever-decreasing CD budget, any
factors related to gate CD variations should not be ignored without full
investigation. Our all available CD data in 65nm consistently indicates
that the local CD variation (LCDV) plays very important role in
determining the CD uniformity level on whole wafer.  In this paper, we
focused on the LCDV at the gate level within an area of 200µm x
200µm printed with a 193nm exposure tool (ASML TWINSCAN
AT1200).  In comparison with AWLV (across wafer line variation) and
ACLV (across chip line variation), the more localization of LCDV
implies that it is more dependent on three major factors: i) local wafer
flatness mainly determined by STI (shallow trench isolation) step-
height (S-H) after CMP (chemical mechanical polishing); ii)
effectiveness of OPC (optical proximity correction) covering all
transistors with different circuit layout and iii) line edge roughness
(LER) and line width roughness (LWR) related to photo and etch
processes. Although other two factors are also very important in
LCDV, the current discussion will be limited in characterizing the
relationship between LCDV and STI S-H.
The step-height (S-H) between the active surface and the trench oxide
surface always exists because the different material selectivity in CMP
process and however, the STI S-H non-uniformity can be improved by
applying the latest STI-CMP and STI-Fill processes. The gate CD
influences from STI S-H can be divided into two parts. The first part is
STI S-H non-uniformity which mainly makes more CD variations in
AWLV and ACLV. The second part is that the CD influences from STI
SH are strongly correlated to the different transistor types in circuit
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layout, such as single/multi-finger, wide/narrow and etc. The LCDV is
mainly determined by the second part. By all means, a successful
gate CD control must be archived on a wafer which is always
accompanied with STI S-H and its variations in different circuit layout.
Therefore, it is necessary to characterize the relationship between CD
uniformity and STI S-H. According to our experiments and primary
simulations from both alt-PSM (alternating PSM) and att-PSM
(attenuating PSM) processes, following important conclusions can be
derived.
a) The LCDVs from two PSM processes show different responses to
the STI S-H after CMP. The CD uniformity in alt-PSM process is more
sensitive to STI S-H.
b)  The higher the S-H is, the larger the gate CD will be. This is
generally true, especially in alt-PSM.
c)  The S-H non-uniformity across wafer increases the CD range of
AWLV about 1.5-3nm. To improve the STI S-H uniformity across wafer
is always helpful in reducing the AWLV in both processes.
d)  The isolated gate CDs (single finger transistors) are more sensitive
to the STI S-H than the dense gate CDs (multi-finger transistors),
especially in alt-PSM process.
e) The CD influence from the STI S-H is strongly related to the
transistor widths, particularly for single finger transistors with narrow
widths (≥ 0.3µm) in alt-PSM process.
f) It is not always true that LCDV will be improved with reduced STI S-
H because of OPC errors are often combined with the CD influence
from STI S-H. It should be very careful by using the etch-back to
adjust the STI S-H because it is very possible to make the CD
uniformity even worse due to inducing more OPC errors.
g) Since OPC model is correlated to STI S-H, an effective way to
improve LCDV is by adjusting STI S-H and optimizing gate OPC
model simultaneously.

6152-05, Session 2
Global pattern density effects on low-k trench CDs
for sub-65-nm technology nodes
J. Hsu, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Taiwan)
As the critical dimension continues to shrink to sub-65nm
technologies, a key challenge for semiconductor manufacturing is to
maintain a stable process in patterning, with key contributions from
lithography and etching. While lithography suffers mainly from the
physical limit of available optical sources for small CD patterning,
challenges in etching seems to be more wide spread and involves
both physical and chemical issues. Since product electrical
performance, reliability, and yields strongly depend on CD control
capability, which mainly related to design rule dependent etching
performance, a study of pattern dependent etching behavior is
certainly of interests. Here we focus our attention on the etching
global pattern density (GPD) effects: same plasma control parameters
but different photo resist open ratio on wafers leads to different
etching performance. This kind of global pattern density dependent
etching characteristics induces challenges in production when
different products with various mask open ratios are introduced.
We designed a special mask with four portions, each contains the
same test keys but with different dummy densities. Through exposing
each potion on different wafers, the relationship between collective
etch species behaviors and global pattern density effects can be
studied. In this paper we limit our study on low-k trench etch.
Comprehensive CD variation in terms of uniformity, proximity, and
linearity are reported and GPD influences to those items examined.
We found that AEI CD increases when global pattern density is
increased, which probably correlates with depositing behaviors of
etch by-products. High global pattern density corresponding to less
photo resist induces limited etch by-products and in turn enlarge
trench dimensions. Furthermore, wider trench is more sensitive to
global environment change relative to small trench. Our data suggest
that CD proximity is the most important item to be watched in the
GPD-dependent CD variations. We also found that low pressure etch
condition in a small volume etcher is less influenced by global pattern
density. An explanation is due to limit residence time of etching

species. Large volume etcher, on the other hand, shows more
flexibility on CD tuning through adjustment of pressure of the main
etch step. We believe that our study should provide useful guidelines
for etching process tuning, and for dynamic process control for
products with different pattern density.

6152-06, Session 2
Latent image CD measurements by optic CD
metrology to distinguish the contribution of
development
C. Wu, United Microelectronics Corp. (Taiwan)
Advance lithography process tools contain an extremely accurate
exposure system and excellent controlled coating, baking and
developing units to get well-controlled intra-field and inter-field critical
dimensions (CDs). It is difficult to separate the contribution of each
complex process unit on the CD variations empirically, since the CD
measurements cannot be performed during the intermediate steps.
Unless using simulation tools, it is almost impossible to tell the
dominant factors impacting CD uniformity the most. In this paper, a
new metrology technique of measuring latent image CDs in
photoresist and photoresist profile CDs after development is reported
to distinguish the contribution of developer units from the other
lithographic processes.
Optic CD metrology combining properties of broadband light and
model base analysis is used to measure both latent image CDs and
photoresist profile CDs.  A model for latent image measurement in
resist was set up based on the reflection index difference between
exposure and non-exposure areas, while a model for photoresist
profile CDs based on the dissolved and non-dissolved patterns.  The
contribution of development on the CD uniformity can be easily
extracted by the difference between latent image CDs in photoresist
and photoresist profile CDs after development. These experimental
results can be used to feed back to PEB unit to achieve further CD
uniformity control.  The feedback speed is faster than measuring after
developer CDs, due to no developer steps required.

6152-07, Session 3
Defect metrology challenges at 45-nm node and
beyond
D. Patel, J. E. Hanrahan, SEMATECH, Inc.; K. Lim, SEMATECH, Inc.
(South Korea); M. Godwin, P. C. Figliozzi, D. Sheu, SEMATECH, Inc.
Defect Metrology is facing numerous challenges in the area of defect
detection, review and characterization for 45nm technology node and
beyond. The optical defect-inspection tools that are currently
available do not adequately detect defects for 45nm node while
scanning electron microscopes (SEMs) have fundamental resolution
capability but are too slow. With each successive technology node,
brightfield wafer inspection becomes less capable relative to the
previous technology.
As the sensitivity is increased to detect smaller defects so does the
vast amount of nuisance defects.  The key of a successful inspection
is achieving higher sensitivity and the ease to get to the defects of
interest (DOI). New in-line elemental analysis techniques are required
as an alternative to EDX for defects smaller than 100nm as it’s
“running out of gas”. The focus of required developments is on light
elements, small amount of samples due to shrinking particle size and
increasing importance of microanalysis.  Yield enhancement section
of International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS)
outlines many of these challenges. This paper reviews some of the
major challenges facing defect metrology at future technology nodes.
It describes challenges in areas of both patterned & unpatterned
wafer inspection, defect review and characterization. It compares
state-of the-art equipment to ITRS requirements and explores future
directions.
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6152-08, Session 3
Yield enhancement methodologies for 90-nm
technology and beyond
J. A. Allgair, T. Carey, Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.; J. Dougan,
Semiconductor 300 (Germany); T. Etnyre, N. Langdon, B. Murray,
Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.
In order to stay competitive in the rapidly advancing, international
semiconductor industry, a manufacturing company needs to
continually focus on several areas including rapid yield learning,
manufacturing cost, statistical process control limits, process yield,
equipment availability, cycle time, turns per direct labor hour,
customer on time delivery and zero customer defects.  To hold a
competitive position in the semiconductor market, performance to
these measurable factors must be maintained regardless of the
technology generation.  In this presentation, the methodology applied
by Freescale Semiconductor to achieve the fastest yield learning
curve in the industry, as cited by Dr. Robert Leachman of UC Berkley
in 2003, will be discussed.

6152-09, Session 3
Toward full-chip prediction of yield-limiting contact
patterning failure: correlation of simulated image
parameters to advanced contact metrology metrics
J. L. Sturtevant, D. Chou, Mentor Graphics Corp.
Electrical failure due to incomplete contacts or vias has arisen as one
of the primary modes of yield loss for 130 nm and below designs in
manufacturing.  Such failures are generally understood to arise from
both random and systematic sources, and the addition of redundant
vias, where possible, has been an accepted DFM practice for several
years.  Incomplete vias are often characterized by having a diameter
near the target dimension but a depth of less than 100% of target.  As
such, it is a difficult problem to diagnose and debug in-line, since
bright and dark field optical inspection systems cannot typically
distinguish between a contact which is 95% or 100% “open”.
Advanced metrology systems have emerged in recent years to meet
this challenge, but no perfect manufacturing solution has yet emerged
for full field verification of all contacts. Voltage Contrast (VC) biases
the wafer to directly measure electrical conductivity after fill / polish ,
and can therefore easily discern a lack of connection to the underlying
conductor caused by incomplete photo, etch, or fill processing. While
an entire wafer can in principal be VC scanned, throughput limitations
dictate very sparse sampling in manufacturing.  SEM profile grading
(PG) leverages the rich content of the secondary electron waveform to
decipher information about the bottom of the contact.  Several
authors have demonstrated an excellent response of the Profile Grade
to intentional defocus vectors.  However, the SEM can only target
discreet or single digit groupings of contacts, and therefore requires
intelligent guidance to identify those contacts which are most prone to
failure, thereby  protect the fab WIP.  An a-priori knowledge of which
specific contacts in a layout are most likely to fail would prove very
useful for proactive inspection in manufacturing.  Model based pre-
manufacturing verification allows for such knowledge to be
communicated to manufacturing.
This paper will focus on 130 nm node contact patterning, and will
correlate SEM Profile Grade output to the extensive suite of model-
based image tags from the CalibreTM opc-verification engine.  With
an understanding of which image parameters are most highly
correlated to the occurrence of incomplete contact formation for a
given process, the process model can be used to automatically direct
inspection metrology to those layout instances that pose the highest
risk through the lithographic process window.

6152-10, Session 3
A systematic study of missing via mechanism and
its solutions
L. Wang, W. Huang, Q. Wu, Shanghai Hua Hong NEC Electronics
Co. (China)

Missing via has been a very annoying defect in semiconductor
manufacturing across process generations.  Its solution is very
important to yield improvement, especially for relatively mature
technology, since each percentage point increase in yield will mean
significant profit margin improvement.  We have observed that the
missing via defects can reduce the yield by as much as 1 to 10%
depending on the die size.  However, there are several factors that
can produce missing vias, such as, defocus in exposure tools,
material re-deposition during the developing process, and inadequate
developing.  Any given missing via phenomenon can be due to a
combination of these factors.  The key to completely resolve the issue
will depend on the good knowledge of the root cause.  We have
performed many experiments to search for the underlying reasons for
the missing vias in our advanced process of 248 nm.
In this paper, we will present the analysis methodology used in our
company.  In the experiments, we have observed three types of
missing vias.  The first type consists of isolated sites with single
partially opened vias or completely unopened vias.  The second type
consists of relatively large circular areas, within which the entire via
pattern is missing. The third type consists of large areas, usually
circular, of missing patterns, which are primarily located near wafer
edge.  We have first tried the optimization of the developing recipe
and found that the third type missing via can be largely removed
through the tuning of the rinse process, which improves the cleaning
efficiency of the developing residue.  However, this method does not
remove the missing via of the first type, or the second type.  For the
first type missing via, we have found that it is related to local defocus
caused by topographical distribution.  To resolve the second type
missing via defects, we have performed extensive experiments with
different types of developer nozzles and different types of
photomasks and the result is that we have not found any distinct
dependence of the defect density to either the nozzle and mask
types.  Besides, we have also studied the defect density from three
resists with different resolution capability and we found a correlation
between the defect density and the resist resolution limit.  It seems
that, in general, lower resolution resist also has lower defect density.
The resolution of the deep-UV (DUV) resists depends on three factors:
imaging contrast from the optics, chemical/dissolution contrast from
within the resist, and the effective diffusion length from the photo-
generated acid.  We have performed more experiments in the study of
the defect density as a function of these individual resolution factors
and the results will be presented in the paper.

6152-194, Session 3
Advanced DFM applications using design-based
metrology on CD SEM
G. F. Lorusso, KLA-Tencor Corp.; L. Capodieci, C. E. Tabery, K. B.
Shah, B. Singh, S. Roling, B. Schulz, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.;
Z. Kaliblotzky, G. Abbott, D. Stoler, A. R. Azordegan, E. D. Castel,
KLA-Tencor Corp.
Design Based Metrology (DBM) implements a novel automation flow,
which allows for a direct and traceable correspondence to be
established between selected locations in product designs and
matching metrology locations on silicon wafers.
Thus DBM constitutes the fundamental enabler of Design For
Manufacturability (DFM), because of its intrinsic ability to characterize
and quantify the discrepancy between design layout intent and actual
patterns on silicon.
The evolution of the CD-SEM into a DFM tool, capable of measuring
thousands of unique sites, includes 3 essential functionalities: (1)
seamless integration with design layout and locations coordinate
system; (2) new design-based pattern recognition and (3) fully
automated recipe generation. Additionally advanced SEM metrology
algorithms are required for complex 2-dimensional features, Line-
Edge-Roughness (LER), etc.
In this paper, we consider the overall DBM flow, its integration with
traditional CD-SEM metrology and the state-of-the-art in recipe
automation success.
We also investigate advanced DFM applications, specifically enabled
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by DBM, particularly for OPC model calibration and verification,
design-driven RET development and parametric Design Rule
evaluation and selection.

6152-12, Session 4
Litho-metrology challenges for the 45-nm
technology node and beyond
J. A. Allgair, SEMATECH, Inc. and Freescale Semiconductors, Inc.;
M. R. Bishop, B. D. Bunday, P. Lipscomb, International SEMATECH
Manufacturing Initiative
There are numerous metrology challenges facing photo-lithography
for the 45nm technology node and beyond in the areas of CD, overlay
and defect metrology.  Many of these challenges are identified in the
2005 International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors.  This
paper will provide a comprehensive overview of the CD, overlay and
defect metrology challenges for photo-lithography, taking into account
the areas addressed in the 2005 International Technology Roadmap
for Semiconductors, for the 45nm technology node and beyond.

6152-13, Session 4
In-chip optical CD measurements for non-volatile
memory devices
M. Vasconi, STMicroelectronics (Italy); S. Kremer, KLA-Tencor Corp.
(France); M. Polli, KLA-Tencor Corp. (Italy); E. Severgnini, S. S.
Trovati, STMicroelectronics (Italy)
Since a few years ago, optical CD measurements through
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) techniques contributed in an effective
way to increase the degree of knowledge of wafer process outputs by
giving the user valuable information about key profile parameters (like
sidewall angle and feature height) that previously required costly and
time consuming cross sections for a proper evaluation. Equipment
control became more efficient and faster, too, for the typical MAM
time for an optical CD tool is less than half than that typical of a
CDSEM.
Despite all that, its request for dedicated measuring regular gratings,
located in device scribe lanes may be looked at as a potential
problem preventing an even larger deployment of this technique,
especially for process control purposes. In fact, though such gratings
try to mimic the device layout contents of the most critical structures
present in a generic layer, the excessive simplification of the original
chip layout that is sometimes requested to design the grating in a
suitable way may impact on the printed grating structure (especially
when model based OPC are used) and therefore on its lateral
dimension and shape. Etched grating structures might also suffer
from different micro-loading effects than in the circuit, due to a
different local ratio between dark and clear feature areas. More,
scatterometry gratings, even if tiled whenever possible to comply with
the further requirement of a locally unstructured film stack, take up
valuable space in scribe lanes, which may call for a difficult choice
amid gratings, other metrological marks, alignment marks and
electrical test structures.
On the other hand, memory devices come with large sectors, namely
the main chip array, that almost possess the characteristics needed
for a proper scatterometry evaluation, at least for those layers where
the main array is open. Focusing on a leading edge flash memory
process, this approach is in principle feasible at many critical steps
(active ADI, active ACI, self-align gate), and encompasses
applications, like STI after etching and spacers, which are usually too
demanding for a CDSEM.
In this paper such an approach is evaluated thoroughly both on 90nm
and 65nm flash processes, with particular care to the critical aspects
of pattern regularity within the tool probe area (about 35µm in
diameter) and underlying topography. In fact, the main array may
divert from a complete regular structure in different ways, e.g. for a
different line width at sector edges (every sixteen lines) and/or dual
pitches. More, lines might be somewhat deformed on purpose, like in
the case of self-aligned gate, where space enough should be left for
source contacts, which will be printed in the following process steps.

A further benefit of the strategy adopted throughout this work is that a
very large sampling plan on structures with equal nominal CD and
density, spread over the same scanning shot is possible, thus yielding
a deep insight of the overall lithographic process window and
enabling, at least in principle, a proper correction of exposure
parameters like dose and focus offset within the shot as soon as
scanner software allows such an approach. Alternatively, a
quantitative and fast enough method to evaluate process equipment
performance along time by comparison to acceptance data and/or
last preventive maintenance status becomes feasible even without
exposing test wafers.
All the results gathered in the device main array are compared to
those collected in the standard scatterometry targets, designed as per
tool vendor’s instructions and tailored to the characteristics of the
considered layers, in terms of designed CD, pitch, stack and
orientation. Finally, correlation data with leading edge CDSEM outputs
are shown and discussed as well.

6152-14, Session 4
Benchmark comparison of multiple process control
strategies for lithographic CD control
Z. J. Mao, Intel Corp.; W. Kang, Naval Postgraduate School
Lithographic critical dimension (CD), a measurement of lines and
ditches in the circuit, is the key to the speed of semiconductor
products. Stable CD output in a manufacturing process is a critical
factor for improving transistor performance, reducing the defect rate
and production cost. It is important to have a robust control algorithm
design for lithographic CD control.  As well known, lithographic
process changes from time to time and the metrology data from
CDSEM includes a lot of noises. Also in the lithographic system, we
have time delay and lot re-ordering between the process tools and
metrology tools. Even we encounter wrong data as well.  Under the
real system with all above undesirable conditions, we should find a
best control strategy to use.   That was why we did benchmark
comparison of multiple control strategies.
To do the benchmark comparison, we have built a simulation
environment with all above undesirable conditions from real system
data.   We also set up comparison criteria. Under the same condition,
5 different control strategies were simulated.   We also compared
them with different fixed process models.
Based on the comparison among algorithm procedures and
simulation results, we have the following conclusions
1. It is better for a controller to use the recent model coefficient at any
time when a control signal is created with the help of adaptive
modeling method. When a process model changes dramatically, it is
better to use adaptive modeling to correct model than using a fixed
model.
2. Due to noises in metrology data, it is better to filter out noises with
historical data. The length of the historical should be properly
selected.
3. Kalman filter is better than EWMA controller because of its adaptive
gain.
4. Kalmna filter is not optimal when noises are not Gaussian or the
system model is changing.  We noticed that L-order controller with
adaptive modeling performs better than Kalman filter since it does not
require normality assumption.
With these benchmark results, we have a clear guideline to choose
which control strategy to use in CD control applications.

6152-15, Session 4
Integrated scatterometry in high-volume
manufacturing for polysilicon gate etch control
M. Sendelbach, A. Munoz, IBM Corp.; K. A. Bandy, IBM
Microelectronics Div.; D. J. Prager, Timbre Technologies, Inc.; M.
Funk, Tokyo Electron America, Inc.
For several years, integrated scatterometry has held the promise of
wafer-level process control.  While integrated scatterometry on
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lithography systems is being used in manufacturing, production
implementation on etch systems is just beginning to occur.  Because
gate patterning is so important to yield, gate linewidth control is
viewed by many as the most critical application for integrated
scatterometry on etch systems.  IBM has implemented integrated
scatterometry on its polysilicon gate etch systems to control gate
linewidth for its 90 nm node SOI-based microprocessors in its 300
mm manufacturing facility.  This paper shows the performance of the
scatterometry system and the equipment-based APC system used to
control the etch process.  Some of the APC methodology is
described, as well as sampling strategies, throughput considerations,
and scatterometry models.  Results reveal that the scatterometry
measurements correlate well to CD-SEM measurements before and
after etch, and also correlate well to electrical measurements.  Finally,
the improvement in linewidth distribution following the implementation
of feedforward and feedback control in full manufacturing is shown.

6152-16, Session 4
Improved scatterometry method of critical
dimension measurements and its application for
control of development process
I. Pundaleva, D. Nam, H. Han, D. Lee, W. Han, SAMSUNG
Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
During the last decade semiconductor technology has been changing
continuously. Downscaling of microchip production technology
continually increase requirements to precision of process control, and
demand improvement of critical dimension (CD) measurement and
control tools. Decreasing of critical dimension (CD) and shrinking of
chip feature sizes requires an improvement of photomask production
process which becomes more and more sophisticated. Deviation in
CD from targeted values can lead to mask poor quality and lower
yields. To avoid these problems new tools for measurement and
control of CD have to be created. Recent requirements of higher
photolithographic precision and increasing of yields demand
development of in situ tools.
There are ex situ and in situ measurement tools for critical dimension
control. The main difference is that ex situ method requires removal of
a sample from its location, but in situ method does not. In comparing
with ex situ, in situ method gives the opportunity of convenient and
fast CD measurements during development process. In situ method
allows one to control development precisely, and gives possibility to
meet the requirements of process control. In this paper we discuss
the application of in situ method of critical dimension measurement
for improvement of photomask development process.
For this purpose scatterometry and fitting methods are applied to the
CD end point detector system (CD EPD). The main difference between
CD EPD and EPD (end point detector) system, which is commonly
used during development, is the possibility of not only thickness of
remaining resist but also CD measurement. Measurement can be
performed directly during development process, thus there is an
advantage of measurement time decreasing in comparison with the ex
situ method. This approach helps to reduce measurement time,
control development precisely, and achieve low level of variation from
targeted CD. There is an opportunity of attaching CD EPD to
development tool directly. Measurement can be performed for one
single point (key pattern), several points or mapping plot. On-line CD
and thickness of resist monitoring is also possible.
For the application of scatterometry to the CD measurement,
diffraction analysis is carried out by using of rigorous coupled wave
analysis (RCWA). To get the real CD and thickness of resist (height of
pattern) values from the measured spectrum one should make the
spectra library in advance, which usually calculates using RCWA or
finite difference time domain (FDTD), or use regression model for on-
line spectra calculation. Then by searching through the theoretical
spectra, trying to find the one which gives the best fit to the
measured, the real CD and thickness of resist values can be
extracted. Application of RCWA instead of FDTD in CD EPD software
allows one to get amplitudes of the diffracted orders directly,
decrease computational time and required memory size. To increase
precision and speed of measurements interpolation of spectra and
various fitting methods are used.

6152-17, Session 4
Application of optical CD metrology for recessed Si
(Source and Drain) depth measurement
C. P. Huang, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
(Taiwan)
For sub-65 nm generations strained source/drain engineering plays a
key role in improving device performance. For p-channel devices
compressive strain imposed by deposit SiGe on the source drain
(SSD) regions was found to boost the hole mobility. Enhancement in
drain saturation current (Idat) of this p-channel device was found to be
strongly depends on the depth of Si-recess. Accordingly the capability
of measuring Si-recess with good precision is important to device
performance control. As far as we know no in-line metrology method
is currently available for this application, which is due mostly to the
inherent characteristics of the measuring target: the top surface of the
Si step is lying under a poly or spacer structure. With the required
precision, traditional inspection of the Si recesses has recourse to
transmission electron microscope (TEM), which is a destructive offline
inspection method and usually suffers tedious sample preparation
requirement and long cycle time.  In term of statistical sampling a few
cross-section check per wafer is certainly inferior to area scan
measurement methods one uses for in-line inspections. In this regard
developments of an in-line inspection method capable of measuring
the Si-recess is in demand.  In this work we report our efforts in
developing an optical CD (OCD) measurement for this application.
A step-by-step description of variable reduction is discussed with
corresponding structural models given. We also present our choices
of effective medium approximation and methods of defining the ratio
of constituent films.  The OCD library generated from our
methodology is tested by checking the correlation to TEM cross-
section results on Si-recess. Very good correlation to TEM was
obtained, signaling that OCD can be used to monitor the variation of
Si-recess. Sensitivity check of the library is given, with fault detection
parameter for this application suggested. In summary, the SE based
OCD method is shown to be applicable to the measurement of Si-
recess with high precision.

6152-18, Session 5
Simulations of optical microscope images of line
gratings
T. A. Germer, E. Marx, National Institute of Standards and
Technology
The resolution of an optical microscope is limited by the optical
wavelengths used.  However, there is no fundamental limit to the
sensitivity of a microscope to small differences in any of a feature’s
dimensions.  That is, those limits are determined by such things as
the sensitivity of the detector array, the quality of the optical system,
and the stability of the light source.  The potential for using this nearly
unbounded sensitivity has sparked interest in extending optical
microscopy to the characterization of sub-wavelength structures
created by photolithography and using that characterization for
process control.  With that goal in mind, NIST has placed significant
resources towards the development of accurate theoretical modeling
of microscope images of semiconductor structures.
In this talk, an analysis of the imaging of a semiconductor grating
structure with an optical microscope will be presented.  The analysis
includes the effects of partial coherence in the illumination system,
aberrations of both the illumination and the collection optics, non-
uniformities in the illumination, and polarization.  It can thus model just
about any illumination configuration imaginable, including Koehler
illumination, focused (confocal) illumination, or dark-field illumination.
By propagating Jones matrices throughout the system, polarization
control at the back focal planes of both illumination and collection can
be investigated.  Given a detailed characterization of the microscope
(including aberrations), images can be calculated and compared to
real data, allowing details of the grating structure to be determined, in
manner similar to that found in scatterometry.
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6152-19, Session 5
Scatterfield microscopy using conventional and
back focal plane imaging with an engineered
illumination field
H. J. Patrick, R. Attota, T. A. Germer, M. Stocker, R. M. Silver,
National Institute of Standards and Technology
As CD measurements progress through the 65 nm node and beyond,
there is increased urgency to develop techniques that can extend
optical microscopy beyond the conventional diffraction limit.  While
gains can be made through traditional techniques such as reduction
of the illumination wavelength and the use of immersion optics,
another optical technique, scatterometry, routinely makes
measurements on structures smaller than the diffraction limit.  In
scatterfield microscopy, we seek to realize nm-scale resolution in
microscope-based tools, combining aspects of scatterometry, high-
resolution microscopy, illumination engineering and target design.
In the current work, we have implemented back focal plane
(conoscopic) imaging in a conventional optical microscope that has
also been modified to allow focal plane engineering of the sample
illumination.  We collect both conventional and back focal plane
images using the same tool, and are investigating grating-based CD
targets as well as novel target designs.  With the appropriate
illumination conditions, the images collected at the back focal plane
provide diffraction data similar to that obtained from a scatterometer,
while the conical collection geometry also allows out of plane scatter,
which is not accessible to a conventional scatterometer, to be
measured.  In addition, the conventional images collected under
different illumination conditions are expected to yield enhanced
information about the target.  We compare our results to those
obtained from angle-resolved scatterometry in both in-plane and
conical geometries.

6152-20, Session 5
Optical critical dimension measurement and
illumination analysis using through-focus focus
metric
R. Attota, R. M. Silver, National Institute of Standards and
Technology; M. R. Bishop, SEMATECH, Inc.
As CDs shrink the accuracy of every step in the measurement process
requires improvement. Early on, large CDs measurement was heavily
dependent on edge detection method. With decreasing CDs, the
theoretical simulations have been made use of to enhance
experimental optical CD measurement accuracy. This requires good
agreement between the experiments and the theoretical simulations
to achieve meaningful analysis. Even though agreement has recently
improved considerably, mostly due to enhanced simulation accuracy,
further improvement is required for the tighter tolerances expected in
current and future CD metrology.
To further enhance the agreement between experiments and
simulations, the optical instrument needs to be characterized as
accurately as possible to determine the appropriate input parameters
for the simulation. In general, characterization of the optical
instrument often involves only determination of the optical
aberrations. Even though determination of the optical aberrations is
necessary, it is not sufficient. It is also necessary to characterize the
illumination. Often, imperfect illumination is the dominant factor in
optical CD/overlay measurement errors. In practice, it is often
considered adequate to just obtain Kohler illumination at the sample
plane. Although this may be satisfactory for 2-dimensional targets, for
3-dimensioanl targets encountered in the semiconductor industry,
having Kohler illumination at the sample plane is not sufficient. In
addition to uniform illumination intensity, angular illumination
symmetry is also necessary to obtain a symmetric experimental
intensity profile in order to compare it with the simulation, where
symmetric angular illumination is assumed.
The through-focus focus metric method can be a very powerful
technique to characterize the optical tool in addition to the recent
work showing its potential application to evaluate CDs [1,2]. Other

applications of the through-focus focus metric method published in
the past are evaluation of the illumination numerical aperture, and the
optical aberrations [2]. In the present paper we present a further
advancement in the application of the through-focus focus metric
method to determine angular illumination distribution at the sample.
The result can be used to correct the experimental illumination in the
optical tool. Additionally, angular distribution of illumination can be
used as input for simulation. This approach is believed to further
improve the agreement between experiment and simulation resulting
in more accurate optical CD and overlay measurements.
1. R. M. Silver, R. Attota, M. Stocker, M. Bishop, J. Jun, E. Marx, M.
Davidson, and R. Larrabee, “High resolution optical metrology” SPIE,
Microlithography XIX,  pp 67-79, 2005.
2. Ravikiran Attota, Richard M. Silver, Thomas A. Germer, Michael
Bishop, Robert Larrabee, Michael T. Stocker, Lowel Howard,
“Application of Through-focus Focus-metric Analysis in High
Resolution Optical Metrology” SPIE, Microlithography XIX,  pp 1441-
1449, 2005.

6152-21, Session 5
Analysis of spectrally resolved white-light
interferometry by Hilbert transform method
S. K. Debnath, M. P. Kothiyal, Indian Institute of Technology Madras
(India)
Scanning White Light Interferometry (SWLI) is a tool for measuring
discontinuous surface profile. A short coherence length white light
source is used in the interferometer so that the fringes are localized in
the vicinity of zero Optical Path Difference (OPD). The object surface
is scanned along the height axis to get the height variation over the
object field.
Another technique using white light is Spectrally Resolved White Light
Interferometry (SRWLI) in which the white light interferogram is
spectrally decomposed by a spectrometer. The interferogram
displayed at the exit plane of the spectrometer has a continuous
variation of wavelength along the chromaticity axis. This interferogram
encodes the phase as a function of wave number. For a given OPD,
the phase is different for different spectral component of the source.
The OPD can be determined as the slope of the phase versus wave
number linear fit. To determine the phase of the different spectral
components, phase shifting technique which typically uses five
frames has been proposed. Since the OPD is related to the height of
the test object at a point, a line profile of the object can be
determined. In this paper we discuss the Hilbert Transform method for
determination of phase in SRWLI. This procedure requires as one
spectrally resolved white light interferogram.

6152-22, Session 5
Virtual measurements and simulation of interference
microscopes
F. Koerfer, S. Scheermesser, Fraunhofer Institut für
Produktionstechnologie (Germany)
In this report a simulation environment for optical measurement
systems, especially interference microscopes, is described. Based on
previous works on the “calibration of a virtual interferometer”, this tool
will enable the calculation of an error budget in order to generate
calibration strategies.
Especially when used in production for quality inspection, it is
important to know the errors and the accuracy of such instruments. In
order to maintain traceability between two production steps or
between different subcontractors it is vital to define parameters
characterizing the uncertainty of the measurement.
Various factors influence the measurement result, emerging from
different sources, such as the user, the measurement environment, the
hardware itself or the measurement method. The goal of the project,
called “Virtual Interference Microscope” is to develop a simulation
environment to generate knowledge about how given effects lead to
deviations in the measurement results.
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The “Virtual Interference Microscope” uses non sequential ray tracing
and simulates all elements as individual three-dimensional objects in
the virtual space. Additionally every single ray is described by
direction and amplitude. By this means the light propagation through
objects and free space as well as reflections and refractions at
surfaces are calculated.
For a bunch of rays, consisting of approximately thousand individual
rays, the path of every single ray and the final beam position on the
detector is calculated. However, in order to simulate a correct and
accurate interferogram, the optical path length of every ray has to be
recorded as well. This data is needed in order to receive the correct
intensity when superimposing two rays of different optical path
lengths at the position of the detector.
The main focus of activities is the correct calculation of the resulting
interferogram. The described ray tracing only leads to a finite number
of points hit on the detector, so proper filters have to be used in order
simulate a realistic wavefront and to form a correct interferogram. One
approach to do so, is the use of Zernike fits.
To validate the simulation, the setup of a real interference microscope
is copied and simulated. In this setup it is possible to isolate and test
certain influences, such as misalignment or vibrations.
With the results of these studies a sequence of procedures for
calibration (so-called “chain of calibration”) can be worked out, by
following the „Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement”
(GUM) to model such instruments and estimate the probabilities for
certain errors and influences.
In the ongoing development of this simulation environment the short
coherence of white light and the measurement of rough surfaces will
be considered as well. Especially rough surfaces are a challenging
task to simulate by the means of ray tracing. The reason for this is that
such surfaces lead to diffuse reflection unlike the assumption of
normal ray tracing, where direct reflection is the case.
After completion of this work, a powerful simulation tool for
interferometric testing will be available, which can make a valuable
contribution for the development of national or international
calibration standards.

6152-23, Session 6
CD-SAXS measurements of critical dimension and
line-edge roughness of EUVL structures
R. L. Jones, E. K. Lin, W. Wu, National Institute of Standards and
Technology; K. Choi, G. Thompson, B. Rice, Intel Corp.
The need to characterize sub-45 nm patterns with sub-nm precision
challenges existing measurements based on electron microscopy and
light scatterometry.  We are developing a new measurement platform
based on transmission X-ray scattering that is capable of measuring
the average cross section and line edge roughness in patterns ranging
from 10 nm to 500 nm in width with sub-nm precision.  Critical
Dimension Small Angle X-ray Scattering (CD-SAXS) measures the
diffraction of a collimated X-ray beam with sub-Angstrom wavelength
from a repeating pattern, such as those in light scatterometry targets,
to determine pattern cross section.  The measurement is performed
non-destructively in transmission through SEMI standard silicon
wafers and can be applied to patterns in photoresists, dielectrics, and
metals.  Here, we present results from CD-SAXS measurements from
a series of line/space patterns produced by extreme ultraviolet
lithography (EUVL).  The results demonstrate the current capabilities
of CD-SAXS in both pattern cross section and line edge roughness
characterization.  Pattern cross section is characterized through line
width, line height, and sidewall angle.  In addition, line edge
roughness measurements from CD-SAXS are compared to analogous
top-down scanning electron microscopy values.

6152-24, Session 6
Progress on implementation of a CD-AFM based
reference measurement system
N. G. Orji, National Institute of Standards and Technology
SEMATECH and the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) are working to address traceability issues in dimensional
semiconductor metrology. In semiconductor manufacturing most of
the measurements made in the fab are not traceable to the SI
definition of the meter. This is because the emphasis has been mostly
on precision and tool matching, and also the fast pace of
development in the industry makes it difficult to introduce suitable
traceable standard artifacts in a timely manner. To address this issue,
SEMATECH and NIST implemented a CD-AFM based reference
measurement system (RMS). The system is calibrated for height, pitch
and width, and has traceability to the SI definition of length in all three
axes. Because the RMS is expected to function at a higher level of
performance than inline tools, the level of characterization and
handling of uncertainty sources is on the level usually seen for
instruments at national measurement institutes. We have implemented
a measurement assurance program (MAP) to help monitor the stability
long term stability of the system. In this paper we discuss some of the
recent progress on improving the uncertainty of the instrument and
the details of our MAP implementation. We also present a
methodology for accounting for some of the uncertainty due to higher
order tip effects.

6152-25, Session 6
Traceable AFM dimensional metrology at NIST
R. G. Dixson, National Institute of Standards and Technology
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has a
multifaceted program in AFM dimensional metrology.  Two major
instruments are being used for traceable measurements.  The first is a
custom in-house metrology AFM, called the calibrated AFM (C-AFM),
and the second is the first generation of commercially available critical
dimension AFM (CD-AFM) the Veeco SXM320.
The C-AFM has displacement metrology for all three axes traceable to
the 633 nm wavelength of the Iodine-stabilized He-Ne laser.  This is
accomplished through the integration of a flexure x-y translation
stage, heterodyne laser interferometers, and a z-axis piezoelectric
actuator with an integrated capacitance sensor.  This capacitance
sensor is calibrated with a third interferometer.  Pitch and height
measurements for both internal and external customers have been
performed with the C-AFM.  In the third generation of this system, the
approximate limits on the standard uncertainty of pitch and step
height measurements were 1.5 x 10-3 for pitches at the micrometer
scale and 0.1 % for step heights at the 100 nm scale.  However, the
fourth generation of the system is now coming on line and these
uncertainties will be reduced.  Currently, we are participating in an
international comparison of measurements of two dimensional
gratings for AFM calibration, and we are collaborating with
SEMATECH on a new pitch/height standard for AFM calibration.
The SXM320, since it has the capability of measuring vertical
sidewalls, complements the C-AFM.  Although it does not have
intrinsic traceability, it can be calibrated using standards measured on
other instruments - such as the C-AFM, and we have developed
uncertainty budgets for pitch, height, and linewidth measurements
using this instrument.  We use the SXM primarily for linewidth
measurements of near-vertical structures.  As a result of the NIST
single crystal critical dimension reference material (SCCDRM) project,
it is possible to calibrate CD-AFM tip width with a 1 nm standard
uncertainty.  We are now using the SXM320 to support the next
generation of the SCCDRM project.
We will report on the performance and uncertainties of both
instruments and the standards that we are developing.
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6152-26, Session 6
Accurate in-line CD metrology for semiconductor
manufacturing
B. Perng, J. Shieh, S. Jang, M. Liang, R. Huang, L. Chen, R. Hwang,
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Taiwan); J. Hsu, D.
H. Fong, Veeco Instruments Inc.
In this work we explored the CD-AFM metrology to measure CDs for
samples frequently encountered in semiconductor manufacturing.
After inspection the general behavior of line edge roughness and the
resulting line width variations, we have proposed a method by proper
adjustment of the slow scanning size to reduce the measured CD
variation coming from interferences of LER/LWV. The effectiveness of
our method is tested in a poly AEI CD measurement, and the
coefficient of determination (R2) is improved from 0.75 to 0.95 with
implementation of our method. Accuracy of the CD-AFM metrology is
examined through measurements of a VLSI standard and correlation
check with TEM. Our CD-AFM’s results for the VLSI standard agrees
well to the certified CD value, and with careful sample preparation and
TEM tool calibration we obtained very good correlation (coefficient of
determination \> 0.99) between CD-AFM and TEM for poly CDs
ranging from 70nm to 1000nm. The conventional subtractive tip width
correction method for CD-AFM data extraction is compared with the
tip width removal method recently proposed by Dahlen et al, while
both methods show good R2 in the CD-AFM/TEM correlation, the tip
width removal method gives smaller offset than the subtractive tip
width correlation approach. Application of CD-AFM to the
measurement of photoresist lines, poly lines, and porous low k
trenches are also performed and compared with CD-SEM results. We
found that the CD-AFM shows better dynamic repeatability than CD-
SEM, especially when e-beam induced damage is observed.
While CD-AFM offers many advantages for accurate in-line CD
measurement, some drawbacks are observed which might hinder the
application of this metrology in mass production. Comparing with CD-
SEM and OCD, the slow throughput and relative high tip wear rate for
certain applications imply the high cost of ownership of the CD-AFM
metrology. User friendliness and precise locating capability of this
metrology still require improvements. The reliability of this metrology
links ultimately to the initial tip calibration. While the internal tip
calibration specimen, the improved vertical parallel structure (IVPS)
and silicon overhang characterizing structure (SOCS), seems to work
well in the development stage, one still needs to check their durability
during a mass production environment. Cross contamination concern
of this profiling methodology would be an issue that requires careful
examinations. Furthermore, how to reduce the tip wear effects
requires constant engineering efforts for tip developers, tool providers,
and the end users.

6152-84, Session 6
Carbon-nanotube probes for three-dimensional
critical-dimension metrology
B. C. Park, S. J. Ahn, J. Choi, K. Y. Jung, W. Y. Song, Korea
Research Institute of Standards and Science (South Korea)
The international Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors predicts
that atomic force microscope (AFM) will be one of critical dimension
(CD) metrology tools starting at the 65 nm node. The current CD-AFM
technology, however, has many limitations, which include probe size,
probe geometry, probe wear, microscope reliability and throughput.
Among them, probe size limitations are of the most concern. Carbon
nanotube (CNT) tip is regarded as an ideal probe due to its small
diameter (10-30 nm) yet unique high strength and long life. Despite
those advantages, its use still has not become popular, mainly due to
the lack of control of CNT orientation. We proposed that such an of
CNT alignment issues can be solved by means of the focused ion
beam (FIB), based on newly discovered process: ‘ion-beam bending
of CNT’, where a CNT free-standing on the apex of an AFM tip aligns
itself in parallel to the FIB direction so that its free end is directed
toward the ion source, with no external electric or magnetic field
involved. The process allows us to embody cylindrical probes of CNT
diameters. Moreover, in order to reach re-entrant sidewalls, we

extended our process, either with ‘local bending’ employing beam-
blocking mask or with the conventional FIB-induced metal deposition
technique, to develop two additional types of CNT tips: One is ball-
ended CNT tip which has, at the bottom end of CNT tip, side-
protrusions of tungsten/amorphous carbon in the horizontal dithering
direction. The other is ‘bent’ CNT tip where the end of CNT is bent to
a side. With the former type of CNT tip, both sides of trench/line
sidewall can be measured except for corners, while the corners can
be reached with the latter type, but the sidewalls that can be
measured are restricted to those facing the bent end of CNT. The
three types of tips described appear to satisfy the requirements in
both the size and access to the re-entrant sidewall. Section II.
Methods describes overall procedure of CNT tip fabrication is
described, where new nano-manipulator built inside the field emission
scanning electron microscope will be also introduced. In Section III,
Results, the fabricated CNT tip, and their characteristics collected so
far will be treated together with the on-going research.

6152-28, Session 7
Small feature accuracy challenge for CD-SEM
metrology: physical model solution
B. D. Bunday, J. A. Allgair, International SEMATECH Manufacturing
Initiative; R. Kris, D. Chase-Colin, A. Y. Karabekov, A. Tam, O. Adan,
Applied Materials (Israel); A. Vilenkin, The Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem
(Israel)
Downscaling of semiconductor fabrication technology requires
continuous improvements in production process control.   In order to
ensure tool-to-tool matching and compatibility of CD-SEM
measurements to measurements from other technologies such as
optical CD or to measurements from other fabrication entities,
accuracy has become a much more important factor than in the past.
CD-SEM measurements have always yielded a bias which can be
quite significant, but which has been typically neglected since it has
not typically varied much over a process window.  However, the
standard CD- SEM metrology approach to algorithm accuracy (which
can be formulated “Accuracy= Precision + Calibration”) does not work
for small features , i.e. the measurement bias is not constant for small
features . Limitations of the standard measurement algorithm, based
on the treatment of the singular point of the waveform for CDs smaller
than 30 nm and new model library based approach were considered.
The implementation of reliable measurement algorithms for  features
at the  45 nm node  and beyond  requires development of  more
sophisticated approaches to SEM signal treatment. A   three-
dimensional (3-d)  physical model  that takes into account physical
processes related to the beam interaction with material is considered.
Reliability of  the new approach is verified using Monte-Carlo SEM
simulation and real SEM images as compared to reference
measurements; total measurement uncertainty (TMU) is improved with
the better models.  The relation of the developed method to the
standard SEM measurement algorithm and model-based approach is
also considered.

6152-29, Session 7
Tools to test CD-SEM performance
D. C. Joy, J. Kim, K. Jaladhi, S. Deo, The Univ. of Tennessee; S. Lee,
Auburn Univ.
As device dimensions continue to shrink the requirements on the
performance of CD-SEMs become ever more stringent. Consequently
in the production environment it is necessary to be able to reach and
then to maintain tool performance at a peak level, to be able to
quantify the parameters which describe the tool performance, and to
be able to compare the performances of different tools so that
instrument  matching can be accomplished. To achieve these goals it
must be possible to rapidly and reliably measure the performance of
the CD tool in areas such as its spatial resolution, signal to noise ratio,
and drift and stability.  It would also be desirable to be able to
determine the optical and the modulation transfer functions of the tool
under a variety of operating conditions so that the instrument
response can be described in a compact and convenient manner for
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modeling purposes. The purpose of this abstract therefore is to
describe a combination of a purpose designed test sample and a set
of analytical software which, when used together, can facilitate these
measurements.
There is a considerable literature on techniques to measure CD SEM
performance dating back more than 20 years (e.g. Erasmus  et al.
1980, Maunly and Fanget 1999), but most of these approaches  have
relied on either structures manufactured in-house and chosen for their
accessibility, or more general test objects - such as sputtered metal
films on a carbon or silicon substrate - as the basis of the
determination. Neither of these approaches is ideal because such
samples are not guaranteed to have the best properties in order to
perform the desired task, and in many cases the test structure is
either unique or at best  there are only a few copies available so that it
is difficult or impossible to make comparative tests across many
instruments at multiple sites.
In this work the first step has  been to design and fabricate a structure
whose properties have been chosen to most effectively test the
imaging parameters of a CD SEM. The structure chosen here is that of
a Fresnel lens - a sequence of concentric rings in which the radius of
the nth ring is proportional to n1/2. Such a target when appropriately
scaled in size has a broad and flat Fourier spectrum which extends
over a wide range of spatial frequencies. The device described here is
fabricated by direct write electron beam lithography using a JEOL
6000 tool operating at 50keV. The spatial dose distribution in the
concentric ring pattern has been optimized by the application of a
unique proximity correction algorithm designed for circular structures
(Lee et al 2004) . Using this exposure correction and  optimized
processing structures with a useful Fourier response to beyond 2nm
can be produced and replicated at numerous sites across a wafer.
Several variants of the Fresnel structure, including resist on silicon,
metal on silicon, and silicon on silicon, are currently being evaluated
to determine their performance, repeatability, cleanliness under the
electron beam, and their radiation resistance. The goal is a test
artifact which can safely be used and stored  in the CD SEM without
causing any problems such as cross-contamination during normal
use, and which can be made available in wafer form at low cost.
Imaging data from this target is evaluated using a suite of routines
built around the public domain program Image Java (available from
www.rsb.nih.gov/ ). The program options available are based on those
originally incorporated in the SMART macro (Joy et al 2000; Joy 2002)
designed for the earlier SCION Image program which ran only on PCs.
The new program has enhanced utility and can be run on any Java
enabled platform. Specific facilities include both Fourier
measurements of spatial resolution from a single image; super-
position diffractograms for measurements of resolution, drift, and
stability; determinations of signal to noise ratio and hence of detector
quantum efficiency (DQE); and measurements of the transfer functions
of the tool. All of the code is open source and so can be modified to
meet special needs and situations. The hope is that with the wide
availability of  both non-proprietary and carefully controlled samples
and  analysis tools it will finally become possible for metrologists to
determine not only the performance of their own tools but - on a level
playing field - to compare that with the performance in other
laboratories and from other tools.
References
Erasmus S J, Holburn DM, and Smith KCA, (1980), “On line
computation of doffractograms for the analysis of SEM images”,
Inst.Phys.Conf.Ser. 52, 73-76
Joy D C, (2002), “SMART - a program to measure SEM resolution and
imaging performance”, J. of Microscopy, 208, 24-34
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6152-30, Session 7
Metrology tool fleet management: a comprehensive
discussion of requirements and solutions
E. P. Solecky, IBM Corp.
Managing a fleet of metrology tools is becoming an extremely
daunting task.  Especially in manufacturing lines where it is not
unusual to have a dozen of more tools in the fleet and a very large mix
of product.  It is this large mix of product which pushes the number of
recipes created into the thousands.  Additionally, with process
tolerances shrinking faster than metrology tool capability is improving,
it requires a team of experts to extract every bit of potential out of the
metrology fleet.  Many times, a large base of metrology experts does
not exist to maximize process control.  Strategies are needed to
create solutions for the large variety of activities a metrology tool fleet
owner needs to manage.  Some examples include recipe
management, matching, accuracy, measurement optimization and
waferless recipe writing.  To further expand on one of the examples, if
one briefly explores what is meant by recipe management.  Recipe
writing does not simply refer to creating metrology recipes as needed
by the manufacturing line for process control.  Strategies are needed
to manage quality and consistency across the large volume of recipes
that are being written and measuring over time.  Knowing how much
expertise is needed to create a recipe that generates quality
measurements and runs robustly over time, one has to organize large
amounts of information that needs to be interactively fed to the recipe
writers during recipe construction.  Additionally, in many cases
recipes are not written optimally for robustness or measurement
quality and continue to measure or run poorly over time.  Over time
this causes cycle time issues, creates uneeded job holds, corrupts
feedback loops and causes unnecessary rework.  Strategies are
needed to uncover these chronically failing recipes efficiently and fix
the recipes.  These recipe management examples require detailed
solutions that address these two particular issues.  In summary, how
does one manage newly created recipes for quality and consistency,
and, how does one manage recipes written poorly in the past that are
chronically failing.  Having the tools to address these and the other
concerns from the examples mentioned above allows the metrology
tool owner to best optimize how the fleet of tools runs and measures
product.  More comprehensive descriptions of recipe management
requirements and solutions along with the other examples; matching,
accuracy, measurement optimization and waferless recipe writing, are
further explored.

6152-31, Session 7
CD-AFM versus CD-SEM for resist LER and LWR
measurements
J. Foucher, Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (France)
As Critical Dimensions (CD) for semiconductor devices shrink to few
tens of nanometers, the Line Edge Roughness (LER) or Line Width
Roughness (LWR) becomes a critical issue because it can degrade
resolution and linewidth accuracy [1] and causes fluctuations of
transistors performances [2-8]. LER is currently calculated with top-
view SEM images [9-10]. However, these values do not take into
account the sidewall variation along the height of the feature (slope of
features). Therefore, roughness information might get lost. In addition
several issues impact the roughness measurement accuracy for
example: blooming effect, resist slimming, algorithm used (...).
Alternatively, the last generation of CD-AFM, [11,12] has been
developed to measure pattern in three dimensions with a dynamic
repeatability of less than 1nm (3σ). By smartly tuning AFM parameters
and choosing suitable AFM tips, CD, LER and LWR of both isolated
lines and dense line are measured as a function of the position on the
feature. This metrology technique can be used on a large range of
materials: photoresist, silicon oxide and poly-silicon, without any
pattern damage. Hence, it enables to fully characterize the evolution
of the sidewall roughness after each technological step of a typical
device fabrication.
In this paper we will compare CD-SEM and CD-AFM techniques as a
mean to measure LER and LWR on real resist structures that show
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significant variations due to different chemical compositions. In order
to well understand the limitations of each technique, we have
generated and mixed various roughness amplitudes with various
resist shapes (different top rounding, sidewall angle...). Depending on
the technique and feature’s shapes the roughness measurements
trends are different which can lead to wrong process tuning and
therefore degrade device performances.
[1] T.Yoshimura, H.Shiraishi, J.Yamamoto and S.Okazaki,
Jpn.J.Appl.Phys, Part 1, Vol. 32, pp6065-6070, 1993.
[2] C. Diaz, H-J. Tao, Y-C Ku, A. Yen, and K. Young, IEEE Electron
Device Letters, 22(6), 287-289 (2001).
[3] J.A.Croon et al ,”Line Edge Roughness : Characterization,
modelling, and impact on device behavior”, proceeding of IEDM,
2002.
[4] S. Xiong, and J. Bokor, Proc SPIE 4689, 733-741 (2002)
[5] M. Ercken, G. Storms, C. Delvaux, N. Vandenbroeck, P. Leunissen,
and I. Pollentier, Proc ARCH Interface 2002
[6] A. Asenov, S. Kaya, and A.R. Brown, IEEE Trans. Electron. Devices
50(5), 1254-1260 (2003)
[7] A. Yamaguchi, R. Tsuchiya, H. Fukuda, O. Komuro, H. Kawada,
and T. Iizumi, Proc SPIE 5038, 689-698 (2003)
[8] A. Yamaguchi, K. Ichinose, S. Shimamoto, H. Fukuda, R. Tsuchiya,
K. Ohnishi, H. Kawada, and T. Iizumi, Proc. SPIE 5375, 468-476 (2004)
[9] V. constantoudis, G.P.Patsis, A.Tserepi, and E.Gogolides,
J.Vac.Sci.Technol.B 21, 1019, 2003.
[10] B. D. Bunday, M. Bishop, D. McCormack, J.S. Villarubia, A.E.
Vladar, R. Dixson, T. Vorburger, and N.G. Orji., Proc. SPIE 5375, 515-
533.
[11] J.Foucher and K.Miller, Proceeding of SPIE 2004, Vol 5375, pp
444.
[12] R. Dixson and A. Guerry, Proceedings SPIE 2004, Vol 5375,
pp633

6152-32, Session 7
Impact of line-edge roughness on device
performance
G. F. Lorusso, KLA-Tencor Corp.; L. H. A. Leunissen, M. Jurczak,
IMEC (Belgium); H. Marchman, A. R. Azordegan, KLA-Tencor Corp.
Various approaches can be used to quantify line edge roughness
(LER) [1]. However, the main issue is to determine LER with sufficient
accuracy. The statistical fluctuations inherent to a measurement are
making correlation between performance and LER challenging. To
reduce the fluctuations, the linewidth variations and LER are
monitored fully automated on-line using a CD-SEM. The thus defined
approach allows us to study the correlation between performance and
local variations.  In this paper, we use this methodology to investigate
the effect of LER on the electrical performance and yield for various
device applications. The results show that linewidth changes smaller
than a few nm can be detected across the wafer and show a distinct
fingerprint. The electrical data can be correlated with the same
fingerprint.
[1] L.H.A. Leunissen et al., “Full Spectral Analysis of Line Width
Roughness”, proc. of SPIE 5752, 499 (2005)

6152-33, Session 7
Macro analysis of line-edge and linewidth roughness
J. Shin, J. Yoon, Y. Jung, S. Lee, S. Woo, H. Cho, J. Moon,
SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
Line edge and line width roughness (LER/LWR) is commonly
estimated by standard deviation sigma. Since the standard deviation
is a function of sample line length L, the behavior of sigma(L) curve is
characterized by the correlation length and roughness exponent [1].
Full spectrum analysis was successfully demonstrated by Leunissen
et al. using the algorithm [2]. To implement such a full spectral
analysis, however, hundred of CD-SEM measurements are required
for averaging. Although averaging effect increases precision

significantly, taking hundred of CD-SEM images for LER/LWR
characterization is impractical in production environment. In this
paper, more efficient and practical macro LER/LWR analysis, which
benchmarks macro CD technology [3], is introduced. Macro LER/LWR
analysis is implemented by characterizing an arbitrary array of similar
features within a single CD-SEM image. A large amount of statistical
data is saved from a single scan image. As a result, it reports full LER/
LWR information including correlation length, roughness exponent,
sigma at infinite line length, and Fourier analysis [1, 2]. Off-line, in-
house software was developed for automated investigation, and it
was successfully evaluated against various patterns. Starting with the
detailed description of the algorithm, experimental results are
presented.
References
[1] Constantoudis et al., Proc. SPIE Vol. 5752, p. 1227 (2005)
[2] Leunissen et al., Proc. SPIE Vol. 5752, p. 499 (2005)
[3] Bunday et al., Proc. SPIE Vol. 5752, p. 111 (2005)

6152-34, Session 7
Characterization of across-device linewidth
variation (ADLV) for 65-nm logic SRAM using
CDSEM and line-edge roughness algorithms
W. Chu, IBM Microelectronics Div.; C. J. Radens, IBM Corp.; I. C.
Grauer, IBM Microelectronics Div.; D. J. Samuels, IBM Corp.; R. S.
Cornell, Applied Materials
The lithographic challenges of printing at low-k1 for logic technologies
have been well-documented.  Heavy utilization of model-based
optical proximity correction (OPC) and reticle enhancement
technologies (RET) are the course of record for 65 nm logic nodes and
below.  Within the SRAM cells, often more dimensionally constrained
than random logic, characterization of the nominal gate linewidth and
linewidth variation is critical to ensure cell performance and stability.
Toward this end we describe the utilization of  CDSEM-based line-
edge roughness extraction techniques to characterize the CD and CD
variations across SRAM devices.  CD characterization of SRAM are
done post-litho, and post-etch; on gate poly stack wafers and fully
processed wafers to quantify the contributions of CD variation due to
a variety of factors.  One of the factors investigated include the
planarization of the bottom ARC (BARC) and its contribution to CD
variation along SRAM devices due to reflectivity variations. Another
factor investigated is the effect of the BARC on the post-litho process,
specifically the BARC removal and subsequent etch into gate
polysilicon. Detailed consideration is given to the optimization of the
CDSEM technique and the SEM parameters used for the analysis.
Based upon the characterization technique developed here, we report
on the use of this technique to serve as feedback to the SRAM
design; in particular, the effect of landing pads on the CD variations
observed on product.  We also present data on the use of relative
dimensions of gates within the SRAM to tune the operating point for
performance and cell stability.  We also examine two different RET
strategies for their impact to ADLV and CD variations within the SRAM
block.

6152-35, Session 8
The limits of image-based optical overlay metrology
R. M. Silver, M. D. Stocker, R. Attota, J. J. Jun, National Institute of
Standards and Technology; W. P. Lipscomb III, International
SEMATECH Manufacturing Initiative
Recently, there has been significant research investigating potential
alternative technologies for overlay measurement beyond the 65 nm
node.  This work has often focused on meeting the challenges of
imaging very small device sized targets for improved overlay
measurements.  Tighter overlay tolerances are driving the need to use
device sized targets which more closely emulate the characteristics of
actual features printed on the wafers.  The move to more
sophisticated overlay targets is being explored in several leading edge
manufacturing environments.  There is also a continuing question as
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to how much longer optical methods will provide accurate overlay
measurements and whether a shift to one of the competing metrology
methods such as SEM or scatterometry will be required.
In this paper we will present our recent results using high resolution
optical techniques for the measurement of features and overlay
targets with applications beyond the 65 nm node.  We have
developed both target geometries and optical measurement methods
specifically intended for the measurement of device sized targets or
targets composed of device sized features.  A portion of this paper
will focus on the development and application of optical technologies
for improved high resolution overlay measurements and an
investigation into the limits of these optical techniques.  The paper will
also present results evaluating a series of new target designs.
Target designs which more closely resemble device characteristics are
much more likely to result in similar actual overlay offsets as well as
display a similar set of measurement errors.  Target designs also play
a crucial role in the ability to increase optical sensitivity. Target
structures which enhance the amplitude of the scattered fields and
accessible information content, in concert with the optical
configuration have been fabricated in silicon and a comprehensive set
of measurements will be presented.  We will show the optimization of
target analysis and results based on experimental data and accurate
simulation tools.
We have carried out our investigation of the optical limits from both
experimental and theoretical perspectives.  We will outline the
fundamental optical limits based on theoretical and experimental
investigations which have taken into account feature dimensions,
feature to feature distance, and the ability to resolve the difference
between two similar target geometries.  We have performed extensive
simulations with our optical scattering models to investigate the
potential of advanced optical methods and their limits.  We will
present both experimental and theoretical results showing
optimization of the key elements of the optical system and their
interaction with the targets.  The data show that we can engineer
imaging and potentially accurate measurements of sub-40 nm sized
features.
Recent target designs fabricated by SEMATECH include both arrayed
target geometries and in-chip type designs. Our target designs are
generally broken into two classes, arrays of features which are several
microns in size and smaller in-chip target designs.  The arrayed
features are device sized targets at the 90 nm node, 55 nm node and
smaller with target densities from isolated to 2 to 1 line space ratios.
Our imaging approach has been demonstrated on features
significantly smaller than predicted by conventional Rayleigh
resolution limits.   The other target designs are only a few microns in
total size and are well suited for in chip overlay metrology.  A
comprehensive set of specialized targets has been designed and
recently fabricated on silicon for several different process levels.  This
paper will present our analysis of these targets for different process
levels using both experimental evaluation and theoretical analysis.

6152-36, Session 8
Multi-layer overlay metrology
C. P. Ausschnitt, J. L. Morningstar, W. A. Muth, J. Schneider, R.
Yerdon, IBM Microelectronics Div.; L. A. Binns, N. P. Smith, Accent
Optical Technologies, Ltd. (United Kingdom)
Among versatile IC manufacturers each lithographic technology node
accommodates a range of patterning and process alternatives. While
the number of masking layers for an individual chip may be less than
30, the allowed layers within the node can easily exceed 60.  During
fabrication, overlay is the positioning of the current “resist” layer
relative to prior “reference” layers. Conventional overlay optimization
is performed between resist and reference layer pairs using optically
measurable kerf targets located near the four corners of each
exposure field. To the extent possible, it is desirable to use a common
kerf layout for all chips within a technology node; hence, the
proliferation of overlay targets required to represent the full set of
layers and measurement options.
Overlay metrology on each target must achieve total measurement
uncertainty (TMU) commensurate with the layer-specific ground-rules.

To keep pace with shrinking ground-rules, overlay metrology
advances have come by improvements to tooling, image processing
and target design; however, reliance on paired-layer representation
within a single target has persisted.
Here we describe a novel approach, called Blossom, which maximizes
the number of layers measurable within a single optical field of view
(FOV). As chip processing proceeds, each layer contributes a set of at
least four marks, arranged symmetrically on concentric circles, to
create a 90o rotationally invariant array of marks that “blossoms” to fill
the FOV. Radial symmetry about the target center is maintained at
each layer to minimize susceptibility to metrology lens aberrations. All
overlay combinations among detectable marks within the target can
be measured simultaneously. In our current embodiment, 28 distinct
layers can be represented within a 50µm square FOV. Thus, all the
layers of a functional chip can be represented in a single target.
Blossom achieves several benefits relative to overlay methods
currently in practice:
• Compression (∼30X) of kerf area required for overlay targets
• Suppression of optical mark fidelity (OMF) errors among layers in a
common target.
• Reduction of sensitivity to across-target non-uniformity, a
component of tool induced shift (TIS).
• Elimination of overlay error random walk among layers.
• Integration of multi-layer and within-layer overlay control schema.
• Redundancy of prior layer marks for detection flexibility and
robustness.
• Assessment of post-etch overlay capability.
• Simplification of overlay recipe creation and management.
• Capture and visualization of overlay performance through the entire
chip fabrication.
We report on our progress in implementing Blossom on 65nm
products in manufacturing.

6152-37, Session 8
Calibrating optical overlay measurements
W. P. Lipscomb III, J. A. Allgair, B. D. Bunday, M. R. Bishop,
International SEMATECH Manufacturing Initiative; R. M. Silver, R.
Attota, M. D. Stocker, National Institute of Standards and
Technology
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and The
International Sematech Manufacturing Initiative (ISMI) have been
involved in a project to evaluate the accuracy of optical overlay
measurements in the presence of measurement target asymmetries
created by typical wafer processing.  The ultimate goal of this project
is to produce a method of calibrating optical overlay measurements
on typical logic and memory production stacks.  A method of
performing accurate CD-SEM and CD-AFM overlay measurements is
first presented.  These measurements are then compared to optical
overlay measurements of the same structures to assess the accuracy
of the optical measurements.  Novel image rotation tests were also
performed on these structures to develop a method to decouple
errors from metrology target asymmetries and measurement system
optical asymmetries.  This technique provides a true measure of the
metrology system Tool Induced Shift (TIS), after subtracting out errors
generated by asymmetric targets, and ultimately, metrology system
accuracy.

6152-38, Session 8
Metrology tool fleet management: applying FMP tool
matching and monitoring concepts to an overlay
fleet
J. L. Morningstar, C. Archie, E. P. Solecky, IBM Corp.
At SPIE Microlithography 2005 the metrics of Tool (under test)
Matching Precision (TMP) and Fleet Measurement Precision (FMP)
were introduced1 .  Both of these metrics originated from a need to
create metrics that comprehensively gauge tool matching by
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combining the previously known contributors: precision and offset,
with the new ones: slope induced shift offset (SISoffset) and non-
linearity, into a single metric.  Additionally, each metric by design has
diagnostic information built-in through a breakdown of variance
components linked to the matching contributors.  This diagnostic
information helps determine where the majority of the matching issue
is coming from and allows one to assign blame more effectively to
expedite a solution.  Remember, TMP is a metric that assigns blame
to the tool under test so that one can gauge if the tool under test
meets the matching requirements so that it can be released for
production and become part of the fleet.  FMP is a metric that
quantifies all the tools in the fleet as single unit to allow one to
compare the fleet performance for a given application against the
roadmap requirements.  Simulation and actual data was shown using
a pair of inline critical dimension scanning electron microscopes (CD
SEMs) for demonstrating the value of these metrics.  In this paper,
these matching concepts are applied to another tool set, the overlay
(OL) tools over a much larger fleet of tools.  FMP estimates for the
fleet will be determined for the critical applications along with
extensive diagnostic analysis using the diagnostic information.  This
diagnostic information will allow one to further understand which tools
in the fleet are impacting fleet’s ability to meet the requirements and
generate action plans.  Further, a monitoring scheme will be proposed
using these matching concepts to ensure long term stability of the
fleet with respect to matching for these critical applications.  Lastly,
heterogeneous matching capabilities will be explored among two
generations of OL tools in the fleet.

6152-39, Session 8
In-field overlay uncertainty contributors: a back end
study
M. E. Adel, A. Frommer, E. Kassel, P. Izikson, KLA-Tencor Corp.
(Israel); P. J. Leray, IMEC (Belgium); B. Schulz, Advanced Micro
Devices, Inc. (Germany)
The number of alignments schemes where overlay is deemed critical
continues to grow, inclusive of certain back end layers for certain
product architectures. The back end process layers often pose unique
challenges in overlay metrology.  Generally, it is observed that model
residuals i.e. the discrepancies between the modeled and measured
values at the point of measurement are substantially higher in the
back end, compared with front end processes.  This is potentially
attributable to a number of factors, including higher topography, the
impact of CMP on copper structures and the variation of these
attributes across the wafer. In a publication in last year’s conference
we have parsed the sources of uncertainty in overlay metrology by
characterizing the contributors to the model residuals, on a front end
process.  In this publication, we have parsed and quantified the
contributors to overlay metrology uncertainty in a back end process,
paying particular attention to their “high order” field dependence, i.e.
the components which contribute to residuals in a linear model.  We
also study the effects of stack height and CMP process parameters
on the resultant overlay model and residuals.  Although a wide range
of metrology structures were studied, most data presented is from
15x15 um2 AIM marks which are intended for insertion either in
dummy fill areas of the prime die or in scribe line locations.  By
analyzing residuals from differing modeling techniques, we have
separated the higher order field level signature from the intrinsic
process and scanner related field to field variability.  We also analyze
the impact on the correctables and lot dispositioning parameters of a
variety of different sample plans.  This is done by calculating the
discrepancy between the parameter values generated with a given
sample plan and those generated using a very high density (termed
omniscient) sample plan.  The emergent picture is one of a trade-off
between correctables/lot dispositioning accuracy and sample plan
density.  For 45 nm processes and below it is anticipated that the
standard 4 corner sample plan will have to be superseded by a more
sophisticated in-field sampling strategy which captures both the high
order in field behavior and the significant field to field variability of this
signature.

6152-40, Session 8
In-chip overlay metrology
N. P. Smith, Accent Optical Technologies, Ltd. (Taiwan); Y. Ku, C.
Tung, Y. Li, H. Pang, Industrial Technology Research Institute
(Taiwan); L. A. Binns, T. C. Rigden, G. Reynolds, H. Fink, Accent
Optical Technologies, Ltd. (United Kingdom)
The feasibility of measuring overlay using small targets has been
demonstrated in an earlier paper .  If the target is small (“smallness”
being relative to the resolution of the imaging tool) then only the
symmetry of its image changes with overlay offset.  For our purposes
the targets must be small (certainly less than 5µm across, but ideally
much smaller) so that they can be positioned within the active areas
of real devices.  In this way these targets allow overlay variation to be
tested in ways that are not possible using larger conventional target
designs.  In this paper we describe continued development of this
technology.
In our previous experimental work the targets were limited to relatively
large sizes (3x3µm) by the available process tools.  These targets were
larger than ideal and fall into a regime where the image change with
overlay error is neither in symmetry alone (size < 3µm) or independent
of symmetry effects (size \> 12µm).  In this paper we report
experimental results from smaller targets (down to 1x1µm) fabricated
using an e-beam writer.  This tool permits the creation of targets with
much smaller patterned lines than in our earlier work, down to 90nm
or less.
We will compare experimental results for these targets with modeled
simulations.  The image of the targets depends on film properties and
their design should be optimized to provide the maximum variation of
image symmetry with overlay offset.  Trial-and-error experimental
determination of the best design would be undesirable, and so the
existence of a valid model is important as we apply this methodology
to real product wafers.   We are using a one-dimensional model and
so have fabricated both one- and two-dimensional targets on our test
wafer.  The results show good agreement between experimental data
and the model.
Noise in the image is a critical factor, limiting both the total uncertainty
in each measurement (TMU) and the range of overlay over which the
targets provide an acceptable response.  Improvements to the
imaging system reduce the noise level, and together with
enhancements to the measurement algorithms permit reduction in
TMU to levels compatible with at least 90nm process control
requirements.  These results show that very good measurement data
is possible even with such small targets.
Since we have both one- and two-dimensional targets on our test
wafer, we can compare their usefulness for in-chip overlay
measurement.  One-dimensional targets are simpler, and have slightly
smaller TMU.  But two-dimensional targets are more compact.  For
practical reasons each target must be surrounded by a small
unpatterned region, and since that these targets need not be used for
routine process control two-dimensional targets are generally the best
choice.

6152-41, Session 9
Self-interferometric electrical image monitors
J. A. Holwill, A. R. Neureuther, Univ. of California/Berkeley
Self-interferometric based electrical test patterns are proposed for
highly-sensitive systematic projection printing field mapping and
production wafer monitoring. The strategy is to adapt the high
sensitivity of Pattern-And-Interferemetric-Probe monitors for focus/
aberrations, illumination and high-NA to electrical testing by means of
short loop and within process flow process step sequences. For this
application the measurement of the presence or absence of contact
sized hole in the resist in a focus-exposure matrix would be replaced
by the creation of an electrical open or short in a nominally
conducting minimum sized feature.
One approach for tool characterization is to utilize a single-resist
double exposure followed by development and pattern transfer. One
exposure would create the latent image in a positive resist of an
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unexposed minimum-sized feature with bond pads. The other
exposure with the highly-sensitive interferometic-pattern would then
be centered on the latent image such that the probe when it was
intense would create an open. The challenge is to design layouts that
will operate with moderate misalignment and for which the image of
surrounding layout that creates the probe does not inadvertently cut
the electrical path.
For within process flow monitoring, narrow gaps could be further
marginalized by selecting surrounding 2-D pattern layouts with a high
degree of similarity to the known maximum lateral impact function for
a given physical effect. As an example, for even aberrations such as
focus, a minimum gap in normal width 90 degree feature could be
surrounded by the concentric 0.5 */NA rings of a focus monitor. The
presence of positive and negative focus would then cause coherent
spillover that would add or subtract from the electric field of the
feature alone and open and short the gap.
Pattern Matching of 2-D Layouts and detailed image simulations will
be used to demonstrate the principles, create layout designs,
characterize performance, and compare the enhanced sensitivity
relative to typical circuit layout features. Layouts of these patterns are
being placed on multiple-student PSM test reticles for future
experimental validation.

6152-42, Session 9
Three-dimensional metrology with side-wall
measurement using tilt-scanning operation in digital
probing AFM
K. Murayama, S. Gonda, H. Koyanagi, T. Terasawa, National Institute
of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (Japan)
With continued shrinkage of features the demand on pattern CD
(critical dimension) uniformity and control is ever increasing. We have
been working on the advancement of AFM technology using laser
interferometer with 0.05 nm resolution(1) for CD measurement, as well
as for measuring side walls with digital probing run in step-in
mode(2)(3), and also under newly developed tilt-scanning operation. In
this paper, several measurement results including perpendicular side-
walls, under-cuts, and LER (line edge roughness) are presented, and
the performance of the system are also discussed. To measure side-
walls of patterns with digital probing, a tilt-step-in mode is used. The
tilt-step-in mode has two types of operations. One is a single-
direction tilt-scanning using tilted-tip with high-aspect ratio and small
radius such as CNT (carbon nanotube), and the other is multi-angle
tilt-scanning using flared tip to measure both side of the sidewall. In
both cases the tilted tip or the flared tip moves along the direction of
tip axis and approaches the sidewalls until it detects the sidewall
surface. The tip then withdraws to its non-atomic force zone and then
moves horizontally to the next measuring point. Repeating these
operations sidewall shape and roughness can be measured without
friction or lateral force that may exist between the tip and the pattern
material. We installed the tilt-step-in mode into an AFM system, which
was equipped with a high accuracy xyz scanner of parallel plate
structures and displacement sensors for compensation of piezo
actuators. Using this system, we measured several types of reference
samples, resist, and semiconductor device patterns. A narrow trench
structure with 100nm pitch, 50nm in width, and 300nm in depth was
measured with the conventional step-in mode using CNT probe. The
tilt-step-in mode showed good performance of measuring
perpendicular walls and undercuts. The LER of ArF resist and 3D
images of the side-walls were also obtained. We confirmed the validity
and usefulness of tilt-step-in mode operation in AFM for side-wall
measurement of patterned wafers. By employing this method along
with the choice of right tips, this technique will be applied to the 3D
metrology for advanced generation semiconductor processes. This
work was supported by NEDO.
1) S. Gonda, K. Kinoshita, T. Terasawa, K. Murayama et al “AFM
measurement of linewidth with sub-nanometer scale precision”, SPIE
Vol. 5752, 156-162 (2005)
2) H. Kado, S. Yamamoto, K. Yokoyama and T. Tohda, “Observation of
contact holes by atomic microscopy with ZnO whisker tip”, J. Appl.

Phys. 74, 4354-4356(1993)
3) S. Hosaka, T. Morimoto, K. Murayama et al, “Proposal for new
atomic force microscopy imaging for a high aspect structure”,
Microelectron Eng. 57-58, 651-657(2001)

6152-44, Session 9
Novel techniques for in-line acquisition of
microstructure profiles
H. M. Marchman, Photronics, Inc.
The ability to measure profiles of high-aspect structures is important
for the development of new integrated circuit fabrication processes.
Delays in the development learning cycle frequently occur due to turn-
around time associated with the logistics of off-line laboratory
sectioning and analysis. Sample preparation techniques associated
with existing cross-sectional imaging methodologies also necessitate
destruction of the whole sample. Focused ion beam (FIB) sectioning
has recently been used in conjunction with SEM imaging for profile
acquisition inside the fabrication facility. However, full acceptance of
FIB inside the cleanroom processing area has been slowed by
concerns over the threat of Gallium contamination arising from the ion
beam. There also exists uncertainty in the fidelity of FIB-based profile
acquisition, due to the various artifacts associated with the sectioning
process. In this article, the application of and difficulties associated
with electron beam induced processing (etch and deposition) for
obtaining feature profile shape information on masks and wafers will
be described. Purely chemical reactions with much higher material
selectivity and less damage have been employed to obtain
microstructure profile information using various scanned electron
beam tools. The superiority of electron beam induced deposition
(compared to FIB) for passivation and replication (see Figure 1) of the
surface topography prior to etching has also been demonstrated. In
addition to electron and ion beam based sectioning, a novel atomic
force microscope based nano-machining process has been
developed for three-dimensional tomographic imaging and volumetric
reconstruction of high-aspect features on masks and wafers. Images
and quantitative profiles of feature regions not accessible with FIB/
SEM or CDAFM methodologies will be presented. The challenges
encountered for practical implementation of this new, non-beam-
based, approach to sectioning will also be discussed. Advantages of
this approach are: immunity to maximum aspect ratio limitations,
superior lateral spatial sampling, and no reliance on high-aspect
probes for imaging. Therefore, tip-shape issues associated with
currently incumbent CDAFM methodologies can be avoided
altogether.

6152-45, Session 9
Comprehensive approach to MuGFET metrology
G. F. Lorusso, KLA-Tencor Corp.; P. J. Leray, T. Vandeweyer, M.
Ercken, C. Delvaux, I. K. Pollentier, S. Y. Cheng, N. Collaert, R.
Rooyackers, B. Degroote, M. Jurczak, S. Biesemans, O. Richard, H.
Bender, IMEC (Belgium); A. R. Azordegan, KLA-Tencor Corp.; S. S.
Shirke, J. Prochazka, T. Long, VLSI Standards, Inc.
As we move forward to the 45 and 32nm node, MuGFETs (Multi-Gate
Field-Effect Transistor) are viewed more and more as a necessary
alternative to keep pace with Moore’s Law. If proven manufacturable,
MuGFETs could eventually replace conventional CMOS transistors
within a few years. The ability to perform proper and extensive
metrology in a production environment is then essential. We
investigate here in details the various requirements of MuGFETs
metrology. Accuracy and line width roughness (LWR) metrology will
play an essential role, because the small dimension of the features
involved. In addition, 3D metrology is required when dealing with non-
planar devices.  Similarly, sophisticated check of optical proximity
correction (OPC) is needed in order to ensure that the design is
respected. Currently, the accuracy and 3D requirements are delivered
by means of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis, a
solution that is obviously not suitable for process control. We describe
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here how to address the needs of MuGFET metrology in a production-
worthy fashion. A procedure to calibrate CDSEM to TEM for accuracy
is developed. This goal is achieved by using 4 CD reference standards
in the range 10-70nm. After calibration, the CD SEM demonstrated
sensitivity to process variation down to 10nm. We performed LWR
metrology of fins in a fully automated way by using CDSEM, while the
3D information is obtained by means of scatterometry. Finally, we will
discuss in detail the application of design-based metrology (DBM) to
MuGFET OPC validation.

6152-81, Session 9
In-line TEM sample preparation and wafer return
strategy for rapid yield learning
N. N. Bicais-Lepinay, STMicroelectronics (France); D. Verkleij, FEI
Co. (Netherlands); F. Andre, P. Guyader, STMicroelectronics (France);
R. Schampers, FEI Co.; C. Trouiller, S. Decorne, STMicroelectronics
(France); L. F. Kwakman, Philips Semiconductors (France); E.
Sicurani, CEA-LETI (France)
In semiconductor industry, defect analysis and in-line process control
are becoming more challenging as a result of the ever shrinking
feature sizes. A few years ago, in-line dual beam systems have been
introduced into fabs at Crolles. These systems are integrating SEM,
FIB columns and defect review capabilities and offer the possibility to
keep wafers in-fab for rapid SEM cross-sectional views of defects.
More recently, a unit to extract TEM samples has been added. With
this additional feature, TEM samples can be prepared in the fab and
transferred to the lab. The process begins with an automatic
navigation to one or more sites. At each site, a “chunk” (prism shaped
piece of material) is milled and extracted from the wafer using a
nanoprobe. Then, the chunk is attached to a TEM grid for the final
milling and placed in a capsule to be safely transported to the
laboratory, while the wafer can be re-introduced into the fab for further
process steps. Time to first TEM data is between 4 and 6 hours. The
technique provides TEM samples of high quality that can be
subjected to a large range of applications (HRTEM, EELS,
tomography...). Since the process is non-destructive, wafers can be
reintroduced in the fab if wafers are not severely contaminated and do
not contaminate other process tools or other wafers in the lot. New
particle test data show a constant system performance of 20-50 PWP
on the wafer front-side. For the backside, about 2000 particles (\>200
nm) are added by the system hardware. This level of contamination is
acceptable and comparable to that found on other production tools.
Concerning the process induced contamination, TOF-SIMS was used
to determine the surface Ga contamination and the amount of
implanted Ga and its diffusion after thermal treatment. The surface
contamination beside the FIB cut represents nearly a mono-layer and
drops to 2E12at/cm(c)˜ at 1mm from the FIB cut. The lateral and in-
depth profiles show that the Ga is distributed within a depth of ∼ 170
nm and that the subsequent thermal processing does not alter the
wafer contamination. Depending on the exact FIB operations
(imaging, Pt deposition...), the area surrounding the FIB crater is
additionally contaminated by platinum and sputtered material. The
platinum concentration drops to 2E12 at/cm(c)˜ at 1mm from the
crater. In view of these results and considering generally accepted
upper contamination levels of 1E10 at/cm(c)˜ and 1E12 at/cm(c)˜ for
front-end processes and back-end processes, respectively, it is
preferable to initially test the wafer return with back-end or middle-
end applications only. Multiple lots from different technologies have
been returned to the fab after TEM lamella extraction. Yield analysis
shows that the process has no measurable impact on device yield
and that the neighboring dies are not affected. The wafer return
strategy is a valuable strategy that requires full tracking of the wafers
processed on the FIB/SEM tool and a feed-forward of this information
to the respective inking stations at EWS (electrical wafer sort) located
in the fab or elsewhere.

6152-46, Session 10
Minimizing CD measurement bias through real-time
acquisition of 3D feature shapes
J. Foucher, Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (France); D. V.
Gorelikov, M. Poulingue, P. Fabre, G. Sundaram, Soluris Inc.
CD measurement bias has long been reported as an inherent artifact
of CD-SEM measurements. However, as feature dimensions decrease
and line-to-space ratios increase, the magnitude of previously
acceptable levels of measurement bias requires re-examination.
Traditional attempts at correcting the bias has entailed slow,
destructive or laborious techniques, such as comparisons of top-
down CD-SEM measurements using standard algorithms with cross-
section information, or correlating top-down data with complex tilted
images.
In this paper we expand the application of Critical Shape Metrology  -
a physics-based metrology technique for 3-D profile acquisition based
on CD-SEM, to minimizing CD bias in real-time for a variety of feature
dimensions and line-to-space ratios. Samples used for the
experiments were fabricated through E-Beam lithography with a wide
variation of sidewall angles and CDs, so that the measurement bias
could be assessed over a sufficiently large range of patterned shapes.
Reference measurements were performed using a CD-AFM.

6152-47, Session 10
Automated CD-SEM recipe creation: a new
paradigm in CD-SEM utilization
B. D. Bunday, J. A. Allgair, International SEMATECH Manufacturing
Initiative; L. R. Page, A. Danilevsky, Hitachi High Technologies
America, Inc.; K. Yang, S. Koshihara, H. Morokuma, Hitachi High-
Technologies Corp. (Japan)
As the trends in integrated circuit fabrication follow Moore’s Law to
smaller feature sizes, one trend seen in lithographic technology is the
continually increasing use of optical enhancements such as optical
proximity correction (OPC).  Small size perturbations are designed into
the nominal feature shapes on the reticle such that the intended
shape is printed.  Verifying the success of OPC is critical to the ramp-
up and production of new process technologies.  Critical dimension-
scanning electron microscopes (CD-SEMs) are imaging tools that are
capable of measuring feature sizes in any part of a chip, either in a
test structure or within a circuit.  A new trend in CD-SEM tool
utilization is the implementation of automated recipe generation of
complex CD-SEM recipes. The DesignGauge system uses design-to-
SEM recipe creation and data collection.  Once the recipe creation
flow is implemented, recipes can be created within minutes. These
applications enable a CD-SEM to collect data for very complex OPC
CD-SEM recipe runs that measure many different unique linewidths,
spaces, and pattern placements within a circuit to check OPC
success and lithographic fidelity.  The data collection can provide
accurate data results that can be used for comparing achieved feature
measurements to nominal values from the design pattern.  This new
application adds much value to the CD-SEM compared to other
technologies such as optical critical dimension (OCD, or
scatterometry), as it completes the comparative evaluation of in-
circuit behavior to test structures in a scribe area, something OCD
currently cannot do.  The present work evaluates the capabilities of
DesignGauge, which is available for the latest generation of Hitachi S-
9380II CD-SEMs.  The evaluation includes rigorous tests of
navigation, pattern recognition success rates, SEM image placement,
throughput of recipe creation, and recipe execution.

6152-48, Session 10
An objective image quality monitor for CD-SEM
H. Zhang, Univ. of Utah; C. J. Gould, Infineon Technologies AG
In lithography and etch processing, the control input depends on the
critical dimension measurements from CDSEM, which, in turn, relies
heavily on the image quality of the measurement tool. With wafer size
increasing while CD and features shrinking, even tighter controls on
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CD are required.  It has been shown in literature that during 24 hour
period, the beam alignment can drift severely enough to cause a shift
of over 10 nm in the measured CD. Though auto focus tuning is
provided on some CDSEMs, our tests show that, depending on the
focus algorithm used, the insitu auto focus may shift from the best
focus. In practice, the tuning of CDSEM settings largely depends on
the operator’s “eyeball” judgments, thus the quality of the SEM
images is dependent on the judgment of the operators. In this paper,
we propose objective and quantitative image quality monitors for
focus and stigmation based on image processing and optimization.
For focus monitor and optimization, a series of through-focus images
are taken for each tool. By processing the images using image
processing toolbox in Matlab, an IFQ (image focus quality) score,
used to quantify the image focus quality, is assigned to each image.
The fitting of this data to a predefined polynomial can be used to
determine best focus. The algorithm is robust and fast, and has been
integrated into the existing manufacturing infrastructure for tool
performance tracking and monitoring.
For stigmation monitor and optimization, a series of images with
varying stigmation XX values and stigmation YY values are collected
to detect stigmations in X and Y directions, the optimal values in XX
and YY are solved based on image processing and optimization
techniques. Both sharpness and eccentricity are detected
simultaneously.  In production, target values, as well as control limits
for focus, stigmation X and Y can be set, thus statistical process
control (SPC) charts will be created to track tool performance.   These
control charts can be used to maintain SEM image quality to prevent
erroneous measurements and improper CD targeting.

6152-49, Session 10
Estimation of pattern shape based on CD-SEM
image by using MPPC method
T. Onozuka, Y. Ojima, Hitachi High-Technologies Corp. (Japan); J.
Meessen, B. Rijpers, ASML Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands)
Advanced methodologies for critical dimension (CD) measurements
are becoming increasingly more important for advanced CD control of
shrinking dimensions in today’s semiconductor integrated circuits.
Current CD control not only includes conventional bottom CD
measurements, but also requires estimation of the pattern profile
shape. In order to meet these new challenges, advanced metrologies
based on optical scatterometry (OCD) or atomic force microscopy
(AFM) are being investigated. However, these metrologies exhibit
throughput issues observed in implementation of these technologies
in a semiconductor manufacturing line. Further investigation for profile
shape evaluation techniques with high throughput and easy-to-use
methodology are required to address the shortcomings of these
methods.
This study demonstrates an advanced measurement process of
critical dimension-scanning electron microscopy (CD-SEM) utilizing
the MPPC (Multiple Parameters Profile Characterization) measurement
method. MPPC quantifies the shape of the pattern profile from several
indices calculated using the secondary electron profile obtained from
the pattern measured on the CD-SEM. These MPPC indices define
top CD, bottom CD, top rounding, bottom footing, and so on. For the
purpose of these tests, ArF resist pattern samples were measured to
evaluate their profile shape using MPPC with CD-SEM measurement
conditions optimized for resist pattern shrinkage caused by electron
beam damage and measurement repeatability. This evaluation was
focused on the variations in pattern profile caused by exposure
condition dependency and line edge roughness(LER). The data
demonstrates the ability to extract pattern profile shape information
by MPPC measurement that could not otherwise be detected by a
conventional bottom CD measurement method. The cross sectional
images were observed by scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) to verify the accuracy of the results. This evaluation suggests
that MPPC may be able to detect the slight variations in pattern
profile caused by change in exposure or any other process conditions.
In addition, implementation of this measurement methodology is
same as conventional CD-SEM bottom CD measurement. As a result,
MPPC proves to be especially effective for inline process control of
advanced lithography processes.

In this presentation, MPPC measurement results and optimization of
the measurement conditions will be discussed, and verification of
MPPC accuracy results will be shown.

6152-50, Session 10
Enabling 32-nm DFM and APC strategies with
advanced process metrics
K. M. Monahan, M. Narasimhan, KLA-Tencor Corp.
Enabling DFM and APC strategies at the 32nm technology node will
depend on the quality of information that moves upstream and
downstream within the design-to-silicon flow. To control development
cost, the conversion of data to information, knowledge, and decisions
must be taken as far upstream as possible.
As a minimum, DFM will require feeding forward design intent,
simulator output, layout clips, and DRC hot spots to expedite setup of
measurement tools. In the future, process-window-aware approaches
will require powerful full-chip simulators that can accurately predict
both physical dimensions and electrical performance, along with
accurate measurement feedback to calibrate the simulations.
On the process control side, implementing an APC strategy will require
feeding forward both process context and measurement data. In the
future, we know that process context and measurement data must
increase dramatically to support multi-variate control at the lot, wafer,
field, die, and intra-die levels. At 32nm, yield and performance losses
caused by process integration issues or combinations of profile, shape,
roughness, thickness, and pattern placement errors will increase
dramatically.
The case for linking design, layout, mask, and wafer processes with
metrology is compelling. Greater complexity is offset by the advantage
of greater access to adjustment; an array of strategies generates higher
return than just one. The increasing metrology needs of DFM and APC
can be met by innovations in the measurement of pattern shape,
profile, overlay, thickness, composition and electrical properties. As an
example, some of the key dependencies for device performance are
given by the transistor drive current equation:Id = 0.5 [W/LT](M/E)[V-
Vt]2
Drive current at saturation depends on physical dimensions such as
gate width W, gate length L, and gate oxide thickness T. It can limit the
speed and, therefore, the average selling price of a device. Drive
current also varies with electrical properties such as channel electron
mobility M, gate oxide dielectric constant E, and threshold voltage Vt.
These are in turn affected by such factors as strain, composition, and
transistor architecture.
Such performance-driven DFM and APC applications will require new
measurement types, creating a need to decrease the cost and increase
the yield-relevance of each measurement. Reaching this goal will
become progressively more difficult since the process metrics needed
to support DFM and APC at the 32nm node and the technologies used
to produce them are exotic. Several important examples are discussed
in the paper. These are (1) e-beam induced x-ray fluorescence to
measure composition of gate dielectrics, silicon-germanium-boron, and
advanced interconnect materials; (2)non-contact corona discharge
technology to measure leakage and electrical properties of gate
dielectrics and insulators used in advanced interconnect; (3) vacuum
ultra-violet spectroscopic ellipsometry to measure thicknesses in
complex film stacks on patterned wafers; (4) multi-parameter profile
scatterometry to measure critical dimensions and strain in advanced
planar and non-planar transistor architectures; (5) design-based,
electrostatic e-beam metrology to measure performance and yield-
limiting shapes in advanced planar and non-planar transistor
architectures; and (6)advanced overlay metrology using tiny, robust
grating targets that can be inserted in the device  in much the same
way that CMP dummy structures are inserted now.
We conclude that many more measurement types and more exotic
technologies will be required to support DFM and APC at the 32nm
technology node. DFM and APC will become a conjoint endeavor and
both will share in a wealth of new process metrics. The primary goal of
DFM will be to enlarge the process yield window, while the primary goal
of APC will be to keep the manufacturing process in the yield window.
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6152-51, Session 10
Evaluation of OPC quality using automated edge
placement error measurement with CD-SEM
C. E. Tabery, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.; H. Morokuma, Hitachi
High-Technologies Corp. (Japan); L. R. Page, Hitachi High
Technologies America, Inc.
Optical proximity correction (hereafter OPC) plays a vital role in the
lithography process of cutting-edge IC fabrication.  The quality of
lithography models used in OPC is fundamental to the final
performance of the OPC in production.  Traditionally, two-dimensional
proximity features such as line-end, bar-to-bar or bar-to-line were only
partially characterized because of the difficulty in transferring the SEM
information into the OPC model building process.  Typically a 1D
measurement was made on a 2D feature and this information was
used in model building and qualification.  A new methodology of edge
placement error (hereafter EPE) measurement using CD-SEM is
proposed as part of an OPC model building and process/OPC
qualification flow.
However, it is not easy to generate EPE measurements because of the
inherent need to overlay the design to the SEM to enable the EPE to
be calculated.  This problem does not exist in simulation, but model
calibration requires a direct comparison of simulations vs
measurements.  Also, unexpected large EPE values not predicted by
simulation can be important to understand process induced errors or
other critical aspects of a technology during qualification.  To solve
this difficulty, Hitachi High-Technologies developed a “fully automated
EPE measurement function” based on design layout and detected
edges of SEM image.  This function can measure edge placement
error everywhere in SEM image of a selected region for OPC
evaluation automatically and classify each EPE measurement result
based on information from design.
This study shows several practical evaluation results using the
advanced EPE measurement function as follows:
1) Design based classification of edges and subsequent quantification
of SEM EPEs.  All edge classes are derived from the design and the
measured EPE population is returned for each class of edge, eg line-
end-adjacent, line-end, corner or other critical edge (gate).
2) SEM based classification of EPE for unexpected EPE populations.
Any fliers in EPE on critical edges are reported automatically as a new
class of edge.  This is one kind of die-to-design inspection capability
to detect local fluctuations in patterning that were not expected from
the design or from simulation
3) Comparison between detected edge of SEM and a lithography
simulation generated polygon shape.  The accuracy of a lithography
simulation can be assessed by calculation of the EPE values between
the measured SEM image and a simulation instead of using the
design.  In this case, the EPE values are an indication of model
accuracy.
This study also shows evaluation results of pattern matching accuracy
and design to SEM edge detection capability of Hitachi High-
Technologies’ CD-SEM, which is necessary to establish the advanced
EPE measurement function.

6152-52, Session 11
A comprehensive test of optical scatterometry
readiness for the 65-nm technology production
V. A. Ukraintsev, Texas Instruments Inc.
Measurement bias is a central concept of critical dimension (CD)
metrology. The bias is a complex function of sample, tool and time.
Bias variation defines the total measurement uncertainty (TMU). TMU
is a measure of metrology quality. Precision (or bias variation with
time) is only a part of TMU. Often tool-to-tool and sample-to-sample
components of bias variation exceed precision. To measure sample-
to-sample bias variation knowledge of reference CD for the samples is
required. Since bias is sample specific the technology representative
set of calibrated samples has to be created. CD atomic force
microscopy (AFM) has been used to calibrate the samples. The
described approach has been used for a comprehensive evaluation of

optical scatterometry (OS) at Texas Instruments to determine
readiness of OS for the 65 nm technology production. 9 OS
applications representative for the technology have been tested. Fleet
precision has been tested for every application over 7 days on 3 tools
representing every evaluated OS manufacturer. The applications are:
- shallow trench isolation lithography and post plasma etching
patterns,
- gate lithography and post plasma etching patterns,
- gate sidewall spacer,
- contact lithography and post plasma etching patterns,
- interconnect dual-damascene trench lithography and post plasma
etching patterns.
The testing has revealed the following general observations.
- OS metrology is ready to support the 65 nm technology production.
- Spectral ellipsometry and angular reflectometry OS compete closely
on all applications.
- OS demonstrates acceptable accuracy for CD and sidewall angle for
most applications.
- Correlation of OS to other metrologies is usually satisfactory.
- Majority of the applications show poor linearity for some measured
parameters. The reported by OS range is often narrower than the
actual range of physical dimensions. Often cross-correlation between
different parameters of the same model is causing the problem.
Despite the setback OS still can be used for reliable process control
of the 65 nm technology production.
- For all applications OS tool matching is a major component of fleet
precision. It appears that OS is not ready yet to deal with tight fleet
precision requirements of the semiconductor  industry.
The evaluation has also exposed some challenging problems.
- With accuracy allowance being in a nanometer range it is very hard
to find a reliable reference technique to verify and calibrate OS
models. AFM has been chosen as the reference during this evaluation
but it has its own limitations. Precision, resolution and tip finite
dimensions are some of the AFM limitations.
- CD of elements of integrated circuit and required precision of their
measurements are getting smaller with every technology node.
Smaller signal makes search for the solution in multi-dimensional
space harder and cross-correlation between parameters of the OS
model more probable.
- Reproducibility testing on a limited set of samples would not reveal
full range of OS TMU. Only long-term in-line testing of OS model on
real product would provide true TMU. Use of Mandel statistics and
firm knowledge of TMU of the reference tool is required for such
testing.

6152-53, Session 11
Decorrelation of fitting parameters by Mueller
polarimetry in conical diffraction
A. De Martino, T. A. Novikova, S. Ben Hatit, B. Drevillon, École
Polytechnique (France); D. Cattelan, HORIBA Jobin Yvon Ltd.
(France)
Typically, Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (SE) is used to characterize 1D
gratings in the usual planar diffraction geometry, with grating grooves
perpendicular to the incidence plane : the grating Jones matrix is then
diagonal, and it can be measured by any conventional ellipsometer.
The resulting ellipsometric spectra, even though very sensitive to
some grating features, are almost completely insensitive to others. As
a result, severe correlations may arise among fitting parameters. This
is so, for example, even for simple trapezoidal line shapes : due to the
reciprocity theorem conventional Se in planar diffraction geometry
cannot distinguish asymmetrical profiles which are image mirrors of
each other. Top and bottom CDs are also very strongly correlated in
the practically very important case of small CDs.
If the grating polarimetric response is measured in a conical diffraction
geometry, i.e. with its grooves no longer perpendicular to the
incidence plane, then its Jones matrix is no longer diagonal and
additional information can be retrieved. This information is also
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available from the grating Mueller matrix we actually measure, and
which contains also additional data about the depolarization which
may be present for several reasons and is not properly measured by
conventional or generalized ellipsometers. We showed in a preceding
contribution to this conference (Proc. SPIE 5752-23) that the
parameter correlations mentioned above for asymmetrical line profiles
or small CDs can be efficiently removed when the whole Mueller
matrix measured in conical diffraction is fitted.
In this communication we will present another example of parameter
decorrelation, relevant to the production of high performance
holographic optical gratings. These gratings are manufactured in bulk
silica (silicon dioxide) by plasma etching in presence of a patterned
photoresist layer. During the etching process, the groove profiles can
be modeled as a superposition of two trapezoids, with the resist
above the silica. If the total height of the structure is relatively easy to
determine, the main challenge is to localize the interface between the
two materials, as silica and photoresist have quite close indexes of
refraction. Another difficulty arises due to the roughness of such
gratings, which is definitely larger than that typically seen in
photoresist gratings deposited on silicon for microelectronic devices.
The performance of Mueller polarimetry in conical diffraction and
standard SE will be compared with respect to parameter variance-
covariance, but also convergence speed and stability of the fitting
procedure vs initial guess values.

6152-54, Session 11
Dome scatterometry for the measurement of
advanced geometry semiconductor devices
C. J. Raymond, M. Littau, D. L. Forman, S. G. Hummel, Accent
Optical Technologies
Scatterometry is a powerful optical metrology gaining rapid
acceptance in high volume silicon manufacturing environments.
Because it is non-destructive, fast and provides the ability to measure
multiple parameters simultaneously, scatterometry is highly attractive
for process control applications. Scatterometry applications have
been widely explored and include lithography tool control, critical
dimension (CD) measurements in resist, etched silicon and etched
metal materials, and the measurement of doubly-periodic devices
such as memory cells and contact arrays. Concerns have been voiced
in recent years over the extendibility of scatterometry measurements
to 65 nm and smaller critical dimension geometries. Scatterometers
that illuminate with visible light provide low measurement noise, but
the diminished feature size to wavelength ratio can be
disadvantageous to measurement sensitivity. Scatterometers that
illuminate with UV light, on the other hand, must address the
challenges of high measurement noise and concomitant diminished
measurement sensitivity related to the difficulties of designing UV
optics and detection methods.
In this work we demonstrate the application of a unique type of
scatterometer to the measurement of advanced geometry
semiconductor devices. Known as a dome scatterometer, the
technology is capable of measuring multiple diffraction orders at
multiple angles of incidence, thereby providing a means for gathering
a large amount of scatterometry data in a short period of time. Dome
scatterometers are also capable of measuring conical diffraction data,
which is light scattered as a function of both theta (zenith) and phi
(azimuth) incident angles, and for a variety of polarimetric
configurations. This wealth of data provides more information about
the scattering structure and contributes to improved sensitivity.
Dome scatterometry technology has been explored previously [McNeil
et al] and has been used for semiconductor manufacturing
applications [Hatab et al]. These prior efforts, however, used a HeNe
laser operating at 623.8 nm for illumination. For the dome
scatterometry work reported here, a semiconductor diode laser
operating at 405 nm has been utilized. Such an illumination source is
nearly ideal for scatterometry applications because the laser provides
a strong measurement signal, the reduced wavelength increases
theoretical measurement sensitivity, while the near UV wavelength
makes the design of low noise optical detection possible.

In this research, we will report results on applying dome scatterometry
to a wide variety of typical semiconductor applications. We will begin
by discussing the dome scatterometry optical measurement and
provide examples of how the multitude of measurement angles and
polarizations provides complementary and unique measurement
information, even when a large number of measurement parameters
are required. We will demonstrate how a dome scatterometer is able
to uniquely measure vertical and horizontal structures without the
need for wafer rotation. Examples of the excellent signal-to-noise ratio
of dome scatterometry measurements across several applications will
be provided. Measurement data from applications including patterned
photoresist and poly lines, shallow trench isolation, and back-end
trench interconnect structures will be provided. Comparisons to
metrology tools such as AFM and CD-SEM will be discussed. Similar
results from doubly-periodic or “3D” scattering structures, where a
dome scatterometer is uniquely able to measure the entire doubly-
periodic scattering pattern, will be presented. Precision data for all
applications will be summarized to support gage capability of this
technology for these 65 nm technology node structures. Finally, the
extendibility of dome scatterometry will be discussed.

6152-56, Session 11
Influence of semiconductor manufacturing process
variation on device parameter measurement for
angular scatterometry
S. Wang, Y. Ku, Industrial Technology Research Institute (Taiwan)
As the semiconductor design rule decreases. Measurement metrology
is more and more hard to monitor the wafer structure variation in
semiconductor process. Scatterometry is an optical measurement
technology based on the analysis of light scattered, or diffracted, from
a periodic array of features. It is not an optical imaging technique, but
rather a model-based metrology that determines measurement results
by comparing measured light scatter against a model of theoretical
scatter ‘signatures’. The influence of semiconductor manufacturing
process variation on device parameter measurements in the angular
scatterometry was studied. Process variation, e.g. temperature or
pressure variation of poly deposition, are considered to affect the
optical properties of the deposition layer, and hence cause inaccuracy
of model-based measurement. We investigate the measurement error
of device parameters if the optical properties change but the model
stays for the same in angular scatterometry.
A series of simulations were created with optical properties change a
little but keep the same structure and create the comparison through
the model with different structure parameter variation. Assuming we
have the same structure experimental design e.g. critical dimension,
and everything else. We got the measured n and k of the nominal
design base on the nominal process condition. Then we use that n
and k to create the model. If there is change to the poly layer and so
does to the scattering signatures. The inaccuracy of critical dimension
measurement could be evaluated by comparing the varying signatures
to the nominal ones.
To solve process variation influence problem, an optimal structure
design and feature region selection method has been developed. For
the case of angular scatterometry, the reflectance at some angles
performs lower sensitivity about the optical parameters variation than
the reflectance at other angles. By performing an analysis to
determine which angles contain the less sensitivity and further
optimize the target design within the range, it is possible to reduce the
influence of process variation on device parameter measurement and
the number of measurements used in the inversion process. The
simulation results showed that CD=45nm and CD=65nm optimization
grating structure for maximum CD variance and minimize poly
reflective index value variation, which are suitable for 65nm and 45nm
process to solve the optical reflective index variation problem that
affect the CD value measurement in model-based scatterometry.
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6152-58, Session 12
Development of an automated multiple-target mask
CD disposition system to enable new sampling
strategy
J. Ma, J. N. Farnsworth, L. Bassist, Y. Cui, B. A. Mammen, R.
Padmanaban, V. Nadamuni, M. Kamath, K. Buckmann, J. H. Neff, P.
Freiberger, Intel Corp.
Traditional mask critical dimension (CD) disposition systems with only
one or two targets is being challenged by the new requirements from
mask-users as the wafer process control becomes more complicated in
the newer generation of technologies. Currently the mask shop does
not necessarily measure and disposition off the same kind of CD
structures that wafer fabs do. Mask disposition specifications and
structures come from the frame-design and the tapeout, while wafer-
level CD dispositions are mainly based on the historical process
window established per CD-skew experiments and EOL yield.; In the
current HV manufacturing environment, the mask CDs are mainly
dispositioned off their mean-to-target (MTT) and uniformity (6sigma) on
one or two types of pre-determined structures. The disposition
specification is set to ensure the printed mask will meet the design
requirements and to ensure minimum deviation from them. The CD data
are also used to adjust the dose of the exposure tools to control CD
MTT.  As a result, the mask CD disposition automation system was built
to allow only one or two kinds of targets at most. In contrast, Wafer-
fabs measure a fairly wide range of different structures to ensure their
process is on target and in control. The number of such structures that
are considered critical is increasing due the growing complexity of the
technology. To fully comprehend the wafer-level requirements, it is
highly desirable to align the mask CD sample site and disposition to be
the same as that of the wafer-fabs, to measure the OPC structures or
equivalent whenever possible, and to establish the true correlation
between mask CD measurements vs. wafer CD measurement. In this
paper, the development of an automated multiple-target mask CD
disposition system with the goal of enabling new sampling strategy is
presented. The pros and cons of its implementation are discussed. The
new system has been inserted in the production of Intel’s 65 nm
technologies and has become the POR (plan of record) for the future
technologies that are being developed.

6152-59, Session 12
Phase calibration for attenuating phase-shift masks
M. S. Hibbs, IBM Corp.; T. A. Brunner, IBM Microelectronics Div.
As metrology tolerances for photomasks become increasingly tight, the
issues of measurement methods and calibration standards become
more and more important.  This is as true for optical phase metrology
as it is for dimensional metrology.  To first order, an optical phase
standard can be defined by etching a step or trench into a transparent
medium like fused silica with a well-characterized index of refraction.
The normal-incidence phase shift of such a structure can be calculated
with accuracy limited mainly by our ability to measure the physical
depth of the trench.  Other methods exist for measuring optical phase
shifts in alternating aperture masks.  For example a Levenson grating
exhibits symmetrical behavior through focus only if the phase difference
between the phase shifted and unshifted openings is exactly 180°.  A
measured asymmetry between the phase shifted and unshifted clear
features in such a grating can be used to quantitatively measure the
deviation from 180° optical phase.  This approach is particularly
attractive because the measurement can be made on an aerial image
metrology system with the numerical aperture and illumination
conditions used by the wafer stepper that will eventually project the
mask.  Calibration of optical phase in attenuating phase masks is more
difficult.  Until now there has been no accurate way to create and verify
a calibration artifact.  In this paper we discuss a new phase metrology
pattern for attenuating phase masks.  The phase error of this pattern
can be determined to high accuracy by aerial image measurements.
This pattern can be used to create an optical phase standard for
calibrating phase metrology equipment for attenuated phase masks, or
as a witness pattern on a product mask to verify the phase accuracy of
that mask.

6152-60, Session 12
Investigation on polarization monitoring mask:
pattern design and experimental verification
C. Hwang, D. Park, J. Shin, S. Lee, S. Woo, H. Cho, J. Moon,
SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
Since numerical aperture (NA) becomes greater than 1.0 in immersion
lithography, polarization effect will be one of the critical point for
imaging performance. In patterning of 40nm or smaller node with
193nm wavelength, transverse magnetic (TM) polarized beam does
not contribute to image contrast. Hence most layers will require
polarization controlled illumination to prevent the contrast
degradation. For this reason, polarization controllability of illumination
becomes one of considerable budget of critical dimension (CD)
variation. For CD uniformity control of exposure tool and CD budget
analysis, it is necessary to measure the polarization performance of
illumination system. In-situ or special measurement tools are currently
developed to measure the polarization state of illumination and
projection optics. However, each tool maker has its own measurement
tool, and consequently in order to compare the polarization
performance across different tools, a common measurement method
is required, such as exposing monitoring mask. In this paper, a special
mask pattern for monitoring polarization state of illumination has been
designed and polarization performance has been measured for
polarized illuminations of 193nm high NA tool. The pattern shape has
been designed based on electric magnetic field (EMF) simulation
utilizing the diffraction efficiency difference. Actual mask pattern sizes
are measured for correcting the measurement error. Differences
between EMF simulation and real exposure result have been
investigated for several illumination shapes and for different
polarizations including unpolarized illumination.

6152-62, Session 12
Line-edge roughness on photolithographic masks
J. Richter, T. Heins, U. Dersch, R. Liebe, Advanced Mask
Technology Ctr. (Germany)
The ever decreasing feature sizes on photo masks and wafers
demand the extension of the existing set of well accepted norms to
quantify refined feature parameters. One of these emerging
parameters is the line edge roughness (LER) that describes the
uniformity of a single line along a limited length. Line edge roughness
(LER) has become a standard topic in the semiconductor industry for
its possible yield impact on wafer production. Recently a number of
studies address its measurement process to increase the reliability of
results. Here, we investigated roughness on photolithographic masks,
which is the blue print for wafer production. It is shown that LER
influences feature uniformity and thus has a considerable impact on
overall mask production yield. To determine the roughness
parameters we varied measurement parameters on a scanning
electron microscope to optimize reproducibility and repeatability of
the obtained values. Two parameters dominate the LER values. The
first parameter is the length used to average the signal from the
scanning electron microscope and to obtain the position of a single
edge point. Good results for this so called summing length were
obtained for values above 100 nm. The second important parameter
is the total length of the investigated line that is used to calculate the
LER.  Here, we found that the increase of LER values with increasing
investigation length is similar to the well established behavior on
wafers. It was found that the average LER value calculated from
various sites saturates at investigation lengths larger than 10 µm,
whereas single LER results show no scattering within measurement
precision for investigation lengths larger than 30 µm independently of
mask position. In comparison to similar investigation on wafer both
the summing length as well as the investigation length has to be
chosen about a magnitude larger. It is suggested that the multi
exposure process of mask creates roughness on length scales of the
order of several micrometers.
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6152-63, Session 12
CD-etch depth measurement from advanced phase-
shift masks and wafers using optical scatterometry
K. M. Lee, Intel Corp.; S. K. Yedur, Timbre Technologies, Inc.; M.
Tavassoli, Intel Corp.
Scatterometry is widely accepted as the metrology of choice in
advanced wafer patterning for CD and profile metrology, and is now
being applied to several applications in mask manufacturing as well.
We are reporting study of Scatterometry on various binary and phase
shift masks. In one application, CDs are measured using
Scatterometry and CD-SEM on the same feature on both mask and
wafer. Correlations between mask CD and wafer CD are investigated
and presented. We also report measurement of gratings fabricated by
etching transparent quartz plate masks with various pitches and duty
cycles and comparison of the CD and depth data with results from
SEM and AFM. Excellent linearity and correlations to CD-SEM and
AFM are demonstrated. Develop-check CD and final-check CDs from
EPSM field exposure matrix masks are measured; uniformity and
develop-check to final-check CD correlations are reported. In addition
to CD results, we measured trench depth variations for patterned
targets and compared it with AFM and cross-section SEM data.
Unlike AFM, which cannot measure small pitch targets due to size of
the tip, scatterometry can measure etch depth for sub-100nm targets
with ease.

6152-83, Session 12
Advanced x-ray mask inspection system (AXIS)
using scanning electron microscopy for sub-70-nm
die-to-database inspections
B. E. Boerger, JMAR Technologies, Inc.; D. J. Ronning, Lite
Enterprises Inc.; B. J. Grenon, Grenon Consulting, Inc.; R. A. Selzer,
B. Xing, JMAR Technologies, Inc.; M. J. Trybendis, MJT Consulting
In the world of 1x mask inspection at the 70nm node and below,
choices are limited and costly when considering the technology
available, and the time in which it takes.
In order to obtain images with sufficient resolution, the use of a
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) is required.  While the flexibility
of the SEM offers magnification capabilities which enable even the
most simplistic defect analysis tool to be effective, the throughput
limitations at high magnification quickly limit the size of the sample
area one can reasonably inspect in a given time.  Ultimately, the
challenge becomes a balance of scanning at the lowest possible
magnification while ensuring sufficient information to positively
identify defects down to 10nm.
The Advanced X-ray mask Inspection System (AXIS) design required
inspection of 70nm features implying a defect detection capability of
less than 10 nanometers over a 25mm inspection area.  Single chip
masks preclude the use of die-to-die inspection and forced a die-to-
data strategy.  The system consists of an Amray 2040 Scanning
Electron Microscope with an updated 32bit interface and control
computer, and a rack mount Supermicro single CPU computer at
operating at 3.2GHz with 1G of RAM for image and output
processing.  The software for the system was purposely designed to
be an interchangeable element such that performance and throughput
advantages could be realized simply by migrating to a more modern
SEM.  Images obtained via SEM have inherent distortions which can
be considered characteristics of SEM imaging.  Image distortions vary
by SEM and by operating conditions.  To minimize these artificial
distortions caused by artifacts of the SEM, a series of calibrated
fiducials are included in the sample pattern or affixed to the stage
within the system to allow for real time image preservation verification.
The AXIS software includes a graphical user interface (GUI) enabling
the operator to assemble jobs.  Such parameters include inspection
area, magnification and SEM specific controls.  With minimal operator
assistance, the system begins systematically inspecting the sample
and real time processing of the image data providing real time results
for the user.  Upon scan completion, defect summary data is available
to the user for analysis and optionally, SEM to GDS translated

information of the sample is available for simulation engines able to
accept standard GDS data.
The AXIS program was initially developed to provide a solution for 1x
inspections of x-ray masks, a service which vanished with the
decommissioning of the 90nm defect inspection system previously
available.   AXIS, as demonstrated, has many potential applications
and uses including; Engineering inspection and validation of
lithographic process.  1x inspection of photo-masks including; x-ray,
chrome on glass, alternating and attenuated phase masks, mold and
stencil masks, as well as 1x inspection of patterned wafers.
The software is user friendly and modular in design making it
compatible to upgrade any SEM system capable of accepting
automated commands enabling lithography houses to perform
accurate reliable exact inspections of critical technologies.

6152-64, Session 13
Polarization control for enhanced defect detection
on advanced memory devices
B. H. Lee, S. B. Chin, SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. (South
Korea); J. Yeo, Y. Gluk, D. Meshulach, Applied Materials (Israel)
Dense repetitive wafer structures, such as memory cells, with a pitch
below the wavelength of the illumination light may take on effective
birefringent properties, especially in layers of high-refractive-index
materials such as silicon or conductors. Such induced “form
birefringence” effects may result in dependency of the optical
response on the illumination polarization and direction. In such
structures, control over the polarization of the light becomes
important to enhance signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of pattern defects.
We present defect detection results and analysis using DUV laser
illumination for different polarization configurations and collection
perspectives on Flash RAM devices. Improvement in detection SNR
of bridge defect type is observed with linear illumination polarization
perpendicular to the pattern lines. As the design rule of the devices is
reduced, polarization effects become more evident. Also, for smaller
defect sizes, detection strongly depends on control of the illumination
polarization. Linear polarization perpendicular to the pattern showed
penetration into the structure even though the pitch is below the
illumination wavelength.

6152-65, Session 13
Product and tool control using integrated auto-
macro defect inspection in the photolithography
cluster
V. C. Menon, M. C. Nicholls, R. L. Isaacson, IBM Corp.; S. J.
Lickteig, T. Forstner, T. Barnett, J. Mulhall, Tokyo Electron America,
Inc.
One of the challenges confronting photolithography is a cost-effective
method to detect reworkable macro defects.  Past approaches have
been inherently inefficient due to manual review inconsistencies, wafer
sampling constraints, and the additional manpower and fab floor
space that needed to be dedicated.  A macro inspection solution that
is fully automated and integrated in-line with normal photolithography
wafer processing can eliminate these disadvantages as well as offer
several unique benefits.
An automated macro inspection tool has the ability to inspect the
entire surface area of every wafer in a repeatable, objective manner
and to catch defects that manual review would not consistently
detect.  By integrating the inspection module into a process tool the
turn-around-time (TAT) is significantly reduced thus enabling
inspection of every wafer.  This leads to quick detection of defect
excursions as well as the ability to flag both systematic and
intermittent tool problems arising from photolithography and other
sector processing.  The ability to detect tool problems in a timely
manner can lead to problem resolution before the issue results in a
large number of scrapped product wafers, large yield impact, or
extensive tool downtime.
This paper discusses the above mentioned controls benefit
accomplished on product wafers and process tools at IBM’s 300mm
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wafer manufacturing line that uses integrated auto-macro defect in all
the photolithography clusters for after-develop-inspection (ADI).
Further, inspection is supported on all production wafers with the
possibility to sample wafers if desired.  To get to this level of control
the overall ‘ADI process’ in the line had to be first rendered
manufacturable.  Therefore, efforts were focused towards decreasing
false/nuisance fails and holds.  Over the last year inspection hardware
related PC communication fails were decreased 5X, software related
fails were reduced 3X and fab automation related nuisance wafer
holds were reduced 12X.  Thus by decreasing noise-to-signal-ratio
and hold rates effectiveness in the line towards consistently reacting
to real fail signals significantly improved.  Product wafers with real
fails are now consistently reacted to real-time in the line and reworked
to eliminate any photo sector generated defects.  Further, by
analyzing real fails on the line for intra/inter wafer signatures
systematic systematic photo sector tool issues are also being
consistently flagged.  Contribution of this integrated metrology system
to fab rework rate eliminating yield impacting macro defects from
product wafers, as well as examples of captured defects that have
identified several process tool problems are also discussed.  Note that
0.5 to 1% of the inspected wafers get reworked translating to a
significant number thus justifying ADI return-on-investment.  Majority
of rework contributors are defects generated from intermittent photo
process tool issues that randomly occur and disappear (versus
systematic process tool issues that end up being flagged within two
consecutive failed lots).  Overall, ADI at IBM fab has evolved into a
real-time wafer level go/no-go control for both product and process
tools.

6152-66, Session 13
Evaluation of damage induced by electron-beam
irradiation to MOS gate pattern and method for
damage-free inspection
M. Matsui, S. Machida, T. Mine, K. Hozawa, K. Watanabe, Y. Goto,
Hitachi, Ltd. (Japan); J. Inoue, H. Nagaishi, Renesas Technology
Corp. (Japan)
The scaling down of integrated devices has increasingly necessitated
the development of metrology and inspection techniques using
electron beams.  For example, CD-SEM is currently the main in-line
method for critical dimension (CD) measurement of gate structures.  A
technique to detect smaller defects on larger wafers is also required
as an in-line inspection method.  The critical defect size in 65-nm
node devices is now 33 nm.  A SEM inspection method has the
capability to detect such small defects, which at present may be
optically invisible.  Using a SEM inspection system, we have already
reported a technique to detect electrical defects such as incomplete
contact failure.  This technique uses voltage contrast of SEM images,
which is formed by the charges on the pattern due to the electron
irradiation.  The number and type of electrical defects will also
increase in advanced devices.  From these points of view, inspection
or measurement methods using an electron beam will be even more
essential for device production processes in the near future.
However, electron irradiation itself to the device pattern can damage
or affect the device performance.  To develop damage-free methods
for in-line inspection using an electron beam, the mechanism to
induce damage should first be analyzed.
  In this paper, we analyzed the damage to MOS capacitors induced
by SEM inspection.  MOS capacitors were selected as samples
because of their characteristic sensitivity.  The impacts of the electron
beam energy and the charging on the MOS capacitor test elementary
group (TEG) were studied.  Before and after irradiation of the electron
beam under various conditions, high-frequency and quasi-static C-V
characteristics were measured to determine the flat-band voltage, the
density of created traps, and the oxide fixed charge in the MOS
capacitor.
We found that the higher-energy electron-beam, whose electron range
was larger than the thickness of the gate electrode, created traps at
the interface between the Si substrate and the gate dielectric.  The
flat-band voltage of the MOS capacitor shifted due to the created
traps.  As a result of the experiments under various conditions, we

found that the electron beam energy should be lower so that the
electron range is smaller than the thickness of the gate electrode for
damage-free inspection of MOS devices.
Although traps were created due to transmission of the electron beam
to the dielectric, they were not created only by charging on the gate
electrode.  Nor was an oxide fixed charge created in the MOS
capacitor.  As a result, the flat-band voltage did not shift due to
charging on the pattern surface during the electron irradiation.  This is
because the electron dose irradiated by SEM inspection was much
smaller than charge-to-breakdown.  However, the gate dielectric was
broken down by charging the gate electrode at high voltage.
Accordingly, we found that the charging voltage should be controlled
so as not to break down the gate dielectric.  Furthermore, by
calculating the charging voltage of the gate electrode, we were also
able to establish guidelines for inspection conditions necessary in
order not to break down the gate dielectric.

6152-67, Session 13
In-line semi-electrical process diagnosis
methodology for integrated process window
optimization of 65-nm and below technology nodes
M. Lei, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company, Ltd.
(Taiwan)
e-beam inspection (EBI) methodology had been widely used in IC
industry for defining the very tiny or invisible process faults with the
excellent image resolution and the known operation principle of
“voltage contrast?(VC). In general the VC is to detect abrupt
resistance variation on conductive surface. However, with the e-beam
exciting nature, the concept could be applied to insulating film on top/
side of conductive materials to detect/measure its thickness base on
the e-beam setup & film material characteristics. This paper presents
the application of this innovative concept as potentially very powerful
in-line diagnosis techniques in both process window optimization and
yield enhancement for 65nm-and-below generations of technology.
With these techniques & the few demonstration applications, the
virtual in-line semi-electrical measurement is proven to be a feasible
technique in the technology development & volume production tool/
recipe/process monitoring/qualification applications.

One of the best applications of the technique is to extract the grey
level values from the inspection images as the quantitative indices
representing the structure or material properties such as the insulating
film thickness above or in between the conductive materials.  The
grey level itself is the result of a series of the electronic signal
amplification and analog-to-digital signal conversion process.  Since
the original electronic signals come from the collected secondary
electron counts emitted from the inspected wafer surface by the
excitation of the incident primary electron beam, it is highly feasible to
use the eventually converted grey level values to represent the
charging or discharging behaviors on the inspected wafer surfaces in
quantitative ways.  Since the charging or discharging behaviors of a
certain material in a certain structure correlate very close to its
physical property and conductivity, it is expected the grey level
method to differentiate the minor changes brought from the IC
process variations.
The following two application cases by this new concept will illustrate
the utilization of the grey level method for semi-electrical process
diagnosis and process window optimization.
BEOL: a Cu dual-damascene structure through optimization of the via
etching recipe is presented. One of the most important factors to
achieve high yield & reliable Cu dual-damascene process is to prevent
the Etch Stop Layer (ESL) from being etched through during via/
trench etch for the conventional via first integration scheme. In-line e-
beam grey level method was employed to evaluate the goodness of
the via etching process. The inspection was conducted non-
destructively right after the via etch process where traditionally it is
only doable after metal CMP either through convention VC or
electrical probing. The resultant process yield was measured with
large-scale via Rc chains of various pattern densities. The perfect
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correlation of the post etch ESL thickness (from TEM cross sections)
with the grey level readings demonstrates the feasibility of the
methodology (Fig.1). In addition to the instantaneous feedback of the
in-line measurement, the methodology enables us to decouple the
contributions from photo proximity and etching loading effects.
Dense/sparse via common process window could be determined
easily on the whole wafer (Fig.2). Etcher’s uniformity can also be
evaluated in a statistical base. With these capabilities, we have
applied the technique to the recipe development & tool matching/
qualification which is very essential to the success of the 65nm &
45nm technology development.
FEOL: Another application case is on contact integrated process
window examination and optimization. The contact etching process
was optimized by the similar procedures as the case of via.
Combining with proper test structure designs for good EBI
compatibility, the source/drain contact-to-gate insulating process
margin was determined through the grey level extraction technique.
The e-Beam method provides more meaningful and statistical
references than traditional electrical probing does. In the small SRAM
bit cell, the contact was pushed to very close to the gate poly. The
technique enabled us to differentiate/quantify the contributions from
contact hole shape deformation, CD size enlargement or from overlay
and/or etch profile variation. Again, more importantly, the grey level
measurement enables us to know the exact thickness, which was
confirmed from TEM cross section, in a statistical manner.
In summary, e-beam grey level measurement is an innovative
technique and it is proven to be a very essential way to the advanced
process technology development & manufacture window
establishment. Its applications & usefulness are clearly demonstrated
in the above two examples. The technique really enables us to
proceed to the level of in-line semi-electrical measurement which
shortens the reaction cycle and enables us to pin-points the root
cause without the cumbersome failure analysis in a statistical manner.

6152-68, Session 13
The use of unpatterned wafer inspection for
immersion lithography defectivity studies
F. Holsteyns, IMEC (Belgium); L. Cheung, KLA-Tencor Corp.; W.
Fyen, IMEC (Belgium); G. Simpson, KLA-Tencor Corp.; R. Brun,
KLA-Tencor Corp. (France); A. Steinbach, KLA-Tencor Corp.; K.
Kenis, D. Van Goidsenhoven, D. Van Den Heuvel, D. Hellin, P.
Mertens, M. Maenhoudt, IMEC (Belgium)
As the minimum feature size of integrated circuits decreases,
immersion lithography is becoming more and more important to
overcome the limits of the traditional lithography. However, the switch
from dry to immersion lithography has also important consequences
regarding wafer defectivity. While in the case of a dry immersion
process, various material and process related defects could already
be classified, the introduction of the immersion process introduces
additional types of defects that are primarily related to the physical
contact of the immersion fluid (water) with the wafer surface.
In this work, we shall refer to the former defect types as “stack-
related” defects, while the latter types will be referred to as
“immersion-specific” defects. Because the most common approach in
the study of lithography related defects is to make use of patterned
wafer inspection tools, only imaging related defects are revealed.
However, this does not allow distinguishing stack-related defects from
immersion-specific defects. The aim of this work is, therefore, to
investigate wafer defectivity throughout the various process steps
prior to and including lithography in order to understand and
characterize the origin and propagation of defects (size, class,
location) through each of these process steps.
In this study, unpatterned wafer defect detection was performed on
different dark field tools (based on light scattering): a Surfscan (KLA-
Tencor) SP1DLS and SP2 and on a Bright field inspection tool 2351
(KLA-Tencor). The defectivity after patterning was evaluated on the
same Bright field tool. The lithographic stacks were based on
commercial 193nm resist with or without immersion dedicated
topcoats. Defect review and classification was performed by
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and optical microscopy.

The approach is based on the intermediate inspection of unpatterned
300mm resists wafers with SP1DLS , SP2 and/or 2351 at various
production steps: 1) at bare Si level 2) after BARC coating and bake 3)
after photoresist coating and bake 4) after topcoat deposition and 5a)
after soaking (simulating an immersion lithography process) 5b) after
development. For each of these measurements, the defect
information in the various channels/tools is compared. A selected set
of defects are reviewed and classified.
Next, defect information of the various inspection tools and channels
is compared with the defect review data. From this, defect
classification groups with a specific dark field/bright field fingerprint
can be generated.
Furthermore, defect maps from the same wafer, measured at various
production steps as mentioned above are compared with each other.
From this comparison, it can be seen that specific types of defects
are detected at each of these production steps, as well as how their
fingerprint propagates throughout the subsequent processes.
Finally, defect maps before and after soaking/development are
compared, to distinguish between stack-related defects and
immersion-specific defects for identification of future schemes for
defect inspection and monitoring control.

6152-69, Session 14
In-line CD metrology with combined use of
scatterometry and CD-SEM
M. Asano, T. Ikeda, T. Koike, H. Abe, Toshiba Corp. (Japan)
The requirements for inline CD metrology after lithography and etch
are as follows:
#1 monitoring lot mean with sufficient accuracy (for process control
with feed forward and/or feedback system), #2 detecting “error” that
exceeds a given tolerance (so as not to accept a scrap lot). At the last
conference, we showed the optimization of sampling plan based on a
statistical approach to achieve the above requirement#1, and
proposed a CD metrology flow (“M. Asano et al. Proc. SPIE 5752, pp
728, 2005”).
In this paper, we report on further study to enhance the ability of CD
metrology to satisfy the requirement#2. This ability is quantitatively
evaluated by calculating beta risk (known as consumer’s risk, that is,
the probability, for a given sampling plan, of accepting a lot that has a
defect level exceeding a given tolerance). To suppress beta risk and
alpha risk (known as producer’s risk, that is, the probability of
rejecting a lot that has a defect level below a given tolerance)
simultaneously, we propose a CD metrology system with combined
use of scatterometry and CD-SEM. In the system, CD-SEM and
scatterometry are respectively assigned to suitable measurements.
Scatterometry is firstly applied to measure wafer-to-wafer and across-
wafer CD variation to search for danger sites where local CD variation
tends to occur in a lot. Then CD-SEM is applied to monitor local CD,
including corner rounding or line shortening, at the danger sites. From
the viewpoint of lot cost, the proposed system is thought to be
advantageous.

6152-70, Session 14
Scatterometry measurements of line-end shortening
structures for focus-exposure monitoring
W. D. Mieher, KLA-Tencor Corp.; Y. F. Cheng, J. W. Sun, W. K. Hung,
B. S. Lin, United Microelectronics Corp. (Taiwan); S. Fu, M. Chiu,
KLA-Tencor Corp. (Taiwan); T. G. Dziura, KLA-Tencor Corp.
Spectroscopic CD metrology on line gratings has previously been
shown to be a sensitive and useful technique for monitoring
lithographic focus and exposure conditions.(1) Line end shortening
effects are sensitive to focus (2,3) and potentially more sensitive to
focus variation than side wall angle or other profile parameters of line
gratings. Rectangular structures that exhibit line-end shortening and
are arranged in a regular 2-dimensional array should provide a
scatterometry signal sensitive to the profile of the more tens-of-
thousands of line ends in the measurement beam spot. Scatterometry
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measurements were carried out on 2-dimensional array targets of
rectangular features exposed in a focus-exposure matrix. The focus
and exposure sensitivities of multiple shape parameters were found to
be good and uniquely separable. In addition the side wall angle of the
line ends was found to be linearly dependent on focus and provide
necessary focus direction information. Focus sensitivity of 5nm is
observed, which will be useful for lithography processes with tight
depth of focus. References: (1) W.D. Mieher, et al, SPIE
Microlithography 4689, p. 957-965, 2002. (2) B. Eichelberger, et al,
Proc. SPIE Vol. 5038, p. 247-254, 2003. (3) C.P. Ausschnitt, SPIE
Microlithography 3677, p. 140-147, 1999.

6152-90, Session 14
Back end of line metrology control applications
using scatterometry
L. C. Towidjaja, C. J. Raymond, M. Littau, D. L. Forman, S. G.
Hummel, Accent Optical Technologies
Scatterometry is a novel metrology approach for process control that
has recently been gaining more momentum in microlithography
applications. The method can simultaneously measure Critical
Dimension (CD), Side Wall Angle (SWA), and thickness. It analyzes the
scattered and diffracted light from a periodic array of lines or holes
that represent the surface structure of the measured structure. As the
structure dimension shrinks considerably, producing high precision
results becomes more critical. Scatterometry provides a non-
destructive technique offering high precision and stability along with
high tool-uptime performance. As such, it offers an excellent
approach for real-time high volume production control with significant
advantages as compared to traditional technologies such as CD-SEM
and profilometry.
To date, reports on the deployment of scatterometry capabilities have
focused on Front End of Line (FEOL) applications such as STI and
Gate. However, Back End of Line (BEOL) process control has not
been widely reported. In this work, we will discuss some of the initial
challenges faced during our investigation of scatterometry capabilities
in BEOL processes. Specifically, we will focus on metal trenches and
contact layers for the 90nm technology node.
In contrast to the relatively simple stacks that comprise a FEOL
structure, BEOL layers are typically complex structures with a large
number of underlying layers. Given the complexity required to model
complex structures, the generation of simulated scatterometry
signatures that constitute a reference library can require long
computational times and result in large file sizes. To mitigate the
computational overhead, it is necessary to intelligently decide which
parameters to fix and which to vary. An additional complication is
presented due to similarities in the optical properties of BEOL stack
materials, which can introduce cross correlation concerns. We will
discuss methodologies for optimally selecting parameters to be fixed
or varied to minimize these effects.
In order to verify scatterometry results in a production environment,
monitored scatterometry data will be compared to the trends revealed
using current production tools such as CD-SEM and profilometry. We
will also draw comparisons to off-line metrology tools such as the
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) and Transmission Electron
Microscope (TEM), which offer additional insights but are unsuitable
for high volume measurements.
Finally, we will discuss the sensitivity of scatterometry results for
detecting process flow changes. Since scatterometry relies on a
comparison of measured diffraction signatures to simulated
signatures, a Root Mean Squared Error Percentage (%RMSE) match
metric is often used to provide quantitative insights into the
measurement process. The %RMSE metric will increase, sometimes
significantly, as the experimental result deviates from the model.
Variations in %RMSE can thus be used to indicate a change in a
process or tool. This indication provides value in capturing intentional
or unintentional up-stream process changes. Up-stream variations in
variables that are unaccounted for in the scatterometry theoretical
model could lead to invalid measurement results being reported if the
%RMSE is not monitored as a corroborative metric. The value of
%RMSE reporting will be highlighted through example results.

6152-71, Session 15
Compensating measured intra-wafer ring oscillator
stage delay with intra-wafer exposure dose
corrections
S. Verhaegen, A. Nackaerts, IMEC (Belgium); M. V. Dusa, ASML
MaskTools Inc.; R. Carpaij, ASML Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands); G.
Vandenberghe, IMEC (Belgium); J. M. Finders, ASML Netherlands
B.V. (Netherlands)
Metrology in the lithography often focuses on measuring line-widths
or other dimensions on patterns printed in resist. In this study,
working devices and circuits are used to perform the metrology, using
the input-output delay of a logic circuit as the metric. Measuring the
speed of devices allows to measure more than the influence of width
variations of the printed patterns: variations in other processing steps
(like layer thickness, temperature, or implantation dose) are easily
detected. The measured logic circuit delay reflects the final outcome
of the combination of all the variations present in the manufacturing
process.
The first part of the paper will discuss the principle of the
measurements. In digital electronics, a very large part of the circuits
consist of a chain of digital logic gates. For the design and simulation
of large circuits, the knowledge of the exact timing dependencies is of
utmost importance. The circuit chosen as the base for the
performance metric of this paper is the ring oscillator. This circuit is
used to measure the speed of elementary logic gates, and indirectly
the speed of devices in a dynamic context. A typical ring oscillator
consists of an odd number of stages in which each of the stages acts
as a logic inverter (the output of the stage is the Boolean inverse of
the input). When connecting an odd number of digital inverting stages
in a ring, the circuit has no stable digital state but acts as an analog
oscillator due to the analog propagation delay of the input signals to
the output of the stage, called the delay time of the circuit. The sum of
the delay times of all stages of the ring oscillator determines the
frequency with which it oscillates. The frequency of oscillation is 1/
(2*td*N) with td the delay of one stage and N the number of stages in
the ring oscillator. By varying some conditions during a litho step, the
delay change caused by the process condition change can be
measured very accurately. The response of the ring oscillator delay to
exposure dose and focus is measured and presented in this paper
together with a comparison of measured line-width values of the poly
gate lines.
In the second part of the paper, the ring oscillator delay
measurements will be used to improve the delay variation of the
selected CMOS process across both wafer and exposure field. A
number of ring oscillators are put in a design at different slit and scan
locations. 200mm wafers are processed with 48 full dies present. By
measuring the stage delay of the ring oscillators for wafers from
different batches a ring oscillator delay profile is determined. The
DoseMapper (tm) software from ASML allows dose corrections to be
used during lithography to compensate the delay profile across wafer
and across exposure field. First the relation between ring oscillator
delay and dose is determined. Second, the delay profile is converted
to a dose profile and finally a dose recipe is calculated. This dose
recipe is used on the scanner to compensate for effects that are the
root cause for the delay profile; including reticle and processing such
as track, etch and annealing.

6152-72, Session 15
Complete characterization of poly-gate critical
dimensions through in-situ detection of aerial
images in a scanner
H. Chang, J. Chen, C. Chen, J. Lin, C. Lai, T. Gau, B. Lin, Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Taiwan); M. J. Gassner, Y.
Cao, M. E. Preil, Brion Technologies, Inc.
Critical dimension (CD) metrology has historically operated with
extremely limited sampling rates. Even for today’s sub-100 nm
process nodes with hundreds of millions of gates in a single chip, CDs
are usually measured on barely 100 locations for incoming reticle
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qualification and on a few tens of locations across the wafer for actual
products. The full CD distribution across a device, including effects of
reticle and exposure tool non-uniformities and pattern specific CD
errors due to varying degrees of OPC effectiveness is almost
impossible to characterize completely in a production environment
where cost and cycle time are of paramount importance.
We present a novel technique for acquiring data directly at the wafer
plane and discuss applications of this technique to the quantification
of CD uniformity in a scanner.  The technique, utilizing direct detection
of small regions of aerial image intensity profiles, applies massively
parallel data collection to simultaneously measure over one million
locations across the exposure field. The sensor used for the data
collection is part of an integrated sensor wafer, which can be loaded
into the scanner using the standard wafer loader and which operates
autonomously within the exposure tool. The technique allows for true
in-situ measurement capability without the need for time-consuming
maintenance operations. High imaging resolution is achieved via
nano-scale apertures processed on the sensor surface. With millions
of sensor elements on the detector, the sensor wafer can sample up
to 1% of the area of the reticle within 10-15 minutes. Additional
sampling is possible at the expense of using more exposure tool time.
All data is stored on board the wafer and downloaded to a server after
the exposure cycle is complete.
Extensive characterization data will be presented to demonstrate the
CD metrology capabilities of the sensor wafer including through-
focus, through-pitch and across-field CD measurements on different
scanners and at various optical settings. Any observed CD variations
can immediately be further analyzed by correlation with image
parameters such as contrast, ILS or background level (e.g. due to
flare). We will address short term and long term repeatability, spatial
reproducibility of the results across the sensor field, and matching
between multiple sensor wafers. Comparisons of experimental data
with first-principle simulations of the imaging and sensor performance
will be presented, as well as first results of aerial-image based resist
CD prediction using a calibrated model.
Various further applications of the sensor technology are discussed,
including characterization and monitoring of gate CD uniformity on
production reticles and multiple exposure tools, and monitoring,
quantification and correction of focal plane deviations or small
changes in lens aberrations.

6152-55, Poster Session
Correlation of scatterometry sensitivities to variation
in device parameters
C. Ko, Y. Ku, Industrial Technology Research Institute (Taiwan); N. P.
Smith, Accent Optical Technology, Ltd. (Taiwan)
Scatterometry has been demonstrated to be a useful measurement
technique, which allows to examine a full reconstruction of the
measured structure in the semiconductor process, e.g. CD, thickness,
and overlay. Even though the potential of such technique has been
known for many years, the challenge of extracting quickly and
accurately the relevant constitutive parameters from diffraction data
remains. In general, the device parameters are determined by
calculating the minimum RMSE (root mean square error) between
measured signatures and model-based library without considering the
correlations among those parameters.
The correlations between device parameters are complicated in the
scatterometer system. For a given device structure, highly correlated
variation of two parameters may occur in a particular measurement
range, but that of another two parameters may occur in a different
measurement range. Moreover, the correlation level of two different
parameters is usually different. Prior art also mentions the importance
of avoiding parameter correlations1, but further research is absent.
From our previous experience, the correlation problem indeed affects
the library matching correction, and hence induces measurement
errors of device parameters. For example, the variation of device line
width is compensated by that of device thickness, resulting in two
different sets of match results. As the requirement of measurement
precision continues to be tight, this correlation-induced error problem
becomes more important.

We present a novel method using neural network algorithm to reduce
the correlation-induced error of device parameters for angular
scatterometer. Neural network can be used to solve problems that are
difficult for conventional computing methods, and is widely used in
pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, classifier, and inverse
problem of scatterometry. Neural network algorithm is based on
biological neuron systems and has consequently an interesting
capacity for learning.
To apply neural network algorithm into scatterometer system, a series
steps of weighting process were introduced into the original
signatures. First of all, theoretical signatures based on rigorous
coupled wave theory with an equal sampling interval were used to
train the neural network. The input layer was optical reflectance, and
the output layer was a linear matrix related to device parameters.
Weighting factors as a function of scan angles from -47 deg to +47
deg were determined based on seeking the correlation between the
parameters. Secondly, the weighting factors were transferred to a new
set of sampling density of scan angles, which meant scan angles with
a lower correlation have a higher sampling density. A test wafer was
manufactured to verify this novel method.  Angular scatterometer was
used to measure the sample target, which was a linear grating on the
substrate, and model-based library signatures were generated based
on the determined scan angle transferred from the weighting factors
of the neural network. Finally, device parameters were obtained using
library match method, which calculated the minimum RMSE, as did
the previous method, between the measured and model-based
signatures, but the sampling density of scan angle was based on the
weighting factors. The match results were compared with those using
equal sampling interval, and showed that measurement precision was
improved through this novel algorithm implementation.

6152-61, Poster Session
Integrated aerial image sensor (AIS): modeling and
assembly
J. Xue, C. J. Spanos, Univ. of California/Berkeley
In this paper, we describe the modeling and assembly of a novel aerial
image sensor system (IAIS) used as a lithography processing monitor.
Instead of the traditional method of integrating (and dedicating) the
aerial image sensor to the processing equipment [1-5], the IAIS
integrates all the elements of the sensor to the testing wafer surface.
This approach is expected to provide a more stable metrology
platform, higher throughput, lower cost, and be easier and more
flexible to deploy.
The objective of this sensor system is to capture the incident
electromagnetic field near the wafer surface and to use an on-wafer
photo-detector to detect this captured optical signal, from which we
could reconstruct the original aerial image. Practical photo-detector
structures cannot be smaller than a few micrometers, while the aerial
image under test may be incorporating features in the order of a few
nanometers. To overcome this challenge, we propose a design [6]
involving a series of sub-wavelength spatial phase shift aperture
groups on the wafer surface. These apertures will interfere with a
periodic aerial image, ultimately forming a low spatial frequency
interference pattern, also known as a Moiré pattern, which will be
captured by the photo-detectors underneath. Through sufficient
sampling, the aerial image pattern with a spatial resolution much
smaller than the size of the photo-detectors can be reconstructed. By
direct measurement of the aerial image, the sensor is expected to
accomplish several tasks, such as focus calibration, lens aberration
estimation, light source analysis, and Critical Dimension (CD)
calibration, in a more accurate and efficient manner than current
methods. This information will complement existing CD and Post-
Exposure Bake metrology, leading to an integrated, comprehensive
control approach of the pattern transfer process [7].
In this paper we describe the performance modeling and assembly
techniques of the aerial image sensor. PANORAMIC [8] is used to
model the aerial image under the 193nm projection lithography tool
and the light transmission through the aperture mask of the IAIS. The
CCD chips are integrated within a dedicated testing wafer by micro-
assembly techniques.
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6152-73, Poster Session
Improvement of alignment and overlay accuracy on
amorphous carbon layers
Y. Hwang, E. Kang, K. Lee, K. Ban, C. Lim, H. Kim, S. Moon, Hynix
Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
ArF lithography has shrank photo resist patterns down to 60nm from
80nm with the help of various RETs (resolution enhancement
technologies). Photo resist thickness also has been thinner than ever
to increase image contrast and DoF margin and to avoid pattern
collapse due to high aspect ratio. Etching process became more
difficult and marginal by using thin resist patterning so that new BARC
materials having high etching selectivity are required. Since
amorphous carbon (a-C) and SiON have good etch selectivity
between them, they can be used as hard mask materials for thin resist
process. Lithographic alignment system usually uses the light of 400
to 700nm. In general a-C has certain level of light absorption in this
wavelength range and the absorption coefficient increases with
deposition temperature of a-C. Because a-C film is not suitably
transparent to the alignment light, overlay control might get worsen as
the thickness of a-Carbon film increased. In this paper, we will present
the effect of the thickness of a-Carbon film on alignment signal
strength, alignment accuracy and overlay control of various layers.
Simulation of alignment signal is conducted and compared with
experiment results. It is also studied whether the overlay control can
be improved by changing the spectrum of alignment light or structural
design of alignment marks. Improvements on alignment accuracy and
overlay control are examined by lowering the extinction coefficient, k
of a-Carbon film.
In conclusion, because photo resist only is not sufficient for a mask
during etch step as the thickness decreased further, adoption of new
hard mask is inevitable. It is the alignment trouble for a-Carbon that
should be cleared before being named as a main stream of new hard
mask.

6152-74, Poster Session
nDSE-based overlay alignment: enabling technology
for nano metrology and fabrication
J. Gao, C. E. Picciotto, W. Wu, Hewlett-Packard Co.; I. Park,
Hewlett-Packard Co. and Univ. of California/Berkeley; W. M. Tong,
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Displacement sensing and estimation (DSE) are important
preprocessing tasks for many image-based processing systems that
extract information from multiple images. However, DSE is not
generally considered applicable to overlay alignment, especially down
to the nanoscale. This is essentially due to a general mis-perception
that optical displacement sensing is fundamentally limited by the
wavelength of light, optical point-spread function and sensor pixel
size (Rayleigh and Shannon/Nyquest theorems). In last two years, we
gained significant insight of the nature of DSE and developed theory
and algorithm framework named nanoscale displacement sensing and
estimation (nDSE). We also build procedures to apply nDSE to overlay
alignment down to the nanoscale.
We developed algorithms, based on two fundamental theories: phase
delay detection (PDD) and derivatives-based maximum likelihood
estimation (DML). PDD models displacement as phase delays of the
target system, thus providing a foundation for frequency-domain DSE;
while DML defines the principle of displacement estimation from the
perspective of minimizing error propagation in the maximum likelihood
sense between observation system and the target system.
The algorithm we used in our research is a correlation based
algorithm: Nearest Neighbor Navigation algorithm (N-Cubed): We
derived an analytical solution for displacement estimation that models
an arbitrary correlation surface as the general 2nd order 2D Taylor
expansion. We formulated the general linear least-squares problem by
comparing data in correlation grid with the expected values computed
using he second-order model. We then compute the optimum values
of the parameters by minimizing analytically the corresponding sum of
the squared errors, obtaining a solution set consisting of simple linear

combinations of the correlation data values. N-Cubed algorithm is an
extremely robust and efficient algorithm. It provides a clean and
simple analytical solution without iteration; and is quite tolerance in
the presence of white noise. In ideal conditions, it can provide
displacement accuracy down to 1/200th of a pixel dimension or
better. With pixel size of 100 nm, (50x lens and a 5 micron pixel array)
N-Cubed algorithm achieved, experimentally, step size of 5 nm
displacements tracking with one sigma precision of 1 nm.
We discuss the application of nDSE as an overlay metrology tool. The
key is to bridge DSE and alignment sensing. We presented definitions
for displacement and alignment and from there; we presented several
methods to bridge these two concepts by clever selection of
references for DSE. DDMA (direct displacement-measurement-based
alignment) is the first method we used to generate reliable alignment
results using nDSE. We achieved 20nm alignment accuracy using N-
Cubed algorithm. IDMA (indirect displacement-measurement-based
alignment) is the most accurate in theory, and hardest to prove
experimentally. It is promising because it truly utilizes DSE to achieve
precision co-placement over different layers and processes. IDMA
and DDMA, as well as a group of other nDSE based algorithms/
procedures are vibration tolerance, which makes them ideal as an
overlay alignment tool for nanoimprint lithography.
Current methods of overlay metrology and many methods of
displacement metrology require precise alignment targets, such as
symmetric geometric figures or extremely high-Q diffraction gratings.
Such patterns are expensive to produce and/or difficult to fabricate
consistently and they occupy valuable real estate on the wafer. nDSE
based alignment framework provides precision alignment by tracking
totally arbitrary patterns. We extend this advantage into a method for
alignment sensing, which retains nDSE as the key underlying
measurement. Hence, as with displacement sensing, the alignment
targets need not be held to any absolute standard, pattern
asymmetries caused by process variations are not an issue, and
precision gratings are not required. These advantages of (D)IDMA are
summarized below. We believe these advantages will make nDSE
based alignment one of the enabling techniques for nano metrology
and fabrication.
1. Using conventional optical systems to achieve nanoscale
displacement sensing and overlay alignment.
2. Do no require specially-made high-accuracy alignment marks or
displacement patterns.
3. Potentially simpler and more robust system designs, and
4. Flexible system architecture because the overlay alignment
algorithms are implemented in algorithm and software.

6152-75, Poster Session
Long-range nanopositioning and nanomeasuring
machine for application to micro- and
nanotechnology
G. Jäger, T. Hausotte, H. Büchner, E. Manske, I. Schmidt, R.
Mastylo, Technische Univ. Ilmenau (Germany)
The paper describes the operation of a high-precision long range
three-dimensional nanopositioning and nanomeasuring machine
(NPM-Machine). The NPM-Machine has been developed by the
Institute of Process Measurement and Sensor Technology of the
Technische Universität Ilmenau. The machine was successfully tested
and continually improved in the last few years. The machines are
operating successfully in several German and foreign research
institutes including the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB).
Three plane mirror miniature interferometers are installed into the
NPM-machine having a resolution of less than 0,1 nm over the entire
positioning and measuring range of 25 mm x 25 mm x 5 mm. An Abbe
offset-free design of the three miniature plane mirror interferometers
and applying a new concept for compensating systematic errors
resulting from mechanical guide systems provide extraordinary
accuracy with an expanded uncertainty of only 5 - 10 nm. The NPM-
Machine over the range of 25 mm x 25 mm x 5 mm is the most
accurate machine at present. An important part of the NPM-Machine
is constituted by a mirror corner. The external faces of the mirror
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corner are mirrored. The object to be measured is positioned on the
base plate of the mirror corner and sensed or treated by a stationary
system (AFM, STM, focus sensor, tactile probes, nanotools).
The integration of several, optical and tactile probe systems and
nanotools makes the NPM-Machine suitable for various tasks, such
as large-area scanning probe microscopy, mask and wafer inspection,
nanostructuring, biotechnology and genetic engineering as well as
measuring mechanical precision workpieces, precision treatment and
for engineering new material. Various developed probe systems have
been integrated into the NPM-Machine. The measurement results of a
focus sensor, metrological AFM, white light sensor, tactile stylus probe
and of a 3D-micro touch-probe are presented.
Single beam-, double beam- and triple beam interferometer built in
the NPM-Machine for six degrees of freedom measurements are
described.

6152-76, Poster Session
Influence upon the photomask defect detection and
defect analysis of a novel method for correction of
CD variations
D. Michaelis, G. Ben-Zvi, V. J. Dmitriev, S. V. Oshemkov, E. Zait, UC
Laser Technologies Ltd. (Israel)
As IC feature sizes become smaller and smaller, requirements for
Critical Dimension (CD) variations control has become a critical issue.
A new process for the correction of intra-field CD variations (CDC)
was applied and it’s influence on defects detection and photo-masks
inspection capabilities at different modes of inspection was
investigated.
CD correction (CDC) of the photomask is a process where Deep UV
transmittance is selectively altered by patterns of small partially
scattering elements inside the quartz. The scattering elements are
formed by a process of shooting an ultrafast laser beam focused
inside the mask substrate, resulting in localized intra-volume
breakdown inside the quartz. Process patterns are predetermined
according to a CD variations map. Thus by changing local photomask
attenuation levels, it is possible to correct for the CD variations inside
the field. Since photomask transmittance is being changed,
qualification of the impact of the transmittance changes on defect
detection and analysis capabilities are required. In this study,
influence upon photomask defects detection and analysis by method
for correction of CD variations was investigated, using transmitted
light inspection with both Die to Die and Die to database capabilities.
Both soft and hard defects detection was investigated.
Analysis of the CDC process was done by using an aerial imaging
simulation tool (AIMS). Images captured with an AIMS tool show the
CD gradual changes within the Lithography process window, at
various attenuation levels.
In order to perform the required tests, a standard test mask which
included most of the difficult to control layers and features was
prepared. Test mask was divided into two main zones - Chrome on
Glass (CoG) and MoSi (193nm Litho printing). For each zone, three
different CD’s on mask level were tested: 400nm, 320nm, and 260nm.
These CD’s on wafer level are 4 times smaller and therefore represent
the front-end CD’s of today photolithographic process. A third
partition of the test mask was to 5 critical layers of the Litho process:
Gate (with OPC), Metal1, Poly1, Active area and Semi-wire. Each of
the sub-groups had an adjacent reference area which was not
patterned by the laser system with any Shade-in-Elements.
Tests of influence of patterned Shade-in-Element on inspection
capabilities, show that in transmission mode, at attenuation levels of
above 4%, CD false defects are detected. However, there is no
difference between reference areas and patterned areas in reflection
modes of inspection at all attenuation levels, including levels above
4%. Reflection mode of inspection is not sensitive to laser patterned
Shade-in-Elements inside the Quartz, in both Die-to-Die and Die to
database modes.

6152-78, Poster Session
Verification of the system of defect inspection on
patterned wafers using sub-200-nm wavelength light
T. Takahashi, Association of Super-Advanced Electronics
Technologies (Japan); Y. Miyazaki, Accretech Micro Technologies
(Japan); T. Tanaka, T. Terasawa, Association of Super-Advanced
Electronics Technologies (Japan); N. Takeuchi, Accretech Micro
Technologies (Japan)
Although inline inspection tools using dark-field technology are
becoming popular, it is still strongly required for 45nm semiconductor
device processes to apply bright-field optical systems, which use an
advanced pattern comparison algorism to detect abnormal shape or
partial CD defects. To detect small pattern defects, the inspection tool
must provide clear and nice contrast images.
In order to apply bright-field imaging systems, (*1) we have been
carrying out verification of our defect inspection system using sub-
200nm light. Currently, the shortest wavelength in practical use is
250nm. With this wavelength, however, it is still difficult to achieve
enough resolution for the 45nm design rule and beyond. As part of the
verification work, we evaluated inspection imaging characteristics by
reflectivity simulations and by experiments using a pilot POC (proof of
concept) tool.
Following are the results of the reflectivity simulations for principal
semiconductor materials (*2). Reflectivity of SiO2, Poly-Si, and Si3N4
films coated on the Si for 198nm wavelength was evaluated. The
results suggest that the reflectivity variance periods with respect to
coated film thickness for 198nm wavelength are shorter than those for
wavelengths used in current inspection tools. The results also suggest
that an average reflectance for 198 nm is much the same as that for
present inspection wavelengths.
The experimental descriptions are as follows. The image evaluation
system used consists of a wafer table, an objective lens with the
numerical aperture (NA) of \>0.8 and a sub-200nm light source
(monochrome). Two kinds of magnifications can be selected: 100x (1
pixel 115nm x 135nm) or 250x (1pixel 46nm x 54nm). Three kinds of
test wafers which have the same patterns and programmed defects
on Si-substrates were used. These test wafers are: (A) 500 nm-thick
SiO2; (B) 80 nm-thick SiO2; and (C) 200 nm-thick Poly-Si.
Simultaneously, UV (365nm) images were taken by an inspection tool
WIN-WIN 50 (TOKYO SEIMITSU CO., LTD) (1 pixel 125nm x 125nm).
Image contrasts for Lines & Spaces in both UV and sub-200nm
inspection images were calculated. It is confirmed from the
experimental results that (1) sub-200nm images are superior to UV
images in contrast, and that (2) the image contrast improves with
increasing magnification because of a reduction in pixel size.
 Further, a quantitative defect detection procedure was taken for the
three kinds of optical conditions, which are UV, sub-200nm 100x and
sub-200nm 250x images of the patterned wafers specified as the
wafer (A) to identify programmed defects. Several sizes of extrusion
defects were evaluated. Defect is identified when pixel intensity
difference between the images of patterns with and without defect
exceeds a certain threshold value. Examination of the differential
images under the three optical conditions showed that sub-200nm
250x was the most desirable, followed by sub-200nm 100x. Sub-
200nm provided an enough pixel grey level difference value to detect
down to 50nm extrusion defects.
These results have confirmed that sub-200nm light provides enough
reflectivity to inspect defects in principal semiconductor materials,
and that image contrast improves with increasing magnification.
Furthermore, the relation between defect sizes and the pixel grey level
values of difference images obtained under sub-200nm light suggests
that reduced pixel sizes can improve defect inspection capability (*3)
to such an extent that defects as small as 50nm can be detected. In
the presentation, we will estimate the sensitivity of the defect
inspection method to CD defects.
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6152-79, Poster Session
Understanding electron-beam induced modification
of lithographic materials: role of reference
measurement techniques and optimal strategy for
accuracy
H. M. Marchman, G. F. Lorusso, D. A. Soltz, L. Grella, Z. Luo, J. D.
Byers, J. Varner, S. Vedula, A. R. Azordegan, KLA-Tencor Corp.
CD-SEM is currently the method of choice for CD metrology because
of its nanometer scale spatial resolution, superior precision, and
relatively high throughput. However, issues that can threaten the
metrologic performance still continue to emerge for different sample
types. The impact of issues arising from electron beam induced
modification of the sample materials will be assessed primarily.
Proposed approaches to mitigate these effects will ensue. 193nm
resist shrinkage and undesired deposition of vacuum contaminants
occurring during CDSEM measurements are the two main issues
covered in this article.
Interpretation of results from attempts to use electron beam imaging
to quantify the effects of prior electron beam exposure is difficult, if
not impossible, without the aid of a “third party” reference
measurement tool with which to allow the de-convolution of SEM
imaging artifacts from the actual physical changes of the wafer or
mask structure. The non-destructive nature of CD-AFM imaging
allows quantification of the physical changes in topography, as well as
for subsequent etching of the same sample to be carried out in order
to quantify the transfer of resist shrinkage at different CDSEM
metrology beam conditions to the final patterned layer. The same
methodology has been applied to study the related issue of electron
beam induced deposition of contaminants for various CDSEM
measurement conditions. In order to guarantee the high level of
fidelity requested to the measurement, we developed a novel
sampling technique that greatly minimizes the effects of CDAFM tip
shape changes, thus satisfying the needed requirements for accuracy.
The results allow for the optimization of the CDSEM operating
parameters to minimize the impact of resist shrinkage and carryover
on measurement performance.

6152-80, Poster Session
ArF scanner performance improvement by using
track integrated CD optimization
J. Huang, C. Ke, T. Y. Wu, Y. Wang, T. Gau, B. Lin, Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Taiwan); D. Wang, A. Li, W.
Yang, A. Kaoru, Tokyo Electron Ltd. (Japan)
In the advance of semiconductor processing, shrinking CD is a main
objective of moving to the future generation of technologies. To
improve CD uniformity while shrinking CD is the biggest challenge. In
this study, Optical Digital Profilometry (ODP) based scatterometry
system was integrated into a litho cell and connected to TEL CD
Optimizer to improve 193nm resist CD uniformity within a wafer and
wafer to wafer.
Within wafer uniformity is mainly affected by the temperature non-
uniformity on post exposure bake (PEB) plate. Based on CD and PEB
sensitivity of photo resists, a physics model was established to
control the CD uniformity through fine-tuning of PEB temperature
distribution. CD data collected on wafer by ODP based scatterometry
system integrated with track was feed into this model, and the
adjustment of PEB was calculated and executed through a APC
system installed on the litho cell.  In several of our previous studies,
we have shown that scatterometry has higher accuracy and precision
compared to CD-SEM. This enables the detection of subtle but critical

CD distribution pattern on wafer that other metrology methods cannot
see. Using this accurate metrology feedback, that PEB APC system
has enabled the improvement of within wafer CD uniformity of 50-
60% average, and the matching of 6 PEB plates to the same
performance on the same track.
The productivity and reliability issues of using ODP integrated
metrology on litho cell are also discussed in this paper. The baseline
requirements for ODP based IM includes no throughput hit to the litho
cell, and higher uptime compared to the scanner and track.

6152-82, Poster Session
Wafer deformations during chucking induced by
backside particle contamination
T. Bearda, F. Holsteyns, P. Mertens, IMEC (Belgium); A. van Meer,
ASML Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands); D. Brayton, L. Cheung, KLA-
Tencor Corp.
Particle contamination at the backside of a wafer is generally
assumed to cause yield loss due to print-through of the particles
during e.g. chucking (‘hot-spots’) in processes such as lithography
and chemical-mechanical polishing. Little quantitative data on this
topic have been published, yet the ITRS Roadmap requirements
concerning backside contamination are stringent. Recently it was
proposed that plastic deformation of the particle can significantly
reduce the wafer deflection. In the current publication we show
experimental data to support this idea.
Particles were deposited on the backsides of 300mm wafers using an
aerosol deposition method. The particle diameter range was from 1µm
to 20µm, and the density was varied between approx. 100 - 5000
particles/cm2. The particle materials of interest were polystyrene latex
spheres, tungsten, silica and silicon. After each experimental
sequence, the backsides of the wafers were inspected with an SP2, or
an SP1 equipped with a backside inspection module. In the evaluation
of the results, the difference in scattering efficiencies between the
actual particles and the  SP1/SP2 calibration particles was taken into
account.
Before and after the particle deposition the wafer flatness was
measured on the leveling system of an ASML 1100 Twinscan. The first
measurement allows to correct the experimental data for the intrinsic
wafer flatness. Immediately prior to each flatness measurement, also
the flatness of a clean reference wafer was measured. Assuming that
the flatness of this reference wafer did not change significantly during
the test, this allows to correct for drift of the measurement system or
the chuck. The lower detection limit for deflections was of the order of
25nm. The experiment was repeated on two identical chucks with
different sets of wafers. During the measurements, no adverse effects
on wafer chucking were encountered. Also, before and after the
flatness measurement, an extensive review of the deposited particles
was carried out on a KT2351 bright-field inspection tool.
For the experimental conditions applied in this study,  we find that
wafer deflections caused by backiside particles are governed by
plastic deformation of the particles. The experimental results exhibit
good agreement with theoretical predicitons. At least one instance of
a ‘crushed’ particle was observed with the bright-field inspection tool.
The maximum deflection of the wafer depends on the size and
number density of the particles. No impact of particle material was
observed; apparently the differences in particle yield strength are too
small to be observed in this experiment. In the case of particle
clusters, the total particle volume determines the wafer deflection. As
a rule of thumb one may assume a critical particle volume of 1000µm3
for a wafer deflection of approximately 100nm.

6152-85, Poster Session
An advanced AFM sensor for high-aspect-ratio
pattern profile in-line measurement
M. Watanabe, S. Baba, T. Nakata, Hitachi, Ltd. (Japan); T.
Kurenuma, H. Kuroda, T. Hiroki, Hitachi Kenki FineTech Co., Ltd.
(Japan)
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Not only the design rule shrinkage but also wider adoption of new
device structure such as STI, damascene and deep trench, lead to
increased demands on in-line process monitoring of step heights and
profiles of device structures. To meet these demands, CD-SEMs are
introducing stereo SEM function but the profile information is not
sufficiently quantitative. OCD generates a quantitative data, but the
requirement on repetitive test pattern and prior knowledge about the
device structure and optical properties of all the layers makes it
difficult to retrieve reliable data. Atomic force microscope offers a
potential method of in-line process monitoring of critical processes
that require fine process control. The major barriers to AFM in-line
monitoring are the slow scan speed and the accuracy degradation
associated with probe tip wear and spurious noise caused by
unwanted oscillation on steep slopes of high-aspect-ratio patterns.
We have a proprietary AFM scanning method named Step-in mode. In
this method, after each height sampling point (i.e. measurement pixel),
the AFM probe is pulled, and the probe is moved horizontally to the
next measuring point, after which the probe is lowered until the probe
tip touches the sample with the preset contact force and then the
height of the sample is sampled. Because the probe is not dragged on
the sample surface as in conventional AFM, the profile trace fidelity
across steep slopes is excellent. Because the probe does not oscillate
and hit the sample at a high frequency as in AC scanning method,
Step-in mode is free from unwanted spurious noises on steep sample
slopes and causes extremely little probe tip wear.
To enjoy the full merit of the above-mentioned good property, we have
developed a new AFM sensor best fit to in-line use, which produces
accurate profile data at high speed.
The developed control scheme of the AFM sensor, which we call
“Smart Step-In”, consists of two main ideas:
1. Fast and adaptive Step-in scan: After each sampling, the probe
must be pulled up until Van der Waals force and capillary force
disappear. As the necessary pulling up distance varies point to point
depending on the probe tip and sample surface condition, the
distance had to be set large enough to prevent dragging the probe tip.
This time, a newly designed high-speed controller analyzes the
contact force and friction force signals from the cantilever and
optimizes the pulling up distance.
2. Low and stable contact force: The contact force and friction force
signal show some interference with the cantilever scanner movement.
They also show some temporal drifts. The controller elaborately
cancels these effects. Our previous research shows that contact force
of below 5 nN is required to accurately scan steep sidewalls on high
aspect ratio device patterns. This low contact force is also required
for fragile patterns such as ArF resist pattern and low-K material
pattern.
The developed prototype AFM sensor is capable of scanning high-
aspect-ratio patterns while keeping contact force at 3 nN stably. Step
height measurement repeatability was 0.8nm (3σ). A STI-like test
pattern was scanned and the steep sidewalls with angles of 84
degrees were measured with high fidelity without spurious noises.

6152-86, Poster Session
Lithography rework reduction and improved process
control using AIM targets on aluminum layers in the
high-volume production of 110-nm DRAM devices
D. Hofmann, F. Rabe, Infineon Technologies AG (Germany); Y.
Avrahamov, KLA-Tencor Corp. (Israel); C. Sparka, KLA-Tencor Corp.
(Germany)
Shrinking design rules require tight process control, often close to the
technology limits, making lithography patterning more and more
challenging. This leaves very small margins for metrology noise, which
may result in unnecessary lithography re-work affecting productivity
and potentially yield loss. In high density DRAM devices, which still
use Aluminum (Al) backend, the Al layer is running at technology limit
and requires extreme care to achieve the tight overlay tolerances.
Lot dispositioining and scanner correctables are generated by fitting
overlay data from multiple sites to an analytical model. On backend
Aluminum (Al) processes, the model residuals, i.e. discrepancies

between model and measured data, are typically larger than in any
other process layer. This is due to the spatial noise associated with
the intrinsic graininess of Al metrology marks in addition to process
induced rotation and magnification effects, which have to be
compensated for in the feedback loop. These phenomena affect
overlay measurement reliability, resulting in unnecessary rework and
potentially inaccurate scanner corrections. In order to compensate for
wafer induced shift (WIS) effects, overlay at the Al layer is measured
after litho and after etch. The overlay difference is used to
compensate for the post lithographic WIS effects. In order to maintain
reliable WIS corrections, essential for good process control we need
the post lithographic and post etch overlay difference to be stable.
In this work AIM grating targets were optimized and implemented on
the metal 2 Al layer in high volume production of 110nm DRAM
devices. Grating target structures are intrinsically more compatible
with Al process design rules, allowing target optimization to better fit
the process. With the implementation of AIM we were able to achieve
tighter control of the Al patterning process. We got smaller residuals,
better matching between post litho and post etch measurements,
better modeling and less rework.

6152-87, Poster Session
In-line monitoring of advanced copper chemical
mechanical planarization processes with
picosecond ultrasonic metrology
M. Hsieh, J. Yeh, M. Tsai, K. Wang, United Microelectronics Corp.
(Taiwan); J. Tan, Rudolph Technologies (Taiwan)
The ability of picosecond ultrasonics to measure CMP erosion of
dense 50% line arrays that will be required at metal levels 1 and 2 was
tested. As the picosecond ultrasonic laser spot size covers a large
number of line/ILD combinations, a new position sensitive detector
was required to measure copper line thickness. Although the signals
from this detector can be complex to analyze, the system does so
automatically and the results are robust over a wide range of
underpolish, normal, and overpolish conditions. The picosecond
ultrasonic thickness results were compared to both electrical results
and TEM cross sections, and both showed a high degree of
correlation. It was determined, based on these experiments, that
picosecond ultrasonics offers an inline metrology technique for CMP
process control at the 65 nm technology node.

6152-89, Poster Session
Bias-free measurement of LER/LWR with low
damage by CD-SEM
A. Yamaguchi, Hitachi, Ltd. (Japan); R. Steffen, H. Kawada, T. Iizumi,
Hitachi High-Technologies Corp. (Japan)
Line width roughness (LWR) and line-edge roughness (LER) receive
high attention recently due to their increasing influence to electrical
transistor performance with shrinking LSI design rules. But as recently
reported by Bunday et al. and Villarrubia et al., random image noise
has been found to have severe influence on LER/LWR measurement
results[1,2]. According to these studies, image noise randomly shifts a
measured edge position, resulting in a noise dependent edge position
dispersion which quadratically adds to the “true” edge position
dispersion (i.e. the LER) like
Sigma_measred^2=sigma_true^2+sigma_error^2.
It means that any measured LER/LWR contains a noise dependent
biasing error term which decreases with improved image signal-to-
noise ratios.
Our new study aims on overcoming this obstacle and to develop a
practical, simple method for CD-SEM based bias-free LER metrology
without losing high-frequency LER components. We focused on the
relationship between LER bias and noise reduction parameters. A
simple function is proposed to describe the noise-reduction
parameter dependence of the measured LER. The physically true LER
and its noise caused bias, sigma_true and sigma_error, can be
theoretically calculated from a single CD-SEM image by an analysis
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using this function even if the image has a high noise level. Namely,
the bias-free LER value can be obtained with low damage by a
practical procedure.
The dependence of experimentally measured LER on the image frame
integration number was investigated. The observed samples were KrF
resist line pattern. The LER (sigma) measured by using 4-frame-
integrated images was about 2.5 nm. With increased image frame
numbers this value reduced and eventually converged at sixty-four
frames to 1.3 nm, about half compared to that measured at four
frames. The behaviour of sigma_error calculated by our method
completely synchronized to the experimentally measured LER. It was
2.1 nm at four frames and 0.5 nm at sixty-four frames, while
sigma_true consistently gave 1.2 nm independently of the number of
image integration frames.  The calculated sigma_true value agrees
well with the measured value for the sixty-four-frame image (i.e.,
sufficiently integrated image); therefore, it is regarded as the true LER
value. Similar results were obtained in the cases of ArF and poly-Si
pattern images. Furthermore, obtained sigma_error was proportional
to the square root of frame number, which is in accordance with the
reported data [2]).
In summary, we proposed a new method of bias-free LER/LWR
measurement based on statistical hypothesis of image noise. It was
found that the calculated sigma_true was a constant, independent of
the number of frames, and equal to the LER value obtained from the
sufficiently-signal-integrated images. Thus a “true” LER value without
“LER bias” can be obtained from small numbers of frames by using
this method. Namely, bias-free LER measurement with low electron
beam damage can be achieved.
[1] B. D. Bunday, M. Bishop, D. McCormack, J. S. Villarrubia,
A. E. Vladar, R. Dixson, T. Vorburger and N. G. Orji, Proc. SPIE, 5375,
p515(2004).
[2] J. S. Villarrubia and B. D. Bunday, Proc. SPIE, 5752,
p480(2005).

6152-91, Poster Session
Study of critical dimension and overlay
measurement methodology using SEM image
analysis for process control
T. Lee, Y. S. Cho, D. Y. Kim, B. H. Lee, S. B. Chin, D. H. Cho, T. H.
Ahn, C. L. Song, SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
As the design rule of semiconductor devices shrinks to below 100nm
dimensions, the degree of pattern alignment from different process
levels has become a crucial factor affecting both process control and
induced defect on unit process.  Isolated and dense patterns were
formed at process layers from front-end through to back-end on
wafers using sub 100nm device process utilizing ArF lithography
under various lithography conditions.  As pattern size is reduced,
overlay discrepancies become larger.  The OL (overlay) error is very
important because the pattern misalignment induces critical defects
for the device.  For many years, overlay metrology for process control
has been measured by 4-corner box-in-box methods in chip.  In the
past CD errors have always been measured on SEMs and OL errors
have always been measured on optical tools.  The accuracy of OL
error metrology is limited by the resolution of that type of tool, which
is on the order of 1um.  In this paper we tried measuring the degree of
pattern misalignment through image analysis algorithm using process
pattern images obtained from CD-SEM.  This paper introduces the
capability of measuring OL errors (current level to prior level errors
and neighboring field errors) and CD errors simultaneously on a CD-
SEM.  The image selected for analysis was loaded in the software
platform.  We explore methods to optimize analysis algorithms with
applications in both critical dimension and overlay metrology using
process pattern wafer.

6152-92, Poster Session
Printability study with polarization-based AIMS(tm)
to study mask polarization effects
A. M. Zibold, Carl Zeiss SMS GmbH (Germany); J. Baekert, V.
Philipsen, L. van Look, P. L. Leunissen, IMEC (Belgium); W. Degel, U.
Stroessner, T. Scherübl, W. Harnisch, Carl Zeiss SMS GmbH
(Germany)
Immersion lithography offers the semiconductor industry the chance
to extend the current ArF processes further down to smaller nodes
before switching to shorter wavelength. The move to immersion
requires increased attention to the photomask along with new effects
influencing the aerial image formation as numerical apertures (NA) of
scanners move up to at least 0.93 and even larger for hyper NA.
Feature sizes on the photomask become comparable or even smaller
than the wavelength and hence act more like wire grid polarizers.
As of today AIMS(tm) fab tools are in operation in all major
maskshops worldwide. The novel AIMS(tm) fab 193i tool with NA up
to 0.93 is the latest aerial image measurement system for ArF-
lithography emulation down to the 65nm node. Common adjustments
are numerical aperture, illumination type and partial illumination
coherence to match the conditions in 193nm dry or immersion
scanners. In addition to the non-polarized illumination, the AIMS(tm)
fab 193i allows to select linear x and y polarized illumination for
different settings and types, e.g. off-axis dipole illumination.
Polarization effects of different photomask features are explored,
namely MoSiON, BIM, AltPSM, and CPL. MoSiON embedded phase
shift masks have been investigated at different high NA close to 1 and
for different half-pitches between 500nm and 260nm for reticle
polarisation effects and vector effects. The MoSiON polarisation
effects on transmission of the mask features are found to increase
with smaller feature size towards the 65nm node. From the
investigation we can see that the AIMS(tm) fab 193i with its linear
polarised illumination for the vertical and horizontal mask direction
allows to separate and investigate polarisation effects from the reticle
itself taking into account real world mask effects. The application of
the polarisation capability allows to judge on the suitability of the
reticle for wafer printing in accordance with the correct polarization
illumination that matters for the wafer printing in high NA approaching
1. Large peak intensities for different polarisation states or large
Principal Transmittance ratio indicate that the reticle is significantly
contributing towards printability properties and vector effects based
on the scanner optics being enlarged. With the increase of the
transmittance change towards smaller half-pitches it is expected to
have significant larger effects towards 45nm node as mask features
reduce to 180nm.
Other materials and masks with sub-resolution mask features act
strongly as wire grid polarizers and can be analysed with the
polarisation function of the AIMS(tm) and their results valuably used
as input for further analysis. It is especially helpful that AIMS(tm) as a
scanner emulator catches the real world mask effects such as line
edge roughness, sidewall angle effects and material tolerances that
lead to different optical properties in a first place.
TM: trademark of Carl Zeiss

6152-93, Poster Session
Image-based nano-scale dimensional metrology
Y. Ku, A. Liu, Industrial Technology Research Institute (Taiwan); N. P.
Smith, Accent Optical Technologies, Ltd. (Taiwan)
Optical imaging methods are commonly thought to face the
challenges of limitation of resolution for nanostructure analysis. Some
method must be created to resolve this problem. The through focus
method has been studied in previous work for edge detection and
enhancing overlay tool performance. Optical interference leads to
errors in the determination of the location of lines and in feature
dimension measurements. Multi-peaked focus plots were observed
from the metrology tools when the target includes sub-resolution
lines. In this paper we describe continued development of this
technology.
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We present a new algorithm for determining nano-scale feature
dimensions of grating structures with a bright-field metrology tool. The
algorithm is based on the intensity of images obtained with varying
amounts of defocus. By evaluating the variations of the different
captured images through analysis of the optical images intensity
obtained at various off-focus positions, the through-focus curves
experimentally demonstrate nanometer sensitivity with grating
structure.
For a set of images of a target captured with varying amounts of
defocus, the focus measure in each image can be determined by a
number of measures.  We have evaluated several different focus
criteria for images acquired by bright-field microscopy, including
gradient energy, standard deviation, contrast, Laplacian. The best
one, in our application, is the standard deviation of the intensity within
the grating area. The best focus position is the one giving the
maximum focus quality.  We will show that there are relationships
between critical dimension of the grating and several parameters of
both the best focus image and the through-focus quality information.
For this investigation, four groups of test targets patterns with fixed
pitch of 800, 1000, 1200 and 1500 nm were fabricated in 100 mm test
wafers by E-beam direct writing.  The grating target size is of
approximately 25 mm. At each pitch multiple gratings were fashioned
with developed photo-resist line-widths varying from 50 nm to 1500
nm in 50 nm increments. A series of through-focus images were
acquired by CCD camera while the sample stage was moved
continuously along the off-focus axis. The off-focus position was
adjusted between -16 µm and 16 µm from best focus position in
increments of 0.1 µm. Each image is saved as 512 x 512 8-bit image
data file. These data were acquired with illumination NA 0.3, collection
NA 0.5, and the wavelength of the illumination is centered at 550 nm
with 50nm FWHM.
An empirical quadratic model was developed to fit the experimental
results of image intensity deviation versus critical dimension. Our
model and experimental data both shows that the grating structure
with critical dimension at half pitch has maximum focus measure. A
quadratic symmetry distribution data were shown when the critical
dimension increase or decrease with the same dimensional intervals.
The results demonstrate that the sub-wavelength feature dimensions
can be evaluated using regular optical microscopes with exceptional
resolution by implementing this algorithm. It can used to evaluate
critical dimension of an array of lines and possibly of multilevel
structures.

6152-94, Poster Session
The study to enhance the accuracy of FIB repair on
mask pattern of DRAM
Y. Choi, H. Kim, O. Han, Hynix Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
As minimum pattern size is smaller, the required accuracy of pattern
repair on mask is more severe.
The image quality of FIB (Focused Ion Beam) which is used to repair
fine pattern on mask is key factor to get accurately repaired pattern ,
because target shape is extracted by comparing the image of the
normal and abnormal patterns. The noise of ion beam is the source of
bad image quality.
To enhance the image quality, generally, lower beam current has been
used to reduce space charge effect, and smaller pixel to get fine
image.
New approach was developed to get the fine defect image by SEM
and low current beam . Using the specific characters of DRAM pattern
like periodic and binary image (opaque and clear), fine defect image
was extracted by optimized selection of designed pattern and defect
image. And CD accuracy of repaired patterns on ArF HT PSM was
measured with AIMS.

6152-95, Poster Session
First look at across-chip performance variation
using non-contact performance-based metrology
J. J. Estabil, M. Babazadeh, N. Pakdaman, J. S. Vickers, Tau-Metrix,
Inc.; G. Steinbrueck, Siloet, Inc.; B. Borot, W. Doedel, J. Galvier,
Crolles II Alliance (France)
We report on the first non-destructive performance measurements
taken for 90nm logic CMOS manufacturing lots inside the die active
area.  We have observed additional across-field performance variation
beyond the variation obtained from conventional techniques. Across-
wafer and in-die performance variation will be reported (Figure 1).
Through the use of SILOET (Silicon Opto-Electronic Technology), we
report unambiguous yield-impacting performance variances that
cannot be sampled by scribe probe testing and that is typically
assessed through manual, episodic, and costly destructive failure
analysis techniques after capture at Final Test.  We also report a good
correlation between active-area measurements at M1 and
measurements at MF (Figure 2).  In-line contactless SILOET
measurement of performance complements well-established
metrology techniques and offers the promise to catch residual pattern
density related process variations that are not caught by physical
verification simulations (DFM technologies), and are often missed or
underestimated due to the lack of an in-line Leff measurement.
Improved yield learning and process control can be derived from this
measurement capability.
To confirm the viability of this new inspection methodology,
embedded structures (∼50µm x 50µm each) were co-located near
multiple product geometry locations within a single-chip reticle field.
Conventional 300mm 90nm Logic CMOS process was used to
manufacture samples.  Wafers were measured at Metal 1 (M1) and
Metal Final (MF).  No sample preparation was required.  Data were
collected on the tau-Metrix PBM-1000x.
Additional measurements, correlation to standard inline metrology
techniques, and measurement tool technology will be discussed.

6152-96, Poster Session
Improved profile measurement accuracy via feed-
forward spectroscopic ellipsometry
R. M. Peters, S. Lakkapragada, KLA-Tencor Corp.
In recent years, optical metrology methods, based on spectroscopic
ellipsometry (SE), have gained a strong foothold for use in measuring
the 2-dimensional profiles of integrated device features.   While
optical methods generally provide superior metrology performance
compared to other metrology methods, there still remain some
challenges to meet precision and accuracy requirements as integrated
device geometries continue to shrink at an aggressive rate.
Process engineers are employing several new techniques in order to
meet device patterning requirements while maintaining
manufacturing-worthy process windows.  These techniques include
thinning the photoresist layers and adding additional underlayer films
to act as anti-reflective coatings (ARC) and/or hard masks for
subsequent pattern transfer steps.  Thinning the photoresist layer
reduces the aspect ratio of patterned grating targets, which, in turn,
reduces the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of the optical profile
measurement.  The additional films in the process stack below the
gratings increase the number of optical interfaces that must be taken
into account when building the optical model for the measurement.
The increased complexity of the optical model increases the likelihood
that there will be cross-correlation between the underlying films and
the grating profile parameters (Critical Dimension or CD, Height, and
Sidewall Angle or SWA).  The reduction in S/N and increase in cross-
correlation often have negative impacts on the precision and overall
accuracy of the reported values for the grating profile parameters.
In this paper, we will discuss a methodology to overcome the issues
described above.  The methodology involves performing a standard
SE film thickness measurement on an open pad area in close
proximity to the grating target of interest.  The thickness values are
then fed forward to a subsequent SE measurement of the grating
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target.  With the underlayer thickness values fixed based on the film
thickness measurement, only the grating profile parameters are solved
for during the grating measurement.  Decoupling the underlayer film
measurement from the grating measurement, greatly reduces, and
even eliminates cross-correlation between parameters.  Both SE
measurements are completed with a total move-acquire-
measurement (MAM) time that is <10 seconds per pair, and the
resulting values reported for CD, Height, and SWA are more accurate
when compared to reference metrology such as Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM).
Supporting data will be presented from measurements taken on a
65nm technology node gate lithography process.  Using the feed-
forward process, the correlation and slope of profile parameters
measured via SE compared to AFM measurements is greatly
improved.  Furthermore, systematic anti-correlation between resist
height and SWA that was observed during simultaneous
measurement of the film stack and grating is eliminated when the film
measurement is decoupled and fed-forward into the grating
measurement.

6152-97, Poster Session
Application of integrated scatterometry
measurements for a wafer-level litho feed-back loop
in a high-volume 300-mm DRAM production
environment
G. Fleischer, T. Marschner, U. Kramer, Infineon Technologies AG
(Germany); D. Hetzer, Timbre Technologies, Inc.
With critical dimensions in microelectronics devices shrinking to 70nm
and below, CD metrology is becoming more and more critical, and
additional information, especially for sidewall profiles and profile
height, will be needed. In order to implement feed-back and feed-
forward loops for improved process control in lithography, the number
of measurements has to be increased. These measurements have to
be performed as soon as possible after exposure and development of
the wafers, in order to allow a quick reaction to possible process
changes. Because of the tightened requirement of new technologies,
measuring only 2-4 wafers per lot, as done on stand-alone metrology
tools, will not be sufficient for adjustment of all clean track and
exposure tool units as well as for sensitive feed-back and feed-
forward control loops. Therefore, integrated metrology (IM) has been
identified as necessary to reduce cycle time and load on expensive
CD-SEM tools. Integration of metrology tools into process tools, such
as clean tracks or etch chambers, allows measurements directly after
wafer processing, and therefore a much faster feed-back or feed-
forward to the previous or following process steps. Even intra-lot
corrections of process variation might be possible using integrated
metrology.
In our work, we use the TEL iODP103 metrology solution integrated
into a TEL Lithius coater development cluster on after develop inspect
(ADI) 300mm wafers. The system uses an unpolarized normal-
incidence reflectometer for spectra acquisition, in combination with a
Profiler Application Server (PAS) for matching the obtained spectra to
the spectra modeled by the Timbre TeraGen system. Stack modeling
is done using rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA). The software
allows measurement of 2-dimensional line/space arrays as well as
measurement of 3-dimensional contact-hole (CH) arrays.
We show results from several full volume DRAM applications of state-
of-the-art technology nodes on 300 mm wafers. These applications
include critical line/space (L/S) layers as 2D applications and contact-
hole (CH) layers consisting of elliptical CH like structures as critical 3D
applications. The selected applications are significantly more
challenging with respect to stack model generation than the
applications presented in a previous paper [1]. Simultaneously they
belong to the most critical litho steps in DRAM manufacturing.
For the selected L/S layer, optical film property extraction (n&k) is
especially difficult because of the presence of a WSix as well as a
poly layer due to the optical inhomogeneity and high surface
roughness of the materials [2]. Therefore, special care has to be taken
into generating the correct n&k information and in creating the full

stack scatterometry model. Models were created for dense 1:1 array
lines as well as for isolated 1:7 lines to characterize the periphery
device structures. For the selected CH layer, in addition to the general
challenges of 3D scatterometry the most difficult part is to analyze
sensitivity of the grating model to changes in the ratio of both long
and short axis of the elliptical structures as compared to the overall
CD sensitivity.
For both applications, pilot tests have been performed measuring the
respective layers by integrated scatterometry parallel to process of
record (POR) CD-SEM measurements. The litho feed-back loop was
based on CD-SEM measurements in this phase. However, all results
measured by integrated scatterometry were automatically transferred
into the fab SPC system and compared to the POR results for the
wafers measured both by scatterometry and CD-SEM. For all
applications, a good correlation to the POR measurements could be
shown.
A  manufacturing concept of using integrated scatterometry in litho-
metrology will be presented including a fall-back scenario in case time
consuming new stack modelling might be needed or in case of down
events of integrated metrology units.
[1] Qualification of an Integrated Scatterometer for CD Measurements
of Sub-100nm Resist Structures in a High-Volume 300mm DRAM
Production Environment, T.Marschner, G.Fleischer, S.Fuchs,
M.Friedrich, U.Kramer, M.Voigt, D.Hetzer, SPIE Microlithography
Conference 2005, Proc. SPIE 5752, p603 (2005).
[2] Implementation of Scatterometry enabling 193nm Litho and Etch
Process Control for the 110nm Technology Node and Beyond,
T.Hingst, T.Marschner, M.Mört, M.Guevremont, J.Hopkins, SPIE
Microlithography Conference 2003, Proc. SPIE 5038, p274 (2003).

6152-99, Poster Session
Automatic CD-SEM offline recipe creation for OPC
qualification and process monitoring in a DRAM
pilot-fab environment
C. Stief, S. Ventola, Applied Materials GmbH (Germany); D. Levitzky,
Z. Abraham, O. Menadeva, Applied Materials Israel LTD (Israel); T.
Marschner, U. Kramer, D. Kaiser, M. Winking, Infineon Technologies
AG (Germany)
The reduction in microelectronic device dimensions to 70nm and
below opens new challenges not only from the technological physical
side of device manufacturing but also from a logistical point of view,
because more and more CD-SEM measurements are needed for both
OPC characterization and process monitoring. Therefore, an
automation of CD-SEM recipe generation directly from the layout is
urgently needed.
The shrink in geometries requires optimal proximity corrections (OPC)
for more and more layers in lithography. For shrinking technology
generations more and more layers which have so far been classified
as non-critical need correction for optical proximity effects during
wafer exposure. OPC characterization needs to be done long before
the production release of a new technology or product on dedicated
test masks. In case new layers are introduced or litho process
conditions are significantly changed e.g. by using another exposure
tool type OPC characterization has to be re-evaluated. The
characterization is done through very time consuming measurements
on the critical dimension scanning electron microscope (CD-SEM). A
typical setup for OPC characterization can contain 500 and more
single measurement sites per exposure field.
Additionally, cycle time considerations are becoming more and more
important for the start-up of new products. This applies even to
DRAM manufacturing, because more and more different products
have to be qualified within smaller and smaller time periods. Typically,
CD-SEM measurements on DRAM wafers are done directly on device
structures. Only few uncritical layers can be measured on dedicated
test structures in the scribe line which can be re-used on follower
products.
The so far pursued approach to setting up the necessary CD-SEM
recipes for both OPC characterization and process monitoring is to
wait for the first wafer to arrive at the CD-SEM measurement
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operation and then create the recipe directly on the tool. The two main
problems of this approach are obvious.
In case of recipes for OPC characterization it may take up to several
days even for an experienced engineer to set up several hundreds of
measurement sites consuming a significant amount of valuable CD-
SEM measurement time. This time is added to the also significant
time needed for the measurement run itself.
In case of first time recipe set-up for a new layer of a product the
problem is similar. However, here most of the time is wasted by either
the unavailability of an engineer to create the setup or the lack of tool
time for the given tasks. Therefore, the cycle time per layer is
significantly increased for the first lot of a new product.
Both problems can be overcome by setting up the recipes in advance
of having the layer already physically available on a wafer. Using
design data to define the measurement locations as coordinates and
automate the recipe creation process as far as possible can shorten
the measurement time when the wafer is physically available in the
line by orders of magnitudes.
In our work we discuss two approaches of offline CD-SEM recipe
creation for both used cases described above. For OPC
characterization the engineer defines the measurement location based
on the design data of a given layer or test layout and uses those
coordinates together with the GDS clips of the layout as input into the
Applied-Materials OPC Check software to create the measurement
setup automatically. In this case, feasible Pattern Recognition
structures are searched by the software automatically, Auto Focus
targets are set and optimal Measure Boxes are defined directly from
the GDS clips.
For first-time CD-SEM recipe set-up for process monitoring the
number of different measurement sites is much smaller (typically not
more than three targets per exposure field). In principle an engineer
still can set up the recipe within a reasonable time. Therefore, the
used approach is slightly different. Here the design data is used to
emulate all structures as they will be on the wafer to set up the pattern
recognition and measurement sites from this emulated image in the
same way as from a real structure on a patterned wafer on the tool.
The second method is enabled by the Applied-Materials Offline
Recipe Editor (ORE) software.
After the recipes have been completed in either application the
artificial recipes are transferred to the CD-SEM.
We evaluate the stability of the offline created recipes against process
variations using different OPC test layouts as well as production
measurements on multiple lots per week and compare the results to
the performance of recipes created directly on the tool. All offline
recipes have been generated long before wafer availability using
exclusively GDS data. First measurements taken so far have shown
pattern recognition success rates of up to 98% and measurement
success rates of up to 99% for line/space as well as for contact-hole
(CH) measurements without any manual assists during measurement.
These success rates are in the same order of magnitude as the rates
reached by an experienced CD-SEM operator for recipe creation
directly on the tool.

6152-100, Poster Session
Analysis of CD-SEM measurement and CD control in
two indistinguishable patterns
D. Yang, Samsung Electronics Semiconductor (South Korea)
As the device size is going under sub-nanometer scale, lithography is
facing its resolution limit. To solve this resolution limit it was
suggested that one critical device layer has to be made from multi
photo/etch process, which needs more tight overlay and CD controls.
For CD control, one of the problems is that we can not know which
pattern was made from which photo/etch process. This makes it
impossible to measure only the specific process pattern’s CD
independently. In this case the easiest method of CD monitor is to
measure multi CDs in FOV of SEM and to control their average and
distribution like a conventional method. This variance of simple
average of multi CDs, however, is just sum of each variance and their
cross terms, so it does not show CD difference of each process and

its value also varied according to the measured CD combination.
To measure CD difference of each process and to control the
indistinguishable multi process patterns, we propose a new statistical
formula which could be used in two indistinguishable patterns where
each pattern could be measured in pairs.
We also suggest how to control CD in two indistinguishable patterns
with this formula.

6152-101, Poster Session
Contact-area metrology of magnetic tunneling
junction structures
T. X. Zhong, D. Liu, MagIC Technologies Group, Inc.; I. Raveh,
Applied Materials (Israel); M. Levkovitch, M. M. Har-Zvi, R. E.
Burkhardt, Applied Materials
Magneto resistive random access memories (MRAM) considered the
leading candidate for the next generation of universal memory has
moved from speculation and research into pilot production.
Commercialization of the MRAM devices into mobile computing, cell
phones, portable recording and other playback devices, home
computing, consumer electronics, enterprise computing and
telecommunications, promise to bring annual revenues exceeding $50
billion in the coming years.
CD SEM correlation of contact physical CDs to Magnetic Tunneling
Junction (MTJ) resistance is critical to MRAM device performance.
This paper focuses on a new two dimensional metric that more
accurately characterizes (MTJ) resistance by calculating total contact
area of unique and complex structures.  We consider the advantages
of the Contact Area metric for measurement of complicated shapes.
We illustrate that introduction of the new metric allows for
improvement in process control for critical contacts.

6152-102, Poster Session
An advanced study for defect disposition through
193-nm aerial imaging
A. C. Dürr, Advanced Mask Technology Ctr. (Germany); A. M. Zibold,
K. Böhm, Carl Zeiss SMS GmbH (Germany)
With decreasing structure sizes on masks also the acceptable CD
variation corridor for printing on the wafer and therefore, the maximum
allowed defect size is decreasing. This has not only implications to the
accuracy and repeatability of front end processes such as writers,
etchers, etc but also challenges defect inspection and qualification.
Defect qualification is usually done by an AIMSTM tool which optically
simulates the aerial image of the structures by applying the same
illumination conditions as the wafer fabs’ scanners.  As lithographers
continue to produce smaller and smaller structures, the acceptable
variation pushes the AIMS(tm) evaluation step by step towards a
metrology method. Thus, an advanced measurement capability of the
AIMSTM tool is mandatory to reliably disposition defects within these
small margins. It is influenced by the performance of illumination,
imaging homogeneity, and stability. A possible measure for the tool’s
capability is the (long term) repeatability of the tool by evaluating the
same defect with a certain frequency over several weeks. The
AIMS(tm) fab 193i platform takes into account these increased
requirements by improved optics such as a new beam homogenizer
module, new energy monitoring and vibration isolation concept.
In this paper we show data on the long term repeatability compared
between the first generation AIMS(tm) fab 193SE and the new
AIMS(tm) fab 193i platform and discuss the implications on the
measurement capabilities of the two platforms. Results will be
presented from different mask types both binary and phase shifting
with different settings and feature sizes. We will also shed light on
illumination and imaging parameters being related to the CD
measurements and thus the defect disposition.
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6152-103, Poster Session
Characterizing optical proximity effect difference
among exposure tools
J. Hong, J. Lee, E. Kang, H. Yang, D. Yim, J. kim, Hynix
Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
In terms of mass production, the CD variation between exposure tools
is critical and tool’s characteristics difference might be the major cause
of CD difference. Thus, the study of projection lens aberration,
transmission and also illumination shape impact on optical proximity
effect between tools is required for fast ramping up the device.
For this purpose, we first collected patterning result from production
line and then the lens aberration, transmission and also illumination
quality were measured using LITEL products of ISI (In-situ
Interferometer), SMI (Source Metrology Interferometer) and T-
MAP(Transmission Mapper) for characterizing lens and illumination
source.
In this work, aberration sensitivity, transmission uniformity and
illumination shape effect will be discussed in detail by experimental and
simulation. From this study, we can understand that how much lens
aberration, lens transmission and illumination shape has an impact on
proximity matching and also we can set-up criteria for the selection of
tool and make a guideline for tools’ maintenance.

6152-104, Poster Session
EUV-wavefront metrology at EUVA
C. Ouchi, S. Kato, M. Hasegawa, T. Hasegawa, H. Yokota, K.
Sugisaki, M. Okada, K. Murakami, J. Saito, Extreme Ultraviolet
Lithography System Development Association (Japan); M. Niibe,
Univ. of Hyogo (Japan); M. Takeda, The Univ. of Electro-
Communications (Japan)
At-wavelength wavefront metrology is indispensable for the assembly
of projection optics for EUV lithography, so the Extreme Ultraviolet
Lithography System Development Association (EUVA) has been
developing the EUV Wavefront Metrology System (EWMS) that is
designed to measure wavefront aberration of six-aspherical mirror
projection optics at the full field with 0.1nm accuracy. In advance of the
EWMS, the EUV Experimental Interferometer (EEI) was installed in the
NewSUBURU synchrotron radiation facility for the purpose of the
selection of measurement methods and the study of high accuracy
measurement. The EEI had a built-in test optic of Schwarzschild type
of NA0.2 and various measurement methods were evaluated by
measuring the aberration of this optic. As the result of the EEI, we
achieved the measurement repeatability of 0.045nm in RMS by using
point diffraction interferometer (PDI) method and reduced the system
error that becomes a measurement offset at the EWMS as small as
0.06nm in RMS except for axial symmetrical components. These
achievements proved the EWMS to be feasible by using PDI.  Through
these experiments, the alignment accuracy at measurement proved to
be closely related to measurement error at PDI.
PDI is well known as a high accuracy method but its measurable
aberration range is narrow, therefore PDI is not suitable for projection
optics whose adjustment is not yet in the final stage. So, we suppose
that lateral shearing interferometer (LSI) method with a cross grating is
usually adopted in the early and middle stages of the adjustment
because of LSI’s wide measurement range and easiness of alignment
at measurement. PDI is also supposed to be used as a calibration of
LSI. The LSI agreed with PDI to 0.15nm in RMS. PDI and LSI are easily
exchangeable without reloading of projection optics in the EWMS.
This work was performed under the management of EUVA supported
by NEDO as the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry project.

6152-105, Poster Session
Probabilistic calibration of a simple resist model for
simulation-based scoring of mask defects
G. T. Luk-Pat, R. V. Kondepudy, R. Du, R. E. Morgan, Synopsys, Inc.
A significant issue for simulation-based scoring is calibrating the resist

model.  For technology nodes of 180 nm and below, simulation-based
scoring of mask defects is useful since wafer shapes can be quite
different from those on the mask, and therefore not every defect has
printing significance.  Two requirements for simulation-based analysis
of wafer-printability are an optical model and a resist model.  While
the settings for the optical model are readily obtained, it is difficult to
calibrate the resist model.  Calibration data is scarce for a variety of
reasons, among them, (i) the mask shop is not privy to it, and (ii) the
reticle-inspection machine may not image calibration locations.  This
work focuses on using the simplest of resist models - a hard step
function or threshold - in the absence of calibration data.
Although calibration data is scarce, it is relatively easy to obtain the
target critical dimension (CD) - the intended value of the smallest
wafer CD for that mask.  Unfortunately, the cutline position for that
target CD is uncertain.  Initial attempts to discern the target-CD
location by measuring inspection-image CDs were confounded by the
mask-error enhancement factor (MEEF), which is the non-linear
relationship between wafer and mask CDs, and by optical proximity
effects on the inspection image.  Instead, the uncertainty in cutline
position can be quantified with a probabilistic treatment.  This shifts
the question from, “What is a good threshold?” to, “What is NOT a
bad threshold?”  The answer is a range of thresholds that does not
print sub-resolution features, and that does not grossly distort the
ratio of inspection-image CD to wafer CD.
Our determination of this threshold range computes the probability,
P_t, that “a threshold value is from the target cutline,” and comprises
three phases.  First, we find global restrictions on the threshold range.
The threshold is tweaked until assist bars print or features print at
sub-resolution widths.  Second, we find the local probability
distribution functions (PDFs) for P_t.  Cutlines are drawn throughout a
given inspection image.  For each cutline, we find the threshold that
produces the target CD.  We discard cutlines for which (i) printing at
the target CD requires a gross distortion of the ratio of inspection-
image CD to wafer CD, or (ii) the threshold is outside the global
restrictions on the threshold range.  Third, we obtain the global PDF
for P_t by combining the local PDFs.  We effectively discard duplicate
cutline scenarios (with similar proximity situations and inspection-
image CDs) to avoid domination of the global PDF by a frequently
occurring cutline scenario.  The final threshold range is defined by low
and high percentiles of the global PDF, e.g., 20th and 80th.  Defect
dispositioning is then based on the worst printability score for that
threshold range.  Given the uncertainty in resist-model calibration, it is
appropriate to be conservative and assume the worst possible resist
threshold.

6152-106, Poster Session
Advanced CD-SEM matching methodologies for
OPC litho cell-based matching verification
I. Englard, Applied Materials, Inc. (Netherlands); H. A. J. Cramer, E.
van Brederode, ASML Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands); O. Adan, O.
Sagi, Applied Materials, Inc. (Israel); R. Schreutelkamp, Applied
Materials, Inc. (Netherlands)
Lithography in the low k1 factor regime poses increasingly stringent
requirements on the control of critical dimension (CD) of various
pitches ratios, also referred to as the OPC (Optical Proximity
Correction) curve.
Hence, a CD-SEM installed base must be matched for a wide range of
pitches to an extent that CD matching offsets do not exceed 10% of
the OPC litho cell budget (5 nm).
Traditionally, scan electron microscope (SEM) matching consists of
comparing measurements of identical features among different SEMs.
For OPC applications, these features cover a large range of pitches.
ArF resist shows shrinkage effects upon e-beam exposure that affect
the matching verification. Etched wafers can be used to avoid this
problem. Etched features, however, do not show the same profile
changes across pitch range as resist features.
Applying advanced matching methodology, using the newest
generation of CD-SEMs, allowed to shorten the matching verification
cycle time (for 65 - 300nm lines), which typically can take couple of
days to complete, to a few hours only. An additional verification step
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for resist layer, using an interlaced sampling scheme, ensured better
then 0.6nm through-pitch-matching.
This offset is low enough to enable accurate litho cell matching and is
therefore essential for successful OPC matching correlations using
different SEMs.
One of the basic CD-SEM calibrations relates to image and
measurement magnification. Using this calibration, the CD targets are
matched to a known pitch and line. Following this calibration, a
monitoring process insures the stability of the tool by means of daily
measurements. When those two processes are separated, there is no
reliable method available to ensure matching accuracy of the installed
base. Charging, contamination build-up, daily wafer replacement and
process variations are some of the reasons why classical statistical
process control (SPC) produces non-optimal results. Typical SPC
consists of horizontal/vertical line and pitch measurement on a daily
basis. Each CD-SEM tool is characterized by its own drift, calibration
precision and SPC range.
The challenge relates to the excessive amount of work required to
prove matching for a wide range of process dimensions (nodes).
Various production layers from different products need to be sampled
to prove matching for each individual node. The extent of this
procedure depends strongly on product availability and implies an
extensive amount of measurements which makes it time consuming.
Facing the matching across a large variation of process nodes a
suggested approach encompasses the following aspects:
1.        Hardware optimization
2.        Application optimization
3.        Statistical methods to prove CD linearity correlation for a wide
range of CDs
4.        Sampling optimization
5.        Monitoring optimization
The introduction of advanced methodology for across pitch matching
evaluation of CD-SEMs improved the ability to measure the offset
between two CD-SEMs to a level below 0.6 nm. This offset is low
enough to enable accurate litho cell matching and is therefore
essential for successful OPC matching correlations using different
SEMs. The offsets are on par with the industry requirement for the
45nm technology node.

6152-107, Poster Session
Critical dimension AFM tip characterization and
image reconstruction at sub-nanometer resolution
G. Dahlen, M. Osborn, W. Foreman, H. Liu, Veeco Instruments Inc.
Two significant critical dimension atomic force microscopy (CD AFM)
advances are presented in this paper. First, scanning probe image
reconstruction methodologies that were formerly limited to parabolic
type tip shapes and single-valued surfaces (i.e., non-reentrant
topography), are extended to multi-valued surfaces and complex tip
geometries.  Second, in-situ AFM tip images are provided in an
automated tool that allows full image reconstruction.  Consequently,
for the first time, the combination of in-situ tip reconstruction with the
inherent reference measurement qualities of the AFM and full
morphology reconstruction allow CD AFM metrology free of tip shape
effects.  As a result, CD AFM accuracy is now primarily driven by
development of tip geometries that contact the entire specimen
surface while retaining adequate tip lifetime.
AFM, like other probe scanning methods, produces distortion of the
acquired image due to the finite size of the tip.  This process of image
dilation is particularly acute as the tip size approaches the scale of the
specimen feature.  In the case of CD metrology, the tip apex region
has lateral protuberances that enable scanning near-vertical, vertical
and reentrant sidewalls.   At the current 65 nm node, tip shape
parameters are of a similar size to the specimen feature.  Furthermore,
the ratio of tip-to-feature size continues to increase as the industry
follows the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
(ITRS). Consequently, image dilation is a significant and growing
source of CD AFM distortion that must be removed from
measurements in order to provide repeatable, and ultimately, accurate
metrology.

The prior approach to CD AFM metrology and image reconstruction
consisted of a simple 1-dimensional tip width correction.  This did not
remove the effects of Z-direction offset of the tip vertical edge.
Consequently, a measurement bias was introduced for all surfaces
other than a vertical sidewall.  By extracting the full tip shape from the
image, this measurement bias is eliminated.
The paper describes the extension of slope and morphologically
based image reconstruction techniques to reentrant surfaces using
the sequenced (x,z) data pairs of the CD AFM.  Algorithmic
improvements are also described.  The development of full tip
characterization is explained.  X-Z and Y-Z profiles are obtained along
with 17 tip shape parameters that are used to track the evolution of
the tip shape and flag replacement.   Finally, both transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images are compared with tip and specimen reconstructions.

6152-109, Poster Session
Bossung curves: an old technique with a new twist
for sub-90-nm nodes
T. E. Zavecz, TEA Systems Corp.
The classic Bossung Curve analysis is the most commonly applied
tool of the lithographer. The analysis maps a control surface for critical
dimensions (CD’s) as a function of the variables of focus and
exposure (dose). Most commonly the technique is used to calculate
the optimum focus and dose process point that yields the greatest
depth-of-focus (DoF) over a tolerable range of exposure latitude.
Recent ITRS roadmaps have cited the need to control CD’s to less
than 4 nm Across-Chip-Linewidth-Variation (ACLV). A closely related
requirement to ACLV is the need to properly evaluate the
implementation of Optical Proximity Correction (OPC) in the final resist
image on the wafer. Calculation of ACLV and the process points are
typically addressed with the use of theoretical simulator evaluations of
the actinic wavefront and the photoresist’s interactions. Engineers
frequently prefer the clean results of the simulation over the more
cumbersome and less understood perturbations seen in the empirical
metrology data resulting in a loss of valuable process control
information.
Complexity increases when the analysis assumes a super-positioning
of the responses of multiple feature-types in the search for an
overlapping process window. Until recently, simulations rarely
validated design response to the process and never incorporated the
characteristics of the exposure tool and reticle.
Fortunately empirical Bossung curve calculations can supply valuable
tool, process and reticle specific interaction information if the
techniques are expanded through the use of spatial and temporal
perturbation models of the actinic image wavefront.
In this implementation the classic focus-exposure matrix is shown to
be a powerful tool for the determination of optimum focus across the
full exposure field. Although not the tool of choice for pupil aberration
analysis, the method is the best implementation for determining the
behavior of device critical feature response when the constructs of
OPC, forbidden-pitch and inherent reticle variability are involved.
Improved process performance can be achieved with algorithms that
provide a calculation of the optimum focus ridge whose resulting
feature response-to-dose curves are more easily traced to simulation.
Response surface models are presented and applied to a calculation
of the Best Focus surface for the exposure field. Unlike specialty
reticles used in defocus error, the Bossung curve maps the response
of the reticle specific feature or OPC design to that of the lens/
optomechanical system of the exposure tool. The Bossung curve
delivers several additional response surfaces needed for proper
qualification of any exposure-tool and reticle set. These surfaces are:
The critical Feature-Best-Focus surface response across the exposure
field of the reticle that accounts for feature and process design
variations,
The Depth-of-Focus uniformity surface for each critical feature across
the full exposure and
An Isofocal ridge analysis of the process and the associated process
perturbation response (Figure 1).
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The Feature-Best-Focus response surface is critical to any systemic
analysis because it is the optimum estimation of the reticle feature
uniformity without the perturbations induced by process, dose and
defocus.
Finally, by deconvolving the systemic reticle signature, the original
data provides a feature-specific analysis of Dose-Uniformity.

6152-111, Poster Session
Fundamental characterization and applications of an
in-scanner aerial image detection system
S. Hunsche, M. J. Gassner, M. E. Preil, Brion Technologies, Inc.; J.
A. Schefske, E. R. Kent, A. Acheta, Spansion LLC
We present a new system for massively parallel in-situ sampling of
aerial images at the actual wafer plane of a production scanner using
a wafer-like high resolution image sensor. The paper will describe the
sensor wafer technology, characterization of the sensor performance,
and potential applications of this new technology.
Extensive testing was performed to insure that the sensor wafer
would be fully compatible with the demands of operating within a
production exposure tool. Although peripheral sensor electronics
make parts of the wafer thicker than a normal product wafer, the wafer
can be loaded and unloaded by the normal wafer handling hardware
with no modifications, and the regular focusing system is used during
exposure. The sensor wafer operates completely autonomously within
the scanner with no external connections. All data is stored on board
the wafer and downloaded to a server after the exposure cycle is
complete.
The image sensor is a multi-megapixel CCD array with enhanced
resolution provided by nano-scale apertures processed on the sensor
surface. The images are sampled at a spatial frequency above the
Nyquist criterion to ensure that all relevant image information is
captured. The sensor wafer can record millions of image patches
across an exposure field by repeated exposure with small lateral
increments, and at various focus/exposure conditions; data
acquisition times are typically between 10-20 minutes.
The paper will present an experimental assessment of sensor
performance and imaging characteristics, as well as comparison of
experimental data with simulation results based on accurate
numerical simulation of the sensor apertures. Initial testing on a 193
nm scanner concentrated on demonstrating the usability of the wafer
sensor to detect high-resolution images and to extract image
parameters such as contrast, min/max signal level, image log slope
(ILS), or critical dimension measurements.
Unlike SEM images of resist patterns, which record only the resist
printing threshold, the sensor wafer data can be analyzed to show
multiple contours at different thresholds, enabling more detailed
analysis of the patterning quality of the optical system (scanner +
reticle + RET/OPC). Sub-resolution features such as scattering bars
can be immediately detected and characterized in the sensor images.
Based on across-field and through-focus image data, the paper will
demonstrate mapping the focal plane and differential detection of
small focus adjustments, as well as detection of residual aberrations
e.g. by CD variations across the field. Using a test reticle with test
patterns on a regular grid, and taking advantage of the massively
parallel data acquisition, a large number of parameters can be
analyzed simultaneously.

6152-112, Poster Session
Optical Fourier transform measurement head for CD
metrology
P. M. Boher, J. Petit, T. R. Leroux, ELDIM (France); P. Barritault, J.
Hazart, P. Chaton, Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (France)
Optical Fourier Transform (OFT) approach has been introduced
recently for the Optical Critical Dimension (OCD) metrology. Its main
advantages compared to conventional optical techniques are the
capacity to illuminate the sample easily and to collect quasi all the
light coming from it. In this way, the reflection coefficients of the
grating are measured versus a large range of incidence angles and

azimuths simultaneously. We have shown previously that the azimuth
dependence of the reflection coefficient is useful to increase the
sensitivity of the CD measurements. Detection of all the diffracted
orders is also powerful to characterization LER and LWR in addition to
the shape of the grating. A new technique for overlay measurements
based on the symmetry of the diffraction pattern has also been
proposed with this new instrument. All these applications require
specific characteristics for the OFT system in terms of measurement
spot size and capacity to adjust the measurement location and
autofocus.
In the proposed paper, we will focus on the recent development made
at ELDIM to fulfill these new requirements. Compared to the system
designed for FPD characterization, the measurement spot size must
be much smaller (∼ 40x40µm) but an achromatic behavior is not
needed. Only one short wavelength in the UV range is in fact
necessary. In practice it leads to a compact Fourier optics with a short
working distance. One of the hardest goals was to ensure a circular
spot size whatever the angle (0 to 80°) together with no wavelength
aberration and lateral spot displacement. A new optical design
including 9 lenses with two aspherics fulfill these requirements. The
fluctuations on the spot size and beam displacements are kept below
3µm at any angle. To locate precisely the measurement spot on the
wafer surface, additional relay optics is introduced to image directly
the sample surface through the Fourier optics with variable field of
view. In addition, auto focusing is realized directly through the same
Fourier optics following the beam displacement of a laser. The
illumination is made with a high power LED at 455nm.  In the
presentation, the design of the new system will be presented with the
first results for CD metrology.

6152-113, Poster Session
An in-line image quality monitoring system for
imaging device fabrication using automated macro
inspection
T. Sasaki, K. Hikichi, D. Sugimoto, N. Izumi, Sony Corp. (Japan); M.
Uda, A. Kohayase, H. Yamashita, IBM Corp. (Japan)
An in-line image quality monitoring system using automated macro-
inspection is described. Imaging devices like CCDs (Charge-Coupled
Devices) are needed to suppress process variation as much as
possible because process variation often cause image quality
degradation. One of the critical problems reducing yield in CCD
manufacture is the production of mura, regions of uneven sensitivity in
the device. Until now the image quality degradation caused by mura
can only be detected as yield loss, since it is very difficult to quantify
mura problems during wafer processing. In this paper, we present an
in-line mura related yield monitor using automated macro-inspection
based on our examination related following three key elements.
1. Linearity between wafer CD and wafer image (Calls for high
sensitivity against CD variations.)
2. Quantify mura within areas of the chip (Calls for high
resolution.)
3. Full chip inspection (Calls for high inspection speeds.)
To meet these demands, we are using the recently developed Tokyo
Aircraft Instrument Company EDIS-3000 Automated Macro-Inspection
system, which has a high sensitivity and high resolution optical
module developed by IBM(tm) Japan. The optical module is designed
to focus on reflected light from the pattern, not on the traditional
diffracted light, so it is expected to register the linearity between the
wafer CD and the wafer image. In addition, the adopted sensing
device is a linear CCD camera. It can achieve high-resolution
scanning compared with an area CCD camera that locks onto the
area of one pixel. We investigated the correlation between the wafer
image of CCD color filter process and the mura-related yield loss at
final test using both the EDIS-3000 and the CCD mura quantification
algorithm for yield testing with the Sony(tm) ILMINAS system.
Calculating the yield rate for both the color filter process and the final
yield test, the relative accuracy is within ±1.5%. This result shows that
mura can be quantified in-line to estimate the effects of mura at each
stage of device manufacture. We showed that it is possible to
estimate the mura-related yield loss in advance of the final test by
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using the EDIS-3000 and an ILMINAS system. This evaluation method
has the following novel features.
a. A new optical module designed to focus on the reflected light from
pattern
b. Accurate data filtering for specific pixel areas
c. Application CCD mura quantification algorithm of yield test to in-
line test
It is significant the close relationship between the results of in-line
mura monitoring and results of the final yield test was confirmed in
this evaluation. This system is expected to reduce yield loss, resulting
in faster time to market for imaging devices.

6152-114, Poster Session
Optimization of deep sub-resolution imaging
simulations
D. Kandel, M. E. Adel, A. Frommer, KLA-Tencor Corp. (Israel); R. M.
Silver, National Institute of Standards and Technology
Bright field imaging based metrology performance enhancement is
essential in the quest to meet lithography process control
requirements below 65 nm half pitch. Recent work has shown that, in
parallel to the lithographic processes themselves, the metrology tools
are able to continue to perform despite the fact that the size of the
features under test are often below the classical Rayleigh resolution
limit of the optical system. Full electromagnetic simulation is a
mandatory tool in the investigation and optimization of advanced
metrology tool and metrology target architectures. In this paper we
will benchmark different simulation platforms and methods, focusing
in particular on the challenges associated with imaging simulations of
feature sizes and pitches below the resolution limit. We will look at a
number of strategies to enhance simulation accuracy and efficiency
under these conditions.

6152-115, Poster Session
Carbon-nanotube AFM probes for microlithography
process control
H. Liu, Veeco Metrology, LLC; D. H. Fong, G. Dahlen, M. Osborn, S.
Hand, J. R. Osborne, Veeco Instruments Inc.
As semiconductor features reach the 65 nm node and beyond, atomic
force microscopy (AFM) demonstrates attributes that are superior to
both model-based and destructive metrology techniques. Critical
Dimension (CD) AFM metrology provides a single image with multiple
cross-sections of true morphology in a non-destructive manner. A
promising solution to sub-65 nm measurements requires the use of
advanced AFM probes. Carbon nanotubes (CNT), having unique
lattice structure and mechanical properties, are ideally suited for AFM
probes, enabling challenging metrology such as depth and sidewall
roughness measurements.
The concept of using CNTs as AFM probes has been investigated
widely during the past decade. However, past efforts to scan
semiconductor features with CNT probes have encountered
difficulties with probe angle, tip-sample interaction, and AFM
oscillation.
In this paper, two alternate scanning modes, CD and Deep Trench
(DT), were used to control the probe-sample interactions. Several
multi-wall CNT probes were evaluated on characterization structures
as well as on high aspect ratio (HAR) features typical of those used in
integrated circuit (IC) fabrication: a 6:1 deep silicon trench provided by
a major calibration standard manufacturer and samples removed from
early back-end-of-line (BEOL) processing.
A systematic CNT probe evaluation and related scan performance
data are presented. Specifically, the study of tip shape parameters,
image quality, long-term precision and repeatability, and tip lifetime
were conducted on 65 nm and 90 nm node semiconductor wafers.
In addition to vertically aligned CNT probes, CNTs offset at an angle to
the specimen were also introduced in this work. Special applications
for offset CNT probes, such as sidewall roughness measurements,

were evaluated and proven valuable for process control of new
generation semiconductor devices.
With advanced AFM algorithms for in-situ tip shape characterization,
CNT tip shape profiles were reconstructed and compared with
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images. AFM images show direct similarity to their
TEM counterparts, and reveal the limited usefulness of SEM at this
scale. An example is shown where the AFM image indicated an early-
stage morphological defect of the CNT that results in change of tip
shape after intensive AFM scanning. A hypothesis of the shape
change of the CNT tip is suggested based on the findings from AFM/
TEM images. The merits of AFM for the study of nano-structures as
compared to TEM and SEM tools are also discussed.

6152-116, Poster Session
Spectroscopic polarized scatterometry applied to
single-line profiling
J. P. Stehle, J. Piel, D. Zahorski, J. Campillo, SOPRA SA (France); H.
Giovanni, Institut Fresnel (France)
Introduction: Line width and thickness of isolated Ti and SiO2 lines
are determinated by scatterometry and Spectroscopic Ellipsometry
(SE) using SOPRA’s GESP 5 instrument. Measurements have been
done in the limit of the scalar theory of diffraction where line width
shrinks the order of a few wavelengths, with encouraging results.
Scatterometry is one of the few metrology candidates that has true
potential to analyze submicrometer critical dimension (CD).This
physical constraint restricts initially the scalar theory of diffraction
(Kirchhoff, Fraunhofer), where no computation is needed, to describe
pattern with such characteristics. Now many techniques based in a
rigorous analysis of diffraction (were polarization is considered) are
developed (RCWA), however these vector theory would be difficult to
apply in real time due to time consuming by computation.
For that reason, we push here scattering measurement of isolated
lines, in the limit of the scalar theory. We use the scattering mode of
SOPRA’s GESP 5 instrument, which measure separately TE and TM
polarizations.
Technique: Initially, GESP 5 operates in SE mode to determine the
index values n, k and the thickness of the sample films. From the
knowledge of complex indices and thickness of the films determined
by SE, simulation of TM and TE polarization versus the angle of
incidence and the wavelength is performed.
With this procedure, optimum values for wavelength and angle of
incidence are determined and specific diffraction measurement for TE
and TM polarization mode is performed.
Source arm is fixed at 55° (angle of incidence) and detector arm scans
an interval angle from 80° to -40°, measuring the intensity diffracted.
2 samples are characterized:
The first one is formed by SiO2 etched lines (700nm in width, 800   in
length, and 220nm in depth) on InP substrate. The SE analysis
provides with high accuracy the n, k index of SiO2 and InP and the
thickness of SiO2 film. Using these data, we simulate diffracted TE
and TM polarizations searching a high contrast between their
amplitudes in function of the incident angle for a wavelength of
300nm. For the specific value of incidence angle, we measure the
diffraction of the isolated line. The results verify the contrast
previously simulated between TE and TM polarization states and
present a classical figure of diffraction with 3 orders. A regression
tracing the scanned angle in function of the order of diffraction gives
the value of the width  of the line at 712nm.The error in the calculated
value of the line width is less than 1%. This result shows that scalar
diffraction theory is still significant for a line width of 800nm only \>2 .
The second sample is formed by Ti lines (950nm in width, and 40nm
in height) on 220nm of SiO2 layer on InP substrate. The same
procedure gives a result with significant contrast between TE and TM
polarizations state and a 4 order diffraction figure. The error in the
calculated value is in the same order than the first sample. This result
shows that scalar diffraction theory is still significant for a line width of
700nm only \>2 . This instrument can measure unique line or dot with
less than 100nm in CD.
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Conclusion: We have measured with high accuracy the line width of
different isolated lines and a significative contrast between TE and TM
diffracted polarizations  using GESP 5 instrument. Results show that
scalar approach of diffraction is still significant when line width is only
\>2 , and validate the combination of a scatterometric and
ellipsometric measurement.

6152-117, Poster Session
Modeling of substrate current measurement and
charge transfer in insulators
Y. Ko, Fab Solutions, Inc.; K. Yamada, T. Ushiki, Fab Solutions, Inc.
(Japan); R. Newcomb, Fab Solutions, Inc.
A just-in-time semiconductor production system is a great dream of
the semiconductor business world. In-line spatial process uniformity
control on a wafer-by-wafer basis is a key factor for successfully
establishing a semiconductor paradigm.
EB-SCOPE technology has been developed for one of the solution of
this challenge [1][2]. It is SEM-based platform measuring substrate
current (SC) for metrology and inspection applications. It has wide
range of application in monitoring of semiconductor processing such
as inspection of high aspect ratio contacts and via holes. It can be
applied also for assess efficacy and interactions within wafer clean
and surface preparation process.
It is a cutting edge and very powerful in-line monitoring methodology
especially for the sub-wafer structure formation process. EB-SCOPE
technology is a non-destructive numerical process management
framework that uses a substrate current signal induced by electron
beam irradiation. Since the SC is determined by the surface electron
scattering phenomenon, the signal change directly corresponds to the
material characteristics at the e-beam probing point.
The measurement by EB-SCOPE can result in different current values
for various measuring conditions such as flat thin film, high aspect
deep contact hole or trench even if same material. It is very important
to figure out the basic principle of charge generation and transfer by
modeling and simulation in the sample to confirm that the measuring
value is appropriate in such different conditions for specific material
measured. The purpose of this paper is to describe the modeling of
measuring substrate current of insulators and compare the results
with actual measuring values by EB-SCOPE from different
applications.
There are many experimental and theoretical investigations on the
charging of insulators due to electron bombardment and the related
secondary electron emission. Most of the researches have focused on
static charging phenomena assuming no charge transfer. But recently
some groups have developed dynamic method of charge transfer
considering electric filed effect inside material, recombination effect
and trapping effect [3].  Their interest is only secondary electron
emission and charge transport and storage in bulk insulators using
analytic function for charge generation in the material. But we have
applied this method to SC measurement using Monte Carlo method
and charge transfer equation.
For the simulation, we used SiO2 and Si as thin film insulator and
substrate material. We set up standard operating and material
condition, and then change each interesting parameter to check the
sensitivity of it to SC value.
We have used Monte Carlo method for the distribution of incident
primary electrons and the generation of inner secondary electrons and
holes instead of analytic function. The distribution of primary electrons
is dependent on density of the material. The incident electrons are
deposited when they loose all energy by series of scattering with
sample and generate SEs by inelastic scatterings. Therefore many
SEs can be emitted from the surface of the sample and holes are left
by the emissions (positive charge layer). The primary electrons mostly
deposited below the surface along the depth of sample with Gaussian
distribution (negative charge layer). The charge transfer can be
happened by the polarization of this double layer within maximum
range which incident electrons can reach.
The current value at the substrate can be positive or negative
according to the charge state of the sample which is dependent on

SE yield. The compensate electrons flow from the substrate at the
positive charging in the sample (negative SC value) while some
electrons flow to the substrate by the repulsive force form the
excessive electrons in the sample (positive SC value). The amount
value is strongly dependent on the film thickness of the sample. The
positive charging inside the sample The generation of secondary
electrons (SE) and holes is dependent on the mean creation energy for
one SE. We assumed an isotropic SE generation and holes and the
numbers of transferring charges to surface and substrate are equal.
We have used well known 1-D continuity equation for the charge
transfer. The respective continuity equation for SE and hole currents in
the transmission (T) direction towards the substrate (Si) and reverse
(R) direction towards the surface is
j(x)=[j(x+jx)+1/2j0gi(X)jx]w(X) (1)
The first term in the bracket is the transferred part from previous cell
and the second one is the generation of the inner SEs and holes while
the last term is the total attenuation probability of charge carriers over
the distance x in the depth of the sample. The current possesses
sources with gi(x) and drains due to the attenuation W(x).
The attenuation probability is consists of three different effects, field-
dependent attenuation probability (WEF), electron hole recombination
probability (WEH) and trapping probability of electrons or holes (WEE
or WHH). These probabilities are determined by characteristic of
materials such as dielectric constant, recombination cross section,
capture cross section of electrons and holes.
The electrons and holes have both transmission and reverse direction
for each charge transfer. Then the overall current j(x) in the depth x is
given by summation of addition of each component
j(X)=jpe(x)+jet(x)-jer(x)-jht(x)+jhr(x) (2)
We can calculate the excessive charge by the continuity equation over
the time jt and in the depth jx and add this excessive charge to
already present charge resulting in charge density ρ(x) in each position
of the sample. We obtain the potential distribution V(x) and electric
field distribution E(x) from the distribution of the charge density using
Poisson equation. We calculate for each time step and increase t by jt
and repeat this cycle up to reaching final stationary irradiation state
when no changes of the overall currents along x is observed.
We compared this modeling with actual modeling with measurement
result by EB SCOPE for SC value of different thickness in the flat thin
film of SiO2 and two data show a very good agreement for the range
of 2nm to 100 nm of thin film thickness.
We applied this modeling to SC measurement of high aspect ratio
deep contact and via holes. The SC value can be used for assessing
process uniformity as well as detecting process related failures, which
in this case is a closed contact hole as shown in the qualitative SC
images as well as measuring bottom CD of deep contact holes which
is difficult by conventional CD SEM.
We can also apply this modeling to the monitoring surface preparation
and clean process. We can decide surface state conditions by
measuring different SC values from residue, oxide formation on the
measuring surface. We can evaluate and qualify wet chemicals for
wafer cleans plasma ash for wafer cleans.
For all application, our modeling is well matched with measurement
and will present the result in the conference in detail. (This shows the
simulation result can describe the actual measurement by EB-SCOPE)
[1] K. Yamada, et al., IEDM Tech. Digest, pp. 483-486, 1999.
[2] K. Yamada, et al., Microelectronic Reliability, 41, pp. 455-459,
2001.
[3] X. Meyza, et al., Journal of Applied Physics, 94, pp. 5384-5392,
2003.

6152-118, Poster Session
An integrated approach to the determination of a
manufacturable process window (MPW) in advanced
microlithography
S. Y. Cheng, G. Storms, P. J. Leray, IMEC (Belgium); G. F. Lorusso,
M. Cusacovich, J. C. Robinson, KLA-Tencor Corp.
As time progresses, and as design rules continue to shrink, process
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windows in focus and dose also shrink to the point of challenging our
ability to control these important parameters.  Resolution
enhancement techniques (RET), immersion lithography, and Design
for Manufacturing (DFM) are all geared towards increasing the
lithographic process window to enable the ever more difficult
processing demands of semiconductor manufacturing.  While the goal
of these engineering intensive approaches is to increase the process
window, the end result is that it enables further device shrinks thus
bringing back the challenges of reduced process windows yet again.
It is well understood that there is a trade-off between depth of focus
(DOF) and exposure dose latitude (EL), as well as best focus (BF) and
best exposure dose (BE), in which a manufacturable process window
must be established and centered. Oftentimes, it is overlooked that
this balance needs to be maintained across multiple dimensions.
These dimensions include, for example, spatial variation such as
across field or across wafer.  Rather than simply characterizing the
across field CD variation, the across field DOF, EL, BE, and BF need
to be understood if correction is to be made for not just first order but
also second order variations.  Additionally, analyzing the process
window across pattern density (e.g. dense, iso) enables a more
thorough comprehension of the sensitivities of pattern variation.
Other dimensions include temporal variation, tool-to-tool variation
between process tools, etc.
In order to maintain this critical balance of process windows, both test
wafers and product wafers need to be monitored and analyzed.
Periodic scanner qualification focus exposure monitor (FEM) wafers
are measured and analyzed in order to provide parameters such as
DOF, EL, BE, and BF across the abovementioned dimensions as the
basis for equipment control and ultimately Automated Equipment
Control (AEC) based on real-time analysis and feedback.
Complimenting this is focus-exposure line monitor (FE-LM) on
product wafers, which provides a higher frequency input for monitor
of first and second order causes of CD variation to support Advanced
Process Control (APC).  The test wafer and product wafers can
provide complimentary inputs for control.
Of paramount importance is the selection of the proper metrology
type.  In this work we establish a method to optimize process
windows by using an integrated analysis workstation based on
measurements from both optical and e-beam metrology.  Each
metrology type has benefits and tradeoffs as compared to the other.
Optical scatterometry CD metrology (SCD) provides excellent signal-
to-noise on line-space targets with very high throughput.  The CD-
SEM, on the other hand, has the ability to excel in backend
processing as well as direct in-chip metrology.  Together, the SCD and
CD-SEM can provide complimentary inputs for characterization and
control.
By applying these methods, we demonstrate a manufacturable
process window on two critical production layers using both SCD and
CD-SEM data for 248 nm and 193 nm immersion lithography.
Tradeoffs between metrology types and metrology target structures
are discussed, as are future directions for this work.

6152-119, Poster Session
New OPC verification method using die-to-database
inspection
H. Yang, J. Choi, B. Cho, B. Cho, D. Yim, J. Kim, Hynix
Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
CD control is demanded not only for cell layouts but also for core and
peripheral layouts. However, as NA of lens system becomes higher
and higher and Resolution Enhancement Techniques (RETs) becomes
more and more aggressive, isolated-dense bias increases and
process window for the core and peripheral layouts decreases
dramatically. So, the burden of OPC increases in proportion and it is
requisite to verify as many features as possible on wafer.
Recently, a novel inspection tool has been developed which can
compare SEM image with CAD data and measure the whole CD
deviations from the original layouts in a full die. It can detect the
points of CD error over the tolerance range as pattern defects and
feed back the systematic error points to OPC for more accurate
model tuning.

In addition this system can obtain the full field CD distribution diagram
of some specific transistors with tens of thousands of measurement
data. So, we can analyze the root cause of the CD distribution in a
field, such as mask CDU or lens aberrations and so on.
In this paper, OPC verification methodology using the new inspection
tool will be introduced and the application to the analysis of full field
CD distribution will be presented in detail.

6152-120, Poster Session
New measuring technique of complex index of
immersion liquids
J. P. Stehle, SPPRA SA (France); J. Piel, J. Campillo, SOPRA SA
(France)
Immersion lithography at 193 nm requests the liquid with specific
parameters enabling its usage at 193nm . The absorption must be low
and the refractive index high.
In this paper we present the new characterization technique for the
measurement of the optical indices. We have developed a cell for the
liquid which is thermally stabilized and uses the scatterometry of the
193 nm beam on a grating surface. The results and limitations in term
of sensitivity and accuracy will be given.
Motivation : There is a need to find new liquids for replacing the water
in the next generations of 193 I lithography.
These liquids must behave with RI larger than 1.85 in order to allow 32
nm nodes when optical aperture will be available with high index
materials.
Due to its price and purity and no effect on environment, it is possible
to use a flow of  pure water in order to keep the RI stable. In the case
of new HRI fluids, the reprocessing of the liquid needs a continuous
control of the absorption as well as the RI with the precision near E-6.
Technique : In our new technique we use a grating with a high
diffraction angle, 57°, near Littrow mode,
The incident beam is set at 75° and the diffracted beam is measured
around 67°.
Formula : sini1 + sini2 = k Lambda / N p
I1 is incident fixed beam at 75°
I2 is the measured diffracted angle, around 67°
K is order of diffraction of the grating, 20
Lambda is fixed  at 193.48 nm,
N is the liquid refractive index
P is the pitch of the grating, here 600 groves /mm
When we look at the sensitivity of the dN in this formula we obtain a
relation to di / (2 x tani)
then the diffraction angle is linked to 2 x tan(i) which is close to 2 x 3 =
6 for the cell.
We have built such cell and used our goniometer of GES5 system to
evaluate the sensitivity. The paper will present the results of the
measurements for water. We have changed the temperature of the
water in the range of 23 to 33°C in order to measure the sensitivity to
temperature. The system can also measure the refractive index versus
wavelength, thus the dispersion curve accurately.
We have used the same cell in straight line to measure the absorption
versus wavelength.
There are three major advantages of the grating versus the prisms
cell:
a) The liquid may have any refractive index in case of grating, vacuum
can be used for calibration,
b) The prism mounting requires to measure with same accuracy the RI
of the prisms, in case of our cell, the window with parallel faces has
no effect in the measurement,
c) The (2 x tani) gives to the grating an advantage in the sensitivity
versus prism.
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6152-121, Poster Session
Automated mask defect disposition system for
reticle printability evaluation
W. B. Howard, M. D. Smith, KLA-Tencor Corp.
Without the use of hardware-based or software-based lithography
simulation, it is becoming increasing difficult to predict the
lithographic significance of a defect found on a reticle.  Automated
and semi-automated simulation systems have now been developed
and integrated into reticle manufacturing.  The Automated Mask
Defect Disposition System (AMDD) is based on PROLITH technology
and incorporates several new metrics and functions that allow for
more accurate and time-efficient disposition of reticle defects.  The
new metrics include 1D and 2D image intensity based metrics as well
as 2D aerial image and resist image contour metrics.  We report on
the development and use of these new features and how the system
integrates with PROLITH to create a system appropriate for various
groups of users.  In particular we demonstrate how an automated
system such as AMDD can result in more efficient, cost-effective,
consistent and reproducible defect disposition compared to traditional
size-based metrics or other techniques.  The performance of the
AMDD system, including throughput, is reviewed.  Experimental
results and comparison to other simulation techniques and printability
studies are presented.

6152-123, Poster Session
Exploring the limits of line-edge roughness
detection by scatterometry
Y. Cohen, Nova Measuring Instruments Ltd. (Israel); B. Yaakovovitz,
Y. Tsur, Technion - Israel Institute of Technology (Israel)
Fluctuations in the line edge of lithographic features, termed line edge
roughness (LER) always exist. In 90 nm line width (and below), LER
can be a significant fraction of the feature dimensions. LER can be
simply detected by AFM or SEM techniques. However, fast and
nondestructive Integrated Metrology techniques should be developed
in order to enable effective process control. . An optical scatterometry
is preferable over other existing measurement techniques, due to
relatively simple  implementation in production.
In this presentation we show preliminary results of a research enabling
development of  an in-line solution for detecting LER. Well-defined
features with controlled LER were fabricated by e- beam direct write
technique (IMEC, Belgium). These features were characterized by
electron microscopy and AFM in order  to verify the true LER values.
Using NovaScan 3090 Scatterometry  tool and applying a new
algorithm and EMA modeling for the diffraction spectra analysis, it is
shown that LER of about 10 nm can be detected on these designed
features. After further improvement of the proposed method, it will be
possible to detect the LER of less than 5 nm.

6152-124, Poster Session
Use in-line AFM to monitor STI profile in 65-nm
technology development
M. Hsieh, J. Yeh, M. Tsai, K. Wang, United Microelectronics Corp.
(Taiwan); C. Chen, Veeco Taiwan Inc. (Taiwan)
In the 65nm node and beyond, the STI module becomes smaller and
smaller. TEM and SEM is slow and destructive than AFM. Now, we
can using in-line AFM for critical process. In-line monitoring for STI
module is applied in production by AFM. The defect occur at STI
process will be found early. The facility could improve and control the
process effortlessly and let the process more stable. Enhance the
yield and reduce the cost is a great benefit by using AFM to monitor
critical process.

6152-125, Poster Session
Diffraction signature analysis methods for improving
scatterometry precision
M. E. Littau, C. J. Raymond, D. L. Forman, Accent Optical
Technologies
Scatterometry is a fast, non-destructive critical dimension (CD) optical
metrology technique based on the analysis of light scattered from a
periodic array of features. These features either can be singly periodic,
such as a line and space diffraction grating, or they can be doubly
periodic, such as an array of contact holes. When these arrays are
illuminated with a light source, the reflectance response as a function
of angle and/or wavelength is dependent upon the structure and
composition of the arrays themselves. Scatterometry has been
applied to a wide variety of semiconductor metrology process control
applications, such as gate stacks, contact holes, STI, metal, overlay
and focus control and is quickly gaining acceptance as an attractive
option to other metrology methods like CD-SEM and AFM.
With technological advances in manufacturing, semiconductor
devices are made in ever shrinking geometries. In recent years, the
ability of scatterometry metrology tools to measure these devices at a
gage capable level for parameters such as CD, thickness or profile
has become more challenging. One method for improving precision is
to make hardware modifications to the light source or angular
diffraction signature sampling range to increase the signal to noise
ratio. But hardware changes require a significant amount of
engineering resources and can be difficult and costly to deploy into
installed systems. An alternate method for improving precision, and
the focus of this research, is to analyze the acquired diffraction
signature and determine an optimum diffraction signature “scan
path.” By the term scan path, we mean the independent variables like
angle, wavelength or polarization that constitute scatterometry data. A
reduced scan path method offers ease of implementation along with
reduced development time. The development time advantage is
realized through a reduced number of data points that enables faster
library generation times, reduced library file sizes and faster match or
optimization times when comparing experimental to simulated data.
In this work, we will first review several methods for scan path
selection. The methods are applicable to any type of scatterometer,
including angular and spectral reflectometers, polarimeters and
ellipsometers. Our results indicate that the method choice can
influence the scan path selection, and that some of the methods are
complementary to one another. For example, one method, which we
term orthogonal sensitivity, uses intelligent algorithms to select
optimal scan path points based on enhancing single parameter
sensitivity. While the method works well, it neglects parameter
correlation effects. Thus, we will also review a method where
correlation effects are considered. Methods based on expectations
about physical diffraction effects, such as the emergence of higher
orders and other grating anomalies, will also be discussed. Finally,
using applications and geometries that are relevant to modern day
silicon manufacturing, we will calculate and summarize the effects of
optimal scan path selection on measurement results.

6152-126, Poster Session
Integrated projection optics tester for onboard
inspection of immersion ArF scanner
T. Fujii, K. Suzuki, Y. Mizuno, N. Kita, Nikon Corp. (Japan)
Immersion lithography has been intensively developed to print
features, such as isolated lines and isolated spaces, which are smaller
than 35 nm, with good depth of focus at a vacuum wavelength of 193
nm. Because the wavelength of the light in a liquid is reduced from
the vacuum wavelength, the numerical aperture, i.e. the resolution
(lambda/2NA) can be improved by a factor of the index of refraction of
the liquid.
Monitoring and controlling of wavefront abberation of projection lens
with mille-lambda accuracy had been already achieved.
Enhancement of lens NA has the impact to the resolution. In the case
of high-NA imaging, polarization effect can no longer ignore. An in-situ
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polarization measuring instrument for the high NA excimer scanner
had been developed.

6152-127, Poster Session
Integrated electrostatic micro-sensors for the
development of modeling techniques of defects in
the actuation of large micro-electromechanical
systems
T. Reissman, E. Garcia, N. Lobontiu, Cornell Univ.; Y. Nam, Kangwon
National Univ. (South Korea)
A micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) was designed by following
the saggital principle of motion amplification about an output direction
which is perpendicular to the input direction. Several displacement-
amplification micro-devices have been fabricated by means of the
PolyMUMPS microtechnology. The experimental testing of these
electrostatically-actuated, electrostatically-sensed micro-mechanisms
monitored the output motion by means of a highly-compliant,
integrated cantilever, as well as by a vernier system, and revealed that
the performance is less than predicted - in some occasions the errors
between the defect-free model predictions and the experimental
results being quite substantial. This system integration, sensory
monitored discrepancy lead the effort of identifying and quantifying
the influence of various factors in the less-than-expected response of
these compliant micro-mechanisms. Discussed are the effect of non-
parallel disposition of the mobile structure with respect to its
substrate, the non-planar shape of the micro-device - which produces
at times rubbing or adhesion against the substrate, various
misalignments between fixed and mobile components, as well the
resulting fringe effects - which sizably hamper the operation of the
comb or plate electrostatic sensory actuation. It is demonstrated that
by combining all these unwanted effects, which are either inherent to
the small-dimensions micro-device, or are simply errors of the
microfabrication process, it is possible to account for the
experimentally observed response and create a predictive error-
inclusive model of the system.

6152-128, Poster Session
Macro CD contact ellipticity measurements for lens
uniformity qualification
O. Adan, Applied Materials (Israel); H. A. J. Cramer, G. Janssen, E.
van Setten, ASML Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands); N. Wertsman, R.
Kris, Applied Materials (Israel)
As lithography printing dimensions shrink, lithography tool
qualifications require tighter ellipticity control for lens uniformity.
Current ellipticity measurement methodology poses a challenge on
qualification productivity, and result integrity as aquiring more data for
statistical validity impacts throughput and hence, productivity. A new
statistical model and measurement scheme was sought. The outcome
was a paradigm approach, introducing MacroCD Vector
measurement, enabling a single shot large sampling, including vector
calculation and averaging of all the necessary formulations asserted
on individual contact ellipticity results within the MacroCD
measurement array.
Based on this statistical model, correlation to empirical results has
been made and the results support the move towards the new
paradigm in ASML lens qualification facilities.

6152-129, Poster Session
Overlay improvement: local and dynamic shot
distortion control by new framework of GCM
A. Sukegawa, S. Wakamoto, S. Nakajima, M. Kawakubo, N.
Magome, Nikon Corp. (Japan)
Overlay accuracy is a key issue in the semiconductor manufacturing
process.  Overlay error consists of inter-shot components such as
shot placement, and intra-shot components such as shot distortion.

To achieve overlay requirements, Nikon lithography systems (NSR)
first measure several alignment marks exposed during patterning of
the previous layer.  The NSR then estimates arrangement of the
patterns exposed at the previous layer using our regression method
called EGA (Enhanced Global Alignment) to automatically eliminate
the linear error components, and optimize pattern overlay.  However,
due to increasingly stringent overlay requirements, it has become
necessary to consider the non-linear error components as well;
therefore, Nikon developed SDM (Super Distortion Matching) and
GCM (Grid Compensation for Matching) to address these specific
overlay challenges.
SDM utilizes a shot distortion correction method, which estimates the
non-linear error components originating from factors such as
illumination condition differences and reticle drawing error, and then
corrects for them.
In contrast, GCM is a feature which estimates the non-linear inter-shot
components originating in process deviation as well as stage grid
differences between machines, and corrects for those errors.
In this paper we introduce a novel correction framework which
includes correctable components beyond those compensated for with
the current GCM and SDM; thereby enabling further enhancements to
overlay.
Using this novel framework, we estimate intra-shot component
dependence on the shot location using the coefficients of the
polynomial function in the GCM model.  We will show both simulation
and experimental data demonstrating dramatically improved overlay
accuracy using this innovative approach.  In the experiment detailed,
we will demonstrate the situation of wafer thermal expansion from
heating and improve the associated overlay accuracy using the
current and newly developed framework.

6152-130, Poster Session
Optimization of an integrated and automated macro
inspection system for the utilization of wafer-color
variation detection in a photolithography cluster
S. J. Lickteig, T. Forstner, T. Barnett, D. Dixon, Tokyo Electron
America, Inc.; V. C. Menon, M. C. Nicholls, IBM Corp.; R. L.
Isaacson, IBM Microelectronics Div.
The IBM 300 mm wafer manufacturing line provides a case study for
the optimization of an automated macro defect inspection system to
accurately flag color variation defects.  IBM’s system consists of
integrated hardware modules supplied by Tokyo Electron (TEL) and
defect detection/classification software supplied by Rudolph
Technologies (RTEC).  In early 2005, IBM process engineers noticed
that the system was falsely flagging a large number of wafers primarily
for color variation defects.  This led to unacceptable amounts of
production volumes being placed on hold awaiting manual inspection
to determine if rework was necessary.  Due to large numbers of false
positives, IBM temporarily disabled color variation flagging and
prioritized engineering a solution with TEL and RTEC collaboration.  A
complete review of the macro inspection system was performed
identifying three areas for improvement towards decreasing the false
positives.
In the inspection system, whole wafer processing anomalies are
detected by comparing the scanned wafer image to a “golden” data
set specific to each product and photolayer.  The set, referred to as a
“color baselist,” is composed of data from 30 wafers automatically
sampled from a minimum of three separate processed lots.  Multiple
color parameters are calculated for each wafer in the baselist, and the
mean and variance of each parameter is determined for the baselist
as a whole.  After inspection of a sample wafer, the same color
parameters are calculated for the wafer and compared to the baselist.
A distance or sigma value is determined thus providing a measure of
the deviation of this wafer from the “standard” properties for the
process.  Thresholds can then be programmed into the system to flag
wafers that deviate beyond acceptable limits.  A review of the recipe
baselists revealed that some of the wafer samples did not accurately
represent process conditions.  These baselists needed to be partially
or fully deleted, and new wafer samples collected.
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Two subsystems in the installed hardware base were found to be
adversely affecting the ability of the baselist system to accurately flag
problem wafers.  First, a panel behind the beam splitter was found to
be reflecting light back into the system, introducing noise.  These
panels were replaced with a less reflective material.  Secondly, light
output ranges were not matched on all systems making some tools
unable to correctly inspect very bright or very dark wafers.  An
improved diffuser plate for the fiber optic output was designed to
improve light transmittance without affecting overall color signature.
Finally, a tool-to-tool matching test was performed by inspecting a
group of wafers on multiple tools.  This test determined that the set of
weightings given to each of the color parameters in a baselist was not
optimized.  A set of improved values was determined and applied to
the system.
After implementing the above changes color variation false positives
were virtually eliminated.  IBM has re-introduced color variation
flagging back onto the production line.  At this point flagged wafers
not being reworked are mainly those with defects generated at
previous processing steps.

6152-131, Poster Session
Optical measurements of critical dimensions at
several stages of the mask fabrication process
J. C. Lam, A. S. Gray, P. J. Walsh, n&k Technology, Inc.
Line gratings of various pitches, line widths and orientations were
measured using an n&k Analyzer - a broadband reflectometer,
capable of measuring TE and TM polarized Reflectance and
Transmittance spectra between 190 and 1000 nm. The obtained
spectra were analyzed using Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis
method, in conjunction with the Forouhi-Bloomer Dispersion
Equations for n and k. Optical properties (n and k spectra from 190 to
1000 nm) of Quartz, Molybdenum Silicide, Chromium and Chromium
Oxide, as well as thicknesses of all layers and critical dimensions of
trench structures were obtained as the result of the analysis.
The results were compared with the measurements taken on the same
samples, using conventional CD-SEM. Two comparison studies were
conducted - global CD uniformity and CD linearity. The CD linearity
study demonstrated excellent correlation between the values of
grating line width obtained using n&k Analyzer and a CD-SEM for the
grating structures of two pitches (760 nm and 1120 nm) and two
orientations (perpendicular and parallel to the plane of incidence). The
global CD uniformity study revealed that n&k Analyzer can be used to
produce CD uniformity maps which are equivalent to the results
obtained using a conventional CD-SEM. The advantages of the
optical method are high throughput, non-destructive nature of the
measurements and capability to measure a wider variety of structures
pertinent to the photomask manufacturing process.

6152-132, Poster Session
Aerial image sensor: on-line scanner aberration
monitor
J. K. Tyminski, Nikon Precision Inc.; T. Hagiwara, N. Kondo, Nikon
Corp. (Japan)
IC manufacture has to meet stringent requirements pushing the
imaging tools beyond their limits.  The key performance attribute of
the imaging tool is the quality of the image projected on wafer pane.
Given the stringent image quality requirements,  it is necessary to
quantify, to monitor, and to tune the lenses used for critical pattern
imaging.  The image quality is controlled by the wavefront aberrations
present in the projection lens pupil. Therefore the quality of the lenses
can be captured by either various image quality metrics or by the data
on the lens pupil aberration residua.
Various techniques used to quantify projection lens quality can be
divided into two categories:  1) interferometers quantifying the lens
pupil residual aberration, leading to indirect assessment of the image
quality, and 2) image quality sensors directly quantifying key imaging
metrics which can be analyzed to provide information on the

wavefront quality at the lens pupil.  These various techniques can also
be categorized as:  1) off-line techniques, testing projection lenses
installed on a dedicated test bench, used during or after lens
manufacture, and 2) in-situ sensors testing the lenses installed in the
projection tools, often at the IC manufacturing floor.  These various
techniques have inherent tradeoffs in terms their accuracy, portability,
ease-of-use and completeness of the aberration and imaging metrics.
These tradeoffs determine which technique is the most appropriate
for various applications ranging from lens quality control during
imaging tool manufacture, to tool qualification during its installation
and setup, to tool monitoring and tuning during the IC manufacture.
One of the key demands for image quality testing comes from
equipment engineering and process control communities. They
require in-situ lens quality test technique that is accurate, easy to use,
and provides complete set of data quantifying the performance of the
projection tools.  To meet this requirement, methodology involving
Aerial Image Sensor, AIS, was developed. This methodology is based
on analysis of a set of aerial images sampling the wavefront at various
locations of the lens pupil.
When this, in-situ  technique is installed on a projection tool, it
provides the following advantages: 1) the wavefront measurements
can be run whenever required without any intrusion on tool setup, 2)
the hardware and the software necessary to run the tests are fully
integrated with the projection tool, 3) the test does not require any
wafer exposure and thus the resist process does not bias or corrupt
the results, 4) it involves analysis of test images and thus, it is based
on direct analysis of their “qualities”, and 5) it provides complete
information on the lens wavefront quality, expressed in terms of 37
Zenike polynomials.  Therefore, AIS approach combines many of the
key characteristics expected by the tool and process engineering
communities.
This paper presents both, the fundamentals and the practice of AIS
used as scanner aberration monitor.  We start with a discussion of the
fundamental principles of operation and the key design issues
impacting the accuracy of the technique and the completeness of the
pupil wavefront results.  We follow with an example of the AIS
aberration test conducted on the tool installed in a fab.  In parallel we
test the lens pupil directly with portable interferometer installed on the
tool. We then compare the results of the AIS tests with the
interferometer results.  The comparison spotlights the pros and cons
of two in-situ wavefront testing methodologies that are image- or
interferometry-based.
Based on the AIS tests we draw conclusions on the quality of the lens
wavefront and the quality of the images to be expected on the tested
tool. We compare the predictions on the AIS-based imaging with the
actual imaging performance of the tool.  The two sets of comparisons,
to interferometer and to resist data, reveal the advantages and
limitation of AIS as in-situ wavefront and image quality monitor.
Manufacture of ICs with ever decreasing critical dimensions requires
stringent imaging tool testing and tuning.  To meet these demands, in-
situ image quality testing techniques are required.  Aerial Image
Sensor is such sensor and it provides comprehensive test for
projection lens warfront quality. The results from AIS are produced
without potentially corrupting impacts of the resist process and
without any test-specific tool setup. The methodology is completely
integrated with the advanced projection tools and it does not interfere
with IC manufacturing.  The methodology is readily available for
critical performance monitoring and can be used to fine tune the
lenses targeted to meet stringent imaging requirements, specific to
critical IC designs.

6152-133, Poster Session
Correlation of wafer backside defects to
photolithography hot spots using advanced macro
inspection
A. P. Carlson, August Technology Corp.; F. Phellepes, C. Eskridge,
Micron Technology, Inc.
Defects on the backside of a wafer during processing can come from
many sources.  Particles and scratches on the backsides of wafers
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can be caused by wafer handling equipment such as robots and
chucks, as well as by CMP processes.  In addition, cross-
contamination of wafers and handling equipment can occur when
wafers move from tool to tool, through the production line.  When
wafers are exposed, backside defects can cause localized areas of
poor lithography pattern resolution on the front sides of wafers,
resulting in increased rework rates, decreased throughput, and yield
loss.
As minimum feature sizes continue to shrink with each new
technology node, devices become denser and exposure tool depth of
focus decreases - making the elimination of lithography hot spots an
even more critical issue.
At Micron Technology, automated macro defect inspection tools for
front, edge, and backside inspection are used to inspect wafers at ADI
and ACI steps.  These tools have been used to detect backside
scratches on several lots that were caused by another process tool,
causing photolithography hot spots.  This paper describes advanced
macro inspection of wafer top and back surfaces and how the
inspection data was used to correlate backside defects to
photolithography hot spots; and take corrective action.

6152-134, Poster Session
Parallel computing options for fast scatterometry
recipe design
Y. Cohen, D. Elyasy, R. Urensky, Nova Measuring Instruments Ltd.
(Israel)
No doubt that Optical CD (Critical Dimensions) technology has
become an important metrology tool in semiconductor manufacturing,
it is widely used in almost every fab at the 90 nm technology node
and below. In recent years a lot of efforts were made  to assess  the
Optical CD metrology capabilities, accuracy, and its matching to other
tools in the fab. However very little was done for  creating  the
computational infrastructure that will match near future scatterometry
needs under the work stream of  fab environment. Recently, with
introduction of the first 3D Optical CD solutions, the issue of
computational power has become crucial. The high power
computation solutions  currently offered by  metrology vendors are
not necessarily  the best choice for the end-users.
2D and 3D Scatterometry recipe design can be based on several
different approaches, each of them being best suited for different
(parallel) computing models. Each of these models has in turn
different advantages, from a user’s (customer’s) point of view. Among
these considerations we meet the following main considerations
· Required investment
· EOU (Ease Of Use)
· Need for dedicated SW (Software) and HW (Hardware)
· Real time interpretation efficiency
· Accessibility for different clients
· Applicability for both Stand alone  Integrated metrology tools
· Computation time
We will present the results for three computing options tested in-
house and at customer sites and supported by Nova’s metrology
software, in relation to typical user requirements for scatterometry
recipe design:
1. Parallel computing on dedicated HW
2. Distributed computing on a network of off-the-shelf Intel-based
PCs .
3. Distributed computing with opportunistic scheduling based on
Condor free SW (no dedicated HW required).
 We will present guidelines on choosing between different options,
according to the above criteria.

6152-135, Poster Session
Evaluation of scatterometry tools performance by
model noise analysis
Y. Cohen, K. Vinokur, V. Sorin, Nova Measuring Instruments Ltd.
(Israel)
In this paper we suggest a new important test for scatterometry tool
evaluation. According to this paper, the metrics of the approach that
has been recently suggested by SEMATECH [1] to outline Optical CD
(Optical Critical Dimensions) tools capabilities should consider this
additional important test procedure. We define this feature  as a
“Model Noise” (MN) which is the user’s compromise  while building a
multi parameter model for scatterometry via minimization of the
number of active parameters. Other model parameters (fixed
parameters) are supposed to be precisely predefined. Inaccuracy in
the fixed parameters causes the MN. The MN is defined per case of
application or per geometrical model setup. A developed procedure of
tool performance analysis uses software modeling and takes into
account a hardware basic performance such as SNR (Signal to Noise
Ratio), SS (Spectral Sensitivity to stack model parameters) and the
T2T (Tool to Tool Matching).
The ability to separate between hardware spectrum contributions and
software MN enables us to provide, for the first time, a reliable
prediction of the performance of spectral ellipsometers (SE) and
polarized spectral reflectometers (SR) at different wavelengths and
incidence angles, and compares between them. The paper focuses on
a few typical important applications such as Poly-Si CD after etch or
after lithography. The analysis of these applications shows that
parameters optimization capabilities can be  determined by the
sensitivity ratios between active parameters and fixed parameters,
their interactions, and the range of process fluctuations. In the above
applications, the specific spectral sensitivity per parameter and other
hardware spectral stability very likely play a secondary role.
The MN analysis introduced here uses the knowledge of process
variations per parameter. It indicates that the current industry methods
for Optical CD tool evaluation might miss an important additional
criterion for the applied models and applications. The MN also
enables comparison between polarized SR and SE performance for
specific applications.

6152-136, Poster Session
High-performance imprint lithography and novel
metrology methods using multifunctional
pefluoropolyethers
J. P. Rolland, G. M. Denison, J. A. Brewster, Liquidia Technologies;
J. M. DeSimone, The Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
We describe the use of multifunctional perfluoropolyethers as enabling
materials in imprint lithography and metrology. Perfluoropolyethers
(PFPEs) are a unique class of fluoropolymers that are liquids at room
temperature that can be functionalized and cured to form transparent
“Teflon(r)-like” elastomers. These materials posses many favorable
attributes relative to imprint lithography and other soft lithographic
techniques including: chemical resistance, flexibility, incredibly low
surface energies, high gas permeability, and UV transparency. Molds
made from PFPE materials exhibit the favorable properties of both
rigid and soft materials in that they are rapidly made and disposable,
yet maintain the chemical resistance and performance of rigid
materials such as quartz.
We have previously demonstrated the use of such materials in
patterning dense, 70nm features with a precision of +/-1 nm. Herein,
we further demonstrate the capability of these materials in the rapid
patterning of dual damascene structures and other patterns. Dual
damascene structures containing sub-micron features were replicated
from an etched silicon master template into a UV-Curable organic
resin using a flexible PFPE mold. The use of such molds allows for a
great reduction in the amount of steps needed to fabricate dual
damascene structures by traditional methods. The chemical
resistance of PFPE-based materials allows for the direct patterning of
a variety of organic resins including etch resists, low-k dielectrics, and
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conducting polymers.
Additionally, we demonstrate the utility of functional PFPEs in a novel
metrology method. In this simple technique, the liquid PFPE precursor
is simply poured onto a wafer with a given pattern and cured. When
released from the wafer, the cured film possesses an exact negative
replica of the original pattern. A variety of metrology and inspection
methods can then be performed on the patterned, transparent film
including microscopy and laser optics which reveal defects in the
original pattern. Furthermore, the method is shown to be completely
non-destructive to the original patterned wafer. We describe the use
of this method in the metrology and inspection of a dual damascene
pattern containing features which are difficult to characterize by other
techniques.

6152-137, Poster Session
Application of polarized reflectometry for 3D
ellipsoidal structures in STI etch
Y. Cohen, I. Turovets, R. Urenski, Nova Measuring Instruments Ltd.
(Israel)
In this paper capabilities of Polarized Reflectometry to measure 3D
STI (Shallow Trench Isolation) structures were demonstrated. There
are few challenges in this application: (1) profile complexity with multi
parameters approach, (2) computation power requirements. To
overcome these challenges special software code was developed to
accelerate libraries calculation time and to efficiently describe elliptical
layout structures.
Profile results are presented for different circular and elliptic holes with
different layouts, periods and densities. Profile results are compared
to CD SEM. Comparison was done with special cross section visual
analysis software for matching Optical CD and CD SEM data. In
addition, site to site correlations and wafer maps are presented.
The work demonstrates readiness of Polarized Reflectometry based
Optical CD metrology for 3D applications in production environments
for CD advanced process control.

6152-138, Poster Session
How to evaluate your CD-SEM fleet productivity
R. Peltinov, Applied Materials, Inc. (Israel)
In the chip making  environment, it is not enough that the CD-SEM
have the best metrology performance and SEM imaging capabilities,
but the tool must also be best in production worthiness. Production
worthiness is a aggregation of many qualities but maybe the most
important parameter is the cost of ownership (CoO). Given a constant
cost, The real production TPT and the wafer output are the most
important factors to evaluate your level of tool set productivity. In this
paper we will present a developed a methodology to model your
expected wafer output given the tool conditions, and the fab
conditions. This model can help verifying that the tool cluster is
utilized in an optimized condition. Also we will present how this model
fits the real life in production. Finally we will show how this work can
sum into a large amount of capital saving.

6152-139, Poster Session
An integrated solution for photomask
manufacturing, handling and storage at 65 nm and
below
J. Schwitzgebel, G. Xiao, Photronics, Inc.; S. Nozaki, Hitachi High
Technologies America, Inc.; A. Darvish, C. Wu, Fortrend Engineering
As reticle line widths shrink and RET complexity increases, even a
single sub-micron defect can result in a rejected photomask.  High-
end reticle manufacturers striving for increased yield and reduced
cycle are relying on low incoming rawstock defect levels and handling
via SMIF mini environments for critical manufacturing steps.
However, even in SMIF compatible reticle fabs, human handling is
often required to load or unload a reticle to/from a SMIF environment.

In an effort to provide a fully integrated solution to manufacturing 65
nm and below photomasks, Photronics has introduced a blank
inspection/management system developed by Hitachi High
Technologies and Fortrend Engineering.  The clustered system is
capable of robotic transfers in conjunction with blank storage,
inspection and material tracking capabilities.   It consists of four major
systems: a horizontal mask blank transfer system with state-of-the-art
blank sorting capability, an integrated Hitachi Mask Blank Surface
Inspection System, a totally self-contained and sufficient Mask Blank
Storage Buffer Station, and a material logistic control software system
for material management and SPC.   The Fortrend Lamina sorting
system has a bright light inspection module for gross particle
contamination detection, and is capable of robotic transfer between
SMIF and other shipping/transport boxes employed in the mask
manufacturing facilities.
The clustered Hitachi-Fortrend inspection system is an integral part of
the solution allowing for additional inspections of stored and incoming
blanks by optically detecting foreign particles and pinholes.  The data
is transferred and stored in the Foretrend handling system control
module and may be used for rawstock management and screening
based on a predefined criteria. The integrated system allows a total
solution to mask manufacturing challenges at 65 nm and below.  The
integrated system and potential yield / productivity improvements is
discussed.

6152-140, Poster Session
Defining the role of SEM metrology for advanced
process control
A. V. Nikitin, A. Sicignano, D. Y. Yeremin, E. T. Goldburt,
Nanometrology LLC
The problem of enacting an effective Advanced Process Control (APC)
system is herein discussed [1].  The schematic structure of the system
is represented below.
The creation of such a system with a communication link between the
mask designer and lithography and process engineering of
consequent operations can be broken down into two problems:
1. Organization of the interaction of services performed by APC
2. Reliability of the measurement information obtained in CD
metrology
We will focus on the second problem.  The effectiveness of the
operation of the APC system as a whole depends on the reliability
(precision and accuracy) of the measurement outcomes.
In his book, Monahan [2] describes the importance of correctly
measuring CD in the SEM.  For integrated circuits of 70nm or less, the
admissible errors of measurement should not exceed 0.5-0.8
nanometers.  Similar, and sometimes more rigid metrology,
measurements are indispensable for photomark designers in the
correction of optical proximity (OPC).  To achieve this degree of
measurement, the normally used “precision” measurements are no
sufficient.  They must be supplemented with “accuracy”
measurements.  This can be achieved through correct SEM calibration
using a diffraction grating as a refence with a pitch known to high
precision and traceable accuracy [3,4,5].  Therefore, the system of
measurements of SEM-based CD/LER/LWR has to be completed
through a means that allows the transfer of precision and accuracy of
the unit of length from the standard to the measurement SEM.
However, the main component of CD/LER/LWR metrology should
become the measurement algorithms satisfying the above accuracy
demands and based on reliable edge localization techniques from
SEM images.  According to Postek [6], without an ability to know with
certainty the location of the edges, the measurement accuracy cannot
be claimed.  Edge localization techniques should serve as a
cornerstone not only for CD measurement algorithms but also for
LER/LWR measurement algorithms as well as the basis for metrology
support for OPC systems.
References
1. Kit Ausschnitt, et al, Industrial strength lithography APC, SPIE 28th
Annual Symposium, Microlithography 2003, p 374.
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6152-141, Poster Session
Metrology delay-time reduction in lithography via
small-lot wafer transport
V. K. Shah, E. A. Englhardt, H. R. Armer, Applied Materials, Inc.
Reduction of delay time between the photolithography process and
acquisition of metrology and inspection data is critical for tight litho
process control as well as litho tool effectiveness.  Garvin [1] found a
rapid increase in overlay control capability as metrology delay falls
from 4 hours to 30 minutes.  Jula [2] proposed an inverse relationship
between the metrology delay time and the time a litho tool is “in
control” and predicted a 15%-25% increase in litho tool output as the
metrology delay time decreases from 73 minutes to 3 minutes.  To
achieve this reduction in metrology delay time, many have looked to
integrating metrology into the photolithography track system instead
of using stand-alone metrology (SAM) solutions.  This paper presents
an alternative approach for metrology delay time reduction: small-lot
wafer transport in the litho bay.  This approach has not been seriously
considered in the past due to limitations of current factory automation
systems; however, recent breakthroughs in automated material
handling systems (AMHS) and fab automation software described by
Englhardt [3] have made small-lot transport a viable option in 300mm
fabs of today.
Stanley [4] hailed integrated metrology as “the next logical step” for
the litho cluster as early as 1999.  However, integrated metrology has
yet to be successfully incorporated in litho cells in high volume
production.  Challenges for integrating metrology include
development and qualification of cost effective alternatives to current
stand-alone metrology tools with equivalent accuracy and precision,
as well as tool to tool matching, throughput, and reliability impacts.  In
contrast, reducing the lot size in the litho bay and implementing a
high-speed, high-throughput AMHS can yield dramatic reductions in
metrology delay time with little or no change to existing lithography
tools and stand-alone metrology solutions.
All of the tools used in the litho bay today are single wafer processing
tools; however, WIP is currently transported to these tools in batches
of 25 wafers because of limitations in the factory automation systems.
Hopp and Spearman [5] showed that cycle time can only be
minimized when the process batch size and move batch size are the
same.  In the litho bay, metrology time delay can be dramatically
reduced by decreasing the move batch size, and can be minimized
when the move batch size is a single wafer.  By matching the move
batch size to the process batch size, the waste created by forcing all
wafers to travel together is eliminated.  Small lot size is common
today for a few high priority or development test lots.  However,
current automation systems are not capable of implementing this
approach continuously in production.
When broken down into its components, metrology delay time

comprises the following:
1) Waiting for other wafers in the lot to be processed
2) AMHS transport to stocker
3) Queue time waiting for an available SAM tool
4) AMHS transport to and from the SAM tool
5) Metrology or inspection measurement
Our studies indicate a best case metrology delay time of 69 minutes
to obtain CD and overlay measurements in 300mm volume production
with current AMHS technology and 25-wafer lots.  Passow [6] showed
that the time for the litho to CD-SEM flow alone could be greater than
2 hours, indicating that many production flows will operate with delay
times that are much greater.  If defect inspection is included, the total
delay time is 2-4 hours in production and can be even larger in many
cases.
In contrast, this delay time can be reduced by up to 80% by moving
individual wafers from the lithography tool directly to metrology and
inspection while still using stand-alone tools.  In this way, only those
wafers in the sampling plan are sent to the SAM tools without having
to wait for other wafers in the lot to finish processing, thereby
reducing metrology delay time by 25-30%.  Furthermore, by sampling
in parallel mode, i.e. simultaneously sending wafers to CD-SEM,
overlay, and defect review, the delay time can be reduced by an
additional 45-55%.
Englhardt et al. created and demonstrated a bay level AMHS system
that moves small-lot wafer carriers tool to tool at rates of over 130
carriers per hour for each tool in the bay.  The carrier design, load port
design, buffering mechanisms, and control systems were also
demonstrated.  The hardware and software are designed around
existing SEMI standards to minimize or eliminate changes to existing
300mm tool sets, which enables a transition to small lot
manufacturing without changing wafer size.  Simulation and analytical
models of a lithography bay using this next generation AMHS system
were used to estimate the potential metrology delay time reduction.
Results show that delay times from exposure to CD and overlay data
can be reduced to less than 16 minutes.
This system level solution treats the entire litho bay as a single wafer
or small lot processor.  When a lot of 25 wafers is dispatched from the
stocker to the lithography tool, it is first sorted into small carriers (one
or 2 wafers per carrier).  The advanced AMHS system then delivers
the carriers to the tool at a rate of over 130 carriers per hour (more
than enough to support wafer processing at over 200 wafers per hour
per tool).  The control system retains tracking of the original lot and
process wafers in the specified order.  The wafers from the lot are re-
merged into a 25 wafer FOUP after all wafers have been processed.
This approach is more cost effective and offers similar time delay
reduction benefits of integrated metrology while offering several
additional benefits:
1) Use of proven, existing stand-alone metrology and inspection tools
2) Elimination of tool to tool matching of many IM modules
3) Ability to change sampling plans real time in  response to
excursions
4) Random access to metrology tools for optimized dispatching and
process performance
5) Improved reliability - litho tool is not linked to one metrology
module
6) Lower cost to qualify and implement
7) No process impact - only changes the automation, carriers and bay
control software.
A gradual transition to small-lot wafer transport in the litho bay can be
achieved by maintaining the standard 25-wafer FOUP and
conventional Overhead Transport (OHT) AMHS, while implementing
only the local FOUP buffering solutions and advanced carrier
sequencing & routing logic that was developed for the small-lot
technology.  This configuration results in 25-30% higher move rate
capacity of the OHT, and 30 second FOUP exchange at the loadports,
which greatly enhances the efficiency with which wafers are fed to the
tools.  This enhanced efficiency enables many partial lot size
reduction scenario such as:
1) only the wafers in the sampling plan are transported as 1 or 2 wafer
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lots (in standard FOUPs), while the remaining wafers travel together,
or
2) all lots are uniformly decreased in size to an intermediate size of, for
example, 15 or 13 wafers per lot.
This strategy allows creation of a roadmap for metrology delay
reduction with each process node.  For example, from 90nm to 65nm,
metrology time delay could be reduced by almost 50% by reducing
the move lot size from 25 wafers to 13 wafers in the litho bay.  For
45nm, the metrology delay can be reduced again by a factor of 2 to 3
by implementing small carriers and the full advanced AMHS solution.
The small batch size bay level AMHS system proposed here offers an
alternative to integrated metrology when the objective is to reduce
litho cell cycle time.  This approach utilizes proven stand-alone CD-
SEM, overlay, and defect review solutions and existing lithography
clusters with little or no change, thereby avoiding the challenges
associated with implementing integrated metrology.
References:
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Overlay with Optimal Sampling”, Proceedings of SPIE, Vol. 4689,
2002.
2. P.Jula, C.Spanos, R.Leachman, “Comparing the Economic Impact
of Alternative Metrology Methods in Semiconductor Manufacturing”,
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3. E. Englhardt, K. Kakizaki , “High Speed Single Wafer AMHS”,
Proceedings Electronic Journal Seminar - Japan,  Dec. 12,  2003.
4. T. Stanley, J.Maltabes, K.Mautz, et. al., “Litho Clusters with
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2005

6152-142, Poster Session
Increased yield and tool life by reduction of DUV
photo contamination using ‘Parts per Trillion’ pure
purge gases
C. Landoni, SAES Getters S.p.A. (Italy)
Contamination control of purge gases is of increasing importance to
lithography community because of the decreasing imaging
wavelengths. Compounds that are inert to 248 nm light can
significantly absorb light at 193 nm which may not only affect the laser
light throughput but may also result in photo-induced reactions on the
lens, reticle or wafer surface.
To tackle Airborne Molecular Contaminants (AMCs) IC manufacturers
purge lenses either with process N2 or Compressed Dry Air (CDA).
CDA, typically coming from on-site compressors and drying steps,
suffers inconsistent and variable contaminations coming from both
AMCs IC fab internal sources generation (chemicals, cleaning agents
and baths, slurries...) and external environmental pollution (traffic,
fertilizers...). For N2 while coming from a more controlled source can
also have variations that exceed the specifications that are being set.
These contaminants are traditionally not removed or monitored and
cannot be tolerated for purging of lithography optics.
Detrimental contaminants include condensable and volatile organic
compounds; inorganic acids and bases; siloxanes and organic
compounds containing N, S, or P. Concentrations of these
compounds as low as a few ppts can affect yield of some particularly
sensitive metrology and photolithography processes
A purge gas strategy, valid also for immersion lithography stack
lenses purging, requires a two-fold approach: purification to achieve
low contamination levels and monitoring of the purified gas to verify
purge gas quality at ppt/ppq levels (requiring the state of the art of
analytical impurities monitoring technologies).
These purge gas installations tend to have high flow rates (needed for
heat removal) - therefore, they need passive purification equipment
that can either be refurbished (regenerated) offsite, or equipment that
can self regenerate automatically. The requirement of regenerability,

and demonstration of capacity after regeneration now brings in
another variable requiring qualification.
This paper describes some of the results collected during the study of
improved purification materials, qualification of regenerability for these
materials and newly developed ways to detect Acids, Bases, Organic
and siloxanes at the ppt level.  In addition the interaction of H2O with
each impurity has been quantified. Removal validation down to single
ppt levels has been proved for several impurities such as: NH3, SO2,
Toluene, Hexamethyldisiloxane and Trimethylsilanol.

6152-143, Poster Session
High-throughput contact critical dimension and gray
level value measurement
H. Xiao, Hermes Microvision, Inc.
A new high-resolution scanning electron microscope (SEM) system,
eProfile®, is developed from electron beam defect inspection system
eScan® 300 by Hermes microvision, Inc. It is designed to quickly
measure gray level value (GLV) and critical dimension (CD) of the
structures of interest on product wafers. Three product wafers are
used in this study, one wafer is at after etch inspection (AEI) with
contact mask focus exposure matrix (FEM), and another one has the
same contact mask FEM at post tungsten chemical mechanical
polishing (WCMP). High-throughput CD measurement of AEI wafer at
holes with different patterns, such as dense, isolated, SRAM array,
matched the FEM expectation very well. We also did repeatability and
reproducibility (R&R) studies on the AEI CD measurement. The system
is also be used to measure GLV of the SEM images on contact holes
of a normal production wafer to reflected the under etch (high GLV)
problem in a dense hole pattern. Average CD of these contact holes
has been measured at the same time. GLV measurement of WCMP
can reveal high contact resistance tungsten plugs, one of potential
killer defects of the IC chip.

6152-144, Poster Session
Real-time on-line monitoring of process water for
low-concentrations of bacteria
J. A. Adams, JMAR Technologies, Inc.
Naturally occurring outbreaks of  bacteria have the potential to
contaminate process water used in semiconductor manufacturing.
Bacteria are normally filtered out in the DI-water process, however
little is done in typical distribution systems to prevent the growth of
bacteria except for removing particle traps and dead-ends and
occasional flushing.  Particle counters in the distribution system can
tell when the number of particles is increasing but cannot discriminate
bacteria from small silica particles.  If a sudden or gradual rise in
particle count is observed, then the natural conclusion would be to
suspect the RO system.  If an on-line multi-angle light scattering
system is used in place of particle counters or in conjunction with
them, then the discrimination between silica particles and bacteria
can be made and the proper action taken in the distribution system.
This paper describes the multi-angle light scattering method of
detecting bacteria with the BioSentry(tm) system to provide an
effective real-time on-line water monitoring sensor.
The BioSentry(tm) uses a highly focused 100mw laser to irradiate a
flowing slip stream of process water within a quartz flowcell and
records the forward scattered light patterns using a photodiode array
detector.  These forward scattered patterns are a result of MIE
scattering of the laser photons and tend to be unique for different
particle types.  The figures below show a scattering patterns for a 2
micron poly-sphere, a small inorganic dirt particle, and E.coli
respectively.
The water is sampled at 50 ml/min and the high-speed detector
generates a read every 200 microseconds.  There are typically 5 to 10
reads on each particle as they transit the laser beam.  The patterns
are compared to a standard library to classify as bacteria or other.
System detection thresholds are user settable. The entire unit is
designed to be hung on a wall or set on a stand and is relatively
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compact at 22 x 25 x 10 inches.   The system has undergone beta
testing for various applications and production started in Q4- 05.

6152-146, Poster Session
Mask inspection method using the electron-beam
inspection system based on projection electron
microscopy
A. Onishi, I. Nagahama, Y. Yamazaki, Toshiba Corp. (Japan); N. Noji,
T. Kaga, K. Terao, Ebara Corp. (Japan)
We developed the electron beam inspection system based on
projection electron microscopy (EBI-PEM), and then applied this
system to inspection of mask defects. Usually, inspection of mask
defect (such as monitoring of growing defects) is carried out with
resist pattern on Si wafer by using optical type inspection tool. In
recent years, as LSI device design rule shrinking, demand of mask
inspection for small defect, which hard to detect in a resolution of
optical type inspection tool is rising. Therefore, high-resolution
electron beam inspection tool is expected. However, conventional
electron beam inspection system based on scanning electron
microscopy (EBI-SEM) requires very long inspection time (10-100
times longer than optical one), and inspection costs extremely
increase. In addition, it is difficult to inspect resist pattern by using
electron beam inspection tool, because of the charge up problem.
For such a problem, we examined a new mask inspection method
using electron beam inspection system based on the EBI-PEM.
Although, EBI-PEM have an advantage in inspection speed, to inspect
resist pattern by EBI-PEM is more difficult than by EBI-SEM, because
EBI-PEM is very sensitive to charge up of a sample surface. Therefore
we tried a method to inspect after transferring a pattern on the SiO2
thin film which formed on Si wafer.
By optimizing the thickness of SiO2 thin film and the electron beam
condition of EBI-PEM, we could minimize an influence of charge up,
and obtained a higher contrast image. By using this method, the EBI-
PEM achieved inspection sensitivity of 35nm by using programmed
defect wafer. We confirmed the probability of the high-speed and
high-resolution mask inspection by using EBI-PEM.

6152-147, Poster Session
Photolithographic process window analysis with in-
line exposure/focus variation
W. Zhou, A. K. See, J. Yu, United Microelectronics Corp. (Singapore)
In this paper, we introduced a new methodology for characterizing
and monitoring the lithographic process with in-line statistical data
such as exposure and focus variation. In traditional photolithographic
process window analysis, Bossung Curves and E/F window are
commonly used to determine the size of process windows (depth of
focus at certain exposure latitude). In the process of defining the
process windows, the criteria are quite commonly set to, say, 0.25um
depth of focus (DOF) at 10% exposure latitude (EL). However this kind
of criteria is very subjective and experience based. If the criteria has
not been set based on true capability of the tool, the final process
window can easily be over or under estimated.
We developed an advanced process drift detection system called
PPSM (Proximity Profile Signature Matching) to help check true inline
exposure/focus capability. It becomes possible to estimate the
exposure and focus variation of inline photolithography process by
implementing the PPSM system. With exposure/focus variation data
(lot-to-lot, wafer-to-wafer, shot-to-shot), we can carry out a reverse
conversion to predict CD (critical dimension) variation for a new
process with both exposure and focus optimized. And by comparing
the predicted CD variations (3-sigma and/or histogram/lot2lot,
wafer2wafer/shot2shot), we can easily judge whether the process is
better or worse than baseline process from CD point of view. Process
window can then be better estimated based on statistical inline data.

6152-148, Poster Session
Three-dimensional isolated and periodic grooves
measurement simulations for the semiconductor
circuits by scatterometry using the FDTD methods
and the time shortening calculation method
H. Shirasaki, Tamagawa Univ. (Japan)
At present, the scatterometry analysis is developed for the shape
measurement in two-dimensional period line division and is made for
the inspection.  In this paper, we established numerical calculation
techniques for the three-dimensional arbitrary cross section
measurement equipment production using oblique incident light
waves.  Analytical models are periodic and isolated grooves.  The light
sources are plane waves and Gaussian beams.  We use the FDTD
(Finite Difference Time Domain) methods to analyze the models.
In the 3D analysis, the enormous calculation times were problems.
This paper concludes that the sub-grids and alternating-direction-
implicit (ADI) methods are used for the time shortening analysis.  In
previous papers on Microlithography in 2004 and 2005, the 3D-FDTD
analysis of the arbitrary shapes considering the periodicity for vertical
and oblique incidence was completed.  The 3D-FDTD analysis was
carried out by dividing the space in the lattice of cube and rectangular
parallelepiped.  The solution was stabilized in the narrow analysis
region when the accuracy of the ABC (Absorbing Boundary
Conditions), that is, Berenger’s PML (Perfectly Matching Layer) was
improved and the calculation time until the reflection coefficient
settled could be shortened.
First, the sub-grid methods are carried out by the adoption to change
the cell dimensions in every region.  The air space can use the rough
lattice because the light velocity was slow.  The substrate layers and
multilayer thin film parts are necessary to use the small lattice
because the light velocity slowed down and we had to deal with the
small shape changes.  Then, the calculation speeds using the sub-
grids became about 10 times faster than those with no sub-grids.
Therefore, the scatterometry analysis software analyzes the arbitrary
shapes while considering the periodicity.  And the oblique incidence
and the sub-grids are completed using the 3D-FDTD method.
Second, the Gaussian beam incidence analysis for non periodic and
isolated grooves is examined.  The spot beams are needed for the
analysis of the 3D isolation grooves.  The scattering characteristics
are examined using the spot size of 0.2-1.0 microns.  Analyzing
widths of the FDTD are required even in the vertical incidence up to
six times the spot size.  Therefore, the analysis is carried out using the
sub-grid in the groove region.
Finally, the cell size in the FDTD method must be small enough (<a
tenth of wavelength) and the time-step size must satisfy the Courant
stability condition. If the time-step size is not within this boundary, the
FDTD scheme will become unstable.  As a result, the FDTD method
may require a large number of iterations.  Here, the alternating-
direction-implicit (ADI) time-stepping algorithm is introduced to
address this issue.  This method is unconditionally stable and the
Courant stability condition can be eliminated.  So, the ADI-FDTD is
different from the usual FDTD method.  The ADI-FDTD is an implicit
method.  It needs the matrix calculations.  The matrix is simply solved
in the tridiagonal matrix.  This technique has 4 required steps than the
usual FDTD process.  However, it is possible to increase the time
steps to 400.  So, the calculation time can be 1/40.
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6152-149, Poster Session
Lens-cementing technology used in optical system
of DUV wavelength region: selection of optical
cement and degradation evaluation by DUV
irradiation
T. Takahashi, S. Saito, T. Okumura, E. Suzuki, T. Kojima, S.
Motomiya, H. Suzuki, Topcon Corp. (Japan); K. Machida, Lasertec
Corp. (Japan); T. Tojo, Topcon Corp. (Japan)
Today’s optical lithography and inspection tools require higher optical
resolution for 65nm node and beyond.  If the optical lens cementing
technologies are introduced into the fabrication process of objective
imaging lens for DUV optical system, many advantages can be
realized from the lens assembling process, such as increased choices
in light source selection, and freedom of lens design.  It has, however,
been very difficult to introduce the optical lens cementing
technologies in DUV region, because of degradation of cements by
DUV irradiation.
Novel optical lens cementing technology has been developed for DUV
region.  Fluoride material is used as the cement, which can reduce the
damage from DUV.  For our work the degradation of transmittance
and wave front distortion of cemented optical elements have been
evaluated after prolonged DUV irradiation.  The newly developed
optical lens cementing technology has been found satisfactory and
meets the desired performances of the system. It has been shown
that this cement can practically be used at 250 nm wavelength region,
and moreover, any change in the transmittance for 193 nm
wavelength can be negligible until than 1100 hrs of operation where
the average irradiation power is kept at 300mW/cm2. As an initial
state a practical use of 248 nm for inspection is feasible, and
extending the technique to 193 nm inspection is also possible.

6152-150, Poster Session
Swing curve measurement and simulation for high-
NA lithography
J. J. Bauer, U. Haak, K. Schulz, IHP Microelectronics (Germany); G.
Old, A. Kraft, Nikon Precision Europe GmbH (Germany)
n this paper, we will present a new swing curve measurement and
simulation method. Swing curve measurements were completed using
a High NA KrF Scanner (Nikon S207D) where the reflectance sensor
was utilised to measure the reflectivity of the total wafer stack. With
this new method, the influence of the full illumination NAill (including
effects of polarized illumination and immersion lenses), as well as the
substrate properties can be taken into account.
A new software has been developed  to calculate the swing curve for
a film stack of multiple layers on any given substrate, considering
incident light integration over the whole aperture of the lithography
tool lenses. The software also covers diffraction effects and their
influences upon the swing.
Our results show, that it is necessary to consider the influence of NAill
and diffraction for high NA lithography lenses particularly for windows
structures. In principle we suggest to use the R swing minimum,
because the swing minima show less dependency for mask structure
variations, like CD and pitch changes.
For the high NA effect (high NA and high NAill), we can observe swing
curve asymmetries and beat frequencies.
These beat frequencies can be used for a process window
optimization, reducing the CD variations.
We also could show, that with the usage of the assessment function
fc(*)=cosc(*) the cos-effect of the reflection sensor and the intensity
reduction by oblique illumination of the back reflected light can be
described.
This effect can be neglected for NAill <0.6 and resist thicknesses
lower than 500nm, but must be considered for high NA applications.
As an application example we show swing curve for IHP 0.13µm
SiGe:C BiCMOS technology for the shallow trench stack.

6152-151, Poster Session
An investigation of the removal of 1-Methyl-2-
Pyrrolidinone (NMP)
A. J. Dallas, L. Ding, J. Joriman, B. Hoang, K. Seguin, D. Zastera,
Donaldson Co., Inc.
Molecular bases have long been known to be a problem in
photolithographic applications using chemically amplified
photoresists. Of these molecular bases, ammonia and 1-methyl-2-
pyrrolidinone (NMP) have been studied in the most detail since
chemical filtration of these contaminants is critical to the success of
the photolithographic process. It has been well documented that
ammonia is best removed through chemisorptive reactions using acid
impregnated adsorbents or strong acid ion exchange resins. However,
the mechanism(s) for the removal of NMP has not been investigated
to any significant extent. There are several chemical filtration systems
available that employ activated carbon, impregnated activated
carbon, or ion exchange resins for the removal of NMP. This work
investigates the removal of NMP using several different types of
adsorbents and rationalizes the adsorption mechanism which is
operative in each situation.

6152-152, Poster Session
Köhler illumination in high-resolution optical
metrology
Y. J. Sohn, R. M. Silver, R. Attota, M. D. Stocker, L. P. Howard,
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Key elements of making Köhler illumination effective and their
properties were studied in detail for the use of overlay and critical
dimension measurement system using high-resolution optical
technique. In order to obtain an effective illumination structure for
measuring the features and targets of diffraction limited sizes, some
parameters such as aberrations, asymmetry, uniformity, etc. were
calculated and analyzed. From the results the degree of limiting the
perfect illumination and methods to implement an optimized back
focal plane were investigated. Under an optimized structure, the back
focal plane, determining the illumination condition such as angle,
intensity distribution, phase, and polarization, was studied with
respect to some features and targets of around 100 nm. The
dependence of that plane on the scattered or diffracted light were
simulated and analyzed, showing enhancement in the intensity
profiles through an imaging optics of microscope. Based on these
analysis results, a high-resolution optical metrology tool was designed
to have a back focal plane which could be modified by a spatial
modulation unit. And also it was shown that the illumination
engineering using this tool could be applied to the metrology fields of
a few tenths of nanometer.

6152-153, Poster Session
Critical dimension variations of i-line processes due
to swing effects
C. Berger, A. Grandpierre, R. Schiwon, S. Trepte, M. Friedrich, M.
Kubis, Infineon Technologies AG (Germany)
As chip dimensions decrease, I-line processes remain of interest for
most uncritical layers: they provide the needed performance at a low
cost and high throughput. However the CD and overlay requirements
for the newest technologies are much tighter than they used to be,
reducing significantly the process windows. Sources of variations of
CD range and CD mean should be well known and the process
window set up so as to minimize the sensitivity to small variations.
This article deals with the multiple origins of CD range and CD mean
instabilities for I-line layers.
The lithography process itself generates variations mainly through
fluctuations of the coating process (resist thickness and uniformity).
Further more, variations of critical track parameters like for instance
air flow temperature during the development step can also result in
CD mean instabilities.
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Besides the influence of the lithography process, the interaction with
previous process steps must be considered. Indeed, the local stack
configuration, plus the wafer bow and local topography for example
have a major effect on CD range and mean. For lower resist thickness,
although using partially dyed I-line resist, one may have to deal with
huge swing effects. Resist thickness and stack variations are then the
main contributors to the high CD distribution.
Finally the choice of the controlled structure (PCI) and the location of
the sampling points on the wafer are discussed. The PCI structure,
usually set in the Kerf, should be as universal as possible to allow
comparison between different products and layers, but represent the
behavior of critical structures in the chip. In addition, the range of the
PCI should provide a fair piece of information about the intra-wafer
uniformity. Measurement on PCI structures in the kerf is of practical
interest but sometimes not the best choice.
This article focuses on CD mean instabilities caused by resist
thickness instabilities in the case where stack thickness is subject to
variations in mean and range. The variations which could occur are
illustrated through experimental swing curve data, gathered on wafers
with variable stack thicknesses. In the experiment shown here, the
data can be well fitted, resulting in the extraction of a pure swing
curve for the considered I-line process and the understanding of the
effects of stack variations.
Those experimental results are discussed together with the results of
a simulation of both effects of resist thickness and stack thicknesses
on CD mean.
A simulation of the CD-Uniformity can be obtained by using the
relationship found in the previous experiment, knowing the resist
thickness uniformity and the stack thickness uniformity. Simulation
and experimental results are compared and discussed. Criteria for the
choice of representative intra wafer sampling points are discussed.
A significant difference of swing behavior between critical chip
structures and the usually monitored PCI kerf structure is showed in
the previously quoted swing experiment. Those differences are the
result of the different stack topographical configurations between the
kerf and the product area.

6152-154, Poster Session
Detection signal analysis of actinic inspection of
EUV mask blanks using dark-field imaging
T. Tanaka, Y. Tezuka, T. Terasawa, Association of Super-Advanced
Electronics Technologies (Japan)
Extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) is a leading candidate for a
device manufacturing with a halfpitch of 45 nm and beyond. With a
remarkable progress in EUV light source development, the
manufacturing of defect-free mask blanks is a growing concern for the
implementation of EUVL. In general, defects in a multilayer-coated
mask blank are classified into two types: amplitude defects and phase
defects. In EUVL mask blank, phase defects are more important,
because defect species a height less than 10 nanometers existing in
the middle or bottom of multilayer induces a significant phase change
of reflected EUV light and produces a dark spot images.
MIRAI has been working on the development of actinic (at
wavelength) inspection of multilayer-coated mask blanks for EUVL
using dark-field imaging and two dimensional CCD camera. [1] Since
a pixel size of detection is 650 nm for our POC tool, defects are
detected as brighter spots than surrounding area and are identified
simply applying a certain level of threshold. Higher detection
sensitivity can be obtained by applying lower threshold level, while the
threshold level must exceed background level. Therefore, it is
indispensable for highly sensitive inspection to reduce a background
noise. In this paper, relationship between the background level of
detection signal and the defect detection performance of the actinic
inspection system is presented.
The background noise in our actinic dark-field imaging system
involves roughness-induced EUV scattering on a mask blank surface
and CCD noise. A roughness on the mask blank surface is generally
classified to three groups: high spatial frequency roughness (HSFR:1-
100/um), mid spatial frequency roughness (MSFR:0.001-1/um), and

long spatial frequency roughness (LSFR: <0.001/um). HSFR
contributes to reflectivity of a mirror. MSFR determines the flare level
of a lens and mirror system, and LSFR contributes to a wavefront
aberration. A diffraction theory leads that a main spatial frequency
roughness region causing background noise of our system is between
5 and 15/um, because our imaging system with 20x Schwarzshild
optics (NA 0.2/0.1) collects a scattered light of angle between 5.9 and
12 degrees. Our experiments show that the background noise
subtracting CCD noise is in proportion to the square of high and mid
intermediate range roughness, which is defined as RMS in 10-um
square by AFM measurement. The factor of the proportion depends
on a condition of multilayer deposition. The CCD noise fluctuation in
our system was under 1%, and the other noise element was
negligible. The background level is expected to be suppressed to
about two-thirds of the reported experiment [2], by improvement of
multilayer blank making with MSFR reduction. We also evaluated the
dark field detection signals for several programmed defect patterns.
The authors are grateful to Drs. T. Shoki, Y. Usui, R. Ohkubo, Y.
Shiota, and O. Nagarekawa of HOYA Corporation for their fabrication
of programmed defect and bare mask blanks and AFM measurements
as well as lots of useful discussion. This work was supported by
NEDO.
References
[1] T. Tomie, etal Proc. of  SPIE, Vol.5038, p41, 2003.
[2] Y. Tezuka, etal, Proc. of  SPIE, Vol.5374, p271, 2004.

6152-155, Poster Session
Comparison of i-line and DUV high-energy implant
litho processes
C. Berger, A. Grandpierre, Infineon Technologies AG (Germany); P.
Schroeder, Infineon Technologies North America; R. Schiwon, M.
Kubis, Infineon Technologies AG (Germany)
For capacity reasons, it is interesting for us to have the flexibility of
switching lithography processes between DUV scanners and I-line
steppers. The following discussion concentrates on CMOS high
energy tilted implant litho layers which are judged to be sufficiently
critical to justify running on the more expensive DUV equipment. As
far as the differences are understood of the lithography printing, as
well as the dissimilarities during the following implantation steps, it is
possible using the same reticle and with minor target adjustments, to
switch between the two exposure tools when required.
This paper investigates the most important differences between the
functionality of a same implant layer making use of the two
wavelengths. Taken as a high energy implant mask for several
successive ion implantations, the resist film considered here is 1,6 µm
thick. The taper profiles of I-line and DUV resist are shown after
development, and after the successive implantation steps. From the
discussions of the cross-sections and top down pictures, the relation
between profiles (scattering, shadowing, footing) and the possible
proximity effects can be speculated. In addition, our simulations show
that an adjustment of the reticle OPC by adding serifs can be
beneficial to the I-line layer to diminish the corner rounding where the
footing/tapering can be worse.
The cross sections provided to illustrate our findings are given for an
identical structure with I-line and DUV film. The resists used for the
processes are common DNQ and DUV films. Both wavelengths
provide straight profiles after development, with only one difference: a
slight footing for the I-line resist. This can also be very well seen on
the corresponding top down pictures, revealing more tapers at the
film bottom for the I-line process than for DUV. The implantation step
that influences most the resist profiles is the first one following
development. It is also the one of highest energy. In fact, the profile of
the DUV resist changes significantly while the I-line rectangular shape
remains almost unchanged. That can be explained by the fact that the
aliphatic structure of DUV photoresists is less resistant to degradation
by ion bombardement as compared to the highly aromatic chemical
structure of i-line photoresists. The deformation seen for DUV can be
described as an angle or strong taper on the upper half of the profile
that will have, as a consequence, reduced shadowing. The
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subsequent implant steps of lower energy do not further influence
these tapers; neither do they impact the contour of the I-line
structures. Therefore, the biggest outgassing occurs during the first
implantation and all the next ion sequences will see this first
deformation without changing it.  The critical dimension of the
structures with DUV film also decreases after the first high energy step
and stay identical afterwards, while the sizing of I-line structures is
only marginally affected.

6152-156, Poster Session
Overlay improvement by nonlinear error correction
and nonlinear error control by APC
D. Choi, A. Jahnke, K. Schumacher, Infineon Technologies AG
(Germany); M. J. Hoepfl, Nikon Precision Europe GmbH (Germany)
The continuing downscale of semiconductor fabrication ground rule
requires increasingly tighter overlay tolerances, which becomes very
challenging at the cutting-edge lithographic node. We need to keep
improving overlay performance to admit the requirements of tight
overlay budget. Conventional method of overlay control means
controlling linear model parameters during alignment and process
correction by APC for linear errors after alignment. Due to this kind of
control for linear parameters, this linear error proportion out of total
overlay error can be the indicator how well the overlay is being
controlled at the conventional overlay control method. After achieving
this small proportion of linear error, normally 10 parameters, out of
total overlay errors, this conventional method of overlay control face
the limitation of improvement and this implies us that it is necessary
to work on non-linear overlay error for further improvement.
Initial investigation starts from finding out contribution of grid and field
for the remained error after 10 parameter linear modeling and the
result shows up higher contribution from grid factor.
The way to break down grid residual error is by method of control.
Nikon provided GCM function which has some options to deal with
these non-linear errors, so we tested and simulated a couple of new
methods of overlay control to improve the other proportion of total
overlay error beside linear overlay error. 1st approach for further
improvement was non-linear alignment and 2nd was remaining vector
feedback through APC for each field after linear modeling and 3rd is
the combination of both methods.
This paper will explain each method will improve which part of overlay
errors and the test or simulated results of improvement.

6152-158, Poster Session
Automated semiconductor circuit pattern evaluation
based on tolerance inspection
T. Mitsui, Y. Yamazaki, Toshiba Corp. (Japan)
This paper concerns automation of semiconductor circuit pattern
evaluation with pattern shape inspection that has become mandatory
at sub-100nm fabrication manufacturing line. Although conventional
CD measurements with CD SEMs have been still the main method for
pattern evaluation, it is difficult to evaluate for some of recent
semiconductor patterns only with a CD value. It is clear that pattern
shape inspection with SEM images is preferred for relatively
complicated shape patterns. Usually visual inspection is carried out
by human operator, however, automated inspection must be carried
out to achieve higher inspection quality to get more accurate result as
well as lower inspection cost, compared with visual inspection by
human operators.
Two approaches based on tolerance inspection will be proposed in
this paper. Tolerance inspection is a method to screening defective
patterns evaluated referring to the tolerance range described in CAD
data and widely used in several industrial fields such as printed circuit
board manufacturing process. In one approach, pattern tolerance is
defined as allowable pattern edge coordinates area as geometric
tolerance. Intuitional decision of pattern quality can be made with this
method. In the other approach, parametric tolerance inspection,
pattern edge detected will be transformed to several pattern shape

factors and expressed in parameter space. In this paper, two factors
have been chosen to define parameter space. Predefined
specification values are applied to evaluate pattern shape. Although
the result may not agree with human intuition exactly, quantitative
result with this method is suitable to work with SPC.
Results with both methods will be compared to the visual inspection
result by human operator to evaluate validity of the methods. Since
both approaches have strengths and limitations for pattern evaluation,
we think they should be used together to achieve preferable results.

6152-159, Poster Session
Superresolving optical microscope by means of
two-photon entanglement
N. Fukutake, Nikon Corp. (Japan)
The resolution of the optical image-forming system is limited by
diffraction effects as well known in optics. For the sake of surpassing
this limit, several methods have been proposed for lithography and
other optical systems [1,2]. In these techniques, two times exposure
or two-photon absorption were used to achieve the superresolution
which is defined as the cutoff spatial frequency greater than 2NA /
lambda where lambda is the wavelength of the light that is diffracted
by the object plane and NA is the numerical aperture of the image-
forming system.
Recently quantum-imaging technology has been studied
experimentally [3-5] and theoretically [6,7], in which entangled photon
pairs generated by spontaneous parametric down-conversion play an
important role. This technique has also been proposed to overcome
the diffraction limit for lithography and the idea of quantum imaging
certainly implies the possibility of the advancement in resolution. We
have theoretically applied the quantum imaging technology to an
optical image-forming system which we call two-photon image-
forming technique, and we have developed the optical theory on the
resolution of the two-photon image-forming system and formulated
the two-photon image-forming theory for lithography [8].
Our idea of two-photon image-formation also unveils the possibility of
the application to microscope. In our microscope system, a nonlinear
crystal is placed just before the object plane or at the conjugate plane
of the object plane. The entangled photon pairs created within the
crystal via nonlinear optical process are diffracted by the object plane
and propagated through the image-forming system. While propagated
through the image-forming system, the two photons are split using a
beam splitter. The final image is obtained by means of the
coincidence imaging of the entangled two-photon. We evaluate the
resolution of the optical microscope system with the optical transfer
function (OTF). The superresolution can be achieved in the condition
where a sufficiently thin crystal is set and a spatially incoherent light
source are used as the pump of the nonlinear crystal. We will show an
example of the design of the microscope for inspection and discuss
the resolution of this superresolving optical system.
[1] S. Kawata, H. B. Sun, T. Tanaka, and K. Takada, Nature, Vol. 412,
No.6848, 697 (2001).
[2] H. Ooki, K. Komatsu and M. Shibuya, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 33, L177
(1994).
[3] M. D’Angelo, M. V. Chekhova, and Y. H. Shih, Phys. Rev. Lett. Vol.
87, 013602 (2001)
[4] K. Edamatsu, R. Shimizu, and T. Itoh, Phys. Rev. Lett. Vol. 89,
213601 (2002)
[5] R. Shimizu, K. Edamatsu, and T. Itoh, Phys. Rev. A, Vol. 67,
R041805 (2003)
[6] A. N. Boto, P. Kok, D. S. Abrams, S. L. Braunstein, C. P. Williams,
and J. P. Dowling, Phys. Rev. Lett. Vol. 85, 2733 (2000)
[7] M. B. Nasr, A. F. Abouraddy, M. C. Booth, B. E. A. Saleh, A. V.
Sergienko, M. C. Teich, M. Kempe, and R.Wollenschensky, Phys. Rev.
A, Vol. 65, 023816 (2002)
[8] N. Fukutake, Proceedings of SPIE Microlithography, Vol. 5754,
1800 (2005)
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6152-160, Poster Session
Influence of electron incident angle distribution on
CD-SEM linewidth measurements
M. Tanaka, C. Shishido, Hitachi, Ltd. (Japan); H. Kawada, Hitachi
High-Technologies Corp. (Japan)
As the dimensions of integrated circuit devices continue to shrink, the
requirements for measurement tools are becoming increasingly
stringent. Critical-dimension scanning electron microscopy (CD-SEM)
is a powerful metrological tool that has been used widely for
developing and manufacturing semiconductor devices. However, the
measurement bias varies with changes in pattern shapes such as the
sidewall angle. Electron scattering in a sample’s structure causes this
bias variation. The model-based library (MBL) matching technique
developed at NIST could solve this problem [Villarrubia et al., Proc.
SPIE 4689, pp. 304-312 (2002)]. In MBL matching, a physics-based
mathematical model describes the way the instrument makes images
from samples. The instrument and the sample are described by
parameters then and the parameters are estimated by comparing
calculated images to measured ones. We are currently conducting a
study on the model-based metrology technique to achieve more
accurate CD measurements. A previous related study showed that
some questions remain about the electron beam model [Tanaka et al.,
Proc SPIE 5752, pp. 144-155 (2005)]. In this study, the effect of
incident angle distribution of electrons in a beam on linewidth
measurement was evaluated using SEM images taken in various
acquisition conditions.
Experiments have been done with etched poly-Si gate patterns having
various sidewall angles. Scanning electron microscope images were
taken in four different conditions: combinations of landing energy of
500 or 1200 eV and normal- or high-resolution optical modes having
different beam convergence angle. Model-based library matching and
conventional measurement algorithms were applied to these images.
The conventional methods are the threshold and the linear
approximation methods widely used with current CD-SEMs.
First, measurement repeatability was tested to check the practical
performance of the MBL matching technique. Performance was
confirmed to be reasonable when compared to conventional
measurement algorithms. However, some systematic errors were
found in beam width, which is estimated as an instrument parameter
combined with sample shape. The systematic estimation errors in the
beam width indicate that the target sample shape (sidewall angle) also
contained estimation errors, which can cause CD measurement
errors. To investigate these systematic errors, a new beam model was
introduced as an improvement on the simple Gaussian beam model
used currently for MBL matching. The new model takes into account
electron incident angle distribution derived from spherical aberration
of the SEM optical system. The effect of the electron incident angle
distribution on image profile and linewidth measurement was
evaluated by experiment and simulation analysis. The detailed results
and some ideas for improving practical use of the MBL matching
technique will be presented in this paper.

6152-161, Poster Session
Faster root cause analysis with integrated SEM-FIB
application in 90-nm fab
S. K. Wee, Applied Materials South East Asia Pte. Ltd. (Singapore);
D. Cheung, Chartered Semiconductor Manufacturing Ltd.
(Singapore)
Integration of FIB (focused ion beam) into an automatic defect review
SEM provide new dimension to defect root cause analysis. It brings
out defect cross-section application from failure analysis lab to the
clean room process, providing sub-surface information of the defect
in addition to defect surface information, therefore closing the defect
analysis loop on the same platform. Sub-surface defects such as
embedded defects and electrical defects are often yield limiting nature
and require cross-section information to determine failure mode and
the root cause. The main advantage of integrated SEM-FIB is it
provides much shorter root cause analysis cycle time and thus

improve yield and fab productivity. Feedback time can be cut from
typically 1-2 days to several hours, saving valuable time for process
trouble-shooting. It eliminates the risk of damaging the samples due
to handling and the need to re-localize the defect of interest prior to
cross-section. Moreover, the cross-sectioned wafer can be returned
to production by excluding the affected die instead of scrapping the
whole wafer which is often desirable especially for 300mm wafer. This
paper provides case studies on how the tool was effectively use to
solve process issues and achieve better fab efficiency.

6152-162, Poster Session
Open-loop measurement of data sampling point for
SPM
Y. Wang, X. Zhao, Harbin Institute of Technology (China)
Scanning Probe Microscope (SPM) provides “three-dimensional
images” with nanometer level resolution, and some of them can be
used as metrology tools.  One of fundamental components that
makes SPM possible is scanner, which most utilizes piezoelectric
ceramic actuators to generate and measure the scan movement of
the probe and sample relative to one another.  But unfortunately
piezoelectric ceramic is known to exhibit strong non-linearity,
hysteresis, creep, aging, dynamic range, and drift. For many
applications, these effects are disturbing but do not represent
essential limitations for the SPM.  As well as parallelogram flexure
actuators of scanner show cross-coupling between all three axes.
Although these measurement error can be reduced by software, in the
conventional SPM, precise measurements can only be obtained by
controlling the scanner accurately.   “Closed-loop” SPMs with active
position control by integrated position sensors, e. g. capacitive
position sensors, is commonly used.  If the feedback loop of an SPM
is not optimized, the image from the conventional SPM can be
affected.  This disadvantage has limited the SPM’s measurement
precision and application range.  In most cases SPM can only be
used for observation, but not for metrology and measurement.  In
order to eliminate scanner artifacts in SPM’s image, a new method
that uses “open-loop sampling” to give the position of sampling point
is established.  In this method, the positional values of sampling
points in all three directions on the surface of the sample are
measured by the position sensor and recorded in SPM’s image file,
which is used to replace the image file from a conventional SPM.  This
new method can eliminate distortedness in SPM’s image by non-ideal
properties form piezoelectric ceramic and cross-coupling from
parallelogram flexure actuator of SPM’s scanner.  In other words, the
step of measuring the sample must go through close-loop control part
of the scanner in the conventional measurement process using SPM.
Moreover the control of the scanner is complex and imprecise, so the
performance of the conventional close-loop control limits the
measurement of the sample.  In the method of open-loop sampling
the position of scanner (samples) directly come from sensor without
any other medial steps, so error of the measurement and
indeterminacy is decided directly by the measurement instrument-
sensor.  Moreover the error of the measurement brought by medial
steps is eliminated.  The measurement error of the system totally
depends on the property of the position sensor. To some performance
parameters such as resolution and available linearity, even the output
of scanner with optimization controller is poorer than capacitive
position sensor that is used in the scanner for feedback. As a result,
the more accurate SPM’s image can be available by using the method
presented above.

6152-163, Poster Session
Feedback model evaluation of high-mix product
manufacturing
C. Q. Liang, D. King, Grace Semiconductor Manufacturing Corp.
(China)
The Automated Process Control (APC) has been used in Litho process
control such as overlay and CD parameters control. However, a
foundry with high-mix product can not benefit much from APC since
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there are not enough history data points to calculate accurate
parameter for a low volume product. When a pilot is running, it is hard
to predict the overlay parameters, so the rework usually happens. The
key to solve this problem is to break the overlay errors down to
several parts, some of which are common for all products possibly
coming from equipment or technology related errors. Others are
characteristic for certain products, like mask error or special
alignment marks. The former is real time updated by all kinds of
products and the low volume or pilot products can share the
information. Thus we can achieve a more accurate control or
prediction for a new product.
Here we provide a new model to predict the overlay for a pilot or
product without running for a long time. This new model is similar to
CMAC (Cerebellar Manipulation Arithmetic Controller), which is one
kind of NN (Neural Network) model. CMAC is widely used in robotic
real time control because it is fast, fault-tolerant and able to self-
generate. In the CMAC, the input information activates a group of
neural cells, and the output result will come from the summation of
each cell in the group. The more similar the input sources are, the
more common parts will be generating in the activated groups. So an
accurate output is possible to have even the input is never seen as
long as it has similar sources as others.
We assume each part of overlay errors is a cell in CMAC and we can
build the whole cells table using this model. The final overlay
correction value is summary of a group of cells, which is activated by
one lot information. In this paper, we present the details of the new
CMAC model application and evaluate the feasibility of this method in
the overlay control. According to the result, the new model is in good
agreement with actual data.
We also compare the new CMAC model with the general EWMA
(Exponential Weighted Moving Average) model, which calculates the
correction value based on the history data points, and in which the
more recently data points have more weight in the calculation. From
the result, the CMAC model performs better in the low volume
product control, while the EWMA is good at high volume product
overlay control.

6152-164, Poster Session
Image resolution monitoring technique for CD-SEM
tool matching
M. Oosaki, C. Shishido, Hitachi, Ltd. (Japan); H. Kawada, Hitachi
High-Technologies Corp. (Japan)
In semiconductor fabrication, monitoring the critical dimension (CD) of
features is important for in-line process control, and CD scanning
electron microscopy (CD-SEM) is a tool widely used in such
fabrication lines. In many cases, however, a number of tools are used,
each to monitoring a certain process, and the differences between
CDs measured by each tool result in degraded process control. One
of the main triggers of tool matching on fabrication lines is the
resolution difference generated by the differences among beam sizes
of each tool. This report presents a technique for detecting the
differences in resolution between tools from the captured SEM images
at sub-nanometer scales.
In SEM images, the accuracy of resolution monitoring is affected by
the sample shape factor. Therefore, a resolution monitoring method
that is less dependent on the sample shape is desired.
In this study, dependence on the sample shape changes is evaluated
for three existing resolution measurement methods: fast Fourier
transform (FFT), auto correlation function (ACF), and contrast-to-
gradient (CG). In the FFT method, the resolution is determined as the
minimum period of the images derived from the maximum spatial
frequency. The ACF method evaluates broadening width of ACF which
is correlated with beam size. The CG method evaluates the inverse of
the average gradient of each small area, which is proportional to
beam size.
Through the analysis of experimental SEM images, it is found that the
CG method is the least dependent on the sample, while the other
methods exhibit larger variations between samples. On the basis of
these benchmarking results, the CG method appears to provide the

best performance among these existing techniques for resolution
measurement.

6152-165, Poster Session
ArF photoresist pattern sample preparation method
using FIB without protective coating
H. Okushima, Y. Kuroda, T. Yaguchi, K. Umemura, R. Tamochi, K.
Watanabe, N. Hasegawa, I. Kawata, Hitachi High-Technologies
Corp. (Japan); B. Rijpers, ASML Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands)
Recently, feature size reduction in semiconductor manufacturing is
getting more and more aggressive down to 65 or 45 nm. For these
small size photo resist patterns, it is important to measure accurately
not only critical dimensions, but also pattern profiles after exposure.
Conventional method to observe and measure photo resist pattern
profiles is to cut out photo resist patterns with a Focused Ion Beam
(FIB) and to observe them with high acceleration voltage and high
resolution SEM. In this method, protective coating on photo resist
patterns against focused ion beam irradiation is necessary to avoid
damage or shrinkage of photo resist patterns to be observed.
However, even this protective coating might cause damage or
shrinkage of ArF photo resist patterns of very small feature sizes.
In this paper, we focus on a revolutionary method of FIB sample
preparation to evaluate critical dimensions and profiles of ArF photo
resist patterns with high accuracy without any protective coating on
the photo resist patterns.
First of all, a protective silicon cap against ion beam irradiation
damages is to be cut out from a silicon wafer and to be put on and
adhered to ArF photo resist patterns to be observed with the micro-
sampling method which is one of an effective micro-machining and
fabrication method. Then, ArF photo resist patterns to be observed
are cut out from a silicon wafer with a FIB using the micro-sampling
method. In this procedure, ArF photo resist patterns are always
protected by this silicon cap against ion beam irradiation. The sample
size of ArF photo resist patterns is 7um thickness, 15um width, and
15um height.
Details of the sample preparation procedure for STEM observation are
as follows. For the next step, this sample is to be put on a needle stub
of a rotational sample holder common to FIB and STEM. On this
needle stub, this sample is rotated 90 degrees to be re-shaped down
to 12um in height by FIB. Then, this sample is rotated 90 degrees
again to be re-shaped down to 2um in thickness. In this re-shaping
process, the ion beam is irradiating from bulk silicon side to minimize
the ion beam irradiation damages on the ArF photo resist patterns.
EDS analysis proved that no Gallium ions were observed on the
surface of the ArF photo resist patterns on this sample.
Thus we have developed a revolutionary sample preparation method
for ArF photo resist patterns to be observed and measured with
accuracy. It is also possible to prepare samples with variations of
width, e.g. 0.1um, 0.5um, 1um, 2um, 5um and so on to be observed
with STEM. It is also important to notice that high acceleration voltage
observation of STEM makes it possible to observe a thick sample like
2um of line edge roughness without shrinkage.

6152-166, Poster Session
Real-time aerial images based mask inspection, die-
to-wafer image inspection
A. Takada, T. Tojo, Topcon Corp. (Japan)
The complexity and volume of data required for mask writing have
been rapidly increasing because the pattern exposure systems have
been performing under the constraint of low-k1 factor. Moreover, the
complexity of mask pattern feature is leading to increasingly more
difficulties in inspecting mask for defects.
One solution to the problem is to incorporate defect printability study
using aerial image based inspection method into the current mask
inspection system. In this approach measured mask pattern images,
obtained from mask inspection system, are transformed into wafer-
like images by simulation-based software. Subsequently, these wafer-
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like die images are compared with each other, or with design data. We
named this inspection method, die-to-wafer image inspection (D-to-
WI). Implementation of this inspection method, it is very important to
create wafer-like images from measured mask images within a
reasonable calculation time and with sufficient accuracy. In the case
where the feature size of lithography mask becomes the same order
of optical wavelength, the analysis of aerial images requires accurate
model based on electromagnetic theory. However the rigorous model
calculation consumed huge calculation time, therefore approximate
analysis with reasonable calculation time and sufficient accuracy is
needed. The perturbation approach had been applied for calculation
of aerial images. It is clarified for attenuated PSMs and binary masks
with OPC or scattering bars that the perturbation approach generating
wafer-like image from measured mask pattern and from design
pattern are well agreed with each other, and D-to-WI inspection is
effective for mask pattern inspection.

6152-167, Poster Session
Spatial analysis of line-edge roughness through
scaling and fractal concepts using AFM techniques
N. Li, X. Zhao, H. Li, Harbin Institute of Technology (China)
With the shrinking of critical dimension into the sub-100nm region, the
influence of line-edge roughness (LER) on the device performance is
becoming increasingly important. The measurement of LER has
recently become a major topic of concern in the semiconductor
industry. While at present no clear standard measurement algorithm or
characterization of LER exists, this paper focuses on the problem of
obtaining a methodology method for LER detection and
characterization using atomic force microscopy (AFM). Pay attention
to the three-dimensional imaging of AFM, an image analysis algorithm
detecting the line edge is presented. The algorithm, which is able to
calculate the amplitude parameters of LER above from measured data
based on the definition of LER as “the deviation between an individual
edge position around the average position”, has been developed. We
used this method to deal with the experiment data and analyzed the
dependence of the amplitude parameter of LER. It shows that the
measurement and image analysis contains some parameters such as
scanning length and height threshold whose option may affect the
calculation result. In addition, a same sample was measured by three
kinds of probes, including ordinary probe, ultrasharp probe and
carbon nanotube probe. Analysis and comparison of measurement
results using built algorithm were made. It is found that the image
analysis algorithm for experiment data using carbon nanotube probe
is more sensitive than other two kinds of probe. As the
characterization of LER is not only a simple geometry feature, but also
is a wide-band including the spatial complexity of the edge, the
spatial frequency analysis of the detected edges using the power
spectral density (PSD) function is necessary. The PSD decomposes
the line-edge roughness into its various Fourier components and
determines the dominant spatial wavelengths. So it can be used to
identify the quasiperiodicity of LER. We also expect a descriptor of
LER which is independent of the effects of the measured length.
Fractal theory provides a valuable way to characterize the irregularity
of line edge, which is fractal dimension. For the self-affinity edge
roughness, a characterization of LER based on the scaling and fractal
concepts is briefly discussed. The analysis of experiment data using
carbon nanotube probe demonstrated this method can completely
characterize the spatial LER. Furthermore, the validity and limitation of
the study is thoroughly investigated with interesting conclusions.

6152-168, Poster Session
Improving scanner productivity and control through
innovative connectivity applications
Y. Ishii, Nikon Corp. (Japan); B. J. Eichelberger, KLA-Tencor Corp.
Advanced technologies are pushing processes to the limits of
capability and control.  The core of the technology is centered on the
performance of the exposure tool.

Process limits put extreme requirements on exposure tool
performance which drives costs up.  This creates two areas of high
interest for customers: Process control and Exposure Tool OEE.
With tight control limits being placed on advanced processes it
become more and more necessary to monitor the process to maintain
control. Time to results play a key role in the detection of process
excursions which inevitably lead to engineering rework.  Along with
controlling the process is the desire to optimize the productivity of the
equipment.  The target of this study will be exposure tools.  These
complex systems, given their strict requirements, are very expensive
and non-production time is money lost.  Customers are driving
exposure tool venders to decrease all non-productive time
allowances.
The purpose of this paper will be to outline innovative connectivity
applications between a KLA-Tencor advanced optical overlay system
and Nikon exposure tool to provide improved process control and
exposure tool OEE.
Sharing information and data would enable advanced applications
and analysis that would create improved feedback of process control
parameters.  An established link also improves PM efficiencies
resulting in high exposure tool availability.

6152-169, Poster Session
Study of ADI using electron beam
M. Saito, T. Hayashi, K. Saito, K. Fujihara, Tokyo Electron Ltd.
(Japan); J. Lin, Hermes Microvision, Inc. (Taiwan)
It has been reported by ITRS that generation with the technology
node of hp65nm has to assure reduction of minimum 40nm-sized
defects. In consideration of that, it is thought that conventional defect
inspection equipment using optical systems that are mainly used at
present is incapable of detecting such 40nm defects. Therefore, a
study is being made into defect inspection equipment using electron
beams which have superior resolution. Defect inspection equipment
using electron beams has begun to be introduced, except in the
process for lithography. Its effectiveness has been reported with
regard to voltage contrast, which is a characteristic of electron beam
inspections, and detection performance of minute defects.
Nevertheless, in the process of lithography, the majority of defects are
found in the resist itself such as in its shape, in having excess
particles. Detection of these defects is impossible using voltage
contrast. Also, there are no examples verified whether it is possible to
detect minute defects smaller than 40nm on resist, or whether defects
detected by electron beams are killer defects. Therefore, the detection
performance of electron beams has been called into question.
Furthermore, the current amount of the defect inspection equipment
is 1000 times greater in comparison to CD-SEM, and therefore, there
is concern with regard to damaging the resist.
Thus, with the objective of verifying effectiveness of the defect
inspection equipment using electron beams in ADI beyond the 65nm
generation, the detection performance, evaluation for damage to
resist, and the correlation to electrical characteristics have been
checked and thus are reported.
Initially, when evaluating detection performance of minute defects that
were program defects, it was learned that there were false defects
peculiar to electron beams. By clarifying the mechanism using Monte
Carlo simulation, it was possible to eliminate the false defects. As a
result, it was possible to verify detection of minute defects
approximately 40nm even on the resist. Also, by checking the
correlation between defects detected on the resist and the yield of
poly-silicon wiring shorts, it was possible to verify that this was an
effective inspection tool enabling to detect those defects on resist
which may become killer defects after etching process of the poly-
silicon. Finally, damage to the resist was verified making it possible to
attain a strategy for reducing such damage. Thus, it was verified that
inspection method using electron beams is effective on ADI beyond
the 65nm generation.
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6152-170, Poster Session
Leakage monitoring and control with an advanced
e-beam inspection system
K. Wang, J. Yeh, H. Liu, United Microelectronics Corp. (Taiwan); H.
Xiao, Hermes Microvision, Inc.
Junction leakage control is studied with electron beam (e-beam)
defect inspection after tungsten chemical mechanical polishing
(WCMP). Leakage-induced bright voltage contrast (BVC) defects are
detected. For both wafer to wafer (WtW) and within wafer (WiW), e-
beam inspection results strongly correlate with leakage results of
wafer acceptance test (WAT). Failure analysis results showed that the
junction leakage was caused by lateral diffusion of nickel silicide (NiSi)
underneath the spacer. The extrusion length correlates with gray
levels of the tungsten plug very well. In this study we found the
optimized condition to suppress junction leakage and also confirmed
that post WCMP e-beam inspection can be used to monitor and
control junction leakage.Die-to-die e-beam inspection at positive
mode is performed on a WCMP wafer. BVC defects of W-plugs on
N+/P-well junctions are analyzed by the binning of different GLV.
We’ve found that the wafer with a process condition that has a high
WAT leakage current also has a high BVC defect count, and their
results correlate well on both test key and in the SRAM cell.In this
study, post-WCMP e-beam inspection has been used to detect BVC
defects of W-plugs that connect to NiSi on the N+/P-well junction on
test key structures and SRAM arrays to determine the optimized
process condition to suppress NiSi diffusion induced junction leakage.
WAT leakage current data correlate with BVC defect counts very well
for both WtW and WiW. Similar die map signatures are found for both
WAT leakage current and high GLV (Bin 1) BVC defects. Failure
analysis results reveal that the junction leakage is caused by lateral
diffusion of nickel silicide underneath the spacer and the extrusion
length of the nickel silicide strongly correlates with GLV of the W-plug
in close inspection of the SEM image.Therefore, we can monitor N+/
P-well junction leakage caused by lateral diffusion of nickel silicide by
detecting N+/P-well W-plug BVC defects with BVC defects and GLV
binning during in-line post-WCMP e-beam inspection.

6152-171, Poster Session
High-resistance w-plug monitoring with an advance
e-beam system
K. Wang, J. Yeh, H. Liu, United Microelectronics Corp. (Taiwan); H.
Xiao, Hermes Microvision, Inc.
Dark voltage contrast (DVC) defects are detected on normally bright
tungsten plugs (W-plugs) during the in-line e-beam inspection step.
Cross-sectional scanning electron microscope (SEM) and
transmission electron microscope (TEM) in a failure analysis (FA) lab
verified that DVC defects with different gray level values (GLV) are
caused by different resistances of the W-plugs. We found that DVC
defects with lower GLV (GLV1) are W-plugs that are open or almost
open. DVC defects with higher GLV GLV2 are caused by partially open
W-plugs and in-plug voids. Wafer acceptance test (WAT) results
correlated well with e-beam inspection results. We inspected the
product wafers after W chemical mechanical polishing (WCMP) with
eScanR300; its landing energy was chosen as the range in hundred
eV level DVC defects were found at the normally bright W-plugs. Then
the wafer was sent to a high-resolution SEM review station, which
confirmed the DVC defect at the same location. In-situ focus ion
beam (FIB) cross-sectional imaging is performed at the plugs on a
review station and the SEM image reveals voids in the DVC W-plugs.
Base on eScan review image of both normal W-plugs and W-plugs
with DVC, DVC is due to the void in the plug. We also inspected three
wafers for opens (DVC with GLV1) and continued processing these

wafers and performed electrical measurement, also called WAT, to
measure the contact resistance to detect open contact defects on the
test key. We can see that the open defect location of WAT correlates
with the DVC defect location very well for all three wafers. The total
open contact measured from WAT correlated with the total DVC count
very well, with R2 = 0.9994.High resistance W-plugs are found in
post-WCMP in-line e-beam inspection by detecting DVC defects on
normally bright W-plugs and verified by cross-sectional SEM and TEM
in an FA lab. We found that DVC defects with different GLV of e-beam
inspection are W-plug opens (GLV2), almost opens (GLV1), partial
opens (GLV2) and voids in plugs (GLV2). WAT open defect map
correlates well with the eScan DVC defect map, and the total WAT
open defects correlate with eScan DVC defect counts very well. This
provides a potentially robust mechanism to monitor W-plugs with high
contact resistance in post-WCMP e-beam inspection by detecting
DVC defects and sorting them based on their GLV.

6152-173, Poster Session
The effect of transmission reduction by reticle haze
formation
S. Kim, Y. Kim, J. Park, S. Park, I. An, H. Oh, Hanyang Univ. (South
Korea)
Each generation of semiconductor device technology drives many
new and interesting resolution enhancement technologies (RET). The
193 nm lithography for low-k1 process has increased the appearance
of progressive defects on masks often known as haze or crystal
growth. Haze issue on the reticle is becoming a technical challenge
for 193 nm lithography. Haze is known to be a growing defect on
photomasks as a result of increased wafer lithography exposure and
photochemical reactions induced by combination of chemical
residuals on the mask surface.
Unpatterned blank masks are exposed to accumulate the dose of
laser radiation. Ellipsometry and AFM analytical techniques are used
to check the surface conditions of the masks before and after the
laser exposure. Masks become useless due to transmission loss or
defect generation, which is directly related to the formation of the
haze. The haze causes the decrease of mask transmission and affects
the formation of pattern. So, this paper will show the experimental
result of decreasing the transmission. We will also study the process
window with various focus with the data based on the measured
transmission.
 We used the AFM in order to measure the amount of residuals on the
mask surface. We measured the mask surface before and after
exposure. The results of the AFM analysis shows the change of the
haze thickness on mask surface. Thickness and roughness of the
mask surface is increased with the exposure. This means that haze
grows on the mask surface by the exposure. We also investigated the
transmission values by n&k analyzer. In addition to that, Solid-E of
Sigma-C is used to study the linewidth variation and the process
window due to haze effects.
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6152-175, Poster Session
AIM technology for non-volatile memories
microelectronics devices
P. L. Rigolli, L. Rozzoni, C. Turco, U. Iessi, STMicroelectronics (Italy);
Y. Avrahamov, P. Izikson, E. Kassel, KLA-Tencor Corp. (Israel); M.
Polli, KLA-Tencor Corp. (Italy)
Accurate and precise overlay metrology is a critical requirement in
order to achieve high product yield in microelectronic manufacturing.
Meeting the tighter overlay measurement error requirements for 90nm
technology and beyond is a dramatic challenge for optical metrology
techniques using only conventional overlay marks like Bar in Bar (BiB)
or Frame in Frames (FiF). New deficiencies, affecting traditional
overlay marks, become evident as microlithography processes are
developed for each new design rule node. The most serious problems
are total measurement uncertainty, CMP process robustness, and
device correlation. In this paper we will review the superior
performances of grating-based AIM marks to provide a complete
solution to control lithography overlay errors for new generation
devices. Examples of successful application of AIM technology to
FEOL and Cu-BEOL process steps of advanced non volatile memory
devices manufacturing are illustrated. An additional advantage of the
adoption of AIM marks is that the significant reduction of target noise
versus conventional marks revealed systematic differences within the
lithography cluster which were previously obscure offering a new tool
to optimize litho cell mix and match. The flexibility of AIM target
design also allows the generation on new marks optimized for
multilevel hybrid alignment strategies and diagnostic marks to detect
and monitor pattern placement errors (PPE) at design rule. An
important attribute of this diagnostic capability is that its
implementation is on standard production wafers. The use of
production wafers enables continuous monitoring and also allows a
direct correlation between monitoring measurements and the impact
on product. Benefit of measurement of PPE for scanner high order
correctibles calculation is evaluated.
AIM target architecture enables high performance metrology on
design rule segmented targets - a prerequisite to have overlay marks
fully compatible with design rule sensitive process steps.

6152-177, Poster Session
Effect of grating pitch variation on scatterometry
measurements
D. L. Forman, C. J. Raymond, S. G. Hummel, Accent Optical
Technologies
Scatterometry is receiving considerable attention as an emerging
optical metrology for silicon device manufacturing. It has been
successfully deployed as a powerful and effective process control
approach across a multitude of applications, including those that
require multiple parameter dimensions to describe the stack profile
and underlying films. Due to the model-based nature of the
measurement, it is typically necessary to allow variation in any model
parameters that correspond to expected process variations in the
measured structures. The computational complexity of the model-
based measurement, however, provides incentive to keep the list of
varying or “floating” parameters as short as possible. Any other
parameter assumed to be invariant or “fixed” must still be accounted
for with an accurate description of its dimension in order to construct
an accurate model. Inaccuracies in the model descriptions of any
invariant parameters could cause inaccuracies in the reported values
of varying parameters.
For typical single and double-periodic structures that scatterometry is
employed to measure, grating pitch has traditionally been treated as
an invariant and well-known parameter. Mask writing processes and
lithographic exposure tools are generally regarded to be sophisticated
enough to eliminate the possibility of a significantly uncontrolled or
unknown grating-pitch. Considering the modern demands in precision

and accuracy placed on scatterometry, however, it may be wise to re-
examine this assumption. The factors that affect grating-pitch
variation or inaccuracy include mask writing errors, mask flatness,
lithographic magnification errors, focus-height errors, and lens
aberrations.
In order to quantify the effects of grating pitch assumptions, several
model-based experiments have been performed. Libraries of models
were constructed with assumed and invariant grating-pitches. For
comparison purposes, an identical second set of libraries was
generated assuming a slightly different grating pitch. Those sets were
matched such that the pitch difference effects could be investigated
by noting the parameter dimension differences in the matched
models. We explored the possibility of how resulting errors, in
reported parameter dimensions, could be algorithmically corrected. In
addition, we considered the implications of varying grating pitch
within the model libraries, which included effects such as parameter
cross-correlation, library size and library generation time.
We will report the estimated severity of errors in parameter
dimensions as a result of modeling intentionally mismatched grating
pitches. Data from multiple structures that correspond to typical
mainstream scatterometry applications will be shown. A summary of
the successful model and algorithm-based compensation techniques
will follow. While our emphasis is on structures that correspond to the
65 nm technology node, we will also discuss the effect of pitch
mismatch for future technology nodes.

6152-178, Poster Session
Focus sensitivity analysis for model-based
lithography verification
L. S. Melvin III, D. N. Zhang, Synopsys, Inc.
Process depth of focus analysis is an important metric for determining
semiconductor integrated circuit manufacturability.  This is becoming
even more apparent as process nodes continue to shrink and more
aggressive Reticle Enhancement Technology (RET) techniques are
adopted to help retain manufacturing process latitude.  Process
window is one of the most important factors in product cost as it
impacts device yield and device performance.  However, test reticles
are expensive and experimental techniques for improving process
latitude are time consuming.  Therefore, tools that analyze reticle
layouts prior to tapeout are important.
The concept of focus-sensitive hotspot detection has been recently
introduced using a Manufacturing Sensitivity Model (MSM).  As the
MSM interacts with the pattern, the model produces output that
judges the quality of the through process correction in a single piece
of interpreted data.  The MSM output can then be readily analyzed to
find process sensitive patterns.
In this study, we will apply a process sensitivity detection algorithm to
various designs using MSM.  The results will be compared to
conventional depth of focus analysis techniques.  The goal is to
understand the relationship between the focus sensitivity and the CD
error variations.  This will be use to understand if focus-sensitive
hotspot detection using MSM can be applied for verifying RET
process qualities.

6152-180, Poster Session
Satellite spot defect reduction on 193-nm contact
hole lithography using photo cell monitor
methodology
C. C. Boulenger, Altis Semiconductor (France)
The goal of overall process and yield improvement requires a litho
defect management and reduction strategy, which includes several
layers of tactical methods. Defects may be identified through a
number of schemes, including ADI (after-Develop Inspection), which
was the primary tool in this study in our sub-0.13-µm fab.
Defects on 193nm contact hole lithography were identified using
advanced high-resolution, high-NA brightfield (BF) defect inspection,
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coupled with iADC automated classification. The optimized inspection
was used at the core of the Photo Cell Monitor (PCM) to isolate critical
defect types. PCM uses the fab’s standard production resist coat,
exposure, develop, and rinse process, with the focus and exposure
optimized for resist on silicon test wafers.
Through Pareto analysis of 193nm defects, one defect type, called
Satellite Spots, was targeted for immediate improvement and
monitoring. This paper describes the work done in improving the litho
defectivity. The work includes optimization of inspection and
classification parameters and the Design of Experiments (DOE) to
identify the source (including the interaction between the resist and
developer) and contributing factors. Several process modifications
were identified which resulted in lowered defectivity up to complete
supression of satellite Spot defects , although at higher process
complexity and cost. This work was also done in conjunction with
resist suppliers, which used the same inspection to confirm the
problem at their facilities. The work with the suppliers continues with
the goal of identifying a less expensive permanent solution.

6152-181, Poster Session
Robust defect detection method using reference
image averaging for high-throughput SEM wafer
pattern inspection
H. Okuda, Hitachi Ltd. (Japan)
Wafer pattern inspection systems based on scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) have significant advantages over conventional
optical inspection systems by allowing inspection of not only surface
defects but also internal electric properties. However, as the
inspection speed of SEM systems is typically limited to approximately
100 megapixels per second (Mpps), it is necessary to improve the
throughput of SEM-based systems dramatically in order to reduce the
total cost of ownership. The use of twice the beam current effectively
reduces shot noise and this technique has achieved inspection
speeds of 200 Mpps, although when used with conventional single-
beam SEM provides limited resolution due to the Coulomb effect and
wafer charging. Projection beam and multi-column methods have also
been proposed, but these techniques require new inspection devices
and are still in the validation stage. In the present study, a new
pattern-recognition algorithm that can be applied to existing SEM-
based inspection tools is proposed. The algorithm allows for detection
speeds of up to 400 Mpps by providing robust defect detection.
Images captured by the inspection tool are compared with reference
images constructed based on the periodicity of patterns stored in
memory. A phase-space image is first constructed by averaging pixels
of the same phase, and the reference image is then generated by
arranging the phase-space image in rows and columns on the original
image space. This paper presents the theoretical study on the
improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio and performance results from
experimental trials.

6152-184, Poster Session
Process-control sensitivity evaluated with precision
and CD-variation
H. Kawada, R. Steffen, Hitachi High-Technologies Corp. (Japan)
Single tool precision for CD measurement is regarded as an important
tool-specification, especially in 90 nm and further technology node.
The precision should be compared to process-window, i.e., process
tolerance that reduces with the shrinking technology-node. The
comparison is made by a P/T ratio, where P is the precision and T is
the process tolerance. The required P/T ratio is now 0.2 for
lithography wafer metrology [1].
In practical process control, however, the authors investigate an
importance of a P/V ratio, where V is a variation of measured CD. The
P/V ratio indicates tool performance in process monitor. Note that
both of P and V are tool dependent parameters. Examples are
described in the following.

Printed gate CD control, that is to say process-tolerance, is T = 2.2
nm for 65nm-technology-node [1]. Required tool-precision is P = 0.4
nm according to P/T = 0.2 [1].
Here assume that an identical set of gate lines are measured by tool A
and B that have P < 0.4 nm. When a variation of measured CD
exceeds T = 2.2 nm, an excessive process-variation is alerted.
If a strong low-pass filter has been used only in tool-A, it can be
happen that the variation of measured CD in the tool A is V = 2.0 nm
whereas that in the tool-B is V = 3.0 nm. This is a confusing situation,
because the tool-A alerts the process whereas the tool-B does not.
Which tool is better for the process control?
In the tool-A the strong filter reduces electric noise appearing in scan
profile, in order to achieve the precision: P < 0.4 nm. However, the
CD-variation is also reduced as the strong filter deteriorates a delicate
profile-change caused by the gate pattern’s change. The filter makes
the tool-B insensitive to the process variation.
It is better to evaluate the tool performance not only by the precision
but also by sensitivity to the process variation. This can be rated by
the P/V ratio in which both of the precision and the sensitivity are
evaluated at the same time. The smaller P/V ratio indicates the better
performance in the process control.
Another example is a focus-exposure matrix (FEM) measurement. In a
FEM wafer a shot having the largest CD is, for instance, the best
focus shot.
Here assume that an identical set of FEM patterns are measured by
tool A and B that have enough precision: P < 0.4 nm for instance.
If a strong low-pass filter has been used only in tool-A, it can be
happen that the variation of measured CD in the tool A is V = 10 nm
whereas that in the tool-B is V = 20 nm. Which tool is better for
determining the largest CD?
In the tool-A the strong filter reduces electric noise appearing in scan
profile, in order to achieve the precision: P < 0.4 nm. However, the
CD-variation is also reduced as the strong filter deteriorates a delicate
profile-change caused by the FEM pattern’s change. The filter makes
the tool-B insensitive to the focus and/or the exposure change.
It is better to evaluate the tool performance not only by the precision
but also by sensitivity to the focus and/or the exposure change. This
can be rated by the P/V ratio in which both of the precision and the
sensitivity are evaluated at the same time. The smaller P/V ratio
indicates the better performance in the FEM measurement.
In this work, a change in the precision and the CD-variation is
estimated by various filter used on the scan profile. A practical
method to evaluate the P/V ratio is demonstrated and examined.
Reference: [1] International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors,
table 117a, 2004 Update, Metrology.

6152-185, Poster Session
Error factor of bottom CD measurement of contact-
hole using CD-SEM
H. Abe, Y. Yamazaki, Toshiba Corp. (Japan)
In order to control CD variation of contact holes and to reduce
unopened contact holes, it is necessary to observe the bottom of
many contact holes clearly and to measure the bottom diameter of
these contact holes with high accuracy. For measuring the diameter of
each contact holes with high accuracy, CD-SEM is also expected to
be an important measurement tool from now on. It is difficult to
observe the bottom of recent high aspect ratio contact holes (HARC),
but several observation methods of the bottom of contact holes have
been reported until now. By using these observation methods, a
secondary electron image of the bottom of contact holes could be
obtained clearly. However, SEM condition that the bottom of the
contact hole can be observed clearly will not necessarily be the same
as measurement condition that the bottom CD of the contact hole can
be measured with high accuracy. One of the error factors that
measurement accuracy gets worse is a brightness change in contact
holes. The brightness of the bottom of the contact hole in a SEM
image changes significantly, as the contact hole is observed
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continuously by electron beam irradiation. Thus, CD measurement of
the contact hole includes a lot of error factors due to the secondary
electron image quality. However, these measurement error factors and
measurement accuracy of the bottom CD have not yet been studied
so much. Therefore, we evaluated the effect of measurement error
due to the secondary electron image on CD measurement accuracy of
the bottom of the contact hole using CD-SEM.

6152-186, Poster Session
A novel approach to characterize trench depth and
profile using the 3D tilt capability of a critical
dimension-scanning electron microscopy at 65-nm
technology mode
R. Srivastava, P. R. Yelehanka, Chartered Semiconductor
Manufacturing Ltd. (Singapore); H. A. Kek, S. L. Ng, Applied
Materials South East Asia Pte. Ltd. (Singapore); K. Roman, R.
Peltinov, Applied Materials (Israel)
For several types of power semiconductor, significant advantages in
device performance can be achieved by the use of a silicon trench
technology.  Many details of the trench etch, such as bottom rounding
and sidewall smoothness have an effect on the device performance.
One of the most important trench etch parameters is the trench depth.
Proper control of the etch process to obtain the desired trench depth
will directly impact the RC delay of the integrated circuit.
There are several methods used in measuring trench depth and
analyzing the trench profile.  The most direct method will be to
perform a cross-sectional analysis but this process is destructive.
Other conventional methods include using atomic force microscopy,
optical CD and laser/infrared interferometry.
In this paper, we study the feasibility of using Applied Materials
VeritySEM’s 3D capabilities to characterize the trench depth and
profiles. VeritySEM’s profile analysis utility provides edge profile
reconstruction and 3D sidewall imaging.  It is based on taking two
SEM images of the same feature at two different tilts up to 15
degrees.  The output of the analysis includes the reconstructed profile
with its height, average slope angle and debug map of the low and
high tilts.
The main advantage of using a CDSEM tool to perform profile analysis
is the productivity factor.  This analysis can take place while also
performing traditional CD measurement.  This will eliminate the
amount of queue time required on a conventional tool for profile
measurement.  As a result, an “in-situ” robust profile measurement
recipe with good repeatability will improve the efficiency of the fab
operations.
Three 65nm node layers were studied in this experiment.  They are
Metal 1 SiCOH Single Damascene trench of about 230nm and Metal 2
SiCOH dual damascene (DD) trench of about 410nm and 260nm
respectively.  Analysis was done on dies at both the center and edges
of the wafer.  We were able to obtain a good correlation to cross-
sectional data in both trench depth and slope angle. The standard
deviation obtained for the trench depth and slope angle is about 3 nm
& 0.5 degrees respectively.

6152-187, Poster Session
Landing energy influence on CD-SEM measurement
precision and accuracy
A. Fabre, J. Foucher, Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (France);
M. Poulingue, P. Fabre, G. Sundaram, Soluris Inc.
The rapid evolution of lithography to finer features has forced resist
vendors to develop new resist chemical compositions in order to fulfill
lithography and metrology requirements. However, an unintended
consequence of these formulations has been the resists’ sensitivity to
electron beam radiation. While many studies have been conducted in
describing resist slimming seen during CD-SEM measurements, in
this paper we investigate the influence of measurement acquisition
parameters - especially landing energy on the precision and accuracy
of the measurements. A complete set of data on a variety of resists

will be presented. Measurements will be taken on a CD-SEM with
Ultra Low Voltage capability Correlation to AFM measurements will be
the basis for the accuracy measurements.

6152-188, Poster Session
65-nm photolithography process window
qualification study with advanced e-beam metrology
and inspection systems
R. H. Hsu, United Microelectronics Corp. (Taiwan)
Critical dimension (CD) measurement using CD-SEM or scatterometry
of a wafer with focus exposure matrix (FEM) is commonly used in
photolithography process window qualification (PWQ). As CD shrinks
to 65 nm technology node, this practice alone maybe no longer
sufficient, especially for fast yield ramp. In this study, contact FEM is
applied to two 65-nm production wafers. One wafer is stopped at
after etch inspection (AEI), another is dropped after tungsten chemical
mechanical polishing (WCMP).
High throughput CD measurements are performed on eProfile(r) at
different hole patterns, such as dense, isolate, and SRAM array, of the
contact AEI wafer. All results show very reasonable CD variation
trends in focus exposure PWQ chart. Defect inspections using
eScan(r)300 is performed on WCMP wafer at SRAM array area. The
major defects detected are missing, bridging and dark voltage
contrast (DVC). We found that DVC mainly sensitive to exposure
energy. The higher the energy, the fewer the DVC defects. This is
because under exposure usually causes smaller contact holes and in
some cases not opened contact holes. The missing defect is very
sensitive to large positive focus, which causes unopened holes in
photo resist. The bridging defect mainly happened at high energy and
high positive focus, because high exposure energy causes larger hole
dimension, which is easier to induce bridging among the holes in
dense patterns

6152-189, Poster Session
Accurate roughness measurement through SEM
noise removal
R. Kris, D. Chase-Colin, A. Tam, O. Adan, R. Peltinov, R. Katz,
Applied Materials (Israel)
The importance of Critical Dimension roughness metrics such as Line
and Contact edge roughness (LER, CER) and their associated width
metrics (LWR, CWR) have been dealt with widely in the literature and
are becoming semiconductor industry standards. With the
downscaling of semiconductor fabrication technology, the accuracy of
these metrics is of increasing importance. One main challenges to
separate the image noise (present in any SEM image) from the actual
high frequency roughness. An approach for the removal of the image
noise was proposed by Dr.Villarrubia several years ago. In this paper
the challenge of noise removal related to Nyquist rule limitation is
discussed on the basis of Dr.Villarrubia’s approach for high frequency
SEM noise removal. The robustness of the proposed approach to
different noise levels is demonstrated on Monte Carlo SEM simulation
and real SEM images.

6152-190, Poster Session
Low-pressure drop airborne molecular contaminant
filtration using open-channel networks
A. J. Dallas, L. Ding, J. Joriman, D. Zastera, Donaldson Co., Inc.
Airborne molecular contamination (AMC) continues to play a very
decisive role in the performance of many microelectronic devices and
manufacturing processes.  Currently, the state of the filtration industry
is such that optimum filter life and removal efficiency for AMC is
offered by granular filter beds. However, the attributes that make
packed beds of adsorbents extremely efficient also impart issues
related to elevated filter weight and pressure drop. Most of the low
pressure drop AMC filters currently offered tend to be quiet costly and
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contaminant nonspecific. Many of these low pressure drop filters are
simply pleated combinations of various adsorptive and reactive
media. On the other hand, low pressure drop filters, such as those
designed as open-channel networks (OCN’s), can still offer good filter
life and removal efficiency, with the additional benefits of significant
reductions in overall filter weight and pressure drop. Equally important
for many applications, the OCN filters can reconstruct the airflow so
as to enhance the operation of a tool or process. For tool mount
assemblies and full fan unit filters this can result in reduced fan and
blower speeds, which subsequently can provide reduced vibration
and energy costs. Additionally, these low pressure drop designs can
provide a cost effective way of effectively removing AMC in full fab (or
HVAC) filtration applications without significantly affecting air-handling
requirements. Herein, we will present a new generation of low
pressure drop OCN filters designed for AMC removal in a wide range
of applications.

6152-191, Poster Session
Development of the automated recipe generation
system for CD-SEM using CAD design layout
R. Matsuoka, Hitachi High-Technologies Corp. (Japan); A.
Miyamoto, W. Nagatomo, Hitachi, Ltd. (Japan); H. Morokuma, T.
Sutani, Hitachi High-Technologies Corp. (Japan)
We developed a novel design data application system called ‘Design
Gauge’.
The system can generates the CD-SEM’s recipe based on design
layout of semiconductor device using  coordination information of
critical point of design layout automatically so that it can reduce SEM
operator’s  troublesome operation to select and register a number of
the template  image for  pattern  matching in full automated recipe.
This study particularly shows the capability to generate addressing
point (hereafter AP) and auto-focus point  (hereafter AF point) of CD-
SEM’s recipe automatically.
This capability provides  flowing advantages to CD-SEM.
1. Off-line recipe generation.  It means that the operator can create a
recipe without CD-SEM and a real  wafer.
It increases production capacity of CD-SEM by leaps and bounds.
And  it can create recipes immediately  after “tape out” which means
end of layout design of semiconductor pattern.
As the result, recipe execution including critical dimension
measurement can be started after developing real  wafer of this
design layout.
2. Reduction of period for a cycle of OPC metrology and modification
drastically.
And by using the general  design data format GDSII to generate CD-
SEM’s recipe, it’s easy to feedback results  of the recipe to  EDA tools.
These advantages described above make it easy to collect and
feedback large number of measurement result  which is necessary to
evaluate OPC pattern.
AP and AF point of the recipe generated by the system are  equivalent
of the ideal  recipe created  by expert  operators of CD-SEM because
the system uses  several  kinds of  techniques and  criteria of the
expert  operators to select a proper position of AP and AF point.
The system selects AP and AF point considering  following items.
1. Uniqueness of AP for pattern matching using design ? SEM
matching proposed bibriography [a].
2. Pattern matching robustness in case real shape of SEM image is
different from original design layout.
3. Several restrictions to optimize AP and AF point. For example, to
avoid  overlap between AF point and  measurement point  to  avoid
the contamination electron beam dosing.
[a]H.Morokuma et al: “A new matching engine between design layout
and SEM image of semiconductor device”, Proc. SPIE Vol.5752,
(2005), pp.546-558.

6152-192, Poster Session

From speculation to specification: a discussion on
how to define the tolerance of LER/LWR and its
measurement methodology
A. Yamaguchi, Hitachi, Ltd. (Japan); H. Kawada, T. Iizumi, A.
Sugimoto, Hitachi High-Technologies Corp. (Japan)
The simplified phrase “line-edge roughness” or “linewidth roughness”
(LER/LWR) is becoming a serious problem. Especially, in-gate LWR
and gate-to-gate linewidth variation will be the critical issues in the
near future. Recently, interconnect LER is discussed from the
viewpoint of electron scattering and reliability. However, the metrology
definition (that is, how to measure) of LER/LWR, and the tolerance
target (that is, how small LER/LWR should be), are still under
discussion and so far lack from a scientifically founded specification.
In this report, we would like to raise a question about these issues
from the viewpoint of transistor performance: How to define LER/LWR
metrology indices and how small their numerical values should be. It
is difficult to reach a complete conclusion at this moment; however, it
is shown that a methodology to obtain a solution can be given by
simple calculations based on threshold voltage simulations.
In the light of the gate-LWR definition, LWR over the all frequency
region is the major concern for the present. Its typical measurement
method is edge-point sampling over a 2-micon-long line with a 10-nm
interval. This method is suitable to estimate the effect of LWR on a
typical today’s transistor performance (threshold voltage, Vth) and at
the same time provides sufficient metrology precision due to the
chance to establish a suitable signal-to-noise ratio for CD-SEM
measurement. However, from theory, this method is considered
inappropriate for evaluating high-frequency LWR. We examined the
precision degradation caused by the finiteness of sampling interval
from spectral analysis. It was found that the error in LWR (3sigma)
caused by 10-nm-interval was about 0.05 nm. It is negligibly small
compared to the intrinsic variation in LWR value (when measuring
them in different areas) or noise-caused LWR bias. Moreover, all of
these errors are easily reduced by measuring several points and
calculating the average.
A tolerance target value for gate-LWR can be theoretically obtained by
simulating Vth, which is a function of gate-CD, in-gate LWR and ideal
I-V curves of the transistor. Standard deviation of Vth distribution can
be simulated by this method, therefore, required LWR is determined
from the margin of Vth distribution inversely. It was found that the Vth
distribution depends strongly upon the transistor width. For example,
3sigma of Vth distribution in the case of a 100-nm-wide transistor is
about 1.5 times larger than that of 500-nm-wide transistor. That is,
LWR target values should depend upon transistor width. In addition,
LWR precision is also estimated by combining the simulation results
and required Vth measurement precision.
In summary, we estimated the LWR measurement error originated
from the finiteness of the sampling interval and Vth distribution
caused by LWR quantitatively. Based on the estimation, we have
pointed out the necessity of re-considering the measurement method
and the target vales of LER/LWR with caring the channel width of the
transistor of the technology node. Moreover, LER/LWR on other
patterns should be examined from the viewpoint of device
performance and the required precision.

6152-193, Poster Session
Modeling of linewidth measurement in SEMs using
advanced Monte Carlo software
S. V. Babin, S. Borisov, A. Ivanchikov, I. Ruzavin, Abeam
Technologies
Accurate measurement of linewidth is a critical problem in sub-100
nm semiconductor manufacturing, where required accuracy is in the
range of 1 nm. CD-SEMs are usually used for such measurements. A
cross-correlation of CD-SEMs, while demonstrating a good relative
trend, is often subject to a significant absolute linewidth error. There is
no proven algorithm for edge detection in CD-SEMs. Tool
manufacturers set up the edge detection voluntarily, as a rule, which
is why the absolute errors in measurement occur. In this paper, a SEM
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signal was simulated using advanced Monte Carlo software. Input
data for the modeling was 3D microstructures and e-beam
parameters. A simulated signal was then compared to a known
pattern. Such a comparison allowed us to define the edge position
and calibrate a SEM so that any absolute error was removed.
Scattering of an electron beam in a microstructure, generation of
secondary electrons, and characteristics of the detector, as well as
the material and shape of the features, determine a SEM signal.
Because of this complexity, understanding the signal formation
mechanism and accurate extraction of edge position are problematic.
To respond to this problem, CHARIOT software was developed, which
employs advanced physical models to comply with required accuracy,
especially at low voltage. CHARIOT software considers elastic and
inelastic electron scattering, generation of fast and true secondary
electrons, plasmon mechanisms, and electron propagation between
layers. Detector geometry and its energy transfer function are also
taken into account.
The linewidth was simulated for a variety of SEM setups. Electron
voltage was varied between  600 KeV and 2 KeV, and beam diameter
was varied between 1 nm and 15 nm. The target was resist on silicon.
The vertical profile of the line was also varied, from vertical to a
trapezoidal profile and to a 3D profile. SEM signals were simulated for
this type of input condition, and the corresponding linewidth was
extracted.
When using advanced physical models, simulation of the SEM signal
for known patterns makes calibration of linewidth measurement in
SEMs possible. When both the signal and pattern are known, an
offset for a specific SEM algorithm can be found. An algorithm for
automatic edge detection in CD-SEMs can be tuned for beam
parameters and the type of pattern.
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6153-01, Session 1
Electronic materials as enablers of microelectronics:
yesterday, today and tomorrow
G. S. Calabres, Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials
New materials have been at the heart of microelectronics which has
ushered in the information age.  Photoresists have enjoyed a “center
stage” role for many years.  Today, other materials such as CMP pads
and slurries, electrochemically deposited copper and low/high-k
dielectrics have joined photoresists as enablers of new generations of
devices.  In the area of photoresists alone many companies have
spent hundreds of millions of dollars bringing new products to market
year after year to allow chip makers to build smaller transistors. The
basic model has not changed for 40 years:  tools come out first and
then the materials companies race to put the best possible systems
on them.  Through these 40 years, the chemistry has become
increasingly sophisticated, with molecular and macromolecular
designs as complex as anything seen for any other known
applications, including designer drugs for medicine.
For almost 25 years we played the “novolak/DNQ game”, creating
polymers and photoactive compounds to improve lithographic
performance that operated by the same basic dissolution inhibition
mechanism.  The need for speed with the advent of DUV changed the
game, and led to the development of chemically amplified chemistries
which were very different from the novolak systems.  Quietly, in the
background of both i-line and DUV product releases, the dreaded “bi-
layer” word became reality as organic and inorganic anti-reflection
coatings (ARCs) became widely used.  Innovations in DUV continue
today, although the pace has slowed dramatically due to the ramp of
193.   This wavelength is requiring significant changes to the
chemically amplified systems used for DUV, primarily due to high
optical absorbance of the DUV chemistries at 193 nm.  Beyond this,
many new challenges are happening at 193 such as pattern collapse
at the extreme aspect ratios we now see, and physical roughness of
the processed patterns due to the fact that we are now printing at the
scale of the macromolecules in the resists.  Immersion lithography for
193 will “carry” this wavelength longer, but EUV and ultimately other
totally new lithographic approaches such as nanoimprinting and self-
assembly will be needed as we go to and below 30 nm.
Beyond the technology, an important challenge facing materials
suppliers is the staggering cost of developing new materials, largely
due to dramatically increasing costs of new lithographic tools.

6153-02, Session 1
Self-assembly in semiconductor microelectronics
C. T. Black, R. Ruiz, Y. Zhang, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Ctr.
The challenge of defining semiconductor integrated circuit elements
at nanometer-scale dimensions has created opportunities for
alternative patterning approaches.  One attractive non-traditional
approach utilizes the phenomenon of self assembly, which is the
spontaneous organization of materials into regular patterns.  Under
suitable conditions, certain materials will self organize into patterns
that offer promise for enabling further advances in semiconductor
technology.
Diblock copolymers are a particularly attractive material because - like
photoresists - they can act as sacrificial templates for patterning
integrated circuit elements.  We have successfully integrated this
polymer self assembly process into a 200mm semiconductor
fabrication facility.  While diblock copolymer materials used in this
manner can only produce limited pattern geometries - i.e. those with

high degrees of symmetry such as line/space patterns or contact hole
arrays, they nevertheless provide a straightforward means for
achieving sub-lithographic dimensions (< 20nm) and pitch (< 40nm).
Self-assembled diblock copolymer resists pose additional process
demands as compared to conventional photoresists.  Both polymer
molecular composition and film thickness play critical roles in
determining the quality and uniformity of the resulting patterns.  As
well, the self assembly process is in large part dictated by the
polymer’s chemical affinity for the underlying surface - a factor which
can be used to advantage in registering self-assembled patterns to
other lithographically-defined layers.  Understanding and controlling
these aspects are keys to developing self assembly as a viable high-
resolution lithography substitute.
Self assembly has applications in both today’s and future
microelectronics, and materials integration is the critical first step to
adoption into high-performance semiconductor technology.  We will
discuss our efforts in IBM to demonstrate key applications of self
assembly for semiconductor device fabrication, including its use in
on-chip decoupling capacitors, nanocrystal FLASH memories, and
multi-nanowire field-effect transistors.  The discussion of our use of
self assembly in increasingly-complex applications will highlight the
promise and versatility of this technique, and will also identify some
limitations and challenges still to be addressed.

6153-03, Session 2
Numeric analysis of the roles of gas-phase and
liquid-phase UV photochemistry in conventional and
immersion lithography
W. D. Hinsberg, F. A. Houle, IBM Almaden Research Ctr.
As currently practiced, immersion lithography using 193 nm radiation
utilizes a layer of highly purified, degassed water as an index-
matching fluid. When water is exposed to 193 nm light, short-lived
chemical intermediates are produced by two pathways: homolytic
cleavage to produce hydrogen atoms and hydroxyl radicals, and
photoionization to produce the radical cation of water and a solvated
electron. These highly reactive primary products rapidly undergo a
series of bimolecular reactions with other molecules to produce stable
species which include hydrogen peroxide, molecular hydrogen and
molecular oxygen. Organic and inorganic compounds dissolved in the
aqueous medium undergo free radical and oxidation/reduction
reactions with these primary photoproducts.
The first goal of the present work is to gauge the practical impact of
water photolysis under conditions representative of immersion
exposure in a microlithographic environment. A quantitative evaluation
of the photochemistry taking place in the water fluid layer during
lithographic immersion exposure with 193 nm radiation is described.
This analysis uses a detailed kinetic model based on available
literature mechanistic data and constructed with in-house simulation
tools. Product yields from the intrinsic photochemistry of pure,
degassed water, the effects of trace quantities of dissolved oxygen
and organics on these photochemical reactions, and the potential
impact of reactive photoproducts on a photoresist film in contact with
the fluid are estimated. The ramifications of this photochemistry for
lithographic materials, processing and  tooling are discussed.
In conventional 193 nm lithography, oxidation of the resist polymer
due to the UV photolysis of molecular oxygen, and film interaction
with strong acids formed by photo-oxidation of nitrogen and sulfur
species in ambient air, have been proposed to lead to degraded resist
imaging. As a second goal of this study, the extent to which such
reactions can occur under typical lithographic process conditions is
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assessed. This is achieved by quantifying the kinetics of the set of
elementary reactions that comprise such a process, using a second
kinetic model constructed from literature mechanistic data.

6153-04, Session 2
Topcoat or no topcoat for immersion lithography?
N. Stepanenko, Infineon Technologies AG (Germany); H. Kim,
SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea); S. Kishimura,
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. (Japan); M. K. Kocsis, Intel
Corp.; M. Maenhoudt, M. Ercken, R. Gronheid, P. Foubert, I. K.
Pollentier, D. Van Den Heuvel, N. Vandenbroeck, D.
Vangoidsenhoven, C. Delvaux, C. Baerts, W. Fyen, F. Van Roey, G.
M. Wells, IMEC (Belgium)
Since the moment immersion lithography appeared in the roadmaps
of IC manufacturers, the question whether to use top coats has
become one of the important topics for discussions.
The top coats used in immersion lithography have proved to serve as
good protectors from leaching of the resist components (PAGs, bases)
into the water. However their application complicates the process and
may lead to two side effects. First, top coats can effect the process
window and resist profile depending on the material’s refractive index,
thickness, acidity, chemical interaction with the resist and the soaking
time.  Second, the top coat application may increase the total amount
of defects on the wafer.
Having immersion resist which could work without the top coat would
be a preferable solution.  Still, it is quite challenging to make such a
resist as direct water/resist interaction may also result in defects
generation, process window changes and CD variations.
 We have performed a systematic evaluation of a large number of
immersion resist and top coat combinations, using the ASML
XT:1250Di scanner at IMEC. The samples for the experiments were
provided by all the leading resist and top coat suppliers. Particular
attention was paid to how the materials from different vendors
interacted with each other. Among the factors which could influence
the total amount of defects or CD variations on the wafer were: the
material’s dynamic contact angle and its interaction with the scanner
stage speed, top coat thickness and intermixing layer formation,
water uptake and leaching.  We have examined the importance of all
mentioned factors, using such analytical techniques as Gradient
Shaving Preparation (GSP) combined with TOF-SIMS, Resist
Development Analyser (RDA), Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM),
Ellipsometric Porosimetry, Liquid Chromatography Mass
Spectroscopy (LCMS) and scatterometry.
In this paper we will present the data on imaging and defectivity
performance of the resists with and without the top coats.  Based on
the experimental results we will provide general recommendations on
the usefulness of top coats to the industry.

6153-05, Session 2
Evaluation of 193-nm immersion resist without
topcoat
Y. Wei, Infineon Technologies North America; N. Stepanenko, A.
Laessig, L. Voelkel, Infineon Technologies (Germany); M. Sebald,
Infineon Technologies AG (Germany)
Resist processes without top protection coatings are the preferred
solution for introduction of 193 immersion lithography into mass
production. These simplified processes do not need separate coating
and baking steps for the topcoat material and thereby reduce cost of
ownership and fewer sources for defects. Conventional 193nm resist
which are optimized to optimum litho performance upon “dry”
exposures are not suitable for being used in immersion litho without
topcoats, because resist components show (before and/or after
exposure) at least some solubility in water and leach out into water,
thereby deteriorating litho performance. Without having a topcoat as a
barrier layer, the selection of components for single layer 193
immersion resist which can be used without top coatings is
challenging, since both minimized leaching behaviors in water and

superior overall litho performance are to be met simultaneously.
We have evaluated several of these new top coating-free 193
immersion resists with regard to leaching and litho performance, using
the ASML AT 1150i full field scanner (0.75NA):
1) Leaching levels of resists were first tested before exposure on bare-
Si wafers. DI water was dispensed on the resist surface and collected
for analysis of the PAG components leached into the water. The
leaching data are reported and analyzed.
2) Binary mask exposures with annular illumination setting were done
at ASML AT1150i tool (0.75NA). Assessment of litho performance at
90nm (half-pitch) is shown using top-down and x-section SEM,
process window analysis, and SUMMIT software for measurement of
LER.
3) Resists were soaked by DI water before and after exposure. The
contrast curves were measured to investigate the soak effects.
Results of PEB delay and CDU across the wafer will also be presented
and discussed.
4) The resolution capability of the resists was evaluated using Alt.PSM
exposures.
This paper summarizes the screening results of selected 193nm
immersion resists which are designed for use without top coatings
and compares results with resist systems which use developer-
soluble topcoats.

6153-07, Session 2
A wet/dry crossover resist for 193-nm lithography
M. Padmanaban, A. R. Romano, G. Lin, S. Chiu, A. G. Timko, D.
Rahman, R. R. Dammel, AZ Electronic Materials USA Corp.; K. L.
Turnquest, G. K. Rich, SEMATECH, Inc.
193 nm immersion lithography is rapidly moving towards industrial
application, and an increasing number of tools are being installed
worldwide, all of which will require immersion-capable photoresists to
be available. At the same time, existing 193 nm processes are being
ramped up using dry lithography. In this situation, it would be highly
advantageous to have a single 193 nm resist that can be used under
both dry and wet conditions, at least in the initial stages of 45nm node
process development. It has been shown by a number of studies that
the dominant (meth)acrylate platform of 193 nm dry lithography is in
principle capable of being ported to immersion lithography, however,
it has been an open question whether a single resist formulation can
be optimized for dry and wet exposures simultaneously.
For such a dry/wet crossover resist to be successful, it will need to
make very few compromises in terms of performance. In particular,
the resist should have similar LER/LWR, acceptable process window
and controlled defects under wet and dry exposure conditions.
Additionally, leaching should be at or below specifications, preferably
without but at very least with the use of a top protective coat. In this
paper, we will present the performance of L/S and contact hole resists
under wet and dry conditions and report on the feasibility of such
crossover resists. Available results so far indicate that it is possible to
design such resists at least for L/S applications. Detailed data on
lithographic performance under wet and dry conditions will be
presented for a prototype dry/wet crossover L/S resist.

6153-71, Session 2
Selection and evaluation of developer-soluble
topcoat for 193-nm immersion lithography
Y. Wei, Infineon Technologies North America; K. E. Petrillo, IBM
Corp.; P. A. Benson, Micron Technology; U. Okoroanyanwu,
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
Without the availability of resists which do not interact with water, a
non-permeable coating is required as a topcoat to the photo-resist.
Transparent at 193nm wavelength, topcoat also serves as a barrier
layer to prevent components in the resist leaching into water and
permeating of water into the resist. The topcoat layer is removed after
exposure / post-exposure bake (PEB), but before solvent
development. The developer-soluble topcoat can be dissolved by
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standard aqueous TMAH developer. Therefore, the topcoat removal
step can be done in the develop module and integrated into the
development step. Development of developer-soluble topcoat
process for first generation 193nm immersion lithography using water
as immersion fluid has proved to be very successful, though many
engineering issues are still yet to be solved.
Successful topcoats have to fulfill numerous requirements; specifically
they have to be compatible with the resist. Some of the requirements
and compatibility issues have been understood; others are still under-
investigation by the joint efforts of lithographers and resist chemists.
This paper addresses these requirements from the perspective of
overall lithographic performance for developer-soluble topcoats used
in 193nm water immersion lithography. Specifically, it consists of the
following parts:
1) Refractive index and thickness of the topcoats
2) Water contact angle and dissolution rate in standard TMAH
developer
3) Solvent compatibility of topcoat and resist
4) Contrast curve evaluation of the resist loss induced by the use of a
topcoat
5) Effects of post-apply bake (PAB) and post-exposure bake (PEB)
temperatures
6) Defects introduced by topcoat
We have demonstrated that with the developer-soluble topcoat
process 90nm 1:1 dense lines can be printed using a prototype tool,
ASML AT 1150i, and a binary image mask (BIM) with a maximum
depth-of-focus (DOF) of ∼1.2 µm. An approximate 2X DOF
improvement over dry lithography that was theoretically expected has
been truly demonstrated.

6153-08, Session 3
Materials and process parameters study on ArF
immersion defectivity
S. Kanna, S. Tarutani, H. Inabe, K. Yamamoto, K. Mizutani, H.
Kanda, H. Saegusa, Y. Kawabe, Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. (Japan); N.
Iguchi, K. Shitabatake, FUJIFILM Electronic Materials (Japan)
The immersion-induced defectivity is nowadays recognized as one of
the major issues in implementing ArF immersion lithography into the
production. In this paper, we are reporting our findings on this topic
made both with topcoat and non-topcoat approaches. The most
typical defect we have seen was the circular “watermark” defects,
which we believe immersion specific and most critical. Several
possible mechanisms for the watermark formation were considered;
for example, local water penetration into the resist film to interfere the
following deblocking reaction, or to influence directly the polymer
dissolution properties, or water droplet left over the surface to extract
something from the film and to leave a residue. We will discuss our
analytical results for estimating the mechanism based on those
considerations.
To minimize the watermark, we investigated the influence of several
material/process related parameters (such as film surface
hydrophobicity, LogP value, scan speed etc.) and identified how those
parameters impacted. For example, the watermark defect count was
greatly decreased by making the film surface hydrophobic. The same
trend was found both with and without topcoat on the resist film,
meaning that the real top surface of the film stack determined the
trend. In the real immersion shower stage, a dynamic aspect of
wetting and de-wetting should be considered for a more viable
measure of this surface hydrophobicity. We ran in-depth analysis of
the results from this point of view and will discuss the outcome, for
example the importance of the receding contact angle.
We will also discuss about the influence of resist component leaching
on this defectivity. Assuming that a water droplet was on the surface
before the PEB, PAG would have locally leached out from the resist
and it would eventually influence more or less the imaging there.
Therefore, a big interest is whether we can see a good correlation
between the PAG leaching and watermark formation. The results so
far obtained were a little disordered, suggesting that some other

underlying parameters might be still missing. Nevertheless, we believe
that technical direction for defect reduction would well overlap with
what we need in realizing non-topcoat approach, where the leaching
suppression from the resist itself is essential. We have already
demonstrated elsewhere that we were able to reduce the PAG
leaching to the level of 10-14 mol/cm2, which was low enough to
rationalize non-topcoat process implementation. Obviously our
challenge will continue to full fill the lithographic performance
requirement while achieving such “very low” leaching. We will also
report our latest results being obtained on this way.

6153-09, Session 3
Defect studies of resist process for 193-nm
immersion lithography
T. Ando, T. Takayama, H. Tsuji, K. Ishizuka, M. Yoshida, T. Hirano, J.
Yokoya, K. Ohmori, Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd. (Japan); K. Nakano,
T. Fujiwara, S. Owa, Nikon Corp. (Japan)
193nm immersion lithography is the most desirable lithography
solution and actively developed toward making practicable. 193nm
immersion lithography enables larger DOF with reducing insert light
angle loss and higher resolution at a hyper NA lens design greater
than 1.0. (1-5)
However, some practical issues exist in 193nm immersion lithography
process development. In immersion lithography the resist film and
lens are directly in contact with water. The water uptakes of resist
content from the resist film (6) and the water penetration to the resist
film (7) cause additional practical issues like as resist pattern
deformation, defect, lens contamination.
We focus on defect analysis utilizing Nikon’s engineering evaluation
tool (EET)(8). And we have discussed the relationship with material
property of topcoat and resist materials and defects that we have
analyzed and a range of defects of lines and spaces patterns.
Exposure condition: Nikon EET (NA 0.8, s 0.93) utilizing 2/3 annular
illumination with HT-PSM; EET is connected with TEL ACT-12
Topcoat and Resist materials: Topcoat materials
Developer soluble types (e.g. TILC-021) and solvent removal types
(e.g. TSP-3A); Resist materials: 193nm resists confirmed with
performance with topcoat (e.g. TARF-P6111)
Evaluation item: Defect performance - Surface property of topcoat
and resist materials; Throughput performance - exposure tool scan
speed follow-up capability
In this paper, we categorized defect mode from top-down shape.
(A) Circular shape defect - Immersion specific defect
(B) Non circular shape defect
(C) Origins are resist itself or chemical interaction of resist and topcoat
- bridge and swelling
Defect performances have some relationship with surface property of
topcoat and resist material and exposure tool scan speed follow-up
capability
References
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6153-10, Session 3
High-refractive-index fluids for the next-generation
ArF immersion lithography
Y. Wang, T. Miyamatsu, T. Furukawa, K. Yamada, H. Nakagawa, M.
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Shima, T. Shimokawa, K. Hieda, JSR Corp. (Japan)
Recently a number of novel ArF immersion high-refractive-index
Fluids (HIFs) have been reported. The optical properties for some of
the organic HIF candidates, such as refractive indices (\>1.6) and
transparency (\>98%/mm), are very promising. Successful imaging of
hp32nm L/S has also been demonstrated by two-beam interferometer
exposure tools. However, despite of the remarkable advances in
recent HIF researches, there is still a lot of doubt about if an organic
fluid could be used in immersion lithography, since optical and
photochemical behaviors of organic fluids at ArF wavelength have not
been well understood so far. In this paper, we will address such
problems by reporting our updated results on investigation of JSR
HILs, which are the current candidates of immersion fluids under
development at JSR for the next generation ArF immersion
lithography. We will focus on the following issues.
Stability of Refractive Index for JSR HILs: Refractive index must be
kept strictly constant during immersion photo-exposure. Thus
refractive indices for JSR HILs before and after soaking of ArF resist
films, as well as those before and after ArF laser irradiation have been
precisely measured. The results we obtained are very promising.
Detailed experimental data and discussion will be given in this paper.
Factors which may possibly affect JSR HILs’ refractive index during
their production will also be discussed.
Transparency of JSR HILs:  High transparency is required for HIF. We
will show that with intensive purification certain JSR HIL can reach a
very high transparency. The impact of transparency on JSR HILs’
photochemical properties will be addressed, too.
ArF Laser Photo-Decomposition of JSR HILs: ArF laser induced
photo-decomposition is of critical importance for HIF, as photo-
decomposition of HIF would deteriorate the optical properties,
generate impurities which may further interact with photoresist films
or be harmful to the lens of exposure tool. We studied JSR HILs’
photo-decomposition by irradiating JSR HILs with ArF laser.
Experimental data will be given in this paper, and the influence of
photo-decomposition on JSR HIL’s optical properties will also be
discussed.
Immersion Defects: JSR HILs are considered to be advantaged in
photoresist defects compared with water, as JSR HILs have much
less leaching effect and much smaller evaporation heat than water
does. We have compared the defect levels between water and JSR
HILs using “fluid droplet” method. The detailed experimental results
will be given followed by further discussion.

6153-11, Session 3
New high-index fluids and resists for immersion
lithography
E. Costner, J. C. Taylor, S. J. Caporale, C. G. Willson, The Univ. of
Texas at Austin; W. E. Conley, Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.; D.
Dewulf, W. A. Wojtczak, SACHEM Inc
Immersion lithography at 193nm has rapidly evolved from a novel
technology to the top contender for the 45nm device node.  The
likelihood of immersion implementation in semiconductor
manufacturing has raised interest in expanding its capabilities.
Further resolution extensions will require innovative lens designs
coupled with the design of new fluids and resists with higher refractive
indices than those currently available.
The numerical aperture of the optical system and thus resolution of
the features is ultimately limited by the lowest material refractive index
in the optical path.  Consequently, as the index of the lens elements is
increased, higher index immersion fluids and resists are needed to
further extend this technology.  To develop an immersion fluid, we
have therefore sought substances which, when added to water,
increase the refractive index at 193nm without increasing the fluid
absorbance and viscosity beyond acceptable limits.  There is a
fundamental linkage between the index of refraction and absorbance
such that the design of these materials necessarily involves tradeoffs.
As the index of refraction of the fluid increases, the absorbance of the
fluid typically increases as well.  The ideal liquid should have a
refractive index equal to that of the highest index lens element, and it

should be no more strongly absorbing, or more viscous, than water.
Additionally, it would ideally be non-toxic and cheap and should not
be harmful to the resist or the lens and housing elements.  The index
of refraction of the resist must also be increased substantially without
compromising imaging performance.
Substantial progress has been made in the immersion lithography
materials development area.  An update on the development of
potential candidates for both the high index aqueous media and resist
materials for immersion lithography will be provided.  This update
includes a full characterization of the potential immersion fluids
including quantification of index, absorbance, viscosity, contact angle,
and pH.  Progress on the high index resist material development with
index and absorbance data will also be presented.  Imaging with the
fluids with the highest index and lowest absorbance was completed.
Confirmation of the viability of these materials will be provided
through the results of this imaging work with the immersion fluids and
testing of both the fluids and the resists.

6153-12, Session 3
Amplification of the index of refraction of aqueous
immersion fluids with homogeneous and
heterogeneous media: a progress report
J. L. Gejo, Columbia Univ.; W. E. Conley, SEMATECH, Inc.; K. Lee, J.
Kunjappu, S. Jockusch, N. J. Turro, C. Durning, Columbia Univ.
There is a current need for high refractive index (RI) materials that can
be used in aqueous systems for improving 193 nm immersion
photolighography. Although heavy metal salts such as Ca2+ and Ba2+
have the potential to substantially increase the RI of aqueous
solutions, the water solubility of these salts with common anions is
often too low to achieve concentrations that significantly increase the
RI.  We have therefore investigated the use of surfactants and porous
zeolites to enhance the solubility of these cations.  We have also
investigated the use of aqueous dispersions of non-porous
nanoparticles possessing an inherently high RI. All of them are non
photoactive or degradable, compatible with photoresist used at 193
nm, environmentally benign and commercial and inexpensive
materials.
The correlation of index of refraction between empirical data and
theoretical prediction were performed for systems, surfactants and
nanoparticle suspensions, using the concept of molar refraction.
Wavelength dependence of RI from theoretical prediction based on
empirical equation was examined for various concentrations of metal
salts and the results are reported in the paper. Furthermore, we have
developed simple methods based on theory and spectroscopic
measurements to evaluate the refractive index of pure solids, which
was needed in predicting the refractive index of dispersions.  The
development and validation of these empirical models permit us to
study experimentally the RI at 589 nm for all systems and made
extrapolations to the wavelength of interest, 193 nm, which reduce in
a significant manner the difficulties of the measurements.
Surfactants-systems have been found to present minor scattering
limitations due to the small size of the micelle (ca. 6 nm). Light
scattering is presumably higher in the case of the nanoparticle-
dispersions, but it has not been determined. Nevertheless, the
scattering limitation may be reduced by decreasing the particle size.
Both zeolites and surfactants present the additional advantage of
possible absorption of photoresist particles/gas bubbles generated
during irradiation, which could interfere in the photoprinting process.
An advantage of using non-porous materials, like Si3N4 and SiC, is
the significant increase in the refractive index of the fluid without the
addition of any inorganic salts.

6153-13, Session 3
Immersion topcoat and resist material improvement
study by using immersion scanner: lithographic
performance and scanning property
H. Nakagawa, K. Hoshiko, M. Shima, S. Kusumoto, T. Shimokawa,
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JSR Corp. (Japan); K. Nakano, T. Fujiwara, S. Owa, Nikon Corp.
(Japan)
ArF (193nm) immersion lithography is considered as the most
promising next generation technology, and significant effort to
establish the immersion process for semiconductor device HVM is
currently focused on the tool, material and process development.
Immersion lithography enables to design hyper numerical aperture
(NA\>1) lens system by filling-up the gap between lens and resist with
immersion medium.  Water is the ideal medium for 193nm immersion
lithography, and this water immersion system could reach up to 1.3
NA region and give higher resolution capability.  There are several
immersion specific requirements such as scanning property and
leaching characteristics. High speed scanning is necessary for mass
production, so that water has to follow the lens and move on the
resist film with considerable high speed.  Direct water contact with
resist film cause the leaching of some resist components e.g. PAG.
These leaching phenomena possibly cause the lithographic
performance degradation and lens element damage.  Leaching and
scanning phenomenon is quite complicated and tough to estimate by
the alternative method, so it is important to check the lithographic
performance and scanning capability with a real immersion scanner.
We have done lots of immersion experiment on various resist and top-
coat materials with Nikon immersion scanner (EET: Engineering
Evaluation Tool).  As the result we have succeeded to develop the new
top-coat material which achieves \>500 mm/s scanning speed while
this material is soluble into aqueous TMAH developer. New resist
material which shows good immersion lithographic performance in
combination with top-coat is also developed.  In this paper, we will
discuss the relationship between immersion lithographic performance,
scanning speed etc, and material property collected by Nikon
immersion scanner.

6153-15, Session 4
Development of new resist materials for 193-nm dry
and immersion lithography
T. Sasaki, N. Shirota, Y. Takebe, O. Yokokoji, Asahi Glass Co., Ltd.
(Japan)
We have earlier developed mono cyclic fluoropolymers, FPRs and
FUGUs, for the base resin of the resist for 157-nm lithography.
However, considering the fact that the semiconductor industry is
marching toward 193-nm immersion lithography for the next
generation lithography node in place of 157-nm lithography, we have
begun to apply 157-nm fluoropolymer materials to 193-nm
applications. To use fluoropolymer backbones for 193 nm,  the
improvement of hydrophobic properties will be expected. But, the
major problem to use fluoropolymer is their poor dry etching
resistance .
In this report, we describe a new series of fluorinated copolymers for
193-nm lithography, combination of FPR or FUGU monomer and
several types of acrylates. These polymer properties, including dry-
etching resistance, transparency, sensitivity and hydrophobic
behaviors with water, were evaluated in detail. We found that these
polymers had a good dry etching resistance keeping an excellent
transparency.  And these polymers showed high sensitivity toward
exposure light and good hydrophobic behaviours.
Moreover, for the application to non top-coat resist, the acid diffusion
behaviours of these copolymers were also measured. We found that
an acid diffusion length can be changed by introducing fluoropolymer
units. Relationship of  Acid diffusion behaviours of these copolymers
and structures of photo acid generators will be presented. Patterning
properties with dry and immersion exposure will be also discussed.

6153-16, Session 4
Negative-tone polyphenol resist based on
chemically amplified polarity change reaction with
sub-50-nm resolution capability
K. Kojima, Hitachi, Ltd. (Japan)

The aggressive scaling of metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) devices
is driving gate length to be less than 20 nm for hp45 devices, as
stated in the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
(ITRS) [1].  In order to achieve such a high resolution and low enough
line edge roughness (LER) at a same time, development of resists
made of low molecular weight materials is indispensable.  LER has
been recognized as one of the most critical issue in scaling MOS LSIs
[1].   Recent investigations have clarified that most part of LER is
attributed to resist materials, and thus, development of low LER resist
materials is key to solve this problem [2].
Our approach to low-LER resist is to apply molecular resist using
polyphenols instead of polymer as resist base resin.  Deprotection
type positive-tone chemically-amplified resists (CARs) have been
developed based on polyphenol [3] and change in LER characteristics
(reduction in longer range LER component) has been observed [4].  So
far, various negative-tone resists have been developed such as ArF
resists using polarity change by intramolecular esterification
(lactonization) [5] and polyphenol based cross-linking CAR [6].
However, both materials have molecular weight distribution in
exposed region (therefore near the line edge), resulting in larger LER.
Our present approach combines a molecule resin with the polarity
change to overcome this difficulty.
We propose a novel negative-tone resist based on chemically-
amplified polarity change reaction, and demonstrate patterning of sub
50 nm line and space (L&S). We use a polyphenol as a base material,
which is used for the molecular resists.  Polarity change reaction of
lactonization employed for ArF negative-tone resist [5] was applied to
the polyphenol resist. The resist compound was synthesized by direct
ethrtfication of the polyphenol with hydroxycarboxyl moiety (polar),
that is a precursor of gamma-butyrolactone.  Glass transition
temperature (Tg) of the obtained compound was 106 ºC.
The synthesized polyphenol compound and a photoacid generator
(triphenylsulphonium nonaflate, TPS-Nf) were dissolved in solvent and
formed a 220-nm thick resist film.  In order to evaluate the resist
resolution, an electron beam (EB) exposure system (Hitachi HL-
800DE, 75 kV) was used.  A 50 nm L&S pattern with small roughness
was successfully fabricated with 30 uC/cm2 of EB dose, under a
process condition of pre-baking at 100 ºC for 90 s and post baking at
90 ºC for 120 s.  In the case of lactonization based ArF resist,
developing solution should be diluted, while the proposed one can be
developed using standard developing solution without dilution (2.38
% TMAH), which would be an advantage for mass production.
This work was supported by the New Energy and Industrial
Technology Development Organization (NEDO)
References
[1] http://public.itrs.net/
[2] A. Yamaguchi, et al., J. Photopolym. Sci. Tech., 16, 2003, 387.
[3] T. Hirayama, et al., J. Photopolym. Sci. Tech., 17, 2004, 435.
[4] A. Yamaguchi, et al., J. Vac. Sci. Tech., to be published.
[5] Y. Yokoyama, et. al., J. Photopolym. Sci. Tech., 13, 2000, 579.
[6] S. Uchino, et al., J. Photopolym. Sci. Tech., 11, 2000, 555.

6153-18, Session 4
Reactivity of model compounds of ArF immersion,
ArF, and KrF resists with diphenylsulfinyl radical
cation: a cage-escape product of photochemistry of
triphenylsulfonium salts
Y. Matsui, H. Sugawara, The Institute of Scientific and Industrial
Research, Osaka Univ. (Japan); S. Tsuji, T. Itani, Semiconductor
Leading Edge Technolgies, Inc.; S. Seki, T. Kozawa, S. Tagawa, The
Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research, Osaka Univ. (Japan)
Insufficiency of photo-generated acid in chemically amplified resists
can adversely affect line-edge roughness (LER) as well as sensitivity
[1]. Besides, chain length of acid-catalyzed reactions tends to be
reduced as pattern size is shrunk. From the viewpoint of LER and
sensitivity, the acid-generation efficiency is increasingly of importance
in next-generation lithography.
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Photodegradation of triphenylsulfonium salts leads to formation of
Brönsted acid in addition to a mixture of aromatic sulfides [2, 3]. In the
case of reactions initiated from the excited singlet state of
triphenylsulfonium salts, a carbon-sulfur bond firstly dissociate in
homolytic and heterolytic pathway, leading to formation of one of the
cationic intermediates of diphenylsulfinyl radical cation (Ph2S·+) which
subsequently undergo rearrangement reactions, or undergo
recombination reactions, or react with the base polymers [2, 3]. The
rearrangement reactions is known to be followed by formation of
Brönsted acid and (phenylthio)biphenyl products [2, 3].  As for
Ph2S·+, the reactions do not necessarily result in acid generation, and
the reactivity should depend on the base polymers.
In the present study, reactivity of model compounds of “dry/wet” ArF
resists and KrF resists with diphenylsulfinyl radical cation (Ph2S·+)
was investigated by pulse radiolysis technique. Ph2S·+ is an
intermediate of photolysis of triphenylsulfonium salts. Among 25
model compounds employed, Ph2S·+ was scavenged by phenolic
compounds which have lower electrochemical half wave reduction
potential (E1/2) than that of Ph2S. However, radical cations of
phenolic compounds were not observed. On the other hand, Ph2S·+
was scavenged by pyrene (Py) via charge transfer reaction since both
the decay of Ph2S·+ and the formation of Py·+ were observed. Decay
rate constant of Ph2S·+ clearly depends on the change of E1/2
between Ph2S and the additives, suggesting that an electron is
transferred from the additives to Ph2S·+. The resulting radical cations
of phenolic compounds are known to decompose to phenoxy radical
and proton, suggesting that the compounds contribute to the acid-
generation efficiency. From the viewpoint of reaction of Ph2S·+ with
resists, conventional polymer of KrF resist is therefore appropriate for
proton source. On the other hand, phenolic compounds are generally
not appropriate for the component of “dry/wet” ArF resists because of
their strong absorption at 193 nm. However, the electron proved to be
transferred from monofluorinated methylphenols to Ph2S·+.
Fluorinated methylphenols has a potential for the candidate of resist
components improving acid generation in “dry/wet” ArF lithography.
(1) E. Shiobara, et al. Proc. SPIE, 1998, 3333, 190.
(2) J. L. Dektar, et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1990, 112, 6004.
(3) S. Tagawa, et al. Proc. SPIE, 2000, 3999, 204.

6153-19, Session 4
All-organic nonionic photoacid generating
compounds with functionalized fluoroorganic
sulfonate motif for chemically amplified resists
R. Ayothi, Y. Yi, C. K. Ober, Cornell Univ.; E. S. Putna, W. Yueh, H. B.
Cao, Intel Corp.
Nonionic photoacid generators (PAGs) with an appropriate
combination of chromophore and photoacid generating motif are of
great interest in recent years because they offer a wider range of
absorption, lithographic performance, solubility and thermal
properties than the widely used ionic PAGs.  Non-metallic covalent
PAGs are preferred in certain microelectronic applications such as low
dielectric constant requirements that necessitate the use of nonionic
compounds in processing.  Since nonionic PAGs have two inherent
advantages: higher solubility in common semiconductor industry
solvents than in aqueous media and reduced outgassing, they are
expected to offer formulation flexibility in chemically amplified resist
for next generation lithography (NGL) such as immersion 193 nm and
EUVL.  However, the sensitivity and acid generation efficiency of
nonionic PAGs are slightly lower than those of ionic PAGs.  Besides
the sensitivity issue, any PAG that is expected to be useful in NGL and
other lithographic techniques should be perfluorooctyl sulfonate
(PFOS) free because of the safety concerns associated with PFOS
PAGs. We have developed a new class of nonionic PAGs comprising
imides and nitrobenzyl moieties as photoactive chromphores and
fluoroorganic sulfonate esters as the photoacid generating group.
These new PFOS free compounds produce fluoroorganic sulfonic
acids that contain far fewer fluorinated carbons than the eight
fluorinated carbons found in PFOS, which makes them attractive/
alternative PAGs for NGL. The number of perfluoro segments in PFOS

was partially replaced by suitable non-perfluoro groups which in turn
maintain the acid strength and compatibility with polymer matrix. The
structural influence of these new non-PFOS PAGs on their
lithographic performance was ascertained by using DUV (254 nm), e-
beam and EUV (13.4 nm) lithography and hydroxy styrene or acrylate
based resist system.  The results indicate that these new fluroorganic
sulfonic acids are capable of providing image profiles comparable to
conventional PAGs. The sensitivity and line width roughness (LWR) at
EUV and e-beam lithography were compared in terms of the structure
photogenearted acid and chromophore.  In this paper, we will provide
an overview on the preparation, basic characterization of the new
non-PFOS non-ionic PAGs, influence of polymer matrix and
chromophore on their photochemistry at different exposures, and give
brief comparison of lithographic behavior.  Specifically the lithographic
performance of nonionic and ionic PAGs carrying the same photacid
motif but different chromophores will be discussed.

6153-29, Session 4
Non-ionic photoacid generators for chemically
amplified resists: structure effect on resist
performance
H. Yamato, T. Asakura, M. Ohwa, Ciba Specialty Chemicals K.K.
(Japan)
The shrinking of device geometries for higher performance and higher
memory capacity has been achieved by the development of
lithography technology. For the leading-edge lithography for the
fabrication of semiconductor devices, KrF excimer-laser (248 nm) and
ArF excimer-laser (193 nm) have been employed as the light source
and chemically amplified (CA) resist technology has been introduced.
In the CA resist technology photoacid generator (PAG) is one of the
key ingredients for making desirable resist patterns, and there are still
demands for new PAGs, which improve photospeed, thermal stability,
storage stability, resolution, resist profile and/or process latitude.
Especially for ArF CA resist, PAGs releasing a strong acid are required
but there are few PAGs available. In addition, as an immersion
technology has drawn keen attention for the next generation
lithography, it is desired to develop new PAGs compatible with
immersion lithography.
We recently reported new non-ionic PAGs, 2-[2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7-
dodecafluoro-1-(nonafluorobutylsulfonyloxyimino)-heptyl]-fluorene
(DNHF), which can generate a strong acid by light irradiation. A series
of DNHF analogues with different fluorinated alkyl chains have been
synthesized and their application-relevant properties have been
evaluated, e.g., quantum yield under 193 nm exposure in solution,
sensitivity and photo-efficiency in a model formulation, coating
property, contact angel of resists. Hydrophobicity is a critical
parameter for topcoat-less ArF immersion resist, i.e., higher
hydrophobicity reduces the number of defect in general. The resists
containing DNHF or its analogues showed higher contact angle than
the resist containing a typical ionic PAG, triphenylsulfonium nonaflate,
indicating that the non-ionic PAGs are suitable for the immersion
lithography.

6153-69, Session 4
Synthesis of high-refractive index sulfur containing
polymers for 193-nm immersion lithography: a
progress report
I. Blakey, The Univ. of Queensland (Australia); W. E. Conley,
Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.; G. George, Queensland Univ. of
Technology (Australia); D. J. T. Hill, H. Liu, F. Rasoul, A. K. Whittaker,
The Univ. of Queensland (Australia)
The extension of 193 nm immersion lithography to nodes past 65 nm
will in part rely on advances in the development high refractive index
fluids and polymers.1 Recently, we have demonstrated that the
inclusion of sulphur-containing groups into polymers can result in the
increase of refractive index compared to the non-sulfur analogue.2
However, our investigations of the refractive index and absorbance of
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model compounds at 193 nm indicate that not all sulphur-containing
compounds have a high refractive index at 193 nm.  For example,
ethyl dithioethylacetate has a lower refractive index than ethyl
thioacetate.  This can be attributed to the higher absorbance of the
ethyl dithioacetate.
In light of these model compound results, we report on the synthesis
and characterization of sulphur-containing monomers such as
thiomethacrylates.  We also report on the polymerization of these and
other sulphur-containing monomers and characterisation of the
resulting polymers.
1.W Conley and C Mack, Immersion and 157 nm Symp. Vancouver,
Aug. 2004.
2.A. K. Whittaker, I. Blakey, H. Liu, D. Hill, G. George, P. Zimmerman,
W. E. Conley, SPIE, 2005, 5753, 827.

6153-20, Session 5
Silicon containing polymer in applications for 193-
nm high-NA lithography processes
D. Pfeiffer, S. D. Burns, K. E. Petrillo, A. P. Mahorowala, K. Babich,
D. R. Medeiros, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Ctr.; V. Pham, A.
H. Gabor, S. D. Allen, IBM Microelectronics Div.; P. J. Brock, C.
Larson, IBM Almaden Research Ctr.; Y. Lin, IBM Microelectronics
Div.
The ability to extend the resolution of 193 nm lithography to well
below 100 nm will depend on increasing the numerical aperture (NA)
of the exposure system.  Imaging at high NA (\>0.9) will require the
use of thin resists due to the decreased depth of focus (DOF) as well
as the need to prevent the image collapse of high aspect ratio
features that can result from the capillary forces during the
development of the resist. Semiconductor manufacturing currently
uses photoresists in combination with a bottom antireflective coating
(BARC) to improve the resolution by absorbing light that otherwise will
be reflected back into the resist.  However, the utility of organic
polymer-based BARCs coupled with an organic polymeric based thin
resists for patterning sub-100 nm features is limited due to poor etch
selectivity of the photoresist. Furthermore, at NA above 1 the
reflectivity between the resist and underlying film stack increases and
therefore, a thin, single layer BARC process is insufficient to suppress
the reflectivity across the entire range of incident rays. With these
considerations in mind, IBM has developed new a class of silicon
containing polymers to be used as BARCs that will significantly
improve the performance of high NA 193 nm lithography. Due to the
incorporation of silicon in the backbone, these polymers can be used
as thick planarizing BARCs based on the high etch selectivity in
fluorocarbon based RIE chemistry to conventional organic
photoresist. The etch selectivity enables the use of a thin resist in
combination with a thick (∼ 200 nm) silicon containing BARC.  The
optical constants of this BARC have been tuned to provide excellent
reflectivity control up to NA\>1.
In addition, a dual layer BARC scheme comprised of a thin
organosilicon based ARC coated over a planarizing organic
underlayer has been developed.  This scheme is useful for back end
of the line applications, since the post RIE removal of the remaining
silicon containing BARC selective to dielectrics can be challenging.
The thin silicon containing layer of the dual layer BARC scheme is
consumed during the RIE processing of the underlying dielectrics,
thus leaving the organic underlayer behind which can be removed by
conventional dry strip procedures. Reflectivity simulations performed
on these stacks show that the dual layer BARC scheme efficiently
controls the reflectivity from the substrate at NA above 1.
Furthermore, silicon based polymers used in these BARC schemes
enable a novel contact hole shrink process by tapering the sidewall
angle and controlling the post etch CD bias.  Synthesis of the silicon
containing polymer, formulation chemistry, optical tunability,
lithography at high NA and performance in integration schemes on
contact hole and metal levels will be presented.

6153-21, Session 5
Spin-on hard mask with dual-BARC property for 50-
nm devices
J. Hah, Y. S. Chae, Y. Jang, M. Ryoo, S. Choi, S. Woo, H. Cho, J.
Moon, SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
ArF lithography is in the early stage of mass production and also is
going to be further extended with the aid of immersion lithography.
Therefore, it is important to make ArF process production-friendly and
extendible for the continuous shrinkage of design rule. Development
of ArF process has proceeded with the increase of numerical aperture
(NA) and the decrease of resist thickness, which are causing several
problems both in mass production and development stage. NA has
been gradually increased in dry ArF and is going to exceed unity in
immersion, which necessitates the use of dual bottom antireflective
coating (BARC), instead of traditional single BARC, to suppress high
reflection due to high incident angle.1 Resist thickness, on the other
hand, has already decreased below 2000A and is expected to further
decrease below 1000A according to the increase of NA. Therefore, it
is inevitable to use additional hard masks, which increases production
cost due to chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process. Here we
disclose our novel spin-on hard mask system with dual BARC
property to overcome both problems aforementioned. : Spin-on hard
mask composed of two layers of siloxane and carbon materials shows
high etch selectivity between thin resist and several substrates.
Composition and etch chemistries of two layers are intensively
studied to give CVD-comparable step-by-step etch selectivity to
transfer various patterns of thin resist including line/space and
contact holes to the various substrates. In addition, optical properties
of two layers are finely designed from comprehensive optical
simulation to be applied to various generation of ArF lithography from
dry to immersion process. Such designed optical properties are
incorporated to the above two layers of spin-on hard mask. Therefore,
it is proven both in simulation and experiment that chemical
composition, etch chemistry, and optical property of two layers can
be embodied to result in spin-on hard mask with dual BARC property
for high NA and thin resist. This novel system is under extensive
optimization to be applied to various generation of ArF lithography
from mass production to the most pioneering semiconductor devices
utilizing immersion lithography. Details and device application results
will be presented at the conference.

6153-22, Session 5
Contact angle switchable BARCs (SBARCs) for
improved pattern collapse and defect control
C. Chang, D. C. Yu, J. C. Lin, B. J. Lin, Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Taiwan); J. W. Thackeray, V. Vohra, G.
Wayton, T. Kurihara, Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials
Controlling the surface energetics of inorganic substrates has long
been associated with improved adhesion of resist materials. For
instance, it is well known that HMDS raises the water contact angle of
the oxide on Si wafers to allow for better adhesion promotion.
In this paper, we wish to describe a new concept in bottom anti-
reflection coatings (BARCs). We call this new concept the Switchable
BARC  (SBARC) concept. It is our intention to design SBARCs that
have a high water contact angle in the unexposed areas that matches
the water contact angle property of the hydrophobic resist above it. In
this manner, developer and water penetration at the resist/SBARC
interface is minimized, and pattern collapse is prevented. Also, the
adhesive force between the resist and SBARC can be mazimized to
reduce pattern collapse. In the exposed cleared areas, we have
designed the SBARC to switch to a lower water contact angle to
provide more hydrophilic ARC surface which will reduce attraction of
hydrophobic resist residues on the SBARC surface.   The concept is
illustrated below in Figure 1.
There are many ways to cause switchability in contact angle at the
SBARC surface. One route is to cause a deprotection reaction to
allow a hydrophobic surface to become hydrophilic. A good example
would be the use of t-butyl leaving groups, which upon exposure to
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heat and acid from the resist above it, could release isobutene, and
form hydroxyl or carboxylic acid groups at the resist/ ARC interface.
In this manner, only exposed ARC surface becomes hydrophilic, and
the ARC surface not exposed remains hydrophobic. In this manner,
we have been able to demonstrate a switch from 75o in the
unexposed area, to 50o in the exposed areas. With this system, we
have been able to routinely demonstrate aspect ratios of \> 4, and
greatly improved pattern collapse behavior with 193nm resists, as
illustrated in figure 2. We have also been able to reduce satellite
defects associated with hydrophobic resist residues sticking to
hydrophobic surfaces.
This paper will discuss the improvements in pattern collapse and
defects as applied to the 193nm process for 55nm node lithography.
A number of material approaches have been tested and optimized for
future use. Considerations such as etch rate, optimized n and k, and
cost have all been critical factors in the design of the SBARC.

6153-23, Session 5
The effects of etch chemistry on the etch rates of
ArF BARC products
H. Zhuang, AZ Electronic Materials USA Corp.; B. Ji, Air Products
and Chemicals, Inc.; Z. Xiang, AZ Electronic Materials USA Corp.; P.
Badowski, Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.; P. Lu, M. Neisser, AZ
Electronic Materials USA Corp.
Plasma etch, or reactive ion etch (RIE), is a key step in semiconductor
device manufacturing process.  The stringent 193 nm lithography
process necessitates the use of bottom anti-reflective coating (BARC)
for controlling reflections and improving swing ratios, CD variations,
reflective notching, and standing waves.  Prior to RIE of a patterned
wafer, the BARC layer must first be opened to allow pattern transfer
from the resist mask to the underlying films.  As we enter the era of
sub-100nm imaging, minimum loss of the photoresist during BARC
open step has become more critical since the demand for higher
optical resolution dictates the use of ever thinner resist film.  This in
turn requires high etch rate of BARC materials.
In this paper we report the effects of etch chemistries on BARC etch
rates.  The correlation between the etch chemistry and BARC
products will be discussed. Reactive ion etch rates of blank BARC
coatings and BARCs under resist patterns were measured using a
magnetically enhanced reactive ion etcher (MERIE, Applied Materials
P-5000). Etch rates of nine BARC products of various material
compositions were measured with a typical ArF resist as reference. It
is well known that the chemical compositions and structures of metal
free organic materials essentially determine their etch rates under
certain etch condition. The correlations between etch rates and BARC
polymer chemistry were observed. Etch chemistries, i.e. the chemical
interaction of plasma reactive ions with BARC materials, should also
have profound effects on the etch rates.  Four etch chemistries,
designed to study oxygen contents, polymerizing gases, and inert
diluent gas on the etch rates for different ArF BARC products, were
used as etchants for the study and results discussed.

6153-24, Session 5
Two-layer antireflection strategies for implant
applications
D. J. Guerrero, T. R. Smith, Brewer Science, Inc.; M. Kato, S.
Kimura, M. Umezaki, T. Enomoto, Nissan Chemical Industries, Ltd.
(Japan)
Using bottom anti-reflective coatings (BARCs) in implant layers has
become more desirable for current technology nodes, due to the fact
that tolerances for reflective notching and CD variations caused by
wafer topography are getting smaller.  New technology for wet-
developable BARCs has been developed specifically for implant layer
applications to replace traditional dry-etch BARC processes.
The feasibility of using traditional dry-etch BARCs in future technology
nodes becomes more challenging because dry-etch BARCs cause
more process complexity, more defectivity, and potential substrate

damage.  A solution to this problem is to eliminate the BARC etch
step by using a wet-developable BARC.  Wet-developable BARCs
typically utilize a polyamic acid soluble in alkaline media as a polymer
binder, thus allowing the BARC to be removed when the resist is
developed.  These wet-developable BARCs are rendered insoluble in
resist solvents because they take advantage of a thermally driven
amic acid-to-imide conversion.  Although the process works, it has
two limitations: 1) the bake temperature window in which the BARC
remains insoluble in organic solvents but soluble in alkaline developer
also controls the develop rate, and 2) the wet-develop process is
isotropic, meaning the BARC is removed vertically at the same rate as
horizontally.  At times, the bake temperature windows for optimal
dissolution and development rate do not overlap.  Isotropic removal
can easily lead to line lifting and line collapse at line sizes smaller than
0.18 micron.  In addition, combining the slow development rate
needed to obtain good lithography and fast development rate required
for clearing out deep trenches or vias can be difficult.
A two-layer BARC concept in which a slow develop rate layer is
coated on top of a bottom layer having fast develop rate will be
demonstrated.  Development rate control was achieved by selection
of crosslinker amount and BARC curing conditions.  A single layer
BARC was compared with the two layer BARC concept.  The single
layer BARC does not clear out of 200 nm deep vias.  When the slow
develop rate single layer BARC was coated on top of a fast develop
rate layer, the vias can be cleared.  Lithographic evaluation of the two
layer BARC concept shows the same resolution advantages as the
single layer system.  Planarization properties of a two layer BARC are
better than for a single layer, when comparing the same nominal
thicknesses.

6153-25, Session 6
Investigating 248-nm and 193-nm resist degradation
during reactive ion oxide etching
M. May, STMicroelectronics (France) and CEA-LETI (France); C.
Sourd, CEA-LETI (France); B. P. Mortini, STMicroelectronics
(France); D. Perret, Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials (France); D.
W. Chung, G. Barclay, Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials; C.
Brochon, G. Hadziioannou, Univ. Louis Pasteur (France)
Etch resistance of  193 nm resist is known to be limited compared to
previous polymer chemistries like for novolac and 248nm resists [1].
While for 248 nm resists the etch resistance is mainly provided by the
poly(hydroxystyrene) polymer backbone, the 193 nm resist etch
resistance is based on different protecting groups. For the acrylate
platform, these are groups are containing high carbon content and
saturated cycles like norbornene or isobornyl. Nevertheless, the
weaker etch resistance of the 193 nm resists is becoming more and
more an issue because of the smaller feature size they are supposed
to address. It is therefore of interest to keep the etch properties as
good as possible during the etch step. Previous works [2] have shown
that etch rates of chemically amplified resists are not constant over
the etch duration which might be explained by a resist deprotection
inside the etch chamber.
This work is focused on evaluating the impact of reactive oxide ion
etching on 248 nm and 193nm materials, for positive tone and
negative tone chemically amplified resists. Model formulations based
on PHS, Methacrylate or cycloolefin polymers with various protecting
groups having different activation energies have been studied with or
without PAG, in order to understand the resist degradation behaviour
during plasma etch.
Materials where characterized before and after an oxide etch step
using Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA), Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC) and Fourier Transformed Infra Red Spectroscopy
(FTIR) in order to check resist deprotection. The goal has been to
monitor the resist polymer instability when subjected to a C4F8/CO/
O2/Ar plasma. Film thickness loss during etch was monitored in order
to calculate the etch rates, resist film roughness was also measured
with an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM).
In this study, we  have outlined that the 248 nm resists show quite no
modification compared to what happens to the some of the model
polymers of the 193 nm resists. However, depending on the 193nm
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resist chemistry, different behaviour can be observed. As expected,
Methacrylate type chemistry is much more sensitive to etch
degradation and shows generally a drop of thermal stability (from 180-
200°C to about 100°C) larger than the cyclic olefin samples. In
addition, whatever the formulations, we do not observed that PAG
dissociation is a key contributor to resist polymer degradation and
roughness increase during etch. The role of protecting group
activation energy and bulkiness will also be discussed, especially
considering roughness induced during etch. Finally, negative tone
chemistries have been compared to positive tone formulations.
Though the etch resistance is presently not significantly different than
positive chemistries, thermal stability remains unchanged after etch
for negative tone formulations and resist roughness seems more
limited than positive tone Methacrylate based samples.
[1] ... R. Kunz et al., Proc. of SPIE, Vol. 2724, 365-376, 1996
[2] ... K. Patterson, Proc. of SPIE, vol. 3333, 425-437, 1998

6153-27, Session 6
Resist process window characterization for the 45-
nm node using an interferometric immersion
microstepper
A. Bourov, B. W. Smith, M. Slocum, E. C. Piscani, Amphibian
Systems
Photoresist performance is critical to successful manufacturing of
devices in any of the next-generation nodes yet the time to develop
and test next generation photoresists is very limited. Optical exposure
tools often become available just prior to the start of production
cycles. Even if the tools are available, the rising cost of even a single
exposure system can be prohibitive for many materials and process
development applications.
In this work, we develop and demonstrate a method to evaluate the
resist process window performance of 45 nm generation photoresists
with an Amphibian immersion microstepper. Using interferometric
lithography with full control over demodulation, aerial image can be
well matched to that of any hyper-NA projection immersion scanner.
This allows for evaluation of process performance using the depth of
focus and exposure latitude metrics obtained from Bossung plot data.
The system has been configured for a variety of next-generation
nodes from 65 nm to 35 nm and beyond with numerical aperture
values up to 1.50. Focus, dose, illumination, masking, aberration level,
and other critical parameters of projection systems were synthesized
on the interferometer, allowing exploration of resist response to these
parameters well before the availability of the full field production
projection tools.

6153-28, Session 6
New 193-nm top antireflective coatings for superior
swing reduction
W. Huang, W. H. Heath, R. W. Kwong, W. Li, K. S. Patel, P. R.
Varanasi, IBM Microelectronics Div.
Due to different topography of a wafer stack, it is very difficult to
reduce the reflectivity by coating a thin antireflective bottom layer.
Coating top antireflective layer over resist with 1/4n wavelength of the
exposure light (193nm here) will create destructive interference of the
reflected light back to the air, thus reduce the swing of energy
deposited on resist with thickness change, which then reduce the CD
variation over topography.   The optimum refractive index of this TARC
layer over a resist with n value of 1.69 is around 1.3.  Most currently
available commercial TARCs based on fluoropolymers have an n value
of 1.47 or higher.  For TARCs with n value in this range, the swing
amplitude is still in the \>20% range.  Recently, there is a new
experimental TARC provided by vendor with n value in the 1.38 range
based on polymers containing no perfluoro structure.  This new TARC
would provide swing ratio below 20%, but is still not as good as
traditional BARC.  Besides the required low n value for swing
reduction, the TARC should not change the resist profile.  In this
presentation, we will discuss a newly discovered TARC system which
is different from the traditional approach in designing new TARCs.

The new TARC has demonstrated a superior capability of reducing CD
swing and maintaining resist profile to address the manufacture
concern in CD variation on different topography of a wafer stack.

6153-111, Session 6
Reactive ion etching of fluorine-containing
photoresists
K. S. Patel, V. Pham, W. Li, M. Khojasteh, P. R. Varanasi, IBM
Microelectronics Div.
Photoresists are commonly used in semiconductor processing as soft
masks for pattern transfer into multilayer stacks using reactive ion
etching.  The etch performance of the photoresist during such a
process is an important consideration during resist selection.  Since
resist composition strongly influences it’s etch performance,
understanding the correlation is important for resist development as
well as etch optimization.
In this paper, blanket etch rate of photoresists used in ArF lithography
were examined as a function of polymer structure and atomic content.
In particular, the impact of Fluorine content on blanket etch rate was
studied.  Etch results for a diverse sample of development and
commercial resists were first fitted with the Ohnishi parameter [1] and
ring parameter [2] models.  The Ohnishi model correlates the carbon,
hydrogen and oxygen atomic content of the resist to blanket etch rate
whereas the ring parameter model is based on the cyclic carbon
content.  Since some of the evaluated resists contained fluorine which
significantly influences the etch performance, both models were found
to be inadequate in assessing its impact.  Thus we introduce a
modified Ohnishi parameter model to help examine the relative
contributions due to resist fluorine content.  With the new empirical
model, good fits were obtained for etch rates of a fluorine containing
resists.  The model also enabled analysis of the etch process to
determine the relative influence of oxygen versus fluorine content in
the resist on etch rate.  Finally, the model was utilized to design newer
etch resistant materials and the improved etch performance was
verified.

6153-127, Session 6
A high-throughput, low-defectivity puddle-less
develop process for 193-nm lithography
T. Winter, K. Ueda, Tokyo Electron U.S. Holdings, Inc.; G. L. Mack, J.
J. Bright, IBM Microelectronics Div.
Minimizing defectivity, improving critical dimension control and
improving productivity continue to drive process development for
300mm IC manufacturing.   New and unique process solutions are
required to meet the technology roadmap we are all pursuing.
IBM has evaluated a new type develop process that does not rely on
a post apply “puddle time” to complete imaging of the resist feature.
The wafer is in constant rotation and the develop nozzle is in constant
motion during the entire develop process. The advantages of this type
process are 1) the impact (contact) of the develop chemical is uniform
on the resist surface.  2) There is a constant supply of fresh developer
solution on the wafer for a finite period of time.  3) The negative
effects of slow dissolution of resist are eliminated with a reduction of
the typical deposited type defect.  4) The process time is up to 40%
shorter that current state of the art develop recipes.
Process data on typical 85nm features indicate a develop time of 7
seconds is sufficient.  Process latitude for this step is on the order of
15% for linewidth control of 5% of nominal.
Visual review of SEM images indicates Surface roughness is
increased vs. a standard process however film loss is negligble.
There is no increase in surface roughness when TARC’s are used.
Full process, (imaged wafer), defect inspection, indicates an
improvement of 10% to  25% over a standard puddle develop type
process.  Typical defect size on the order or 0.12u was evaluated.
Critical dimension mean and across wafer uniformity are insensitive to
develop temperature ranging from 21.5 to 23.0C with this process
method.
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DOF and Exposure latitude for the puddle-less develop process is
very close to a puddle develop process, with some difference
between nested and isolated features which needs further
investigation.
A cost savings is realized two ways.  First chemical consumption is
reduced up to 50%. Second, higher throughput can be achieved
since the new recipe requires up to 68% less process time.

6153-30, Session 7
Defect marginality screen for resists patterned in
random bright-field layout
D. S. Fryer, V. K. Singh, S. Dhoot, A. J. Muray, S. Sivakumar, Intel
Corp.
Resists with robust defect margins for bright field patterning are
critical to high resolution lithography.  In this paper, we present the
application of analytical techniques to screen high resolution
photoresists with reduced tendency to form side-lobe defects from
diffraction in ePSM and chromeless APSM lithography.  Resist
candidates are compared based on novel method to determine
accurate high-contrast development etch rate curve data from diluted
normality analysis combined with attenuated FTIR.  The measured
data is applied to determine parameters for aerial image and
molecular level resist models which screen potential resists for
performance in side-lobe suppression within random mask layout.
Feature level prediction and experimental validation is discussed as
well as general selection criteria for high resolution, low-defect liability
resist materials for severe bright field ePSM and APSM lithography.

6153-31, Session 7
Minimizing wafer defectivity during high-
temperature baking of organic films in 193-nm
lithography
M. Randall, M. Linnane, IBM Microelectronics Div.; C. Longstaff, K.
Ueda, J. Nicholson, T. Winter, Tokyo Electron U.S. Holdings, Inc.
Demands for continued defect reduction in 300mm IC manufacturing
is driving process engineers to examine all aspects of the apply
process for improvement.  Process engineers, and their respective
tool sets, are required to process films at temperatures above the
boiling point of the casting solvents where sublimation of chemical
components may be occurring.  Frequent cleaning of bake plate
systems and surrounding equipment along with process optimization
and improvements in hardware are the methods currently used to
minimize wafer defectivity due to bake residue until more robust
chemistries are available.
IBM has evaluated a high exhaust lid to minimize hotplate module and
wafer level contamination due to high temperature bake processes.
This evaluation was performed on 300mm 90nm technologies for
improvement in minimizing airborne contamination (particles in free
space, 0.10u and larger in size), deposited contamination on the wafer
(wafer defectivity, 0.16u and larger), and deposited contamination on
the bake equipment.  Chemical analysis of the deposited material
confirmed it was an artifact of the chemical.
Initial data using a basic process bake has shown a 70%
improvement in deposited material on the lid.  This was determined by
reflectance FTIR.
The conversion to the high exhaust lid from a standard type did not
impact film thickness uniformity or mean.  A very detailed analysis
shows the thickness increase on the outside 20mm of the bare silicon
wafer, however not enough to impact any lithography related
parameter.
Defect limited device yield was worse with this high exhaust lid.  This
is not expected, especially when the bake lids themselves are much
cleaner with the high exhaust process.  Investigation into the cause is
ongoing.
Experiments to identify optimal bake plate setup will be conducted on
several chemistries, both using high temperature post apply bake
processes.  Post bake delay, bake time, shutter gap spacing, and

exhaust level on the lid will be evaluated using airborne particle
counter, wet film defect measurements, and developed image defect
monitors.
The work indicates a potential cost savings can be achieved by
reducing the frequency of equipment hotplate cleanings.  It is
estimated that hotplate cleanings can be extended two times the
current frequency.  This equates to 3 to 6 hours more of production
time per week, depending on the number of high temperature bake
plates in use.

6153-32, Session 7
Effect of topcoat and resist thickness on line-edge
roughness
L. Singh, I. Matthew, A. R. Pawloski, A. M. Minvielle, Advanced
Micro Devices, Inc.
Progress through the technology nodes has required state of the art
lithography to print features of progressively smaller critical
dimensions. For the 45nm technology node and below, the line edge
roughness (LER) is becoming an increasingly large fraction of the CD
tolerance budget. Large LER has adverse affect on the electrical
performance and reliability of the IC circuits. 193nm immersion
lithography might have to incorporate a top layer coat to prevent
leaching and contamination, which can affect the line edge
roughness.  Additionally, immersion and future lithography will require
lowering the photoresist thickness. It has been reported in literature
that diffusion coefficient of small acid molecules reduces as resist
thickness is reduced below 200 nm, which can also affect the line
edge roughness. The goal of this paper is to understand how the use
of a top coat, resist thickness and substrate interaction will affect
LER.  The study is conducted using dry 193 nm lithography. It was
found that use of top coat helps in improving LER for 193 nm dry
resist process. Improvement in LER with the use of top coat can be
explained due to change in intrinsic bias of the resist. LER was also
studied as a function of resist thickness, by changing resist thickness
from 790 Å to 2200 Å. It was found that LER is a strong function of
resist thickness, LER starts increasing below resist thickness of
around 1300 Å, and effect is more pronounced as resist thickness is
further decreased. LER was also studied as a function of substrate
interaction. Two substrates organic BARC and SiON were used in the
present study. It was found that SiON substrate gives higher LER
compared with organic BARC substrate for ultra-thin resist films. The
data compiled provides a fundamental understanding of LER behavior
and will eventually help in better control of LER for future generation
devices.

6153-33, Session 7
A mechanistic model for line-edge roughness
M. D. Smith, KLA-Tencor Corp.
Physically-based photoresist models, such as those in PROLITH,
have been very successful in describing photolithography from a
continuum standpoint.  These models allow engineers to accurately
predict the final resist CD on the wafer and to analyze process
robustness, such as calculation of focus-exposure process windows.
However, as feature sizes continue to shrink, we are beginning to see
yield-limiting phenomena that are due to the molecular nature of
photoresist materials.  One example of this is line-edge roughness
(LER).  LER is believed to be due to fluctuations during the exposure
process (shot noise) and post-exposure bake (thermal diffusion and
reaction).  We present a model that explicitly takes into account the
molecular nature of the photoresist during the exposure and post-
exposure bake processes.  We do this by writing a Master Equation
that describes the probability that acid molecules are generated
during exposure, and then describes the evolution of the acid,
quencher, and blocking-group probability distributions during the
bake process.  We show how all the parameters in this model can be
simply derived from the parameters in a calibrated PROLITH
continuum model.  Finally, we demonstrate prediction of LER from an
accurately tuned PROLITH continuum model and compare the LER
predictions with experimental results.
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6153-35, Session 7
OPC of resist reflow process
S. Kim, The Catholic Univ. of Korea (South Korea)
One of the most critical issues for sub-100 nm patterning is patterning
a fine contact hole (C/H). The resist reflow process is a good method
due to its simplicity without the additional complex process steps and
due to its efficient technique with the appropriate selection of the
resist properties and the thermal loading process conditions.
However, it is difficult to use this process to the production process
because the optical proximity effect (OPE) of thermal reflow is quite
severe. In this study, the optical proximity effects before and after
thermal reflow are described. Resist reflow process is modeled and
simulated for a top-view image. For repeating contacts, thermal reflow
bias is modeled and is compensated according to the form of contact
type. Simulated results agree well with the experimental results in a
small error range according to the baking temperature, time, and pitch
size. The model-based OPC before thermal reflow is performed for 65
nm contact hole by using the simulated images, so that the possibility
of thermal reflow for the formation of a sub-100 nm pattern is shown.

6153-36, Session 8
Direct determination of photoresist composition
changes during UV exposure
F. A. Houle, V. Deline, H. D. Truong, R. Sooriyakumaran, IBM
Almaden Research Ctr.
Exposure of photoresists to ultraviolet light results in outgassing of
species that have the potential to contaminate surrounding optical
surfaces. Of particular concern are silicon-containing products which
cannot be cleaned and permanently detune optical coatings.
Collection and identification of those species and quantification of the
amounts formed is a difficult analytical problem because of the
number and variety of products. In this talk we describe a general
methodology for determining acidolytic decomposition pathways and
absolute elemental composition changes induced in photoresists
during exposure. Two silicon-containing 193 nm resists that differ in
the mode of attachment of trimethylsilyl to the polymer have been
investigated. Elemental abundances are measured in post-apply
baked, exposed and post-expose baked films by secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS), thus probing volatile product formation from all
photochemical and thermal decomposition pathways. Since
abundance changes are determined as percents, knowledge of the
initial elemental composition of the resist including polymer and all
additives is all that is required to extract absolute outgassing of the
various elements in the form of atoms/cm2 of resist. Complementary
data on primary thermal acidolytic deprotection pathways during
post-exposure bake are obtained by mass spectrometry, enabling
SIMS elemental abundance changes to be interpreted. The results
show that decomposition of both the polymer protecting groups
through room temperature acidolysis and the photoacid generator by
photolysis lead to volatile product formation during exposure. Silicon
bound through oxygen is acid labile while silicon bound through
carbon is not, resulting in very low to no silicon outgassing from the
latter polymer. Sulfur-containing products formed from PAGs outgas in
significant amounts from the photoresists investigated, supporting
recent mass spectrometric observations of sulfur outgassing by R.
Kunz and coworkers.

6153-37, Session 8
Dissolution fundamentals of 193-nm methacrylate-
based photoresists
A. B. Rao, S. Kang, B. D. Vogt, V. M. Prabhu, E. K. Lin, W. Wu,
National Institute of Standards and Technology; K. L. Turnquest,
SEMATECH, Inc.; W. D. Hinsberg, IBM Almaden Research Ctr.
The dissolution of partially deprotected chemically amplified
photoresists is the final step in printing lithographic features.  Since
this process step can be tuned independently from the design of the
photoresist chemistry, fundamental measurements of the dissolution

behavior of photoresists may provide needed insights towards
improving line-edge roughness.  We have studied the dissolution
behavior of a model 193-nm photoresist, poly (methyladamantyl
methacrylate), as a function of deprotection extent and developer
strength.  The kinetics of the dissolution process is followed using the
quartz crystal microbalance technique, while the steady state swelling
behavior is studied by reflectivity methods.  These photoresist films
exhibit strong swelling without dissolution over a narrow-range of
deprotection levels.  At larger extents of deprotection, we observe a
combination of swelling with dissolution.  Additionally, we find a
maximum degree of film swelling with tetramethylammonium
hydroxide developer concentration.  If photoresist swelling and
dissolution strongly affect CD control or LER, these studies provide
the insight needed to better design developer materials and
strategies.

6153-38, Session 8
Diffusion mechanism of water for immersion
lithography
M. Toriumi, Osaka Univ. (Japan)
The interaction between water and resist films is very important
subject to be studied in order to establish the feasible 193-nm
immersion lithography.
The water diffusion into 193nm resist films was measured by using
Quartz crystal microbalance method and it showed the slow
saturation after the quick water uptake in the early stage of dipping in
water. When we analyzed this water diffusion by a single conventional
diffusion constant, we could not obtain any reasonable fitting results
such as statistic 0.88 R-square. Diffusion coefficient was
approximated by polynomial function and diffusion process was
analyzed using this diffusion coefficient. The water diffusion was well
elucidated by the single diffusion coefficient. The diffusion coefficient
showed a constant value for the early few seconds which
corresponds to some water molecules penetrating into the film. Then
diffusion coefficient decreased slowly which corresponds to the
polymer relaxation and saturation behavior. This variation of diffusion
coefficient reflects the polymer matrix and films structures such as
thickness and substrate.
We will discuss the diffusion mechanism of top coats and standard
polymer films at the conference.

6153-39, Session 8
Resist modeling parameter extraction for a dry/
immersion hybrid photoresist for contact-hole
applications
S. A. Robertson, S. Yamada, J. M. Leonard, Rohm and Haas
Electronic Materials
Recent encouraging results have placed ArF immersion lithography as
the most likely exposure technology for the 45nm node(1). Although
some ArF chemically amplified photoresist  fail under immersion
imaging conditions, many image well both in conventional lithography
and water immersion situations.
In general, water compatible resists which exhibit good lithography in
dry imaging exhibit similar results in immersion, however it is unclear
whether the elevated water level in the film during processing has any
impact on the fundamental properties of the imaging material, such as
acid generation efficiency, dissolution rate and acid diffusivity.
In this work, we derive fundamental modeling parameters for a dry/
immersion hybrid contact hole resist in both environments. Optical
parameters are determined in the standard fashion (2).
Acid generation efficiency is determined using the Szmanda  et al.
“standard addition” method (3), and dissolution rates are measured
using a TDS polychromatic DRM810 (4). An amphibian ArF XIS mini-
stepper (5) is used to perform dry and immersion exposures for the
DRM and base titration experiments.
Acid diffusivity is determined using AUTOTUNE software for PROLITH
(KLA-Tencor, Austin, TX). Basic models are created using the
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information determined above and the diffusivity parameters are
optimized to best fit lithographic focus-exposure matrix data.
Conventional lithographic imaging is performed an ASML PAS5500/
1100 whilst the immersion processing utilizes a comparible ASML
TWINSCAN/1150i with identical illumination and NA settings.
The primary objective for this study is to determine whether  water
saturation of the resist alters its performance enough to merit
determining separate modeling parameter sets under dry and wet
processing conditions.
(1) Chen, J.H. et al., “Characterization of ArF immersion process for
production”, Optical Microlithography XVIII, pp 13 - 22, SPIE Vol.
5754, 2005.
(2) Kang, D. et al. “Simulation of 193nm photoresists based on
different polymer platforms”, Adv. Resist Technology XVIII, pp 936 -
944, SPIE Vol. 2001.
(3) Szmanda,C.R. et al., “A Simple method for measuring acid
generation quantum efficiency at 193nm”, Adv. Resist Technology XVI,
pp 157 - 166, SPIE Vol. 3678, 1999.
(4) Scheer, S.A. et al., “The design of a cost effectivemulti wavelength
development rate monitoring tool”, Metrology, Inspection and process
control for microlithography XVI, pp 937 - 948, SPIE Vol. 4689, 2002.

6153-40, Session 8
Fundamentals of the reaction-diffusion process in
model EUV photoresists
K. Lavery, National Institute of Standards and Technology; K. Choi,
Intel Corp.; B. D. Vogt, V. M. Prabhu, E. K. Lin, W. Wu, S. K. Satija,
National Institute of Standards and Technology; M. J. Leeson, H. B.
Cao, G. Thompson, H. Deng, D. S. Fryer, Intel Corp.
More demanding requirements are being made of photoresist
materials for fabrication of nanostructures as the feature critical
dimensions (CD) decrease.  For EUV resists, control of line width
roughness (LWR) and high resist sensitivity are key requirements to
their success.  The observed LWR and CD values result from many
factors in interdependent processing steps.  One of these factors is
the deprotection interface formed during the post-exposure bake
(PEB) step.  We use model EUV photoresist materials to
systematically address the influence of exposure-dose on the
resulting surface roughness.  We report the spatial evolution of the
deprotection reaction using a bilayer geometry to represent the line-
edge as a function of dose for fixed PEB time using neutron
reflectivity.  The resulting deprotection profile is also compared with
the integrated deprotection level obtained from FTIR.  The bilayer
consists of an acid feeder layer containing photoacid generator (PAG),
whereas the bottom layer is a model ESCAP photoresist,
poly(hydroxystyrene-co-tert-butylacrylate)with perdeuterated t-butyl
moieties.  The deuterium labeling allows the protection profile to be
measured with nanometer resolution.  The evolution of the
compositional profile with exposure dose will be discussed as well as
the influence of development on the model surface roughness.

6153-41, Session 8
Difference between initial distributions of proton and
counter anion in chemically amplified electron-beam
resist
T. Kozawa, H. Yamamoto, A. Saeki, S. Tagawa, Osaka Univ. (Japan)
Nanoscale resist topography such as line edge roughness (LER) or
line width roughness (LWR) is the most serious concern in sub-100
nm fabrication. Also, the limits of chemically amplified resists have
attracted much attention ever because they determine the direction of
resist development strategy in the future. So far, the diffusion of acids
during PEB has played a main role in the formation processes of resist
patterns in chemically amplified resists. However, with ever shrinking
feature sizes, the suppression of acid diffusion becomes inevitable for
the formation of ultra fine patterns. Under such circumstances, the
importance of the initial acid distribution has been increasing. The
interaction of electron beam with resist materials (primary and

secondary electron scattering) has been well studied. Also, the
relation between PMMA resist patterns and accumulated energy
distribution calculated by Monte Carlo simulation has been examined.
In these simulation researches on the resist pattern prediction of
PMMA, the thermalization processes of electrons have never been
taken into account because low-energy electrons near thermal energy
negligibly contribute to the pattern formation of PMMA resists.
However, it has been reported that acid generators decompose
through reactions with these low-energy (∼0 eV) electrons [1]. In this
study, we calculated proton and counter anion distribution of
chemically amplified electron beam resists in order to make clear the
cause of LER. Previously, we proposed a simulation scheme to
reproduce acid distribution around an ionization point based on the
reaction mechanisms of chemically amplified electron beam resists
[2]. In this study, an isolated line was assumed so that the effect of
back scattering from a substrate can be neglected. The trajectories of
electrons above 20 eV were calculated with a commercially available
process simulator. Those of electrons below 20 eV were calculated
according to our simulation model. It was found that counter anion
distribution is significantly different from proton distribution. Counter
anions are inhomogeneously distributed outside a relatively smooth
edge of proton distribution. This is caused by the fact that acid
generators can react with low energy (∼ 0 eV) electrons. The
inhomodeneous distribution of counter anions outside proton
distribution is considered to contribute to LER formation in chemically
amplified resists for post-optical lithographies. References [1] T.
Kozawa, Y. Yoshida, M. Uesaka and S. Tagawa, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys.
31, 4301 (1992). [2] T. Kozawa, A. Saeki and S. Tagawa, J. Vac. Sci.
Technol. B22, 3489 (2004).

6153-42, Session 9
Deconstructing the resist to probe innate material
roughness
T. H. Fedynyshyn, R. F. Sinta, D. K. Astolfi, A. Cabral, MIT Lincoln
Lab.; J. M. Roberts, Intel Corp.
Increasing the understanding of the fundamental resist material
characteristics is a necessary preamble to the development of resists
with improved resolution and line edge roughness.  A material’s
characteristics will not only influence resist sensitivity and resolution,
but they also may influence the critical dimension control of the
lithography process through its effects on line edge roughness (LER).
Critical dimension control at sub-100 nm resolution will be extremely
sensitive to the fine details of the molecular structure and
entanglement, as well as molecular size distribution.
We have developed an AFM-based technique to measure intrinsic
material roughness after base development.  This method involves
performing an interrupted development of the resist film and
measuring the resulting film roughness after a certain fixed film loss.
Experimentally, we have found that all classes of phenol-based
materials that we have studied reach a terminal material roughness
(TMR) that can be considered the innate material roughness (IMR)
after 50 nm of material loss.  This IMR represents the intrinsic material
roughness and is unique for different phenol-based materials, ranging
from under 1 nm to over 5 nm RMS.
The current work is targeted at deconstructing the resist to probe
innate material roughness.  We take selected phenolic-based
polymers and employ acid catalyzed deprotection to identify changes
in IMR as a result of the acid catalyzed deprotection process.  The
IMR is measured as a function of the degree of polymer deprotection
and by the chemical process path that caused the changes in the
resist
We then deconstruct the resist into component parts and determine
the effects and interactions each of these parts have on the IMR.  We
prepare polymers of varying protection levels representative of levels
that occur due to different levels of acid catalyzed deprotection and
then measure the resulting IMR.  We also measure IMR on polymer
blends of different protection levels to show the effect of dissolution
rate inhomogeneity on LER.  In addition, to complete the
deconstruction, we show the effect of typical PAGs and base
additives on the IMR of our model polymers.  Finally, we correlate LER
with IMR on several model resists.
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*This work was sponsored by a Cooperative Research and
Development Agreement between MIT Lincoln Laboratory and Intel
Corporation.  Opinion, interpretations, conclusions, and
recommendations are those of the authors and are not necessarily
endorsed by the United States Government.

6153-43, Session 9
The shape of the reaction-diffusion front in 193-nm
chemically amplified photoresists
B. D. Vogt, S. Kang, V. M. Prabhu, A. B. Rao, E. K. Lin, S. K. Satija,
National Institute of Standards and Technology; K. L. Turnquest,
SEMATECH, Inc.; W. Wu, National Institute of Standards and
Technology
The diffusion-reaction process in chemically amplified photoresists
controls both critical dimensions (CD) and line edge roughness (LER)
due to the efficiency of the acid catalysis and diffusion of acid into the
unexposed regions.  The material origins of LER may be rooted in the
form and shape of the reaction-diffusion front at the line edge of the
latent image.  To explore this hypothesis, the reaction front profile in a
model 193-nm methacrylate-based resist is directly measured by
combining neutron reflectivity with Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy using a bilayer scheme.  Variation in the photoacid
generator size influences the reaction extent and breath of the
deprotection profile.  A larger photoacid results in a sharper
deprotection profile and a shorter reaction length. Under the same
post-exposure bake time and temperature the smaller photoacid
leads to a much broader deprotection profile.  The effect of a base
quencher, trioctylamine, on the shape of the reaction-diffusion front is
systematically examined by changing the location of the TOA in the
bilayer film.  Changes in the photoacid diffusion in the presence or
absence of base concentration gradients strongly modifies the
deprotection profile shape and extent of reaction.  Finally, the
influence of the reaction front profile on CD change and LER is also
discussed after development.

6153-44, Session 9
Study of the effect of amine additives on LWR and
LER
F. M. Houlihan, AZ Electronic Materials USA Corp.
We will give an account of our investigation on structure property
relationships of amines with regards to line width roughness (LWR)
and line edge roughness (LER) of a 193 nm alicyclic-acrylate resist.
Specifically, we have looked at basicity, molar volume and log D as
factors which may have an influence of roughness of 80 nm 1:1 L/S
features.  For relatively hydrophobic amines (Log D \> -1),  the lower
the hydrophilicity at acidic pH the greater the LER and LWR becomes.
Specifically, in this  range of Log D, more hydrophobic larger amines,
with higher basicity,  tend to give worse L/S feature roughness.  For
amines which are more hydrophilic, the relationship becomes more
complex with some amines giving a lower LER while others do not.
This appears to be  predicated  on a delicate balance between
basicity, hydrophilicy and size.   In general,  larger amines with high
hydrophilicity  appear to give better roughness.  However, it appears
that  there is an optimum size above or below which feature
roughness suffers because of a loss of depth of focus.

6153-45, Session 9
The transfer of photoresist LER through etch
A. R. Pawloski, A. Acheta, S. Bell, H. J. Levinson, Advanced Micro
Devices, Inc.
The dependence of photoresist line edge roughness (LER) on aerial
image quality has been demonstrated to be a characteristic function
of the image-log-slope (ILS).[1]  Further investigation demonstrated
that chemical and process effects that modulate LER could further be
explained through the use of gradients in the resist film at the pattern
edge, namely the gradient in the extent of polymer deprotection.[2,3]

The methods developed to elucidate these relationships serve as the
ideal initial condition for exploring the transfer of resist LER through
etch processes.  In this work, methods to determine a transfer
function for resist LER through etch are presented.  A gate layer type
film stack and a 193nm resist system are employed.  Results
demonstrate that photoresist LER does transfer through the etch
process.  Increasing the resist LER increases the post-etch LER in
polysilicon, and accordingly, minimizing resist LER minimizes
polysilicon LER.  The etch process can reduce the magnitude of
roughness in polysilicon, however the extent of the roughness
reduction diminishes as the resist LER reaches its minimum at large
values of the ILS.  These results demonstrate that post-etch LER in
polysilicon may be limited by the minimum LER achievable in resist,
despite the occurrence of apparent smoothing mechanisms through
the etch process.
[1] A. R. Pawloski, A. Acheta, I. Lalovic, B. La Fontaine, H. J.
Levinson, “Characterization of line edge roughness in photoresist
using an image fading technique,” Proc. SPIE-Int.Soc.Opt.Eng., vol.
5376, 2004.
[2]  A. R. Pawloski, A. Acheta, H. J. Levinson, T. Michaelson, C. G.
Willson, “Gradients in chemically amplified resists define
lithographically generated line edge roughness,” Arch Interface
Conference Proceedings, Tempe, AZ, 2004.
[3]  T. Michaelson, A. R. Pawloski, A. Acheta, H. J. Levinson, Y.
Nishmura, C. G. Willson, “The effects of chemical gradients and
photoresist composition on lithographically generated line edge
roughness,” Proc. SPIE-Int.Soc.Opt.Eng., vol. 5753, 2005.

6153-46, Session 9
Changes of chemical nature of photoresists induced
by various plasma treatments and their impact on
LWR
H. Kawahira, N. N. Matsuzawa, Sony Atsugi Technology Ctr. (Japan);
E. Matsui, Sony Corp. (Japan); A. Ando, K. M. A. Salam, M. Yoshida,
Y. Yamaguchi, K. Kugimiya, T. Tatsumi, H. Nakano, Sony Atsugi
Technology Ctr. (Japan); T. Iwai, M. Irie, Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd.
(Japan)
With the progress of miniaturization of semiconductor devices, the
width of gate electrode in CMOS devices is becoming smaller and
smaller, and it is predicted in the ITRS roadmap [1] that the width will
become 18 nm for the 45-nm half-pitch technology node at the year
of 2010.  For realizing such devices, one of the rising challenges is the
reduction of line width roughness (LWR) down to 1.4 nm at 2010, as
the LWR deteriorates the transistor performance. [2-9]
Various reports have been available where LWR of photo-resist
patterns after lithographic processes were investigated, and it has
been found that the image-log slope is a good predictor of LWR over
a wide range of exposure conditions. [10,11]  However, in order to
achieve the LWR in the range of atomic or molecular size, we believe
that the impact of both of lithography and etching processes on LWR
should be examined simultaneously.  Quite recently, a forerunning
report based on such viewpoint has been made by Mahorowala et al.
[12] on the effect of HBr curing process on LWR and the chemical
nature of photoresist.  As a step to expand such investigation, we
studied the impact of various plasma treatments on LWR and the
chemical nature of photoresist.
The model polymer we chose was a copolymer of methacrylate and
acrylate, having gamma-butyrolactone as a polar group.  Changes in
the FT-IR (Fourier Transform Infra-Red) spectra induced by several
plasma treatments (O2/CF4, O2/Cl2, O2/HBr) were examined, which
showed that the treatment with O2/HBr induced selective
decomposition of ester unit connecting the lactonyl unit to the
polymer backbone; i.e., less decomposition of ester unit connecting
protecting and etch-resistant groups to the polymer backbone was
observed as compared to the decomposition of the ester unit
adjacent to the lactonyl unit.  A careful observation of the spectra
further revealed that the detached lactonyl unit remains in the
photoresist film as a molecule not bound to the polymer backbone.
AFM (atomic force microscope) measurements were also performed,
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which showed that the surface roughness was less enhanced for the
case after the O2/HBr treatment than the cases after the other
treatments.  It was found that a correlation is present between the
amount of decomposition of the ester unit adjacent to the lactonyl unit
and the surface roughness measured by AFM; i.e., the more the ester
unit decomposes, the less the surface roughness becomes.  ArF
patterning was performed for this model polymer (NA (numerical
aperture) = 0.75, annular 2/3) to measure the LWR.  It was found that
the LWR can be suppressed by an HBr curing treatment especially
with conditions which minimize the surface roughness of AFM (or
maximize the amount of decomposition of the ester unit).  Those
results suggest that the detached lactone molecules that stay in the
film may work as a plasticizer leading to the surface smoothing and
thus, leading to the improved LWR.
In order to obtain further insights into the effect of the various plasma
treatments on the chemical nature of photoresist, we investigated
polymer systems having different copolymerization ratio as compared
to the model polymer above.  Behaviors of FT-IR peaks attributable to
hydroxyl units showed that the degree of inter- and intra-molecular
aggregation of the photoresist polymer differs when the ratio was
changed.  Further discussions will be made on the effect of the
presence of this inter- and intra-molecular aggregation on the
magnitude of LWR.
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6153-47, Session 10
A vinyl ether-resist system for UV-cured nanoimprint
lithography
H. Ito, F. A. Houle, M. W. Hart, R. A. DiPietro, IBM Almaden
Research Ctr.
The current semiconductor manufacturing employs 193 nm (ArF)
excimer laser lithography and chemical amplification resists,
producing devices with a minimum feature size as small as 80 nm.
The resolution of photolithography is being further extended to <50
nm, by placing water (or other high index fluid) between the last lens
of the optical system and resist film.  Extreme UV (EUV) lithography at
13.6 nm is considered as a next generation technology, which
requires very high resist sensitivity.  However, the resolution limit of
chemical amplification resists may be approaching and the cost of
exposure systems is becoming forbiddingly high.   As a new
patterning technology to circumvent these problems, step-and-flash
nanoimprint lithography (SFNIL) has been developed by Willson
(University of Texas at Austin) and Molecular Imprints. We have
initiated a materials project to probe the potential of SFNIL and to
develop a robust imprint process.
Initially multifunctional methacrylates containing Si together with a
radical photoinitiator were selected as an etch barrier material by UT
Austin/Molecular Imprints.   However, since photochemical curing
through a radical mechanism is rather slow and retarded by oxygen
(air), the UT Austin team investigated cationic curing of Si-containing
vinyl ethers, which is faster and insensitive to oxygen.  We are also
interested in the use of vinyl ethers as an etch barrier material for
step-and-flash imprint and have been working on material-related
issues to develop a robust process.

Silicon-containing vinyl ethers were prepared and aliphatic divinyl
ethers were purchased from Aldrich.  The volatility of the vinyl ethers
was studied by thermogravimetric analysis.  A number of
photochemical acid generators (PAG) were screened for their solubility
in the vinyl ethers.  Their spectral response was investigated and a
sensitizer was added when the PAG does not absorb at 365 nm (I
line).  Consumption of the C=C double bond as a function of the
exposure dose was studied by FT-IR.  Another important issue in the
formulation of the curing materials was their storage stability.
Reflecting the high reactivity of vinyl ether, the formulation solidified
within 2 months, within 20 days in some cases, at room temperature.
We have identified a couple of compounds that can extend the shelf
life stability of the vinyl ether curing formulations to \>1 year.
The transfer layer employed in SFNIL is typically antireflection coating
(ARC), crosslinked by high temperature bake to prevent interfacial
mixing with a layer coated on top of it.  Thus, it is difficult to strip the
transfer layer with solvent after etching of the substrate.  The transfer
layer material we selected can be overcoated without interfacial
mixing and can be stripped readily with a solvent because it is not
crosslinked prior to overcoating.  We are interested in covalently
linking the transfer layer with the etch barrier layer by applying an
adhesion promoter.  We are also studying the effect of addition of low
surface energy compounds in the curing formulation on ease of
release of the template after curing.  The film stack after curing was
examined by secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) and by X-ray
photoelectron  (XPS) spectroscopy.

6153-48, Session 10
Adhesion between template materials and UV-cured
nanoimprint resists
F. A. Houle, IBM Almaden Research Ctr.; E. Guyer, E. Rice, R.
Dauskardt, Stanford Univ.; D. C. Miller, IBM Almaden Research Ctr.
The origins of defects in lithographic stencils fabricated by the UV-
cure nanoimprint technique include the fundamental physics of the
surface interactions between template and resist in addition to
particles and contaminants. Repeated, molecularly clean separations
of the template from the newly cured resist is a requirement, yet rather
little is understood about the separation process or underlying
interfacial physics and chemistry.
In this talk will be described the results of an investigation of several
model acrylate nanoimprint resist formulations cured in contact with
quartz surfaces, then separated from them. The quartz was both
untreated (hydrophilic) and coated with a bifunctional fluorosilyl
release layer (hydrophobic). Double cantilever beam measurements of
crack propagation during separation provide data on adhesion
energies as a function of interfacial chemistry. Ellipsometry, contact
angle, infrared (IR) and x-ray photoemission (XPS) spectroscopies
allow films and surfaces to be characterized before and after
separation, enabling the location of the crack path to be determined.
The contact angle and XPS data show that significant specific
chemistry takes place during cure between the template material and
the crosslinked resist. For example, the fluorosilyl layer is found to
degrade during cure of a t-butyl acrylate - 1,3-butanediol diacrylate
formulation without significant transfer of material to the resist,
suggesting that a path exists for chemical attack of the release layer
to form labile products. The interface fracture energy in this system,
approximately 1.5 - 2 J/m2, is not strongly influenced by the presence
of the release layer - rather, the release layer serves to ensure that the
crack path remains at the resist-quartz interface. Adhesion data for
the various acrylate resist systems will be presented and compared,
providing a view of key trends in resist-template materials
interactions.
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6153-50, Session 10
Molecular glass resists for next-generation
lithography
D. Bratton, R. Ayothi, N. M. Felix, Cornell Univ.; H. B. Cao, H. Deng,
Intel Corp.; C. K. Ober, Cornell Univ.
In order to meet the growing demand of the electronics industry for
smaller, higher resolution features with lower line width roughness
(LWR), much recent attention has focused on next generation
lithographic techniques, such as Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) or E-beam
lithography.  Complementary to this field of research is the design of
the next generation of photoresists to produce sub-50 nm feature
sizes. Chemically amplified molecular glass resists are among the
promising alternatives to traditional polymeric materials. Small organic
glass forming molecules are well known in the literature, and in
particular the synthesis of non-planar structures with bulky side
groups are thought to lead to the formation of stable glasses.
Materials with higher glass transition temperatures (Tg \>100 °C) are
generally more desirable for positive tone resists to maintain the
integrity of the pattern during the post exposure bake (PEB) in the
lithographic process. To date, it has been demonstrated that several
calixarene derivatives form molecular glasses with desirable
characteristics for a resist, including high Tg. Calixarene derivatives
have been previously employed as both negative and positive tone
resists for E-beam lithography, and as positive and negative tone
resists using 365 nm UV radiation. These materials are monodisperse,
amorphous organic molecules that lead to high-resolution patterns
with reduced LWR owing to their small size and lack of chain
entanglement. To date, few reports in the literature exist of a
calixerene based resist for EUV lithography. In this submission, we
describe our work in the development of such molecular glass resists.
The materials were designed with rigid cores, to ensure high Tg, and
with bulky side groups to inhibit crystallization. We show that these
materials are capable of producing high-resolution feature sizes and
show great promise in meeting the demands of emerging next-
generation lithographic techniques. Of particular focus will be
molecular glasses based on calixarenes and their derivatives. These
materials have demonstrated line resolution down to 30 nm and good
LWR values.

6153-51, Session 10
Effects of material design on EUV resist outgassing
K. R. Dean, SEMATECH, Inc.; K. E. Gonsalves, The Univ. of North
Carolina at Charlotte
Optics contamination is a huge concern for EUV lithography. In efforts
to protect EUV optics, all materials used in EUV vacuum exposure
chambers must be screened prior to use. Photoresists are a concern
since a freshly coated wafer will be introduced into the chamber
approximately every minute in a high volume production tool.
SEMATECH has initiated a resist outgassing program to screen new
resists and to learn outgassing characteristics using model
compounds. This paper will present outgassing data for commercial
resists as well as data for resists made by university researchers.
Several resists made at the University of North Carolina were
measured, including polymer-bound (photoacid generator) PAG
resists, such as poly (HOST-co-EAMA-co-PAG). In other studies, the
polymer-bound PAG resists exhibited faster photospeed and lower
line edge roughness than the corresponding blend PAG resists, poly
(HOST-co-EAMA) blend PAG (Tf) and poly (HOST-co-EAMA)blend
PAG4 (Nf). Previous papers have found that a large portion of
outgassing is due to PAG fragments. This paper will show that fewer
PAG species outgassed in the polymer-bound PAG resist than in the
blend PAG resists.

6153-155, Session 10
Overcoming pattern collapse on e-beam and EUV
lithography
A. Jouve, CEA-LETI (France); A. Pikon, Rohm and Haas Electronic
Materials; H. H. Solak, Paul Scherrer Institut (Switzerland); J. Tortai,
CEA-LETI (France)
EUV lithography at 13.4 nm wavelength is one of the leading
contenders to reach the 32 nm node in the next 10 years.  At the EUV
symposiums in Miyazaki, the main difficulties encountered were
exposed, and resist materials has been identified as one of the main
three critical issues for the deployment of the technology.
The extreme ultra violet interference lithography (EUV-IL) facility that
was recently set up at the Paul Scherrer institute provides the
necessary platform with ample resolution to characterize the
performance of the candidate materials. Indeed the interference field
extends over a range on hundreds of microns in the direction away
from the gratings, providing practically unlimited depth of focus.
 It can be observed that even for the most resolving resists, the
pattern collapse encountered becomes a serious limiting
phenomenon when reaching sub 60 nm dense line patterns. Same
observations have been made on results obtained with an electron
beam lithographic tool (Ultra High Resolution Leica, 100keV).
The aim of this work is to get a better understanding of the pattern
collapse generation for both lithographic tools in function of pattern
height to set up proper process modification to increase pattern
aspect ratios.
The pattern collapse occurs during the drying step of the developing
process if the capillary effect is greater than the aggregation force of
the resist pattern.
Two theoretical models stand for the pattern collapse have been
compared with experimental results. One is mainly dealing with
adhesion failure and the other with the line deformation. Adhesion
failure occurs when capillarity pressure on the pattern becomes
stronger than the chemical bonds assuring the pattern adhesion on
the substrate (dispersive and polar bonds). Mechanical failure occurs
once the lines deflection exceeds the mechanical breaking resistance
of the resist We highlighted through experimental results and theory
that pattern collapse mode depends on resist thickness. For EUV
resist materials based on ESCAP polymer, and resolution ranging from
60/60 nm to 40/40 nm, collapse of patterns with thickness \>100 nm
are properly fitted with the mechanical deformation model of the
resist. For pattern height less than 65 nm, experimental results
obtained by EUVIL and EBL are properly predicted with the adhesion
failure model.
To overcome pattern collapse several solutions are identified. One of
the most efficient way is to decrease the surface tension of the rinse
liquid by adding additive in DI water. By using an appropriate
surfactinated solution on MET1KTM and XP9947WTM we dramatically
increased the exposure dose latitude and the critical aspect ratio of
50/50 nm and 60/60 nm dense lines from respectively 2.0 and 2.7 to
2.6 and 3.3 on e-beam patterns. Same improvements have been then
observed on EUV-IL high resolution dense lines patterns.

6153-52, Session 11
Fabrication of biologically relevant nanostructures
using particle replication in non-wetting templates
(PRINT)
J. M. DeSimone, The Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; G. M.
Denison, Liquidia Technologies; E. Enlow, L. E. Euliss, S. E. Gratton,
K. Herlihy, B. W. Maynor, A. A. Pandya, J. Park, The Univ. of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill; J. P. Rolland, Liquidia Technologies; C. M.
Welch, The Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Here, we report the fabrication and characterization of biologically-
relevant nanomaterials using Particle Replication In Non-wetting
Templates (PRINT). PRINT is a scalable, “top-down” imprint
lithography-based methodology which combines the robust
processing capability of the microelectronics industry with the
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flexibility, gentleness and sophistication of traditional biomaterials
synthesis methods. Using PRINT, we have successfully fabricated
nano- and micro-particles containing biocompatible matrices and
containing a variety of bioactive compounds such as proteins,
targeting peptides, and drugs. Importantly, due to the gentleness of
the PRINT process, we have demonstrated that these compounds
maintain their biological activity. In order to scale the PRINT process
up to technologically relevant levels, we have developed a variety of
processing methodologies such as large-area imprint fabrication and
adhesive harvesting methods. Finally, we are beginning to use
nanobiomaterials fabricated using the PRINT process for in-vitro and
in-vivo studies. As far as we know, this work represents the first use of
microfabricated devices for intracellular nanomedicine.

6153-53, Session 11
Nanolithography in thermally sacrificial polymers
using nanoscale thermal probes
Y. Hua, S. R. Saxena, W. P. King, C. L. Henderson, Georgia Institute
of Technology
The long term goal of our work is to develop a revolutionary
nanofabrication technology based on the use of arrays of nanoscale
thermal probes (i.e. essentially heated atomic force microscope (AFM)
cantilevers) for nanoscale thermal manufacturing.  Such thermal
probes provide the smallest localized thermal processing source
available and thus open significant opportunities for nanoscale
thermal manufacturing.  Unlike conventional radiation based
lithography, thermal cantilever lithography enables the use of new
imaging modes via thermally activated material processes (phase
changes, thermal reactions, etc.).  Furthermore, the thermal probe can
also be used to perform real time, in-situ metrology during the
imaging process, thus helping to reduce or eliminate stitching and
registration problems associated with e-beam, ion beam, and other
similar lithographic methods.  This paper reports on a new imaging
process using thermal cantilever tips in conjunction with thermally
sacrificial polymers to directly write polymer micro- and
nanostructures onto surfaces.  In this work, thermally sacrificial
polymers based on polycarbonates which decompose in the range of
200ºC to 300 ºC are presented as thermal imaging resists.  The effect
of polymer structure and properties on the thermal imaging process
are reported.  It is shown that polymers based on cross-linkable
polycarbonates can be used to achieve clean polymer decomposition
and feature formation while resisting thermal flow and deformation of
the remaining polymer features which has been found to be
problematic in linear polycarbonates.  In particular, polycarbonates
possessing a range of molecular weights and degrees of end-group
functionalization (vinyl terminations are used to provide cross-linking
sites for radically induced cross-linking) have been synthesized and
characterized.  The influence of these factors on both the polymer
physical properties and the thermal imaging process performance will
be presented.  These polycarbonates also can undergo acid catalyzed
thermal decomposition at lower temperatures, typically in the range of
100ºC to 130ºC.  Results of employing such an acid catalyzed
imaging approach will be shown and discussed.  Finally a general
discussion of the factors which control the resolution and throughput
of such a thermal cantilever imaging process will also be presented.

6153-54, Session 11
Novel low-dielectric constant photodefinable
polyimides for low-temperature polymer processing
K. Yamanaka, Georgia Institute of Technology and Central Glass Co.
Ltd. (Japan); M. Romeo, C. L. Henderson, Georgia Institute of
Technology; K. Maeda, Central Glass Co. Ltd. (Japan)
Photosensitive polyimide compositions have been widely used in a
variety of applications, including for example films for protection and
insulation layers for VLSI and multi-chip modules, because polyimides
have excellent thermal stability and chemical resistance.  There are
generally two approaches to producing photosensitive polyimide
compositions: (1) formulations based on the use of poly(amic-acid)

precursors which are coated, imaged, and then thermally converted to
their imide form and (2) formulations based on the use of soluble
polyimides.  There are several disadvantages to using formulations
based on poly(amic-acid) precursors including the high curing
temperatures required to convert the polymer to the imide form, the
build-up of film stress during such curing, and difficulty with swelling
and control of the dissolution rate of such materials during
development.  In contrast, formulations based on polyimides do not in
general require processing temperatures as high as those used for
curing and closing the imide ring and can provide films with lower
residual stress.  However, in order to make such materials soluble in
casting solvents and developers, polar functional groups are generally
added to the polymers.  The introduction of polar functional groups to
the polyimide results in higher dielectric constants as compared to the
native polymer, and thus degraded electrical performance.  The goal
of our work has to been to develop photodefinable polyimide
compositions which combine the advantage of the low processing
temperatures associated with pre-imidized materials with the
advantage of being able to eliminate any polar or other undesired
functional groups which aid in polymer solubility (i.e. as is the case
with poly(amic-acid) materials).  Furthermore, in order to further
reduce the dielectric constant of the polymers, materials which
contain fluorine have been investigated.
  In this paper, we report on the design, synthesis, and
characterization of novel fluorinated polyimides that can be cast from
common organic solvents and developed in standard tetramethyl
ammonium hydroxide (TMAH) developers.  Several methods for
reducing the polar content of the polymer after lithographic
patterning, i.e. similar to the dielectric property change seen before
and after cure of poly(amic-acid) materials, will be discussed.
Dielectric constant measurements of the materials have shown that
improvements as large as 0.6 can be achieved with appropriate post-
processing after development of the patterned image.  Full
characterization of the materials will be presented including polymer
structures, dielectric constants, coefficients of thermal expansion, and
lithographic characteristics.  High resolution images in these materials
have been achieved and will be demonstrated.

6153-56, Session 11
Optimization of dual-BARC structures for hyper-NA
immersion lithography
N. N. Matsuzawa, B. Thuunakart, K. Ozawa, Y. Yamaguchi, H.
Nakano, H. Kawahira, Sony Atsugi Technology Ctr. (Japan)
Although the advantage of liquid immersion lithography over
conventional techniques has been analyzed almost 20 years ago [1,2],
it was just quite recently that the immersion technique became a
potential near-term solution for lithography to be applied to mass-
production [3].  Application of immersion lithography consequently
enables the NA of projection optics to exceed unity.  Increasing the
NA is known to be accompanied by the accentuation of polarization
effects which influence the distribution of light energy for exposure,
thus affecting the imaging performance [4].  This polarization effects
also influence the performance of BARC structure, because the
reflectance of s- and p-wave of any thin layers tends to differ with
respect to each other when the incident angle of light becomes far
from zero degree [5].  We also note that not only this difference, but
also the absolute value of reflectance becomes increased with an
increase of the incident angle of light [5].
For the purpose of finding dual BARC solutions that do not depend on
the polarization of light, illumination condition and pattern sizes and
pitches, our optimization was made in such a way where substrate
reflectance of s- and p-wave for all possible incident angles under a
given NA was minimized.  For this purpose, we developed a
computational code that performs automatic and comprehensive
optimizations of various BARC structures under any kind of
conditions.  In addition, this code has a routine to calculate margin of
BARC parameters, which assures the substrate reflectance to be
lower than a defined value.  By using this code, we have already
performed comprehensive optimizations of dual BARC layers on Si
substrate, together with an estimation of the requirement on substrate
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reflectance for the contact-hole fabrication at the 45 nm technology
node [6].
We further performed our optimizations to suppress substrate
reflectance and results on the optimization and the calculation of
margin of layer parameters will be reported for the cases of NA = 1.0,
1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 to extract possible layer structures for multi-layer
process, i.e. process with an SOG and planarization layers on Si
substrate.  This will show that the multi-layer process can reasonably
suppress the substrate reflectance if NA < ca 1.2 and if a careful
selection of materials is made.  In case if NA exceeds ca 1.2, the
margin becomes very small and novel materials may become required
to satisfy our requirement on substrate reflectance.
We will also report our results on comprehensive optimizations and
the calculations on margin of layer parameters for dual BARC
structures on oxide and nitride layers for the cases with NA = 1.0, 1.1,
1.2, 1.3 and 1.4.  The results on the oxide layer will show that things
get worse as compared to the case on Si substrate.  Finally, we
believe that the dual layer structure or multi-layer structure is a
simplified case of graded layer structure.  We will briefly touch on our
results on the optimization of graded BARC layers to discuss about
what will be the ideal best-solution to suppress substrate reflectance
under hyper-NA exposure.
References
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6153-57, Session 11
Double-exposure technology using silicon
containing materials
S. Lee, J. Jung, C. K. Bok, H. S. Kim, S. Moon, Hynix
Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
Recently, a new technology called double exposure lithography is
emerging as new technology that extends process factors under 0.28.
The need of this technology comes from the delay of maturity of EUV
technology such as light source, mask, and optics. However, double
exposure technology also comes from the consumption of complex
process. It requires two times of patterning and etching of substrates.
In addition to, it also must overcome topology problems for the case
of second patterning and etching process. As a result, for real device
production, the complex process of double exposure technology
should be simplified.
In this paper, we will introduce new process that can eliminate second
etching of substrate by using of silicon containing BARC. First silicon
containing BARC was etched by the using of resist pattern as etch
barrier and oxygen treatment was followed. This oxygen treatment
makes silicon containing BARC insoluble to organic solvent so that
conventional organic BARC for double exposure can be coated on
this oxygen treated silicon containing BARC pattern. After resist
coating on this second BARC, second exposure and develop were
followed. Finally second BARC was etched by the using of second
resist pattern as etch barrier. Using this process, we can get 50nm L/S
substrate pattern with only one step of substrate etch.

6153-156, Session 11
Development of EUV resists in supercritical CO2
solutions using CO2 compatible salts (CCS)
M. I. Wagner, J. P. DeYoung, C. Harbinson, Micell Technologies, Inc.
As feature sizes on IC devices become smaller, pattern collapse and
line edge roughness (LER)/line width roughness (LWR) become
increasingly problematic.  Existing work-arounds for these problems,
including surfactant rinses, bi-layer resist technologies, and

photoresist modification, have had limited success and/or add
process steps that decrease device yield and increase cost of
ownership.  It is expected that both pattern collapse and LER/LWR
will require some type of permanent solution by the time EUV
lithography is introduced.  Various academic and industrial groups
have attempted to leverage the physical properties of CO2 (low or
zero surface tension, tunable density, excellent wetting properties,
etc.) in attempts to minimize one or both of these problems. Most of
the work has been done using fluorinated or siloxane-containing
resists that are specifically designed for development in CO2 and are
unproven resist systems unlikely to be adopted by the
microelectronics industry.
This paper will describe results that represent the first example of
direct lithographic development of standard EUV resists in
homogenous supercritical CO2 solutions.  A majority of the EUV
resists being used today are based on a phenolic and/or acrylic
polymer backbone similar to previous generations of DUV resists, and
designed to be developed in aqueous TMAH solutions.  These sort of
typical positive-tone EUV resists are patterned using standard
exposure and bake conditions, then exposed to homogenous CO2
solutions containing proprietary CO2 compatible salts (CCS) to give
reverse image development, where dark fields are removed and light
fields remain.  These CCS complexes have been designed and
prepared such that the anion and/or the cation of the salt contains at
least one CO2-soluble portion.  Excellent contrast and line profiles
that compare favorably to standard TMAH development have been
observed.  In the described method, positive-tone EUV resists are
processed in supercritical CO2 containing less than 20 mM CCS, at
pressures ranging from 3500 to 5500 psi, 35 to 75 C with cycle times
as short as 30 seconds to give reverse image development.
Substantial reduction in image collapse and LER/LWR using this
homogenous CO2-based development has been observed.  Non-
collapsed structures with aspect ratios greater than 10 have been
measured in dense line/space features, and dense lines with 3 sigma
RMS values that are ∼40% smaller than comparable TMAH developed
samples are reported.  In addition to the described reduction in
pattern collapse and LER/LWR, evidence for improving the resolution
and sensitivity of the resist (relative to the standard TMAH process) by
development in CO2 with CCS will be presented.  Wafers exposed
with the EUV source at LBNL MET and developed using CCS
chemistry in CO2 show line/space features with CD<50 nm.  This
paper will provide an account of CCS chemistry from initial results to
the most current systems.  A proposed mechanistic model for
development will also be described.

6153-58, Session 12
Everything you ever wanted to know about why the
semiconductor industry needs a high-refractive
index photoresist, but were afraid to ask
W. E. Conley, Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.
Our industry will continue to focus on the most cost effective solution.
What continues to motivate lithographers to discover new and
innovative lithography solutions?  Recent publications have
demonstrated sub 0.30 k1 imaging. The answer is cost.  The
development of new tooling, masks and even photoresist platforms
impacts cost.  The switch from KrF to ArF imaging materials has a
significant impact on process integration.  Lithography and more
importantly “imaging solutions” are driven by economics.  The
technology might be extremely innovative and “fun”, however, if it’s
too expensive it may never see the light of scanner.  The industry
continues to focus on process tricks and creative science to solve
problems in the most cost effective manner.
This paper will focus on the need to increase the refractive index of
ArF photoresist systems to enhance process capability for ultra-high
NA’s that are near the limitation of the immersion fluid.  Data will be
presented demonstrating the impact of higher refractive index
photoresist systems have on the further extension of ArF Immersion.
Advanced RET’s will be incorporated to further explore improvements
in critical imaging levels along with dominant mask effects.
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6153-59, Session 12
The effect of photoresist/topcoat properties on
defect formation in immersion lithography
G. M. Wallraff, IBM Almaden Research Ctr.; D. Gill, IBM Thomas J.
Watson Research Ctr.; C. E. Larson, L. K. Sundberg, IBM Almaden
Research Ctr.; D. L. Goldfarb, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Ctr.;
C. Robinson, IBM Corp.
The interaction of water with the photoresist film stack is proving to be
a key factor in the current generation of 193-nm immersion
lithography. Photoresist performance, CD control, optics lifetime,
defectivity, overlay and possibly even tool throughput can all be
affected by this interaction. Recently defect control has been an area
of increasing concern as the source of the defects can be quite
different than that found in conventional dry lithography [1]. Defects
can originate from the UPW (Ultra Pure Water) either as particulates or
as dissolved solids that precipitate from residual droplets left behind
after scanning. Another source of defects can be particulates
generated by the immersion fluid as it flows through the exposure tool
or as a consequence of water contact with the resist film or resist/
topcoat film stack. Recently there have been reports of printable
defects due to stains or “watermarks” on the surface of the
photoresist [2].
In this report we describe techniques for the visualization of
watermarking and particulate formation on a variety of film surfaces.
We also describe experiments testing the staining of a variety of water
contaminants and additives and their effect on imaging performance.
We will also describe the effect of different topcoats on imaging abd
defectivity in terms of their surface properties.
References:
[1] D. Gil et. al, “First Microprocessors with Immersion Lithography”,
Proc SPIE 5754, 119 (2005).
[2] E. Kawamura et. al, “Influence of the Watermark in Immersion
Lithography Process”, Proc SPIE 5753, 818 (2005).

6153-60, Session 12
New hydrophilic topcoat material for immersion
lithography
P. Zhang, S. J. Weigel, T. Braymer, T. J. Markley, B. F. Ross, M. B.
Rao, M. Jaramillo, Jr., Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.; U.
Okoroanyanwu, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
Immersion lithography has emerged as the prime candidate for sub-
45nm processing.  However, there are still many challenges which
need to be addressed.  One of the issues is the leaching of resist
components, such as photoacid and photoacid generators into the
immersion fluid, which might impact the resist profiles and
contaminate the optical lens.  One way to address this issue is to use
a top coat material as the barrier layer for resist.
The first generation top coat material is very hydrophobic and requires
a separate stripping process prior to the resist develop process.  In
this paper, we present a new type of top coat material that can be
readily removed during the develop step.  The polymer backbones
were designed to decompose rapidly into water-soluble sub-units in
the presence of photoresist developer.  Quartz Crystal Microbalance
(QCM) was used to study the dissolution kinetics.  In addition, the
performance as a barrier layer was characterized by LCMS and
GCMS.  The results indicate that with only <20nm thick top coat,
there is little sulfonates detected in the water samples.
The lithography performance of the top coat was investigated with
80nm and 100nm L/S under both dry and wet conditions with ASML /
1150 and /1150i scanners.  The results showed enlarged process
windows with the new top coat.  In addition, the reduction on the line
width roughness (LWR) was also observed.  Finally, the preliminary
defectivity performance was also evaluated and will be presented in
this paper.

6153-61, Poster Session
Studies on immersion defects using mimic
immersion experiments
T. Hanawa, T. Suganaga, T. Ishibashi, S. Maejima, K. Narimatsu, K.
Suko, Renesas Technology Corp. (Japan); M. Terai, T. Kumada,
Mitsubishi Electric Corp. (Japan); J. Kitano, Tokyo Electron Kyushu
Ltd. (Japan)
Top coat process is needed for immersion lithography in order to
prevent chemical contamination of scanner optics with eluted
chemicals from resist materials. However, several hundreds of bridge
and slimming type defects commonly observed in ArF dry lithography
were detected in ArF immersion lithography with top coat. Mimic
immersion experiments were noticed to be valid for studying actual
immersion defectivity and showed that defects formation strongly
depends on the vaporization process of the impregnated water into
top coat. Control of vaporization process of water contained in top
coat is the key technology for the reduction of immersion related
defects.
 ArF immersion lithography is the most promising and realistic
technology for manufacturing the devices beyond 65nm node. Most
of the issues related to ArF immersion lithography have been solved
within a couple of years1-2). No fatal issue has been observed with
the fabrication of 90nm node devices using full-field ArF immersion
scanner3-4). Top coat process is needed for immersion lithography in
order to prevent chemical contamination of scanner optics with eluted
chemicals from resist materials5). Using alkaline soluble top coat
material, which enable to meet contamination level required from
exposure tool suppliers, enhancement of depth-of-focus and
generation of few immersion specific bubble related defects were
observed. However, several hundreds of bridge type and slimming
type defects commonly observed in ArF dry lithography were
detected in ArF immersion lithography with top coat. In this paper,
experimental results obtained by mimic immersion exposure, dry
exposure accompanied with post exposure soaking, performed in
order to study the mechanism of defects formation were reported.
Immersion exposure was conducted using Nikon EET. 200mm dry ArF
scanner with NA=0.85 was used for mimic immersion experiments.
Soaking after dry exposure was performed using 18sec of distilled
water rinse. All the materials, such as Methacrylate type ArF resist,
alkaline soluble top coat and BARC used in this study were same.
Stealth 2350(KLA-Tencor) was used for defect inspection and defect
counts were converted to 300mm wafer case just multiplied by 2.25.
Regardless of the usage of top coat, no watermark was found after
the soaking and followed spin drying. In the case of mimic immersion
without top coat, defects count including non-visible was below 60
and almost the same with dry exposure, unexpectedly. On the
contrary, defects numbers of mimic immersion exposure with top coat
were over 1000. Main defect modes were bridge type and slimming
type and almost the same as actual immersion exposure. This means
that mimic immersion experiments are valid for studying actual
immersion defectivity. Defects numbers of mimic immersion exposure
were varied with drying method subsequent to soaking and less
defects were observed with sliding away method which did not
contain spin drying. These results suggest that immersion related
defects formation strongly depends on the vaporization process of the
water impregnated into the top coat and/or resist. Localized
condensation and vaporization of the water brought about by rapid
drying method like spin drying might enhance the elution of resist
contents and then results in the formation of defects. Uniform
vaporization of the impregnated water during drying process,
application of top coat materials hardly absorb water and/or less
diffusive water, and low leaching resist materials which do not require
top coat materials would be effective for the reduction of the
immersion related defects.
1. Soichi Owa et al, Proc. SPIE, 5754, 655 (2005)
2. Jan Mulkens et al, Proc. SPIE, 5754, 710 (2005)
3. D.Gil et al, Proc. SPIE, 5754, 119 (2005)
4. Jeng-Horng Chen et al, Proc. SPIE, 5754, 13 (2005)
5. Hiromitsu Tsuji et al, J. Photopolymer Sci. Technol., 18, 5, 641
(2005)
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6153-62, Poster Session
Analysis of 193-nm immersion lithography specific
defect
A. Otoguro, J. Lee, T. Itani, K. Fujii, Semiconductor Leading Edge
Technologies, Inc. (Japan); T. Funakoshi, K. Watanabe, Hitachi High-
Technologies Corp. (Japan); M. Arakawa, H. Nakano, M. Kobayashi,
Canon Inc. (Japan)
In the race to manufacture 65-nm node semiconductor devices and
below, the world’s attention is focused on the accelerated
development of 193-nm immersion lithography as the most desirable
lithographic solution. 193-nm immersion lithography enables larger
depth of focus and higher resolution at a hyper numerical aperture
(NA) greater than 1.01-3.
However, in immersion lithography the resist and lens are directly in
contact with water so the water uptake of the acid and quencher from
the resist (i.e. LEACHING) may cause additional issues such as resist
pattern deformation, various defects, lens contamination and the
difficulty in the development of new higher through-put exposure tools
with efficient water supply and collection system.
In this paper, we focus on immersion-specific defects that we have
analyzed. A range of defects at lines and spaces patterns were
measured with the DUV wafer inspection tool (HA-3000 of Hitachi
High-Technologies Corp.) and CD-SEM (S9300 and S9380 of Hitachi
High-Technologies Corp.). These defect-analysis wafers were
prepared using the FPA-5000AS3 (Canon, Inc.), which had been
converted for immersion-lithography-experimental use but is not
completely optimized as most commercially available exposure tools.
Improvements realized in the use of this experimental tool will be
applied on the FPA-6000 AS4i (Canon, Inc.) for immersion lithography
process.
 As for our defect analysis results using the FPA-5000AS3i (Canon,
Inc.), the most common immersion-specific defects were of circular
shapes on the pattern surface, which cause pattern T-topping. On the
other hand, for dry exposure, particles were assumed to be the
general cause of defect. Moreover, in some specific experimental
conditions, we have confirmed some types of immersion-specific
defects such as the above-mentioned T-topping shapes that was
shorted inside the whole circular area, T-topping shapes on the ring of
the circular shapes found on the pattern surface, pitch narrowing and
pitch broadening caused by micro-bubble. The size of most of the
immersion-specific defects we had found were a few micrometers and
below.
Further experiments such as reduction of immersion-specific defect
through material and process improvement, and the probable risks of
minute defects that may have been caused by nano-bubbles will be
discussed.
[1] B. J. Lin, Journal of Microlithography, Microfabrication, and
Microsystems, 3, (533), 2004.
[2] B. J. Lin, ibid., 3, (7), 2002.
[3] R. R. Kunz, M. Switkes, R. Sinta, J. E. Curtin, R. H. French, R. C.
Wheland, C. C. Kao, M. P. Mawn, L. L. P. Wetmore, V. Krukonis, K.
Williams, ibid., 3, (73), 2004.

6153-63, Poster Session
Pattern defect study using cover material film in
immersion lithography
D. Kawamura, T. Takeishi, Y. Naka, Y. Oonishi, S. Ito, Toshiba Corp.
(Japan)
One of the most important issues of immersion lithography is pattern
defects. Authors focused on the remaining of water-drop on resist film
(and cover material film) after immersion exposure.
In last year’s SPIE Microlithography, authors reported as follows [1]:
1) Drying of the water-drop on the exposed resist film (and cover
material film), resist pattern defects was formed.
2) With removing the water-drop before drying, there is a possibility
that the defect can be prevented being formed.

Important properties of cover material film in order to reduce the
pattern defect due to the remaining of water drop are sliding of water
on the cover material film and permeation of water into the resist film.
Authors will present following two points.
One point is the control of the properties of cover material film by the
process condition of cover material film.
Other point is the result of the pattern exposure with the immersion
exposure tool, which are mainly focused on the defect issue after
development.
Reference
[1]D. Kawamura etc., Proc. SPIE, vol.5753, pp.818-826 (2005)

6153-64, Poster Session
Improvement of watermark defect in immersion
lithography: mechanism of watermark defect
formation and its reduction by using alkaline-soluble
immersion topcoat
H. Nakagawa, JSR Corp. (Japan)
ArF (193nm) immersion lithography is considered as the most
promising next generation technology and significant effort to
establish the immersion process for semiconductor device HVM is
currently focused on the tool, material and process development. One
of the serious issues in the immersion process for the commercial
semiconductor production is the immersion-specific defects. Typical
immersion-specific defects are nanobubble, watermark (W/M) defect,
and degradation of pattern profile caused by resist components
leaching. The nanobubbles, which exist in the immersion medium
such as water, deform the optical image, and then cause the pattern
profile degradation. Small water droplet left on the resist film after
scanning exposure causes W/M defect. Leaching of resist component
induces insufficient de-protection reaction at the resist surface region,
then cause the T-top pattern profile or bridge type defect.
Among these immersion-specific defects, the effective
countermeasure against W/M defect has not been established yet,
because the mechanism of W/M defect formation is not fully figured
out. From the model experimental result, we have found that W/M
defect formation depends on the characteristics of photoresist and
topcoat materials. Then we have developed the new immersion
topcoat which is soluble into aqueous TMAH developer, and this
material provides practical solution for W/M defect reduction. In this
paper, we will report the mechanism of W/M defect formation which is
related to the characteristics of photoresist and topcoat material. Also
W/M defect reduction process by using alkaline soluble immersion
topcoat will be discussed in detail.

6153-65, Poster Session
Adhesion and removal of micro bubbles for
immersion lithography
A. Kawai, T. Niiyama, H. Endo, M. Yamanaka, A. Ishikawa, K. Suzuki,
Nagaoka Univ. of Technology (Japan); O. Tamada, M. Sanada,
Dainippon Screen Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Japan)
Recently, adhesion and removal control of nano-bubble has become
important technique for the immersion lithography. The nano-bubbles
adhered on a resist film surface affect strongly to the quality of the
pattern exposure and development processes. The NBs adhered on a
resist film surface causes pattern failure in the pattern exposure and
development processes. In order to observe a NB in a liquid
environment, AFM is considerably effective. Particularly, the
interaction of NBs with the AFM tip can be directly analyzed. In this
presentation, we analyzed adhesion and condensation behaviors of
NBs formed on the resist film with the AFM. [1], [10] And, we
discussed adhesion and removal properties of NBs based on
thermodynamics. [11] We have studied for cohesion and adhesion of
resist pattern and for condensation of micro bubble with atomic force
microscope (AFM). [1]-[11]
In the deionized (DI) water of the oxygen dissolution concentration,
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9mg/l, the condensation of the NBs can be analyzed. Especially, the
repulsive force acting between an AFM tip and a NB can be measured
and analyzed. In this experiment, the nano-bubbles of 39 ∼ 46 nm
diameter were observed clearly and the dense image of the polymer
aggregates on the resist surface was also confirmed. It is clearly
observed that three bubbles condense and shrink spontaneously with
lapse of time. We can observe the deformation and condensation of
nano-bubbles in immersion liquid as a characteristic nature. The NBs
can be identified due to the interaction between the AFM tip and the
NBs. Then, the separation force of the NB can be measured by
scanning the AFM tip. The NB can be separated into the minute
bubbles on the ArF excimer resist (ArF resist) surface. From the result,
in order to remove or separate a NB of 40nm diameter from on a flat
surface, at least, a load more than 5 nN as an additional force is
required. By using the AFM technique, the condensation property of
the NBs can be analyzed quantitatively. During the observation, the
volume of the nano-bubble was constant Based on the AFM analysis.
We discussed the removal property of NB on the ArF resist film
thermodynamically. In this discussion, we focused on free energy
change, spreading energy and balance model between line tension
and buoyancy. And, the total free energy of NBs was simulated. In this
result, it can be explained well that the nano-bubble formed on the
resist surface become flat in thermodynamics. In the consequence,
the results of analysis indicate that the removing of NB from the ArF
resist film is difficult without any additional load. From the discussion,
it can be understood that the NB formed on the resist film cannot be
removed from the resist surface and spread on the resist surface.
[1] A. Kawai, A. Ishikawa, T. Niiyama, M. Harumoto, O. Tamada. M.
Sanada, Proc. SPIE, 5753, 807 (2005).
[2] A. Kawai, Proc. SPIE, 3677, 565 (1999).
[3] A. Kawai, J. Photopolymer Sci. Technol., 17, 441 (2004).
[4] A. Kawai, J. Photopolymer Sci. Technol., 16, 381 (2003).
[5] A. Kawai, J. Photopolymer Sci. Technol., 15, 371 (2002).
[6] T. Niiyama and A. Kawai, J. Photopolymer Sci. Technol., 17, 453
(2004).
[7] H. Endo and A. Kawai, J. Photopolymer Sci. Technol., 17, 105
(2004).
[8] H. Endo and A. Kawai, J. Photopolymer Sci. Technol., 17, 713
(2004).
[9]A. Kawai and A. Ishikawa, Abstr. 52nd Spring Meet. Japan Society
of Applied Physics and Related Societies, 31p-YW-16, 840 (2005).
[10] A. Kawai, J. Photopolymer Sci. Technol., 18, 349 (2005).
[11] T. Niiyama and A. Kawai, J. Photopolymer Sci. Technol., 18, 373
(2005).

6153-66, Poster Session
Trap mechanism of micro bubbles in micro concave
patterns
A. Kawai, T. Ariga, Nagaoka Univ. of Technology (Japan); S. Hori, M.
Harumoto, O. Tamada, M. Sanada, Dainippon Screen Manufacturing
Co., Ltd. (Japan)
Recently, the removal of micro bubbles adhered on a resist pattern
has been recognized as one important factor in micro device
manufacturing. Particularly, it is well known that the micro bubbles
cause various pattern failures in wet processes, such as a wire
breaking in plating process, defects in  wet cleaning, a line short in
wet etching process, underdevelopment of resist pattern and
exposure failure in immersion lithography. The pattern failures become
serious problems for the yield improvement in device manufacturing.
We have studied the mechanical properties of resist film such as
collapse behavior, mechanical strength and defect. [1-5]
In this paper we focused on removal and condensation mechanisms
of micro bubble in micro concave patterns in various liquid. A negative
type DFR of 50µm thickness was laminated on a glass plate. Pattern
development was carried out by dipping into 2.38% TMAH aqueous
solution for 20s. For the construction of micro concave patterns, the
DFR concave patterns of 100µm width and 50µm height were
fabricated. As the bubble removal analysis, these DFR patterns were

dipped into DI water and monitored with a video system. Particularly,
we focused on condensation and release of micro bubbles in the
concave patterns. We succeeded to observe the bubble removal and
trap by the pinning effect. At the intersection of DFR concave pattern,
the bubbles are more likely to condense, and they are less likely to
release from the DFR. In this regard, we will try to predict the
condensation position due to interfacial energies among DI water,
DFR and glass plate. As time passes, the micro bubble condenses,
then the total energy of the system decreases, therefore, the
condensation behavior of the micro bubble can be explained
thermodynamically. It is considered that the bubbles condense for
reducing total free energy of the system. Based on the force balance
acting on the micro bubble, we determine a condition for removal of
the bubble. The force F acting on the micro bubble can be expressed
as the following equation.
F=FB- FL = ■■gV-2*x   (1)
where the symbols FB, FL, ■■, g, V and * represent buoyancy, line
tension, density of DI water, gravity acceleration, volume of the bubble
and surface tension of water. The line tension is defined as a product
of contact line length at the bubble / resist interface and surface
tension of a liquid. The symbol x represents the contact line length of
a micro bubble in a concave pattern. In this model, the volume V of
the bubble is constant, that is, buoyancy FB of bubble is constant. As
the length x decreases, the line tension FL becomes small. When the
force F acting on the bubble is zero, the threshold contact line xth can
be also determined. In x< xth, the line tension is smaller than the
buoyancy, therefore the bubble will be released spontaneously. In
order to remove bubbles from the DFR concave pattern in wet
processes, it is effective to control the major factors, line tension,
buoyancy and pinning.

6153-67, Poster Session
Solid defects condensation during watermark
formation for immersion lithography
T. Niiyama, A. Kawai, Nagaoka Univ. of Technology (Japan); S. Hori,
M. Harumoto, O. Tamada, M. Sanada, Dainippon Screen
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Japan)
In the advanced lithography process, the immersion lithography
technique has become important in order to achieve the high quality
resist patterns less than 50nm. In this technique, we consider that
some defects such as a watermark and a nanoscale bubble will
become the serious problems to be solved. In the practical system of
immersion lithography, it can be considered that the micro droplets of
the immersion liquid remain randomly on the resist surface after the
stage scan. The present authors have studied for resist pattern
adhesion, effect of short develop time process and condensation of
nanoscale bubble formed on the resist film by using AFM. In this
study, in order to control the watermark formation, the in-situ
observation of the solid fragment condensation is conducted.
In this presentation, as the formation factors of watermark, we focus
on liquid evaporation, Laplace force, viscosity of liquid, convection in
liquid drop, surface energy, and zeta potential and so on. In order to
clarify the formation mechanism of the watermark, the drying behavior
of the water drop on the Si substrates are observed with and without
the particles. In the experiments, DI-water (*=72.8mJ/m2) and the
solution containing the PSL particles **=34.6mJ/m2) were dropped
onto the surfaces. The diameter of the PSL particle was 5.154µm. In
order to observe the formation processes of the watermark
simultaneously, the optical microscope and the recording system were
used.
As the results, the formation behavior of the static watermark can be
classified into two modes (Mode 1: condensation of PSL particles at
the center, Mode 2: condensation in a ring shape). From the results,
we determine the static formation model of the watermarks as follows.
In Mode 1, as the drying procedure, (A): drop thinning due to
evaporation, (B): condensing at a center of drop, (C): watermark
formation on solid surface, can be considered. However, in Mode 2,
(a): drop thinning due to evaporation, (b): water pinning at an edge of
drop, (c): separation of a drop, (d): watermark formation around a
contact line edge, can be considered. In the static watermark
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formation on the flat substrate, we can classify the static watermark
formation processes based on the watermark shapes. In order to
clarify the static watermark formation processes, we discuss on
thermodynamic analyses. From the surface energy balance analysis,
the particles dispersed in the DI-water adhere on the Si substrate. In
addition, from the Laplace force balance, the particles adhered on the
Si substrate will attract the surrounding particles. Hence, we can
clarify the formation mechanism of the static watermark condensed in
the ring shape. Meanwhile, in order to discuss the effect of the wafer
scan on the watermark formation, the formation process of the
dynamic watermark can be observed on the inclined Si substrate. In
the dynamic watermark formation, we can observe clearly the
condensed watermark is formed on the Si substrate and the particles
move to lower region in inclined drop. In practical immersion
lithography system, we can discuss the particles are more likely to
remain in the immersion liquid under the lens system.

6153-68, Poster Session
Effect of post-exposure soaking on ArF immersion
lithography process
K. Matsunaga, T. Takeishi, D. Kawamura, Y. Oonishi, S. Ito, Toshiba
Corp. (Japan)
Immersion lithography is widely expected to meet the manufacturing
of 45nm node devices, but has lead to several new technical
considerations.
A critical development in immersion lithography has been achieved
the construction of defect free process
Last year, we evaluated the impact of water drops which was made
experimentally on exposed resist films and /or cover material [1]. The
results showed that the mark of drying water drop called watermark
became pattern defects with T-top shape. Removing water drop until
it was dried; the defect was prevented being formed. Soaking process
to remove watermark was also prevented the defects.
In this study, we will report what kinds of defects appear on resist
using actual immersion exposure tool. Two types of cover materials
are prepared, one is alkaline soluble type and the other is non alkaline
soluble type. We try post-exposure soaking process to reduce
defects. The effect of post-exposure soaking on ArF immersion
lithography process is evaluated.
Reference
[1]D. Kawamura etc., Proc. SPIE, vol.5753, pp.818-826 (2005)

6153-70, Poster Session
Application of high-refractive index fluid to KrF-
immersion lithography
K. Hieda, Y. Yada, K. Ito, Y. Yamaguchi, T. Furukawa, T. Miyamatsu,
Y. Wang, T. Shimokawa, JSR Corp. (Japan)
Recently a number of novel 193nm-immersion fluids have been
introduced as a replacement to water for 32nm node (hp45nm) and
below. [1-3]. Successful imaging of hp32nm L/S has also been
demonstrated by two-beam interferometer exposure tools [2, 3]. The
focus for immersion thus far has been on 193nm wavelength,
therefore, 248nm-immersion lithography has not been deeply
considered from the standpoint of material capability. In addition to
depth of focus (DOF) improvement, 248nm-immersion lithography
would also enables the use of hyper numerical apertures (NA) larger
than 1.0 and achieve higher resolution capability of below hp100nm.
Compared with dry-ArF lithography, 248nm-immersion has cost
benefits in addition to the potential of wider DOF and attractive
resolution enhancements.
Below is a summary of key criteria requirements for KrF-immersion
fluids.
1) Immersion fluid should have high refractive index n\>1.5 to realize
NA\>1.3 (\@248nm)
2) Higher transparency (T) at 248nm wavelength (T\>97%/mm)
(\@248nm)

3) Low viscosity to correspond to faster scan speed (500mm/sec)
4) Marginal leaching from KrF-resist (No topcoat is required for low
cost of consumables)
This paper describes the material characteristics for KrF-immersion
lithography with a high refractive index fluid. We have obtained
promising results in soaking experiments involving KrF lithography
without topcoat film. Although water is now used as the immersion
fluid in 193nm lithography, providing suitable refractive index
(n=1.44\@193nm and n=1.37\@248nm) and transparency (\>99%/
mm), water is found to have leaching from KrF resist. On the other
hand, the high refractive index fluid (JSR_HIL-001), which we
developed for ArF-immersion purpose, satisfies the requirements
described above. HIL-001 has indicated promising characteristics for
248nm-immmersion fluid. The refractive index is 1.54\@248nm and
the transparency is \>99%/mm. In this paper the physical and
chemical properties of HIL-001 for KrF-immersion fluid application
such as contact angle and interaction with KrF resist film, etc. are
discussed in detail.
References
[1] S. Peng et al., “Second-generation fluids for 193-nm immersion
lithography,” SPIE 30th International Symposium, Microlithography
[5754-76], 2005.
[2] T. Miyamatus et al., “Material design for immersion lithography with
high-refractive index fluid,” SPIE 30th International Symposium,
Microlithography [5753-03], 2005.
[3] H.Sewell et al., “32nm Node Technology Development using
Interference Immersion Lithography,” SPIE 30th International
Symposium, Microlithography [5753-56], 2005.

6153-72, Poster Session
Progress of topcoat and resist development for 193-
nm immersion lithography
K. Ohmori, Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd. (Japan)
193nm immersion lithography is the most promising lithography
candidate toward 45nm node technology and beyond, because it is
able to obtain larger DOF and higher resolution at a hyper NA lens
design greater than 1.0. (1-4) Also the recent progress of 193nm
immersion lithography technology would be applicable to establish
the high volume manufacturing process soon.
However, immersion specific issue, such as the immersion specific
defect and the leaching of resists compound into immersion fluid, still
exists without any effective countermeasure.
In order to prevent these immersion specific issues, top coat may be
one of the most useful material. In this report, we will discuss the top
coat development criteria that are the suppression ability for leaching
material, the protection capability for water penetration, surface
tension control and so on. The lithographic characteristics, such as
resist matching and defectivity of TILC-021 and newly developed top
coat will be shared with using Nikon engineering evaluation tool
(NA=0.85) and ASML AT1250i (NA=0.85). As a result of our
investigation, we have found that surface tension of top coat has a
strong relationship with the prevention of immersion specific defect.
On the other hand, without top coat for 193nm immersion lithography
is the preferable process because of the easiness installation to
current production system and the merit of cost of ownership.
Immersion dedicated resist would be a key material to realize the
without top coat process. Based on our experience of top coat
development, there is a strong relationship between the
hydrophobicity of film surface and immersion defect reduction. Also
we have found the same trend that hydrophobicity resist itself is one
of the important properties. Hydrophobicity of resist can be controlled
with the amount of additives. Higher receding angle, which is almost
same as newly developed top coat, showed a good result for
immersion defect prevention with using ASML 1250i (NA=0.85). In this
case, the number of immersion defect, especially watermark defect,
was almost same as the result with top coat. We have confirmed that
there was no big difference for immersion lithographic characteristics
even if additive was used.
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Also the prevention for elution of resist component, such as PAG and
quencher, into immersion fluid is very important characteristic for
immersion dedicated resist. Elution from resist film can be controlled
with changing hydrophobicity of resist.
Moreover we will discuss the reliability of with and without top coat
process from the material development point of view.
References
1) B. J. Lin, Journal of Microlithography, Microfabrication, and
Microsystems, 3, (533), 2004.
2) B. J. Lin, ibid. 3, (7), 2002.
3) R. R. Kunz et al, ibid. 3, (73), 2004
4) J. H. Chen et al., Proc. SPIE, 5754, 13 (2005)

6153-73, Poster Session
Top-barrier coating materials for immersion
lithography and beyond
M. Hata, H. Kim, J. Yoon, J. Hah, D. Goo, M. Ryu, S. Choi, S. Woo, H.
Cho, SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
Since feature sizes of semiconductor devices keep shrinking year by
year at a pace that the performance of photoresist can not catch up
with, there is a need for an additional process to compensate the
shortage of performance until photoresist material becomes matured.
For an instance, in immersion lithography, in order to fulfill minimum
leaching requirement by scanner makers, immersion barrier top coating
is employed upon photoresist to prevent photoresist components such
as photo acid generator from leaching into immersion liquid. For an
another instance, in EUV lithography, outgassing unavoidably
generated by introducing low Ea protecting group to minimize chemical
blur might be suppressed by employing top barrier coating (S.
Kishimura, Proc. SPIE, 5753, 20(2005)).
In the present paper, immersion barrier coat was formulated and
evaluated on ArF photoresist from view points of physical properties,
pattern profiles, and lithographic performances in both a dry condition
and a wet condition. Among several types of platform polymers tested,
acrylate type polymers having acid labile protecting group, acid group,
and polar group were chosen to realize water-barrier property and
developability. To compensate the insufficient developability, an
additive is included in the formulation that can enhance the
developability. In addition, an extension of barrier coating concept to
EUV lithography as an outgassing barrier layer will be examined on EUV
photoresists and discussed. This outgassing barrier coating material
does not include fluorine atoms, therefore, achieves good transparency
at EUV wavelength.

6153-74, Poster Session
Resolution enhanced top antireflective coating
materials for ArF immersion lithography
J. Jung, S. K. Lee, K. Ban, C. K. Bok, H. S. Kim, S. C. Moon, Hynix
Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
Recently, a new technology called ArF immersion lithography is
emerging as next generation lithography. The first problem of this
technology is contamination issues that come from the dissolution of
contaminants from the photoresist to the immersion liquid. The second
is optical problem that comes from the using hyper NA system. To solve
these two problems, we have developed top antireflective coating
(TARC) material. This TARC material can be coated on resist without
damage to the resist property. In addition to, this TARC material is
easily developable by conventional 2.38 wt% TMAH solution. The
reflective index of this TARC is adjusted to 1.55, so it can act as an
antireflective material. To this TARC material for immersion, quencher
gradient resist process (QGRP) was applied also. As a result, we could
improve resolution and process margin. However, there are some
defects that must be solved for real application.
In this paper, we introduced buffer function to the TARC material.
Thanks to this buffer function, we could minimize defects of resist
pattern in immersion lithography. Especially, this TARC shows no water
mark defect.

6153-75, Poster Session
Understanding the photoresist surface-liquid
interface for ArF immersion lithography: a progress
report
W. E. Conley, Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.; E. Costner, J. C. Taylor,
C. G. Willson, The Univ. of Texas at Austin; A. R. Romano, F. M.
Houlihan, R. R. Dammel, AZ Electronic Materials USA Corp.
One of the initial concerns about incorporating water into the
lithographic process was the potential effects of direct contact
between the water and a photoresist film.  These effects included
photoresist performance degradation from the dissolution of vital
resist components into water, resulting in changes in the optical
properties of the resist film and the water, and contamination of the
lens system by the extracted components.  The components of
concern included residual casting solvent (RSC), photoacid
generators (PAG), and base quenchers.  Since the extraction of
photoresist components posed such a serious concern, methods to
detect the amounts of extracted material were needed to detect the
small quantities of material expected to be found in water samples
from immersion experiments.
Due to concerns regarding the long-term effects of perfluorinated
sulfonates on the environment, highly sensitive liquid LCMS analytical
methods have been developed.  Preliminary experiments  as well as
those described here take advantage of these established techniques
to measure the amount of photoacid generator (PAG), that leaches
from a photoresist into the immersion medium (IM).
This paper discloses the impact that surface loss of PAG will impact
the imaging properties of these photoresist formulations.  Various
PAG’s and blends of PAG’s have been studied to understand the
leaching processes at resist/IM interfaces.  Extensive FTIR analysis
and other surface measurement techniques have been employed to
study the loss of PAG.  Moreover, the authors will discuss the impact
with new High Index Immersion fluids on imaging and performance
due to contact with conventional ArF Immersion resists. Initial studies
to quantify leached products from new Immersion fluids will also be
discussed.

6153-77, Poster Session
Immersion leaching issue
J. W. Lee, J. W. Kim, S. H. Lee, Y. H. Jung, S. S. Kim, M. H. Park, D.
Kim, J. Kim, Dongjin Semichem. Co. Ltd. (South Korea); G. Lee, S.
C. Moon, Hynix Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
For successful immersion wet process introduction to semiconductor
chip manufacturing, immersion materials should have some solutions
to overcome immersion-issues. Component-leaching issue is one of
the most influential wet process huddles, which is related to
immersion-liquid and projection lens contamination as well as resist
patterning performances. Component-leaching mechanism is studied
by some research groups and some leaching prevention methods
were discussed. The most effective leaching prevention method is
known to use top coating materials though it is additional time and
money consuming. In this paper, we will introduce our experimental
results of leaching blocking effects resulted from the modification of
resin and additive structures and from the application of top surface
blocking layers. PAG-leaching values were measured by LC-MS
method just as published by other research groups. Hydrophilicity of
resins was changed by the degree of hydrophobic substitutes
introduction to polymer chains. We obtained the experimental results
that the more hydrophobic substitutes in resin showed less PAG-
leaching. PAG-leaching value of resist film formed of low Tg resin
shows the highest meanwhile that of high Tg resin is the smallest
leaching value. This result came from the fact that low Tg resins insure
the large free-volume in resist film which can provide PAG-leaching
pathway. We verified polymer Tg as a PAG-leaching parameter. The
interaction forces between additives and resin platforms are the most
important to prevent additives leaching to immersion liquid. Now we
are trying to obtain direct diffusion data for PAG-leaching.
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6153-78, Poster Session
Low-leaching and low-LWR photoresist
development for 193-nm immersion lithography
N. Ando, T. Miyagawa, K. Edamatsu, I. Takemoto, Sumitomo
Chemical Co., Ltd. (Japan); Y. Lee, Sumitomo Chemical Co., Ltd.
(South Korea); S. Konishi, Sumitomo Chemical Co., Ltd. (Japan); K.
Nakano, T. Fujiwara, Nikon Corp. (Japan)
The first mass production by immersion lithography is expected to
start soon. At the initial stage of immersion lithography it was said that
topcoat material was needed to avoid chemical leaching - especially
for PAG ions - from photoresist layer into water fluid. Recently the
requirement of chemical leaching for immersion 193 nm full field
scanners became looser by the efforts of scanner tool suppliers.
Instead, higher water receding contact angle become to be needed to
reduce defect and increase scan speed. In 2005, our focus was
shifted from basic study to more practical issue such as defect
reducing, LWR, and higher resist performance. A lot of in-line
immersion scanners were already set up. Many reports about
immersion defect were established. In those results, some typical type
defects were found in immersion exposure. They were mainly caused
by bubbles or remained water spots. The bubble defects were
reduced by improvement of exposure tool. But another type defect -
probably from remained water spots - are still a problem. We suppose
that the root cause of remained water spot defect is acid leaching.
When small water spot were remained on resist surface after
exposure, acid catalyst in resist film is leached into water. After water
spot dried up, acid molecules are condensed at resist film surface. So
in resist film, acid shortage region is generated below water spot.
After that, de-protection reaction is not completed at this acid
shortage region in PEB process. So it becomes a micro bridge type
defect. By this supposition, we focused reducing of acid leaching to
decrease remained water spot defect. This paper reports our leaching
measurement results and low leaching photoresist materials satisfying
current leaching requirement without top coat layer. From our result,
acid leaching in initial step is controlled by simple Fickean diffusion.
We will introduce how to reduce acid leaching in this report by our
model.
On the other hand, it was reported that the receding contact angle
was strongly correlated with remained water spot defect density.
Recently, higher water receding contact angle or higher static contact
angle was required to reduce remained water spots type defect and
also to increase scan speed. We have tested a lot of new materials to
increase receding contact angle. In many case, receding contact
angle is strongly linked with static contact angle. But in some case,
there are no correlation between them. It is necessary to develop a
good model about receding contact angle based on physical
chemistry.
Our last topic is LER (LWR). LWR is very important issue for next
generation. We already knew low contrast materials showed a little
better LER. But we can not use this way for next generation
lithography because low contrast materials tend to have lower
process window. We tried to find other concept to reduce LWR with
low leaching materials.

6153-79, Poster Session
Characterization of interaction between water and
photoresist material
J. P. Stehle, J. Piel, D. Zahorski, SOPRA SA (France)
Immersion lithography at 193 nm is well recognized to be the imaging
technology for staying on the 45 and 32 nm process node roadmap.
One important key to the success of immersion lithography is the
development of robust and high-performance photoresists. Several
issues are not solved today and remain under investigations. One of
most important point is the leaching of resist components during their
contact with the liquid (mainly water which has low absorption at 193
nm for the first generation) .A swelling of the resist could also be
detected. The leaching of the photoresist has several effects like the
damage of the final lens of the imaging system which is illuminated in
DUV and in contact with the immersion liquid, the presence of

impurities in the liquid creating dramatic index variations. Another
important parameter for the photoresist is the contact angles to avoid
debris formation at interface.
To solve this problem, several manufacturers have introduced topcoat
layers applied by spin coating on top of the photoresist. The
protective overcoat and photoresist do not intermix and this
protective coat needs to be insoluble in liquid with high contact angle.
The top coat must be transparent and have an anti-reflective effect at
193 nm for polarized light
It appears that it is necessary to propose techniques of
characterization to clearly identify the damage occurred by liquid on
photoresist and to control the efficiency of the topcoat layer.
An optical and non-destructive technique will be presented: the
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) technique. It appears as a technique
of choice to characterize accurately the influences of liquid on these
materials. SE is a well established technique since 20 years to
determine thickness (up to few micrometers) and complex indices of
thin layers.
The technique is based on the modification of the polarization state of
the beam after reflection on the surface of the sample. The
measurement is done on a large spectral range from 193 to 1000 nm
with a resolution of 3 nm typically. For each wavelength, two
parameters are obtained: Tan Psi and Cos Delta. Finally, a model is
proposed to get, by a fitting procedure based on a nonlinear
regression, the correct physical parameters of the layers which are the
thickness and the complex index.
For immersion lithography characterization, the wafer is exposed to a
flux of air blown on these surface for which we modify the hygrometry
from 0% to 100 % (saturated in water) at atmospheric pressure.
The thickness variation can also be measured simultaneously giving
information of the swelling of the material.
A simultaneous determination of the thickness and refractive index of
these two layers give useful information on the integrity of the
photoresist layer protected by the topcoat layer.

6153-80, Poster Session
Development of fluoropolymer for 193-nm
immersion lithography
N. Shirota, Y. Takebe, T. Sasaki, O. Yokokoji, Asahi Glass Co., Ltd.
(Japan)
The 193-nm immersion lithography is considering as the most
practical technology that is used in mass production of
semiconductor devices down to the 65 nm node. In this technology,
one of the issue is still how to prevent leaching , such as PAG from the
resist layer into water. In fact, to reduce these contaminations, the use
of top-coat on resist film is considered as the most promising method.
Resist type polymers have been investigated as suitable candidates of
top-coat material for its applicability to the resist developing process.
However, their capability as a barrier material is not enough because
of their somewhat lower hydrophobicity. We had already developed
several series of fluoropolymers, FPRs and FUGUs, having a partially
fluorinated monocyclic structure and having acidic hydroxyl group,
which acts as dissolution unit into alkaline solution . Then we have
optimized these polymers for top-coat as the developer dissoluble
type. Currently we have worked on how to improve the hydrophobicity
of these polymers.
On the other hand, the top-coat materials of developer insoluble type
have higher hydrophobicity and higher barrier ability against water.
However, they can’t be adjusted to the resist process and requires
additional processes for using some specific solvents.
In this approach, we have been investigating the interaction between
the water and our developed top-coat materials.
Quartz-Crystal-Microbalance (QCM) method has been applied to
obtain the information of dissolution behaviors. We have used this
method to assess the interaction between water and polymers,
especially the swelling behavior. In particular, we have looking at the
relationship between polymer structure and the swelling behavior to
water by using this method. These evaluation results will be
discussed.
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6153-81, Poster Session
Novel fluorinated polymers for application in 193-nm
lithography and 193-nm immersion lithography
T. Yamashita, Daikin Industries, Ltd. (Japan)
Recently, many fluorine compounds are used widely in
photolithography. We synthesized some novel fluorinated polymers for
application in 193-nm lithography and 193-nm immersion lithography.
Their fundamental properties were characterized, such as
transparency at 193-nm (wavelength) and solubility in water and a
standard alkaline developer. High transparency, i.e., absorbance
better than 0.2 µm-1 at 193-nm wavelength, was achieved. The
dissolution behaviors of them were studied by using the Quartz
Crystal Microbalance (QCM) method. Several polymers dissolved in
water and showed high transparency and a low refractive index by a
wavelength of 193-nm. These results show that their polymers were
able to apply to top anti reflective coating (TARC). The dissolution
rates of the fluoropolymers in water and a 0.262N can be controlled
by optimizing counter monomers containing hexafluoroisopropanol
(HFA) unit, carboxylic acid unit and so on. In addition, we have collect
water contact angle and sliding angle data. This data shows that
fluoropolymers can be used as top-coats for 193-nm immersion
lithography resists.

6153-180, Poster Session
Effect of water-contact on the roughness of
patterned photoresist investigated by AFM analysis
S. I. Ahn, Pohang Univ. of Science and Technology (South Korea); J.
H. Kim, SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea); W. C. Zin,
Pohang Univ. of Science and Technology (South Korea)
The effect of water-contact time on the roughness increment of
patterned photoresist (AZ5214) was investigated by AFM analysis and
the reason for the roughness increment was studied by the
gravimetric experiment and the ellipsometry method. New method for
calculating RMS line edge roughness from AFM raw data and the
model of immersion lithography for experimentation were established.
From the gravimetric experiments, it was confirmed that the diffusion
of water into photoresist film is ruled by Fick’s law. It was suggested
that the amount of the swelling which follows the diffusion of water
would be the reason for the roughness increment during rapid
evaporation of water. As a result, the roughness of both the patterned
line edge and the surface were proportioned in the root of water-
contact time at the initial time and it was the same as the results in
previous gravimetric experiments.

6153-14, Poster Session
193-nm resist composition using hybrid copolymers
of cycloolefin/maleic anhydride (COMA)/
methacrylate
D. Rahman, C. Anadiegwu, G. Lin, A. G. Timko, F. M. Houlihan, D.
Rentkiewicz, D. S. McKenzie, R. R. Dammel, M. Padmanaban, AZ
Electronic Materials USA Corp.
A high performance 193 nm resist has been developed from a novel
hybrid copolymer based on  a cycloolefin-maleic anhydride and
methacrylate (COMA/Methacrylate) polymer system.  A variety of
copolymers have been synthesized from t-butyl norbornene
carboxylate (BNC), t-butyl tetracyclo[4.4.0.1. 2,617,10] dodec-8-ene-
3-carboxylate (TCDBC), t-butoxycarbonylmethyl
tetracyclo[4.4.0.1.2,617,10]dodec-8-ene-3-carboxylate (BTCDC), and
5-[2-trifluoromethyl-1,1,1-trifluoro-2-hydroxypropyl]-2-norbornene (F1)
and maleic anhydride (MA). The effect of the  monomers and the ratio
of monomers in the copolymer on lithographic performance studied.
This paper will report the chemistry of the polymer platform and
relative advantages and disadvantages of having certain monomers in
terms of lithographic performance and line edge roughness, and post
exposure bake sensitivity.

6153-82, Poster Session
Characteristics of low-Ea 193-nm chemical
amplification resists
T. Ogata, Y. Kinoshita, T. Dazai, S. Furuya, M. Takahashi, H. Hada,
Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd. (Japan); M. Shirai, Osaka Prefecture
Univ. (Japan)
193 nm lithography including immersion lithography is drawing
attention as the successor of optical lithography for the technology
nodes of 65 nm, 45 nm, and possibly even beyond 32 nm. Therefore,
there has been many research for the base polymer and monomer
materials for 193 nm CA positive-tone resists. It is generally known that
a suitable protecting group plays an important role in obtaining a good
lithographic performance for CA positive-tone resist. However, for 193
nm CA positive-tone resists systems, previous reports concerning
protecting group of carboxylic acid have been limited to the use of
alkoxy-ethyl acetal, tertiary alkyl, or tert-butoxycarbonylmethyl. In our
previous reports we evaluated effects of the newly bulky methyl acetal
ester as acid labile protecting group on resist characteristics of
methacryl polymers. Those results suggest that the newly bulky methyl
acetal protecting group is effective for further controlling good
lithographic performance such as sensitivity, line-edge roughness and
PEB sensitivity due to the different deprotection reactivity compared
with tertiary alkyl protecting group. However, the relationship between
the deprotection reaction mechanism and protecting group structure
was not fully discussed. In this paper, acid catalyzed deprotection
reactions of 193 nm CA positive-tone resists were studied by fourier-
transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy. 2-Admantyloxymethyl (AdOM),
1-methyladamantyloxymethyl (MAdOM) and 2-methyl-2-admantyl
(MAd) units as a protecting group of methacryl polymer resists reacted
with acid during post exposure bake (PEB) treatment. The activation
energies (Ea) of these deprotection reactions were calculated from
Arrhenius plots of these deprotection reaction rate constants. The
bulky methyl acetal resists displayed the low Ea values with the
conventional PEB temperatures region of 110 °C to 130 °C compared
with MAd resist. Furthermore, their thermal resists flow behavior;
etching stability and lithographic performance were investigated.

6153-83, Poster Session
Studies on a cross-linking type positive 193-nm
photoresist material
L. Wang, Beijing Normal Univ. (China)
It had been reported that positive type photoresists were formed by
divinyl ether compounds, including aromatic and aliphatic divinyl
ethers, and binder polymer, including phenolic resins and the
copolymer of methacrylic acid derivatives containing carboxylic acid
group. In order to obtain satisfactory transparency for 193 nm
photoresist, copolymers of methacrylic acid derivatives were used in
lots of reports. Alicyclic groups had to be added to the skeleton of the
copolymers to increase the resistance of the photoresist film to plasma
etch and so the synthesis difficulty was increased.
In this work, we chose and prepared acrylpmaric acid, Deals-Alder
reaction product of abietic acid and acrylic acid, and divinyl ether to
form a new type of positive photoresist.  The diacid, although a small
molecular compound, is of very good film-forming property because of
its special condensed alicyclic structure. The divinyl ethers include 1,3-
divinyloxyethoxybenzene (I), 1,2,3-trivinyloxyethoxybenzene(II),
divinyloxyethyl oxalate(III) and divinyloxyethyl adipate(IV).
The IR spectra of the film formed by the diacids and the divinyl ethers
show that the reaction between the carboxylic acid and the vinyl group
resulted in the linkage of the two compounds and even cross-linking for
the trivinyl ether(III) under moderate heating. The bonding thus formed
can be broken down at the presence of strong acid. So, positive
patterns can be obtained when the resists consisted of the diacid,
divinyl ether and photoacid generator were irradiated with UV light and
developed using dilute aqueous base.
The resist film displayed high transparency at 193nm when aliphatic
divinyl ethers were used and so can be used as 193nm photoresist.
The lithographic performance was studied.
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6153-84, Poster Session
Synthesis and evaluation of novel resist monomers
and copolymers for ArF lithography
M. Kitayama, I. Aratani, Kuraray Co., Ltd. (Japan); M. Toriumi, Osaka
Univ. (Japan)
In recent years, (meth)acrylate copolymer based on chemically
amplified resists has been proposed as one of the most important
platforms for ArF resist materials. The copolymer used for the resist
material has alkyl adamantyl groups, hydroxyadamantyl groups,
lactone groups and other groups. It is generally known that pendant
groups of polymer play an important role in obtaining a good
lithographic performance of chemically amplification positive tone
resists. When we developed novel resist monomers, we focused on
lactone compounds which we could add various functions to, and
several new lactone monomers have been successfully synthesized.
In order to learn performance of monomer or polymer, it is important
to evaluate characteristics of resist material in development process.
Therefore, we measured behavior of resist film dissolution in
developer solvent in detail. For evaluation of the development
process, quartz crystal oscillator microbalance (QCM) method was
used.
In this paper, we report effects of lactone methacrylates on resist
performance determined by QCM method. We found that high
composition ratio of mevalonic lactone methacrylate accelerates
dissolution of the resist film, which is suitable for high resolution
resist. In addition, dissolution speed of the resist film depends on the
lactone structure. Also, a difference of swelling depending on the
lactone structure was observed in a low exposure dose. We think that
the polymer polarity and acid dissociation energy of pendant group
were influential to these phenomena. The information is also useful to
develop new materials for immersion lithography.

6153-85, Poster Session
Adamantane-based molecular glass resist for 193-
nm lithography
S. Tanaka, C. K. Ober, Cornell Univ.
Low molecular weight materials that form a stable glass above room
temperature offer several advantages over traditional linear polymers
as patterning feature size decreases. Low molecular weight
amorphous materials that are free from chain entanglements with
smaller molecular size and high density of sterically congested
peripheral molecules are expected to reduce the variations in line
width roughness (LWR) and line edge roughness (LER) at smaller
feature dimensions. In addition, the small uniform molecular size
offers excellent processability, flexibility, transparency and uniform
dissolution properties based on elemental composition. The resist
materials for 193nm and immersion 193nm must have high plasma-
etch resistance and superior optical as well as materials properties for
better lithographic performance. Higher carbon to hydrogen ratio and
non-aromatic groups in the resist improves the etch resistance and
transparency. Adamantane and cholic groups are widely used in
193nm resist because of their higher transparency and etch
resistance. Further more, a resist with adamantane and cholic groups
enhances film forming ability as well as thermal stability. We have
designed new low molecular weight adamantane derivatives
containing acetal and ester moieties as novel high-performance
photoresist materials. Particularly, adamantane core derivatives of
tripodal structure have been mainly studied as new molecular glass
resists. Several examples of them showed high glass transition
temperatures (Tg) above 120°C and imaged feature size as small as
200nm in line/space patterns on positive tone lithography. Further
more, we have confirmed their high plasma-etch resistance and their
high dose sensitivity.

6153-86, Poster Session
Versatiliy in lithographic performance of advanced
193-nm contact-hole resist
G. Lin, T. Kudo, D. Lee, D. Rahman, A. G. Timko, D. Mckenzie, C.
Anyadiegwu, S. Chiu, F. M. Houlihan, D. Rentkiewicz, R. R. Dammel,
M. Padmanaban, AZ Electronic Materials USA Corp.
Contact hole printing for sub-90nm node applications is one of the
most challenging processes in photolithography. We have studied 193
nm contact hole resists in view of resist components, process
conditions and optical settings. In this paper, high performing contact
hole resist targeting 65nm node and below IC applications is
introduced. The optimized resist, AZ(r) AX(tm)2050P is versatile in
lithographic performance with large process window, excellent resist
profile, contact circularity and sidewall roughness. Its unusual PEB
sensitivity property is described. Resist has good tolerance to film
thickness change up to 400nm. Resist pattern thermal flow behavior
and performance with RELACS(tm) shrink material are also reported in
this publication.

6153-87, Poster Session
Molecular resists based on cholate derivatives for
electron-beam lithography
D. Shiono, T. Hirayama, S. Matsumaru, H. Hada, J. Onodera, Tokyo
Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd. (Japan); T. Arai, A. Yamaguchi, K. Kojima, J.
Yamamoto, H. Shiraishi, H. Fukuda, Hitachi, Ltd. (Japan)
The minimum feature size for the LSI circuit geometry will reach 20nm
in the upcoming 45nm technology node.  In order to achieve this
target, various new lithography technologies, such as Electron-beam
(EB) and Extreme-Ultraviolet (EUV) lithography, are now being
intensively developed.  However, as shrinking gate length, line edge
roughness (LER) of fabricated resist patterns becomes one of the
most significant issues.  For the resist material aspect, the application
of compounds with low molecular weight and/or narrow polydispersity
may be one of the key concepts to dissolve this issue due to its
reduced molecular weight and controlled molecular structure.  We
have reported the characteristics and LER properties of molecular
resists based on low molecular weight polyphenols as a chemically
amplified positive-tone EB resist.  In this paper, we will report the
characteristics of new cholate derivatives and fundamental resist
performance for EB lithography.  Cholic acid is well known to be able
to form an inclusion compound generally caused by intermolecular
hydrogen bond.  We expected that the intermolecular interaction
between cholic acid residue might be effective to fabricate the nano-
structure such as resist pattern.  We prepared two cholate derivatives
for resist base matrix (C2ChDM and C2E).  C2ChDM and C2E which
were easily obtained by one-step esterification from cholic acid and
dichloride showed glass transition temperatures (Tgs), 85 and 84°C,
respectively.  The etch rates of C2ChDM and C2E, which were
measured under CF4/CHF3/Ar mixed gas process, were almost same
as polyhydroxystyrene (PHS).  From the dissolution rate measurement
by using alkaline developer, the model resist samples formulated with
C2ChDM or C2E as base matrix and photo-acid generator originated
from onium-salt (resist-A and B, respectively) showed good sensitivity.
Furthermore, the FT-IR spectra of resist-A and B films unexposed and
exposed with the EB lithography tool was measured.  A Cleavage
reaction of acetal bonds occurred by EB irradiation and PEB
treatment as the characteristic signals for acetal bonds at around
949cm-1 and 1735 cm-1 became weak.  From the dissolution rate
measurement and the FT-IR spectra changes, we confirmed that the
resist-A and B could work as common CA positive-tone resist.  The
evaluation results with the resist-A by using EB exposure tool
indicated the resolution of 120 nm lines and spaces pattern.  For
roughness evaluation of the molecular resists, surface roughness of
resist-A was measured.  This showed smaller Root Mean Square
(RMS) roughness than that of PHS.  The result indicates these
molecular resists can lead to improvement of surface roughness
because of the smaller size and narrow polydispersity.
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6153-88, Poster Session
Fundamental studies of the properties of
photoresists based on resins containing polymer-
bound photoacid generators
C. Lee, Georgia Institute of Technology; N. D. Jarnagin, M. Wang, K.
E. Gonsalves, The Univ. of North Carolina at Charlotte; J. M.
Roberts, W. Yueh, Intel Corp.; C. L. Henderson, Georgia Institute of
Technology
Conventional chemically amplified photoresist formulations are
complex mixtures which include a protected polymer resin and a
small molecule photoacid generator (PAG).  It has been reported in
recent years that photoacid generators often have limited
compatibility with the chemically amplified resist resins that leads to
phase separation, non-uniform acid distribution, and acid migration
during the baking processes.  One possible method to help alleviate
these problems is to incorporate PAG units directly into resist resin
polymer rather than blending monomeric PAG with the resist polymer.
To that end we are developing methacrylate based resists suitable for
193 nm and EUV exposure for sub-100 nm patterning which feature a
photoacid generator bound to the polymer chain.  These methacrylate
resists also incorporate lactone groups for improved substrate
adhesion and the bulky ethyl adamantyl protecting group for improved
lithographic performance.  The polymer bound PAG resists used in
this work, poly (u-butyrolactone methacrylate-co-2-ethyl-2-adamantyl
methacrylate-co-PAG), were synthesized using free radical
polymerization. The weight average molecular weights of the
polymers were in the range of 1700 to 2000 with polydispersities of
approximately 1.7.
The goal of the work reported in this paper was to compare the
fundamental properties of the polymer-bound PAG resists with their
mixed-PAG resist analogs.  Two types of experiments were performed
to compare these materials: (1) comparison of the Dill C rate constant
for photoacid generation in both the polymer-bound and mixed-PAG
materials and (2) comparison of the diffusion coefficient of the
photoacid between the two materials.  Dill C measurements were
made using two techniques: (1) the interdigitated electrode sensor
method previously reported by Berger and coworkers and (2) the
standard addition method.  Photoacid diffusion coefficients were both
compared qualitatively and quantitatively.  For qualititative
comparison, measurements of pattern feature size versus post
exposure bake time and temperature were made.  For quantitative
measurements, a combination of electron beam based grating
exposures and FTIR spectroscopy was used to monitor the evolution
of the deprotection front in the resist as a function of bake time.
Analysis of the FTIR data in the context of a reaction-diffusion model
enabled the extraction of effective diffusion parameters for the
photoacid.  It was found that the Dill C rate constant for photoacid
generation was not in general significantly affected by attachment of
the PAG to the polymer backbone.  It was found that the photoacid
diffusion coefficient of the photoacid in the polymer-bound PAG
materials was a function of the manner in which the PAG is attached
to the polymer.  These materials, experiments, and results will be
discussed in detail.  The implications of these results for the design
and application of polymer-bound PAG resists will be discussed.

6153-89, Poster Session
Poly(4-(1-hydroxyalkyl)styrene-based photoresist
materials: design, synthesis, and their lithographic
performance
M. J. Nasrullah, North Dakota State Univ.; R. Dhamodharan, Indian
Institute of Technology Madras (India)
Chemically amplified resist materials for advanced 248 nm
technology, both positive and negative tone are centered on
copolymers of polyhydroxystyrene (PHS).  PHS based resist materials
are in continued use for next generation lithography because it
provides aqueous base developability, dry etch resistance, and higher
transparency.
Several synthetic approaches were available to make PHS and their

copolymers.  Two approaches were widely used in semiconductor
manufacturing: i) direct polymerization of corresponding monomers by
(controlled) radical, (living) ionic polymerization ii) thermal or chemical
catalyzed deprotection or protection of the macromolecules.  The
latter approach which is also called polymer modification chemistry
(PMC) or polymer analogous chemistry offers several advantageous
over the direct polymerization approach.  Polymer modification
chemistry allows one to control the exact mole fraction of number of
photo switchable group by simple variation of corresponding chemical
reagents.  In addition, reaction conditions are simpler, synthetic
schemes does not require any additional synthetic efforts and most
importantly any polymer with range of molecular weight distribution
can be converted to a photoresist material.
In this paper, we will provide an overview on the preparation and basic
lithographically important characterization of new polymers based on
poly(4-(1-hydroxyalkyl)styrene-co-styrene) [Poly(4-HAS-co-S)].  These
polymers were synthesized for the first time by PMC and this
methodology is an simple alternative for the synthesis of poly(4-HAS-
co-S) than conventionally used synthetically challenging free radical or
low temperature anionic polymerization of the protected monomer.
We have synthesized high and low molecular weight polymers with
mole fraction of functional group ranging from partial to complete
functionalization.  Several formulations based on poly(4-HAS-co-S)
were developed and tested for negative tone imaging at deep UV
lithography.  Lithographic performance of these polymers at deep UV
lithography will be compared with their molecular weight and mole
fraction of functional groups.

6153-90, Poster Session
Negative nanomolecular resists based on
Calix[4]resorcinarene for DUV lithography
J. Kim, T. Oh, R. Ganesan, J. Yun, Korea Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology (South Korea)
To satisfy the upcoming demand of next generation lithography, new
chemically amplified resist materials should be developed that can
perform at the limit where the image feature size is on the order of
molecular dimensions. Amorphous low molecular weight materials
have several advantages over linear polymer systems. First, the limit
of resolution can be enhanced since the building block of the image
feature shrinks to the small molecule. Second, molecular materials do
not have chain entanglement due to the short chain length. Third,
resist molecules that are free of intermolecular chain entanglement
may decrease line edge roughness at very small feature sizes. Fourth,
they can be coated on the silicon substrate by spin coating method
because of their amorphous properties. They may form uniform,
transparent amorphous thin film by vapor deposition and spin-coating
methods. In contrast to single crystals and liquid crystals which show
anisotropic properties, amorphous molecular materials may exhibit
isotropic properties as well as homogeneous properties due to the
absence of grain boundaries. In contrast to polymers, they are pure
materials with well-defined molecular structures and definite
molecular weights without any distribution.
UV- or EB curable nanomolecular resists with a high Tg, good thermal
stability, and low permittivity have especially been in great demand for
intercalation insulating materials in the field of electronics. With this
background, it can be thought that calixarenes could be used as new
starting materials for the synthesis of high-performance UV- and EB
curable materials with a high Tg and excellent thermal stability based
on the molecular structure and for the synthesis of ultra-high-
resolution resists based on the molecular size.
 Negative working nanomolecular resists based on fully epoxy-
protected tetra-C-methylcalix[4]resorcinarene (EC4R) have been
developed. Epoxy C-4-Rs were prepared by the reaction of C4R with
epichlorohydrin in the presence of trimethylamine. They can be
coated on the silicon wafer by the spin-coating method. A clear film
cast from a 20 wt% EC4R solution in chloroform showed high
transparency to UV above 300 nm. A fine positive image featuring 0.8
µm of minimum line and space patterns was observed on the film of
the photoresist exposed to 40 mJ/cm2 of DUV-light by the contact
mode.
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6153-91, Poster Session
Photobleaching deep-UV resists based on single
component nonchemically amplified resist system
J. Kim, K. S. Kim, J. Park, S. Kim, Korea Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology (South Korea)
In a general way, non-CARs consist of the matrix resins and
photoactive compounds (PACs), and the dissolution properties of the
resists are dependent on the amount of PACs. In common, I-line and
G-line resists based on novolac and diazonaphthoquinone (DNQ) are
typical non-CARs. But most PACs absorb much light in the deep UV,
and they are poorly photobleached by deep UV exposure. This strong
absorption of PACs prevents the deep UV light from reaching the
bottom of the resist film, leading to scum and sloped pattern profiles.
Several PACs which contain diazoketo groups have been reported for
deep UV lithography. Our goal in this investigation is to find a proper
resist that is processable without photoacid generator and induces
both photobleaching in the deep UV regions and polarity change upon
exposure. We thought diazoketo groups attached to the polymer side
chains could give such effects. There is no necessity for the post-
exposure bake step that is the cause of acid-diffusion. The diazoketo
groups undergo the Wolff rearrangement upon irradiation in the deep
UV, affording ketenes that react with water to provide base soluble
photoproducts. The photo-induced reaction of the monomer
containing diazoketo groups was studied using 13C NMR
spectroscopy. After exposure the carbon peak of the ketone group
was disappeared and the carbon peak of the carboxylic acid was
appeared. The mechanism of the solubility change of doazoketo
group is similar to the photo induced reaction of DNQ. DNQ
successively undergo photolysis to the carbene, Wolff rearrangement
to the ketene, and hydration to the carboxylic acid, effectively
converting the aqueous base insoluble diazoketones into soluble
carboxylic acids. The polymers were synthesized by radical
copolymerization of 2-(2-diazo-3-oxo-butyryloxy)-ethyl methacrylate,
2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate, and γ-butyrolacton-2-yl methacrylate.
The synthesized polymer showed good photobleaching effect,
solubility change and fine patterns formability. The single component
resist showed 0.7 µm line and space patterns using a mercury-xenon
lamp in a contact printing mode.

6153-92, Poster Session
Newly developed RELACS materials and processes
for the 65-nm-node and beyond
M. Terai, T. Kumada, Mitsubishi Electric Corp. (Japan); T. Ishibashi,
T. Hanawa, Renesas Technology Corp. (Japan); N. Satake, Y.
Takano, AZ Electronic Materials K.K. (Japan)
RELACS (Resolution Enhancement Lithography Assisted by Chemical
Shrink) materials and processes were commercialized as shrink
technology for the first time.1)-4) RELACS materials are now
commercially available from AZ Electronic Materials. We have
introduced RELACS into mass production phase. For manufacturing
of 65nm node devices and beyond, resist patterning is more
challenging due to the narrow lithographic process window. Therefore,
shrinkage process is becoming more important technologies.
However, we were not satisfied with the performance of the
conventional ArF-RELACS materials. Several other shrink processes
have also been proposed, such as SAFIER, but reported to have
several issues.5-10) In this paper, we report about the material
concept of AZ LExp.R720 that is newly developed for 65nm-node
devices and beyond. And we describe a detail of the characteristics of
these shrink processes.
The development concept of LExp.R720 is as the following.
1. RELACS rinse process with “only” DI water.
2. Increase of shrinkage (40nm over)
3. No pattern defect due to RELACS
4. Take over the characteristic of conventional RELACS such as
improvement of CD uniformity, small pattern dependency of shrinkage
and so on.

To achieve these requirements, we optimized not only crosslinker but
also polymer of RELACS materials.
AZ R600 series, conventional ArF-RELACS materials, does not have
dependency between shrinkage and resist pattern layout unlike
Thermal Flow and SAFIER. Also, R600 series were maintaining the
DOF margin before RELACS. From these results, we confirmed that
R600 series is possible to apply to mass production. However,
shrinkage of R600 series ware insufficient for our target (40nm).
LExp.R720 inherits the good characteristics of R600 series such as
pattern dependency and good CD uniformity, pattern profile and so
on. Moreover, LExp.R720 is more shrinkage than R600 series. And we
revealed that LExp.R720 has no defect due to RELACS materials and
processes. From these results, we conform that LExp.R720 is an
optimal RELACS material and process in the 65nm-node devices and
beyond.
REFERENCE
1. T. Toyoshima et al, IEDM98, Dig., 333-336,1998
2. T. Ishibashi et al, Proceeding. Silicon Technology, 1 12-16, 1999.
3. M. Terai et al, SPIE v5039 789-797, 2003

6153-94, Poster Session
Improvement of etch selectivity and process latitude
in ArF lithography by carbon-type single hard
masking material
C. H. Lee, SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
The role of photoresist (PR) masking is greatly increased for 193 nm
(ArF) lithography, which was no problem for 248 nm (KrF) DUV
lithography. Main reason for this masking need is poor etch resistance
for currently developed ArF resist. The methacrylate (MA) back-bone
type used for 193 nm resist shows poor etch resistance compared to
the poly-hydroxy-stylene (PHS) back-bone type used for 248 nm
resist. Acrylate type back-bone shows high transmittance, so that
better contrast and resolution can be obtained, although the etch
resistance and the mechanical hardness is dropped.
The radical polymerization method is mainly used for methacrylate
resin synthesis, which is different from the anionic polymerization or
blending system for 248 nm resist. In case of radical polymerization,
the resultant resin shows bad uniformity (or homogeneity) across the
resist and has wide degree of poly-dispersion (1.8∼2.0) which is about
2 times larger than that of 248 nm resist. This non-uniformity and wide
dispersion makes notable line edge roughness for 193 nm resist
compared to 248 nm resist.
It is necessary to use organic (such as amorphous carbon) and/or
inorganic (PE-SiON) masking layer due to weak etch resistance of 193
nm resist. So we need other spin coating material that can function as
a mask and the anti-reflection film. Also we need to control this
masking layer due to the alignment failure by absorption
characteristics of high carbon density, the reduction of the
throughput, the additional CVD equipment cost, and the increased
particle during the additional layer deposition process.
There are some commercialized multi-layer masking materials (Si
ARC/carbon type association). However, these materials have
problems such as the difficulty of particle removal. Thus we
developed a carbon type single hard masking material. We tried to
maximize the carbon density of base resin and to control many
additive materials (cross-linker or  catalyst) in order to  optimize the
optical factor such as the refractive index and the absorption
coefficient. Also we could improve the surface roughness and control
the hydrogen characteristics for wider process margin with
maximizing the etching selectivity between the resist and sublayer.
We could obtain good etch selectivity and process latitude, and
reduce the cost for the mass production of sub-70 nm devices by
using the suggested masking material.
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6153-95, Poster Session
Wet-recess process optimization of a developer-
soluble gap-fill material for planarization of trenches
in trench-first dual-Damascene process
C. A. Washburn, N. L. Brakensiek, K. B. Edwards, C. Stroud, N. H.
Chapman, Brewer Science, Inc.
Leading-edge devices require several copper interconnect levels
resulting in the widespread use of via-first and trench-first dual
damascene (DD) processing. The via-first DD process has been widely
implemented by the industry to address the smaller critical
dimensions (CDs) of current devices and the inability to etch copper.
With the transition to low-k dielectrics, new challenges have emerged.
The 45nm node is fast approaching, and new device designs utilizing
unique structures and low-k dielectrics have emerged as a result.
These designs necessitated new materials, such as wet gap-fill (WGF)
materials, and novel processing techniques, such as wet recess, to
reliably and constantly manufacture devices. The via-first DD
approach can leave organic residue in the bottom of the via after the
trench is etched.  This residue could be absorbed into the pores of the
low-k dielectric and change the dielectric’s properties.  This challenge
has lead to renewed interest in trench-first DD processing.
The traditional drawback to trench-first DD processing was the
pooling of resist in the trenches where vias need to be patterned.  This
problem could be solved by using a gap-filling material to fill the
trench and planarize the surface.  This technique would also have the
added benefit of reducing bias between isolated and dense features
across the wafer.  Dry-etch gap-fill materials have traditionally been
used for this purpose.  These materials have an inherent limitation in
their ability to reduce bias because their applications require thick
coatings. The bias after coat is maintained through the etch process
to the surface of the wafer.
Described here is a new process to help overcome the challenges of
fabricating leading-edge devices.  Wet gap-fill materials are designed
to reduce bias.  Therefore, as the first process step, the wafer is
coated with a thick layer of WGF material to planarize all geometry
and fill all trenches, thus reducing bias across the wafer.  The
substrate is then baked to partially cure the WGF material.  The wafer
remains in the litho bay and transfers to the developer module in the
same track.   Standard 0.26N TMAH is then used to wet etch the WGF
layer back to the substrate surface.  During this step, the bias is
further reduced.  Finally the BARC and photoresist are coated, and
vias can be patterned.  This process will allow the use of trench-first
DD processing and increase DOF by providing a more planar surface
with less bias.

6153-96, Poster Session
Design and development of next-generation bottom
antireflective coatings for 45-nm process with
hyper-NA lithography
M. Nakajima, T. Sakaguchi, T. Enomoto, Nissan Chemical Industries,
Ltd. (Japan)
Integrated circuit manufacturers are consistently seeking to minimize
device feature dimensions in order to reduce chip size and increase
integration level. Feature sizes on chips are achieved sub 65nm with
the advanced 193nm microlithography process. R&D activities of
45nm process have been started so far, and 193nm lithography is
used for this technology. The key parameters for this lithography
process are NA of exposure tool, resolution capability of resist, and
reflectivity control with anti-reflective coating. In the point of etching
process, single layer process can’t be applied because resist
thickness is too thin for getting suitable aspect ratio. Therefore, it is
necessary to design novel BARC system and develop hard mask
materials having high etching selectivity. This system and these
materials can be used for 45nm generation lithography. Nissan
Chemical Industries, Ltd. and Brewer Science, Inc. have been
designed and developed the advanced BARCs for the above propose.
In order to satisfy our target, we have developed novel BARC and
hard mask materials. These materials showed the excellent

lithography performance and high etching selectivity. In this paper, we
will discuss the detail of our approach and materials for multilayer
process.

6153-97, Poster Session
Study of Iso/dense Bias of BARCs and gap-fill
materials on via wafer
R. Huang, Brewer Science, Inc.
With the introduction of copper as the interconnect metal, the dual
damascene (DD) process has been integrated into integrated circuit
(IC) device fabrication. Because the damascene process is complex,
there are a number of different integration possibilities. The via-first
process, which is the most popular, requires the incorporation of a
bottom anti-reflective coating (BARC) or gap-fill material into the
scheme to planarize the surface before printing trenches.
The topography of a back-end wafer contains high-aspect vias that
are unevenly distributed on a wafer, from 1:1 dense pitch to isolated.
The difference in via density causes thickness bias across the wafer,
which causes the shift of resist depth of focus and critical dimension
swing. The BARC topography is formed basically after spin coating
and reshaped through thermal reflowing when the coating is baked at
high temperature to cure the film. In this paper, we discuss the
thickness at isolated and dense via patterned areas in the spin
coating process and the baking process.
Spin coating is a method commonly used to cast BARC and gap-fill
materials on silicon wafers. The first stage of spin coating is the
deposition of the coating liquid onto the wafer. The second stage is
when the substrate is accelerated up to its final, desired, rotation
speed. The third stage is when the substrate is spinning at a constant
rate and fluid viscous forces dominate fluid thinning behavior. The
fourth stage is when the substrate is spinning at a constant rate and
solvent evaporation dominates the coating thinning behavior. Viscous
flow and solvent evaporation occur throughout all stages. After spin
coating, high-temperature baking cures the film and makes it non-
soluble in organic solvents that are used in next spin-coating step.
However, this step also gives the polymer a chance to undergo
thermal flow because the bake temperature is much higher than the
polymer’s Tg. The chemical reaction occurs at the same time to form
a polymer network that stops the thermal flow. The study of how far
material can flow before the gel point of the polymer has been
reached is presented in this paper.
The calculation of the material transformation due to solvent
evaporation and polymer rheometry is based on the theories of
dynamic and kinetic.  The work described in this paper showed how
the parameters related to material properties and to the chemical
reaction of crosslinking affected iso/dense bias. This work gives us
guidance regarding what kind of materials and process conditions are
good for planarization.

6153-98, Poster Session
Implantation blocking characteristics study of
organic BARC materials
M. S. Kim, Hynix Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
The design rule of device shrinks below 80nm and the implantation
process is also selectively applied for narrow spaces in dense L/S
pattern. The small sizes of patterns are alternatively defined on the
narrow spaces for next followed implantation process. One space
which will be implanted is opened after development and the other
space is covered by resist or gap fill materials for implantation
blocking. Generally, the aspect ratio of this topology is higher than
4:1. Therefore, the materials having better gap fill property than before
are required for these topology conditions. The implantation blocking
characteristics of these materials should be also sufficiently verified
for several kinds of implantation conditions like implantation energy.
Recently, new materials based on organic BARC are being developed
for these purposes and apply for real device fabrication. The fast etch
rate is also necessary to remove the remaining gap fill material in
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narrow space for next implantation process. These materials have a
merit for patterning, since they can reduce the reflection from the
substrate for small size patterning unlike other gap fill materials. In
this study, the characteristics of implantation blocking and etch rate
for new KrF and ArF BARC materials have been evaluated for the
different implantation energy conditions. The gap fill property in the
dense L/S patterns has been also investigated by checking the cross-
sectional views of small resist patterns. The implantation blocking
properties for the different substrate conditions have been also
compared for KrF and ArF BARC. Based on the experimental results,
the application possibility of BARC as an implantation blocking
material for sub-80nm device fabrication will be presented in this
paper.

6153-99, Poster Session
New chemical approach for resist poisoning
problem in via first dual-Damascene process
S. Takei, Nissan Chemical Industries, Ltd. (Japan); H. Nakao,
CASMAT (Japan)
In the case of LSI pattern rules with a fineness of 0.1 µm or less, it is
increasingly difficult to promote the development of LSI having higher
performance with the conventional LSI process technology. The
general trend of interconnect fabrication for such a high performance
LSI is to apply cupper (Cu)/low-k interconnect to reduce RC delay. A
process is one of the most promising processes to fabricate Cu/low-k
interconnect due to its wide miss-alignment margin.
In the conventional Via-first dual damascene (VFDD) process, trench
lithography is applied after filling the vias with a Dry Etch Organic
Bottom Antireflective Coating (BARC). The biggest problem with this
process is huge fill bias observed as the via pitch and density
changes across the wafer. This bias between isolated and dense-via
arrays is not acceptable and leads to narrow process windows and
problems during subsequent trench etch processes. Another
approach, currently being used, is to coat a thick layer of material
(which does not need to have antireflective properties) but can fill vias.
These materials are often referred to as gap fill materials.
The gap fill materials are provided on a substrate having a greater
aspect ratio (unevenness) than a substrate made of the conventional
wiring material. The main properties of the gap fill materials are small
thickness bias between isolated and dense-via pattern, void free, no
intermixing with resist and BARC, and lower etch resistance. It is also
demanded as a new additional property to effectively suppress  resist
poisoning on a kind of low-k materials because  the resist poisoning is
one of other critical issues in VFDD process. Additional process is
usually needed to avoid the issue in the current process, although it
has been reported that thermal annealing, UV-Photo irradiation, or
plasma process are effective to suppress the poisoning.
This paper discusses a novel chemical approach to reduce resist
poisoning by only coating the gap fill materials with barrier property of
suppressing the poisoning. The novel approach can potentially make
it possible to skip the additional process of avoiding the issue and to
achieve high throughput wafer-processing. The barrier property for
resist poisoning is seemed to be related to some factors of chemical
interaction, cross-linking reaction rate, film density, polarity, diffusion
coefficient of amine component in gap fill materials.

6153-100, Poster Session
Development of 193-nm wet BARCs for implant
J. D. Meador, C. Beaman, J. Lowes, C. A. Washburn, R. L. Mercado,
U. Senapati, C. Stroud, A. Guerrero, Brewer Science, Inc.
The microchip industry will soon need a 193-nm antireflective
procedure/resist combination for 45-nm node implants.  Potential
antireflective solutions include:  1) a dyed resist, 2) a dyed resist + top
antireflective coating (TARC), and 3) a bottom antireflective coating
(BARC).  Among the three techniques, a wet-developable (wet) BARC
is preferred as it gives the best CD swing control and resist sidewalls.
A wet BARC is needed rather than a dry BARC to eliminate potential
plasma etch damage to the implant area and also for economy and

lower defectivity.  The BARC serves to reduce reflective notching and
CD variations over topography, and protects the 193-nm resist from
substrate poisoning.  In addition to describing numerous criteria for
this type of wet antireflective product, the paper will discuss the
performance of a new family of 193-nm wet organic BARCs that meet
most of the requirements for 45-nm node implant usage.  These wet
products are light-sensitive and positive-working.  There is no
intermixing of BARC with the photoresist during the latter’s
application.  During the subsequent exposure and processing of
photoresist and the light-sensitive antireflective layer, the BARC in the
positive-imaged areas becomes developer soluble.  Our discussion of
the new wet BARCs will include chemistry, best-case resolution using
first and second reflectivity minimum BARC thicknesses, depth-of-
focus (DOF), processing properties, solution and spin-bowl
compatibilities, ambient temperature stability of spun/cured film
properties, optical parameters, and Prolith modeling studies.

6153-101, Poster Session
New advanced BARC and gap fill materials based on
sublimate reduction for 193-nm lithography
S. Takei, Nissan Chemical Industries, Ltd. (Japan)
Innovative technologies are required by integrated circuit
manufacturers to create smaller feature sizes on chips. According to
the semiconductor roadmap, feature sizes are slated to be as small as
45nm in 2007, and sizes will be continued to decrease in the following
years.
Suitable absorbance, Lower etch resistance, straight photoresist
profiles, wider D.O.F., thinner film thickness, more effective barrier
properties to reduce resist poisoning, and sublimate reduction for
defect free coating are the major concerns to be taken into
consideration for new BARC and gap fill materials.
In this paper, the study of sublimate reduction in the new BARC and
gap fill materials was investigated. The effect of sublimate reduction
from BARC in bake process is related to decrease defect number. We
will introduce new BARC and gap fill material consisted of the
polymers with self crosslink-reaction system. In addition of sublimate
reduction data, resist profiles and 130 nm via fill performance in via-
first dual damascene process presented here would show clearly
these materials are ready to be investigated into mass production of
90 nm node IC devices and beyond.

6153-102, Poster Session
Use of modified bottom antireflective coatings as a
general solution to resist poisoning
J. V. Beach, SEMATECH, Inc.; K. A. Nowak, W. J. Perez, Brewer
Science, Inc.; Y. Solomentsev, R. McGowan, K. Pfeifer, SEMATECH,
Inc.
Resist poisoning has been the nemesis of chemically-amplified resists
ever since their introduction into the manufacturing line.  Airborne
poisoning of the top of the photoresist was addressed by
environmental enclosures for the coater tools with chemical filters to
remove amines.  Amine filters, however, can do nothing to control
bottom poisoning originating from the wafer substrate.  With the
introduction of porous low-k materials into the stack and dual-
damascene integration schemes, substrate resist poisoning has
become an ever-present concern for lithographers and integration
engineers.
Resist poisoning can be avoided through the careful choice of
materials and etch processes.  However, resist poisoning is not
always predictable and failure to properly foresee the problem can
add to the development time for new devices.  Worse still, the stack/
process required to avoid resist poisoning may not be optimal for the
device in terms of performance or cost.  The above approach is one
of making sure the stack does not outgas amines into the resist.  A
better solution would have complete insensitivity to the constituents
of the stack and simply block any outgasing from reaching the resist.
A spin-on bottom anti-reflective coating (BARC) is an ideal material to
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act as a poison-blocker since it is used just prior to the application of
resist and is removed completely during subsequent processing.
This paper examines several modified spin-on BARCs as poison
blockers.  Some of these BARCs are shown to be effective at
preventing resist poisoning while being insensitive to the chemistry of
the substrate.  Resist profiles did not change as a function of the
amount of poisoning coming from the substrate and no undercutting
of the resist profile was seen when a neutral substrate such as bare
silicon was used.  Etch performance was comparable to that of
standard spin-on BARCs.  Resist performance over metal-one, via
and metal-two processes are reported.

6153-103, Poster Session
Reducing bottom antireflective coating (BARC)
defects: optimizing and decoupling the filtration and
dispense process
N. L. Brakensiek, Brewer Science, Inc.; G. Martin, Entegris, Inc.; S.
Simmons, Brewer Science, Inc.
Semiconductor device manufacturing is one of the cleanest
manufacturing operations that can be found in the world today.  It has
to be that way; a particle on a wafer today can kill an entire device,
which raises the costs, and therefore reduces the profits, of the
manufacturing company in two ways:  it must produce extra wafers to
make up for the lost die, and it has less product to sell.
In today’s state-of-the-art fab, everything is filtered to the lowest pore
size available. This practice is fairly easy for gases because a gas
molecule is very small compared to the pore size of the filter.  Filtering
liquids, especially photochemicals such as photoresists and BARCs,
can be much harder because the molecules that form the polymers
used to manufacture the photochemicals are approaching the filter
pore size.  As a result, filters may plug up, filtration rates may drop,
pressure drops across the filter may increase, or a filter may degrade.
These conditions can then cause polymer shearing, microbubble
formation, gel particle formation, and BARC chemical changes to
occur before the BARC reaches the wafer.
To investigate these possible interactions, a Mykrolis∗ IntelliGen* 2
pump was installed on a TEL Mk8∗ track to see if the filtration process
would have an effect on the BARC chemistry and coating defects.
Various BARC chemicals such as ARC29A and ARC29S were pumped
through various filter media having a variety of pore sizes at different
filtration rates and collected at the dispense point for chemical
analysis such as HPLC or molecular weight dispersion.  This analysis
was done to see if the filter would remove portions of or change the
chemical makeup of the BARC.  Properties such as molecular weight,
surfactant loading, or other chemical markers were examined. Also
investigated was the interaction between the dispense process and
the filtration process.  The IntelliGen2 pump has the capability to filter
the BARC independent of the dispense process.  By using a designed
experiment to look at various parameters such as dispense rate,
filtration rate, and dispense volume, the effects of the complete pump
system can be learned and appropriate conditions can be applied to
yield the cleanest BARC coating process.  Results indicate that
filtration rate and filter pore size play a dramatic role in the defect
density on a coated wafer with the actual dispense properties such as
dispense wafer speed and dispense time playing a lesser role.

6153-105, Poster Session
New developer-soluble gap-fill material with fast
plasma etch rate
A. Qin, R. Huang, Brewer Science, Inc.
For the via-first dual damascene process, a planarizing anti-reflective
material or gap-fill material is typically used to ensure a lithography
process with the best profiles and critical dimension (CD) control.
These requirements pose many challenges to material scientists, and
probably the most difficult task to fulfill is designing spin-on materials
that provide zero bias between dense and isolated pattern areas. We
have developed a unique solution to further reduce both iso/dense

bias and the overall process time, in the form of wet gap-fill (WGF)
materials.
In order to reduce iso/dense bias, dry gap fill materials are used in
combination with plasma dry etch back. However, the bias reduction
is less satisfactory because the initial coating bias will transfer to the
final surface through the etch process. As the name implies, our WGF
materials fill surface topography and utilize standard photoresist
developer to etch back to the substrate surface.  These WGF
materials, by careful design, aim to minimize bias due to the greater
bulk material dissolution rate than the rate in small vias.  After wet
etch-back, the isolated and dense via patterned areas are both fully
filled, and the bias is much smaller than the bias of initial coating.  In
contrast to the dry etch-back process, wet etch-back omits the
process of wafer transferring wafers back and forth from etch and
photo bays, which is definitely financially favorable.  In addition, low-k
materials in the future will most likely be porous, which raises the
concern about etch damage.  Wet etch gap-fill materials will provide
an ideal solution to this problem.
As linewidth decreases, the budget of resist thickness becomes even
smaller, which in turn requires gap-fill materials to have much faster
dry etch rates to ensure adequate pattern transfer.  Porous low-k
dielectrics etch faster than currently available materials, so there is
also concern about WGF fencing about the vias during the trench
etch.  In this paper, we introduce a new wet gap-fill material, which
has etch rates that are much faster than our current product
WGF200(r).

6153-107, Poster Session
Fundamental characterization of silicon-containing
spin-on hardmask for 193-nm photolithography
V. Sipani, Y. Hishiro, M. Abatchev, Micron Technology, Inc.
In this contribution we have performed the fundamental
characterization of silicon-containing spin-on hardmasks.  There has
been an interest in using these materials as part of multi-layer resist
(MLR) technology to replace CVD-deposited films in order to improve
lithographic performance and lower the overall cost of the process.
However, not much is known about the characteristics of these
materials in terms of their resist compatibility and etch performance
based on their composition.  We have characterized these materials
using a number of analytical techniques such as FTIR, XPS, etc.  We
have also studied the effect of numerous etching chemistries such as
CF4 and SO2/O2 to determine their etch characteristics.  Finally, we
provide some after-dry-develop etch profiles.

6153-108, Poster Session
Development of MFHM to simplify process step
K. Lee, S. Park, S. Y. Kim, G. Lee, S. D. Lee, J. Jung, J. Cho, T.
Jung, C. K. Bok, Y. Cho, D. Lee, H. S. Kim, S. Moon, J. Kim, Hynix
Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
Pattern collapse has dramatically increased as feature size shrinks
and this has led to lower resist thickness. It needs a good hard mask
such as a-carbon (amorphous carbon). However, we suffer from
following several issues with the introduction of a-carbon.
1. High cost process by CVD (chemical vapor deposition)
2. Difficulty in planarization
3. Difficulty in alignment
4. Particle
5. Pattern collapse by topology
6. Complicated structure for patterning (Photoresist/ Organic BARC /
SiON / a-carbon)
To cope with these issues, we need a good MFHM having following
properties.
1. Spin on coating (SOC) material
2. Dry etching
3. Multi-function material (BARC+SiON or BARC+SiON+HM)
4. Good lithographic performance
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5. Good etch selectivity (Photoresist vs. MFHM, MFHM vs. under-
layer material)
6. Clear cleaning etc.
We are collaborating with several material makers to develop MFHM.

6153-109, Poster Session
Thin-bilayer resists approach for 193 nm and future
photolithography
Y. Hishiro, M. Hyatt, Micron Technology, Inc.
Resist aspect ratio has always been an issue for lithographic process.
Smaller CD forces us to use thinner resist film but dry etch needs
enough thickness. Various techniques have been proposed and
researched to overcome this single layer resist limitations. Bilayer
resists or Si-containing resists have been one of them and of interests
as a strong candidate. In this paper, we have characterized bilayer
resists and sought for a possibility for advanced lithography especially
by using a thin film. Requirements for materials for this purpose will
also be discussed.

6153-26, Poster Session
Gas-phase fluorination of resist for improving line-
end pullback during etch
R. D. Peters, P. K. Montgomery, P. Stout, Freescale Semiconductor,
Inc.
Line-end pullback has been an issue for photoresist patterning for
many years.  The two-dimensional nature of line-ends leads to
increased deprotection of the resist and shortening of the resist
features.  From a lithographic standpoint, line-end pullback can be
mitigated to some extent using optical proximity correction (OPC).
However, as the space between line-ends gets smaller, a trade-off
exists with respect to OPC.  Over-correction of the line-end on the
reticle by the addition of hammerheads can lead to bridging.  In some
cases, the line-end spacing can actually be less than design rules.
The poor aerial image contrast at these line-ends can lead to sloped
profiles as well as pullback.  The line-end slope depends on the resist
contrast, the OPC, and the target line end-to-end space.  These
sloped line ends lead to increased pullback during the subsequent
etch process.  For gate patterning, a resist trim step is often utilized
prior to etching a hardmask and polysilicon.  During each etch step
the resist line-end is quickly eroded due to the sloped profile.
In this paper, we present a novel post-develop processing technique
for improving the line-end profile of patterned photoresist.  This
improvement in the line-end profile results in less pullback during
subsequent etch processing.  After development, a patterned
photoresist film is treated to a gas phase fluorination process.  The
fluorination process leads to substitution of F for H in the polymer
matrix of the resist film, and causes the resist to swell.  This swelling
causes the line-end profile to become more vertical due to the fact
that the base of resist features are anchored to the substrate, and only
the top portion of the resist features will swell.  This improvement in
the line-end profile is shown to reduce line end-to-end spacing by 20-
30% after etch.  Cross-sectional images show the improvement
throughout the partitioned etch process.  Simulation results are shown
to verify that the change in the line-end slope is sufficient to lead to
improvements in line-end pullback during etch.

6153-110, Poster Session
Improved ion implantation masking through
photoresist fluorination
P. K. Montgomery, R. D. Peters, T. A. Breeden, M. Azrak, J. E.
Moore, J. Jiang, Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.
As semiconductor gate lengths shrink, photoresist trends toward
thinner films. Thick resist films are not desirable because they tend to
absorb more light, require higher energies to pattern, increase pattern
collapse, and subtract from depth of focus and exposure latitude. The

minimum thickness of implant resist is governed by the stopping
power of the resist and the energy of the implant. Relatively high
energy implants and/or lower ion stopping power in the resist require
thicker resist films. These problems can be mitigated through a novel
resist fluorination process. The fluorination process results in the
replacement of light H atoms by heavier F atoms effectively increasing
the molecular weight of the fluorinated film and its ability to block ion
implantation. This straightforward and cost-effective process is
investigated for use with an industry standard 248 nm dyed
photoresist. Substrate damage probe measurements and Secondary
Ion Mass Spectrometry depth profiles show species-dependent ion
implant masking improvements of 5 % to 35 % for fluorinated resist
versus as-developed resist. Geometric and process margin arguments
are discussed for thinning resist where angled implants are needed or
process capability is insufficient. Finally, electrical data is presented
that demonstrates the manufacturability of these fluorinated and
thinned resist films.

6153-112, Poster Session
Trim etch development methodology to fabricate
sub-90-nm node transistor with ArF lithography
J. Y. Kim, DongbuAnam Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
By applying trim etch process in the 90 nm technology node, typical
lithography target is increased to somewhere between 90 nm and 100
nm, so that we can achieve the final gate length between 60 nm and
70 nm.  In the modern etch process, we can implement the trim ect
process in BARC (Bottom Anti-Reflective Coating) etch step or resist
etch step. Recently, many reports have reported about the beneftis of
trim etch process.  However, the detailed requirements to utilize
conventional BARC etch and resist etch process as trim etch process
have not been reported yet. For example, the requirements of trim
process are no deterioration of the CD uniformity across wafer,
adjustable dense/iso CD bias, line integrity (no resist bending or line
clipping), adjustable aspect ratio of post trim resist shape and linear
dependency of the CD reduction on trim time.
This paper presents the methodology for the development of gate trim
etch process to obtain the accurate CD control and better LER of 90
nm node gate fabrication by using ArF source with phase shift mask.
Experimental and analytical data will show what process variable can
be improved in practical point of view and how LER, CD-variation and
pattern deformation are improved. Also, the CD bias control, CD
linearity, LER, final transistor profile and transistor characteristics are
evaluated. In conclusion, we will show the final achievements for gate
patterning capabilities and the CD uniformities of ultra-narrow gates
by trim etch technology.

6153-113, Poster Session
Research on new node separation process without
exposure
K. R. Kang, S. Y. Ahn, J. H. Lee, Y. H. Kim, T. S. Kim, SAMSUNG
Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
When we separate cylinder type storage nodes in DRAM device, USG
oxide has been commonly used as a passivation layer inside of the
storage nodes. Since design rule has been shrunken, voids are
generated at the interior of the narrow storage nodes during oxide
deposition. Therefore, new ALD (Atomic layer Deposition) oxide
should be introduced at sub-80nm devices.   But ALD has a few
demerits like low throughput and uncertain mass productivity etc.  As
a counterproposal, i-line photo resist is substituted for oxide layer. It is
free of  void issue, however, there are problems such as infringememt
of the patent of the other device maker, introducing exposure step,
high bake temperature for crosslink, much too long ashing time about
300 seconds to eliminate crosslinked PR residue after passivation . To
solve those problems, we developed a new polymer NSP (Node
Separation Polymer), which is possible to passivate storage nodes
without exposure, crosslinked at low bake temperature, reduces
ashing time extremely. We applied NSP at sub-80nm device, storage
nodes are successfully passivated without voids, we could eliminate
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PR residue perfectly in 50 seconds (83% faster than i-line photo
resist) and crosslink NSP at lower temperature bake. In addition,
substituting NSP for oxide layer, we could cut down expenses on
purchasing ALD equipment, and save CVD equipment. As a result, we
could conclude that newly developed NSP is the most promising
alternative of node separation for the future DRAM device of 80nm
design rule and beyond.

6153-114, Poster Session
Formulated surface conditioners to enhance the
non-collapse and defect-free process windows: a bi-
functional approach for sub-100-nm lithography
M. Sanada, M. Sugiyama, Dainippon Screen Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd. (Japan); M. Jaramillo, Jr., P. Zhang, T. J. Bzik, Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc.
In recent years, sub-100nm lithography has been presented with new
challenges; one of which is pattern collapse.  Integrating and
implementing novel solutions such as formulated surface conditioners
to resolve pattern collapse has been difficult.  Though minimal, the
impact to throughput and the idea of integrating formulated surface
conditioners having mono-functionality has made the integration of
such materials that much less attractive.  In addition to pattern
collapse, defect reduction continues to be a factor in IC
manufacturing.
In this paper, we assessed the impact and reported our findings of a
formulated surface conditioning solution on a 193nm lithographic
process to the non-pattern collapse process window, normalized
aspect ratio (NAR), and its effects on defectivity. The non-pattern
collapse window and NAR results, and defectivity were then
compared to wafers processed using traditional developer processing
with DI water (DIW) rinse.
We evaluated the impact of a surface conditioning solution and DI
Water on a 193nm process using 100nm L/S, and reported our
findings on the non-collapse window, CNAR, and defectivity.  Using a
surface conditioning solution resulted in significantly improved CNAR
(25%) and DOF (25%) compared to DIW where, even at low NAR
values, pattern collapse was evident.
We reported our findings using Focus Exposure Matrix (FEM) wafers
having 100nm 1:0.9 lines/spaces (L/S) and 2.7:1 aspect ratio to
determine the non-collapse process window, CD Uniformity (CDU)
wafers having 110nm 1:1 L/S to determine the impact to defectivity,
and Energy Meander (EM) wafers to determine NAR.  An AT1250
Scanner and a binary mask were used to pattern the FEM and EM
wafers while a 6% Attenuated PSM (APSM) was used to process the
CDU wafers.  Based on previous RF3 developer studies, the wafers
were then developed using an optimized developer recipe on an RF3
coat-develop track.  Each wafer was analyzed and evaluated to
determine and report the impact to pattern collapse, CNAR, and
defectivity.
To further improve the surface conditioner’s non-pattern collapse
window and CNAR performance, and determine the impact to
defectivity it was necessary to evaluate the influence of several
factors. In this paper, we performed various DOEs to identify and
establish which factors impact pattern collapse, CNAR, and
defectivity.  When compared to an optimized developer process using
DI water, the developer process using an optimized surface
conditioner process yielded an improved non-collapse process
window DOF and CNAR and the impact to defectivity was
determined.  The data presented demonstrates that traditional
process improvements alone are unable to mitigate pattern collapse
and improve CNAR.
Formulated surface conditioners having bi-functional capabilities
demonstrate that multiple ITRS Roadmap goals can be achieved and
justify the integration of such materials into standard IC processing.

6153-115, Poster Session
Molecular contamination control technologies for
high-NA 193-nm lithography
A. Imai, T. Tanahashi, T. Nakano, NICHIAS Corp. (Japan); N.
Takahashi, Tokyo Electron Ltd.; J. Kitano, M. Shioguchi, Tokyo
Electron Kyushu Ltd. (Japan)
As semiconductor devices become increasingly refined, the target of
contamination control has gradually shifted from particles to
molecules. In order to achieve high resolution and highly uniform
patterns in the lithography process, it is important to control the trace
amount of ammonia contamination that occurs when chemically
amplified resist is used in large-scale applications with 248nm
exposure or more. Ammonia is generated not only in the atmosphere,
but from many factors that comprise the semiconductor
manufacturing process, including cleaning processes, manufacturing
equipment and materials, and the workers themselves. Ammonia
removal filters are effective as a means of minimizing the
concentration of ammonia during the lithography process.
Currently, the mass production stage is being undertaken under
193nm high NA (Numerical Aperture) exposure, and   mass production
applications under 193nm immersion exposure conditions are now
being introduced. So as devices become increasingly refined, there
have been potential demands for filters with the ability to minimize
various types of amines,N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone as well as ammonia.
We investigated the removal efficiency of filters based on the
differences in the molecular diffusion coefficients of these gases, and
developed an amine removal filter that contains ion-exchange resins
which have been specially processed in a honeycomb structure that
has a high surface area in contact with the gases. As the result, we
achieved an ammonia removal efficiency of 99.8% or higher, and
improved the collection efficiency up to 98% or higher for other
triethyl-amines and NMP.  Thanks to the high adsorption capacity of
this filter, they can achieve the equivalent performance with 50% of
the conventional filter space.  In this captioned paper, we also
compared the adsorption capacities for these gases under single-gas
and mixtured gas conditions, and evaluated the ability of the filter to
select the adsorption gases.
Finally, we evaluated the patterning performance under 193nm
exposure in a highly clean environment to be conditioned by this filter,
and verified that the filter could be utilized in processes at the 65nm
node or lower.

6153-116, Poster Session
ArF processing of 90-nm design rule lithography
achieved through enhanced thermal processing
M. Kagerer, D. Miller, FSI International Inc.; W. Chang, The Univ. of
Western Ontario (Canada); D. J. Williams, Sumika Electronic
Materials, Inc.
As the Lithography community has moved to ArF processing on 300
mm wafers for 90 nm design rules the process characterization of the
components of variance continues to highlight the thermal
requirements for the post exposure bake (PEB) processing step.  PEB
in general consists of three individual sub-steps: Ramping up of the
exposed wafer to processing temperature, baking the photoresist at a
steady state and a termination of the chemical reactions by cooling
down the substrate, which usually involves the transfer of the wafer
from the PEB hotplate to a cool plate.  In particular as the thermal
systems have become increasingly uniform, the transient behavior of
the thermal processing system has received the focus of attention.
This paper demonstrates how a newly designed and patented thermal
processing system was optimized for delivering improved thermal
uniformity during a typical 90 seconds PEB processing cycle, rather
than being optimized for performance in only a steady state. This was
accomplished with the aid of a wireless temperature measurement
wafer system for obtaining real time temperature data and by using a
design of experiments (DOE) approach. Comparing the thermal data
with actual CD data during an initial screening experiment allowed
establishing criteria for optimizing the thermal control system and
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maximizing thermal capability.  In a second experiment, the actual
optimization of the system was performed by utilizing a response
surface model (RSM) experimental design, as opposed to the use of
traditional PID tuning methods.
The new units were field retrofitted seamlessly in <2 days at customer
sites without disruption to process recipes or wafer flows.  After
evaluating certain resist parameters such as PEB temperature
sensitivity and post exposure delay (PED) - stability of a test process,
the new units were benchmarked against the previous PEB plates by
processing a split lot experiment. Additional hardware characterization
included environmental factors such as air velocity in the vicinity of
the PEB plates and time transient between PEB and cool plate.
When obtaining the optimized CD data for 90nm node processing, the
within wafer CD uniformity displayed a significant improvement when
compared to the previous hardware.  The ultimate demonstrated of
within wafer CD uniformity 3sigma improved by 27% compared to the
initial hardware and process results and exceeded the ITRS
requirements for this node.

6153-117, Poster Session
Process development and resist modification for
metal trench layers from 65-nm to 45-nm nodes
S. Wu, S. Lee, C. Yu, B. S. Lin, United Microelectronics Corp.
(Taiwan); Y. Suzuki, S. A. Robertson, C. Xu, T. Tanaka, I. Wan, Rohm
and Haas Electronic Materials
ABSTRACT
In this paper, simulation method, resist modification and process
optimization were used to develop production worthy processes for
metal trench layers of logic devices at 65nm by dry 193nm
lithography.  Same approach to be extended to 45nm node by using
immersion lithographic processes.
For the process development of back-end metal trench layers,
through pitch proximity, litho performance and resolution are
important characteristics.   Simulation results suggested that a
moderate annular illumination setting would help through pitch
proximity bias and give a better resolution at forbidden pitch region
with low impact to overall process window.  Resist material
optimization through resin, PAG and quencher modification could
improve contrast, reduce proximity bias and get better litho
performance such as small LWR, better MEF and wider process
window.  In this case, process window increase 25% can be obtained
through resist optimization.  More discussion will be given in the
content.  For 45nm node applications, immersion compatibility study
and illumination with top coat process results to be reported.

6153-118, Poster Session
Parameter investigation of PEB sensitivity
S. K. Oh, E. K. Son, C. S. Park, J. Y. Lee, J. W. Kim, D. Kim, J. Kim,
Dongjin Semichem. Co. Ltd. (South Korea); G. Lee, S. C. Moon,
Hynix Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
Post exposure bake temperature sensitivity (PEB sensitivity) is getting
important as the pattern pitch size shrinks gradually. There are several
factors affecting the PEB sensitivity including acidity and diffusion of
photogenerated acid, activation energy for deprotection reaction, free
volume of base polymer, and so on.
We observed that PEB sensitivity largely depends on acid diffusion in
our previous report, so if the controlled acid diffusion in resist film,
should be improved PEB sensitivity. Our works were conducted as a
part of the basic study for searching influential parameter of PEB
sensitivity. We found that PEB sensitivity relies largely on not only acid
diffusion parameter, but also the hydrophilicity of base polymer and
protection group ratio. Property of photogenerated acid after
exposure changes to be hydrophilic. Hydrophilic property of
photogenerated acid disturbed diffusion by intensive interaction with
hydrophilic base polymer. Therefore, when base polymer has more
hydrophilic property, acid diffusion is more effectively controlled.
When the base polymer has excess protection group ratio, it shows

poor PEB sensitivity in our evaluation. This result means that
deprotected group ratio is influential parameter of PEB sensitivity. As
a result, smaller protection group ratio is a help to PEB sensitivity.
Also, we observed that residual solvent and bulkiness of deprotection
group have great influence on PEB sensitivity. There is a high
correlation between amounts of residual solvent and free volume in
resist film. More amounts of residual solvent in resist film means
existence of high free volume and results in easy acid diffusion. Free
volume in resist film has important influence on acid diffusion by
providing migration channels of photogenerated acid. Also, bulkiness
of deprotection group is closely related with free volume in resist film.
Small size deprotection group has a low free volume than that of large
size after deprotection reaction. Therefore, the PEB sensitivity
improved by introduce small size deprotection group.

6153-119, Poster Session
Extending i-line capabilities through variance
D. Miller, P. D. Vickers, FSI International Inc.; D. J. Williams, Sumika
Electronic Materials, Inc.; A. Salinas, J. Peterson, Texas Instruments
Inc.
Continuous economic pressures have moved a large percent of IDM
operations either overseas or to foundry operations over the last 10
years.  These pressures have left the IDM fabs in the US with required
COO improvements in order to maintain operations domestically.
While the assets of many of these factories are at a very favorable
point in the depreciation life cycle, the equipment and processes are
constrained to the quality of the equipment in its original state and the
degradation over its installed life.
With the objective to enhance output and improve process
performance, this factory and their primary lithography process tool
supplier have been able to extend the usable life of the existing
process tools, increase the output of the tool base, and improve the
distribution of the CDs on the product produced.  Two separate
features of interest will be explored in order to evaluate system
performance, incorporating both critical and non-critical layers.
Additionally, the effect of hardware improvements to the existing
toolset will be evaluated from a financial perspective via return on
investment (ROI) calculations, independent of the improvement to
process performance.
Texas Instruments Incorporated lead an investigation with the
POLARIS(r) Systems & Services business of FSI International to
determine the sources of variance in the i-line processing of a wide
array of IC device types.  Data from the sources of variance were
investigated such as PEB temperature, PEB delay time, PEB
uniformity, develop recipe, develop time, and develop programming.
While PEB processes are a primary driver of acid catalyzed resists,
the develop module is shown in this work to have an overwhelming
impact on the wafer to wafer and across wafer CD performance of
these i-line processes.  The paper will discuss the contribution from
each of the sources of variance and their importance in the overall
system performance.
Using proprietary software developed for the analysis of lithography
cluster performance, the theoretical benefit to an individual
lithography cluster through-put was demonstrated using the actual
process flows, layout and module contributions specific to the
customer’s factory SOP.  Each process flow through the tool is able to
be evaluated and optimized using the software, enabling the fab to
evaluate multiple scenarios, including reallocation of process stations,
identification of rate limiting steps, potential impact of additional
hardware, reallocation of product mix, etc.
Upon the subsequent hardware upgrade, the through-put model was
verified along with the effect of process enhancements attributable to
the upgraded hardware set.  The changes to the existing tool set have
been able to improve the wafer to wafer CD distribution by \> 40 %,
and the within wafer CD distribution by \> 25% while enabling
between a 20 and 45 % increase in the lithography cluster through-
put depending on the specific process of interest.  Additionally, the
calculation of the ROI on the hardware enhancements was shown to
be very favorable to the fab, allowing for rapid return on the capital
expense.
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6153-120, Poster Session
Thickness dependence of the lithographic
performance in positive type photoresists
J. H. Kim, N. Choi, Y. Kim, T. Kim, SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd.
(South Korea)
With the minimization of the device size, the pattern density for the
given area has increased and the pattern size itself has tremendously
decreased down. Lots of basic researches and commercial
developments in the lithographic field have been done to make the
smaller pattern in a wafer. For the view of points of scanner, there has
been lots of improvement in resolution with the adoption of the
shorter light source as well as of the larger lens. These changes in
wavelength of the light and in pattern size have droved the thickness
of photoresist (PR) to the thinner thickness due to light absorption and
pattern collapse. By the way, PR acts as the etch resistant layer for
the sub layer patterning as well as lithographic layer for the
photoactive behavior that shows the develop rate contrast between
the exposed and the unexposed area. Other factors being equal, a
thicker resist layer can tolerate a longer etch, thus the better for the
role as a etch resistant layer. Nowadays lots of companies consider
introducing bilayer resists that attempt to decouple the imaging and
the resisting functions into two distinct layers to solve the
contradictory situation about PR thickness.
In this whole technical trend in PR, it seems to be an unavoidable
situation that the thickness of PR continues to decrease with
shrinkage in pattern size. In this study, the lithographic performance of
the positive type PR depending its thickness will be investigated and
the optimum thickness for the viewpoints of lithographic performance
will be estimated. And then, the limitation of the PR thickness for the
next generation lithography and for the pattern shrinkage trend will be
discussed.

6153-121, Poster Session
New development application method to improve
critical dimension control
C. Hong, Dongbu Anam Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
Activities of shrinking the Critical Dimension have in recent years
drastically narrowed resist-processing latitude such as Depth of
focus. Meanwhile, highly accurate CD controllability has been
necessary more than ever. The development process is a critical
process for CD control, and optimization of this process is one of the
major themes in developing track system. Influential factors on the
dissolution behavior of resist in development process are different
between the initial stage of development (puddle formation) and the
later (static development).
In order to improve CD control and top loss profile in the develop
process we proposed new development method and study the
characteristics of this development method.
In this paper, we compare performance of normal and new
development method about profile of top view, pitch linearity, process
latitude, CD uniformity and profile of vertical SEM.
From our experiment, we can achieved improved the profile of the top
of the pattern, process latitude and with in wafer CD uniformity. and
improved CD uniformity of within asymmetric logic cell line from
10.8nm(range) to as low as 6.6nm(range). The cause of good
performance of improved double development cannot be specified,
but the influence of develop solution fast percolates through the
exposured area because of centrifugal force of 1st development spin
dry is clear.

6153-122, Poster Session
Lithography performance improvement for 65-nm
node contact-hole patterning from changing
different chemical natures
C. Wu, United Microelectronics Corp. (Taiwan)
Along with the CMOS device generation change, the requirements

and the achievements for lithography patterning below 65nm node
have become much severe, especially with single resist patterning
technology. In order to enhance the process window, MEEF, and other
critical performance, it is always preferred to implement some assist
technology, such as shrink technology or optical enhancement
technology nowadays. In 65nm node particularly, the CMOS design
requires the contact hole minimum pitch to be below 200nm, and in
this case, the single 193nm resist performance is usually producing
small process window and the resolution.
However, we have further studied on the single 193nm resist
performance improvement from different resist composition,
especially on different acid effect by introducing PAG contained
amount split, different quencher characteristics, different solvent
effect, and different acid diffusion control by acid additive introduced
in resist film. In this study, we have set one particular type of polymer,
with different PAG, Quenchers, additive and solvent, in order to
observe the each composition influence to the lithography
performance on contact hole pattern.
Along with the evaluation of the samples, we have observed that
enhancement of acid diffusion effect by different method such as
increasing of PAG amount, reduction of film boiling point, and
optimizing of solvent type to control the diffusion level has good
improvement on Depth of Focus and MEEF. Also, this method is very
effective to improve the resist profile when the original profile is
negative tapered. Also, we have also discovered some acid additive
for small acid level fine-tuning. This is also effective to even increase
the Depth of Focus and the MEEF.
As the conclusion, from these study, we have improved the
lithography performance of single 193nm resist for contact hole
pattering targeted below 200nm pitch, especially on Depth of Focus,
MEEF, Proximity Effect and the profile in significant level. This is
significant result because usual single 193nm resist performance is
very far to the minimum requirements for 65nm node production. With
this optimized material, we believe that it is much more positive to
further implement some assist technology, in order to even gain more
process window and other important lithography performance.

6153-124, Poster Session
Stability of photoresist coating performance of small
dispense nozzle size in photolithographic spin
coating process
X. Li, W. T. Greene, T. Lehmann, LSI Logic Corp.
Reduction of photoresist consumption to reduce costs while
maintaining resist coating quality is becoming a major challenge for
process and equipment engineers in the semiconductor industry. This
challenge can be met by reducing dispense nozzle diameter to
maintain a constant dispense rate at a reduced dispense volume.  In
this study, two small dispense nozzle sizes (0.5 and 0.6 mm in
diameter) and two resist dispense volumes (0.4 and 0.5cc per coating)
were evaluated during the resist spin coating process. Stability tests
of five resist thickness means and ranges of three photo resists types
with various resist viscosities were performed using small dispense
nozzles and small resist dispense volumes.  Each stability test
consisted of both 25 wafer continuous resist coats and one wafer per
coating for 15 days.  Coat defects from the coat process using a small
dispense nozzle and small resist dispense volume were analyzed on
the layers of Island, Poly, Metal and Contact in a manufacturing fab.
The effect of the resist coat process using a small dispense nozzle
and a small resist dispense volume on critical dimension (CD)
performance of  Island, Poly, Metal and Contact layers before and
after etch was reported.  Resist thickness uniformity data , coating
defect data and CD data from the small dispense nozzle size and
reduced resist dispense volume coating process were also compared
with a normal resist coating process with dispense nozzle size of
1.5mm and resist dispense volume of 0.6 to 0.75cc per coating.
Keywords:  photo resist coating, photo resist consumption, resist
dispense, resist viscosity, dispense nozzle
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6153-125, Poster Session
Improved resist quality and performance via
advanced filtration
E. L. Alemy, A. Carmona, W. C. Nelson, AZ Electronic Materials USA
Corp.; M. H. Tseng, W. P. Wolfrum, CUNO Inc.
A novel filtration technique was developed and implemented to
evaluate the effect of NanoSHIELD(tm) filtration on effluent quality and
performance of 193 nm photo-resist and anti-reflective coating
systems.
The NanoSHIELD filter utilizes hollow fiber based technology instead
of flat sheet based technology used for the conventional pleated
membrane filter.  The method of construction is entirely different
between flat stock membrane and hollow fiber cartridges making it
possible to embody high throughput and small compact design for
the NanoSHIELD filter.
NanoSHIELD filters employ polypropylene hollow fibers bundled and
thermally potted at one end of the filter cartridge by low density
polyethylene.  Either high density polyethylene or polypropylene
hardware components are used.  For a given form factor, it offers two
to three times higher surface area than conventional filters, resulting in
superior flow characteristics.  The ability to run at high flow rates
leads to shorten cycle time and faster achieving of the desired effluent
quality.  A smaller footprint for the filtration unit is made possible by
increased flow rate for a given pressure drop, and micro-bubble
formation is minimized by lower differential pressure.  Since a core is
not needed, the compact NanoSHIELD filter design minimizes hold-up
volume, reduces waste of expensive chemicals, reduces handling of
hazardous chemicals and process downtime, and thus increases
throughput and overall equipment efficiency.  Absolute 0.01 and 0.02
um filtration improves effluent quality with low particle counts.  To
assure cleanliness out of the package, NanoSHIELD filters were
manufactured in an ISO 9001 and 14001 certified facility.  They were
cleaned and rinsed thoroughly with high purity cleaning chemicals and
DI water, and vacuum sealed with filtered air in class 1000 clean room.
In this work, filtration experiments and lithographic evaluations were
conducted using NanoSHIELD and baseline filtration schemes.  The
resulting quality and performance of 193 nm resist and anti-reflective
coating materials via NanoSHIELD filtration were compared with the
base line established by using the conventional filtration scheme.
Filtration quality was evaluated by using a laser particle counter for
determining effluent particle concentration and by using an Atomic
Absorption (AA) Spectrometer, Perkin-Elmer Model SIMAA-6000 or
Perkin-Elmer Model 3030 equipped with HGA 300 graphite furnace for
trace metal levels.  The resulting effluents of 193 nm resists were
applied to 8" silicon wafers and exposed via a Nikon 306D Scanner.
Resist performance was evaluated by SEM for CD and photo speed
determination, a defect inspection tool via KLA2360 for defect
quantification and classification, and a defect inspection tool via
Applied SEMVision for defect review.
It was found that NanoSHIELD filtration showed excellent particle
retention while exhibiting the same filterability, less hold up volume,
and no extractable contributions.  The lithographic evaluations of the
effluents produced by NanoSHIELD filtration demonstrated a
significant improvement in wafer level defects while maintaining the
photo-speed and depth of focus.

6153-126, Poster Session
A universal process develop methodology for
complete removal of residues from 300-mm wafer-
edge bevel
M. Randall, IBM Microelectronics Div.; C. Longstaff, K. Ueda, T.
Winter, Tokyo Electron U.S. Holdings, Inc.
Many yield limiting, etch blocking defects are attributed to “flake” type
contamination from the lithography process.  The wafer edge bevel is
a prime location for generation of this type defect.  Wafer bevel quality
is not readily observed with top down or even most off axis inspection
equipment.  Not all chemistries are removed with one “universal”
cleaning process.   IC manufacturers must maximize usable silicon

area as well.  These requirements have made traditional chemical
treatments to clean the wafer edge inadequate for many chemistry
types used in 193nm processing.
IBM has evaluated a method to create a robust wafer bevel and
backside cleaning process and has eliminated the need for a topside
edge bead removal solvent.  The new process uses backside solvent
rinse to clean the back of the wafer, the wafer bevel, and 0.2-0.5mm
wrap around to the front flat edge of the wafer depending on
application.  Tool tolerances for wafer centering are less of on impact
with the new edge cleaning process which has shown better wafer
chemical edge bead removal cut width control.  Optical edge bead
removal is still used for the final resist edge bead cut.
Another benefit realized from this method has been a reduction in
potential topside defects due to topside edge bead removal solvent
splashing.  This can be caused by many issues that are wafer or tool
related.
Setup and process parameters need to be carefully evaluated and
monitored.  This includes backside solvent flow rate warning and error
limits, nozzle angle, nozzle direction and wafer height relative to the
backside nozzle.
Process data on bare silicon indicate there is no change in resist
thickness mean or uniformity (3mm edge exclusion) with this new
process vs. the traditional baseline process.  Wet film defect monitor
shows no difference between the two processes.  August AXi macro
edge and backside defect inspection tool optical images will be
presented showing EBR quality and silicon cleaning ability.  Process
window data will also be discussed.
Long-term process capability will be discussed using developed
image defect monitors, wet film defect measurements (wet FM), and
with device yield.

6153-128, Poster Session
Use of direct washing of chemical dispense nozzles
for defect control
M. Linnane, G. L. Mack, IBM Microelectronics Div.; C. Longstaff, K.
Ueda, N. Yokomori, T. Winter, Tokyo Electron U.S. Holdings, Inc.
Demands for continued defect reduction in 300mm IC manufacturing
are driving process engineers to examine all aspects of the apply
process for improvement.  Historically, the defect contribution from
photoresist apply nozzles has been minimized through a carefully
controlled process of “dummy dispenses” to keep the photoresist in
the tip “fresh” and remove any solidified material, a preventive
maintenance régime involving periodic cleaning or replacing of the
nozzles, and reliance on a pool of solvent within the nozzle storage
block to keep the photoresist from solidifying at the nozzle tip.  This
industry standard has worked well for the most part but has
limitations in terms of cost effectiveness and absolute defect
elimination.
IBM has evaluated direct washing of the chemical dispense nozzles to
reduce defects seen on the coated wafer.  Wet FM defects (hard
particles in or on the photoresist film) from 0.12um to 1.00um in size
have been reduced up to 20% with the direct washing of the nozzle
versus the industry standard.  These results were realized with
washing intervals up to once every 24 hours. No dispense on
production wafers and no “pre-dispense” or periodic “dummy”
dispense of photoresist were used during the evaluation.  This
equates to significant cost savings in chemical that would normally be
wasted down the drain.  Testing of the nozzle wash beyond 24 hour
intervals has not been concluded at this time.
The inside diameter of a typical dispense nozzle was purposely
“clogged” with photoresist at 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0mm, dried for two
weeks, then cleaned with this technique.  The results indicate that this
method is capable of cleaning severely clogged nozzles.  This is a
benefit to tools that may be shut down for extended periods of time or
tools in an R&D type situation where chemical supply is at a premium.
Cost savings in chemistry is estimated to be one to two percent of
total, perhaps small in terms of percentage, but significant when
applied to the total volume used by a typical wafer FAB.
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Process data on bare silicon wafers indicates that there is no change
in photoresist thickness mean or uniformity (3mm edge exclusion)
with this new process versus the traditional baseline process.
Long-term process capability will be evaluated using developed
image defect monitors, wet film defect measurements (wet FM) and
with device yield.

6153-129, Poster Session
Investigation on origin and improvement of cone-
shaped defects
C. H. Roh, B. S. Lee, S. K. Park, Y. C. Shin, J. D. Eom, W. Y. Jung, S.
M. Kim, Y. M. Kim, Hynix Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea); S. Kim,
S. Kim, J. Kim, Dongjin Semichem. Co. Ltd. (South Korea)
Cone-shaped defects have frequently observed on, especially, nitride
substrates after etch, since chemically amplified resist (CAR) were
introduced in photolithographic process. Because the seed of a cone
defect is as small as 10nm in diameter, it is hardly detected after
development, but it looks to grow during etch process and is finally
exposed in post-etch inspection. It was analyzed that this defect had
an effect on yield of semiconductor device in terms of function and
production yield. However, as pattern inspection becomes critical in
sub-100nm process, cone defects are frequently noticed during
pattern inspection steps, so it may affect productivity seriously. We
investigated the origin of a cone defect and studied the possibilities of
reduction or removal of the defect by modification of process
condition and organic Bottom Anti-Reflective Coatings (BARCs). We
found that the cone defects can be greatly reduced and we will report
the results and discuss the effect of each process condition and
BARC component on cone defect improvement in this paper.

6153-130, Poster Session
The suppression method of powder formation in ArF
photoresist
G. Lee, H. Kim, E. Lee, M. Kim, S. Y. Kim, C. K. Bok, H. S. Kim, S.
Moon, J. Kim, Hynix Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
Powder formation of ArF photoresist in nozzle tip of track is emerging
issue in real production. It is very serious problem because particles
of photoresist drop on wafer during process. Therefore we have to
clean nozzle tip every two days and it takes 2 hours. This reduces
throughput of track and scanner at the same time. To cope with this
issue, we have studied following factors having an effect on powder
formation of ArF photoresist.
1) Polymer type of photoresist
2) Solvent of photoresist (volatility and solubility)
3) Volatility, solubility, and quantity of thinner for solvent bath
4) Modification of solvent bath
We successfully solved this phenomenon. In this paper, we will report
how to suppress powder formation in detail.

6153-131, Poster Session
The correlation between polymer platform of ArF
photoresist and defect in the track nozzle of
manufacturing process line
J. Y. Song, Korea Kumho Petrochemical Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
As the minimum feature size of electronic devices continues to shrink,
the industry is moving from wavelength of 248-nm KrF excimer laser
sources to shorter wavelength of 193-nm ArF excimer laser and ArF
immersion to achieve required higher resolution. As minimum feature
sizes are reduced, ability to minimize defects are getting more
important, because they have a close connection with yield.
With the replacement of laser source, 248-nm with 193-nm, the
platform of polymer was also converted from phenolic polymer into
acrylic polymer. With this platform changes unexpected various defect
problems had been occurred. Although KrF process causes not much

of defects, ArF process caused more serious defect problems. One of
those major defect sources is solidified polymer in track nozzle. The
solidified polymer at track nozzle needs to be removed periodically,
unless it causes significant throughput loss in mass production.
The amount of this type of defect relies on physical property of
platform resin such as hydrophilicity, solubility or structural rigidity.
The hydrophilic phenol based KrF resin shows minor defects,
contrarily hydrophobic acryl based ArF resin caused serious defects.
This solidification was caused from poor solubility of acrylic resin
against resist solvent system. To improve solubility, olefinic moiety
such as norbornylene and norbornyl devertives were adopted in acryl
resin. Those inserted olefins in acrylic polymer changed polymer
structure such as rigid helix structure into flexible structure. With the
increase of solubility particle defect was dramatically reduced.
Conclusively, insertion of olefin moiety releases rigid acrylic structure
and it improves solubility. As solubility improves crystallization at
nozzle has been decreased and the particle defect reduced.

6153-132, Poster Session
TARC process and productivity improvements on
KrF lithography
T. Couteau, Spansion LLC; M. A. Carcasi, Tokyo Electron America,
Inc
Anti-reflective coatings (ARC) are an essential part of
photolithography with continuing shrinking pattern geometries.   ARCs
reduce reflectivity at resist interfaces thus providing better line width
control with minimal loss of resist performance.  ARCs come in two
varieties: bottom antireflective coatings (BARC) and topside anti-
reflective coatings (TARC).  TARC reduces reflectivity, assuming
appropriate thickness and chemical refractive index have been
chosen for exposure wavelength, by destructively interfering the
incident light reflected from the TARC/resist interface with the incident
light reflected from the TARC/air interface.  TARC can also help
protect resist layers from airborne contamination. TARC is usually a
slightly acidic, surfactant containing, water-soluble chemical that can
be rinsed off in aqueous-based developer solution.
Due to the chemical properties of TARC, filtering and dispensing this
fluid has proven to be difficult, as the chemical is prone to micro-
bubble formation due to the surfactant additives. The surfactants will
encapsulate micro-bubbles that form during filtration and dispense.
The acidity of TARC is also of concern with regards to resist dark loss,
especially at point of dispense.
The inclusion of TARC in a production scheme can be of substantial
manufacturing benefit if you can minimize the defects induced by this
process.  To reduce the TARC process induced defects, you must
consider the following: chemical handling, chemical priming, coater
preventative maintenance, pump type, filter type and size, pump vent
interval, pump filtration rate, idle/periodic dispense frequency
methodology, and on-wafer dispense methodology.
 In this study, we examined reducing the volume of trapped air
produced during filtration and dispense and the resist dark loss
associated with TARC acidity to prevent the formation of defects.
Defect reduction and increased tool availability was accomplished by
examining and optimizing tool hardware and functionality, examining
and optimizing filter media and size, examining and optimizing pump
purge/vent sequences and frequency, improving overall pump
knowledge, improving filter change procedure and maintenance, and
understanding and reducing dark loss issues associated with acidity
of TARC chemical.

6153-133, Poster Session
Studies of the mechanism for immersion specific
defects
T. Ishibashi, T. Hanawa, T. Suganaga, K. Narimatsu, K. Suko,
Renesas Technology Corp. (Japan); M. Terai, T. Kumada, Mitsubishi
Electric Corp. (Japan); T. Ando, Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Co.,Ltd. (Japan)
In this paper, we report the several analytical results of immersion
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specific defects. At the first viewpoint, we focus attention on the
droplet of immersion water. In case of making a watermark on some
kind of film stacks with or without topcoat on the resist purposely, all
samples showed the trace of watermark. From chemical surface
analyses, we found that the components in residue were not always
derived from leaching materials from resist. Some of the components
in the residue seem to be airborne contaminants that are unregulated
in machines used in photolithography process. At the second
viewpoint, we take particular note of gel and large stain defects found
on large exposed and unexposed areas. The relation between results
of chemical analyses at the interface of topcoat and resist and those
defect were investigated. The origin of those defects was concerning
with the mixing at the interface of topcoat and resist.
Introduction: ArF immersion lithography is expected to be the most
predominant technology for the device production with smaller
features than 65nm. Recently, significant progresses were reported in
this technology. Because the resolution and the performance for
experimental production have been almost assured1-2), the solution
of immersion specific defects issue becomes more remarkable issue.
Typical results of the defect level in real immersion exposure
process3-4) were always better than that in process with mimic
immersion5-6). On the basis of studies of immersion defect before, we
organized the several origins of immersion specific defects. In this
paper, we report about the negative impacts of a water droplet and
chemical interaction between the topcoat and the resist.
Experiments: Methacrylate type ArF resists, alkaline developable and
undevelopable (TSP3A) topcoat materials were used in our
experiments. The watermark was formed purposely on the sample
film stack with 0.75µl H2O using micro syringe and dried after tens of
minutes spontaneously. The chemical component of each residue was
analyzed using TOF-SIMS. Several chemical analyses were performed
to investigate the phenomena at the interface between the topcoat
and the resist. The wafers made using actual immersion process were
tested by pattern defect inspection.
Results and Discussion: The chemical components of residues on
watermark were obtained from TOF-SIMS analyses. Mass fragments
from PAG were detected without the unexposed sample that has
TSP3A on the resist. When a water droplet is dried, the formed
watermark always makes elution in spite of TSP3A, which is well
known as the most hydrophobic topcoat. The other mass fragments
were kinds of contamination in process step. The intensity of mass
fragments from siloxane had good correlations with airborne
concentration of that. These results tell us that water droplets
originate variety of defects. The other types of specific defects like gel
and stain were found when the photo-mask has large transparent and
opaque portions in real immersion process. The cause of this defects
seemed to concerning to the chemical interaction between the
topcoat and the resist.

6153-134, Poster Session
Defectivity reduction by optimization of 193-nm
immersion lithography using an interfaced
exposure-track system
K. R. Nafus, S. Hatakeyama, Tokyo Electron Kyushu Ltd. (Japan); H.
Kosugi, Tokyo Electron America, Inc.; T. Tomita, Tokyo Electron
Kyushu Ltd. (Japan); R. Moerman, Y. van Dommelen, P. Huisman,
ASML Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands)
As the integration of semiconductor devises continues, pattern sizes
required in lithography get smaller and smaller. To achieve even more
scaling down of these patterns without changing the basic
infrastructure technology of current cutting-edge 193-nm lithography,
193-nm immersion lithography is being viewed as a powerful
technique that can accommodate next-generation mass productions
needs. Therefore this technology has been seriously considered and
after proof of concept it is currently entering the stage of practical
application. In the case of 193-nm immersion lithography, however,
because liquid fills the area between the projection optics and the
silicon wafer, several causes of concern have been raised-namely,
diffusion of moisture into the resist film due to direct resist - water
interaction during exposure, dissolution of internal components of the

resist into the de-ionized water, and the influence of residual moisture
generated during exposure on post-exposure processing. To prevent
these unwanted effects, optimization of the three main components of
the lithography system: materials, track and scanner, is required.  For
the materials, 193nm resist formulation improvements specifically for
immersion processing have  reduced the leaching and the sensitivity
to water related defects, further benefits can be seen by the
application of protective top coat materials.  For the track component,
optimization of the processing conditions and immersion specific
modules are proven to advance the progress made by the material
suppliers.  The scanner used for the experiments is a 3rd generation
immersion lithography scanner containing the latest hardware
configuration.  In this evaluation, we show the current status of
immersion lithography defect reduction using the latest advances in
technology.

6153-135, Poster Session
Defect reduction by using a new rinse solution for
193-nm conventional and immersion lithography
O. Miyahara, T. Shimoaoki, K. Yoshihara, J. Kitano, Tokyo Electron
Kyushu Ltd. (Japan)
Semiconductor-manufacturing technology has made remarkable
progress over recent years. Accompanying this progress have been
demands to reduce the feature size used in photolithography
processing; thus, according to these demands, the exposure
wavelength has been shortened from 248 nm (KrF laser) to 193 nm
(ArF laser). Moreover, regarding ArF immersion lithography aimed at
the 45-nm technology node, research and development is being
actively pursued.
As the feature size has been reduced, chemically amplified (CA)
resists have been introduced. It has thus become all the more
important to reduce defects produced in the lithography process. In
recent years, the behavior of defects in a CA resist has been
explained by investigations using various microprobe analysis
techniques. In short, it has been reported that water-soluble defects
such as “satellites” and water-insoluble defects such as “resist
residue” are generated by different causes. Furthermore, with the
reduction in pattern size, new types of defects caused by the resist-
such as “bridging” defects in line-and-space (L/S) patterns and
“missing-hole” defects in contact-hole (C/H) patterns-have been
identified. Although the satellite, resist-residue, and missing-hole
problems have been solved by implementing innovative ideas such as
extending rinse time, improving development recipe, and introducing
a post-developer rinse and improved rinse recipe, it cannot be said
that these measures are sufficient from the viewpoints of either
processing throughput or effectiveness.
In the present study, the authors investigated the effect of adding
chemical additives to the de-ionized water (DIW) rinse used in the
rinse process. This investigation confirmed that the additives
significantly reduce the amount of minute defects generated on the
wafer-without degrading lithography performance-and thus help to
improve process throughput. The authors also confirmed that this
additive procedure also reduces the amount of defects in the case of
immersion lithography. The details of these investigations are
presented in this paper.

6153-136, Poster Session
193-nm immersion process defect generation and
reduction mechanism investigation using analytical
methods
S. Hatakeyama, M. Enomoto, T. Niwa, T. Tomita, T. Shimoaoki, H.
Kyoda, J. Kitano, Tokyo Electron Kyushu Ltd. (Japan); S. Shimura, T.
Kawasaki, Tokyo Electron Ltd. (Japan)
Utilizing de-ionized water as the medium between the wafer and lens
of the exposure system and realizing high numerical aperture (NA),
193-nm immersion lithography is being developed at a great pace
towards practical application. However, as regards application to
mass production, several problems remain unsolved. Among those
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problems, defects have been cited as a great cause of concern. In the
case of 193-nm immersion lithography, as a result of liquid filling up the
space between the silicon wafer and projection optics, and since there
are many techniques for improving the numerical aperture of the
exposure system, the resist film and de-ionized water touch during
exposure. As a result, defects are caused by infiltration of moisture into
the resist film or dissolution of resist components into the de-ionized
water. To prevent these defects, although the performance of resists
has been improved and protective films for preventing direct contact
between the de-ionized water and resist material have been developed,
it is proving difficult to fully resolve the above-described problems.
Moreover, residual water on the resist film after immersion exposure or
on the protective film has an effect on post-processing and is
connected with the generation of defects. On top of that, defects can
be generated by bubbles occurring during exposure or can be
originated from the protective-film materials and resist materials used in
193-nm immersion lithography. Accordingly, before this lithography
technique can be applied to mass production, the problem of
eliminating these defects must be solved. With this in mind, utilizing a
193-nm immersion-lithography system, the authors performed
investigations to assess the modes under which defects are generated
with this method, understand the generation behavior of the defects,
and clarify their generation mechanism. In addition, addressing each of
these defects occurring in 193-nm immersion-lithography, we
confirmed that each can be prevented before generation or eliminated
after generation by applying a suitable track process. The present
paper presents the results of our investigation on the effect of our new
track process for reducing the various defects generated in 193-nm
immersion-lithography.

6153-137, Poster Session
An investigation on defect-generation conditions in
immersion lithography
M. Enomoto, T. Shimoaoki, H. Kyoda, J. Kitano, Tokyo Electron
Kyushu Ltd. (Japan); T. Suganaga, Renesas Technology Corp. (Japan)
As a powerful candidate for a lithography technique that can
accommodate the scaling-down of semiconductors, 193-nm immersion
lithography-which realizes a high numerical aperture (NA) and uses de-
ionized water as the medium between the lens and wafer in the
exposure system-has been developing at a rapid pace and has reached
the stage of practical application. In regards to defects that are a cause
for concern in the case of 193-nm immersion lithography, however,
many components are still unclear and many problems remain to be
solved. It has been pointed out, for example, that in the case of 193-nm
immersion lithography, immersion of the resist film in de-ionized water
during exposure causes infiltration of moisture into the resist film,
internal components of the resist dissolve into the de-ionized water,
and residual water generated during exposure affects post-processing.
Moreover, to prevent this influence of directly immersing the resist in
de-ionized water, application of a protective film is regarded as
effective. However, even if such a film is applied, it is still highly likely
that the above-mentioned defects will still occur. Accordingly, to reduce
these defects, it is essential to identify the typical defects occurring in
193-nm immersion lithography and to understand the condition for
generation of defects by using some kinds of protective films and resist
materials. Furthermore, from now onwards, with further scaling down of
semiconductors, it is important to maintain a clear understanding of the
relation between defect-generation conditions and mask dimensions.
Aiming to extract typical defects occurring in 193-nm immersion
lithography, the authors carried out a comparative study with dry-
exposure lithography, thereby confirming several typical defects
associated with immersion lithography. We then investigated the
conditions for generation of defects in the case of some kinds of
protective films. In addition to that, by investigating the defect-
generation conditions and comparing the classification data between
wet and dry exposure, we were able to determine the origin of each
particular defect involved in immersion lithography.  Furthermore, the
comparison of mask dimension for wet and dry processing could
indicate the future defectivity levels to be expected with shrinking
immersion process critical dimensions.

6153-138, Poster Session
Deprotection kinetics in 193-nm photoresist thin
films: influence of copolymer content
S. Kang, V. M. Prabhu, B. D. Vogt, E. K. Lin, W. Wu, National
Institute of Standards and Technology; K. L. Turnquest, SEMATECH,
Inc.
The reaction-diffusion mechanism of photoacids is dependent upon
many variables including the reaction rate, size of the acid counterion
species and temperature.  Recent experiments have demonstrated
the acid diffusion can be controlled by a combination of lower
processing temperature with low activation energy resists as well as
increasing the size of the acid.  In an attempt to understand the
fundamentals of the deprotection reaction process, we have studied
the deprotection kinetics of model 193 nm photoresists with Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy as a function of exposure
dose, post-exposure bake (PEB) temperature, and copolymer content.
Under all conditions, the  deprotection kinetics initially follow a 1st-
order reaction rate law, but then breaks down as the deprotection
level increases. This behavior can be understood by a limiting acid
diffusion coefficient in the presence of high levels of deprotection.  To
understand the significance of deprotection extent and copolymer
content, we studied the homopolymer of methyladamantyl
methacrylate and copolymers containing (50 and 59) mole % alpha-
gamma-butyrolactone methacrylate (alpha-GBLMA).   The copolymer
content decreases the reaction rate systematically with increasing
levels of alpha-GBLMA in the copolymer photoresists.  Therefore
reaction-rate kinetics models need to consider the initial copolymer
composition for accurate prediction of the deprotection kinetics.
Interestingly, the methylene adamantyl deprotection products could
also be monitored using FTIR and leave the thin films at elevated
temperatures.  These measurements are the initial basis for
understanding the influence of copolymer composition on the reaction
kinetics and the outgasing of the products in these model resists.

6153-139, Poster Session
The reaction mechanism of poly[4-hydroxystyrene-
co-4-(1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-hydroxypropyl)-
styrene]
H. Yamamoto, T. Kozawa, K. Okamoto, S. Tagawa, Osaka Univ.
(Japan); T. Ando, M. Sato, H. Komano, Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd.
(Japan)
As required feature sizes have shrunk according to the market
demand, the control of acid distribution and diffusion becomes more
essential for the development of high performance chemically
amplified resists. In post-optical lithography, the energy of exposure
tools such as electron beam (EB) and EUV is deposited on not acid
generators but resist polymers. It is important to understand acid
generation mechanism involving the radiation chemistry of polymers.
Poly(4-hydroxystyrene) (PHS) and its derivatives are one of promising
base polymers for chemically amplified EB and EUV resists. In this
study, we investigated acid generation mechanism in poly[4-
hydroxystyrene-co-4-(1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-hydroxypropyl)-
styrene] (PHS-co- PSTHFA).
PHS-co-PSTHFA was used as a polymer. The ratios between PHS
and PSTHFA units were varied from 0 to 100 %. Triphenylsulfonium-
triflate (TPS-tf, Midori Kagaku Co.) was used as an acid generator.
Coumarin6 (C6) was used as an indicator to monitor acid
concentration. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was used as a casting solvent in
spectroscopic measurement for the evaluation of acid yield. The resist
solutions were spin-coated onto quartz substrates at 3000 rpm for 30
s to form thin films. Films were exposed to 75 kV electron beam
(ELIONIX, ELS-7700) with exposure dose of 10 µC/cm2. Then,
absorption spectra were recorded using JASCO V-570
spectrophotometer. It has been reported that the proton adduct of C6
shows a characteristic optical absorption band around 533 nm.3 The
acid concentration was estimated from the absorbance at 533 nm
using the absorption coefficient of 7.8 x 104 M-1cm-2.
The acid concentration decreased with the increase of the ratio of
PSTHFA unit. PSTHFA unit seems to affect acid generation. In the
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previous study, it is confirmed that brominated PHS (Br-PHS) produce
hydrogen bromide without acid generator on the exposure to EB.
Bromide ion is produced through dissociative electron attachment.
This reaction is competitive with the reaction of acid generator with
electrons. By analogy, fluoride ion is likely to be produced. Therefore,
hydrogen fluoride is considered to be generated instead of
trifluoromethanesulfone acid. Because pKa of hydrogen fluoride is 3,
the proton adducts of C6 are not formed by hydrogen fluoride. This is
the reason why observed acid yield decreased. The reaction
mechanism in PHS-co-PSTHFA films was clarified.

6153-140, Poster Session
Analysis of the effect of mechanical strength of the
resist film on pattern collapse behavior using atomic
force microscope
O. Tamada, T. Goto, M. Sanada, Dainippon Screen Manufacturing
Co., Ltd. (Japan); T. Moriuchi, T. Niiyama, A. Kawai, Nagaoka Univ.
of Technology (Japan)
As the shrinkage of IC patterns continues, pattern collapse is
becoming one of the critical issues in semiconductor manufacturing
and many works  have been done to solve this issue. Since pattern
collapse occurs when outer force onto the resist pattern such as
surface tension, impact of rinse solution, etc. surpasses the resistance
of the resist pattern such as mechanical strength, adhesion force
between resist and substrate, it is considered effective for
improvement of pattern collapse to control resist film properties by
track process, i.e., optimization of the mechanical properties of the
resist film and enhancement of the adhesion force between resist and
substrate. In our previous paper, we reported that short develop time
is effective to improve pattern collapse and this effect can be
explained from the viewpoint of interfacial energies among resist,
BARC and water.
In this study, we first analyzed the mechanical strength of the resist
films processed with various developing times with tip indentation
method using atomic force microscope. It was found that for each
condition hardened layer exists around the film surface and its
thickness decreased from about 4.5 nm to 2.5 nm as developing time
increased from 0 sec to 120 sec. From this result, it was suggested
that this hardened layer was initially formed during post applied bake
(PAB) process and was gradually reduced by the contact of the
developer which means distribution of the hardness in the resist film
formed during PAB process still remains even after development
process.
Since distribution of the hardness in the resist film is very important to
consider the mechanical strength of the resist pattern, it is meaningful
to know mechanical properties of the resist film after PAB process. So
we carried out the measurements of mechanical strength of the resist
films with tip indentation method and load to collapse resist patterns
using the direct peeling with atomic force microscope tip (DPAT)
method for various PAB conditions. Finally, based on the results, how
resist film properties after PAB process impact on the pattern collapse
behavior is discussed.

6153-141, Poster Session
Resist dissolution behavior according to protecting
group in polymer
K. Im, J. Jegal, J. Park, D. Kim, J. Kim, Dongjin Semichem. Co. Ltd.
(South Korea)
In 193nm and 248nm CAR resists, deprotecting reaction and
dissolution behavior depend upon the bulkiness and activation energy
of protecting group. These factors have influences on resist
performance (Resolution, DOF & EL margin, LER etc.). For further
understanding this behavior, we extracted resist parameters related to
the bulkiness, activation energy of protecting group, and we
confirmed their effect on the resist performance using simulation and
lithography evaluation. We will report and discuss the effect of
structure and chemical properties of each protecting group on the
dissolution behavior of resist in detail in this paper.

6153-142, Poster Session
Thermal effects study of chemically amplified resist
S. Kim, The Catholic Univ. of Korea (South Korea)
For the sub-100-nm pattern generation, thermal treatment is one of
the new process extension techniques with current day lithography
equipment and chemically-amplified resist (CAR). The key element to
introduce these new techniques is in the understanding of
mechanistic behaviors that drive photo resist image rendering.
Thermal processes, such as the post-apply bake (PAB), post exposure
bake (PEB), and resist reflow process (RRP), are same thermal
processes, but produce different chemical and physical behaviors in
the CAR. In this paper, those thermal processes are described and
modeled for the property change of a positive type 193-nm chemically
amplified resist (CAR). Those simulated results agree well with
experimental results. Those thermal effects move the boundaries of
resist bulk images to a horizontal point and make these boundaries
dense. Due to pattern types, the RRP technology and the overbake
and underbake technologies of PAB and PEB can be used for the 45-
nm critical dimension. Combining the benefits of thermal processes
becomes possible to produced the below 45-nm critical dimension.

6153-143, Poster Session
Profile simulation parameter model of negative-type
thick-film resist
Y. Sensu, A. Sekiguchi, Y. Kono, Litho Tech Japan Corp. (Japan)
This paper describes a profile simulation parameter model of
negative-type chemically amplified thick-film resist. Profile simulation
is an important technology used in obtaining indicators for
experiments and has formed the subject of active research.
Specifically, a significant number of research projects have focused
on positive-type chemically amplified resist, a mainstay material used
in the production of ICs. However, to date no significant research has
been conducted on profile simulation of negative-type thick-film
resist.
In a recent experiment, we measured the effect of a cross-link
reaction of negative-type chemically amplified thick-film resist and
investigated new profile simulation parameter models.

6153-144, Poster Session
Reflow modeling for elongated contact-hole shape
J. E. Lee, D. Kim, H. Kang, J. Kim, H. Oh, Hanyang Univ. (South
Korea); J. Park, Hynix Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
Resist reflow is a simple and cost effective technique by which the
resist is baked above the glass transition temperature (Tg) after the
typical CH pattern has been exposed, baked and developed. Resist
reflow method can obtain very high resolution without the loss of
process margin than any other RETs that can make the same
linewidth. But it is difficult to predict the results of the thermal flow
and the process optimization. If the results of reflow process can be
exactly predicted, we can save great time and cost.
In order to optimize the layout design and process parameters, we
develop the simple resist flow model which can predict the resist
reflow tendency as a function of the contact hole size, initial shapes
and reflow temperature for the normal and elongted contact hole. The
basic fluid equation is used to express the flow of resist and the
variation of viscosity and density as a function of reflow temperature
and time are considered. Moreover surfaces tension effect and gravity
are also considered.
In order to build a basic algorism, we assume that the fluid is
incompressible, irrotational and Newtonian. First, we consider the
boundary movement of side wall and we think the basic equations for
free surface flow of fluid as 2-dimensional time-dependent Navier-
Stokes equations with the mass conservation equation. Surface
tension acting on the interface pressure difference and gravity force
that enable the resist flow are also included. The shrinkage
phenomena of contact hole patterns is described and analyzed by
using the finite element method (FEM).
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6153-145, Poster Session
Contributions to innate material roughness in resist
J. M. Roberts, R. P. Meagley, Intel Corp.; T. H. Fedynyshyn, R. F.
Sinta, D. K. Astolfi, R. B. Goodman, A. Cabral, MIT Lincoln Lab.
As line widths decrease, line-width roughness (LWR) is becoming a
significant fraction of the overall critical dimension (CD) error budget.
The typical LWR of a resist, and therefore of the final feature, has been
essentially constant for several technology generations even though
CDs are decreasing by approximately 30% every two years. The best
LWR measured has been near 5 nm for 248 nm, 193 nm, and EUV
lithographies. Unless improvement is made, LWR will be
approximately 25% of a 20 nm gate. The affect of this is significant
since LWR in polysilicon lines has been linked to degraded device
performance. Also, LWR in metal lines increases the resistance,
especially as the line width decreases; this can result in excessive
power dissipation. Therefore, it is important that we understand the
causes of LWR so that it can be reduced. In this paper we present
data that provides a fundamental understanding of the primary resist
contributions to LWR.
The largest source of LWR is likely the resist itself, as well as the
interaction between the resist and the aerial image and the
development process. In practice it is difficult to experimentally de-
convolute the various contributions to LWR: 1) the polymer alone
(size, blockiness), 2) interaction between the polymer, PAG, base,
photolysis by-products, and other additives, 3) phase segregation, 4)
interactions with the aerial image and the statistics of the exposure
process, 5) effects of diffusion and the statistics of the de-protection
reaction, and 6) development. Presently, lithography simulations are
either too simplified or too slow to provide significant insight into the
sources of LWR. We have developed a technique to experimentally
probe the Innate Material Roughness (IMR) of resist materials after
base development to extract the contributions to LWR.
The method we developed to determine the IMR involves measuring
the surface roughness during base development of the resist. The
surface roughness is measured using AFM at periodic intervals as the
resist undergoes development. Experimentally, we found that all
materials studied reach a constant roughness value after 50 nm of
material loss; we define IMR as this steady roughness value. We
found that the IMR ranges from less than 1 nm to over 6 nm for the
materials studied.
We expect that the IMR will only correspond to LWR when the
deprotection ratio of the polymer being measured is the same as that
at the line edge of an exposed resist. To determine the deprotection
ratio of exposed resists we coupled FTIR measurements (which track
the de-protection ratio with exposure dose) and dissolution contrast
measurements (thickness vs. exposure dose) to find the de-protection
ratio at Eo (the dose to clear); this corresponds to the de-protection
ratio at the line edge. We then formulated polymers with the
appropriate monomer ratios.  Measuring the IMR of these polymers
allows us to study the roughness of various polymers alone, polymers
with PAG (both exposed and not exposed), and the polymer with PAG
and base.

6153-146, Poster Session
LWR reduction at the 55-nm node through
combination of classical process optimization and
application of surface conditioner solutions
P. Wong, W. Gehoel, S. Sinkwitz, ASML Netherlands B.V.
(Netherlands); P. Zhang, M. Jaramillo, Jr., M. B. Rao, B. Horvath, B.
F. Ross, D. M. King, Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
As printed linewidths continue to decrease lwr numbers increase and
become a major issue of concern.  The obvious way to reduce lwr by
improving aerial image contrast is not always an option.  The quality
of exposure tools is already extremely high and the trend within the
industry is on the contrary towards utilization of exposure tools in the
low k1 regime with poor aerial image contrasts.  This makes it
important to try and reduce the process contribution to lwr as much
as possible.

In this paper efforts are reported to fine tune the standard ASML
process specifically targeting lwr reduction while maintaining other
process performance criteria such as depth of focus and exposure
latitued as much as possible.  The impact of classical process
optimization parameters such as soft bake temperature and post
exposure bake temperature and post exposure bake time were
investigated together with less often varied parameters such as hard
bake temperature.  Knowledge gained from previous work
investigating the impact of novel surface conditioner solutions on lwr
was also taken along resulting in an overall approach to reduce the
process contribution to lwr.
The process data, including depth of focus, exposure latitude, lwr,
focused ion beam cross sections and full wafer cd uniformity, were
generated for 55 and/or 65 nm dense 1:1 L/S on an ASML Twinscan
XT:1400 ArF scanner with an NA of 0.93.   Results are compared for
the standard ASML qualification process optimized for best imaging
performance (exposure latitude and depth of focus) and the low lwr
dedicated process.  A second dataset for a second lower contrast
resist with inherently better lwr performance is also reported again
comparing the vendor recommended process with one tuned for low
lwr.
Due to a relatively high amount of noise in the standard lwr
measurements coming from the SEM, work had to be done to be able
to make a meaningful correlation between the various process
parameters and the measured lwr numbers.  For this reason multiple
lwr measurements were averaged either by measuring multiple
sections along a line or by measuring multiple exposure fields.
The results show that a significant reduction in the lwr number can be
obtained by combining the application of a dedicated surface
conditioner solution with fine tuning of other parameters such as post
exposure bake and hard bake temperature.  Several process
parameters had to be tuned simultaneously to retain a decent process
window for the fine tuned process although some EL had to be
sacrificed.

6153-147, Poster Session
Line-width roughness analysis of EUV resists after
development in homogenous CO2 solutions using
CO2 compatible salts (CCS) by using a three-
parameter model
V. Constantoudis, E. Gogolides, G. P. Patsis, Institute of
Microelectronics (Greece); M. I. Wagner, J. P. DeYoung, Micell
Technologies, Inc.
Direct development of EUV resists in homogeneous CO2 solutions
containing CO2 compatible salts (CCS) has been demonstrated.
Typical EUV resists that are designed for development in aqueous
TMAH solutions and processed under standard conditions have been
exposed to homogenous CO2 solutions containing proprietary CCS
chemistry to give reverse image development, where dark fields are
removed and light fields remain.  These CCS complexes have been
designed and prepared such that the anion and/or the cation of the
salt contains at least one CO2-soluble portion.  Excellent contrast and
line profiles that compare favorably to TMAH development have been
observed.  In the described method, positive tone EUV resists are
processed in supercritical CO2 containing less than 20 mM CCS, at
pressures ranging from 3500 to 5500 psi, 35 to 60 C with cycle times
as short as 1 minute to give reverse image development.  Substantial
reduction in image collapse and LER using this homogenous CO2-
based development has been observed.  Non-collapsed structures
with aspect ratios approaching 10 have been measured in dense line/
space features.
This paper focuses on the Line Width Roughness behavior of both
isolated and dense line/space features. In particular, the effects of the
pressure, temperature, CCS concentration and exposure time on LWR
are presented and discussed.
In order to obtain a complete LWR characterization, the recent
advances in LWR metrology are taken into account. The most
commonly used LWR parameter i.e. the rms roughness (sigma value
σ) is considered a function of the line length L contained in the
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measurement box σ(L)  and not a single value. A three parameter
model determining this line-length dependence of LWR is employed
including the calculation of a) the rms roughness (sigma value) at
infinite line length σinf =σ(L=inf) , b) the correlation length ξ indicating
the length after which the line looks like flat and c) the roughness
exponent α quantifying the relative contribution of high frequency
fluctuations to LWR. The first parameter (σinf) can be estimated by
using a Pythagorean relationship between the rms roughness and
local CD variation hold at any line length. An analytical proof of this
relationship is provided. The other two LWR parameters can be
estimated either by the height-height correlation function or the σ(L)
curve. Furthermore, the above described three parameter model is
able to determine the form of the power spectrum of line edges as
well as their correlation functions. The line edges used in this
characterization methodology are obtained by off line analysis of top
down SEM images of line space features.
First results refer to the comparison between the LWR parameters of
isolated and dense line/space features fabricated with the same
process conditions and for various nominal CD values (280,300,400
and 500nm). In all cases, it is found that the LWR parameters (σ,ξ,α)
of the isolated lines are larger than those of dense structures. This
result, as regards the sigma value, differs from other works in literature
probably due to the relatively large CDs of our features and/or the
reverse image development.

6153-148, Poster Session
LWR reduction in 193-nm resist by resist smoothing
Y. Inatomi, T. Kawasaki, M. Iwashita, Tokyo Electron Ltd. (Japan)
With the scaling down of the semiconductor design rule, the
requirement to reduce the roughness of the resist pattern used in
lithography processing has become crucial. Two typical examples of
resist-pattern roughness are line-edge roughness (LER) and line-width
roughness (LWR). In particular, as the wavelength of the optical light
source has been shortened from 248 nm (KrF source) to 193 nm (ArF
source), the problem that LWR is produced with a scaled-down ArF
resist pattern has become a cause of deterioration in device
characteristics. And with further scaling down in the future,
decreasing this LWR on the resist pattern will become a major
challenge facing lithography processing. Accordingly, to meet this
challenge, it has thus become urgent to find a good method for
reducing LWR.
At present, for LWR reduction during lithography processing, various
measures have been tried and many studies taking different
approaches-addressing materials (resist, etc.), exposure technology
(mask, etc.), and the track process-have been performed. A decisive
method of reducing LWR, however, has not yet been found. Aiming at
reducing LWR, we have thus developed a process for treating the
post-development resist pattern in a organic-solvent atmosphere. This
resist smoothing process is effective method for both Krf resist and
Arf resist, moreover it was achieved that VUV pre-treatment improve
solvent solubility against resist, especially Arf resist. As a result, the
LWR of a resist pattern after undergoing this treatment process was
substantially decreased. Moreover, as for the roughness produced
during the following etching process for forming the gate electrode, it
was confirmed that the effect of decreasing LWR of the resist pattern
is carried forward to this next process.
In this paper, the developed LWR-reduction method for an ArF ultra-
fine pattern is explained, and LWR reduction results achieved with
method are presented.

6153-149, Poster Session
Post-etch LWR performance of novel surface
conditioner solutions
P. Zhang, M. Jaramillo, Jr., M. B. Rao, Air Products and Chemicals,
Inc.; A. R. Pawloski, K. L. Turnquest, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
Issues such as pattern collapse and line width roughness (LWR) have
become critical parameters as the lithographic technology goes
beyond the 90nm node.  Furthermore, as processes are developed at

lower k1 values and having poorer aerial image contrasts, LWR values
increase exponentially to unacceptable levels.  Recently, there is
growing interest in applying surface conditioner solutions during the
post-develop process to address both these issues.
Previously, we have demonstrated that the new bi-functional surface
conditioners applied during the post-develop process can significantly
reduce both pattern collapse and LWR.  In this paper, we will continue
to optimize the surface conditioner technology by evaluating the wafer
post-etch performance.  We will study the impact of different surface
conditioners on resist etch selectivity.  Under various etch conditions,
post-etch LWR values will then be compared to the post-develop
values with wafers treated with different surface conditioners.  Wafers
procesed without surface conditioners will also be compared.

6153-150, Poster Session
Pattern noise in electron-beam exposed sub-35-nm
contacts
W. J. Poppe, Univ. of California/Berkeley; J. A. Liddle, E. H.
Anderson, Lawrence Berkeley National Lab.; A. R. Neureuther, Univ.
of California/Berkeley
The variability in the printing of small contacts in a fast high resolution
resist was characterized using automated SEM image analysis of an
identical array of contact holes. The goal of this study was to evaluate
the sources and severity of pattern noise in an e-beam system.
Pattern noise, or the variability of identical patterns printed under
identical exposure conditions, needs to be characterized in order to
evaluate resist sensitivity. Pattern noise can be a combination of
sequential phenomena such as shot noise from the electron gun or
randomness in acid generation or polymer deprotection. An identical
contact hole array experiment was shown to be useful by Nick Rau in
characterizing shot noise in ion beam exposures.
This paper examines a contact hole experiment that was run to asses
the magnitude of pattern noise in e-beam lithography. A matrix of 391
contacts, 17x23 (dictated by the dimensions of the SEM display
768x1024), was printed at 100KeV on the LBNL nano-writer in KRS-
XE2 photoresist. The doses ranged from 50uC/cm^2 to 250uC/cm^2
with 8nm, 16nm, 24nm, 32nm, and 40nm contact holes. Printed
contacts were counted by image processing of SEM images using
NIH’s ImageJ program.
The results of this study showed significantly more pattern noise than
was originally expected. The amount of pattern noise was found to be
14X larger than the noise that would be predicted by the traditional
Poisson shot noise of 5500 electrons per contact. Surprisingly, the
pattern noise was independent of PEB time and resist thickness. The
main source of noise was found to be associated with the surface of
the resist, most likely outgassing of acid in the e-beam vacuum
chamber. We believe that a refined set of metrics for evaluating resist
sensitivity can be generated using a contact hole experiment such as
this one.

6153-17, Poster Session
Effect of the number distribution of protecting group
on low-molecular weight polyphenols for electron-
beam lithography
T. Hirayama, D. Shiono, H. Hada, J. Onodera, Tokyo Ohka Kogyo
Co., Ltd. (Japan); H. Fukuda, A. Yamaguchi, Hitachi, Ltd. (Japan); M.
Ueda, Tokyo Institute of Technology (Japan)
In the upcoming 45 nm technology node, the minimum feature size,
which the 2003 edition of the International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors (ITRS) declared “micro processing unit (MPU) gate
length after etch” for the LSI circuit geometry, will reach below 20 nm.
In order to meet this aggressive requirement, the various and
promising candidates for the next generation lithography
technologies, such as EB and Extreme UltraViolet (EUV) lithography,
are now being intensively developed.  The LER in a transistor gate
causes gate-length fluctuation and degrades device performance.
The accuracy to within 10 % of the gate pattern feature size will be
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required to guarantee the performance of the LSI system.  This
translates into an accuracy control of the feature size within one
molecule size, when the circuit geometry size corresponds to about
ten molecules.  It is known that there are many factors influencing the
LER, such as the mask roughness and optical-image quality, the
fluctuation of photochemical events from location to location caused
by shot noise, the molecular structure of the resist polymers, and the
degree of mixing of resist components.  A mechanism governing the
LER, however, has not been clarified yet.  From the resist aspect,
however, reducing the size of molecules composing the resist is one
of the promising concepts to fabricate nano-order lithographic
patterns with high accuracy.  As for material design concepts, first, for
the polarity change system, the CAR system adopted following the
KrF resist was to be used, because the system was effective to
achieve high sensitivity.  High sensitivity could contribute the
throughput for the semiconductor manufacturing.  Second, for the
development system, it was made to adopt the common development
system with TMAH aq.  This system is used for the lithography
process in device factories throughout the world at present.  Third, for
the alkaline soluble group, phenol group was adopted.  Phenol group
had been used up to the KrF resist after the g-line resist, and is also
used at present for the EB resist for the photomask manufacturing.
From the three policies above and the basic concept of scaling the
molecule sizes, for the fourth policy, we chose to use low molecular
weight amorphous polyphenols for the resist base material, which
were protected by the acid labile protecting group to control the
dissolution rate of these materials for developer.  Polyphenols with
high purity can be easily obtained from the dehydration condensation
reaction that has been amassed through manufacturing of novolak
resins.
We have already confirmed the possibility of low molecular weight
polyphenols as resist matrix for LER controlling.  From these results,
we confirmed that the resist based on low-molecular-weight-
polyphenol showed the lower LER value and remarkably depressed
roughness amplitude A(f) than the commercial EB resist which was
based on p-hydroxystyrene and acrylate derivative copolymer.
Furthermore, the number distribution of protecting group on resist
matrix would be another factor affecting the LER.  We prepared the
model polyphenol, 4,4'-methylenebis[2-[di(4-hydroxy-2,5-
dimethylphenyl)]methyl]phenol (25X-MBSA) as resist matrix.  It was
partially protected with an acid labile protecting group, and these
partially protected 25X-MBSA were fractionated by chromatography
on a column of SiO2 to obtain the matrix with controlled number of
protecting group.  From fractionation, we obtained 25X-MBSA with
just two protecting group, and confirmed the position of protected
phenol in partially protected 25X-MBSA by using 13C-MNR.
Furthermore, Purity of fractionated 25X-MBSA was determined by
HPLC.  We will discuss the effects of fractionated and un-fractionated
matrix for controlling LER.

6153-55, Poster Session
Development of EUV resists in CO2 solutions using
CO2 compatible salts (CCS): a kinetic view of
dissolution of conventional resists in supercritical
CO2
J. P. DeYoung, M. I. Wagner, C. Harbinson, M. Miles, Micell
Technologies, Inc.; A. E. Zweber, R. G. Carbonell, North Carolina
State Univ.
For traditional DUV resists, such as those composed of phenolic
polymers, dissolution of the polymer in aqueous TMAH is described
by Willson using Critical Ionization dissolution model (CI).  For a
positive tone 248-nm resist, the basis for the model relies on the
transition of de-protected phenols to phenoxide ions as pH increases.
At low pH (< 7 neutral or acidic), the phenol units are not ionized.
However, at high pH, (\>7, alkaline conditions), the phenol units
present in the polymer become ionized and at some critical level of
ionized phenol units in a given polymer chain, the polymer becomes
soluble in the aqueous medium.  Most traditional DUV and
experimental EUV resists are developed at pH above 11 to achieve
the desired development regime.

Supercritical fluids, specifically industrially inexpensive and chemically
benign carbon dioxide, are of significant interests in lithography as
minimum feature sizes reach critical levels.  Avoidance of surface
tension induced collapse (high A/R), and reduction in Line-Edge
Roughness (LER) or Line-Width Roughness (LWR) are two widely
mentioned areas of emphasis.  While there are other potential
benefits, supercritical fluid will have a difficult time in broad
application in lithography if processing is additive to existing
processes (increased cost of ownership) as is the case with
supercritical fluid drying, or if development in supercritical fluid
requires novel and unproven, fluorinated resists.
Using the CI model as a basis, the development of conventional
resists in supercritical carbon dioxide presents a significant challenge
in that dense CO2 in the presence of water produces carbonic acid
and therefore pH ranges above 7 are difficult if not impossible to
obtain in a strictly homogeneous media.  Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that for development of conventional resists to take place in
dense CO2, one must rely on non-conventional chemical mechanics.
This paper characterizes the use of a new class of CO2-soluble
developers, termed CO2-Compatible Salts (CCS), with respect to
reaction and dissolution kinetics.  The CCS materials are shown (in a
parallel presentation) to provide reverse image development of
positive tone EUV resists and high aspect ratio features with
substantially diminished LER.  A new in-situ methodology was
constructed to track the development of phenolic-type experimental
EUV resists in supercritical CO2 using CCS salts.  The method uses a
Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) system designed for application
inside a supercritical fluid environment.  The method was developed
by researchers at North Carolina State University and details of the
method are described in paper 6153-163.
Through the results of the above outlined studies we have established
a primary understanding of how conventional phenolic-type resists
can be developed in supercritical CO2 and what factors most affect
the kinetics of development in CO2.  Factors evaluated in this study
include temperature, fluid density, developer concentration, and time.

6153-151, Poster Session
Molecular glass and segmented photoresist design
for EUV lithography
A. De Silva, D. Forman, C. K. Ober, Cornell Univ.
The semiconductor industry requires new photoresist materials in
order to operate in the sub-50 nm regime.  In addition to meeting the
resolution and line edge roughness requirements, these photoresists
must be transparent in the extreme ultraviolet and have excellent etch
resistance characteristics.  Several new photoresists have been made
using either segmented block copolymers (bcp) or molecular glasses,
which are low molecular weight organic materials that demonstrate a
glass transition temperature as well as a low tendency towards
crystallization.  Rather than treating segmented bcp photoresists and
molecular glass photoresists in separate approaches, this research
has integrated the two extremes on a continuum of possible
photoresist architectures to produce a hybrid glass-brush resist
designed with a molecular glass and a polymer block.  Several small
molecules with new architectures for EUV lithography have also been
designed.  Transparency at the EUV wavelength of 13.4nm is
enhanced by the incorporation of low absorbing atoms such as C, H,
Si and B.  Rigid, asymmetric structures are included in order to reduce
crystallization and increase Tg.  Studying the effects of these design
characteristics across a continuum of architectures enables greater
insight into the factors affecting photoresist performance.

6153-152, Poster Session
The material design to reduce outgassing in acetal-
based chemically amplified resist for EUV
lithography
S. Masuda, Y. Kawanishi, S. Hirano, S. Kamimura, K. Mizutani, S.
Yasunami, Y. Kawabe, Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. (Japan)
As the pattern dimension is down to below 45 nm, where k1
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parameter is below 0.3, there are still a lot of difficulties in 193 nm
immersion lithography at high NA over 1.2. To avoid OPC complexity,
polarization issue, massive optical lens difficulty and resist imaging
limitation, EUV lithography is the one of the candidates to utilize 32 -
22 nm node device application as the next generation lithography.
In case of EUV lithography, resist material needs to be developed to
improve high sensitivity and to minimize outgassing for EUV optics
lifetime prolongation. It is conflicts that the resist material has high
enough sensitive, it give a large amount of outgassing during EUV
exposure. And it is generally believed that low activation energy type
resist gives a high amount of outgassing compared with high
activation type one.
To overcome those issues, we have designed PHS based polymer
platform having low volatile bulky acetal group, which is especially
dedicated for EUV exposure usage. Due to the EUV tool access time
limitation, the sensitivity study had been demonstrated using E-beam
(EB) direct writer (Hitachi HL-750D, Vacc = 50 keV) in our fab. A good
sensitivity correlation between EB and EUV has been confirmed.
The bulkiness of the protection group was effective to both a)
inhibition rate of the resist matrix and b) boiling points of deprotected
group. We have studied the various kinds of acetal protections having
different hydrophobicity, which could be described by logP values of
the protection group, in the view of the polymer inhibition efficiency
against developer. A large logP value of the protection group allowed
us to reduce the loading amount of protection group into the polymer
matrix. Then relatively low amount of acid required to cleave acetal
protection to achieve the high dissolution contrast. Controlling
protection degree and loading bulky acetal group in the polymer
matrix could maximize the EUV resist sensitivity below 10 mJ/cm2.
The other advantage to enlarge the bulkiness of the decomposed
spices is to minimize outgassing spices during irradiation under the
vacuum condition. As the result, the level of the outgassing from
polymer protection was less than 6 x 1011 molecules/cm2.
The outgassing species are not only from protection in the polymer
but also from PAG decomposition. The new type PAG was
synthesized by modifying both cation and anion, which were consist
of low volatile groups. The PAG was capable to reduce outgassing
during exposure maintaining high acid generating efficiency against
EUV (or EB) exposure.
In acetal based chemically amplified resist, the outgassing from the
resist could be minimized by utilizing a bulky protection group and by
loading newly developed low outgassing PAG.
In the presentation, the resist sensitivity, LWR and the resist
performance are also demonstrated by using MET tool.

6153-153, Poster Session
Optimization of photo-acid generator in CA resist for
EUVL
T. Watanabe, Univ. of Hyogo (Japan) and CREST, JST (Japan); H.
Hada, Tokyo Ohka Kogyo, Co., Ltd. (Japan); H. Kinoshita, Y. Tanaka,
H. Shiotani, Y. Fukushima, Univ. of Hyogo (Japan) and CREST, JST
(Japan); H. Komano, Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd. (Japan)
The most significant issue of EUV resist is to achieve high sensitivity
and low line edge roughness. Sensitivity of 2 mJ/cm2, LER of 2
nm(3σ) are required for a 32 nm node. Since LER caused by shot
noise under EUV exposure, to achieve the low LER for EUV resist,
reaction yield of a photoacid generator in chemically amplified (CA)
resist have to increase. It is reported that the mitigation of the high
reaction yield of an acid generator under EUV.
Anion effect of PAG such as sulfonium salts and iodonium salts are
investigated. Sensitivity under EUV exposure, under electron beam
exposure, and under KrF are compared. To study the reaction
mechanism of PAG under EUV exposure, quadrupole mass
spectrometer and FT-IR are used to determine decomposition species
under EUV exposure. Furthermore, LER is being measured based on
the resist pattern replicated by holographic exposure. Sensitivity
under EB exposure and KrF exposure are almost same. However,
under EUV exposure, sensitivity of resist which employs imidate as an
anion of PAG are 2 ∼4 times higher than those which employs

nonaflate as an anion of PAG under EUV exposure.
As results, photo decomposition of imidate under EUV exposure is
effective for high reaction yield. It is succeeded to develop high
sensitivity resist for EUV lithography based on the chemical reaction
study of PAG.

6153-154, Poster Session
Performance comparison of chemically amplified
resists under EUV, EB, and KrF exposure
D. Shimizu, M. Nobuji, T. Kai, Y. Yamaguchi, T. Shimokawa, JSR
Corp. (Japan); K. Fujiwara, JSR Micro, Inc.
As next generation lithography (NGL), several technologies are
proposed in order to achieve the ultra-fine patterning for 32nm-node
device and beyond. Currently extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography is
one of possible candidates and many technical challenges of EUV
lithography are reported such as sensitivity, line width roughness
(LWR), resist pattern profiles and outgassing during EUV exposure. In
order to overcome these challenges, EUV exposure is very crucial to
evaluate EUV resists. However EUV tool access is very limited since
only a few EUV exposure tools are available in the world. In order to
accelerate EUV lithography development, an alternative exposure
method should be considered. Electron beam (EB) exposure tools or
KrF excimer laser (KrF) exposure tools, which are widely available, are
the possible candidates as an alternative of EUV exposure. However
there is no sufficient technical information available in order to
correlate lithographic performance among EUV, EB and KrF exposure.
In this paper, the performance comparison of chemically amplified
resists under EUV, EB and KrF exposure has been investigated
regarding sensitivity, line width roughness (LWR) and resist pattern
profiles.

6153-157, Poster Session
Development of EUV resists in supercritical CO2
solutions using CO2 compatible salts (CCS): results
from a two-level full factorial design of experiments
(DOE)
M. I. Wagner, J. P. DeYoung, C. Harbinson, Micell Technologies, Inc.
Direct lithographic development of standard EUV resists in
homogenous supercritical CO2 solutions containing CO2 compatible
salts (CCS) has been demonstrated.  A majority of the EUV resists
being used today are based on a phenolic and/or acrylic polymer
backbone similar to previous generations of DUV resists, and
designed to be developed in aqueous TMAH solutions.  These sort of
typical positive-tone EUV resists are patterned using standard
exposure and bake conditions, then exposed to homogenous CO2
solutions containing proprietary CO2 compatible salts (CCS) to give
reverse image development, where dark fields are removed and light
fields remain.  These CCS complexes have been designed and
prepared such that the anion and/or the cation of the salt contains at
least one CO2-soluble portion.  Excellent contrast and line profiles
that compare favorably to standard TMAH development have been
observed.  In the described method, positive-tone EUV resists are
processed in supercritical CO2 containing less than 20 mM CCS, at
pressures ranging from 3500 to 5500 psi, 35 to 75 C with cycle times
as short as 30 seconds to give reverse image development.
Substantial reduction in image collapse and LER/LWR using this
homogenous CO2-based development has been observed.  Non-
collapsed structures with aspect ratios greater than 10 have been
measured in dense line/space features, and dense lines with 3 sigma
RMS values that are ∼40% smaller than comparable TMAH developed
samples are reported.
This paper will describe results from a two level full factorial design of
experiments (DOE) using four factors.  The selected factors and
ranges are given below:
(Factor) Range: (Pressure) 3000 - 4000 psi; (Temperature) 40 - 50 C;
([CCS) 5 - 10 mM; (Exposure time) 2 - 6 minutes
Two experimental samples were processed at each point, along with
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four center point runs to give a total of 36 experimental samples.  An
additional seven supplemental runs were also prepared.  Preliminary
SEM images of the processed samples indicated that the desired
range of development, from underdeveloped to overdeveloped, was
attained within the factor range of this DOE.  Reproducibility of results
also appeared satisfactory.  Responses measured for the DOE include
half height resist thickness, resist height, contrast, iso/dense bias,
aspect ratio of collapse, three parameters for LWR, and line profile.
Details of how the responses were measured will be presented in the
paper.  Effects of individual factors on each response, along with the
significant interactions between factors will be reported.  An optimized
parameter space will be selected and additional follow-up
experiments will be described.

6153-158, Poster Session
Evaluation of most recent chemically amplified
resists for high-resolution direct write using a Leica
SB350 variable-shaped beam writer
A. M. Schwersenz, H. Sailer, M. Irmscher, Institut für Mikroelektronik
Stuttgart (Germany); C. Hohle, J. Kretz, F. Kamm, K. Choi, F. Thrum,
Infineon Technologies AG (Germany); D. Beyer, U. Denker, K. Kliem,
M. Boettcher, Leica Microsystems Lithography GmbH (Germany)
E-beam direct writing on silicon for critical layers is currently
discussed as an option for early device and technology development
as well as for fast prototyping. Due to the tremendously increasing
mask costs for advanced lithography nodes, prototyping and small
volume applications using optical steppers become more and more
expensive and time-consuming. With e-beam direct write the overall
cycle time of wafer designs can be drastically shortened. For logic
devices this approach recently has been successfully demonstrated
by integration of variable shaped beam (VSB) e-beam direct writing
into productive optical lithography (1).
The ITRS (International Roadmap for Semiconductors) predicts the
50nm node (DRAM half pitch) to be realized in 2009 (2). Showing a
resolution of 50nm half pitch in PMMA (3) using the VSB Leica SB350
has proven the principal ability of this tool for the aimed purpose.
Due to throughput requirements, for cost-effective production only
resists with a high sensitivity are applicable.
Chemically amplified resists (CARs) require doses up to two orders of
magnitude lower than what is currently used with the non-chemically
amplified alternatives (e.g. PMMA). In order to cover all applications
for different layers positive and negative tone resists are necessary.
Therefore, the availability of high-performance and high resolution
resists is one of the most crucial issues and thereby key for enabling
this technology for future device generations.
We have performed an intensive screening of various, specially
designed pCARs and nCARs of all major resist vendors with the focus
to meet 50nm dense line resolution at adequate process stability. The
screening parameters were selected in order to quickly identify
insufficient resist performance. All candidates have been evaluated
regarding to the following parameters:
• Optimum operation point for profile resolution versus dose-size-
matrix
• Influence of vacuum delay
• Influence of post application bake and post exposure bake
• Influence of development step variations
• Sensitivity
• LER
• Influence of typical hard-mask materials on feature profile
For resist processing a Steag HamaTech ModuTrack, equipped with
two coating and one developer stations, a stack of hot/cool plates
and a priming unit has been used.
All tests were performed with fully automated handling either in SMIF
or in FOUP boxes for 150mm and 300mm wafers respectively.
We will give an overview about the achieved evaluation results and
show that the ITRS requirements can be met by some CAR samples
and the selected tool set.

6153-159, Poster Session
Self-aligned direct write of a double-sided transistor
gate on membrane using an evaporated e-beam
resist
J. Beauvais, Quantiscript Inc. (Canada); P. S. Kelkar, Univ. de
Sherbrooke (Canada); E. Lavallee, D. Drouin, K. M. Lau, Quantiscript
Inc. (Canada)
High resolution electron beam lithography poses severe constraints
on any suitable resist, namely the need to work with very thin layers in
order to achieve highest resolutions, while at the same time
possessing suitable resistance to plasma etching. Small molecular
sizes are also an interesting avenue for reducing line edge roughness,
but result in an increased threshold exposure dose. Several resists
currently available cover the range from high resolution to high
sensitivity. One interesting property demonstrated using the QSR-5TM
resist is substrate conformability. This thermally evaporated resist has
a controllable thickness down to 30 nm and surface roughness less
than 2 nm and can be deposited onto very small surfaces such as the
cleaved edge of a substrate or the tip of an optical fiber. It has been
used to coat a silicon substrate with a patterned surface of deep v-
grooves, achieving high resolution patterning across a non-planar
surface. This molecular resist has a dose comparable to HSQ (as
measured at 100 keV), with the benefit of a long shelf life, greater than
8 months on coated samples. Optical interferometry measurements
indicate that there is no measurable stress introduced by deposition
of QSR-5TM on the substrate. In this paper, we will present the results
of patterning this resist in a configuration which may be suitable for
very high speed field effect devices.
A silicon nitride membrane 300 nm thick was prepared on a silicon
substrate. QSR-5TM resist is then deposited in two steps, using a
Joule effect thermal evaporator with the resist in a powdered state.
After a deposition of 30 nm of resist, the substrate is flipped over and
a second identical layer is deposited. The membrane is removed from
vacuum during the reversal process. There is no pre-baking of the
resist, the lithography step follows the deposition step and is carried
out using a field emission gun SEM converted to electron beam
lithography. In order to minimise forward scattering of the beam inside
the membrane, the highest available beam energy of 30 keV was used
for patterning. Test patterns with feature sizes ranging from 45 nm to
130 nm were successfully exposed. The advantage of this method is
that perfect alignment between the patterns is obtained on both sides
of the resist. This makes it a potentially interesting approach for the
patterning of double-sided gate structures on thin membranes for
high speed field effect devices, providing a useful and elegant solution
to the precise alignment that these devices require.

6153-160, Poster Session
40-100-nm contact hole processes of ZEP520A e-
beam resist on PCM prototyping applications
W. G. Chen, Y. Chuo, H. Hsu, Y. Chen, C. Lee, M. Kao, M. Tsai,
Industrial Technology Research Institute (Taiwan)
ZEP520A e-beam processes for 40-100nm contact holes were
studied for application of phase change memory (PCM) device
prototyping. Resist baking, e-beam and development process
parameters were investigated on the isolated and semi-dense (1:3)
contact holes. PAB temperature for minimum exposure dose-to-size
(ESIZE) is 70oC. ESIZE of 200oC PAB is 250µC/cm2 while that of
70oC is 120µC/cm2 for 100nm contact hole. ESIZE of contact hole
increases very quickly as the CD gets smaller than 60nm. CDs with
beam currents of 100pA and 200pA are nearly the same while that
with 2nA differs much. Sidewall profiles of contact holes exposed by
100pA and 200pA are near 90o while that exposed with 2nA is
tapered. ESIZE decreases with development time. Bottom of contact
hole is broadened for prolonged development time. CDs after PDB are
not changed. There is little difference in CD between isolated and
semi-dense patterns. CD uniformity on the corner and center of
contact-hole array are around 5% (+/-3*), showing a very weak
proximity effect.
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Inter-layer mix-and-match processes were applied to PCM
manufacturing. Cross-shaped alignment marks results in the
strongest signal waveform on TiW bottom electrode than oxide and
TiN/Ti. Mix-and-match PCM device structure was, for the first time,
ever demonstrated.

6153-161, Poster Session
Monodisperse nanocarriers: novel fabrication of
polymeric nanoparticles for bio-nanotechnology
L. E. Euliss, C. M. Welch, B. W. Maynor, K. Hahn, J. M. DeSimone,
The Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
The delivery of therapeutic, detection and imaging agents for the
diagnosis and treatment of cancer patients has improved dramatically
over the years with the development of nano-carriers such as
liposomes, micelles, dendrimers, biomolecules, polymer particles, and
colloidal precipitates. While many of these carriers have been used
with great success in vitro and in vivo, each suffers from serious
drawbacks with regard to stability, flexibility, or functionality.  To date,
there has been no general particle fabrication method available that
afforded rigorous control over particle size, shape, composition, cargo
and chemical structure.  By utilizing the method we have designed,
referred to as Particle Replication In Non-wetting Templates, or PRINT,
we can fabricate monodisperse particles with simultaneous control
over structure (i.e. shape, size, composition) and function (i.e. cargo,
surface structure). Unlike other particle fabrication techniques, PRINT
is delicate and general enough to be compatible with a variety of
important next-generation cancer therapeutic, detection and imaging
agents, including various cargos (e.g. DNA, proteins, chemotherapy
drugs, biosensor dyes, radio-markers, contrast agents), targeting
ligands (e.g. antibodies, cell targeting peptides) and functional matrix
materials (e.g. bioabsorbable polymers or stimuli responsive
matrices).  PRINT uses low-surface energy, chemically resistant
fluoropolymers as molding materials and patterned substrates to
produce functional, harvestable, monodisperse polymeric particles. To
demonstrate the potential and compatibility of PRINT for introducing
“soft” molecular recognition moieties and/or valuable therapeutic
agents into functional particles, we have encapsulated oligonucleotide
and protein cargos within them to generate monodisperse “particle
devices.”  We have incorporated fragile biological cargos and
recognition agents, i.e. DNA, proteins (fluorescently-labeled avidin
(MW 68 kDa)), and small anti-cancer agents (doxorubicin) into PEG
nanoparticles using the simple, mild and general PRINT technique.
We have arguably generated DNA delivery vectors that are themselves
first generation “synthetic viruses” (monodisperse populations of
shape-specific particles containing DNA). Furthermore, these
biomolecule-containing particles (incorporated into the polymeric
matrix or attached on the surface) could be used as nanoscale,
shape-specific biosensors or next-generation therapeutic agents.  We
were able to confirm the encapsulation of the oligonucleotides by
observing fluorescence from monodisperse particles using confocal
microscopy.  PRINT has several distinct advantages over other vector
fabrication techniques in that the particles are monodisperse and
shape specific.  In addition, no surfactants condensation agents, etc.
are required. PRINT is a highly versatile method for the production of
isolated, monodisperse organic particles of nearly any size and shape
that contain delicate organic functional agents. We have used PRINT
to fabricate monodisperse particles that can carry DNA, proteins, anti-
cancer agents, imaging agents, and other applications. The fact that
particles can be composed of virtually any matrix material and any
cargo, demonstrates that PRINT is chemically flexible and tolerant.
The facile, biocompatible encapsulation of DNA, proteins, and small-
molecule therapeutics suggests that PRINT could be used to
encapsulate many cargos simply by dispersing them into the
precursor solution, followed by solidification. These studies
demonstrate orthogonal control over size, shape, and composition in
a relevant size range for drug delivery (< 200 nm), sensing, and other
applications which lends itself to next generation therapeutics and
imaging materials.

6153-162, Poster Session
Supercritical CO2 for high-resolution photoresist
development
N. M. Felix, Cornell Univ.; K. Tsuchiya, Tokyo Institute of Technology
(Japan); C. M. Y. Luk, C. K. Ober, Cornell Univ.
Today’s conventional microelectronic fabrication processes are able to
produce features in the 100nm range or lower.  However, tighter
regulations on toxic chemical release, as well as the increasing energy
cost associated with treating rinse water, means that the
semiconductor industry is primed for the adoption of alternative
solvent processes.  Supercritical CO2 (scCO2) is a promising
candidate as a replacement solvent.  It is inexpensive, environmentally
benign, combines the best properties of both a gas and liquid and can
be easily separated from solutes.  We have recent shown scCO2 to be
a prime replacement solvent for photoresist development, and have
formulated photoresists for both positive and negative tone
development processes.  We demonstrate the solubility of small non-
polymeric, molecular glass compounds in supercritical CO2.
Molecular glasses form amorphous films on planar substrates and
show excellent solubility in scCO2 without the incorporation of
fluorine or silicon.  Using a phenolic molecular glass, line-space
features of 50 nm were developed in scCO2.

6153-163, Poster Session
Monitoring photoresist dissolution in supercritical
carbon dioxide using a quartz crystal microbalance
A. E. Zweber, R. G. Carbonell, North Carolina State Univ.
New lithographic techniques are being implemented to help further
reduce feature sizes in microelectronics.  A technique developing
extreme ultraviolet polyhydroxystyrene-type photoresists in a carbon
dioxide compatible salt (CCS) and supercritical carbon dioxide
(scCO2) solution is being investigated to reduce line edge roughness
and image collapse of high aspect ratio features.  To understand the
kinetics and overall mechanism of photoresist dissolution into the high
pressure CCS/scCO2 solution, we use a quartz crystal microbalance
(QCM).  QCM measures the frequency changes of the quartz crystal
when mass loadings, temperature, pressure, and solution viscosity
change.  In the last decade, QCM has been used to monitor
dissolution of photoresist materials in liquid solutions in real time.  The
technique has been adapted to high pressure systems, with
corrections for pressure and solution viscosity effects.  In this paper,
we use QCM in high pressure scCO2 conditions to monitor the
dissolution kinetics of the photoresist using the CCS/scCO2 solution.
The frequency changes of the quartz crystal were recorded and
corrected for both pressure and solution viscosity to estimate the
mass removed as a function of time.  We report the amount of CO2
absorbed into the photoresist and initial photoresist dissolution rates
in the CCS/scCO2 solution at temperatures between 40oC and 50oC
and pressures ranging from 4000 psi to 5000 psi.  The plots of
photoresist removal with time are linear signifying a zero order overall
removal rate.  The activation energy for photoresist removal at a CO2
density of 0.896 g/ml is 76 mJ/mol.

6153-164, Poster Session
Study of dynamical formation and shape of
microlenses formed by the reflow method
S. Audran, STMicroelectronics (France) and Univ. Louis Pasteur
(France); B. Faure, B. P. Mortini, STMicroelectronics (France); G.
Schlatter, G. Hadziioannou, Univ. Louis Pasteur (France)
Microlenses arrays are used at the surface of CMOS image sensors to
make the incident light focus onto the photosensitive area of the pixel.
Indeed the performance of an image sensor is evaluated by its
quantum efficiency (QE), defined as the number of electrons
generated and collected in a pixel over the number of photons
penetrating in the pixel. The presence of microlenses enables to
improve the quantum efficiency of these devices by a factor of 1.4.
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These microlenses are fabricated using a thermal reflow method. This
process consists in forming resists patterns using standard
lithographic technique and melting them above the material glass
temperature so that surface tension pushes the resist patterns to
adopt an optically optimized shape, i.e. spherical. Although the theory
predicts the formation of spherical microlenses due to the
minimisation of total surface energy during the thermal reflow step,
experiments show that perfect spherical microlenses are not always
achieved. In certain process conditions, lenses present a rather flat or
volcanic profile. Some works have been dedicated to the modelling of
the final shape of microlenses. It was found that perfect microlenses
are only formed if certain geometrical considerations are respected.
Indeed, as the contact angle between the photoresist and the
substrate is considered to be constant for a given photoresist/
substrate/air combination, there is only one particular volume that will
result in a spherical surface for a given lens base width. Moreover,
another phenomenon plays an important role in the forming of the
microlens: the crosslinking reaction. In order to form stable
microlenses, the photoresist undergoes crosslinking during the
process, which leads to a change in resist viscosity and hinder the
reflow of the resist.
In this work, we first investigate the mechanisms of formation of
spherical microlenses. A dynamic modelling of microlens profile
evolution during the process has been developed. Based on the
Navier-Stockes equation, this model describes the reflow of the resist
under the action of surface tension. It shows that small bumps are
firstly formed at the edge of the resist pattern. Then, resist material
progressively moves to the central region, to finally form a spherical
dome. A good qualitative correlation between simulated and
experimental profiles, obtained at different instant of the process, has
been achieved, demonstrating the validity of the model.
In a second part, we study the viscoelastic properties of the resist
demonstrating the existence of a thermally activated resist
crosslinking during the process for T\>120°C. We then show the
impact of the bake temperature and the crosslinking kinetics on
microlenses formation.
Finally, we study the influence of geometrical parameters on the final
shape of the microlens. We show how resist thickness, microlens
width and gap influence the final form of the microlens. We also
consider the effects of resist/substrate interaction on the microlens
formation.

6153-165, Poster Session
Thick-photosensitive polymers for enhanced wafer-
level packaging in MEMS, compound
semiconductor, packaging, and optical applications
M. J. Shaw, MicroChem Corp.
The requirements for highly specialized photosensitive materials for
packaging and Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS)
applications are being driven by the rapid growth of consumer
products, such as LED’s for low power display and signaling devices,
Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors (HBT) & Pseudomorphic High
Electron Mobility Transistors (pHEMT). These applications all require
thick photosensitive materials with highly controllable lithographic
properties in addition to low moisture penetration, consistent
dielectric properties and superior adhesion to a variety of substrates
and surfaces, including GaAs, Si3N4, GaN, LiNbO3, Au, Si.
This abstract will demonstrate the benefits of using SU-8 type (SU-8,
SU-8 2000 and SU-8 3000) photopolymers in place of polyimide and
benzocyclobutene type materials. Along with reduced costs of
ownership SU-8 products have demonstrated better performance,
fewer failures due to moisture ingress to the device in accelerated
aging tests and easier processing during manufacture.
For HBT and pHEMT applications, the lithography requirements
include the formation of high aspect ratio structures with a vertical
profile to allow for ease of dicing. In these applications the thickness
of the photosensitive polymer is defined by the angle of the dicing
saw and is usually in the range 4-9um thick. Since the SU-8 material
remains on the substrate as a permanent part of the device, the

mechanical and adhesive properties of the material are as important
as the lithographic properties.
In LED device applications the key properties of the protective layer
need to include the control of current leakage and so the dielectric
properties of the film are important as well as having high optical
transmission at the emittance wavelength of the LED, low moisture
penetration through the protective film is also a key requirement as is
superior adhesion to NiO/Au, GaN (n-doped and p-doped).
This paper investigates improvements in and evaluations of an
existing MicroChem epoxy-based SU-8 thick photoresist and
introduces the new line of epoxy-based thick photoresists with
enhanced properties, known as SU-8 3000, as well as comparing
results with polyimide and BCB materials. Currently, some of the
specific improvements we have identified over ‘standard’ SU-8
include adhesion and flexibility. The entire range of SU-8 resists are
processed using conventional coat and bake tracks. All SU-8 type
photoresists can be exposed using I-line/broad band mask aligners,
1X and 5X reduction lithography systems/steppers that have been
optimized for thick photoresist processing. Unlike other specialized
photosensitive materials high temperature processing is not a
requirement for curing and there are no residues or scum that require
plasma etching post development.
Basic outline of protective application in HBT/pHEMT device.
Bassic outline of protective application in LED device.
Chart showing comparative water absorption of polymers.

6153-167, Poster Session
Microlens formation using heavily dyed photoresist
in a single step
R. C. Cox, C. E. Planje, Brewer Science, Inc.
The work described here produced a new method of forming
microlenses, which requires fewer processing steps, eliminates the
need for reflow or etching steps, and can be used with an inexpensive
mask to form arrays.  In this new method, a strongly absorbing dye is
added in high percentage to a normal positive i-line photoresist.  This
photoresist is then processed at a much higher exposure dose than
the normal photoresist.  This paper describes simulated microlens
structures as predicted by PROLITH as well as actual lens structures
that were produced with the new method.  This newly developed
method is designed to enable the formation of microlenses at
significant cost savings and with increased process control.
The results described here show that there is good correlation
between simulated photoresist profiles and actual photoresist profiles
that were produced using the above method.  They also show that
more optimization, using both modeling and actual experimentation,
needs to be performed to lower the exposure dose used to form the
microlens structure which would in turn increase throughput and
further decrease  microlens production costs.

6153-168, Poster Session
High-sensitivity and non-antimonite permanent
photoresist for MEMS
K. Misumi, K. Saito, H. Obiya, Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd. (Japan)
Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) is a three-dimensional
micro-fabrication technology based on photolithography.  The fields of
application are extensive and wide-ranging.  Among the applications,
those that have already acquired a large market include acceleration
sensors for airbags of automobiles, pressure sensors for engine
control, inkjet printer heads and thin film magnetic heads.  The market
is expected to further expand in the optic and biology-related fields in
the future.  In the MEMS field, the packaging accounts for the cost,
and it is difficult to standardize due to the low production volume of
highly specific technology application.
A typical application in the MEMS process would be to conduct
plating and etching (Deep RIE) through an intermediate layer of
photoresist patterns, but there are cases where the photoresist itself
is left therein as a permanent film.  A photoresist composed of epoxy
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resin as the main component can form the permanent film through a
catalyst of the optical cationic polymerizating initiator. In general, the
optical cationic polymerizating initiator is of onium salt with antimonite
as the anion group due to the nature of the hardening rate or the
exposure energy.
This paper presents the development status of a high sensitivity
permanent photoresist made of epoxy resin as the main component
with non-antimonite optical cationic polymerizating initiator with
concerns to the impact to the environment and material for
packaging.

6153-169, Poster Session
Laser-induced oxidation of metallic thin films as a
method for creating grayscale photomasks
G. H. Chapman, D. K. Poon, C. Choo, J. Wang, M. Chang, Y. R. Tu,
Simon Fraser Univ. (Canada)
Recent work has shown that controlled laser induced oxidation of
metallic films has the ability to create a controllable variation in film
transparency.  Several bimetallic films, such as Bi/In and Sn/In, have
been identified as laser-direct-write grayscale photomask materials.
The varying optical density (OD) is determined by laser power and film
composition. From previous experimental results, the OD for Bi/In and
Sn/In decreases from \>3.0OD (as deposited) to <0.22OD (after laser
exposure) at 365nm. The laser-induced oxidation is responsible in
creating analogue grayscale photomasks and can be extended to
other classes of thin film materials.
Good analogue grayscale photomasks require a large OD range with
slow, linear OD variation with laser power.  In this paper, five additional
metallic films, Bi/In/O, Al/In, Sn/In, In/Zn, and Zn, have been studied
to evaluate their direct-write grayscale performance.  The target was
to identify both the minimum absorption possible at various
wavelengths, and the controllability of the OD change with the laser
power modulations. Profilometry, SEM, UV spectrometry, XRD, and
EDX measurements were carried out before and after laser exposure
to inspect the film surface morphology, ODs of unexposed and
exposed areas, and material compositions.
To characterize the gray level change upon laser power modulation, a
laser writing process was performed with power ranging from 0.01W
to 0.5W using a 50 mm lens at   10 micron laser spot size. An OD-
versus-laser-power curve was obtained for each film. Three important
results were examined: the range of OD change, the power range that
effectively alters the OD of films, and the linearity/rate of OD changes
to laser power. Zn exhibited the largest OD change: 3.93OD
(unexposed) to 1.27OD (fully exposed). Bi/In/O exhibited the second
largest OD changes from 3.05OD to 0.55OD but the maximum
transparency. In/Zn had the least OD changes (3.05OD to 1.18OD).
XRD and SEM analyses showed that laser writing process caused the
metal films to oxidize.
To determine the resolution limit of these grayscale materials, we used
interference lithography to develop ultra-fine patterns on the Bi/In
films. We had previously reported success in creating interference line
patterns with widths less than 500 nm in Bi/In films using 532 nm
Nd:YAG laser pulses. In the present experiments, 266 nm Nd:YAG
pulses were used in attempts to obtain interference patterns with
even smaller line widths. Due to the lower output power and worse
beam quality at 266 nm, the Nd:YAG was operated at maximum
power with an external spatial filter. Incident angles of the interfering
beams were also limited to less than 20 degrees. SEM images of both
carbon and gold coated Bi/In films on silicon showed interference
patterns with line pitch of about 430 nm, and line widths and line gaps
less than 100nm. This means that we can make masks for 5X
projection steppers and create patterns that are less than 20 nm in
dimension. Furthermore, since our results were obtained under a
constrained incident angle, we believe the true resolution limit of Bi/In
to be two to three times smaller than 100 nm.

6153-170, Poster Session
Chemically amplified, thick film, i-line resist for
electroplating and redistribution applications
M. A. Toukhy, S. K. Mullen, M. Paunescu, C. Chen, G. Pawlowski, Y.
Murakami, AZ Electronic Materials USA Corp.
Commercially available resist products used for thick film applications
are based on novolak / diazonaphthoquinone (DNQ) chemistry. Such
applications require the use of   thick resist coatings ranging from 10
um to 100 um. This resist technology has proven to be reliable, robust
and cost effective. The exposure tools used in these applications
employ i-line (365 nm) and longer wavelength radiation. This is
adequate for novolak / DNQ chemistry since novolak resins are
sufficiently transparent at i-line.
Chemically amplified (CA) resist technology has been applied in
developing more advanced resist products for DUV and 193 nm
lithographies. The development of these products targeted, for the
most part, IC applications at less than 2 um thicknesses. The
performance advantages of CA resists, compared to novolak / DNQ
chemistry are demonstrated by their high sensitivity and resolution.
This paper describes the development and performance of a new CA
thick positive resist product family. The chemistry of this product is
based on a poly- hydroxystyrene -styrene - tertiary butyl acrylate
polymer and an i-line photo-acid generator  (PAG). The resist is
designed to provide greater thick film transparencies than novolak /
DNQ type resists, resulting in improved image profiles. The dissolution
rate of exposed resist is several times faster than novolak based
resists and also requiring much lower exposure doses.
This resist offers significant advantages in throughput, both in
exposure and development times over novolak / DNQ resist products.

6153-172, Poster Session
Acidolysis small molecule phenolic ether used as
accelerator in photosensitive diazonaphthaquinone
systems
Y. Zou, Beijing Normal Univ. (China)
Photosensitive diazonaphthaquinone systems are synthesized by 2,1-
o- diazonaphthaquinone-5-sulfonyl chloride or 2,1-o-
diazonaphthaquinone-4-sulfonyl chloride esterifying with polymer or
small molecule which including hydroxyl group or amino group. The
systems are positive imaging systems whose structure will be
decomposed when photo-exposing .Now the system is widely used in
photosensitive positive PS plate and positive photoresist ,the system
has high sensitivity from i line to g line. In recent years, the system is
expected to improve its sensitivity further in the application of either
photosensitive PS plate or photoresist. But the improvement of
sensitivity must ensure the imaging resolution and other application
characters or the improvement has no sense.
We synthesized some special phenolic ethers through the
condensation reaction of phenols and diphenyl hydroxyl acetic acid
and etherifying them with such as vinyl ethyl ether and so on. The
phenolic ethers can be easily decomposed by acid at normal
temperature. We find the phenolic ethers improved the sensitivity of
the diazonaphthaquinone systems without reduction to other
characters. The mechanism of the reaction is when phenolic hydroxyl
group protected by other group the phenolic ethers act as soluble
inhibitors, otherwise the phenolic ethers act as soluble accelerators
while decomposed by acid.
When the photosensitive layer which including these acid labile
phenolic ethers and composed with PAGs (photo-acid generator), the
image exposed under UV light and developed in alkaline liquor
(developer), get high sensitivity.
The phenolic ethers working in the diazonaphthaquinone systems, are
good soluble inhibitors/accelerators. They improved sensitivity while
composed with photo-acid generators. The most important thing is
they do not reduce the imaging resolution and other characters.
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6153-173, Poster Session
A novel photosensitive material for redistribution
and stress buffer reduction on 300-mm wafers
W. W. Flack, H. T. Nguyen, Ultratech, Inc.; E. S. Capsuto, Shin-
EtsuMicroSi, Inc.
The widespread adoption of advanced packaging techniques is driven
by electrical device performance and chip form factor considerations.
Flip chip packaging is currently growing at a 27% compound annual
rate and it is expected that a majority of all 300mm wafers including
DRAM will be bumped. To ensure optimal productivity and cost of
ownership, it is imperative to employ lithographic materials that are
optimized for these applications and that meet all device specific
requirements.
Bump processing typically has one or more levels that require a
permanent layer either to relieve stress on the die or to redistribute
electrical connections. Since these layers remain on the wafer, the
mechanical and electrical properties of the material are as important
as the lithographic properties. This study will characterize a novel
negative, siloxane  (Shin-Etsu SINR(tm)) resist for the redistribution
and stress buffer application on 300mm wafers.  Siloxanes are a good
choice for redistribution and stress buffer layers because of their
excellent physical properties, ease of processing and relatively low
cure temperatures.
The lithographic performance of the SINR will be optimized using a
broad band, low numerical aperture, 1X stepper. This study will
evaluate softbake, post exposure bake, develop conditions and focus
optimization. Due to decreasing feature size at the redistribution level
it is critical to demonstrate CD uniformity and resolution across the
entire 300mm wafer surface. Although the data will be collected on
300mm wafers, all results are expected to applicable to smaller wafer
sizes. The physical properties of the SINR material will be evaluated
through curing temperature studies and sputtering tests.

6153-174, Poster Session
Development of appropriate filter for TARC and
developer in viewpoint of having small pore size and
microbubble reduction
T. Umeda, S. Tsuzuki, Nihon Pall Ltd. (Japan); M. Boucher, H. Dinh,
L. C. Ma, R. J. Boten, Wafer Tech
The threshold size of defects in micro lithography process continues
to be scaled down as the process technology progresses. It is
necessary to reduce the pore size of the Point-Of-Use filter. However,
further reduction of pore size increases flow resistance,  causing
problems in dispense system stability. On the other hand, in Point-of-
Use developer filtration, Tsuzuki et al. showed microbubbles that
cause defects are affected by the hydrophilicity of the Point-Of-Use
filter membrane. Based on these backgrounds, two kinds of
asymmetric pore construction filters which have both 1) small pore
size and 2) high flow rate were developed. One is hydrophilic Highly
Asymmetric Poly Aryl Sulfone (HAPAS) membrane for TARC and
developer application.  This polymer was chosen due to its optimum
compatibility with TARC and developer. This membrane has about 8
times higher flow rate than the same pore size rated HDPE
membrane. And the other material is asymmetric Nylon 6,6 membrane
mainly for BARC and photoresist. This membrane has about 3 times
higher flow rate than the same rated conventional pore structured
Nylon 6,6 membrane.
Prior data show that Nylon 6,6 membrane generated the least
microbubbles in TMAH filtration among Polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE), Polyethylene (PE) and Polyethersulfone (PES) membranes.
The advantage was attributed to the native hydrophilicity of the Nylon
6,6 membrane. This time hydrophilic HAPAS filter was tested. The
result showed that generation of microbubbles was as low as that of
the Nylon 6,6 filter which had the best performance to date.
Microbubbles in TARC are counted using the same method as the
developer testing described above except for mainstream flow rate
and the counter model. The results show that counts in the small
channel could be reduced by smaller pore size filter such as

conventional 0.02um rated filter. However, counts in the larger channel
could be reduced by larger pore size filter such as 0.1um rated filter. It
is hypothesized that the counts in the large channel when using the
small pore size filter were caused by  microbubbles, generated by the
high flow pressure drop of the filter. And it can be said that the filter
which have antithetically small pore size and high flow rate is
optimimally designed to reduce microbubbles throughout the range.
Based on the above results, 0.02um rated asymmetric nylon 6,6 filter
was developed. As a result, 0.02um rated asymmetric Nylon 6,6 filter
achieved relatively lower count at any channel as compared to the
standard 0.04um rated Nylon 6,6 filter.
Nylon 6,6 filters were installed in resist as a improvement for
preventive maintenance (PM) at  Wafertech, L.L.C. instead of the
currently used filter which has more hydrophobic membrane material.
Using the Nylon 6,6 membrane, the number of defects immediately
after filter change greatly decreased from 493 pcs of the more
hydrophobic filter to 6 pcs/wafer, then after purging with about 250ml,
the number of defects reduced within the process specification while
the more hydrophobic filter had required 2L purging and 12-36 hours
of PM time.  Therefore not only was defectivity reduced more rapidly,
also savings were achieved in terms of purge volume and purge time
by switching to the Nylon 6,6 filters.

6153-175, Poster Session
A lamp thermoelectricity based integrated bake/chill
system for advanced photoresist processing
A. E. Tay, National Univ. of Singapore (Singapore); H. T. Chua, The
Univ. of Western Australia (Australia); X. Wu, National Univ. of
Singapore (Singapore)
The lithography process is the most critical step in the fabrication of
nanostructures, accounting for one-third of the costs of integrated
circuit manufacturing.  Thermal processing of semiconductor
substrates through conductive heat transfer is common and critical in
the lithography.  Each thermal processing step involves baking the
substrate to an elevated temperature for a given period of time, this is
then usually followed by a chill step which is used to cool the wafer to
an appropriate temperature for subsequent processing.  Of these
baking steps, the post-exposure bake step is the most sensitive to
temperature variation for the current generation of chemically-
amplified resists (CARs).  For such CARs, the temperature of the
wafer during this thermal cycle have to be controlled to a high degree
of precision both spatially and temporally.
During thermal processing, the heated plate is usually thermally
massive relative to the substrate and is held at a constant temperature
by a feedback controller that adjusts the resistive heater power in
response to a temperature sensor embedded in the plate near the
surface.  Because of its large thermal mass and sluggish dynamics,
conventional hotplates are robust to large temperature fluctuations
and loading effects, and demonstrate good long-term stability.  These
advantages however become shortcomings in terms of process
control and achievable performance when tight tolerances must be
maintained.  Other disadvantages include uncontrolled and non-
uniform temperature fluctuation during the mechanical transfer of the
substrate from bake to chill plates, spatial temperature non-
uniformities during the entire thermal cycle, etc.  This lack of a method
to conduct real-time distributed, closed-loop temperature control with
conventional hotplates is a source of process error in the lithography
chain.
In this paper, we describe a new thermal processing system
developed for optimal processing of temperature sensitive photoresist
so as to address the abovementioned issues.  Our proposed system
comprises of multiple radiant heating zones for heating the substrate,
coupled with an array of thermoelectric devices (TEDs) which provide
real-time spatial and temporal temperature uniformity control and
active cooling.  Because resist processing steps are thermally
activated, a performance specification is required to take into account
non-uniformities during the transient and steady-state.  This indicates
that the ability to create any arbitrary temperature profile is highly
desirable and one approach is to have a system that can provide
extremely fast ramp-up and ramp-down rates.  One attractive solution
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is the use of a lamp-based heating method which is common in rapid
thermal processing and used in this work.  The proposed system
offers excellent temperature control during the entire thermal cycle,
eliminates substrate movement during the baking and chilling
processes, and accommodates in-situ temperature measurement for
real-time control.  Chilling is achieved by switching off the lamps and
dictating the TEDs to provide active cooling and maintaining
temperature uniformity.  The feasibility of the proposed approach is
demonstrated via detailed simulations based on first principle heat
transfer modeling.  The distributed nature of the design also
engenders a simple decentralized control scheme which satisfies tight
spatial and temporal temperature uniformity specifications.

6153-176, Poster Session
The new bake plate optimized for a PEB process
S. Goto, K. Matsuchika, A. Hisai, Dainippon Screen Manufacturing
Co., Ltd. (Japan)
It is well known that within wafer Critical Dimension (CD) uniformity is
especially affected by baking temperature variation during Post
Exposure Baking (PEB) process of 193nm photolithography. To
develop new baking unit for better CD uniformity, it is important to
understand Dynamic Temperature CD Sensitivity (DTCS) of PEB
processing at each baking process step.
This paper studies the DTSC in the PEB process applying unique
experimental procedures. We have added an intentional temperature
tilt within wafer at particular processing time during PEB, and we have
estimated DTCS from CD and temperature deviation within wafer.
Using those scattered data, DTCS curves during PEB process were
obtained.
It was found that a peak of DTCS curve appeared just before the
temperature of the wafer reaching the setting temperature of the hot
plate. This fact indicates that temperature variation within wafer on
this particular step has a large impact on CD uniformity. Therefore, the
key to secure highly accurate CD uniformity is to improve temperature
controllability within wafer on this processing period in PEB process.
We have conducted evaluations to reduce the aforementioned
temperature variation with three points of views noted below. First, the
clearance variation between wafer and hot plate surface: The
tolerance of the clearance variation must have been made smaller.
Second, the radiant heat transfer from the hot plate surface to the
wafer: The plate surface treatment was optimized for effective heat
transfer. Finally, the ramp-up time to the setting temperature: Rapid
ramp-up lead to reduction of the temperature variation within wafer,
especially aforementioned time step, and rapid ramp-up hot plate
system has been developed.
These three optimizations, resulted in successful improvement of the
temperature controllability within wafer, and CD uniformity has been
improved by 0.5 nm with193nm photoresist.

6153-177, Poster Session
Advanced photoresist dispense valve control
technology
G. Standley, Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.; B. Kidd, K. Hartman,
Integrated Designs, L.P.
The development of superior digital valve technology is capable of
substantial improvements in the areas of yield improvement and cost
control of advanced fluid systems.
Dual-stage digital valve design provides for full range of dynamic fluid
control during dispense, and independent fluid suckback control that
is extremely accurate, repeatable and allows for process optimization
of resist coating processes never before achievable with electro-
pneumatic control valves.
True digital control is accomplished using precision stepper motor
controls, and coater or track matching is simplified, reducing overall
setup time and increasing overall photo cluster availability.

The measured effects of improved resist coating performance are an
overall reduction of coating defects, and by virtue of improved
process control, a subsequent reduction of fluid volume consumption
per wafer is achieved, typical reduction of 40% is expected.

6153-178, Poster Session
Resists for sub-100 nm patterning at 193 nm
exposure
N. D. Jarnagin, K. E. Gonsalves, The Univ. of North Carolina at
Charlotte; J. M. Roberts, Y. Wang, Intel Corp.
Current resist materials suffer from a number of problems and
shortcomings, which must be addressed to allow continued scaling of
memory and logic devices.  This project confronts the incompatibility
of the photoacid generator (PAG) and the polymer matrix, which leads
to lowered acid generation efficiency, non-uniform acid distribution
and migration, and phase separation.  These issues ultimately lead to
undesirable, premature and non-uniform deprotection reactions in the
chemically amplified resist.  To alleviate these problems, it is proposed
that PAG units be incorporated in the resist chain to make a one-
component resist, rather than blending monomeric PAG with the resist
polymer.  Also, polymer bound PAG resists exhibit higher stability,
lower outgassing, and lower line edge roughness (LER) than
corresponding resists.
We are developing methacrylate based resists suitable for 193 nm
exposure for sub-100 nm patterning.  These resists feature a cationic
or anionic PAG bound to the polymer chain.  Gamma butyrolactone
was included in the microstructure to improve adhesion, and etch
resistance.  2-Ethyl-2-adamantyl, an acid-cleavable bulky alicyclic
substituent group, was included to improve resolution, sensitivity, and
dry etch resistance.  3-Hydroxy-1-adamantyl, a hydrophilic acid-
cleavable bulky alicyclic substituient group, was included to improve
resolution, dry etch resistance, and product yield.  Also, 0.2 wt %
TBAH base was added to control acid diffusion.
The polymer bound PAG resists, poly (*-butyrolactone methacrylate-
co-2-ethyl-2-adamantyl methacrylate-co-PAG), with various feed
ratios were prepared by free radical polymerization. Gamma-
butyrolactone-methacrylate (GBLMA), 2-Ethyl-2-adamantyl-
methacrylate (EAMA), cationic or anionic PAG, and 2, 2'-
azobutyronitrile (AIBN) as a free radical initiator were dissolved in
freshly distilled anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF) and acetonitrile.
Polymerization was preformed at 65° C for 24 hrs.  The polymer
solutions were precipitated into a large amount of diethyl ether and
dried at reduced pressure. Molecular weights were 1800-5000.
Resists with polymer bound PAG were dissolved in PGMEA or
cyclohexanone.  The resist solutions were filtered and spin-coated
onto silicon wafers primed with a 20% HMDS/ 80% PGMEA solution
or BARC.  The post apply bake was carried out at 100° C for 90
seconds. The thickness of the resists was approximately 175 nm,
determined by ellipsometry.  PAG incorporated resists were exposed
using the ASML 5500/9xx optical lithography system, with 0.63 NA.
The exposed wafers were baked at 100° C for 90 s. The development
was conducted in conventional 2.38-wt % tetramethyammonium
hydroxide (TMAH) for approximately 20 s and rinsed with de-ionized
water.  Blended PAG resists were similarly prepared and exposed.
Exposed wafers were evaluated on a Raith 150 SEM.    Blended PAG
resists provided 130 nm line space features.  The resists with cationic
PAG incorporated in the polymer chain provided 100 nm line space
features and 80 nm isolated features, with associated photospeed of
10 mJ/cm2 or less, which is comparable to similar systems.  Anionic
PAG incorporated resists provided 130 nm line space features and 90
nm isolated features.  Additional work is underway to develop
analogous resists for 193nm immersion lithography.
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6153-179, Poster Session
Chrome etching process control for advanced
photomask production
C. Chen, F. Tsai, L. C. Tuo, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing
Co., Ltd. (Taiwan); J. Chen, S. W. Tam, A. Kumar, Applied Materials
PPC
As the geometry of semiconductor devices continue to scale down
rapidly following Moore’s law, it brings two significant challenges for
the advanced photomask etching process. Not only does that the
technical requirement for etching process control become ever
stringent, but also should the process be able to ramp up for mass
production in an ever faster pace. Such challenges require the next
generation photomask etchers to provide advanced process to be
highly repeatable in a given process chamber, as well as to perform
consistently at chamber-to-chamber level. In this paper, we will
present our recent study conducted on Cr etching process with
TetraTM II dry etchers. A three-factor Design of Experiments (DOE)
has been applied for Cr etching performance evaluation in response
to hardware setting changes in RF power, pressure control and MFC
gas flow respectively. Results from DOE data analysis have shown
almost identical Cr etch rates and same Cr CD trends among the
etchers tested, which represents good hardware matching among the
Cr chambers. This chamber-to-chamber matching capability has
further been verified with direct process transfer between the two
TetraTM II systems installed at different production sites. In addition,
the same chamber process stability is also on-going as a part of long
term process monitoring program.
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6154-01, Session 1
From optical proximity correction to lithography-
driven physical design (1996-2006): 10 years of
resolution enhancement technology and the
roadmap enablers for the next decade
L. Capodieci, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
The past decade has experienced a remarkable synergy between
Resolution Enhancement Technologies (RET) in Optical Lithography
and Optical Proximity Correction (OPC). This heterogeneous array of
patterning solutions ranges from simple rule-based to more
sophisticated model-based corrections, including sub-resolution
assist features, partially transmitting masks and various dual mask
approaches.
A survey of the evolutionary development from the early introduction
of the first OPC engines in 1996 to the debut of Immersion
Lithography in 2006 reveals that the convergence of RET and OPC
has also enabled a progressive selection and fine-tuning of Geometric
Design Rules (GDR) at each technology node, based on systematic
adoption of lithographic verification.
This paper describes the use of “full-chip” lithography verification
engines in current Design For Manufacturing (DFM) practices and
extends the analysis to identify a set of key technologies and
applications for the 45, 32 and 22 nm nodes.
A major paradigm shift in Optical Lithography has been achieved by
the integration of fast optical and resists simulators within a geometric
verification environment. OPC production requirements for accuracy
and predictability, for 90 and 65 nm, across a wide range of layout
configurations, coupled with software flexibility and extensibility
through embedded scripting (Tcl, Perl, Python, etc.) allow for the
implementation of novel family of verification and yield-enhancement
techniques. For example, Parametric Test Patterns, i.e. programmable
layout instantiations, are used for both validation of GDR and, most
importantly, for identification of process-window limiters (in
conjunction with specific RET and OPC selections).
As OPC-derived tools enter the stage of maturity, from a software
standpoint, their use-model is being greatly broadened from the back-
end mask tape-out flow, upstream directly integrated into physical
design verification. While “classical” optical lithography simulations
can readily identify the fundamental 1-D pitch limiter for a given
technology, the grand challenge for the next 3 nodes (down to the
physical scaling limit of the CMOS device) is represented by the 2-D
layout configurations which must be patterned. The inherent practical
impossibility of defining all possible “forbidden 2-D design rules” in
the standard form of sets of geometric constraints requires the
additional step of (lithography-driven) DFM-closure.
Lithography awareness into the physical design environment,
mediated by these new DFM verification tools and flows, is driving
various forms of manufacturable physical layout implementation: from
Restricted Design Rules and Flexible Design Rules to Regular Circuit
Fabrics. As new lithography solutions, such as immersion lithography
and EUV, will have to be deployed within a complex technology
framework, the paper also examines the trend towards “layout design
regularization” and its implications for patterning and next generation
lithographies.

6154-02, Session 1
The optics of photomasks: from shadowy past to
scattered future
C. J. Progler, Photronics, Inc.
No abstract available.

6154-03, Session 1
Lithographic lens: its history and evolution
T. Matsuyama, Y. Ohmura, Nikon Corp. (Japan); D. M. Williamson,
Nikon Research Corp. of America
The history of Nikon’s projection lens development for optical
microlithography started with the first Ultra Micro-Nikkor in 1962,
which was used for making photo-masks. Nikon’s first wafer stepper
“NSR-1010G” was developed with a g-line projection lens in 1980.
Since then, many kinds of projection lenses have been developed for
each generation of stepper or scanner. In addition to increasing
numerical aperture (NA) and field size, there have been many technical
transitions for the projection lens, such as shortening the wavelength,
controlling Zernike aberrations with phase measurement
interferometry (PMI) for low k1 lithography, using aspherical lenses,
applying kinematic opto-mechanical mounts, and utilizing free
asphere re-polishing steps in the lens manufacturing process. The
most recent advancement in projection lens technology is liquid
immersion and polarization control for high NA imaging. NA now
exceeds 1.0, which is the theoretical limit for dry (in air) imaging. At
each transition, the amount of information, which goes through the
projection lens, has been increased.
For hyper-NA (NA \>1) and very low k1 (k1 < 0.3) imaging that will be
used in the near future, we should pay attention to two additional
things. One is dynamic imaging performance during exposure. In
order to make the dynamic lens performance closer to the PMI lens
performance, even during scanning exposure, lens aberration control
will be more important than before. The other point is vector
aberration control, which has become a requirement for the recent,
drastic increase in lens NA for Argon-Fluoride (ArF) immersion
lithography.
We also discuss ArF immersion lens design using higher index liquid/
material in this paper.

6154-04, Session 1
The realization of EUV lithography
H. Meiling, H. Meijer, P. Kürz, ASML Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands);
N. Harned, ASML Wilton
Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography (EUVL), using a wavelength of 13.5
nm and a numerical aperture of 0.25, is a multi-generation lithography
solution. EUVL tools will have a k1 factor of about 0.59 for 32 nm half-
pitch structures, providing tremendous process latitude compared to
today’s applications using k1 factors of 0.35 and smaller.  The first
process development tools, known as alpha demo systems, are
currently being realized.  They will set the foundation for the
commercialization of the technology. Main objectives are to minimize
risk of EUVL for the 32-nm node and beyond, and to support the
development of the global infrastructure of masks, sources, and
resist.
In this paper we will give a short introduction on the key aspects of
EUVL. The highest risk technology items (including defect-free mask
fabrication, optics manufacturing, optics lifetime, source power,
collector lifetime, and resist) are identified, and a summary of the
progress on all of them will be presented. We will briefly describe the
progress in the realisation of our first alpha demo tool. And, we will
present our first imaging results.
Development of a high powered source is of key importance to obtain
acceptable cost of ownership for EUVL. We will present the pro’s and
con’s of the two most viable source concepts that are currently under
development (laser produced plasma sources and electrically
produced plasma sources), and summarize the current status of EUV
source development.
Particle contamination of reticles is of great concern not only in
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manufacturing of reticles, but also during inspection, transport,
storage, and use in the exposure tool. Significant progress was made
over the last years in defect reduction in mask blanks, and we will
summarise some of the results. We will show that after mask handler
integration in our first alpha demo tool, we are able to several tens of
times handle dummy reticles all the way from storage box in air to
reticle stage in vacuum (and clamped onto the stage) and back,
without adding any particles (of diameter \>100nm).
An update will be provided on the EUV program at Zeiss on optics
fabrication technology and optics lifetime. For the first optical train, all
illuminator and projection optics mirrors have been fabricated and are
coated with multilayers, and both illuminator and projection optics are
integrated in the alpha demo tool.
Finally, we will speculate on the viability of EUVL for introduction into
high volume production: where are we and what still needs to be
done.

6154-05, Session 2
Characterization of imaging performance of
immersion lithography at NA=0.93
D. Gil, T. A. Brunner, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Ctr.; D. A.
Corliss, C. A. Fonseca, J. Tirapu, IBM Microelectronics Div.; K. E.
Petrillo, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Ctr.; P. Vanoppen, ASML
Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands)
We present a systematic analysis of the imaging performance of a
NA=0.93 state-of-the-art immersion lithography scanner and we
compare its performance to its dry NA=0.93 counterpart. Over 50
300mm wafers were exposed in order to evaluate key lithographic
figures of merit like process window, mask-error-factor (MEF), across-
chip-linewidth-variations (ACLV), and CD through pitch for both
attenuated and alternating phase shift masks.  We explore a variety of
illumination conditions and processes, and employ CD-SEM and
scatterometry as our metrology techniques. The data presented here
will serve as a benchmark from which to evaluate the imaging
performance of
0.93NA immersion lithography as the technology is introduced into
volume production.

6154-06, Session 2
The next phase for immersion lithography
H. Sewell, ASML US, Inc.; J. Mulkens, ASML Netherlands B.V.
(Netherlands); D. C. McCafferty, L. Markoya, ASML US, Inc.; B.
Streefkerk, ASML Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands); P. Gräupner, Carl
Zeiss SMT AG (Germany)
Immersion Lithography is now the most important technique for
extending optical lithography’s capabilities and meeting the
requirements of the Semiconductor Industry Roadmap. The
introduction of water as an immersion fluid will allow optical
lithography to progress as far as the 45nm (half pitch) node using ArF
scanning systems such as the XT1700i. Developments are underway
to explore the use of Immersion Lithography beyond this performance
level and towards the 32nm (half pitch) node.
This paper examines the progress that has been made, particularly
with the use of 2nd and 3rd generation immersion fluids. The
requirements of high refractive index fluids are detailed. The
performance of experimental samples is compared to system
requirements.
The requirements of the exposure system are also defined. Issues
associated with achieving the requirements are reviewed and
discussed. Special attention is given to clarifying the optical materials
and the issues associated with extending optical designs to hyper-NA
levels. There a number of threshold levels for the numerical apertures
which are set by the refractive index of the available materials in the
lithographic film stack. These are defined. Optics design progress is
updated.
Photoresists and topcoats are examined in the context of high
refractive index system requirements. Prospects and requirements for

high refractive index resists and topcoats are examined.
Data is supplied on resist imaging for < 30nm L/S. Line Edge
Roughness is measured. Factors controlling LWR at the 30nm
resolution are discussed.

6154-07, Session 2
Immersion lithography robustness for the C065-nm
node
S. P. Warrick, Freescale Semiconductor, Inc. (France); R. Morton,
Philips Semiconductors (France); A. Mauri, ST Microelectronics
(France); J. Chapon, STMicroelectronics (France); J. Belledent,
Philips Semiconductors (France); W. E. Conley, Freescale
Semiconductor, Inc.; K. D. Lucas, J. Gomez, Freescale
Semiconductor, Inc. (France); C. Monget, ST Microelectronics
(France); J. Gemmink, Philips Semiconductors (France)
Semiconductor manufacturers are in the midst of the next technology
node C045 (65nm half-pitch) development.  The difference this time is
that the heavy lifting is being done while swimming.  Generally, for the
C065 node (90nm half-pitch), critical layers will be processed using
193-nm scanners with numerical apertures up to 0.85.  It is also clear
that the capabilities and potential benefits of immersion lithography (at
this wavelength and NA) need to be examined, especially as the
industry turns its attention toward the C045 and C032 technology
generations.
The potential benefits of immersion lithography; increased DOF in the
near term and hyper-NA imaging in the next phase, have been widely
reported.  A strategy of replacing conventional “dry” lithographic
process steps with immersion lithographic process steps would allow
the benefits of immersion to be realized much sooner. To fully realize
this advantage a more direct comparison of immersion lithography’s
benefits and therefore speed learning is needed. However, such an
insertion should be “transparent”: i.e. the “immersion process” should
run with the same reticles (OPC) and resists, as the conventional
process.   In an effort to gain this knowledge about the immersion
processes, we have chosen a path of optimizing and ramping-up the
lithographic process for the C065 technology node.
In this paper, we report on the compatibility of inserting immersion
lithography processes into an established C065 process running in a
pilot manufacturing line. We will present an initial assessment of some
critical parameters for the implementation of immersion lithography.
This assessment includes: Exposure systems, track systems, cross-
over resists, OPC compatibility, imaging, process integration, and
defectivity all compared to the dry process of record.  Finally,
conclusions will be made as to the overall readiness of immersion to
support C065 node processing in direct transfer from dry and
extendibility to C045.

6154-08, Session 2
Current status and future prospect of immersion
lithography
S. Owa, H. Nagasaka, K. Nakano, Y. Ohmura, Nikon Corp. (Japan)
Immersion lithography with 193nm exposure wavelength is generally
accepted as the most promising method succeeding 193nm dry
lithography.  Development efforts were started in 2002 and practical
use for high volume manufacturing is expected to begin in 2006.  In
this paper, we review the history and current status of immersion
lithography, focusing on immersion specific issues, and discuss its
prospects for the future.
Current activity of immersion lithography development was initiated
by the work of MIT Lincoln Laboratory (Switkes and Rothschild) in
2001.  Following their work, SEMATECH supported basic
investigations such as precise measurement of water parameters by
NIST.  Based on those works, exposure tool suppliers and resist
suppliers started major development efforts.
Issues or technical challenges investigated in the early stage were:
water filling method, effect of temperature inhomogeneity, bubble
prevention, resists, topcoat, etc.  Most of those items are believed to
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be solved so far, however, there are still critical points for attaining
reliable and productive manufacturing.
In 2004, defectivity was identified as a new critical issue.  One source
of defectivity was identified as bubbles.  In early 2005, bubbles were
reported to be successfully prevented by an improved method of
water filling.  However, other kinds of defects still need to be carefully
studied to start high volume manufacturing.
In addition, overlay, polarized illumination and throughput are major
challenges to be developed before the industrial use of immersion
lithography.  The current status of those technical items is reviewed in
this paper.
While the technology is being developed, application of immersion
lithography should be carefully studied from industrial and economic
points of view.  There are two typical advantages in immersion
lithography.  One is large DOF (depth of focus) with low NA (i.e. similar
NA as dry lithography).  This merit seems to be useful for ASIC and
foundry semiconductor manufacturing.  The enhanced DOF is
expected to improve the yield.  The other advantage is hyper NA
(\>1.0) for obtaining higher resolution.  This aspect seems to be most
useful for memory manufacturing (and, of course, it is effective for
logic ICs).  High NA optics around 1.3 are planned by using purified
water as the immersion liquid, which will realize half pitch 45nm
resolution and below.  Further high NA optics are being studied
assuming the use of high refractive index liquids and high index lens
materials.  Feasible liquids of n=1.65 seem to exist, however,
attainable NA with these liquids will be around 1.5.  This is lower than
the NA required for half pitch 32nm, NA=1.7, calculated for 32nm
resolution assuming k1=0.28.  For this future immersion method,
economic effectiveness and anticipated technological challenges
should be carefully evaluated.

6154-180, Session 2
Immersion specific defect mechanisms: findings and
recommendations for their control
M. K. Kocsis, Intel Corp. and IMEC (Belgium); D. Van Den Heuvel, M.
Maenhoudt, D. Vangoidsenhoven, IMEC (Belgium); G. M. Wells, S.
C. O’Brien, IMEC (Belgium) and Texas Instruments Inc.; N.
Stepanenko, IMEC (Belgium) and Infineon Technologies (Germany);
M. Benndorf, IMEC (Belgium) and Philips Research Labs. (Belgium);
R. Gronheid, IMEC (Belgium); H. W. Kim, IMEC (Belgium) and
Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. (South Korea); S. Kishimura, IMEC
(Belgium) and Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. (Japan); M. Ercken,
F. Van Roey, W. Fyen, P. Foubert, IMEC (Belgium); R. Moerman, B.
Streefkerk, ASML Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands)
Defectivity has been one of the largest unknowns in immersion
lithography.  It is critical to understand if there are any immersion
specific defect modes, and if so, what their underlying mechanisms
are.  Through this understanding, any identified defect modes can be
reduced or eliminated to help advance immersion lithography to high
yield manufacturing.  Since February 2005, an ASML XT:1250Di
immersion scanner has been operational at IMEC.  A joint program
was established to understand immersion defectivity by bringing
together expertise from IMEC, ASML, resist vendors, IC
manufactures, and KLA-Tencor.  This paper will cover the results from
these efforts.
Four general classes of immersion specific defect mechanisms will be
discussed.  The first is air bubbles in the immersion fluid which can
cause bridging resist patterns.  Evaluation of the XT:1250Di’s bubble
performance has been done with a newly developed test
methodology that magnifies the optical effect of the bubbles by 4x.
The second defect mechanism is the possibility of water droplets left
on the wafer, which can result in pattern defects.  Droplet formation
vs. various types of surface contact angle measurements (static,
sliding angle, and dynamic angles at different stage speeds), resist
leaching rate, scan speed, top coat type, and resist type have been
studied.
The third mechanism is related to the mechanical force of having
water physically in contact with both the wafer and the stage.   The
dynamic force from the water can potentially cause resist or other

films on the wafer to flake off.  It is also possible that the water can
act as a transport medium and physically move particles from the
stage onto the wafer.
The fourth mechanism to be discussed are defects due to leaching of
resist components into the immersion water and water-uptake by the
resist.  Techniques have been developed for characterization of resist
leaching, and several (gravimetric, spectroscopic and lithographic)
methods have been developed to study the water uptake by resist
and topcoat materials.
The findings of our investigations into each immersion specific defect
mechanism and their influencing factors will be given in this paper.
Then an attempt will be made to provide recommendations both for a
process space to operate in, and possible improvements in resist
formulations, that would limit these defect mechanisms.

6154-10, Session 3
Optical lithography at 1.85 NA through evanescent
immersion imaging
B. W. Smith, Y. Fan, Rochester Institute of Technology
Immersion lithography has pushed the limits of imaging to numerical
apertures approaching the refractive index values of the components
involved. New photoresists, fluids, and optical materials with ever
increasing refractive indices could lead to numerical apertures
exceeding 1.50. Limitations are conventionally calculated using Snell’s
Law for TIR, which occurs at angles larger than [sin-1 (n1/n2)], where
n1 is the media of lower refractive index.  There is however energy
that propagates beyond these angles in the evanescent field, which
decays very rapidly within a few tens of nanometers from the media
interface. Though this decay is severe, sufficient modulation can exist
in a thin photoresist which can be recorded and used for lithographic
patterning.  This basis of solid immersion lithography has potential
applications for semiconductor devices as well as photonic materials.
We have demonstrated optical lithography at the 193nm wavelength
of an ArF excimer laser with a numerical aperture of 1.85 to image
26nm half-pitch geometry.  These results are phenomenal in the sense
that they have been accomplished in a photoresist with a refractive
index near 1.75.  By coupling the evanescent energy entering the
photoresist film from a sapphire (Al2O3) optical element, the ultimate
limit of our imaging system is a numerical aperture of 1.92. This
technology provides the tool necessary to evaluate true end of the
road for optical lithography, which may well be beyond 25nm.

6154-11, Session 3
Enabling the 45-nm node by hyper-NA polarized
lithography
W. P. de Boeij, H. van Greevenbrök, M. Klaassen, G. Swinkels, M. A.
van de Kerkhof, K. van Ingen Schenau, L. de Winter, M. Wehrens,
ASML Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands)
The introduction of immersion step & scan systems has opened up
the road for hyper-NA lenses (NA \> 1). At these NA’s polarization
control becomes a key parameter in imaging. Previously, it has been
shown that application of polarized illumination leads to an increase of
contrast and exposure latitude.  The resulting resolution enhancement
offered by polarized illumination allows a significant reduction in
Critical Dimension, which enables 45 nm node lithography with an ArF,
NA=1.2 system.
In production-worthy hyper-NA systems, polarized lithography must
be fully compatible with all requirements for a volume production tool:
full throughput, overlay and focus control, flexibility and ease-of-use
are essential features. This is realized by employing polarization-
conserving optics, and by automated in-line metrology to optimize the
system for any selected polarization state.
In this paper, experimental results will be shown on the improvements
by using polarized illumination on high- and hyper-NA exposure tools.
These data will also be compared to simulations. In addition, this
paper includes a consistent way to describe polarization states
throughout a lithographic exposure apparatus, focusing on IPS
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(Intensity in the Preferred Polarization State). Finally, system control
and in-line metrology will be discussed.

6154-12, Session 3
Effect of azimuthally polarized illumination imaging
on device pattern beyond 45-nm node
K. Ozawa, Sony Atsugi Technology Ctr. (Japan) and Nikon Corp.
(Japan); B. Thunnakart, T. Kaneguchi, Sony Atsugi Technology Ctr.
(Japan); I. Mita, Sony Corp. (Japan); A. Someya, Sony Atsugi
Technology Ctr. (Japan); T. Nakashima, H. Nishinaga, Y. Mizuno, T.
Matsuyama, M. Hamatani, Nikon Corp. (Japan)
Today, there has been a gap between the development of shrinking
device nodes, which are now approaching the 65, 45, and 32 nm
nodes, and the advent of device production methods and lithography
tools utilizing next-generation light sources, and this required the
continued use of ArF light sources. To address this need, studies are
now under way to extend process margins through active use of
polarization and the realization of hyper NA lithography tools using
techniques such as immersion lithography. For an ultra-high NA, such
as that exceeding 0.9, the p-polarized component of light that has
passed through a region at the limit of the NA of a high-NA
lithography tool, degrade contrast because of the so-called vector
imaging effect, and is therefore detrimental to the formation of optical
images. Polarized illumination removes the effect of the p-polarized
light component and provides illumination light composed of s-
polarized light. The higher the NA, the greater are the benefits of
polarized illumination. Therefore, in lithography at the 45 nm node and
below, polarized illumination is viewed as an indispensable
technology. Previously investigations have studied the effects of
dipole linearly polarized illumination employing a limited number of
pattern orientations and a specialized pattern pitch. Research has
also been done on other methods including the use of a multi-
exposure technique decomposing pattern elements by the
orientations, which are then exposed with more than two masks.
These approaches, however, are associated with such problems as
stringent design restrictions, increased exposure costs. Thus, their
early application, particularly for logic devices, is thought to be
difficult. In light of these problems, this paper examines the benefits
that can be expected by applying polarized illumination to patterns
containing both vertical and horizontal (VH) patterns. In this regard,
we explore the applicability of polarized illumination to device
manufacturing processes at the 45 nm node and beyond, with a focus
on the utilization of azimuthally polarized illumination, which permits
exposure using one mask. The data used in this research were
obtained through imaging simulations and experiments using a dry
lithography tool equipped with a 0.92 NA projection lens. To
determine whether light in the secondary illumination light source has
been polarized to the degree intended, an index is used called the
Ratio of Specific Polarization (RSP). The polarized illumination system
mounted on the NSR-S308F has the ability to achieve the following
performance specifications: a Ratio of Specific Polarization (RSP) of
greater than 0.85 and delta-RSP of less than ±0.05 within the
exposure field plane. In imaging simulations using a lithography
simulator, the application of azimuthally polarized illumination
improved image contrast in resists by approximately 20% for half
pitch (hp) 65 nm dense patterns. As a result, device patterns showed
enhanced robustness with respect to exposure dose error; extended
process margins; and reduced Mask Error Enhancement Factor
(MEEF), Line Width Roughness (LWR), and Line end shortening (LES).
This paper examines the results of experiments conducted using
imaging simulations and lithography tools on other product device
patterns (besides special patterns in which benefits can clearly be
expected including dense L/S patterns), and reports the results.

6154-13, Session 3
Experimental verification of PSM polarimetry:
monitoring polarization at 193-nm high-NA with
phase-shift masks
G. R. McIntyre, A. R. Neureuther, Univ. of California/Berkeley; V.
Vellanki, P. Reynolds, Benchmark Technologies
Experimental results will be compared to theory and simulation of a
polarization monitoring technique for high numerical aperture (NA) and
immersion lithography systems.  This technique, referred to as PSM
Polarimetery, was introduced conceptually in reference [1] and
consists of a series of 4 phase test mask patterns in the vicinity of a
pinhole aperture in a layer of chrome on the backside of the
photomask.  The measurement consists of exposing the test mask
through multiple exposure doses, extracting the clearing doses of the
center of the test pattern images, and solving a set of linear
equations.  This determines the Stokes parameters of the illumination,
thus completely characterizing the state of polarization.  With proper
calibration of the test mask, this technique is likely to provide
reasonable polarization metrology, even when considering severe
mask topography effects.  A collaborative development of this second
generation design addresses many mask fabrication issues to
implement the built-in angular discrimination of illumination enabled
by the backside pinhole.
The monitors take advantage of a typically unwanted side-effect of
high-NA imaging: the conversion of the TM pupil polarization
component into electric field oriented normal to the wafer plane (z-
component).  By engineering which incident polarization component
produces the TM pupil component, they produce a measurable z-
component signal at the image plane.  This signal is then amplified by
proximity effects.  As shown in Figure 1, two proximity effect functions
(PSFs, one for each polarization component) for z-component light
are derived by taking the x- and y- spatial derivatives of the traditional
point spread function.  Realization of these EZ PSFs on the
photomask produces a set of monitors able to measure intensity
balance between two orthogonal incident polarization components.
The dose at which the center of the image clears the resist (bottom of
Figure 1) is considered to be the signal and will be dependent on only
one polarization component.
Theory from the field of imaging polarimetry [2], suggests that six
monitors (or analyzers, in polarimetry terminology) arranged on the
mask (Figures 2a and b) form a polarimeter that is sufficient to
determine the Stokes parameters of incident illumination.  A four
phase linear progression is used within the pattern rings to monitor
polarization from off-axis illumination (Figure 2b).  A test reticle design
has been suggested (Figure 2c) and is currently being fabricated that
consists of multiple polarimeters clustered around a pinhole in a layer
of chrome on the backside of the photomask.  This pinhole serves as
a blocking aperture, allowing only a specific portion of the illuminator
to be incident on a given polarimeter, which is designed for that
illumination frequency.
Practical limitations to this technique due to realistic imaging
conditions will be analyzed with a goal of determining this method’s
ultimate usability for the semiconductor industry.  Such limitations
may arise from electromagnetic interaction with mask topography
(dependent on both off-axis angle and polarization), mask making
imperfections (feature size and placement, phase depth, fidelity of the
3-D structure), proximity effects, resist effects, and the inherent
difficulty of isolating illumination effects from pupil effects.
Additionally, tolerances for the placement accuracy of the backside
pinhole will be addressed.
[1]  G. McIntyre and A. Neureuther, “Monitoring Polarization and High-
NA at 193nm and Immersion with Phase Shifting Masks,” Proc. SPIE,
vol. 5754, pp. 80-91, 2005.
[2]  Chipman, R. A., Polarimetry. in: Handbook of Optics (ed. M. Bass),
Vol. 2, 2nd edn, McGraw-Hill, New York, Chapter 22, 1995.
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6154-14, Session 3
Polarization aberration analysis in optical
lithography systems
J. Kye, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.; N. Yamamoto, Spansion LLC;
G. R. McIntyre, Univ. of California/Berkeley; H. J. Levinson,
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
The adoption of ultra-high NA projection lithography systems in
semiconductor manufacturing demands polarization illumination in
order to meet the imaging requirements for low k1 imaging. For
polarized illumination to be effective, the projection optics must not
alter the polarization. However all optical materials and interfaces can
potentially alter the polarization state of light to some degree.
Polarization aberrations are variations of polarization associated with
different ray paths through an optical system. Polarization aberrations
arise during propagation through optical materials and interfaces. The
objective of an optical aberration theory is to describe the principal
features of the effects of an optical system on a wavefront in a simple
and accurate fashion while avoiding detail and complexity of a
complete and exact characterization. This paper considers methods
suitable for analyzing optical lithography systems for which the
polarization control is imperfect. Such methods of polarization
analysis include polarization aberration theory.
The polarization aberration expansion (e.g. Zernike polynomials) can
describe succinctly many cases of optical lithography system
imperfections. This paper uses Jones calculus for description of
polarizing phenomena. Pauli spin matrix with identity can be useful
bases to describe polarization aberration since eigenvectors of each
spin matrix represent eigenpolarizations which are intuitively familiar.
(Table.1) These terms need to be correlated to conventional definitions
as described in Stokes parameters such as degree of polarization etc.
Finally the impact of polarization aberrations on imaging performance
including CD and image placement is investigated.

6154-15, Session 3
High-NA polarized light lithography for 0.29-k1
process
C. Park, H. Yang, D. Yim, Hynix Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea);
S. Tseng, Y. Min, A. C. Chen, ASML Taiwan Ltd. (Taiwan)
As we use high NA lithography system for much smaller design, the
polarization becomes very important technology in micro-lithography.
Various polarization effects on lithography process have been studied
actively. Especially k1 factor below 0.3 needs intensive resolution
enhancement techniques. The polarization technology can contribute
to enhancement of imaging performances. In this experiment we are
challenging k1 factor down to 0.29 with a polarization function. The
polarization behavior on real device will be shown through the
simulation and actual printing process using 6% attenuated PSM. We
will select an optimized polarization function for a specific layer and
we will show the process capabilities of various layers under specific
illumination and polarization. We will also discuss how to decide OPC
strategy with TE polarized source and a throughput loss in the
exposure system due to polarization.

6154-16, Session 4
Validity of the Hopkins approximation in simulations
of hyper-NA (NA>1) line-space structures for an
attenuated PSM mask
J. Schermer, A. Erdmann, Fraunhofer-Institut für Integrierte Systeme
und Bauelementetechologie (Germany); P. De Bisschop, IMEC
(Belgium)
In our previous work [1] we have shown  that as the NA of a
lithographic projection system increases some of the simulation
assumptions that are traditionally made - such as the so-called
Hopkins assumption, i.e. the assumption that diffraction at the mask
is independent of the angle of incidence of the illuminating light waves
- break down, at least in some cases. Reliable simulation results will

then only be obtained if this Hopkins assumption is eliminated, i.e.
when the diffraction effect is re-evaluated for each incident direction.
The differences in the results between two such simulations, one
using the Hopkins approach, the other with this assumption removed,
have been demonstrated to be very significant in some case, but
today there is no clear understanding when the removal of the
Hopkins assumption is essential: a systematic study is not available.
As simulations without the Hopkins approximation are significantly
more time consuming than simulations done under the Hopkins
assumption, a better understanding of which model can or must be
used under which circumstances, would be of significant practical
importance.
The goal of this paper is to provide such a more systematic study for
the case of 6% attenuated PSM with line/space structures targeting at
a 45 nm resist linewidth for a variety of pitches, for an NA = 1.2 water
immersion system. Standard lithographic metrics such as process
windows, MEF and Optical-Proximity effect will be used to compare
the two simulation approaches. All this work will be done taking the
mask topography and optical material parameters into account. A
discussion of the possible impact of the variation of mask-parameters
such as transmission, absorber thickness, single/bilayer systems and
optical constants will be included.
As the polarization state of the mask-illumination will also greatly
affect the imaging quality at hyper-NA, we will compare the results for
different polarization states and illumination modes.
References:
[1] A. Erdmann, P. Evanschitzky, P. De Bisschop, ‘Mask and wafer
topography effects in immersion lithography’,  in ‘Optical
Microlithography XVIII’, Proceedings of SPIE Vol.5754, 2005, p383

6154-17, Session 4
Global optimization of the illumination distribution to
maximize integrated process window
A. E. Rosenbluth, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Ctr.; N. Seong,
IBM Microelectronics Div.
Our previous papers have shown how to globally optimize source
shape to maximize exposure latitude.  We published that algorithm in
the larger context of globally optimizing mask and source, with source
optimization being undertaken either as a standalone problem, or as
one part of a multi-step procedure in which we alternated
simultaneous local optimization of mask+source with global steps of
optimizing the mask alone, and the source alone.
This paper presents extended algorithms for globally optimizing the
source, primarily as a standalone problem, but also as a subproblem
in joint mask/source optimization.  A key extension here is our global
optimization against more complicated metrics that involve process
window through focus.  For example, integrated process window can
be chosen as the objective function, so that the user determines the
particular source shape which maximizes the area of the common ED
window across all patterns (optionally including a constraint for
minimum acceptable dose latitude in focus).
In nominal terms, an objective function based on integrated process
window is highly nonlinear.  Though intensity is linear in the source
variables, dose is proportional to the reciprocal of intensity.
Furthermore, ED window is defined in terms of percentage (fractional)
dose latitude, so that the source variables appear in both numerator
and denominator of a ratio.  In addition, dose latitude is defined in
terms of the minimum and maximum acceptable doses as calculated
over all features, and the output of such a minimization/maximization
operation is a conditional and non-differentiable function of the source
variables.  Nonlinearities also arise in the focus integration.  According
to the definition of ED window, a given dose is only considered valid in
some particular defocused plane if it is also valid throughout the focal
range containing that defocused plane and the plane of best focus;
thus an additional set of maximizations and minimizations is entailed.
Finally, the focus integration should only extend to the plane where ED
window first closes down to zero, and this limit is a nonlinear function
of the source variables.
Despite these nonlinearities, it proves possible under quite benign
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approximations to reformulate this objective as a near-linear-
programming problem that can be solved globally, in polynomial time.
Though dose is mathematically a slightly less tractable function than
is intensity, and moreover percentage dose latitude is a more
complicated function than is simple dose latitude, we are nonetheless
able to approximate percentage dose latitude reasonably well by
percentage intensity latitude, and percentage intensity latitude is a
reasonable figure of merit in its own right.  It then proves possible to
eliminate the ratio nonlinearity involved in calculating percentage
latitude using a two-stage change of variables.  We show how
additional variables can be introduced to handle the maximizations
and minimizations across features, and through focus.  After these
transformations only one nonlinear quantity remains to be determined,
namely the overall depth of focus (z integration limit), and it is
practical to optimize this single parameter by 1D line-search.
The algorithm can be extended in several ways.  For example, one
can apply constraints that limit the deviation of the source away from
some nominal shape.  As suggested by R. Socha, one can also
“pixelate” the source in a way that takes illuminator resolution into
account.  Resist effects can be modeled using diffusion or influence
kernels.  Rather than maximizing the area of the ED window, one can
instead use the area of an inscribed rectangular process band as the
objective.  MEF can also be treated to a limited degree, for example
considering only a few critical features, or a few extreme local bias
conditions on the mask.  Such a treatment of MEF properly conforms
to the process-window framework, i.e. the globally optimum source is
found that maximizes integrated common ED window across the
expected range of mask errors.  Other systematic field variations can
be handled in a similar way.  One can optimize the worst-case window
amongst independent CDs, rather than optimizing common window
(e.g. if window alignment is to be handled in a separate step of mask
optimization).  Multiple exposures can also be handled.

6154-18, Session 4
Dense OPC and verification for 45 nm
N. B. Cobb, D. Dudau, Mentor Graphics Corp.
In this paper, we expand on previous work[1],  in which we
investigated algorithms and cost functions for dense OPC. When
doing dense OPC, the full simulation contour is available to the OPC
optimization system.  We call this “dense simulation” because to
derive the simulation contours, a 2d simulation grid is generated and
the image and resist simulation is performed on this 2d simulation
grid.
In this paper, we explore using multiple contours, at different process
conditions in order to generate “process window OPC”.  We discuss
the computational cost of the dense OPC approach in comparision to
sparse OPC. We also discuss the use of resist models  which can be
used in the dense simulation system.
We show how the dense OPC system can be used together with
dense, contour-based, verification for the 45nm node. The dense
verification and OPC tools provide a framework for lithography
friendly design and DFM for this manufacturing node.
[1] N. Cobb, “Flexible sparse and dense OPC algorithms”, SPIE
volume 5853, pp 693-702, Photomask Japan conference, 2005.

6154-19, Session 4
OPC and verification accuracy enhancement using
the 2D wafer image for the low-k1 memory devices
Y. Ban, SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
The most important task in the OPC process is to make a model
database which can simulate optical behavior, while the
characterization of resist development and etch loading effects is still
performed empirically. The previous approaches to lithography model
generation rely heavily on 1D CD (critical dimension) measurements
containing hundreds of features representing different sizes, shapes
and pitches. Despite the huge amount of experiment data, there can
still be a significant amount of model error due to mismatching

between measurement points and simulation points in 2D structure
such as line ends, contact, and corners. Since the large number of
data is need, it is quite natural that there require a huge computation
effort to get the model.
Our approach in this paper is based on the concept of fitting the
model with the 2D image, i.e., SEM image or a rigorous simulation
image. It would not be an overstatement to say that a 2D wafer image
is worth thousands of CD measurements. This approach is able to
cover the symmetric as well as the non-symmetric patterns and
prevents the threshold level from an inappropriate swing at the CTR
(constant threshold resist) model. This paper aims to show how to
extract the information of the wafer image, how to optimize the OPC
modeling with quickness, and how to increase the modeling accuracy
for the entire pattern. In addition, this paper shows the excellent
agreement between the simulation image and the wafer image for the
critical layout of the sub 80 nm technology node memory devices.

6154-20, Session 4
(Lens) design for (chip) manufacture
R. L. Gordon, M. P. Rimmer, Optical Research Associates
Tolerancing of lithographic imaging systems is a crucial step in the
design of these lens systems.  Usually a metric such as maximum
RMS wavefront error is specified, and lens surface error budgets
(curvature, tilt, decenter,...) are derived to ensure the specification is
satisfied.  Simple compensation schemes are then used to optimize
“yield”, that is, to maximize the chances of achieving the designed
value of the RMS wavefront error.  Software that performs these
computations has been available to the lens design community for
many yearsi.
The concept of tolerancing can be applied to other merit functions as
well, and with the advent of hyper-NA, immersion systems for sub-90
nm lithography, it becomes less obvious that RMS wavefront error is
best for lithography.  For example, nontrivial Jones matrices across
the exit pupil give rise not only to scalar phase and transmission
variations across the pupil, but also differential changes to
transmission (“diattenuation”) and phase (“retardance”)ii,iii that are not
taken into account in standard wavefront error calculations, and
depend upon the incident polarization.  However, a merit function
based on such quantities is not very useful to the lithographer on the
fab floor.  For the lithographer, it is desirable to build the system
based on more direct metrics, such as across-chip-linewidth-variation
(ACLV) or H-V bias, provided the metrics are based on fundamental
properties of the imaging system, and are not excessively dependent
on process specific information.
We have developed software to determine manufacturing and
alignment tolerances of a lens using a set of merit functions that are
based on linewidth predictions.  These include across-chip linewidth
variation (ACLV), H-V bias, L-R bias, overlay error and telecentricity
error.  The calculation of these quantities includes a simple resist
development model.  In this paper, we will show results of a
tolerancing study on a hyper-NA immersion lens that uses this
software.

6154-21, Session 5
Integrated lithography concept and application for
45-nm 1⁄2 pitch flash memory
M. V. Dusa, ASML MaskTools Inc.; J. M. Finders, ASML Netherlands
B.V. (Netherlands)
High-density flash memory usage in digital consumer and wireless
applications appears to drive future semiconductor manufacturing
growth. According to ITRS Roadmap, flash memory devices have the
most aggressive resolution requirements and by and large represent
the indisputable challenge for lithography applications in k1 ≥ 0.3
regimes. From device integration perspective, three knobs are
available to scale down a memory chip:
(a) Bit cell array area, where scaling implies shrinking transistor lateral
dimensions, from  gate, to contact and metal, dimensions which are
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primarily litho (layout) constrained. Considering only the bit cell array,
scalability is limited by resolution-contrast capability: NA, source
shape, RET
(b) Memory array, where scaling is constrained by array periphery
hook-up area and building block topology, that break array regularity
in modules based memory operation
(c) Peripheral circuitry, where layout and litho constraints are dictated
by array efficiency through scaling down size and pitch of the
periphery transistors to match closely memory cell, while maintaining
operating currents and voltages.
Traditional lithography scaling approach is to shrink primarily the bit
cell array, which historically, benefited from NA increase. However,
from a device design and process integration viewpoint, traditional
litho scaling approach do not take into account scaling constraints of
array building block topology with hook-up area and of periphery
circuitry.  It also lacks a clear characterization metric describing
lithographic capability in terms of CD uniformity and overlay budgets
for the entire device layout. As a result, the minimum declared k1
value, fails to describe the real full chip scaling capability and
limitations.
This work presents a different approach to scale down bit cell array to
45nm 1⁄2 pitch with direct application on flash memory designs. We
call this approach integrated lithography. Integrated lithography seeks
to combine optimization for multiple low-k1 imaging components and
to apply these to scale down the full memory chip, bit-cell array, array
hook-up and peripheral circuitry. The most critical part in integrated
lithography method is to characterize the energy imbalance existing at
the edges of regular arrayed patterns and to optimize illumination
setting and layout RET to minimize CD and placement errors.
Integrated lithography optimization uses two characterization metrics,
the imaging CDU and pattern placement uniformity with significant
larger effects in a typical flash memory layout.
We present full 3D simulation backed by experimental results from
applying integrated lithography concept to image 45nm 1⁄2 pitch bit-
cell array together with the other critical areas of a real memory chip
layout, using 1.2NA immersion lithography. We examined benefits as
well as constraints of single Vs double exposure techniques,
considering double exposure as a mean to improve CDU and pattern
placement sensitivities inherent to real flash memory array layout
specifics. Results presented as CDU and placement uniformity using
real tool budgets demonstrate capability of 1.2NA tool to provide
manufacturable tolerances for 45nm hp memory designs.

6154-22, Session 5
Alternating phase-shift mask technology for 65-nm
logic applications
K. K. Chakravorty, S. Henrichs, B. Irvine, J. Ma, M. Silva, S. Pang, J.
L. Chavez, Y. Liu, H. K. Yun, M. Jones, K. Yung, J. N. Farnsworth, W.
Cheng, Intel Corp.
Alternating Phase Shift Mask technology has been developed and
successfully implemented for the patterning of gate in 65nm node
Logic applications at Intel.  This paper discusses the methodology
adopted for the optimization of the mask architecture and fabrication
process in order to ensure high volume manufacturability.
Intel’s APSM technology is based on a dual sided trenched
architecture.  To meet the stringent OPC requirements associated with
patterning of narrow gates required for the 65nm node, Chrome width
between the Zero and Pi aperture need to be minimized.  Additionally,
APSM lithography has an inherently low MEEF that drives a narrower
Chrome line as compared to the Binary approach.  The double sided
trenched structure with narrow Chrome lines are mechanically
vulnerable and prone to lifting when subjected to conventional mask
processing steps. Therefore, new processing approaches were
developed to minimize the damage to the patterned mask features.
For example, cleaning processes were optimized to minimize Chrome
lifting while retaining the cleaning effectiveness. In addition, mask
design rules were developed which ensured manufacturability. The
narrow Chrome regions between the zero and Pi apertures severely
restrict the tolerance for the placement of the second level resist

edges with respect to the first level. UV Laser Writer based resist
patterning capability, capable of providing the required tight Overlay
tolerance, was developed,. An AIMS based methodology was used to
optimize the undercut and minimize the aerial image CD difference
between the Zero and Pi apertures.

6154-23, Session 5
Across wafer focus mapping and its applications in
advanced technology nodes
G. Zhang, S. J. DeMoor, Texas Instruments Inc.; V. Vellanki,
Benchmark Technologies
Understanding of focus variation across a wafer is crucial to CD
control (ACLV and AWLV) and pattern fidelity on the wafer and chip
levels. This is particularly true for the 65nm node and beyond where
focus margin is shrinking with the design rules and turning out to be
one of the key process variables that directly impact the device yield.
A technique based on Phase-Shift Focus Monitor (PSFM) is
developed to measure the realistic focus errors across wafer on
materials processed in actual production flow. With this technique, we
are able to extract complete focus performance across wafer at
critical pattern levels. Typically, more than 8,000 data points are
measured across a wafer and the data is decomposed into intra-field
focus map that captures the across chip focus variation (ACFV) and
inter-field focus map that describes the across wafer focus variation
(AWFV). ACFV and AWFV are then analyzed to understand various
components in the overall focus error including across slit lens image
field, reticle shape and dynamic scan components, impact of local
wafer flatness and subsequent CMP processes, leveling sensor offset
due to pattern density, and edge die abnormality. Intra-field ACFV lens
component is compared with the scanner fingerprinting by Texas
Instruments’ proprietary ScatterLith technique and simulation result
based on the on-board lens aberration data. Inter-field AWFV is the
most interesting due to lack of detailed understanding of the process
impact. It is used to characterize the effect of starting materials
flatness and film stack variation from subsequent deposition and CMP
processes on lithography imaging and across wafer pattern
uniformity. Comparison and correlation of PSFM focus mapping with
the wafer height and residual moving average maps generated by the
scanner optical leveling sensors shows good match in general, i.e.
optical leveling sensor is valid for normal cases where flatness is
under control and pattern density is uniform across chip. But for
wafers of significant film stack variation and/or pattern density
variation, leveling sensor response starts to deviate from the ideal
behavior and gives rise to additional focus errors. Implications on total
focus control and DOF requirements for 65nm mass production are
discussed in this paper. The same technique can be extended to
immersion lithography.

6154-24, Session 5
Characterizing a scanner illuminator for prediction
of OPE effects
S. P. Renwick, Nikon Precision Inc.; H. Nishinaga, Nikon Corp.
(Japan)
Quantitative characterization of a lithographic tool is a perennial
challenge. Over the years, a great deal of effort has been expended in
characterizing the lens in terms of Zernike coefficients. By now,
experts have a generally clear understanding of the correspondence
between particular coefficients and their litho effects (astigmatism and
HV bias, for instance).  During the same time, illuminators have also
been measured, typically by some variation of Kirk’s pinhole
technique, and numerous “pupilgrams” have been produced and
studied. The difficulty with pupilgrams arises when it is time to
actually use the data. We have as yet no real reference set of
important pupilgram parameters.
We need those parameters. It is widely known that a primary effect of
the details in a pupilgram is seen in the optical proximity effect (OPE)
signature of a litho tool. This has become important in recent years
since litho tools from different manufacturers have different
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pupilgrams and thus different OPE signatures. When one realizes that
OPE in turn affects the optical proximity correction (OPC) to be used
on a reticle, the issue becomes clear. We need to have a means of
reliably characterizing an illuminator, and the means we use must be
traceable to litho effects.
We have attacked this problem and developed pupilgram parameters
that not only track litho effects but also allow us to match disparate
tools in terms of OPE and OPC behavior.
First, we will discuss the means of characterizing the pupilgrams from
an illuminator. For instance, an annular pupil fill is described by its
outer and inner partial coherence or “sigma” values. These are set by
zoom optics on modern illuminators, but simply matching the zoom
ratios on tools from different vendors does not guarantee that the
OPE behavior will be the same. We have developed effective sigma
values, measured by two methods. The first method involves
numerical integration of the pupil fill and the second uses the
modulation transfer function. Both correlate a real pupil fill to an ideal
one, and hence provide a universal reference value for characterizing
the illuminator.
Second, we have investigated the correlation of effective values to
lithographic effects. Effective sigma, for instance, correlates smoothly
and linearly to iso-nested bias of line features. We have demonstrated
this correlation both in simulation and in actual data.
Third, we have demonstrated the validity of effective parameters in
matching tool behavior from illuminators characteristic of different
vendors. This is really the key reason for doing the calculations.
Without an effective-sigma calculation, two tools from two vendors
will yield different OPE results even if the illuminators are set to the
same values. With the effective-sigma values, we are able to easily
tune the illuminators to match each other. We have shown that not
only does this work for matching OPE, but also that if OPE is
matched, OPC will match as well.
We therefore present these results as major steps toward full
characterization of an illuminator.

6154-25, Session 5
MEEF-based correction to achieve OPC
convergence of low-k1 lithography with strong OAI
S. Choi, SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
The quality of model-based OPC (MBOPC) depends on both
modeling and correction accuracy. As the k1 process factor
decreases and design complexity increases, the correction accuracy
becomes more important part. Especially, in case of high NA
immersion lithography with strong OAI (off-axis illumination) such as
dipole and cross-pole illumination, MEEF (mask error enhancement
factor) and NILS (normalized intensity log-slope) vary seriously
according to the pattern directions and shapes, so that the normal
correction method, which uses the constant damping value, causes
the divergence of correction and can hardly define optimum bias.
Therefore, we developed new correction method to prevent the
divergence and to reduce the OPC run time for sub-60nm device. In
this paper, we propose new methods to achieve the global OPC
convergence of low-k1 lithography by MEEF-based correction
combined with PID (proportion-derivative-integral) control. The PID
control can prevent the divergence because it considers the derivative
term between EPEs (edge placement error) of previous and current
iteration. Since MEEF-based correction uses the variable damping
value derived from MEEF of each pattern fragment, it is effective for
the convergence of the memory bit-line layer composed of the
complicated 2D patterns. MEEF-based correction combined with PID
control merges the merits of each method and is found to be a stable
correction method for k1 factor lower than 0.27. Applying the
proposed method, we could remove the process weak points having
more than 20% CD variation caused by the divergence and achieve
sufficient process margin for sub-60nm memory device. OPC run time
is also reduced by 40% compared with the normal correction method.

6154-26, Session 6
Basic studies of overlay performance on immersion
lithography tool
K. Shiraishi, T. Fujiwara, H. Tanizaki, Nikon Corp. (Japan); T. Kono, S.
Nakagawa, T. Higashiki, Toshiba Corp. (Japan)
The ArF immersion lithography technique is one of promising
technologies for applications below 65 nm hp generation. In 2003,
several works about the immersion lithography were reported
regarding the critical issues of 1, photo-resist; 2, qualities of UPW; 3,
wafer contamination; 4, optical effects and 5, thermal / humidity
control.
The first immersion lithography tool which is called as the engineering
evaluation tool (EET) was completed in the end of 2004, and puts the
problems into concrete, and accelerates the settlements.
The EET system shows that the thermal / humidity condition which is
related to the accuracies of a wafer stage stepping, overlay or line
width uniformity is almost controlled as a same level of conventional
dry processing. The development of photo-resist processing and the
wafer contamination evaluations are progressed due to the inline
connection between the EET and a clean track ACT-12 (Tokyo
Electron Ltd.). The UPW quality is discussed from points of wafer
processes and tool protections.
Using the EET, Toshiba Corp. and Nikon Corp. has been evaluating
whether imaging stabilities and the overlay performances in the
immersion processing are fit for a volume production of future
electronics devices below 65nm node. From a basic overlay
evaluation, a water local filling nozzle of the EET is superior to the
points of less interaction between water and the wafer stage, and less
disorderliness of environmental thermal / humidity condition.
In further studies, for a stable manufacturing of future electrical
devices due to a robust immersion volume tool, number of external
factors that are characteristic of the immersion system are listed and
investigated how sensitive to the overlay accuracy. Mainly focused
parameters are in following, a) heat of vaporization from the local
filling nozzle, b) temperature deviation of supplying immersion water,
c) temperature deviation of the wafer, and d) temperature and
humidity deviation in the environmental chamber.
Then the experiment by the EET is performed to estimate unwanted
affects to the overlay accuracy. This estimation becomes principal
basic data to lead the robust design and quality control method of the
immersion exposure tool.
Another factor to affect to the overlay is a topcoat material that is
touched the immersion water. This is divided into two factors as
following; e) Variation of the topcoat material which is supplied by
each material bender, f) Thickness and topology of the topcoat on the
alignment marks.
Through various analyses, each factor shows a characteristic
influence to the overlay accuracy.
In this report, we present the latest immersion technology which is
developed by a collaboration of Toshiba Corp. and Nikon Corp.

6154-27, Session 6
Experimental characterization of the receding
meniscus under conditions associated with
immersion lithography
B. Sayer, T. A. Shedd, S. D. Schuetter, G. F. Nellis, Univ. of
Wisconsin/Madison; C. K. Van Peski, SEMATECH, Inc.
Immersion lithography allows the semiconductor industry to create
next-generation devices without requiring a large shift in
infrastructure, making it an appealing extension to optical lithography.
Improved resolution, over optical techniques, is enabled by placing an
immersion fluid with a high refractive index between the final lens of
the optical system and the resist-coated wafer.
Several engineering challenges accompany the insertion of the
immersion fluid in a production tool, one of the most important being
the confinement of a relatively small amount of liquid to the under-lens
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region.  The semiconductor industry demands high throughput,
leading to relatively large wafer scan velocities and accelerations.
These result in large viscous and inertial forces on the three-phase
contact line between the liquid, air, and substrate.  If the fluid dynamic
forces exceed the surface tension force that tends to confine the
liquid, liquid is deposited on the substrate that has passed beneath
the lens.  Liquid deposition is undesirable; as the droplets evaporate
they will deposit impurities on the substrate.  In an immersion
lithography tool, these effects may be transmitted to the printed
pattern as defects.
The velocity of the substrate creates two distinct sides of the
meniscus.  On the side where the substrate advances into the
meniscus, the advancing, dynamic contact angle increases from its
advancing, static value; on the opposite side, where the substrate
emerges from the meniscus, the receding, dynamic contact angle
decreases from its receding, static value.
Film pulling is one potential mechanism that results in the liquid loss.
Film pulling occurs at the receding contact line when the receding,
dynamic contact angle approaches zero, causing a thin film of liquid
to be deposited on the wafer.  Under most conditions, the film will
quickly bead up and form small droplets.  Film pulling tends to occur
more quickly if the static, receding contact angle (angle at zero
velocity) is small; this parameter has been identified as controlling the
critical velocity (i.e., the maximum velocity that can be achieved
without depositing residual liquid).
The current research purpose is to experimentally investigate the
static and dynamic contact angle under conditions that are consistent
with immersion lithography.  Two contact angle measurement
techniques are described to measure the dynamic and static contact
angles.  These verified techniques provide consistent, accurate results
and are appropriate for characterizing the photoresists that are being
developed for immersion lithography.  The measurement techniques
are applied to a series of resist-covered wafers, and the measured
film-pulling velocities are correlated against the dynamic and static
contact angle data.  With this semi-empirical model, the
semiconductor industry has a useful predictive tool for reducing
defects associated with film pulling.

6154-28, Session 6
A dive into clear water: immersion defect
capabilities
B. Streefkerk, ASML Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands)
Immersion lithography has emerged as the mainstream technology for
the 45 nm node with the ASML XT:1700i with an NA of 1.2 as an
example. Proven to be a feasible technology for the 65 nm node with
the 3rd generation immersion lithography tool, the XT:1400i, the
question is whether immersion defectivity is the last remaining issue.
Going from pilot production to mass production R&D departments
have to convince fab production people that immersion lithography is
capable of comparable yields or better than with dry lithography. With
the use of 3 generations of immersion scanners all over the world
capabilities of immersion can be tested extensively and photo resist
and topcoat development is accelerated.
With water instead of air above the wafer and photo resist new types
of defects mechanisms occur. Not only will water lead to photo resist
leaching, degrade resist properties by water absorption and possibly
lead to lens contamination, but also is water capable of drying stains
formation after evaporation. Another important mechanism is the
efficient transport of residues and particles by water on to the wafer.
Immersion defect reduction thus involves resists or topcoats that have
less interaction with water, cleanest levels of immersion water,
efficient water containment and water particle reduction strategies.
Current known strategies for for instance tracks do not suffice for use
of water in immersion lithography. Surface condition of the substrate
will partly determine the principle water containment capabilities,
while immersion hardware improvements will extend the operating
window of the whole immersion litho cluster.
In this paper not only immersion defect formation and transport
mechanisms are discussed, but also the printability of particles and

types of defects. Also, the current performance of the last generation
immersion hardware with respect to defectivity is presented as
measured in patterned defect printing tests with the use of state of
the art photo resists and topcoats.
The relation between photo resist or topcoat parameters as contact
angle, leach rate and other surface parameters on one hand and
defect formation and lens lifetime issues on the other hand will be
evaluated. New guidelines will be derived for future process
development.

6154-29, Session 6
Investigation of immersion related defects using
pre- and post-soak experiments
S. R. Brandl, Y. Wei, F. Goodwin, Infineon Technologies North
America; R. Watso, B. Pierson, ASML Netherlands B.V. (Belgium); S.
J. Holmes, IBM Microelectronics Div.; K. E. Petrillo, IBM Thomas J.
Watson Research Ctr.
In the year since the first full field immersion scanners became
available to research facilities, tool vendors have demonstrated
bubble free exposures with new stage and showerhead designs and
in 2006 they will begin introducing immersion exposure systems
designed for high volume manufacturing.  However, defectivity is still
a major concern regarding immersion lithography. The focus has
shifted to defects that are attributed to water droplets left on the wafer
after exposure and leach out resist components (water marks). Our
tests suggest that droplets left on the wafer might not be the only
mechanism that causes water marks to occur.
We used an ASML 1150i *-immersion scanner integrated with a TEL
Lithius coater track to investigate the formation of immersion related
defects. Experiments were designed that introduced a pre- and post-
exposure soaking time to a coated wafer, to evaluate the effect of
water exposure to this system. For the first approach, wetting was
achieved using a dynamic DI water rinse in the developer module of
the track. In the second approach the showerhead of the immersion
tool was positioned over the wafer at a fixed position and time,
exposing the wafer area below the showerhead to the flowing water.
We investigated various resists and top coats. Defect inspections
were performed on these film stacks after imaging. The defects that
were created in the experiments show the same characteristics as the
water mark defect that occurs during regular immersion exposure.
Our results give additional insight about defect mechanisms and the
parameters that influence the formation of the water mark defect.

6154-30, Session 6
Immersion effects on lithography system
performance
S. Nagahara, IMEC (Belgium) and NEC Electronics Corp. (Japan); T.
Machida, IMEC (Belgium) and Renesas Technology Corp. (Japan); K.
D’havé, J. Hermans, G. Storms, D. Laidler, IMEC (Belgium); E.
Jacobs, C. Schaap, IMEC (Belgium) and ASML (Netherlands); S.
Cheng, IMEC (Belgium)
To make the immersion lithography ready for production, better
understanding of immersion specific effects on lithography system
performance is necessary. In this work, we investigate the immersion
environmental effects on focus, overlay, dynamic performance and CD
uniformity, in which the values might be affected by the existence of
water between the bottom lens and a wafer in the immersion scanner.
The ASML TWINSCAN XT: 1250i immersion ArF scanner (NA=0.85)
which is installed at IMEC is used for the evaluation. Effects of
temperature change due to the immersion environment in the
exposure tool are examined. The temperature changes, which are
made on purpose, affect the focus, overlay and CD. We discuss how
the temperature change affects the intra-wafer and through-batch
focus, overlay and CDU behavior.
We also examined the scanner performance by changing resist / top
coat materials. We discuss the immersion effects on focus, overlay
and stage dynamics with the top surface parameters such as dynamic
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contact angles. We also discuss the parameters which affect the
pattern CD in the immersion environment.
Those results are discussed with ASML’s latest immersion
configuration in comparison with the results obtained with the former
configuration.

6154-31, Session 7
Laser bandwidth and other sources of focus blur in
lithography
T. A. Brunner, D. A. Corliss, S. A. Butt, T. J. Wiltshire, C. P.
Ausschnitt, IBM Microelectronics Div.; M. D. Smith, KLA-Tencor
Corp.
It is well known that the refractive optics used in today’s exposure
tools are highly chromatic, meaning that small wavelength shifts will
cause large focus shifts.   Even a line-narrowed excimer laser has a
large enough range of wavelengths that we can no longer think of an
infinitely thin “image plane”.  The concept of “focus blur” can be
generalized to encompass the effect of laser bandwidth chromatic
aberrations, vertical stage errors and wafer vibrations.    This paper
will introduce a new parameter that can characterize the focus blur,
and will be shown to correlate with the lithographic effects.
Focus blur can be incorporated into simulation models, in a manner
similar to the way that stage vibration is modeled.   New simulation
results and experimental data will illustrate the impact of focus blur on
modern lithographic processes.  Process stability and machine-to-
machine matching issues will be discussed.

6154-33, Session 7
Dose micro-uniformity, speckles, and wavefront
aberrations
Y. Vladimirsky, ASML Netherlands B.V.
For advanced litho-tools it is expected that overall dose uniformity
should be 3* < 0.3%, including micro-uniformity with spatial structure
compared with feature size, formed on the wafer. It is assumed (in
general) that micro-uniformity directly translates into the line width (or
line edge) roughness (LER). Dose micro-uniformity in the litho-tools,
utilizing laser as a light source, is usually associated with speckle
pattern generated by the illumination system due to high coherence of
the laser light. From this point of view, to model the exposure field
uniformity, it is assumed that the dose micro-uniformity in the wafer
(image) plane will be the appropriately scaled image of that in the
reticle plane. As a consequence of this understanding, the micro-
uniformity in the reticle plane is treated as a very small fraction of
overall dose uniformity budget. Difficulties to achieve these
requirements are obvious. However, experimental results usually show
relatively high values of exposure field dose micro-non-uniformity (* in
1% to 3% range), but “best” micro-uniformity values (*<0.5%) were
observed with the “raw” laser beam. Experiments show these values
only marginally depend on wavelength bandwidth, number of pulses,
presence of “coherence busters”, number of lenses in arrays, and
slight improvement with scanning. However, we did not find
significant impact of this micro-non-uniformity on LER This situation
requires re-assessment of our understanding how the dose micro-
uniformity is formed and what is its role in line-width critical dimension
(CD) control.
Analysis, presented in this investigation, can be summarized as
following:
A) Intensity (dose) micro-uniformity (and speckles) in illumination and
exposure fields are associated with optical field disturbances. B)
These disturbances are result of local phase fluctuations induced by
scatter from bulk and surfaces of elements in optical system. C) The
local phase fluctuations have also an impact on local wavefront
aberration. D) It is reasonable to expect that an optical element
located closer to the observation (wafer) plane will contribute more to
speckle formation. E) Intensity fluctuation (speckle) measurements
can be used to estimate the wavefront disturbances. These
disturbances are small - less than 0.010 - 0.025 waves - for relatively

large values of dose micro-non-uniformity - 1% to 5%. F) The impact
of these disturbances on the feature formation should be analyzed in
terms of residual PO aberration. G) In order to minimize formation of
speckle and local wavefront disturbances, the   optical elements,
located closer to the observation (wafer) plane, should be fabricated
with better quality.

6154-34, Session 7
Aerial image-based lens metrology for wafer
steppers
P. Dirksen, Philips Research Labs. (Netherlands); J. J. M. Braat,
Technische Univ. Delft (Netherlands); A. J. E. M. Janssen, A.
Leeuwestein, Philips Research Labs. (Netherlands); T. Matsuyama,
T. Noda, Nikon Corp. (Japan)
Phase Measurement Interferometers (PMI) are widely used during the
manufacturing process of high quality lenses. Although they can have
excellent reproducibility and sensitivity, the set-up is expensive and
the accuracy of the measurement needs to be checked frequently.
This paper discusses an alternative lens metrology method that is
based on an aerial image measurement. We discuss the Extended
Nijboer-Zernike (ENZ) method and its application to aberration
measurement of a high-NA optical system of a wafer stepper. ENZ is
based on the observation of the through-focus intensity point-spread
function of the projection lens. The advantage of ENZ is a simple set-
up that is easy to run and maintain and provides good accuracy.
Therefore the method is useful during lens assembly in the factory.
The mathematical framework of ENZ is shown and the experimental
procedure to extract aberrations for a high-NA lens is demonstrated
on a high-NA DUV lithographic lens. PMI data is given as reference
data. It is shown that ENZ provides an attractive alternative to the
interferometer.

6154-35, Session 7
Practical approach to full-field wavefront aberration
measurement using phase wheel targets
L. V. Zavyalova, B. W. Smith, Rochester Institute of Technology; V.
Vellanki, P. Reynolds, Benchmark Technologies; G. Zhang, Texas
Instruments Inc.; D. G. Flagello, ASML US, Inc.
An automated aberration extraction method is presented which allows
the users of a projection lithography system to extract the lens’
aberration signature using only access to object (mask) and image
(wafer) planes.  Using phase-wheel targets on a two-level 0/pi phase
shift mask, images are produced with high sensitivity to aberrations.
Up to 37 Zernike aberration coefficients have been extracted by
inspection and capture of photoresist images via top-down SEM.  The
automated procedure solves a multi-dimensional optimization
problem using numerical methods, and demonstrates superb
accuracy and minimal cross-correlation.  Starting with a detailed
procedure analysis, recent experimental results for 193-nm projection
optics in commercial full field exposure tools are discussed with an
emphasis on the performance of the aberration measurement
approach.

6154-36, Session 7
Effects of laser bandwidth on OPE in a modern
lithography tool
K. E. Huggins, C. Treadway, D. Choudhury, Intel Corp.; T. Toki, S.
Hirukawa, T. Kudo, Nikon Corp. (Japan); S. P. Renwick, M. Ong,
Nikon Precision, Inc.; N. R. Farrar, R. Rafac, Cymer, Inc.
The OPE signature of a lithographic scanner has become a very
important characteristic of the tool, as it predominates the OPC
correction to be applied to reticles exposed on that tool.  The
signature depends on a variety of detailed information about the
scanner lens and illuminator, which in turn depend on the quality of
the illumination light from the laser. Specifically, changes in the laser
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bandwidth should impact OPE as the lens exhibits some chromatic
aberration.  Tool-to-tool differences and time fluctuation of the laser
bandwidth could cause OPE tool matching and stability issues.
To assess this, a detailed study was performed of laser bandwidth
effects on OPE on a Nikon S307E scanner mated to a Cymer XLA 140
193 nm, ArF-excimer MOPA (master oscillator/power amplifier) light
source. The spectral bandwidth was adjusted about the normal
operating point by altering the fluorine (F2) concentration of the
master oscillator (MO) gain medium and additionally by controlling the
time delay between commutation of the MO and PA pulsed-power. A
Cymer Bandwidth Analysis Module (BAM) was connected to the laser,
allowing careful measurements of both the FWHM and E95
parameters of the laser spectral profile.  Other qualities of the output
beam such as divergence and amplified spontaneous emission were
characterized with the BAM in situ to ensure that the illumination
parameters did not vary significantly enough to interfere with the
experiment.
Aerial image modeling using the chromatic response of the lens to the
bandwidth variation was run in order to predict effects.  A pitch-
dependent sensitivity metric, S(p), was computed relative to the 1000
nm pitch to predict the iso-dense bias change in OPE as the E95
parameter was varied. To confirm the modeled OPE sensitivity, the
E95 bandwidth was varied experimentally from 0.28 to 0.59 pm as
high L-NA exposures of line CD through pitch were made to quantify
the patterning sensitivity relevant to current technology.
Each wafer was measured on a CD-SEM and 6 fields of identical
conditions (bandwidth, exposure and focus) were averaged in order to
accurately perceive statistical changes in CD’s as the bandwidth was
varied. The data was analyzed in order to quantify the change in both
contrast and the iso-dense bias OPE. The analysis confirmed the
expected change in contrast over the varied E95 range as the line
CD’s decreased greater than 4 nm for semi-isolated features for the
80 nm coherence comb.  Other coherence combs showed similar
contrast changes. The pitch-dependent sensitivity metric, S(p), was
computed from the data relative to 80 nm line 1080 nm pitch feature
and compared favorably with the predicted results.
The effect of the E95 parameter of the laser spectral profile was
studied on high L-NA line feature through pitch patterning.
Lithographic modeling using the chromatic response of the lens was
run in order to predict OPE sensitivity to bandwidth, which was
confirmed experimentally by carefully modulating bandwidth and
through CD line measurements.

6154-37, Session 8
Negative and positive tone double patterning
lithography for 50-nm flash memory
C. Lim, S. Kim, Y. Hwang, J. Choi, K. Ban, S. Cho, J. Jung, E. Kang,
H. Lim, H. Kim, S. Moon, Hynix Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
Because of rapid expansion made in the recent mobile memory
market, enormous pressure is put on lithographic patterning for
development and manufacturing of higher volume memory devices.
Though immersion ArF lithography made a good landing on
international roadmap, the timing of availability is still behind the
requirement for flash memory development. Furthermore, darkness in
the roadmap beyond 40nm is not lifted because several critical
questions exist about EUV until now. These temporal lacks of
lithography solution cause a double patterning lithography
unavoidable. Each lithography step is completed by combination of
two separated resist patterning and etch steps, hence the physical
limit of resolution, 0.25 k1 can be overcome in double patterning
scheme. Though the concept of this double patterning is simple, there
are various technical issues which must be solved before the real
implementation of it. In this paper, we will present the experimental
results about issues of double patterning lithography such as overlay
control, layout decomposition and OPC, etch process setup and so
forth.
Negative and positive tone processes are designed for double
patterning lithography. Target layout is achieved through combination
of open space patterns between critical features in negative tone

process while critical feature themselves are defined in positive tone
process. Gate layer of flash memory is processed with double
patterning lithography and it will be inserted in full integration of 16G
flash memory. 50nm half-pitch pattern with good CD uniformity and
pattern fidelity is achieved. Detailed results of various tests will be
included in the presentation. Following issues are studied for both
negative and positive tone processes.
- Layout decomposition corresponding to process polarity
- Optical Proximity Correction of decomposed layouts
- Pattern asymmetry due to overlay error between decomposed
patterns
- Coating property of resist and BARC on pattern topography and its
consequences on patterning
- CD uniformity characterization of double patterning lithography
- Etch process characteristics

6154-38, Session 8
45-nm imaging capability of various PSM
technologies
W. E. Conley, L. C. Litt, Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.; E. R.
Poortinga, Carl Zeiss SMT AG; A. M. Zibold, Carl Zeiss SMS GmbH
(Germany); R. Cottle, J. Brown, M. J. Cangemi, M. G. lassiter, B. S.
Kasprowicz, Photronics, Inc
The accelerated development of immersion based lithography tools
for the semiconductor industry requires a closer look at the
photomask technology to be used with such tools.  At a fixed
numerical aperture, immersion lithography provides increased depth
of focus over conventional “dry” lithography.  This benefit enables two
roads to be taken by the lithography engineer: one of relaxing current
RET applications at a set k1 and the other pushing k1 even lower
using aggressive phase shift strategies and polarization illumination.
Prior work has shown that the use of either high transmission
attenuated material or chromeless phase lithography provide imaging
advantages over traditional PSM’s.
A comprehensive study of the imaging performance of various phase
shift technologies is presented.  The viability of using standard 6%
MoSi EAPSM is compared to the use of High-T EAPSM and CPL
strategies for the 45nm node.  An AIMS fab193i with NA of 0.93  &
\>1with both immersion and linear polarization is used to characterize
the aerial image performance through-pitch and mask induced
polarization effects.  Resist simulations of these emulated aerial
images are performed for direct comparison to total simulation of the
PSM designs.  The results are also compared to the imaging
performance of typical “dry” lithography.  The validity of both software
simulation and AIMS emulation of immersion and polarization
applications is discussed with initial wafer resist results shown.

6154-39, Session 8
Experimental evaluation of bulls-eye illumination for
assist-free random contact printing at sub-65-nm
node
J. M. Finders, ASML Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands); G.
Vandenberghe, J. P. Bekaert, IMEC (Belgium)
Contact patterning for the 65nm node and below has proven to be an
exceedingly difficult task. As a rule of thumb, difficulties in contact
patterning are driven by the low depth of focus towards isolated
contacts and/or the lower contrast combined with higher mask error
factor (MEEF) for denser contact arrays.
Traditional contact lithography methods are not able to mitigate both
these difficulties simultaneously. The approach of conventional
illumination of contacts without assists typically shows workable
solutions for k1 of ∼0.46 and above and hence does not allow for
simultaneous dense pitch printing. The use of assist features in
combination with off-axis illumination (typ. Annular, quasar) allows for
denser contact printing, but this at the expense of a forbidden pitch
range at semi-dense. Moreover, with off-axis illumination, proximity
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effects are often relatively strong, and the optimization of assist
placement in random contact designs proves to be a difficult task.
Annular illumination is a symmetric solution showing the best dense
contact printing, but the performance may be limited in it’s through
pitch behavior. Quasar illumination on the other hand, leads to better
process windows and MEEF through pitch, at the expense of some
performance at the densest pitches. Also, the use of quasar may be
limited to on-grid contact designs.
For specific contact designs combining denser and more isolated
features, one viable option may be double exposure techniques. In the
latter, a dedicated design split needs to be performed in order to
create the double print: a first exposure for more dense patterns (e.g.
using annular), followed by a second exposure for more sparse
pitches (e.g. using conventional). However, double exposure and
double patterning techniques have their specific drawbacks.
In this work, we investigate experimentally the use of specifically
designed diffractive optical elements (DOEs) consisting of the
combination of annular plus conventional illumination. These are the
first available so-called “Bulls Eye” illuminators. The major goal of
these combined DOEs is to provide single-exposure through pitch
contact hole imaging, and this without the use of any assist features
on reticle. Otherwise, the goal is to determine the pitch ranges for
which the application of specific Bulls Eye illuminations would be
beneficial. Also, these new DOEs provide circular symmetric
illumination, such that random contact patterns can be addressed.
Throughout this work, 6% attPSM reticles are used.
This study holds a search for the optimal sigma settings for the
annular and conventional parts, with respect to process window and
MEEF through pitch. Also, the extend to which the Bulls Eye is
advantageous is demonstrated by means of experimental comparison
to wafer prints by either annular or conventional illumination.  Besides
regular XY arrays, the Bulls Eye performance is evaluated for different
2D contact patterns.
Experimental results are obtained on ASML ArF scanners at various
NAs up to 0.93. Where possible, dry and immersion lithography
results at given exposure setting will be compared. As for non-
imaging qualification of these novel DOEs, slit uniformity and pupil
measurements are included.
Preliminary experiments show promising results, printing contacts
from k1 = 0.40 onwards with acceptable process, MEEF, and
proximity through pitch, and this without side-lobe printing.

6154-40, Session 8
Optical properties and process impacts of high-
transmission EAPSM in high-NA ArF lithography
Y. Ham, Photronics, Inc.; P. Sixt, N. Morgana, Photronics, Inc.
(France); B. S. Kasprowicz, M. J. Cangemi, C. J. Progler, P. M.
Martin, Photronics, Inc.
We explore technical and practical issues to apply EAPSM technology
with high transmission into ArF lithography.  High transmission
EAPSM can get advantages in process margin and OPC treatment
because it shows high contrast in 65nm and 45nm technology node
comparing 6% EAPSM. Also mask manufacturability has matured
very considerably as well as determining stacked film.  This technique
needs to be reviewed critical issue in the standpoint of process and
device fabrication using short wavelength, high NA, OAI and OPC
technology.
In this paper, we analyze optical characteristics of multi-stacked film
that composed of phase material like MoSi, Cr-SiON, Cr-SiO2, and
Ta-SiO2. Three-dimensional analyses of film structure are to consider
intensity variations and optical influence by n &k value, thickness and
polarization light. The comparison will be focused on optimization or
determination of each high T materials.  Moreover, we specify CD
impacts of mask CD error, variations of phase and transmission for
various pattern size, and 3D structure. Polarization effect in this
structure and high NA condition will be also interesting part and
studied impact on process margin. Experimentally, we evaluate
process margin and polarization effect in the 0.85NA and 0.93NA ArF
tool as the design rule versus transmission of EAPSM. As we can

predict in simulation, we anticipate that exposure latitude will be
increased about 20% using high T EAPSM and DOF issue can be
solved by polarized light and wet lithography.  In the device
application of technology, we consider overlap process margin to
satisfy cell & periphery design rule and OPC treatment to improve
process windows.  Optimum SRAF design and tri-tone mask
technology will be key issue to improve DOF margin of specific design
rule in OPC treatment. For 65nm technology or less, intensity
distribution on mask affects CD and process margin directly on wafer
patterning process. Therefore, diverse SRAF design will be required in
the device application. Finally we can predict that high transmission
EAPSM will have specifically differences with 6% EAPSM in OPC
treatment and it will be required new OPC rule in ArF lithography.
We find high transmission EAPSM has advantages in device
manufacturing and technical issue to be solved in material, process
and device application. This technique shows to improve exposure
latitude & DOF margin, and to reduce MEEF in process. Finally it will
be good candidate to satisfy lithography requirement of 65nm and
45nm node.

6154-41, Session 8
Inverse lithography technology at chip scale
B. S. Lin, M. Shieh, J. Sun, E. Liu, United Microelectronics Corp.
(Taiwan); B. Li, F. Chen, Toppan Chunghwa Electronics Co., Ltd.
(Taiwan); J. Ho, W. Leitermann, Xilinx Inc.; Y. Liu, L. Pang,
Luminescent Technologies, Inc.
Faced with the difficulties of older reticle enhancement technologies,
such as OPC, at 90nm and 65nm, we evaluated a new
implementation of Inverse Lithography Technology (ILT), a method of
designing masks that can potentially result in better wafer images. ILT
inverts the desired wafer images through the resist and optical plant
in order to obtain a mask that meets lithographic targets, where
physically possible, at one or more points of exposure and defocus.
This activity compares ILT with model-based OPC with comparison
criteria based on common process window, run time and mask
manufacturability, for full-chip-scale design data. Experimental results
will be shown in addition to simulations.
Our results indicate that ILT enjoys a substantial improvement in
common process window compared to OPC technology. In addition,
masks designed using ILT are immune to the “runny-nose”, i.e., side-
lobe problems that traditional OPC cannot always detect. The
experiments were done at UMC using real layout patterns extracted
from Xilinx 90nm and 65nm designs.
Masks produced by ILT contain more detailed features that may at
first consideration raise concerns regarding e-beam machine writing
time and mask cost. In fact, this paper will show that the increase in
e-beam machine writing time over OPC is acceptable. In addition, ILT
masks made by a laser writer will be shown in some cases to give on-
wafer image quality almost as good as that made by e-beam. Laser
writers speeds up mask writing time and open the door for cost
savings on masks..
For advanced mask technologies with fine features, MEEF is a
concern - especially for contact holes. This paper will show that for
ILT-generated masks, wafer image quality is rather insensitive to many
of the detailed mask features, indicating low MEEF. Further, for normal
scale (? What does “normal scale” mean?) mask features, the MEEF
of an ILT-generated mask is less than or equal to that of masks
created via OPC. Results from contact and other design layers will be
shown.
Previous implementations of ILT, in which a mask is created by
inverting the target through the optical system directly were
computationally expensive. As a result, a perception has built in the
RET community that all ILT is time-consuming and not  applicable at
the full chip scale. We report in this paper that the Luminescent
implementation of ILT runs at speeds comparable, or in some cases
faster than typical model-based OPC implementations. .  To give OPC
the benefit of the doubt in this comparison, we do not include the run
times of rule-based segmentation scripts, which are required for
model-based OPC, but not for ILT.
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In summary, ILT achieves optical image quality improvement with less
or slightly more mask cost than OPC, for the patterns studied.

6154-42, Session 9
Second-generation fluids for 193-nm immersion
lithography
R. H. French, W. Qiu, R. C. Wheland, M. K. Yang, M. F. Lemon, M. K.
Crawford, H. V. Tran, S. Peng, DuPont Co.
Currently water is the first generation immersion fluid for 193 nm
immersion lithography. With its refractive index of 1.436 and optical
absorbance of 0.01/cm at 193 nm, water immersion technology can
enable stepper numerical apertures of 1.3 and optical lithography for
the 45 nm half-pitch node of the ITRS roadmap assuming one can
utilize a k1 of 0.30 in production. However, in order to achieve higher
numerical apertures and thereby go beyond the 45 nm node, 2nd
generation immersion fluids are required with 193 nm refractive
indices of 1.65.
We have identified three fluids that appear attractive for use as 2nd
generation immersion fluids and have previously demonstrated hyper-
NA imaging of 32 nm 1:1 lines and spaces using interferometric
immersion imaging with an NA of 1.5 and a k1 of 0.25.1  All three 2nd
gen. Fluids simultaneously offer 193 nm refractive indices ranging
from 1.64 to 1.66 in combination with 193 nm A/cm values < 0.15.
We are now looking to compare these three candidates in terms of
maintenance and regeneration of this transparency under lithography
conditions, impact on resist performance, and physical properties
such as dn/dT.
1. R. H. French, et. al., JM3, Topical Issue on Hyper-NA Imaging, July
2005.

6154-43, Session 9
Controlled contamination studies with photoacid
generators in 193-nm immersion lithography
V. Liberman, S. T. Palmacci, M. Rothschile, MIT Lincoln Lab.; A.
Grenville, SEMATECH, Inc.
In liquid immersion lithography the last optical element is in intimate
contact with the liquid for extended periods of time, and therefore is
at risk of being contaminated by impurities in the liquid. The impurities
can originate from a number of different sources, such as the water
delivery system itself, lens construction materials or resist products
leaching into the water. In our previous work, utilizing sensitive in-situ
metrology we found no evidence of lens contamination after
irradiation for doses over 1 MJ/cm2 in water with common solvents
and a plasticizer material at sub-ppm levels.1
In this work, we explore the effect of optics contamination from resist
leaching products, particularly photoacid generators (PAGs)2.
Qualitatively, PAG-induced contamination is visualized in Figure 1,
where, at very high levels of triphenyl sulfonium nonaflate (100 ppm),
we observe severe contamination for doses on the order of a few kJ/
cm2. Typically, less deposit is observed in the central area irradiated
with the laser and more deposit is observed in the off-center,
nominally unexposed area. We will explore this  balance between
deposition and cleaning reactions as a function of laser fluence and
contaminant concentration down to ppb levels. The deposits are
analyzed both optically, using in-situ transmission and ellipsometry, as
well as chemically, using ex-situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
The contamination behavior is explored both on bare fused silica
substrate as well as coated calcium fluoride optics. Due to the
nanostructure properties of these coatings, differences in surface
contamination behavior are observed.
*The Lincoln Laboratory portion of this work was performed under a
Cooperative Research and Development Agreement between MIT
Lincoln Laboratory and SEMATECH. Opinions, interpretations,
conclusions, and recommendations are those of the authors and are
not necessarily endorsed by the United States Government.
1. V. Liberman, S. T. Palmacci, D. E. Hardy, M. Rothschild and  A.
Grenville, “Controlled contamination studies in 193-nm immersion

lithography,” Proc. SPIE, vol. 5754 (2005), pp. 148-153.
2. W. Hinsberg, G. M. Wallraff, C. E. Larson, B. W. Davis, V. Deline, S.
Raoux, D. Miller, F. A. Houle, J. Hoffnagle, M. I. Sanchez, C. Rettner, L.
K. Sundberg, D. R. Medeiros, R. R. Dammel, W. E. Conley, “Liquid
immersion lithography: evaluation of resist issues,” Proc. SPIE, vol.
5376, pp. 21-23.

6154-44, Session 9
Watermark defect formation and removal for
immersion lithography
C. Chang, D. Yu, J. C. Lin, B. J. Lin, Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Taiwan)
The results presented in this paper show clearly that the watermark
defect is caused from interaction between water drop, resist leaching
compound and resist exposure area. Such interaction is time
dependence. The defect density will decrease if the water drop
remaining time before PEB is shorter or the water drop can be
washed away within one minute. Many resist ingredients also
influence the watermark density. Low leaching level PAG does not
relate to low defect. We find some low leaching PAG induce more
watermark. One common approach by increasing the resist surface
contact angle also shows no obvious satisfied results. Furthermore,
high contact angle approach may increase the immersion advancing
contact angle and cause bubble defect. Although high contact angle
resist may be good for future bubble free tool application. But such
high contact angle resist still can’t resist to watermark by our
enhancement test method. Another effect is induced by particle. The
resist surface particles can trap water drop and induce watermark.
Watermark defect is normally defined as top CD scum. We also find
another CD slim defect. This may be also influenced by water drop,
which contains leaching material and influence the optical path.
Currently, immersion TARC is used for leaching control. Also, high
sliding contact TARC has been formulated for water drop defect
reduction. However, each vendor’s TARC material still suffered the
watermark defect on the most advanced tool. In these very
preliminary results, we have clearly understood the watermark
phenomena. We deliver two effective methods for watermark
reduction. One approach is to use novel TARC material. From our
internal mixed material, we found the watermark defect is improved as
the concentration of the additive is increased. The new formulated
TARC, which is based on the same designed concept, can pass our
enhancement testing without watermark residue. Thus by applying
this novel TARC to all conventional resist material will be a potential
combination for immersion application. Another approach we tried is
to modify the resist. We use the conventional polymer backbone,
where the contact angle is not special concern. The watermark
enhancement test also demonstrates that this new designed resist
can maintain good surface condition without any watermark defect
formation.

6154-45, Session 10
High-index materials for 193-nm immersion
lithography
J. H. Burnett, S. G. Kaplan, E. L. Shirley, National Institute of
Standards and Technology
193 nm immersion lithography with water as the immersion fluid is
now expected to achieve numerical apertures (NA) near 1.3.  With
new, higher-index fluids being developed, numerical apertures of at
least 1.5 appear feasible.  However, for a planar lens-fluid interface,
this is attainable only if a suitable very high-index material (n\>1.7) can
be found for the small last lens element.  The lack of such a material is
a bottleneck to pushing the NAs above ∼1.3.  We have been exploring
several families of cubic oxide-based materials with high indices of
refraction (\>1.9) and potentially high transmission at 193 nm: the
group II oxides (such as MgO and CaO), spinel-related materials (such
as MgAl2O4), and garnets (such as Lu3Al5O12).  As part of a project
to determine whether any of these materials could be useful for 193
nm immersion lithography optics applications, we have worked with
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several materials suppliers to grow these materials with high quality.
A particular focus has been for each of these families to explore in the
compositional phase space, those compositions that minimize the
intrinsic birefringence.  MgAl2O4 can also be grown as a high-quality
ceramic, with the intrinsic birefringence effectively washed out.  We
discuss the results of these efforts, which demonstrate several
credible candidate materials.  For the most promising these, we
present the measured and calculated values of the key intrinsic optical
properties, including index and intrinsic birefringence, as well as our
characterization of their material quality.  In light of these
measurements, we discuss the prospects of these materials for use
as final lens elements for future-generation, high-NA 193 nm
immersion lithography systems.

6154-46, Session 10
Optical properties of high-index lens materials for
ArF hyper-NA immersion systems
L. Parthier, G. Wehrhan, M. Selle, G. von der Gönna, D. Keutel, K.
Knapp, SCHOTT Lithotec AG (Germany)
A crucial issue for the next generation of optical immersion
lithography tools with ultra high NA \>1.5 is the last lens element in
the projection optics using an optical material with a refractive index
of \>1.7. Only the availability of large index material in conjunction
with a high refractive index immersion liquid will give the full benefit
for hyper NA systems to realize  feature sizes with 193nm immersion
systems at 32nm technology node. The hyper NA immersion solution
might offer technical and CoO benefits compared to the competing
EUVL technology.
We analyzed the different options to make available lens material with
refractive index n higher than \>1.75, considering both crystalline
(including so-called band engineering) and non-crystalline novel
materials. We prepared several test samples to prove the key
parameters refractive index, transmittance and IBR. As the result of
this study we started the pilot manufacturing and preparation of lens
blanks from the most promising candidates.
In this paper we present the first results of the evaluation of the
prepared lens blanks up to 80mm diameter.
We measured the optical homogeneity and the stress birefringence at
633nm and 193nm before and after annealing. The first laser durability
tests were carried out to have a rough estimation of the necessary
activities to reduce the critical impurity contaminations.
We discuss the current status of the key quality parameters compared
to the requirements and give an outlook of the potential of running
and planned measures to meet the specification in time according to
the IRTS. Based on the present results we can preliminary conclude
that beside of the diameter scaling up to 150mm the index
homogeneity and the absorbance are the most challenging
parameters. On these parameters we focus our main activities in the
next year.

6154-47, Session 10
High-index fluoride materials for 193-nm immersion
lithography
T. Nawata, Y. Inui, I. Masada, E. Nishijima, Tokuyama Corp. (Japan);
H. Satoh, T. Fukuda, Tohoku Univ. (Japan)
In the immersion lithography, the NA (Numerical Aperture) is limited by
the smallest refractive index material among resist, fluid, and last lens.
High index fluid (n=1.64) has been already reported [1]. On the other
hand, fused silica; the highest index material among reality-based
candidates for last lens material; has index of 1.57 at 193nm. So it is
obvious that last lens material will be the bottleneck of high NA.
Some oxide materials such as magnesium oxide single crystal, spinel
single crystal and ceramic spinel have been examined as a candidate
for next generation last lens material, however, they have so difficult
issues in VUV transmittance, Intrinsic birefringence, and other quality,
so further improvement is required to be a reality-based material.
Fluoride materials have relatively lower index than oxide materials,

however, they have enough VUV transparency, good laser durability
and low melting point, which are favorable features to produce high
quality large lens.
Barium fluoride single crystal has index of 1.58 at 193nm. We made a
success of growth of 200mm in diameter large barium fluoride single
crystal by applying our unique Czochralski technique (CZ) developed
for large calcium fluoride single crystals [3][4].
Furthermore we have investigated various binary and ternary fluoride
compounds. KY3F10 has good VUV transparency and can be grown
from congruent melt. But the index (1.59 at 193nm) seems not to
meet the requirement. BaLiF3 has a high refractive index (1.64 at
193nm) and high VUV transparency and less cleavage. It can be
grown only from incongruent melt, so it is more difficult to grow bulk
crystal than BaF2. We succeeded in growth of 120mm in diameter
single crystals by CZ.
At the symposium we hope to make a presentation with a focus on
the properties of BaLiF3 and other fluoride crystals.
[1] JSR Corporation “JSR Proves Second Generation Immersion
Lithography to Knock-out F2 Possibility”, Company News, 29th
November, 2004
[2] J. H. Burnett et al “High-index materials for 193-nm and 157-nm
immersion lithography”, SPIE OPTICAL MICROLITHOGRAPHY XVIII,
San Jose, USA. 27-4th March, 2005
[3] T.Nawata et al “State of the art CaF2 crystals grown by the CZ
method.”,Intl Symposium on Immersion & 157nm Lithography,
Vancouver. 5th August, 2004
[4] K.kamada, T.Nawata et al.,Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A 537, (2005)159

6154-48, Session 10
High-refractive index immersion fluids for 193-nm
immersion lithography
B. M. Budhlall, G. Parris, P. Zhang, Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.;
H. Sewell, D. C. McCafferty, L. Markoya, M. Riggs, ASML US, Inc.
For 193nm lithography, water is identified as the first generation
immersion fluid, providing suitable refractive index and transmission
properties for imaging at 45nm.  The 32nm node requires second or
even third generation immersion fluids at higher refractive index.
Calculations of resolution performance for immersion optical systems
indicate that the refractive index of the immersion fluid will need to be
greater than 1.65.  The coming availability of high refractive index
glass materials for final lens elements set the benchmark for fluid
refractive index requirements.  In this paper, we report our efforts in
identifying fluids for immersion lithography which satisfy the
requirements for refractive index and UV absorbance at 193nm.  The
results showed promising candidates having refractive index greater
than 1.65 with low absorbance at 193nm wavelength.  Immersion
exposure experiments at features of 32nm L/S using high refractive
index fluid with and w/o topcoat material was carried out and its
lithographic performance is presented in this paper.

6154-49, Session 11
Mask defect printing mechanisms for future
lithography generations
A. Erdmann, T. Graf, Fraunhofer-Institut für Integrierte Systeme und
Bauelementetechologie (Germany); K. Bubke, I. Höllein, S. Teuber,
Advanced Mask Technology Ctr. (Germany)
Mask defects are of increasing concern for future lithography
generations. The improved resolution capabilities of immersion and
EUV systems increases also the sensitivity of these systems with
respect to small imperfections of the mask. Advanced mask
technologies such as alternating phase shift masks (AltPSM),
chromeless phase shift lithography (CPL), or “thick” absorbers on
EUV masks introduce new defect types.
The paper presents an application of rigorous electromagnetic field
modeling for the study of typical defect printing mechanisms in ArF
immersion lithography and in EUV lithography. For standard imaging
and mask  technologies, such as binary masks or attenuated phase
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shift masks, small defects usually print as linewidth or critical
dimension (CD) errors with the largest effect at best focus. For
AltPSM, CPL masks, and EUV masks this is not always the case.
Several unusual printing scenarios were observed:
• Placement errors due to defects can become more critical than CD-
errors.
• Defects may print more critical at defocus positions different from
the center of the process window.
• The defect printing may become asymmetric through focus.
• The risk of defect printing depends on the polarization of the used
light source.
Several simulation examples will demonstrate these effects. Rigorous
EMF simulations in combination with vector imaging simulations are
very useful to understand the origins of the observed defect printing
mechanisms.

6154-50, Session 11
High-transmission mask technology for 45-nm node
imaging
W. E. Conley, Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.; B. S. Kasprowicz, M.
J. Cangemi, M. G. Lassiter, Photronics, Inc.; L. C. Litt, Freescale
Semiconductor, Inc.; M. J. Cangemi, R. Cottle, M. Smith,
Photronics, Inc.; W. Wu, S. Hector, J. L. Cobb, R. Carter, Freescale
Semiconductor, Inc.; Y. Ham, Photronics, Inc.; K. D. Lucas,
Freescale Semiconductor, Inc. (France); B. J. Roman, Freescale
Semiconductor, Inc.; C. J. Progler, Photronics, Inc.
Significant improvements in optics, photoresist and mask technology
continued through the mercury lamp lines (436, 405 & 365nm) and
into laser bands of 248nm and to 193nm.  As each wavelength
matured, innovative optical solutions and further improvements in
photoresist technology have demonstrated that extending imaging
resolution is possible thus further reducing k1.   The requirements
stated in the ITRS roadmap for current and future technology nodes
are very aggressive. Therefore, it is likely that high NA in combination
with enhancement techniques will continue further for aggressive
imaging solutions.
The authors have previously published initial investigations into the
use of high transmission mask technology [1]. The use of multi-layer
mask systems can be of great use and also be extremely challenging.
The development of such material films has been discussed
demonstrating that bi-layer systems are achievable. [2] The authors
have investigated and compared the capability of high transmission
mask technology and image process integration for the 45nm node.
Theoretical and experimental data has been generated to understand
the complexities of the mask technology.  The authors will focus on
mask build, test mask data, OPC model construction and the
application to real device layout with process integration.
1.Conley et al. Proc. SPIE 5487, 45
2.Cangemi et al. Proc. SPIE  5487, 435

6154-51, Session 11
Optimizing absorber thickness of attenuating phase-
shifting masks for hyper-NA lithography
M. Yoshizawa, V. Philipsen, L. H. A. Leunissen, IMEC (Belgium)
Full-field ArF immersion scanners with NA of 1.20 or 1.30 are
expected to be available in 2006.  45-nm-halfpitch lines and spaces
(LS) are feasible by using these scanners with polarized dipole
illumination.  However, from the standpoint of design flexibility, using
c-quadrupole or annular illumination is the better alternative to the
dipole illumination.  An attenuating phase-shifting mask (attPSM) has
been widely used for device manufacturing to improve resolution
because of the simple layer structure without rigid specifications for
mask topography such as undercut biasing.
In this study the impact of the absorber thickness of single-layer and
bi-layer attPSMs, i.e. MoSi, Cr/SiON, and Ta/SiO2, on the imaging
performance of ArF immersion lithography is investigated by using a

rigorous electro-magnetic field simulator, Prolith (KLA-Tencor), with a
lumped parameter resist model.  Exposure latitude (EL) of critical
dimension (CD)±10%, depth of focus, mask-error-enhancement factor
(MEEF), and sensitivity to polarization are compared to find an
optimum mask structure for the c-quadrupole illumination in hyper NA
lithography.
In the hyper NA lithography, the standard absorber thickness giving
6% transmittance is not necessarily the optimum from the view point
of the imaging performance.  For example, to delineate 45 nm 1:1 LS
with NA of 1.20 by using the Cr/SiON attPSM, the aerial-image
contrast of the standard 24-nm-thick Chromium is 20% smaller than
that of 50-nm-thick Chromium.  Optimizing the Chromium thickness
increases EL 29%, though it has few impacts, less than 1%, on 65 nm
1:1 LS with NA of 0.85.  The EL of a thickness-optimized Ta/SiO2
attPSM is 33% larger than that of the standard 68-nm-thick MoSi,
reducing MEEF for the 45 nm LS to 3.2 from 4.4.  Supposing the dose
error of 3%, the focus error of 240 nm, and wafer CD error of 3 nm,
we can relax the specification of mask CD error to 4.4 nm by using the
30-nm-thick Tantalum from 2.6 nm for the standard MoSi.  Ta/SiO2 is
63% more sensitive to the polarization than MoSi, but the impact on
CD is only 0.8 nm with 10% change of the polarization.
Calculating diffraction efficiencies for the 45 nm LS shows probable
causes of the better imaging performance of Ta/SiO2; intensity of the
0th- and 1st-order diffracted light becomes larger than MoSi and Cr/
SiON as the illumination angle increases, phase difference between
the 0th and 1st order is smaller in the large illumination angle, and
amount of the flare-like exposure by light sources of the c-quad
illumination parallel to the LS is smaller.
As a summary, the impact of optimizing the absorber thickness of the
attPSMs is investigated by using the rigorous electro-magnetic field
simulator. The three attPSMs with the same transmittance and phase
difference give different imaging performances, showing that these
parameters are not good at estimating lithography performance.
Optimizing mask materials and thicknesses with the patterns and
illumination settings is important to have better image quality at NA
above 1.0.  The 30-nm-thick Tantalum with SiO2 bi-layer attPSM gives
enough process windows with the variations of 3% dose, 240 nm
focus, and 2 nm mask CD for the 45 nm LS by using the azimuthally-
polarized c-quadrupole with NA of 1.20.

6154-52, Session 11
193-nm immersion photomask image placement in
exposure tools
E. P. Cotte, B. Alles, S. Teuber, Advanced Mask Technology Ctr.
(Germany); M. Vorwerk, A. Frangen, Infineon Technologies
(Germany)
For the successful extension of 193-nm immersion lithography to and
below the 45-nm node, mask image placement and wafer overlay
errors are a concern.  Some well-known sources of pattern distortions
are the mask writer stage positioning error, structuring of stressed
layers, pellicle attachment, and mask heating during writing as well as
under 193-nm light exposure.  This paper focuses on additional
causes of mask distortions, namely blank charging during e-beam
writing, as well as tolerances in substrate dimensions and material
properties, which influence the structural response of masks under
gravity in various tools.
In case drastic changes need to be made in tool configurations or
blank specifications, it is important to know as early as possible
whether the tight image placement requirements of future lithography
nodes can be achieved, and under which conditions.  Modeling, such
as finite element simulations, can help answer such questions before
actual manufacturing issues occur, and basic experiments can readily
be conducted to verify the predicted results or perform feasibility
tests.  Using simulations, mask registration, and printing data, the
effects on image placement of stressed layer patterning, pellicle
attachment, blank dimensional and material tolerances, as well as
charging due to e-beam writing were investigated for current and
future mask blank specifications.  These results can then be
compared to image placement error budgets to help determine the
viability of optical lithography for future nodes.
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6154-53, Session 11
EMF simulation with DDM to enable EAPSM masks
in 45-nm manufacturing
P. M. Martin, C. J. Progler, M. J. Cangemi, Photronics, Inc.; K. Adam,
G. E. Bailey, P. J. LaCour, Mentor Graphics Corp.
One of the enabling RET candidates for 45 nm robust imaging is high
transmission (20-30%) EAPSM masks.  However, the effectiveness of
these masks is strongly affected by the EM field that is ignored in
most commercial full-chip OPC applications that rely on the Kirchoff
approximation.
This paper utilizes new commercial software to identify and
characterize points in a design that are especially sensitive to these
EMF effects.  Characterization of conventional 6% and 30% High
Transmission photomasks were simulated and compared with
experimental results.  We also explored, via simulation-driven design
of experiment, the impact of mask variations in transmission, phase,
and SRAF placement and size to the imaging capability.  The
simulations are confirmed by producing a photomask including the
experimental variations and printing the mask to silicon.  Final analysis
of the data will include exact mask measurements to confirm match to
simulation assumptions of mask stack, geometric fidelity, and phase.
For the conventional 6% photomask, we simulated tolerances of
180+/-2 degrees with 6% +/-0.2 transmission and sidewall profiles of
86 degrees.  For the 30% High Transmission photomask , we
simulated tolerances of 180 +/-2.5 degrees with 30% +/- 1%
transmission and sidewall profiles of 88 degrees.  Exposures were
taken on the ASML /1250i system at IMEC using quasar illumination
conditions with 0.85NA and inner/outer sigma settings of 0.55 and
0.85 respectively at best focus.  Through pitch structures were
evaluated for comparing simulation to actual printed results.  Source
maps were incorporated into the DDM simulation for optimal
evaluation.

6154-54, Session 11
Simple and fast Kirchhoff-based model for
prediction and correction of CD deviations caused
by high-NA mask topography effects
Y. Aksenov, P. Zandbergen, Philips Research Labs. (Belgium)
Through ArF immersion lithography a road towards increased optical
resolution at the 193nm wavelength has been opened. Consequently,
keeping the same 4x optical demagnification factor, the dimensions
on mask scale down to wavelength values when we enter the 45nm
node. At such dimensions topography on the mask, its type and
materials will influence the polarization state of diffracted light [1]. As a
result the image from high NA lithographical systems depends on the
polarization state of the interfering orders. In general, with smaller
features on the mask stronger polarization changes occur. Apart from
the polarization changes in diffraction orders the total intensity in a
diffraction order is also different from standard scalar-Kirchhoff
diffraction approximation used in present OPC packages. The
difference in intensities of diffraction orders due to different mask
materials and topography is the more dominating factor leading to
through pitch CD errors when the scalar-Kirchhoff model is used for
layout adjustment.
When analyzing the frequency domain of an object it was noted that
the difference in intensity distribution between diffraction orders can
be predicted in a simple way. The larger aspect ratio on a mask
(Binary or attPSM) leads to a decrease of intensity for the “0” order
and an increase of intensity for other orders. This behavior is similar to
the action of a higher transmission attPSM.
As an example, the material stack corresponding to 6% attenuation
for a bulk material of the PSM was used in a rigorous diffraction
model. From the rigorously calculated spectrum the new attenuation
factor was obtained and was equal to 15%. Object spectra obtained
by using the Kirchhoff model with adjusted attenuation factor show
perfect match to the rigorously predicted object spectrum at different
pitches. This perfect match is fully reflected in the image domain. For
several cases, different illumination and impact on CD deviation were

analyzed using the same approach. This approach will provide a fast
and accurate method that allows the use of Kirchhoff models, while
doing layout adjustment and OPC work at 65nm and 45nm nodes.
[1] Y.Aksenov, P.Dirksen, Xiuhong Wei, Peter Zandbergen, Influence of
mask-induced polarization effects on a pattern printability,
Proceedings of SPIE Microlithography, 2005, Vol. 5754

6154-55, Session 12
Fast inverse lithography technology
D. S. Abrams, L. Pang, A. Moore, Luminescent Technologies, Inc.
Many RET technologies, such as rule and model based OPC, sub-
resolution assist features, and various PSM methodologies, can be
thought of as heuristics employed in an attempt to design improved
photomasks.  Unfortunately, these traditional approaches are running
into severe difficulties at advanced technology nodes (90nm and
beyond). We discuss how one can find optimal photomasks by
rigorously solving the lithography inverse problem. The design of the
optimal mask takes into consideration not only pattern fidelity under
nominal conditions, but also the size of the process window and the
constraints and costs of mask manufacturing.  Unlike previous
attempts made to solve the inverse lithography problem, the methods
we describe here are extremely fast, and can be applied to virtually
any optical lithography process (including binary COG masks,  att-
PSM,  and strong-PSM, as well as multiple exposures for a single
layer). Moreover, by formulating the problem in a rigorous
mathematical framework, we find highly optimal solutions which do
not arise from traditional ad hoc approaches such as OPC. The
resulting masks often provide substantially improved depth-of-focus
and exposure latitude, enabling geometries that may be otherwise
unattainable. We describe a novel approach to the problem, the
capabilities of the technology, and finally, we show a variety of results
in silicon that demonstrate the technology in practice.

6154-56, Session 12
The improvement of DOF for sub-100-nm process by
focus scan
J. Kim, H. Yang, C. Park, D. Yim, Hynix Semiconductor Inc. (South
Korea); Y. Min, A. C. Chen, S. Tseng, ASML Taiwan Ltd. (Taiwan)
In this study we know that focus scan method is very useful in contact
hole layer. Focus scan value is set by wafer stage tilt offset and DOF
margin of contact hole is increased over 50% in reasonable setting
value. Focus scan value increasing results in other effects of Eop
increase and side lobe and so on but those are not serious problems
in considering process window for development and production of
device. When we use the focus scan method, should consider OPC or
Bias control through various pitch and location of pattern in a chip. In
line and space process, focus scan method have no good effect
because of image contrast degradation except a little increase of
space margin on isolation pattern. For the application of focus scan in
production, we should evaluate the effect of non-telecentricity by use
of multiple focal plane according to each illumination condition.
Anyway as design rule of device shrink down, we are challenging and
have to enlarge more DOF process window in contact and via layer so
the focus scan method is very useful in simple application and DOF
gain in marginal EL process window for production.

6154-57, Session 12
Finding the right way: DFM versus area efficiency for
65-nm gate layer lithography
C. S. Sarma, Infineon Technologies North America; S. Scheer, IBM
Microelectronics Div.; K. Herold, Infineon Technologies North
America; A. C. Thomas, IBM Microelectronics Div.; U. P. Schroeder,
Infineon Technologies North America
DFM has become a buzzword for lithography since the 90nm node.
Implementing DFM intelligently can boost yield rates and reliability in
semiconductor manufacturing significantly. For the 90nm technology,
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the impact of design and process shortcomings on yield has been
reported to be 3 times as large as the impact of defects on yield. It
can be anticipated that for the 65nm technology node, this ratio will
increase even further. Implementation of DFM is therefore not an
option any longer, but rather a necessity. The problem is, that any
restriction of the design space will always result in an area loss, thus
diminishing the effective shrink factor for a given technology. As a
result, the development of a new technology might become less
profitable if DFM has been driven too far. For the lithographer, the key
task has become to find an efficient way to come up with a
manufacturable process, while not sacrificing too much area.
Usage of attenuated PSMs for gate level lithography in 65nm node is
desirable from cost and process complexity point of view. Simply
utilizing established RETs like scatter bars and off-axis illumination is
not enough to provide key performance parameters in the desired
range. Specifically, low ACLV values are required for high-end CMOS
logic. We found that quasar illumination enables low MEEF numbers
as well as adequate process windows. Furthermore, line end
foreshortening is reduced significantly, an important parameter for
dense SRAM designs. A side-effect of utilizing aggressive off-axis
modes however is complex optical behavior, resulting in issues such
as large process window swings at SRAF insertion points. In this
paper we address how these tradeoffs can be optimized. We present
a methodology and our results for this optimization, using an
anchored simulation model. The trade-offs of various illuminations and
assist feature placement strategies will be discussed, on several 1-D,
2-D, and SRAM layouts.
The experimental results on wafer largely confirm the predictions of
the simulations. The use of aggressive SRAF strategy leads to
reduction of pitch regions associated with low process window
without any SRAF printing. The data show that our OPC is capable of
correcting the PC tip to tip distance without bridging between the tips
in dense SRAM cells. SRAF strategy for 2D cases such as landing
pads, corner to corner and jogs has also been verified on wafer. We
have shown that aggressive illumination schemes yielding a high
performing lithography process can be employed without sacrificing
area. By carefully choosing processing conditions, we were able to
come up with a process that has very little restrictions for design. In
our approach, remaining issues can be addressed by DFM, partly in
dataprep procedures, which are largely area neutral and transparent
to the designer. Hence, we have shown successfully, that DFM and
effective technology shrinks are not mutually exclusive.

6154-58, Session 12
Pushing the lithography limit: applying inverse
lithography technology (ILT) at the 65-nm generation
C. Hung, B. Zhang, E. G. Guo, Semiconductor Manufacturing
International Corp. (China); L. Pang, Y. Liu, K. Wang, Luminescent
Technologies, Inc.
Deep sub-wavelength lithography is driving smaller process windows,
reduced yields and higher mask costs, impeding chipmakers’ ability
to keep pace with Moore’s Law.  With existing RET solutions (such as
OPC) reaching their practical limits, new technology is needed.
Innovative lithography technology must ensure cost-effective & timely
production of advanced ICs, and must be compatible with today’s
design flow and lithography infrastructure. Unlike conventional OPC
methodologies, Inverse Lithography Technology (ILT) uses a unique
outcome-based technology to mathematically determine the mask
features that produce the desired on-wafer results. This powerful,
next-generation reticle engineering product solves the most critical
litho challenges of the deep sub-wavelength era.  Potential benefits
include: higher yield; expanded litho process windows; superb pattern
fidelity at the 90, 65 & 45-nm nodes; and reduced time-to-silicon - all
without changing the existing lithography infrastructure and design-
to-silicon flow.
In this paper we will present a study in which ILT methods were used
to obtain optimized illumination and the corresponding mask pattern.
We selected a 193nm dry stepper, Attenuated Phase-shift Mask
technology, and off-axis illumination as our 65nm lithography strategy.
This decision was based on a tradeoff of tool availability, throughput,

and process complexity. However, the optical resolution approaches
physical limits in this case, resulting in tight process windows. We
need tools to obtain the best resolution and largest process window
possible to ensure yield. This motivated us to evaluate ILT.
SRAM bit-cells contain features which are quite challenging
lithographically; therefore, we selected SRAM as our first test case.
Mask patterns generated from both conventional OPC and ILT were
placed on the mask side-by-side. Multiple image planes at different
defocus and exposure levels were used in the ILT calculation in order
to obtain mask patterns which achieve not only accurate wafer image
at the best condition, but also the available largest process window.
Simultaneously, the illumination was also optimized to aid in process
window improvement.
Four critical layers (poly, diffusion, contact and metal one) were used
in the study. DOF improvements ranging from 20% to 30% were
observed on ILT-generated mask patterns before and after illumination
optimization. Noticeable depth of focus improvement were also seen
comparing ILT generated mask patterns and OPC generated mask
patterns in most cases.
The second case study focused on ILT correction on large chip scale.
The third case study focused on mask manufacturability. Mask data
fracturing, writing time using a VSB e-beam writer, inspection, and
metrology were studied.
The results demonstrated that ILT achieved better CD accuracy,
produced substantially larger process windows than conventional
OPC, and met production requirements in term of speed and mask
manufacturability.

6154-59, Session 12
Improvement of shot uniformity on a wafer by
controlling transmittance distribution of a
photomask using laser
M. Lee, S. Choi, C. Jeon, D. Kim, W. Han, Samsung Electronics
Semiconductor (South Korea); S. V. Oshemkov, V. J. Dmitriev, E.
Zait, G. Ben-Zvi, UC Laser Technologies Ltd. (Israel)
CD (Critical Dimension) uniformity on a wafer is affected by several
factors such as resist coating, bake, development, etch processes,
scanner performance, and photomask CD uniformity. Especially, shot
uniformity is strongly dependent on photomask quality owing to
increase of MEEF (Mask Error Enhancement Factor) according as
pattern size becomes smaller. Recently, some methods that were able
to improve CD uniformity were reported. Active scanner correction
using gray filter improves shot uniformity by compensating various CD
error sources with adapted dose profile on the scanner. However, this
method has an inherent limitation and is not cost-effective since
different positions of gray filter with predetermined transmittance
profile are used and active control of the pulse energy of the exposure
laser system must be provided. Additional method for improving CD
uniformity is Customization I process suggested in Samsung in SPIE
2003. In that method, CD uniformity on a wafer was improved by
controlling backside transmittance distribution of a photomask and
that is realized by controlling pattern density of contact hole pattern
with 180° phase on the backside of the photomask. This is more
effective in improving CD uniformity compared with active scanner
correction, however, TAT (Turn Around Time) is very long because of
complicated process for making contact holes on backside of mask
and moreover, it’s hard to recorrect CD uniformity once this process is
applied to mask.
In this paper, we propose and demonstrate a novel shot uniformity
improvement method using laser. This is called Customization II
process. Customization II process has two advantages compared with
Customization I process. TAT is very short because it needs only one
step process of exposure and it’s possible to additionally correct CD
uniformity because shading elements corresponding to contacts in
Customization I process were placed inside photomask, not backside
surface of that. Customization II process improves wafer shot
uniformity by controlling transmittance distribution of photomask as
controlling pitch of shading elements inside mask with original shot
uniformity map and dose latitude to determine the distribution of dose
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drop suitable for correcting CD error on the wafer. As the laser beam
is focused inside transparent medium such as photomask by
objective lens, intensity at focus becomes very high, which causes
nonlinear ionization because electric field of ∼1011V/m at focus is
larger than atomic field of ∼109V/m, and then, shading element of
irreversible structural changes on microscopic scale is generated. We
applied this technique to several masks and it was found that both
global CD uniformity and TAT could be excellently improved
compared to Customization I process.

6154-60, Session 12
Patterning 45-nm node flash/DRAM contact hole
mask with hyper-NA immersion lithography and
optimized illumination
T. Chen, D. J. Van Den Broeke, S. D. Hsu, ASML MaskTools Inc.; S.
Park, G. Berger, T. H. Coskun, ASML MaskTools; J. F. Chen, ASML
MaskTools Inc.; J. De Vocht, ASML MaskTools; J. C. Park, K.
Gronlund, R. J. Socha, ASML MaskTools Inc.; J. Finder, A. Engelen,
ASML Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands)
Patterning contact hole mask for DRAM/Flash is probably the most
challenging task for design rule below 50nm due to the extreme low-
k1 printing conditions common in the DRAM/Flash memory designs.
When combined with optical proximity corrections (OPC) to the mask,
using optimized illumination has become a viable part of the
production lithography process for 65nm node. At k1<0.31, both
resolution and imaging contrast can become severely limited by some
of the current imaging tools with NA<0.85 and using standard
illumination sources. Hyper-NA immersion lithography increases the
process latitude and is therefore expected to be indispensable for
manufacturing at extreme low-k1 conditions for sub-50nm design
rule.
In this work, we describe our process optimization approach for
patterning Flash/DRAM contact hole patterns with 130nm, 120nm,
and lower minimum pitch design rules. Here we applied 6% attPSM
mask for exposure in ASML XT:1400i (NA=0.93) and 1700i (NA=1.2)
respectively. We begin with illumination source optimizations with real
resist stack and all manufacturability requirements for the source
shaping diffractive optical element (DOE) are accounted for during the
source optimizations. Using the optimized source, model based OPC
is performed on the original contact hole design.  Patterning in focus
and process latitude are simulated to assess the performance and
manufacturability of the optimized process.
Our initial results show that for the 130nm pitch contact hole patterns
and using XT:1400i at NA=0.93, both optimized illumination source
and immersion lithography are necessary in order to achieve
manufacturability. Without any MOPC, and judging from the worse-
case exposure latitude (EL), there is already a \>100nm UDOF at 6%
EL. With MOCP, we expect the current process to have satisfactory
latitude for manufacturing. For the 120nm pitch contact patterns,
XT:1700i at NA=1.2 must be used, together with optimized illumination
source and immersion lithography, to achieve the same or better
process latitude before MOPC and by the worst-case EL, as
highlighted in Figure 1. Feasibility results on patterning even smaller
pitch design rules are also included. Two examples of customized
polarizations are considered in the above simulations to demonstrate
the effects of pattern specific polarizations on contact hole imaging
and process latitude. These simulation results are compared with the
printed wafer results, using the available customized illumination
sources. The pros and cons of the current patterning solution are
discussed and compared with other alternatives.

6154-61, Session 13
Calibrating OPC models using asymmetric
structures
L. Depre, C. Cork, Synopsys, Inc. (France); Q. Yan, Synopsys, Inc.;
S. Baron, STMicroelectronics (France)
Good OPC model calibration structures should be representative and
span the dimensions and layout forms that will be found in the

product on which the model will be applied. If model fitting is done
using edge placement (EPE) methods, only symmetric structures can
be used and this constrains the model fitter to a classic but limited set
of calibration structures. The most critical features, such as those
from a bit cell tend to be asymmetric. While asymmetric structures
have typically been used for model verification, using them in model
calibration structures provides more degrees of freedom in the
calibration test structures to capture two dimensional behavior. This
produces more robust, accurate models which yield better quality
correction on wafer.
During process development models are re-calibrated as the process
is adjusted and optimized. In some cases particularly important
critical configurations can be added to the calibration set to insure
maximum accuracy on those features.  As these configurations are
extracted from real designs they are rarely symmetric.  . This paper
describes how by using a CD-based rather than an edge-placement
based modeling approach, OPC models can be created from
asymmetric, more product-like type structures, and demonstrates
how this can allow better predictability on other verification structures.

6154-63, Session 13
Lithography process optimization using linear
superposition of commonly available illumination
modes
Y. Yudhistira, Chartered Semiconductor Manufacturing Ltd.; M. M.
Crouse, S. Siddiqui, H. Matis, IBM Microelectronics Div.
The objective of this work is to demonstrate a simple Linear
Superposition approach to creating an optimized illumination scheme
from commonly available apertures (e.g. conventional, annular,
quadrupole, quasar, etc.) that meet a variety of lithographic process
metrics.  Previous authors have demonstrated a variety of approaches
to optimize the illumination for a given lithographic process.   One
common example is to use an optimized illumination for a specific
pitch range and breaking the exposure into multiple reticles designed
to print only nested or isolated features. A second example that has
been widely demonstrated is to develop a single custom illuminator
which requires long lead times for delivery and a large capital
investment. The true on-wafer performance of this custom illuminator
can only be verified post-installation, providing limited ability to verify
the simulation work a priori.
The linear superposition method described here produces an optimal
illumination scheme for a given photolithographic process.  The
success of this approach is due to the acceptably small nature of the
electric field interaction terms between the individual illumination
modes allowing a multiple-exposure system to model a composite
source.  Images from  optimized sub-components can be added to
generate a composite image that is superior overall to any one
process alone. After each exposure in a multiple exposure system
there is a latent image that is only developable after a specific energy
or dose level has been surpassed.  It is the additive process of these
latent images that creates the composite image. The composite
image has the additive properties of the sub-components according
to their dose fractions.  Once we determine the optimal process and
dose split, we create a composite aperture to produce the same
process by  single exposure.  The composite aperture is the addition
of the multiple sub-components with the relative transmission of each
related to the illuminated surface area for systems designed to deliver
uniform brightness.  This  approach produces superior pattern fidelity
and an optimized common lithography process without the pitfalls of
any one of the sub-component illumination modes.

6154-64, Session 13
Mask topography effect on OPC at hyper-NA
lithography
S. Lee, I. Kim, S. Lee, SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
Most of simulation tools and OPC engines use Kirchhoff
approximation (thin mask approximation) for imaging calculation.
Some commercial simulation tools have implemented the rigorous
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algorithms to solve the Maxwell equation for the electric and magnetic
fields. Currently these algorithms are required for the case of high
topographical mask such as CPL and alternating PSM. The rigorous
approach is also needed to account for mask topographical effect at
hyper NA lithography even for binary mask and attenuated PSM.
However, at full chip OPC level, it is difficult to implement the rigorous
algorithm due to the limitation of speed. Hence, thin mask modeling
and rigorous simulation modeling are compared to check if the current
algorithms of OPC tools can sufficiently reflect the mask topography
effect of hyper NA lithography and to determine if a special algorithm
for mask topography effect is required. OPC modeling is generally
executed based on measured CD data. In this paper, the OPC
modeling is executed based on full physical simulation data of the
resist image since hyper NA scanner greater than 1.1 NA is not
available. We call this kind of OPC modeling ‘virtual OPC modeling’.

6154-65, Session 13
In quest of predictive lithography simulation
C. K. Kalus, SIGMA-C GmbH (Germany)
In the chapter on “Modelling”, the 2003 edition of the International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors drew attention to the need
for “Multi-generation lithography system models.” Most lithographers
would share the opinion stated there that even if the equipment needs
constant refurbishing, the software should survive at least a couple of
technology generations. Fortunately, the table in which the statement
appeared in the ITRS roadmap was accurately entitled “difficult
challenges.” This article will shed some light on the process of
progressive modelling while making clear that, in all likelihood,
formidable challenges will remain.
At the very core of simulation lies a physical/chemical model of the
real world. Lithographers expect from a modeler a sound model of the
image formation process we are used to calling, for short,
microlithography. As the model takes the form of a physical/
mathematical description cast in software, it is believed to be free of
the burdens of real lithography. However, modelling is an effort
involving constant approximation. This paper uses the parable of the
fisherman as a starting point for the problem. First coined by Sir A.
Eddington in his book The Philosophy of Physical Science, the
parable compares the physicist to the ichthyologist trying to research
life in the sea. To this end he casts a net and pulls it ashore. The catch
consists of fish that are bigger than the mesh width. Obviously, the
mesh width determines the ichthyologist’s observations. In
lithography simulation we have been developing models with an
accuracy just sufficient for the needs of the day. Smaller mesh widths,
so to speak, were not required. At the advent of SOLID-C back in
1995, steppers had an NA ∼ 0.6 for which scalar models for the aerial
image were sufficient. Shortly afterwards, NAs increased to 0.7, which
resulted in the need for vector models. For today’s hyper NA systems
with NAs ∼ 1, the Hopkins approximation is no longer valid. Phase-
shifting masks introduce a third dimension to the “net” which calls for
rigorous electromagnetic scattering. The latter example makes it
obvious that progressive models cannot be obtained by scaling. From
time to time, the validity of a model becomes exhausted and
substantial new approaches are required.
Not so long ago, many lithographers only investigated one aspect of
modelling, the so-called aerial image. The photoresist escaped their
attention, or to use the ichthyologist’s language: it just didn’t show up
in the net. Today, its contribution to the formation of the image is
essential and this cannot be derived from the aerial image. However,
photoresist models lack predictive power to a greater extent than the
aerial image because the respective models are purely empirical or, in
the best case, based on continuum theory. In any event, they require
frequent calibration.
Photoresist modelling represents one of the biggest challenges
currently being faced and this is likely to remain so in the future.
Whereas the formation of the aerial image is based on sound physics,
the formation of the resist image is too complex to be dealt with
rigorously. Typically, the reaction kinetics of the chemical system
during post-exposure bake and the diffusing components are
described by a set of partially differential equations. This set is difficult

to solve simultaneously. A new, exact solver has been developed and
integrated into SOLID E. First results show higher predictive power in
the sense that less re-calibrations are needed.
Finally, the paper outlines the direction for the major modelling
challenges that lie ahead of us.

6154-66, Session 13
Predictive focus exposure matrix modeling for full-
chip lithography applications
L. Chen, Y. Cao, M. Preil, H. Liu, W. Shao, M. Feng, J. Ye, Brion
Technologies, Inc.
As the industry drives towards 65nm technology node and beyond,
across process window check for RET design becomes mandatory
due to increased sensitivity to process variations.  A fast and accurate
process window model is a prerequisite for full-chip simulation and
verification across process window, it is also an enabler to process
window optimizing RET design flow.  In this paper, we present a focus
and exposure matrix (FEM) model for fast full-chip simulation across
the process window on the Tachyon platform.  The Tachyon FEM
model is a single unified model that is able to accurately describe the
lithography process at arbitrary focus and exposure settings in the full
process window without introducing new modeling parameters to its
single process condition predecessor.  This is only made possible with
its highly accurate first principle optical image modeling due to the
ability to handle large number (64+) of TCC kernels, which allows the
FEM model to be successfully separated into truly physical
subsystems: mask making, optical imaging and resist modeling.  As a
single unified model, the calibration of an FEM model requires only
sparse sampling in the process window in addition to the nominal
condition wafer measurements, and incurs minimal runtime overhead
compared to the nominal condition model calibration.  We will discuss
the modeling methodology, calibration data sampling strategy and
present experimental data that demonstrate the FEM model’s superb
accuracy and predictability.
In one particular data set, a 65nm poly layer, 45 conditions (15 focus
values at 3 exposures) were used to calibrate the FEM model with a
resultant accuracy of 1.4nm RMS. However, experimental data shows
that model prediction accuracy less than 1.6nm can still be achieved
with as few as FE conditions. Other experiments demonstrated that
the total number of wafer measurements required can be as low as
1.5x the measurements used for the nominal focus exposure
condition lithography model calibration.

6154-67, Session 14
Mass production level ArF immersion exposure tool
M. Okumura, J. Ishikawa, M. Hamatani, M. Nei, Nikon Corp. (Japan)
NSR-S609B is the ArF immersion exposure tool, which is based on
the matured body platform of ArF “dry” exposure tool NSR-S308F,
and is equipped with a projection lens with N.A. of 1.07.
What is important in immersion imaging system is the management of
the condition of ultra pure water. Especially, the sensitivity of the
refraction index of the water to the temperature is 120 times larger
than that of the air. To cope with this problem, precision control of the
water temperature and the newly devised optical design has been
applied. We also developed a Phase Measurement Interferometer
(PMI) with immersion capability that is utilized for the adjustment of
the projection lens. The adjusted lens has wave front aberration of 5m
λ total RMS.
NSR-S609B has adopted the continuous local fill method. During
exposure, ultra pure water under the projection lens is supported by
the wafer itself. But during wafer exchange or in the absence of a
wafer under the lens, another stage slides into the exposure position
to keep the water between the lens and the stage.
By keeping a certain water flow around the bottom element of the
lens, the temperature of the water and the lens can be stabilized,
which is essential for imaging performance. This is also helpful
avoiding generating contamination or water-marks.
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To achieve the local fill method, we have developed the “Tandem
Stage System,” on which the exposure function and calibration
function are separated into two stages, the exposure stage and the
calibration stage.
The exposure stage is optimized for exposure function. Its key
technologies are the “Cable Free Concept” and “Monolithic
Structure.” The cable free stage is originally developed on the Reticle
Stage of NSR-S308F, and evolved on the Wafer Stage of S609B. By
excluding the sensors and their cables, disturbances associated with
the motion can be largely eliminated. The moving part of the stage is
designed as a box shape, especially, the part including wafer chuck
and the moving mirror of the interferometer is monolithic. That leads
to very high mechanical natural frequency of over 1kHz. All of the 6
degrees of freedom of this stage are directly driven with no
mechanical contact, and wide control bandwidth of around 200Hz is
obtained.
One purpose of the calibration stage is to maintain the continuous
local fill in cooperation with the exposure stage. The other purpose is
to stabilize the performance of the system. Some calibration tools are
carried on the stage and are used to perform quick and frequent
calibration, for example of the baseline of the alignment sensor. This
calibration can be processed simultaneously with wafer exchange, so
stability of the system is improved without throughput loss.
NSR-S609B can support production of device processes of 55nm and
smaller by introducing the immersion technology and the Tandem
Stage System. Utilizing this platform and emerging next catadioptric
projection lens with N.A. of 1.30, Nikon will proceed with extending
the limit of ArF lithography to mass production of devices at the 45nm
node by NSR-S610C.

6154-68, Session 14
Development status of a 193-nm immersion
exposure tool
T. Chibana, H. Nakano, H. Hata, N. Kodachi, N. Sano, Y. Matsuoka,
Y. Kawasaki, S. Mori, K. Chiba, Canon Inc. (Japan)
ArF immersion exposure technology using water is the most
promising candidate for achieving the 45nm HP node.  We have been
developing a high NA immersion exposure tool with the support from
several companies.  This paper presents the results we have obtained
on various aspects of exposure system development, and reveals the
latest development status including challenging items.
We have set up “Immersion Evaluation Labo.” in our site to evaluate
the total aspects of immersion lithography. An immersion ArF scanner
FPA-6000AS4i (NA0.85 lens and a 12-inch stage of speed up to
500mm/s), a coater/developer, a defect inspection system and a SEM
have been set up in the Labo. The nozzle of the scanner has been
modified to the mass production type of our immersion system.
Using the immersion scanner, the FPA-6000AS4i, exposure tests were
performed on full wafer including edge dies. One of the tests was a
defect analysis. We investigated defect density and features of
immersion specific defects for resists with and without topcoats. We
also investigated how the defect density and features change with
scan velocity. In addition, we evaluated the validity of our immersion
system through basic experiments, e.g., the evaluation of CD
uniformity.
In our immersion system, no defects have been identified as bubble-
induced. Then, we have obtained bubble-induced defects by using
the immersion liquid, into which micro bubbles were intentionally
introduced. Compared with the defects that are generally attributed to
bubbles, defects obtained with hydrophilic topcoat differed in
features. We investigated the cause of these defects in detail.
Other concern is the contamination issue to projection optics. There is
a concern about lens contamination in immersion exposure due to
leaching from resist. Using our lens contamination test setup, we
investigated the deposition of decomposition products on the lens,
which was caused by laser irradiation. Further, we analyzed the
motion of the leaching material from resist under the lens by a fluid
simulation. From these investigation, we expect that no contamination
will be caused by PAG in the expose area using our immersion nozzle.

However, we cannot deny the possibility of the deposition of
decomposed products around the immersion nozzle. This may grow
into particles, which cause the exposure defects. To avoid this,
periodical cleaning of the immersion nozzle is considered to be
effective.
In this paper, all these recent results will be presented in detail. We will
also demonstrate the applicability of the immersion lithography to the
actual process.
We are now developing an exposure tool capable of 45nm HP node.
The features of the tool, with a projection optics of NA \> 1.3 and a
new platform, are to achieve both high productivity and reliability. The
specific items of such hyper-NA optics, and the analysis and
countermeasures for the throughput issues of immersion will also be
described in detail.

6154-69, Session 14
Immersion lithography with an ultrahigh-NA in-line
catadioptric lens and a high-transmission flexible
polarization illumination system
H. C. Jasper, T. M. Modderman, M. A. van de Kerkhof, C. Wagner,
W. P. de Boeij, P. Vanoppen, ASML Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands);
B. Kneer, Carl Zeiss AG (Germany)
The first generations of immersion exposure tools have been realized
through the adaptation of existing TWINSCAN systems with NA’s
ranging from 0.75 to 0.93. The considerable increase of Depth of
Focus resulted in an improved CD control. A second phase in the
immersion era is now starting with the introduction of ultra high NA
(NA\>1) systems. These systems are targeting 45-nm node device
production and beyond.
With an NA of 1.2, ASML’s system XT:1700 will have the largest NA of
the industry. The full field projection optics feature an innovative in-line
catadioptric lens combined with the AERIAL XP high transmission
polarized illumination system. The illumination system offers a large
variety of conventional and off-axis illumination settings, which can be
used in polarized and un-polarized mode at maximum optical
transmission.  The 4th generation immersion modules integrated in
the XT:1700 improve overlay and productivity to numbers comparable
with dry systems.
In this paper we will give a system description of the XT:1700. In
addition, we will present and discuss the lithographic performance
results, with special attention on imaging at low k1 using ultra high NA
and polarized illumination. Overlay, focus and productivity
performance will also be presented.

6154-70, Session 14
Early learning on hyper-NA imaging using two-beam
immersion interference
E. Hendrickx, M. Op de Beeck, R. Gronheid, J. Versluijs, L. Van
Look, M. Ercken, IMEC (Belgium)
Two-beam interference of 193nm laser light can be used to print
dense line-space patterns in photoresist, at a resolution that can only
be obtained using hyper-NA scanners. As such, interferometric tools
allow for early learning on a number of topics that will be of interest
for hyper-NA imaging and process development, prior to the advent of
hyper NA scanners. For this purpose, a dedicated two-beam
interference immersion printer operating at 193nm wavelength was
installed in the IMEC cleanroom. The interferometric printer
consistently generates L/S patterns at 130nm, 90nm, and 72nm pitch
with exposure latitudes in the 14-26% range (using TE-polarized light).
At these pitches, processing and imaging work was done that is of
direct interest for hyper-NA lithography. On the imaging side, we
discuss the flexibility of the printer towards working with various
polarization types. We show how reflection reduction strategies can
be tested in the interference printer at the high incidence angles for
hyper-NA imaging. On the processing side, we have screened a
number of resists at 90nm and 72nm pitch. With direct access to the
immersion liquid before and after exposure, and since a small liquid
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volume results in high concentrations of the leaching components,
leaching experiments are also more straightforward than with a full-
field scanner. Several liquids with refractive index \>1.6 are currently
being developed as potential candidates to replace water for optical
lithography at 38nm half-pitch. We have used the interference printer
at the 72nm pitch, with both water and a liquid having a refractive
index larger than water.
In conclusion, we give a detailed presentation of the interference
printer performance at multiple pitches, and polarization types.
Furthermore, we show results on different topics that can be more
easily studied with interferometry than on the currently available
immersion scanners, such as high-index liquids, reflection control,
and leaching.

6154-71, Session 14
SLM lithography: printing to below k1=0.30 without
previous OPC processing
T. Sandstrom, I. Ivonin, H. Martinsson, Micronic Laser Systems AB
(Sweden)
It is well known that the lithographer has to choose between on one
hand high resolution and strong proximity effects, and on the other
hand modest proximity effects and modest resolution. It is also known
that RET methods for printing features below k1 = 0.40 increase the
range and severity of the proximity effects and make model-bases
OPC necessary. The model-based  OPC processing adds
considerable cost, lead times, and overhead in wafer lithography.
An SLM-based mask writer abides by the same laws of nature and
there is a conflict between robust printing properties and resolution.
And since the mask writer needs to achieve a CD control of 2-3 % of
the nominal width on a variety of features any RETs that create
proximity errors are out of the question. Model-based OPC for the
mask-writer optics is possible, but not desirable: The ideal is that a
job can be transferred from one mask-writer to another without
redoing the OPC processing and all operations on the mask data are
viewed glumly by the designers.
Or is there a way to play the game differently and steer clear of the
proximity/resolution conflict without full mask-writer OPC
preprocessing? We have found that this is indeed the case, and the
paper reports on analysis and early design work for an SLM-based
system that prints with both high fidelity and high resolution. A
combination of tuning and modest resolution enhancement actions
attenuates the proximity effects strongly without destroying the
resolution.  All relevant feature types can be printed simultaneously
with high fidelity at the same dose. Neutral isotropic 1D printing gives
good fidelity for 2D features as well. This is done with on-the-fly data
processing and explicit algorithms suitable for implementation in
programmable logic.
The preliminary results (at the time of the abstract) indicate that any
feature down to or below k1 = 0.30 (possibly 0.25) can be printed with
good CD linearity, CD uniformity, and throughput. Using 193nm
immersion optics a system with the described improvements could
write patterns with a mixture of features down to below 45 nm on
reticles. This brings SLM lithography one step closer to the proverbial
“optical e-beam”.

6154-72, Session 14
Liquid immersion lithography at 193 nm using a
high-NA achromatic interferometer
A. Charley, STMicroelectronics (France); A. Lagrange, O. Lartigue, P.
Bandelier, CEA-LETI (France); M. Derouard, STMicroelectronics
(France); P. Schiavone, CEA Grenoble (France)
Interferometric lithography has proven to be a useful method to study
projection imaging at high numerical aperture (NA). It has been shown
to help addressing several issues of immersion lithography such as
polarization state impact on imaging, photoresists materials and
defectivity due to the introduction of water and to study high index
fluids.

The purpose of this work is to study the changes induced by
immersion lithography and imaging at high NA with the help of an
immersion achromatic interferometer. Dry and immersion imaging are
compared and polarization effects at high NA are studied.
First we describe the home-built interferometer design that has been
fully mounted in our facilities to study immersion lithography. In this
apparatus, the interfering beams are created by illuminating a first
diffraction grating followed by a second diffraction grating
recombining the diffracted beams on the photo-resist plane. The main
advantage of this system is to be achromatic: thus, temporal
coherence is irrelevant and spatial coherence limits only the depth-of-
focus within which interference can be obtained. Therefore it is
possible to use a basic commercial ArF excimer laser as the exposure
source. The other advantage of this interferometer is that the main
optical elements, namely the two diffraction gratings, are fabricated
using the capabilities of the silicon line available in our laboratory.
Therefore, because of the ease of fabrication of the basic optical
elements of the setup, we are free to switch to various applications
such as high index fluids testing and contact holes printing.
Specific designs have been made in order to reach NAs as high as
1.4. Issues preventing the printing of high-contrasted lines over a
large area, such as laser beam uniformity and vibrations control have
been addressed and 40-nm-half-pitch resist lines obtained with water
immersion lithography has been demonstrated.
In this paper we will present the results obtained using the
interferometer at 0.97 and 1.2 NA. Simulations have been performed
with a home-made simulation tool developed to simulate
interferometric lithography. This program enables us to predict the
aerial image created by the interference of two coherent beams in the
photo-resist volume. Wavelength, polarization state, NA, refractive
index immersion medium and lithographic stack can be chosen.
Simulations have been done at 193 nm, for NAs up to 1.4, in dry and
wet with the stack used in experiments. We confirm by our
simulations as well as experimentally that immersion does not impact
image contrast since contrast only depends on light angles in resist,
though on resist refractive index. But in addition to the increase of
depth-of-focus, though of process window, the benefit of immersion
is to increase the light transmission of the TE polarized light, which is
the polarization of high contrast. We also present experimental results
of polarization effects at oblique angles and compare the imaging
capabilities and contrast budget in both TE and TM polarization. We
confirm that image contrast is decreased in TM polarization.

6154-73, Session 15
A hyper-NA projection lens for ArF immersion
exposure tool
H. Ikezawa, Nikon Corp. (Japan)
Resolution enhancement in ArF dry lithography is limited by the
numerical aperture (NA), which cannot be extended past the physical
limit of 1.0. Immersion lithography is proposed as a candidate for
breakthing through this limitation. In addition, Depth Of Focus (DOF)
can be extended because of the small incidence angle for rim rays at
the imaging plane (wafer). It is expected that hyper-NA projection
optics for the half pitch(hp) 55nm devices and beyond can be realized
with ArF immersion. Our immersion projection optics for the hp 50-
55nm devices, which has 1.07 NA, is consisted of all refractive lens
elements and high confidence technology. The immersion-dedicated
optical design is performed with a dioptric lens configuration. Lens
configurations of bottom lens elements are especially different from
conventional dry lens design. This lens has been successfully
developed and assembled on NSR-S609B.
Projection lens with 1.3NA is required for hp 45nm devices and can be
realized using catadioptric projection optics, which consists of both
reflective mirrors and refractive lenses. This lens will be utilized on
NSR-S610C.
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6154-74, Session 15
What determines the ultimate resolution? The
critical relationship between exposure tools and
photoresists
T. Honda, Y. Kishikawa, Y. Iwasaki, A. Ohkubo, M. Kawashima, M.
Yoshii, Canon Inc. (Japan)
As the resolution of optical lithography becomes higher, there is a
growing concern about the printing capability of chemically-amplified
photoresists. The diffusion length of photoacid may ultimately limit the
resolution of the resists. A two-beam interferometric exposure setup
provides simple means to characterize resist resolution. The
sinusoidal intensity distribution of optical field that is obtained by the
two-beam interference provides good approximation of the aerial
image in actual exposure tools for line-and-space patterns with
k1<0.5. In this paper, we report on quantitative characterization of
recent ArF immersion resists by using a two-beam interferometric
exposure setup with an ArF excimer laser, and discuss its influence on
exposure tools. A useful feature of the setup is that the optical
contrast can be adjusted to a desired value. We could thus test the
resist imaging at different combinations of the optical contrast, pattern
pitch, and exposure dose.
 In order to check the optical contrast in the two-beam interferometric
setup, we made a comparison between the imaging result with the
interferometric setup and that with FPA-6000AS4 scanner (NA=0.85).
In the experiment, critical dimensions of line-and-space patterns were
measured as a function of dose at various optical contrasts. We
confirmed that the imaging results were consistent for the both cases.
We measured total imaging contrast including resists at various
pattern pitches by identifying extreme dose values where the intensity
minima and maxima of the interference patterns were equal to the
resist threshold. As expected, the total imaging contrast was
proportional to the optical contrast with its value being always smaller.
The difference between these two contrasts became larger as the
pattern pitch was made smaller. This is because the total imaging
contrast is influenced by the diffusion length of photoacids of
photoresists. We observed that the difference was already significant
when the half pitch was reduced to 60 nm.
We conclude that the resist resolution will play a more important role
than ever for the coming 65nm node and beyond. This result is
applicable not only for ArF immersion lithography, but for all the future
lithographies, including EUV, which use chemical amplification resists.
It, inevitably, gives great influence to the design of exposure tools. The
mutual collaboration between process and exposure tool fields has
become indispensable to optimize and enhance the total imaging
contrast.

6154-75, Session 15
Catadioptric lens design: the breakthrough to hyper-
NA optics
B. Kneer, Carl Zeiss AG (Germany); H. Feldmann, R. B. Garreis, P.
Gräupner, R. Kläsges, Carl Zeiss SMT AG (Germany)
To enable optical lithography for sub 55 nm features, ArF immersion
lithography requires numerical apertures to be significantly larger than
1 - thus leading to new challenges for optical design. With the large
NA and providing 4x magnification with a 26x33mm field size
traditional approaches based on refractive lens designs are not
capable to capture these extreme etendues. This limitation is due to
the exponentially increasing size of the lens elements and the
increased optical sensitivities.
Catadioptric lens designs can overcome these fundamental issues by
keeping the diameters of the optical materials acceptable. We have
studied various catadioptric design approaches. The main criteria
used to evaluate the potential of the different solutions include
mechanical complexity (inline and folded design types have been
compared), reticle compatibility, mirror coatings, optical sensitivities,
polarization capabilities, image field shape, as well as enabling
extendibility to even higher NAs.
Our assessment leads us to a new design type called catadioptric

inline design which shows superior performance for high NA systems
with NA \> 1.1. The chosen lens design provides an image orientation
just like the well-known refractive lens designs allowing for reticle
compatibility with existing systems. The in-line  design type provides
high mechanical stability easing integration and adjustment of the lens
because of having a single optical axis. Standard (refractive lens)
mounting technology can be used, making it hard to distinguish this
catadioptric lens from its refractive predecessors. We have obtained
the required manufacturing accuracy for the mirrors based on our
special experience gathered by building EUV test tools. Diameters of
lens elements are smaller than the ones of existing 0.93NA lenses, and
the incidence angles of the optical rays on the lens elements also are
smaller. This leads to the fact that proven polishing and coating
technology can be used. Furthermore, this enables the extendibility to
numerical apertures \> 1.3.
The first 1.2NA catadioptric lenses have been assembled, the
qualification of the adjustment procedures and the 1.2NA wave front
metrology (through immersion water) have been qualified. We have
shown the capability of manufacturing and optimizing these 1.2NA
catadioptric lenses for a wavefront performance better than 5
mlambda rms. We will present optical system performance data to
demonstrate that the catadioptric inline design provides a litho system
meeting the tight imaging requirements of low k1 imaging down to 45
nm half pitch resolution.

6154-76, Session 15
XLA-300: the fourth-generation ArF MOPA light
source for immersion lithography
F. Trintchouk, T. Ishihara, W. D. Gillespie, R. M. Ness, R. Bergstedt,
C. J. Wittak, R. R. Perkins, Cymer, Inc.
The XLA 300 is Cymer’s fourth-generation MOPA-based Argon
Fluoride light source built on the production-proven XLA platform. The
system is designed to support very high numerical aperture dioptric
and catadioptric lens immersion lithography scanners targeted for
volume production of semiconductor devices at the 45nm node and
beyond. The light source delivers up to 90W of power with ultra-line
narrowed bandwidth as low as 0.12 pm FWHM and 0.30 pm 95%
energy integral. The high output power is achieved by advancements
in pulse power technology, which allow a 50% increase in repetition
rate to 6kHz. The increased repetition rate, along with pulse stretching,
minimizes damage to the scanner system optics at this high power
level. New developments in the laser optical systems maintain
industry-leading performance for bandwidth stability and high level of
polarization despite the increased thermal load generated at the higher
repetition rate. The system also features state-of-the-art on-board
E95% bandwidth metrology and improved bandwidth stability to
provide enhanced CD control. The E95% metrology will move
bandwidth monitoring from a quality safeguard flag to a tool that can
be used for system feedback and optimization. The proven high power
optics technology extends the lifetime of key laser optics modules
including the line-narrowing module, and the cost of consumables
(CoC) is further reduced by longer chamber lifetimes.

6154-77, Session 15
A new on-machine measurement system to measure
wavefront aberrations of projection optics with hyper
NA
Y. Ohsaki, T. Mori, S. Koga, M. Ando, K. Yamamoto, T. Tezuka,
Canon Inc. (Japan)
In the low-k1 lithography age such as today, reducing wavefront
aberrations of projection optics is of crucial importance. Whereas the
NA of an exposure tool becomes close to 1.0 or more, its residual
aberration has attained 10 milli-lambda or less. In order to guarantee
such small aberrations, the development of its on-machine
measurement system with high accuracy is an urgent need. Many
methods have been proposed in the literature, but their applicability is
questionable in this hyper-NA region because of the emerging non-
linearity of the measurement.
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In order to meet the severe requirements from the projection optics,
we have reviewed various measurement methods, in particular from
the viewpoint of their applicability to the high NA including immersion.
The usage of the exposure light source, the control of coherence, and
hyper-NA light detection were the basic items of the development. In
addition, as a projection optics is very sensitive to the circumstances
in the region of less than 10 milli-lambda, its dynamic control is
necessary to keep its performance. High-speed measurement is
indispensable to control the aberration in the dynamic sense. With all
these things into consideration, we have built a new on-machine
measurement system to cope with the hyper-NA specific issues.
Special software was developed to solve the non-linear effects in
hyper-NA, and new optical components were introduced.
In this paper, we will show the basic principle and the experimental
data of our new system using a projection optics. In addition, its
applicability to the immersion system will also be discussed.

6154-78, Session 15
High-power injection-lock 6-kHz 60-W laser for ArF
dry/wet lithography
H. Mizoguchi, Gigaphoton Inc. (Japan)
The 193-nm lithography is moving from the pre-production to the
mass production phase and its target node is shifting from 90 nm to
65 nm. And the ArF-immersion (Wet) technology is spotlighted as the
enabling technology for below 45nm node1).
Since 1998 we have demonstrated 30W, 0.12pm, \@157nm line
narrowed light source for microlithography with “Injection lock
technology”. The injection lock technology has advanced
performances compared with MOPA (Master Oscillator Power
Amplifier) technology, in efficiency, stability and spectral property.
Based on this injection lock technology, we have successfully
developed high power injection lock laser platform “GigaTwin” for
193nm lithography system GT40A(45W,4000Hz,11.25mJ) on Q4
20041).
We have found solution for higher repetition rate up to 6kHz operation
on the same platform as GT40A which is our original inovation2)
(Figure 1). Figure 2 shows very stable spectral performance of GT60A
over 6kHz.
We will release a model of higher power ultra narrowed ArF laser, with
the GigaTwin platform: GT60A (60W, 6000Hz, 10mJ, 0.18pm) in Q2
2006. We are convinced that GT60A will provide a lot of benefits -
higher throughput and lower CoO - to the market. We introduce the
latest development data of GT60A.
Reference:
1) High-power injection-lock laser platform for ArF dry/wet
lithography, H. Mizoguchi, Gigaphoton Inc. (Japan); T. Inoue, M.
Shinbori, M.Yoshino, S. Tanaka, H.Taniguchi, Y.Sasaki, J.Kinoshita,
K.Miyao,T. Abe, H.Nagano , K. Kakizaki, Ushio Inc. (Japan) ;J.
Fujimoto, T. Yamazaki, T. Suzuki, T. Matsunaga, S.Sakanishi, M.
Kaminishi, Y. Watanabe, T. Ohta, M. Nakane, M. Moriya, T.Nakaike, T.
Kawasuji, H.Nogawa, T. Ito, H.Umeda, H. Tanaka, H. Hayashi, M.
Niwano, A. Kurosu, M.Yashiro, ,N.Matsui, T.Mimura, Komatsu Ltd.
(Japan) [5754-74] Proceedings of SPIE Vol. #5754 (Tuesday-Friday 1-4
March 2005)
2) Feasibility study of a 6-kHz ArF excimer laser for 193-nm immersion
lithography, T. Hori, T. Yabu, T. Watanabe, O. Wakabayashi, A.
Sumitani, Komatsu Ltd. (Japan); K. Kakizaki, Ushio Inc. (Japan); H.
Mizoguchi, Gigaphoton Inc. (Japan) [5754-140] Proceedings of SPIE
Vol. #5754 (Tuesday-Friday 1-4 March 2005)

6154-79, Poster Session
Mapping printability of a design block within its
process window using inverse lithography
technology
A. J. Moore, Luminescent Technologies, Inc.; A. P. Balasinski, N.
Shama, Cypress Semiconductor Corp.
A common process window is the area in the exposure-defocus plane

within which selected features of a design are printable to acceptable
levels of variability. For semiconductor devices with modest
requirements of clock speed, individual chips that are manufactured
at any level of exposure and defocus within this area will function to
specification. For very high speed devices, however, the maximum
chip performance will not be obtained at all points in the common
process window; speed sorts are used to rate chip performance, and
end market margins vary considerably from the best to worst sort
bins. The purpose of this effort is to develop a methodology to
predict/map pattern fidelity of a design at several points within the
process window. With such a methodology, designs that do not have
a pattern variability minimum at the nominal exposure, optimal-
defocus point, as previously determined for the semiconductor
process, may be discovered before manufacturing and adjusted
accordingly.
Inverse Lithography Technology (ILT) mathematically determines a
mask which produces an on-wafer image within specified tolerances
(where physically possible) at several points in the exposure-defocus
plane. Luminescent’s implementation of ILT does not require extensive
recalculation of kernel functions, transmission cross-coefficients, etc.,
at each defocus setting. As such, it is well suited for mapping design
variability within the common process window. As long as resist
behavior is smooth within the defocus region of interest, such an
implementation of ILT should require minimal recalibration of the resist
process.
Methods: A set of calibration structures will be prepared and printed
for one or more layers of a 65nm process. These structures will be
printed at nominal focus and at least two additional defocus
conditions. Following SEM measurement, resist calibration will be
performed, and the predictive capability of the resulting calibration will
be documented. In the next phase of the study, the calibrated model
will be tested to predict pattern fidelity in the interior of the predicted
process window, for a set of target features of a pattern that are
measured at various focus levels. In this initial study, the
measurements will be taken from a fabricated wafer with a typical
matrix of exposure and defocus pairs.

6154-80, Poster Session
Resolution enhancement technology using an
apodization theory application
S. Park, Hanyang Univ. (South Korea); S. Shim, N. Choi, J. Kim,
Seoul National Univ. (South Korea); H. K. Oh, Hanyang Univ. (South
Korea)
Research of this technology, RET(Resolution Enhancement
Techniques), is material to possible developing ULSI(Ultra Large Scale
Integration) in semiconductor industry. At the present time, RET as
immersion get the limelight and the research of RET is very active.
In this paper, a new RET method, an apodization theory, to improve
the resolution in lithography is suggested.
Apodization is well known as a resolution-improving method in optics.
It attempts to enhance the resolution by adjusting both the
transmittance of light going through the aperture and the phase so
that the bandwidth of 0th-order light is reduced, and the maxima of
1st and other higher orders are simultaneously reduced. Apodization
means that the 1st-order maximum in the diffraction fringe on the
image plane after light goes through an aperture is reduced and that
the 0th-order maximum is affected, so that the resolution is eventually
enhanced.
This research make certain of that possibility of lithography process
application of apodization theory and effect of resolution
enchancement by using simulation tool in the cause of application in
RET using apodization theory.
And we investigate application method in RET using apodization
theory by using scattering bar application method.  We investigate
that how less than resolution enhancement and in fact of how the
range of resolution each of wavelength by using simulation tool and
scattering bar application method.
In addition we research that appodization application method settles
various difficult problems by contact of chermical materials by using
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immersion technology, bubble problem by continual lithography and
beam-path control by depth.
In this research, we investigate that how less than resolution
enhancement by application possibility and activity method of
lithography process using apodization theory.  And  we research to
problems by using immersion technology.  In conclusion, enhanced
resolution is possible with the apodization method by controlling the
transmittance of masks to achieve super resolution for patterns
smaller than 70nm.

6154-81, Poster Session
Performance study of chromeless phase lithography
mask for the 65-nm node and beyond
Y. Kojima, T. Ohshima, K. Chiba, T. Konishi, Toppan Printing Co.,
Ltd. (Japan)
Chromeless Phase Lithography (CPL) is one of resolution
enhancement technologies (RET) for 65nm node and beyond. CPL
has various advantages such as use of a single reticle, and lack of the
pattern displacement and CD error caused by the intensity imbalance.
The achievement of high resolution is expected with the combination
of High NA and off-axis illumination (OAI) in 193nm lithography. It is
known that CPL can flexibly change its structure through gate pitch.
There are various kinds of structure, such as pure CPL, Zebra, Rim,
and Stripe. And there are also various kinds of scattering bar depends
on gate pitch.
In this work, we estimated mask error enhancement factor (MEEF),
Intensity contrast, and the process window of each CPL structure by
rigorous 3D mask electro-magnetic field simulation on mask
topographies. To achieve resolution of mask pattern with these
structures, improvement of mask-making accuracy becomes more
important. Therefore, the impact of mask-making error was studied
and the error margin was estimated. And we show the most effective
through-pitch CPL structure.

6154-82, Poster Session
Optimization of chromeless phase mask by
comparing scattering bars with zebra patterns
H. Kang, D. Shin, H. Jeong, Hanyang Univ. (South Korea); S. Kim,
Samsung Electronics Semiconductor (South Korea); C. Lee,
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea); H. Oh, Hanyang Univ.
(South Korea)
Resolution enhancement technology (RET) refer to techniques that
extend the usable resolution of an imaging system without decreasing
the wavelength of light or increasing the numerical aperture (NA) of
the imaging tool. Off-axis illumination (OAI) and phase shift mask
(PSM) are essentially accompanied with optical proximity correction
(OPC) for most devices nowadays. In general, these three techniques
do not work in isolation and the most aggressive mainstream
lithography approaches use combinations of all RETs. In fact, OAI and
PSM are essentially useless for typical chip-manufacturing
applications unless accompanied by OPC.
For low k1 imaging, strong OAI such as Quasar or dipole illumination
types is the best. We used dipole illumination in this study. By using
strong OAI, the amplitude of the 0th order is decreased and the
amplitude of the 1st order is increased.
In CPL that uses only 180 degrees phase-shifter on transparent glass
without chromium film to define light-shielding region, destructive
interference between light transmitted through the 0 degree and 180
degrees regions produces dark images. To obtain the best resolution,
proper OPC is required with CPL. While the most common and
straightforward application of OPC is to simply move absorber edges
on the mask by giving simple mask bias, the interesting and important
additional technique is the use of scattering bars. Also, we can use
zebra patterns for the transmission control. Mask intensity
transmission changes can impact the image quality. Zebra patterns
are formed by adding chromium transverse features. The transmission
will be controlled by the zebra pattern density. Technology node with

ArF source is studied and the mask optimization is found to be a
critical. And the linewidth of scattering bars, transmission and phase
are varied at line and space (L/S) patterns. We used 65 nm node 5 L/S
and 40 nm node isolated line pattern. In order to optimize the zebra
patterns density, we need to control the line width and pitch of the
zebra patterns. The other condition control is the same as the
scattering bars..
For dense line and isolated line, the use of scattering bars and zebra
patterns affected target critical dimension. We found out the better
process window at 65 nm node 5 L/S by comparing the use of
scattering bars with zebra patterns. Likewise, we optimized the 40 nm
node isolated line..

6154-84, Poster Session
Application of super-diffraction lithography (SDL) for
an actual device fabrication
S. Nakao, I. Kanai, A. Nakae, J. Sakai, K. Narimatsu, K. Suko,
Renesas Technology Corp. (Japan)
Application of SDL (Super Diffraction Lithography) [1] for an actual
device pattern formation has been studied intensively. Imaging
characteristics of typical two-dimensional patterns are evaluated
under the optical conditions of KrF, NA=0.82, quadruple illumination.
Minimum usable pattern sizes in various types of patterns are similar
to or smaller than those in conventional imaging, which utilizes an
Atten-PSM. As a result, it is confirmed that, by the application of SDL,
90 nm rule SoC device patterns can be formed by single exposure
with KrF wavelength.
In last 20005’s this symposium, the concept of SDL has been
proposed as an extension of a sharp fine dark line image formation
between a pair of bright lines in dark field, which needs double
exposure to erase undesired pattern [2]. In SDL, fully opaque area at
outside of a pair of bright lines is replaced by attenuating non-phase-
shifting (Atten-NPS) area [3], resulting in a pattern formation with
single exposure without much degradation of imaging performance.
This SDL method has been evaluated with one-dimensional patterns
and the concept has been proved [1]. In this paper, first, mask size
optimization evaluating DOF, MEEF is carried out for isolated line
patterns that is main target of this technique. Then, imaging
characteristics of SDL are studied in formation of typical two-
dimensional patterns. Image calculation conditions are shown in the
followings; wavelength=248nm, NA=0.82, quadrupole illumination.
First, imaging characteristics of isolated line are investigated in detail.
Widths of mask pattern, i.e., width of a central dark line and that of a
bright line in the pair, are varied to cover parameters matrix. Then,
image properties such as CD, image slope are evaluated for each
matrix point. In the case that a transmission of Atten-NPS is 15% and
central dark line is composed of 6% Atten-PSM, DOF can become
larger than 0.5um for wide area of the matrix space at the case that
image CD is around 80 nm. MEEF also becomes small value of 0.6-
1.2. By this detail evaluation, superior performance of SDL in isolated
line formation is strongly reconfirmed.
Next, as an evaluation of typical two-dimensional pattern, imaging of
an isolated line-end is investigated. In SDL, line-end is surrounded by
the same width space on mask. Images formed by this mask
configuration are compared with those formed with simply ended
Atten-PSM line. In conventional and non-OPC case, image line width
in the vicinity of a line-end becomes narrower than that in continuing
line. In contrast of this, in SDL, line width does not become narrow to
just on the end. Hence, no complex OPC is needed for a line-end of
isolated line. Then, minimum separation of line-end batting of isolated
lines is evaluated. In mask pattern, a narrow bright gap is introduced
in continuous line for breaking one line into two. The minimum
separation may become ∼110nm at a line width of ∼85nm. This
minimum is sufficiently small for a typical 90nm rule device.
Then, formation of a gate pattern in SRAM is investigated. The pattern
is a typical one, which looks like straight lines with a few gaps along
the lines. Space widths between the lines are not the same such that
there are a wide and a narrow space. For the wide space, Attten-NPS
area is inserted which consists of two fine lines with narrow
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separation. Cell size for this 6 transistors SRAM is ∼1.0um2 that is
typical for 90nm rule SoC. By KrF exposure, this SRAM gate pattern
can be formed with DOF larger than 0.4um for active gate length of
∼80 nm.
SDL can be successfully extended for two-dimensional patterns. By
this technique, 90nm rule SoC devices can be manufactured by KrF
single exposure, while these devices are manufactured by using ArF
exposure for critical layers. As a conclusion, this technique will
become a mainstream in optical lithography for SoC device
fabrication.

6154-85, Poster Session
DOF enhancement for contact holes by using
Nikon’s CDP option and its introduction into
production
L. Armellin, V. E. Dureuil, L. Nuel, Altis Semiconductor (France); V.
Salvetat, Nikon Precision Europe GmbH (France); W. W. Meier, Nikon
Precison Europe GmbH (Germany)
Historically, the primary methods used to achieve the industries ever-
tightening resolution requirements, were reduction of exposure
wavelength and increased projection lens NA. Today however, photo
engineers are pushing optical lithography well beyond the realm of
what was once considered practical.
Specific scanner exposure tool features have to be implemented to
achieve the aggressive imaging objectives.
One such example is to use focus drilling to expand the depth of
focus for contact layers. This paper describes the implementation of
focus drilling through the Continuous DOF expansion Procedure
(CDP). In CDP, the wafer is tilted along the scanning direction, while
the wafer stage continuously moves upward or downward during
exposure. CDP technology provides an enhanced process window
with initial data showing a 35% improvement in DOF for 250-nm
contact holes. It also eliminates the need for double exposures and
therefore maintains high throughput, comparable to standard wafer
exposure.
In this paper we will describe the process integration background of
implementation of CDP over severe wafer topography. The process
windows with different CDP ranges are evaluated and the impact on
Iso-Dense bias is reported. For production tool imaging performance
must be the same using all available tools, so CDP tool to tool
matching performance is evaluated and reported. Similarly for
productivity this study reports the throughput obtained with high
quality imaging performance.

6154-86, Poster Session
Model-based placement and optimization of
subresolution assist features
L. S. Melvin III, B. D. Painter, L. D. Barnes, Synopsys, Inc.
Sub-resolution assist features have been instrumental in improving
through-process robustness at advanced design nodes.  Assist
features have generally been placed and adjusted according to
heuristic rules, the complexity of which increases rapidly as process
nodes shrink.  Going forward, a model-based approach to assist
feature placement may be necessary to take full advantage of assist
features.
There are many ways in which model-based methods can be used to
improve the lithographic performance of assist features; we
investigate several here.  Process models are employed to: 1) derive
optimal rules for initial AF placements in a rule-based process, 2)
resolve mask rule violations in optimal ways, and 3) make post-
placement corrections of mask sites with poor behavior.  In this paper,
we demonstrate improved through-process behavior using these
model-based assist feature techniques.

6154-87, Poster Session
The investigation of 193-nm CPL 3D topology mask
effect on wafer process performance
Y. F. Cheng, Y. L. Chou, C. H. Yang, United Microelectronics Corp.
(Taiwan)
As semiconductor process technology moves down below 90nm and
65nm, the 193nm CPL (Chromeless Phase Lithography) technology
becomes an important lithography strategy for process improvement
on critical layers. In addition to the demand for very tight mask CD
control, for a dry-etched process, there are two critical factors that
can have significant impact on wafer CD control and window
performance. They are etch-depth control (phase) through feature
pitch and overall etch slope profile. Both affect image quality and the
final overlapped process window.
By studying the effect of a 3D topology CPL mask on the process
window and wafer CD in a 300mm wafer-manufacturing environment,
we can understand the impact of phase and 3D mask profile on
process performance. The sidewall angle of 3D topology CPL mask
has great impact on wafer CD on a high NA (193nm scanner)
exposure tool. The CD sensitivity of sidewall angle on 3D CPL mask is
∼1.5nm/degree on real printing wafer and seriously affect the common
window (through pitch feature). Hence, good sidewall angle uniformity
control is necessary on 193nm CPL technology. 1.5 degrees
difference sidewall angle on whole 3D CPL mask must be kept for
lightly common window impact. Besides, the quartz depth
optimization also plays important role for common window
improvement on 193nm CPL technology. Although the non-optimal
quartz depth has lightly CD impact on printing wafer, it cause focus
center tilt on different pitch patterns and reduce the common window.
Understanding the behavior of 193nm CPL technology not only help
improve common window but also establish more effective
specifications of phase and profile control on 193nm CPL mask
between mask shop and wafer fabs.

6154-88, Poster Session
Robust double-exposure flow for memory
J. W. Park, Mentor Graphics Corp.; Y. Kang, I. Kim, S. Suh,
SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
Rapidly decreasing critical dimension is demanding new RET
technologies like PSMgate, customized strong off-axis, and Double
Exposure.
Among them, Double Exposure is becoming a stronger candidate as
throughput issue is getting better because of exposure tool’s
enhancement.
Indeed, immersion is not fully ready and many semiconductor
manufacturing company want to extend their exposure tools for sub
55nm process.
So, Double Exposure has been studied for a long time and suggested
by many lithographers for sub 55nm process.
For Logic device, it has many challenges to make Double Exposure
work like need for model based layer decomposition.
But for Memory device like DRAM and FLASH, there is a good way to
make Double Exposure flow robust because its design is not that
random like Logic Device. In this paper, we will investigate and show
how to implement robotic Double Exposure using two typical Double
Exposure illumination combination, Dipole-Ann and Double Dipole.

6154-90, Poster Session
Contact-hole process window improved by assistant
features with FLEX function on KrF
C. Chiang, C. Shih, W. B. Wu, Nanya Technology Corp. (Taiwan)
The application of assist features to contact features can enhance the
through pitch common depth of focus. However, this must be done
with consideration to the FLEX function amplitude that can occur.
There is a delicate trade-off that must be considered when
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determining the best strategy to be applied. Fortunately, combined
two well-know techniques into whole new contact features process
successfully and deeper depth of focus (improved 60% DOF) was
obtained. The only one disadvantage is about CD uniformity getting
worse while FLEX function amplitude increased. However, there are
no impacts to throughput and overlay control. In this study, expend
the KrF tools’ production life successfully and lead to produce
already.

6154-91, Poster Session
One method to monitor Nikon scanner PPD function
and some reticle surface particle detect machine
W. Yang, Y. Lin, C. Huang, United Microelectronics Corp. (Taiwan)
In the lithography process, particles that fall on the reticle during
exposure cause frame defocus, abnormal CD, and even low yield.
This issue is more and more important in 90nm, 60nm, and 45nm
processes.Nikon scanners have a pellicle particle detector (PPD)
function that detects particles on the reticle surface before and after
exposure. But how do you make sure the PPD function is working?
And is the PPD sensitivity what you want? Until now, there has been
no method to monitor this issue. Even Nikon and other mask shops
could not provide a monitoring method.We offer an easy method that
not only makes sure that the PPD function is working, but also
monitors the sensitivity you want. The method is to make a monitor
reticle by laying a hair on the reticle surface. If the position on the
reticle with a hair triggers all alarms with C grade during PPD
examination, we say this PPD function is ready because the width of
the hair is about 75 um, and this is just the desired size. According to
a process engineer, if a particle falls on the reticle, and its size is
smaller than 80um, then the product is safe. So, if the PPD function is
too sensitive, a 10um or 20um particle might trigger an alarm, but this
is a false alarm and not what we need. If the PPD function is not
sensitive enough, for example, if a 150um particle causes no alarm,
the product will be at risk of needing to be reworked and even low
yield. Making some particles about 80um on the reticle and making
sure these particles will be detected during PPD exam is what we
need. It is difficult to make an ideal particle on a reticle; even Nikon
and the mask shops could not do this. We found that the width of
human hair is about 75um and it is possible to lay out a hair on a
reticle and consider the hair’s position to make this monitor reticle.
One should choose a hair with good width uniformity and use an OM
machine to confirm the width. The width is about 75um. The design of
the layout position is according to the PPD scan direction and its
hardware behavior. It can detect all areas of the reticle surface and will
not miss. We chose hairs with good width uniformity and used an OM
machine to check the width. The human hairs were about 75um in
width. Alumina tape was used to fix the hair in the side of the reticle,
because alumina tape will not outgas during reticle transfer for a long
time. The best method to prevent defocus and abnormal CD is to
make sure that there are no particles on the reticle before exposure.
So we design a monitor reticle with ideal particles on the exposure
area of the reticle surface. This monitor reticle not only verifies
whether the PPD function worked, but also monitors the sensitivity.
This monitoring method can prevent some confusion that might be
due to the reticle particle effect during exposure, because particles
bigger than 75um will be detected before exposure.If the PPD
function does not work or is not sensitive enough, this layout method
can easily detect it because the design of the layout position is
according to the PPD scan direction and its hardware behavior. It can
detect all areas of the reticle surface and will not miss.This monitor
reticle can also be used in other reticle particle detection machines.

6154-92, Poster Session
LIS design approach for optimum efficiency
L. Ryzhikov, Y. Vladimirsky, ASML Netherlands B.V.
This paper presents an approach to Laser Illumination System (LIS)
efficiency optimization for High Numerical Aperture (NA) Micro-
Lithography exposure tools. In order to provide maximum efficiency,

especially for high NA systems, a number of conditions have been
taken into consideration:
Etendue law for two sets of conjugate planes:
pupils -Field Forming Element (FFE) and Relay lens aperture stop and
images - Pupil Forming Element (PFE), Relay lens object plane and
reticle plane Proper relations between transverse and longitudinal
dimensions of optical path:requirement to minimize (or eliminate) an
overfill of illumination planes achieved by a rule that divergence of a
beam incident onto the diffractive element has to be ∼5 to 10 times
smaller compared with that of diffracted beam  pre-NA/NA∼1:10 ratio
Laser light coherence management by overlap of individual exposure
fields generated from different parts of the laser beam segmentation
of the laser beam into sufficient number of subfields and proper
subfield superimpose
Light polarization management by positioning polarizing optical
elements in proper planes of the LIS
Flexible illumination partial coherence (PC) management by proper
design of diffractive  elements constituting PDE  and LIS Zoom
systems Optical properties of illumination relay and condenser
subsystems have to be matched in order to minimize: pupil ellipticity,
field vigneting, and non-telecentricity Individual importance of listed
conditions and their parameters will be explained and discussed.

6154-94, Poster Session
Active spectral control of DUV-light sources for OPE
minimization
W. J. Dunstan, R. N. Jacques, R. J. Rafac, R. Rao, F. Trintchouk,
Cymer, Inc.
The variation of CD with pitch, or Optical Proximity Effect (OPE), in an
imaging system shows a behavior that is characteristic of the imaging
and process conditions and is sensitive to variations in those
conditions. Maintaining stable process conditions can improve the
effectiveness of mask Optical Proximity Correction (OPC). One of the
factors which affects the OPE is the spectral bandwidth of the light
source. To date, passive bandwidth stabilization techniques have
been effective in meeting OPE control requirements. However, future
tighter OPE specifications will require advanced bandwidth control
techniques. This paper describes developments in active stabilization
of bandwidth in Cymer XLA and 7010 lasers. State of the art on board
metrology, used to accurately measure E95 bandwidth, has enabled a
new array of active control solutions to be deployed. Advanced
spectral engineering techniques, including sophisticated control
algorithms, are used to stabilize and regulate the bandwidth of the
light source while maintaining other key performance specifications.

6154-95, Poster Session
Imaging interferometric lithography 244-nm testbed
S. Smolev, A. Frauenglass, A. Biswas, S. R. J. Brueck, The Univ. of
New Mexico
The minimum half-pitch for optical lithography is given by the well-
known equation, CD=0.25λ/(n*sin θ). For 244-nm exposures tool and
an NA of 0.9, the minimum accessible half-pitch is 68-nm. For an
imaging system, the ultimate resolution does not reach this level as a
result of the need to capture the information in the pattern-dependent
sidebands around the fundamental frequency. That limits minimum
accessible half-pitch to ∼ 75-nm. Typically, resolution enhancement
techniques such as optical proximity correction (OPC) and phase-shift
masks (PSM) are necessary to approach this resolution.
Imaging Interferometric Lithography (IIL), combining off-axis
illumination (OAI) at the limits of the pupil with pupil-plane filters (PPF),
to ensure a uniform frequency-space coverage and multiple
exposures covering different regions of spatial frequency-space, is a
relatively new imaging concept that provides an approach to
accessing fundamental, linear-systems-resolution limits of optics, with
simple binary chrome-on-glass masks without any requirement for
OPC or PSM. IIL eases many of the constraints of conventional
optical lithography and offers a path to the ultimate resolution limits of
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optics of CDs ∼ λ/3NA (NA=n*sinθ for immersion) for arbitrary
patterns. Thus, IIL is similar to quadrupole OAI with a small partial
coherence for each off-axis beam oriented along the principal (x, y)
axes of a Manhattan geometry pattern to maximize the spatial
frequency capture. The x- and y-axis spatial frequencies are covered
with separate OAI exposures. The choice of proper polarization for the
high spatial frequency components dramatically improves the image
contrast and the resist patterns and will become a critical issue as
NAs are increased with the use of liquid immersion.
In quadrupole (and double-exposure dipole) OAI each of the
exposures redundantly covers the same low-frequency information,
while the high-frequencies are covered only in individual exposures.
PPF can be used to eliminate these multiple coverages and provide a
uniform transfer function and an improved image.
We have constructed a 22× reduction IIL testbed using a 244-nm, cw
Ar-ion laser source and a small-field 0.9-NA lens. Demonstrations of
printing Manhattan 113-, 100- and 86-nm (k1 ∼ 0.32) half-pitch
patterns are reported. Good imaging was achieved with simple binary,
WYSIWYG, chrome-on-glass masks without the use of any additional
RETs. Experiments are currently underway to evaluate the resolution
limit of the system.
Extension to smaller patterns can be evaluated using the scaling
equation CD∝λ/NA. Switching to a 193-nm source and a 1.3 NA (for
H2O immersion) leads directly to 61-nm half-pitch from 113-nm, 55-
nm from 100-nm and ∼45-nm half-pitch from 86-nm - again without
the need for any mask-based RETs - PSM or OPC.
The essential point is that robust imaging for a 45-nm half-pitch is
available using IIL without any additional mask-based RETs. The
implication is that IIL will allow minimization of the use of mask-based
RETs, thereby reducing mask cost.

6154-96, Poster Session
Effects of beam pointing instability on two-beam
interferometric lithography
Y. Fan, A. Bourov, B. W. Smith, Rochester Institute of Technology
In a photolithographic system, the mask patterns are imaged through
a set of lenses on a resist-coated wafer. The image of mask patterns
physically can be viewed as the interference of the plane waves of the
diffraction spectrum captured by the lens set incident on the wafer
plane at a spectrum of angles. Two-beam interference fringe is the
simplest format of the image. Consequently, two-beam interferometric
lithography is often employed for photolithographic researches.  For
two-beam interferometric lithography, beam pointing instability of the
illumination source can induce fringe displacement, which results in a
loss of fringe contrast if it happens during the exposure. Since some
extent of beam pointing instability is not avoidable, it is necessary to
investigate its effects on the contrast of the interference fringe. In this
paper, the effects of beam pointing instability associated with a two-
beam interferometric lithography setup are analyzed. Using
geometrical ray tracing technique and basic interference theory, the
relationship between the beam tilt angle and interference fringe
displacement is established. For a beam pointing instability with
random distribution, the resulted fringe contrast is directly
proportional to the Fourier transform of the pointing distribution
evaluated at 1/2pi. The effect of a pointing instability with normal
distribution on interference contrast is numerically investigated.

6154-97, Poster Session
Beam shaping elements with polarizing functionality
for 193 nm
P. Triebel, M. Cumme, D. Mademann, M. Schrenk, P. W. Weissbrodt,
JENOPTIK Laser, Optik, Systeme GmbH (Germany)
For the improvement of the resolution of optical lithography, the
optimization of intensity distribution and polarization of the
illumination becomes evident. The use of diffractive structures for
polarization and intensity control offers high flexibility combined with
excellent optical properties.

The fabrication of diffractive structures with high-resolution electron-
beam-lithography enables the fabrication of diffractive structures for
the DUV spectral range. Our approach for polarization beam shaping
uses the assembly of two diffractive surfaces merged into one
element. The first surface is a special designed polarizing element that
separates the orthogonal polarization states in different solid angles.
Depending on the incident polarization state, this element produces a
first or a zero diffraction order. The degree of polarization of the
different diffraction orders is better than 90%.
The second surface is an adapted diffractive beam shaping element.
The polarizing structures were designed with the rigorous coupled
wave analysis (RCWA). Wave-optical design algorithms were used for
the polarization separated beam shaping e.g. quadrupole and annular
illumination modes.
The modelling as well as the fabrication technology and optical
measurements will be discussed.

6154-98, Poster Session
High-throughput homogenizers for hyper-NA
illumination systems
L. Aschke, H. Ganser, M. Darscht, Y. Miklyaev, D. Hauschild, LIMO
Lissotschenko Mikrooptik GmbH (Germany)
Uniform illumination of the mask plays an important role in current
exposure tools and will be even more challenging for hyper-NA
systems. Arrays of refractive microoptics are the ideal solution for high
transmission homogenising elements since these arrays can provide
very steep intensity profiles (top hat and other profiles) and do not
suffer from zero order losses like diffractive elements. We will discuss
monolithic elements based on crossed cylindrical lenses with a fill
factor close to 100%. We will show simulations and measurements
which prove that microoptic arrays can be produced which provide a
uniformity of the homogenized laser light of significantly better than
1% P-V at numerical apertures above 0.3.
Refractive microoptic arrays do not change the polarization state of
the transmitted light which is an important prerequisite in immersion
exposure tools. LIMO homogenizer sets are manufactured from fused
silica and Calcium fluoride thus they are suitable for all DUV
wavelengths at highest laser fluxes.
LIMO can produce free form surfaces on monolithic arrays larger than
200 mm with high precision and reproducibility.  We will present
surface test methods and the final UV tests, guaranteeing the
performance for the applications. Data gained with these tests will be
shown with regard to: meeting the design parameters, reproducibility
over one wafer and reproducibility in large lots.
New concepts of “ready to use” pre alingned homogizer modules will
be presented and finally we will show results of new refractive
elements which provide additional functionality like e.g. hexagonal
fields or poles. Applications are for example pre homogenization and
pupil filling in illumination systems.

6154-99, Poster Session
GT40A: durable 45-W ArF injection-lock laser light
source for dry/immersion lithography
T. Yamazaki, Gigaphoton Inc. (Japan)
193-nm lithography has been well-established as a key technology for
90-65 nm node. Even lithography of under-45 nm node is promising
by combined with ArF-immersion technology spotlighted as the
enabling technology.
To respond this trend, a remarkable progress has been made in the
development of ArF excimer lasers for mass production which operate
at more than 4 kHz with very narrow bandwidth of below 0.2 pm
(FWHM) to cope with high NA, high throughput scanners. Moreover,
chamber lifetime of around 20 billion pulses is expected to achieve
low CoO.
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Gigaphoton has already reported that we succeeded in development
of very durable 4 kHz ArF excimer laser, model GT40A, which has 40
W output power, spectral bandwidth less than 0.2 pm (FWHM), and
chamber lifetime of approx. 20 billion pulses. In order to achieve
higher performance and higher durability at over 2 kHz operation even
with low CoO, we apply “injection lock technology” which was proven
to use 157 nm laser since 1998.
In this paper, we report on the lifetime and reliability performance over
20 billion level pulses at 4 kHz, 48W operation. Also we’ll report
detailed performance in energy, spectrum and wavelength.

6154-100, Poster Session
Structure and optical property of large-size CaF2
single crystals grown by the CZ method
I. Masada, T. Nawata, T. Date, T. Mabuchi, E. Nishijima, Tokuyama
Corp. (Japan); T. Fukuda, Tohoku Univ. (Japan); Y. Inui, Tokuyama
Corp. (Japan)
Calcium fluoride (CaF2) single crystal shows excellent transparency
and laser durability in the deep ultra-violet (DUV) region as compared
with the synthetic quarts glass, and this is one of the most suitable
lens materials for the dry and immersion ArF lithography systems. We
succeeded in growing the large size and high quality CaF2 single
crystals with diameter of over 300mm and both <111\> and <100\>
orientation by means of the Czochralski (CZ) method.
The refractive index homogeneity is one of the most important optical
properties required for the lithography lens material. Particularly, the
residual homogeneity which is a high-order refractive index
distribution after subtraction of Zernike 36 coefficient is very
important, and is affected to the flare of projection image. Namely, the
residual homogeneity is a refractive index distribution component
which is difficult to correct by the lens design and processing.
The vein-like striations were observed in the residual homogeneity
pattern for the CaF2 single crystals by the CZ method. The structure
of CaF2 single crystal correlating with the residual homogeneity is
characterized by using the reflection X-ray topography. It is observed
that the structure of CaF2 single crystal composed with sub-grains
parted by the small-angle tilt boundaries. The sub-grains are grown
along the growth direction. It is understood that the large angle tilt
type boundaries among the domains are composed of small sub-
grains corresponding to the vein-like striations. In other words, less
the tilt type boundaries in CaF2 single crystal becomes, higher the
residual homogeneity becomes.
We are investigating to solve the formation mechanism of sub-grain
structure and trying to grow high crystalline CaF2 single crystal which
shows excellent optical homogeneity. And we are analyzing the crystal
structure of CaF2 and investigating the relationship between the
structure and several optical properties for providing high quality
CaF2 single crystal material.

6154-102, Poster Session
Benchmark of numerical versus analytical proximity
curve calculations
R. Köhle, C. Bodendorf, W. Hoppe, Infineon Technologies AG
(Germany)
For the technology development of microlithography various optical
simulation tools are established as a planning and development tool.
Depending on the application, various numerical approximation
schemes are used to tradeoff accuracy versus speed. Determining the
correct numerical setting is often a tricky task as it is a compromise
between these two contrary properties.
In our study, we compare the numerical accuracy of two optical
simulators, Solid-C as a representative for simulators for technology
development and a design-for-manufacturing and optical proximity
correction (OPC) tool. The OPC tool uses a coherent filter kernel
approximation for performing fast simulations. As a measure for the
simulation accuracy, we use the root-mean-square error criterion of a
linearity curve compared to an analytical reference simulation.

For being able to benchmark the simulation tools, we first establish a
reference calculation. For simple process assumptions such as scalar,
no lens- or illumination pupil apodization and a circular or annular
illumination source, it is possible to derive an analytical expression of
the aerial image using the Hopkins framework for partial coherent
imaging. For the case of more complex lithographic settings including
vectorial imaging and defocus aberrations numerical approximations
cannot be avoided. However, we can determine a reference with a
sufficiently high accuracy by using a suitable integration scheme. The
key parameter that control the numerical accuracy of the results are
• the aerial image sampling resolution,
• the resolution of the illumination source or equivalently the optical
range, and
• the number of eigenvectors used for the coherent systems
approximation.
The evaluation consists of two scenarios. At first, we compare the
scalar image with the analytical reference for various numerical
resolution settings. Then, we will compute the mean square CD error
of the major ITRS nodes 90nm, 65nm and 45nm with a suitable
reference setting.
The result of the analysis will give some guidance for the required
simulation accuracy and settings for future technology nodes. Due to
the increase in the coherence of the illumination for future nodes,
interference effects on the waver increase in range requiring higher
accuracy settings for OPC and simulation.

6154-103, Poster Session
Evaluation of partial coherent imaging using the
transfer function in immersion lithography
M. Jung, E. Kwak, H. Oh, Hanyang Univ. (South Korea); S. Shin, N.
Choi, J. Kim, Seoul National Univ. (South Korea)
The desired minimum feature size is decreasing for the future
technology nodes. Immersion lithography has been actively pursued
as a method of extending the resolution of optical lithography beyond
65 nm mode. Immersion lithography and hyper-NA impact the
selection and optimization of the various resolution enhancement
techniques. As the line width on target is narrower, the fine-line
structure will no longer be discernible.
 With immersion lithography, vector diffraction effects become more
significant. Through the use of partially coherent illumination, partial
first diffraction order information can be captured by the lens,
resulting in imaging capability. Therefore, partial coherent illumination
is desired as feature size is smaller in immersion lithography and
resolution beyond limit is made possible.
For partially coherent imaging, the concept of a transfer function can
be utilized. The MTF is a function of spatial frequency. The impact of
charge in the degree of partial coherence can be evaluated for any
spatial frequency. The concepts of the transfer function can be
extended to partially coherent imaging. The transfer function provides
an informative appraisal of optical system. A transfer function is
commonly referred to as a transmission cross coefficient (TCC). A
partially coherent transfer function must include a unique description
of both the illumination and the pupil. So, we expect that resolution is
closely related to TCC. We studied image formation through the TCC
in various PSM.
The degree of partial coherence is conventionally measured as the
ratio of effective source size to full objective aperture size or the ratio
of condenser lens NA to objective lens NA. The theory of partial
coherence provides a framework for describing image formation. The
degree of coherence of the illumination has a strong effect on the
image formation. Also, the resulting image depends on the NA.
The fidelity of different patterns is varied by different visibility with
difference angles and the optimum illumination (σ, NA) for every
feature size and type. There exists a unique optimum value that allows
the greatest image improvement in immersion lithography. We studied
the theory of the TCC and the effect of coherent using the theory and
simulation tool. We simulated the effects of partial coherence on
immersion lithography using various PSM.
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6154-104, Poster Session
Heterogeneous diffusion model for simulation of
resist process
C. Lim, J. Park, S. Kim, H. Kim, S. Moon, Hynix Semiconductor Inc.
(South Korea)
Speed and accuracy are the two vital goals for lithographic simulation
that must be achieved all the time. These requirements are more
significant if we consider that accuracy of OPC procedure is mostly
relying on that of simulation model for better CD prediction
performance. In the mean time, as k1 factor decreases further,
simulation error tends to be increased and as design rule of
semiconductor chips decreases, more and more tight CD control is
required for yield management. Therefore more accurate simulation
model for lithographic patterning is mandatory for OPC while keeping
its calculating speed as fast as possible. Lithographic modeling is
basically consisted of two parts, one is the modeling of optical image
formation which is quite straight-forward and accurate, and the other
is the very problematic modeling of resist process. Two kinds of
approaches have been made on resist modeling. Those are a full
resist process modeling with reasonable physical implications and
slightly empirically oriented simplified modeling way. As one of such
simplified approaches, diffused aerial image model (DAIM) was
contrived for simulation and OPC purposes by Ahn et. al. Though it
has been proved to be very beneficial in real implementation,
simulation errors nowadays is hard to minimize in consequence of
rapid reduction in k1 factor and feature size.
We check the simulation accuracy of DAIM first. Experiment and
simulated results of various patterns in 70nm gate layer are compared
directly. Experiment result does not agreed well with any simulation
results based on aerial image or diffused image best fitted though. It
is apparent that no good simulation result can be achieved with DAIM.
We supposed that several important changes have been made to the
photo resist from the time of DAIM invention. Most importantly
formulations of chemical amplified resists (CAR) get much
complicated now. Plural species of PAGs and acid quenchers are
included in the resist composition for better performance. For
example, two to three types of PAGs having different proton mobility
are mixed up in a single resist. In order to improve the line edge
roughness and standing wave effect character of resist, it is required a
very mobile PAG which can travel sufficiently long range, though
better resolution is expected by large sized so less mobile one. We
upgrade diffused aerial image model by considering this
heterogeneous diffusion effect of different species of PAGs. As a
result, we can get a well matched simulation results by this
heterogeneous diffusion model. CD prediction Performance of this
new model will be reported with the brief theoretical background.

6154-105, Poster Session
Three-dimensional simulation of mask-induced
polarization effect on imaging in immersion
lithography
E. Kwak, K. D. Kim, M. R. Jung, H. K. Oh, Hanyang Univ. (South
Korea)
The aerial image depends on the polarization state that is induced
mask property. So the degree of polarization (DoP) change induced by
the mask has become serious concern in high NA lithography.
Immersion lithography can enhance the resolution without the basic
change in wavelength of the light source.
 The plane waves diffracted by the mask pass through the projection
lens in immersion lithography. We know that the polarization status
after the mask is changed. So the polarization state of plane wave
coming into the projection lens and into the water is also changed.
This polarization effect is calculated for different conditions of mask
and water. We simulated -1th or 0th of the incident plane waves that
pass through the projection lens system and water, and we analyzed
the result. The states of incident plane waves in immersion lithography
were studied to compare with the states of incident plane waves in
dry lithography.

We calculated the change of polarization states induced by different
materials and different thicknesses of mask with the refractive
indexes. The calculated aerial images show the influence of the
materials of the mask, the types of mask, the thickness of the mask,
and the pitch of the mask. The result also shows that the polarization
change induced by the mask depends strongly on the types and
materials of mask, and the angles of incidence of the incident plane
waves.

6154-106, Poster Session
Simulation of dense contact hole (k1=0.35) arrays
with 193-nm immersion lithography
A. M. Biswas, A. K. Raub, S. R. J. Brueck, The Univ. of New Mexico;
Y. A. Borodovsky, G. A. Allen, Intel Corp.
The resolution limits of optical lithography are usually described by
the well-known Raleigh criterion, CD= K1 (λ/NA).  One of the biggest
challenges in the optical lithography is to reliably print contact holes
patterns with K1 ∼ 0.35 using hyper NA system especially for relatively
small (n Å∼ n) arrays. The (λ/NA) scaling of CD also breaks down for
large NA values due to polarization effect. For an isolated hole, n = 1
and large arrays, n ≤ 15, the spectral content are relatively easy to
capture within the NA of the imaging lens. The most difficult situation
is for small arrays (n ≈ 2, 3, 4) where the spectral features are broader
and more difficult to capture for a given NA.  The patterning of contact
holes also suffers small dose tolerance and high mask error
enhancement factor (MEEF) as both the feature and array sizes
decrease.
A detailed PROLITHTM vector simulation study will be reported for
three different approaches to printing, isolated contact holes and
small to large contact hole arrays with a K1 of 0.35 and NAs of 1.05
and 1.3: 1) imaging interferometric lithography (IIL, with a single mask
and multiple exposures incorporating pupil plane filters), 2) two-
exposure dipole illumination, and 3) alternating phase shift masks (alt-
PSM). Only the IIL scheme is capable of printing smaller (n ≥ 10)
arrays of contact holes patterns at the limits of the NA (e.g. a K1 of
0.35). The lithographic response becomes polarization sensitive at the
large propagation angles necessary to image finer patterns using a
193-nm source with immersion hyper-NAs. This requires that the high
spatial frequencies in the x- and y-directions be printed with
orthogonal polarizations in order to retain the necessary contrast.  A
form of multiple source lithography will be essential to allow the
necessary polarization control. Only dipole and IIL imaging schemes
offer independent control of the polarization for the spatial direction
exposures. Single exposure alt-PSM, on the other hand, does not
have the flexibility for polarization control.
In the case of the difficult small contact hole arrays, the effect of
periodic assist features to print the contact hole patterns will be
presented. The assist features are pattern dependent and designed to
be below the resolution limit of the projection system. There are
several advantages of using these assist features including improved
throughput, resolution, depth of focus, and MEEF.

6154-107, Poster Session
How to obtain accurate resist simulations in very
low-k1 era
T. Chiou, ASML Taiwan Ltd. (Taiwan); C. Park, J. Choi, Hynix
Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea); Y. Min, ASML Taiwan Ltd. (South
Korea); S. G. Hansen, ASML US, Inc.; S. Tseng, A. C. Chen, ASML
Taiwan Ltd. (Taiwan); D. Yim, Hynix Semiconductor Inc. (South
Korea)
A procedure of resist model calibration iteratively adjusts the
appropriate parameters to achieve a match between the model
prediction and the experimental data.  The tunable parameters might
be shape of the illuminator, geometry and transmittance/phase of the
mask, light source and scanner-related parameters affecting the
imaging quality, resist process control, and most importantly the
physical/chemical factors in the resist model.  The resist model can be
accurately calibrated through critical dimension (CD) measurement
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with focus-exposure matrix (FEM) and it has been demonstrated as a
remarkable technique to assist prediction of lithographic
performances.  However, the resist model calibration becomes more
challenging in the low k1 (<0.3) regime because many uncertainties,
such as mask and resist CD metrology errors, are becoming too large
to be ignored.  In this paper we demonstrate a resist model calibration
procedure for a 0.29 k1 process using a 6% halftone mask of a 2D
brickwall pattern.  The influence of different SEMs and their wafer
metrology signal analysis algorithms is evaluated for their effect on the
resist model accuracy.  As an example of the resist pattern metrology
issue, the treatment of sidewall angle at resist line ends where the
contrast is relatively low is discussed.  Moreover, the mask optical
proximity correction (OPC) and mask corner rounding is considered in
the calibration procedure using captured SEM images.  As a result,
the average root-mean-square (RMS) error of simulated and
experimental CDs is improved from \>10nm down to 5.39nm after the
consideration of metrology issues.  In addition, a weighting method
and CD availability check are proposed to handle the different CD
tolerances of the various edge points of the interested wafer resist
pattern.  After implementing the weighting method and the CD
selection criteria the RMS error can be improved to less than 5nm.
Thus one is able to confidently evaluate the resist CD and process
window using the accurately calibrated resist model.  One of
applicable examples is to simulate sensitivity of the mask pattern
error, which is helpful to setup specification of the mask CD control.

6154-109, Poster Session
Intensive 2D SEM model calibration for 45 nm and
beyond
G. E. Bailey, T. Do, Y. Granik, I. Kusnadi, Mentor Graphics Corp.; A.
Estroff, IMEC
Conventional site-base model calibration approaches have worked
fine from the 180nm down to the 65nm technology nodes, but with
the first 45nm technology nodes rapidly approaching, site-based
model calibration techniques may not capture the details contained in
these 2D-intensive designs.  Due to the compaction of these designs,
we have slowly progressed from 1D-intensive gates, which were site-
based friendly, to very complex and sometimes ornate 2D-gate
regions. To compound the problem, these 2D-intensive gate regions
are difficult to measure resulting in metrology-induced error when
attempting to add these regions to the model calibration data set.  To
achieve the sub-nanometer model accuracy required at these leading-
edge design nodes, a model calibration technique must be able to
capture the curvature induced by the process and the design in these
gate regions.  A new approach in model calibration has been
developed in which images from a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) are used together with the conventional site-base critical
dimensions (CD) to calibrate models instead of the traditional CD-
measurement approach.  The advantage of the SEM-image model
calibration technique is that every pixel in the SEM image contributes
as CD information improving model robustness and accuracy.  As
revealed in Figure 1, this technique is possible by extracting the
contours of the SEM images and then deriving the model fitness of
the edge-placement-error (EPE) relative to the simulated contour.
Now, with this approach, the ornate and asymmetrical gate regions
could be utilized as calibration features allowing the acquisition of fine
curvature effects induced by the design and process influences.
This paper documents the issues of the site-base model calibration
technique at the 45nm technology node and beyond.  It also
demonstrates the improvement in model accuracy for critical gate
regions over the traditional modeling techniques, and it shows the
best-known methods to achieve the utmost accuracy.  In addition, it
addresses the model stability improvement of this technique
compared to site-base model calibration alone.  Lastly, this paper
shows how this same SEM-based contour method could be used to
quantify the modeling error in these complex 2D regions as a means
of a model-verification technique.

6154-110, Poster Session
Methods for benchmarking photolithography
simulators: part IV
T. Graves, M. D. Smith, KLA-Tencor Corp.
Numerical simulation has become an indispensable tool for the design
and optimization of photolithographic processes. Because the
semiconductor industry now relies heavily on these tools, it is
necessary to be able to benchmark their accuracy - as feature sizes
continue to shrink, the numerical error in these simulators must
decrease as well. In previous papers, we proposed benchmarks for
aerial image, image in resist, and mask topography calculations that
were drawn from the optics literature. Because these benchmarks
were closed-form solutions, we could use these results as an absolute
standard for determining the numerical accuracy of a lithography
simulator. In the current study, we continue this effort by presenting
closed-form solutions that can serve as benchmarks for the thin film
interference, resist post exposure bake, and development steps.
Benchmarks are proposed for thin film interference, conventional
diffusion, reaction-diffusion, and development. Specific results will be
presented for PROLITH

6154-111, Poster Session
The capability of a 1.3-NA microstepper using 3D
EMF mask simulations
W. Conley, Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.; J. J. Meute, G. K. Rich,
SEMATECH, Inc.; J. E. Webb, D. S. Goodman, R. L. Maier, Corning
Tropel Corp.
Lithographers are continuously trying to improve process windows for
a manufacturing technology and developing new options for the next
technology node. A way to achieve improvements in resolution is
simply to migrate to a shorter wavelength. Unfortunately, a change in
wavelength typically requires a large capital expense and significant
process development effort. Alternatively, off-axis illumination
techniques, such as annular and quadruple can be applied to
enhance an existing process. All high-end exposure systems in use
have the ability to utilize several different illumination schemes; so
alternate illumination implementation is relatively straightforward to
implement to the lithographer unless one begins looking at custom
apertures. As the cost of tools continues to rise combined with the
uncertainty of the next technology, more focus is being placed on
extending the current equipment capabilities.
The authors through simulation have investigated the capability of a
20x reduction 1.3NA microexposure system through the use of
rigorous mask simulation.  The use of measured Zernikes has also
been incorporated for more accurate results for specific patterns.
Comparisons to Kirchoff approximations and investigation of rigorous
simulation requirements have been completed through equal k1
factors to existing mask and exposure tool technology.  Aerial Image
Measurement System (AIMS) data has been collected and used to
compare with full resist model simulations in order to understand and
compensate for through mask topography effects. Imaging data
demonstrating polarized and unpolarized illumination effects on
process capability are also demonstrated and discussed.

6154-112, Poster Session
PSF-based flare model and procedures for
simulation
W. B. Howard, M. Smith, KLA-Tencor Corp.
The study of flare and its consequences has become an important
and growing discipline in lithography.  Simulation techniques are well-
suited for studying flare and developing a flare model that yields
results consistent with experiment.  Such models have many uses
including compensation for flare effects, which we demonstrate.
Current models for flare range from a single number that represents a
long range “DC flare” term to more elaborate constructs such as Point
Spread Functions (PSF) or frequency responses.  In this paper, we
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review the common flare models and explain their basis in the field of
optics.  We describe our own PSF-based model that uses one of
several expressions including tunable parameters.  The method of
expressing the chip design in an appropriate resolution for various
types of studies is detailed.  An error analysis is presented which
shows the sensitivity of flare calculations to various model parameters
and other inputs.  Of practical interest, we present a complete
methodology to design, conduct, and analyze experiments to extract
flare model parameters.  A complete “virtual flare experiment” is
present to show that such a method yields consistent results.  Finally,
the model is applied to experiment results and comparisons to other
published data are made.

6154-113, Poster Session
Experimental measurement of photoresist
modulation curves
A. Bourov, B. W. Smith, M. Slocum, E. C. Piscani, Amphibian
Systems
A novel photoresist characterization method is introduced.  Based on
the implementation of Interference Immersion Lithography, this
method allows full quantitative photoresist characterization, with the
resolution only limited by the refractive index of the photoresist.  No
assumptions about linearity of photoresist are made, as the method
consists of simple generalization of the empirical CD metrology data.
The photoresist modulation curves are similar in approach to the
concept of critical MTF, but allow for a variable critical threshold of
modulation as the resolution changes.  The method is fully detailed in
this work, and experimental demonstration is given for multiple
photoresist systems, covering 45 nm dense to 90 nm dense features.
A determination of level of photoresist performance is made, and,
when combining the modulation curve data with sumulated aerial
image info, the exposure  latitude of the photoresist process can be
predicted at the resolutions not currently available on the projection
tools.

6154-114, Poster Session
Phase-shift focus monitoring techniques
W. R. Roberts, M. M. McQuillan, Infineon Technologies
Depth of focus (DOF) has become a victim of its mathematical
relationship with Numerical Aperture (NA).  While NA is being
increased towards one to maximize scanner resolution capabilities,
DOF is being minimized because of its inverse relationship with NA.
While Moore’s law continues to drive the semiconductor industry
towards smaller and smaller devices the need for high NA to resolve
these shrinking devices will continue to consume the usable depth of
focus (UDOF).  Due to the shrinking UDOF a demand has been
created for a feature or technology that will give engineers the
capability to monitor tool focus.  Development and implementation of
various focus monitoring techniques have been used to prevent
undetected tool focus excursions.  Two overlay techniques to monitor
ArF Scanner focus have been evaluated; our evaluation results will be
presented here.
Optical image processing is a widely untapped opportunity in the
world of metrology for lithography process engineering.  Today’s CCD
camera pixel maps are capable of extreme high spatial resolution at a
very small cost.  Utilization of these tools with new technologies holds
great promise.  Creative feature designs have opened optical
metrology opportunity in CD, overlay and focus control.  Feature
designs capable of exhibiting the physical responses necessary for
optical processing detectability will provide a cost effective method of
monitoring and controlling the complex mechanics and planarity of
these new processing platforms.
In this paper we will present an evaluation of two focus monitoring
technologies.  The first technology is the Phase Grating Focus
Monitor.  The second similar technology is the Phase Shift Focus
Monitor.   Both of these technologies use a box-in-box pattern feature
that correlate a shift in overlay to a change in scanner focus.  These
two technologies will be used to demonstrate how their response can

be used to monitor mechanical focus variations existing in an ARF
scanner.  Results from these studies will be drawn on to demonstrate/
contrast individual technology capabilities.
Our data indicates that the PSFM is a very capable focus monitor
when modeled linearly.  The PSFM can be modeled over a large range
of focus and is capable of detecting changes within the scanner field.
Unfortunately the sensitivity of the feature is not as impressive as the
PGM feature.  The PGM has an ideal sensitivity but in our study did
not yield results that demonstrate the PGM as capable of monitoring
focus using a linear model.

6154-115, Poster Session
Study of polarized aberration measurement using
SPIN method
Y. Shiode, T. Ebihara, Canon Inc. (Japan)
High-NA and immersion projection systems require RETs (Resolution
Enhancement Technologies) that utilize polarized illumination. Since it
is important to control polarization aberrations as well as non-
polarization aberrations of a projection lens, the Jones Matrix needs
to be accurately measured in order to know the exact polarization
aberrations. The Jones Matrix measurement is generally performed on
a PMI (Phase Measurement Interferometer) bench, and subsequently
calculated by the fringes that emerge by rotating a polarizer in the
system. However, in-situ metrology of Jones Matrix measurement will
become a complicated metrology unit in the system. Therefore, a
simple and accurate external metrology method is desired.
The Canon’s SPIN (Slant projection through a PINhole) method is
widely used in the field to characterize non-polarization aberrations.
And its excellent performances have been reported in several papers.
Since the SPIN method is one of the simplest external metrologies to
measure aberrations, we have been investigating the usage of the
SPIN method to characterize polarization aberrations. In this paper,
we will report the simulation results of polarization aberrations of the
projection lens measured by SPIN method, showing its validity of
polarization aberration measurement. Because this new concept can
be extended to other method of aberration monitors theoretically, we
will demonstrate its applications in this paper. Furthermore, we will
evaluate imaging performances with the polarization aberrations
calculated by the new method, and make a comparison with the case
calculated by the original Jones Matrix.

6154-116, Poster Session
Effect of lens aberrations on OPC model accuracy
for low-k1 lithography process
J. Ahn, C. Jeong, J. Park, J. Choi, J. Lee, MagnaChip
Semiconductor, Ltd. (South Korea)
As reduction of k1 factor continues, it becomes more extensive to
apply resolution enhancement techniques(RETs) such as phase shift
mask(PSM), optical proximity correction(OPC) and off axis
illumination(OAI). OPC has been playing a key role to control of
pattern printing accuracy and maximize the overlapping process
window especially for logic devices. However, RETs, including OPC,
tend to increase the sensitivity of printed images to the projection lens
aberrations. In order to improve the pattern uniformities and image
qualities, lens aberration should be considered as one of the most
important factor to OPC modeling.
In this paper, we investigated the impact of lens aberration on data set
for OPC model generation. The data of projection lens aberrations on
exposure tools were extracted by LITEL In-situ Interferometer(ISI) and
the sensitivity of CD variation with each lens aberration was simulated
by SIGMA-C Solid-E Simulator. Among the lens aberrations, the
significant error sources contributing to setting a limit to use one
general OPC model with multiple exposure tools were analyzed. Also,
the lens aberration specification to use one general OPC model was
proposed. By considering the effect and specification of lens
aberrations, further improvement of the OPC model accuracy and
prevention of device yield loss originated from lens aberrations are
expected.
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6154-117, Poster Session
Fractal model applied wavefront aberration for the
expression of local flare
T. Nakashima, T. Ogata, Nikon Corp. (Japan)
Image optical proximity correction (OPC) is an essential for current
and future device production because of two trends: continuous
reduction of device pattern dimensions, and application of resolution
enhancement techniques (RET) involving feature-specific illuminators
in the exposure tools. There are many contributors to the optical
image deformation, one of the important factors in the exposure tool
is local flare. Exposure tool flare has to be accounted for while
determining mask OPC.
In this paper, we show that high frequency perturbations of the
wavefront aberration result in local flare. We also introduce a
methodology to generate an artificial wavefront based on results of an
exposure experiment. The proposed wavefront model is a fractal
model containing high frequency perturbations and consistent with
the results of the experiment. We show that aerial image simulations
involving this wavefront strongly correlate with the result of the
experiment. These results allowed us to estimate the impact of the
local flare on the optical proximity effects (OPE) and lead to accurate
OPC.
Local flare components are different from global flare, because they
are thought to interfere with one another at the wafer plane. Therefore
local flare has to be treated in imaging simulations in a manner similar
to low frequency wavefront aberrations. However, correct
representation of local flare as wavefront aberration requires least
several hundred oscillations across the pupil, while only 31
oscillations are provided by up to 1024 Zernike polynomials.
Therefore, it is not realistic to express flare as high frequency
aberration with Zernike polynomials. Proglar and Wong proposed to
represent flare as a Fourier series. It leads to a conclusion that to
express f- cycles wavefront undulation, f needs to be equal or smaller
than Nyquist critical frequency.
To study the impact of the local flare, Nikon developed a lithography
simulator, LithoBuilder, overcoming the limitation inherent to the
Zernike polynomials, and satisfying the Nyquist critical frequency
requirement. In this paper, we assumed that the power spectral
density (PSD) of the wavefront aberration follows the fractal model
such as

PSD = a * f ^ b,
where f is the undulation frequency in the pupil diameter and the a
and b are wavefront-specific coefficients, called fractal coefficient a
and b. These parameters are determined from a resist exposure
experiment or an aerial image sensing experiment.
The fractal model wavefront obtained by this methodology is
applicable to other imaging studies. For example, relative to ideal
lens, OPC calculations for the actual devices require corrections due
to lens local flare. To quantify such corrections, we investigate the
differences between two simulated OPE responses, the ideal one and
one impacted by flare. We then compare the simulated OPE curves
with the resist measurement, and draw conclusions about the
contributions of local flare to the OPE.

6154-118, Poster Session
Analysis of the combined impact of the laser
spectrum, illuminator miscalibrations, and lens
aberrations on the 90-nm technology node imaging
with off-axis illuminations
S. Loi, U. Iessi, STMicroelectronics (Italy)
To meet lithographic requirements for the 100 nm generation, the
influence of the laser spectrum bandwidth, the illuminator
miscalibrations and the lens aberrations on printing of specific
patterns by specific customized illuminations has to be investigated.
The contribution to critical dimension (CD) dispersion due to lens
aberrations of an exposure tool has become an important issue in
production of semiconductor devices.

Current 90nm NVM design introduces critical points from the imaging
point of view in many layers such as active, poly, contacts and first
metallization. The need of choose strong of axis illumination shapes
and phase shift masks to enhance the lithographic resolution and
improve the process window of such a critical layers may result in a
huge impact of lens aberrations.
Lens aberrations have a specific impact on the specific layout of the
lithographic layer to be printed out.
An effect similar to the impact of lens aberration can also be induced
by illuminator miscalibration and can be enhanced depending on the
characteristics of the laser spectrum.
The goal of this work is to analyse for some critical patterns the
contribution to CD dispersion and distortion arising from combined
effects of illuminator miscalibration and lens aberrations, depending
on laser spectrum characteristics.
A comparison between simulations and experimental results will be
reported for the imaging of some NVM critical patterns.

6154-119, Poster Session
Flare effect of different shape of illumination
apertures in 193-nm optical lithography system
Y. Yun, J. Moon, H. Jeon, J. Kim, K. Kim, DongbuAnam
Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
Flare has been important variable to obtain good CD control in the
resolution limited lithography area such as sub-90 nm node. So far,
many papers have been reported about how to measure flare and
how flare impact on CD control. And some papers have tried to
understand theoretical mechanism of flare. However, we expect that
the illumination apertures such as the partial coherence factors or the
modified illumination aperture shapes would give impact on the flare,
too. The mid-range flare is changing as the open ratio variation on the
mask. We assume that the illumination aperture shape change will
give similar effect as the open ratio variation on the mask.
In this paper, we will show how the illumination aperture shapes give
effect on mid-range flare. Experiments were done for sub-100 nm
lines surrounded by clear window having different width from 0.3 µm
to 20 µm. We utilized the 193 nm scan-and-step exposure tool with
the partially coherent conventional and off-axis illuminations
apertures. In conclusion, we will prove the relationship between flare
and illumination apertures.

6154-121, Poster Session
Intelligent model-based OPC
W. Huang, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Taiwan)
Optica proximity correction1 (OPC) is the technique of pre-distorting
mask layouts such that the printed patterns are as close to the
desired shapes as possible. For the model-based OPC, a lithographic
model that used to predict the edge positions (contour) of patterns
after lithographic processing are needed. Generally, the dissection
was performed before the correction. The edges of patterns were
dissected into small segments and the target point was defined for
each segment. During the correction, the edges were moved back
and forth from the drawn position initially based on the lithographic
model and settled down on their proper position to make the contour
meet the target points finally. Several iterations are needed to achieve
the convergence and the computation time increases with the
increase of iterations.
 An artificial neural network (ANN) is an information-processing
paradigm that is inspired by the way biological nervous systems, such
as the brain, process information. It is composed of a large number of
highly interconnected processing elements (neurons) working in
unison to solve specific problems. A neural network can be a powerful
data-modeling tool that is able to capture and represent complex
input/output relationships. The ANN can predict the behavior of a
system after the learning procedure from the training sets.
In this paper, an ANN model was used to build a mapping from the
segment characteristics to the edge offset from the drawn position
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after the learning procedures. This model can provide the good initial
guess for each segment that OPC was implemented, and the good
initial guess can reduce the iterations. Cycle time, therefore, can be
reduced effectively. The optimization of the ANN structure for this
system will be also practiced.

6154-123, Poster Session
Maximizing test pattern coverage for OPC model
build
A. Khoh, S. Quek, Y. Foong, J. Cheng, B. Choi, Chartered
Semiconductor Manufacturing Ltd. (Singapore)
The success of model-based OPC hinges on the accuracy and the
predictability of the model. Most models used in OPC are parametric
models. The parameters in the model are calibrated to a set of data
collected from a test pattern.
In the parameter space, only the measured data are known. All other
values in that space are either interpolated or extrapolated from the
measured data. In cases where the values are extrapolated, or in
cases where the values are interpolated from sparse data points, the
printed pattern after optical proximity correction could be unexpected.
The model is then said to be unstable.
Model instability is a kind of problem that is not easily detected.
Furthermore, catastrophic OPC failures as a result of model instability
are not uncommon.
To achieve model stability, a test pattern must span the entire
parameter space in which real design resides. Moreover, its coverage
in that space cannot be sparse. To attain this goal, we first identify the
regions in parameter space in which simple pattern groups reside.
Next, we analyze their characteristics in that space. Finally, we
analyze how different pattern groups interact in that space.
Understanding how different pattern groups interact allows us to
deduce the characteristics of more complex pattern groups. From
these analyses, we engineer a test pattern that covers the entire
space adequately. The parameter spaces occupied by real designs
are verified against the parameter space covered by this test pattern.

6154-124, Poster Session
A novel approach for full-chip SRAF printability
check modeling performance
C. Hung, Q. Liu, Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corp.
(China); L. Zhang, Mentor Graphics Corp.
Sub-resolution assistant features (SRAFs) are intensively employed to
enhance the robustness of the litho process. However, there is also a
drawback of the SRAF, which is very hard to predict the printability of
the SRAFs, especially when SRAF is applied on full chips. This work is
trying to demonstrate a new approach to check the printability of the
SRAF on full-chip level. First, we try to capture the lithography
process information through real empirical wafer data. Then we try to
determine the margin of the conditions for which SRAFs can be
printed out on the wafer. Based on all the information, then apply full
chip optical rule check (ORC) to check the printability of SRAF. By this
approach, the printout risk of the SRAF can be reduced effectively
with acceptable time consuming.
To employing this approach, an accurate physical and realistic OPC
model with high prediction ability is needed. And the coverage of the
sampling space in the Imax-Imin parameter space is quite critical.
Furthermore, the margin of the safe region, for which the SRAF will
never be printed out, should also be worked out through wafer-level
check. And once the margin of the safe region has been achieved, the
Optical Rule Deck can then be obtained. Before apply the Optical rule
check onto full chip, we have to do Optical Rule verification to make
certainly that the rule sets can predict the SRAF printing-out exactly.
After the verification, one can then employing these Optical Rule sets
to do full chip scale check, and the run time hurt is quite small. When
the Optical Rule highlighted some hot spots that the SRAF may have
printing-out potential risk, one can either modify the SRAF insertion
rule or just manually modify the SRAF patterns.

6154-125, Poster Session
A methodology to take LER effect into OPC
modeling algorithm
C. Hung, Q. Liu, Z. Deng, Semiconductor Manufacturing
International Corp. (China); L. Zhang, Mentor Graphics Corp. (China)
Based OPC has become a standard practice and centerpiece for
130nm technology node and below. And every model builder is trying
to setup a physically realistic model that is adequately calibrated
contains the information which can be used for process predictions
and analysis of a given process. But there still are some unknown/not-
well-understood physics in the process such as line edge roughness
(LER).
The LER is one of the most worrisome non-tool-related obstacles
faced by next-generation lithography. Nowadays, considerable effort
is devoted to moderating its effects, as well as understanding its
impact on devices. It is a persistent problem for 193 nm micro-
lithography and will carry us for at least three generations, culminating
with immersion lithography. Some studies showed LER has several
sources and forms. It can be quantified by an LER measurement with
a top-down CD measurement. However, there are other ways in which
LER shows up, such as line breakage results from insufficient resist or
mask patterning processes, line-width aspect ratio or just topography.
Here we collected huge amount of line-width resist/ADI CD datasets
together with LER for each edge. And try to show even using the
average value of different datasets will take the inaccuracy of
measurement into the modeling fitting process, which makes the
fitting process more time consuming and might cause losing
convergence and stableness.
This work is to weight different wafer data points with a weighting
function. The weighting function is dependent on the LER value for
each One-dimension feature in the sampling space of the modeling
fitting. Mainly, we define a weighting function:
W = W (LER),
For higher LER value, weighing function W gives lower weight value;
vice it will give higher weighting value. By this approach, we can filter
wrong information of the process and make the OPC model more
accurate; besides, models with higher convergence and stableness
can be achieved. Further more, we will introduce this factor (LER) into
variable threshold modeling parameters and see its differentiations
between other Variable Threshold model forms.

6154-126, Poster Session
Line end optimization through optical proximity
correction: a case study
D. Chou, Mentor Graphics Corp.; K. McAllister, Integrated Device
Technology, Inc.
Device performance is greatly associated with the line end
performance of critical layers. Poly line end shortening (LES) or
bridging can result in leakage or short circuit. Model based OPC
prioritized to fit one-dimensional pitch structures can also improve
two-dimensional line end performance, however, it may still fail
without meeting the line end bridging margin or minimum line end
length requirements. The author has experienced a leakage problem
due to poly gate line end shortening after the OPC recipe is more
dedicated to compromise line end bridging problem.
In this paper, several approaches related to optical proximity
correction (OPC) are studied on poly layer in terms of line end
bridging margin and line end shortening to optimize line end
performance. OPC constraint for minimum external space post OPC
application is optimized to meet both line end bridging and shortening
requirements. Serif type line end provides OPC model more flexibility
to pull back the center segment between line end serifs and improves
bridging margin by 2% with negligible sacrifice on line end length at
overexposing condition. No effect is seen on bridging margin with
different segment lengths of center pull back at the serif line end.
Bridging margin can be improved dramatically (6%) by adding SRAF
due to the increase of aerial image intensity in line end space. Finally,
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the OPC model fitting for line end shortening is briefly described and a
post-correction rule based OPC is introduced to improve the line end
shortening resulted from the inaccuracy of OPC model prediction to
some of the two-dimensional structures. Handcraft OPC is also used
for this case study for few structures that need extra correction to
achieve enough line end length.
A new OPC recipe incorporated with several of the above approaches
was generated and implemented to the same device. Final silicon
results confirmed an expected line end length without any LES and
bridging concern.  A dramatic improvement on electrical stand-by
current (Isb) is also seen with the new implementation. Results show
much lower stand-by current and much tighter range with the
application of these new OPC approaches.

6154-128, Poster Session
Efficient OPC model generation and verification for
focus variation
Y. H. Park, SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
* * * As the k1 factor of lithography goes lower, model-based optical
proximity correction (OPC) has become the most important step of
post-tape-out data preparation for critical mask levels. To apply
model-based OPC, a lithographic model with optical and resist
parameters usually generated by a regression is required. It takes
significant turn-around-time (TAT) to obtain the OPC model, normally
more than 1 day per mask level. In this paper, we present an
automatic and effective OPC model extraction method using both the
adaptive simulated annealing (ASA) algorithm and genetic algorithm
(GA). By applying these algorithms to extract the optimal model
parameter values, we reduced the model parameter fitting time to less
than 1 hour for the scalar model. In case of the vector model for which
it takes more time to calculate the pupil function than scalar model,
we applied the distributed processing method using GA. We confirm
the reliability and accuracy of the model generated by these methods.
With this newly developed automatic modeling method, we detect the
critical failure on the wafer effectively that can occur by the focus
variation during the lithography process. Generally, we sample only
one set of measurement CD data taken under a controlled process
condition with the best focus. Based on the measurement data at the
best focus, the in-house lithography simulator, FAITHTM, can
generate simulated CD data for the multiple defocus levels without
measurement data at the variable defocus levels. The multiple
defocus models are built based on the simulated CD data and the
automatic OPC modeling method makes the model buildings very
fast. Finally, through the simulation or lithographic verification for the
OPC result according to the multiple defocus models, we can verify or
forecast the defocus effect before realistic patterning on wafers
efficiently. We show the capability of weak point detection by this
method on the 80nm DRAM devices with ArF photolithography.

6154-129, Poster Session
Model-based OPC for 65-nm node random size
contact hole with SRAF
C. Huang, L. Yeh, C. Shih, Nanya Technology Corp. (Taiwan); H.
Liao, Mentor Graphics Taiwan, Ltd. (Taiwan); C. Yeh, Nanya
Technology Corp. (Taiwan)
One of the most crucial tasks for 65nm DRAM is to improve the
process window of contact holes. Traditional model-based OPC is not
effective and doesn’t cover the process window regarding side-lobe
at all. Although there are some novel approaches which have shown
good performances, most of them focus on single size contact hole.
Actually, there are much more challenges and difficulties to be
implanted them on random size contact holes which have various
hole sizes. In consideration of manufacturability, the combination of
off-axis, high NA and sub resolution assist features (SARFs) is still the
better candidate to improve process window of contact hole at 65nm
generation. But, even that, the implementation of OPC of this

combination still needs new concepts and methodologies involved.
The reason is that both of random sizes and arbitrary locations really
create a lot of difficulties coming from the conflictive placement of
SARFs and side-lobe for various hole sizes and pitches. Moreover,
process window of various pitches are strongly affected by SARFs
rules and side-lobe. Therefore, in order to build a more complete OPC
model, the OPC model needs special treatment and procedure
together with the consideration of design rule and hybrid OPC
handling. This study will depict the whole concept and design
avoiding the blocks of model-based OPC treatment and empirical
data also show the performance from the manufacturability point of
view.

6154-131, Poster Session
Using reconfigurable OPC to improve quality and
throughput of sub-100-nm IC manufacturing
P. LoPresti, R. D. Morse, Aprio Technologies, Inc.
As Integrated Circuit (IC) designs continue to decrease in feature size
relative to the exposure wavelength, ever more precise Optical
Proximity Correction (OPC) is required.  As polygon counts continue
to rise, OPC algorithms are invoked over ever larger data sets.  As a
result, OPC is now a major contributor to overall manufacturing
latency.
OPC algorithms incorporate a process model and an OPC recipe
library. The conventional flow is to run OPC over a full design, verify
the results, adjust the recipe library and/or process model to eliminate
verification errors, and repeat until no verification errors are found.
There are two drawbacks to this approach.  First, since OPC requires
large and growing computational resources, the full OPC required by
each OPC recipe iteration is very expensive.  Second, changes to the
process model or OPC recipe which fix some verification errors can
introduce new errors elsewhere in the design, so it can be difficult to
ensure that this process will converge quickly.
We propose an alternative manufacturing flow using reconfigurable
OPC technology.  We perform an initial full-chip OPC similar to the
conventional approach.  But when errors are found during verification,
which can include arbitrary process window checks, we optimize the
OPC results locally, without disturbing the OPC results elsewhere in
the design.  This flow is faster than current practice, and it virtually
guarantees rapid and correct OPC convergence.
Beyond the benefit of better OPC throughput, this may be a
fundamentally more sound approach to improve overall manufacturing
quality. Today’s approaches force the master OPC recipe to be
perturbed by each design. After a point, these perturbations do not
seem to create better OPC recipes. This is because optimizations
used to make one design pass may be exactly the set of changes that
will not allow another design to pass. Once the OPC recipe is
reasonably mature, it can be frozen in much the same way as a
software developer does a “code freeze”. Subsequent changes to the
master recipe are then subject to a master recipe review.
The main focus of the master review is to show that a proposed
change will benefit a majority of designs. By creating an appropriate
database of OPC manufacturing check failures, we can determine the
frequency of occurrence of each type of OPC problem. Those
problems that occur frequently deserve consideration for changing
the master OPC recipe file. Those that do not may still be solved as a
local mask design optimization. In fact, the method to optimize the
mask can be standardized as well.
Mask design optimization, not continual master OPC recipe
manipulation, produces faster, correct OPC results while ensuring that
each mask design is not unduly influenced by the design that
precedes it into mask data preparation. As a side benefit, this
approach also requires substantially fewer computational resources.
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6154-132, Poster Session
Application of CM0 resist model to OPC and
verification
Y. Granik, N. B. Cobb, D. Medvedev, Mentor Graphics Corp.
We present calibration and simulation results of applying physically-
based Compact Model Zero (CM0) to OPC and OPC Verifications. The
model sequentially solves equations for the exposure, baking, and
development using 2D meshes and moving contours. CM0 can be
used to explore next generation OPC techniques before CD
calibration measurements are available, as well as an alternative to
empirical compact models in routine OPC flows.

6154-133, Poster Session
Verifying high-NA polarization OPC treatment on
wafer
R. E. Schlief, Infineon Technologies North America; R. Pforr, M.
Hennig, J. Thiele, C. T. Bodendorf, Infineon Technologies AG
(Germany); M. Hoepfl, Nikon Precision Europe GmbH (Germany)
High NA scanners with adjustable polarization are becoming
commercially available.  They have been shown to significantly
improve imaging performance [1].  Orienting all critical features of a
given layer in the proper direction can make use of this enhancement.
However, OPC will be required for the remainder of the layout,
necessitating models that accurately treat the inherent imaging
asymmetry.  Just as in the unpolarized case, they must be accurate in
(a) fitting and predicting experimental CD values, (b) fragmenting
layout, and (c) correcting the fragmented layout to target.  This paper
describes the approach required to optimize such an OPC strategy.
Experimental proximity data in X- and Y-orientation were measured.
Source, mask, and wafer stack polarization effects were thus included
in the empirically fit OPC simulation model.  Next, fragmentation for X-
, Y- and 45 degree oriented test features was optimized on carefully
chosen 2D test patterns.  Printing the mask on wafer demonstrated
the validity of the approach and pointed to further improvements.

6154-134, Poster Session
Improvements in post-OPC data constraints for
enhanced process corrections
R. L. Burns, Y. Cui, Z. Zhao, I. Stobert, IBM Microelectronics Div.; P.
J. LaCour, K. Madkour, A. Yehia, M. Gheith, Mentor Graphics Corp.
Current state-of-the-art OPC (optical proximity correction) for 2-
dimensional features consists of optimized fragmentation of polygons
differentiating line ends, convex corners, concave corners, in addition
to intra and inter feature fragmentation.  Internal and external
constraints are currently available in production quality code to limit
the movement of certain fragments, and this provides additional
control for OPC.  Values for these constraints are left to engineering
judgment, and can be based on lithography process limitations, mask
house process limitations, or mask house inspection limitations.
Often times mask house inspection limitations are used to define
these constraints.  However, these inspection restrictions are often
more complex than the 2 degrees of freedom provided in existing
standard OPC software.  Ideally, the most accurate and robust OPC
software would match the movement constraints to the defect
inspection requirements, as this prevents over-constraining the OPC
solution.
This work demonstrates significantly improved 2-D OPC correction
results based on matching movement constraints to inspection
limitations.  Improvements are demonstrated on critical MBOPC
(model based OPC) levels for both 65nm and 45nm technology.
Enhancements to OPC efficacy are proven for several types of
features.  Improvements in overall EPE (edge placement error) are
demonstrated for T structures, cross structures and H-bar structures.
Reductions in corner rounding are evident for several 2-dimensional
structures, and will be shown with dense print image simulations.
Dense arrays (SRAM) processed with the new constraints receive

better overall corrections and convergence.  Furthermore, OPC and
ORC (optical rules checking) simulations on large test sites with the
advanced constraints have resulted in tighter EPE distributions, and
overall improved printing to target.

6154-135, Poster Session
Fast and low-complexity model-based optical
proximity correction and phase-shift mask design
A. A. Poonawala, P. Milanfar, Univ. of California/Santa Cruz
We propose a novel method for the synthesis of fast, low complexity
model-based optical proximity correction (OPC) and phase shift
masks (PSM) to improve the resolution and pattern fidelity of optical
microlithography. We use the pixel-based mask representation, a
continuous function formulation, and gradient-based iterative
optimization technique to solve the above inverse problem. The
forward process is modeled as a cascade of the aerial image
formation, and the thresholding (high-contrast recording) operation.
The latter is approximated using a sigmoid function; a continuous
function which acts as a soft threshold unlike the Heaviside (hard-
threshold) operation. This enables us to formulate the mask design
problem as a continuous-function based constrained optimization
problem, and use the gradient information to systematically exploit
the search space, thereby achieving faster convergence. Pixel-based
parameterization provides tremendous liberty in terms of the features
possible in the synthesized masks, but also suffers the inherent
disadvantage that the masks are very complex and difficult to
manufacture. We therefore introduce the regularization framework; a
useful tool which provides the flexibility to promote certain desirable
properties in the solution. We employ the above framework to ensure
that the estimated masks have only two or three (allowable)
transmission values, are comparatively simple and easy to
manufacture, and give high contrast aerial images. The results
demonstrate that we were successful in bringing the CD on target
using OPC masks. Furthermore, we were also able to boost the
contrast of the aerial image using attenuated, alternating, and
chromeless phase shift masks. Our algorithm automatically adds
assist-bars, dog-ears, serifs, anti-serifs, and other custom structures
best suited for printing the desired pattern.

6154-136, Poster Session
Integration the retical systematic CD errors into an
OPC modeling and correction
G. Han, S. M. Mansfield, A. A. Krasnoperova, IBM Microelectronics
Div.
Currently, Optical Proximity Correction (OPC) data processing
techniques assume perfect critical dimension (CD) control on the
physical mask; that is, no systematic deviation of a mask CD from the
designed CD for any proximity environment. Although state-of-the art
mask writing e-beam tools and processes demonstrate excellent CD
proximity correction on the mask, in the search for a fully optimized
CD control solution, one must consider the systematic mask CD
deviations from the designed sizes. When such mask CD deviation is
not taken into account during the OPC model calibration, these errors
are typically coupled into the resist model and are accounted for after
the aerial image simulation, not prior to the simulation as they should
be.  Although this approach seems fundamentally flawed, it has been
effective at approximately compensating for systematic mask effects
when the mask and wafer processes are carefully controlled and only
nominal process conditions are considered.
There are, however, serious ramifications to this simplistic approach
that may have effect on the ability to deliver robust OPC solutions for
future technology generations. One such aspect is the effect of mask
systematic errors on the OPC model accuracy. Another important
aspect of integration of mask effects into OPC is the ability to extend
the OPC model to different lithographic process conditions. Mask
variation effect can occur at varying length scales, including
dimensions that are as small as the optical and resist interaction
diameters.  Currently, long range mask effects can be removed from
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the OPC data through careful control of mask pattern densities in the
calibration patterns.  However, mask effects on scales similar to the
optical and resist interaction diameters cannot be controlled through
pattern density and are coupled into the optical and resist models.
Due to the empirical nature of the variable threshold resist model,
mixing non-resist related effects into the resist model will eventually
hurt the robustness of the whole OPC model. As we look at 65 nm
technology and beyond, with the increasing requirement of model
accuracy and the decreasing of the critical dimension (CD), the mask
variations need to be modeled correctly.
In this paper, we present our effort to integrate the mask effect into
our overall OPC strategy. Initially, we quantified the influence of mask
non-linearity on the OPC model accuracy. OPC model fit results
without the mask systematic nonlinearity have been compared to the
OPC model fit results with the mask nonlinearity. When model fit was
applied to a layout that had been corrected for mask nonlinearity, the
fitting error was reduced to about 50% of the fitting error when the
un-corrected layout was used. The effect of the mask linearity on the
overall OPC model accuracy has been studied for a 90nm and 65nm
technologies. Significant improvement in model accuracy has been
achieved. As we move to 45 nm technology, a bigger effect from
mask can be expected. An OPC results based on our mask integrated
solution on a typical test case will also be presented.

6154-137, Poster Session
Simulation-based post-OPC verification to enhance
process window, citical failure analysis, and yield
J. Kang, J. Choi, S. Park, K. Yun, Y. Lee, K. Kim, DongbuAnam
Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
Optical Proximity Correction (OPC) often reaches its limitation,
especially low-k imaging. It results in yield drop by bridging, pinching,
and other process window sensitive issues.  It happens more when
the original layout contains OPC-unfriendly patterns[1].  With OPC -
unfriendly layout, OPC model generates totally unexpected results
such as narrow space, small jog, small serif and etc. Those
unexpected OPC results induce bridged patterns as well as narrow
process margin. And they will give direct yield loss of device[2].
Thus, it is critical to implement the flow for Litho Friendly Design (LFD)
and nevertheless simulation-based OPC verification. In this study, a
new approach of OPC has been tested, which contains the simulation
based analysis of OPC failure and in turn reconstruct OPC features in
a way to fix not only bridging and pinching but also to improve
process window. This proves to reduce mask respin by 50% or more.
It also has been tried to be a complementary checking in addition to
conventional CD monitor in pilot production.
References
[1] Y. C. Ban, et al., “A fast lithography verification framework for litho-
friendly layout design,” Proc. Intl. Symp. on Quality Electronic
Design(ISQED),2005
[2] S. D. Shang, et al, “Failure prediction across process window for
robust OPC,” Proc. SPIE. Vol. 5040, p. 431, 2003.

6154-138, Poster Session
Mask process variation induced OPC accuracy in
sub-90-nm technology node
S. Park, Y. Shim, J. Kang, J. Choi, K. Yoon, Y. Lee, K. Kim,
DongbuAnam Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
As technology node approaching to low - k1 imaging area as
lithography point of view, OPC (Optical Proximity Correction) is
becoming more crucial technique in order to extend resolution limit.
However, it is not easy to achieve stable OPC model or algorithm
because so many process induced error are involved in OPC
accuracy. For example, any variation source in lithography process
and etch process can increase un-stability of OPC model. Mask
process gives strong impact on OPC accuracy, too. For example,
Mask CD difference between mask that we used to collect OPC data

and actual product mask which we applied OPC model. The mask
impact on OPC accuracy can be divided as two factors. One is mask
to mask CD offset so called mean to target error (MTT) and another is
pattern dependency, so called CD balance error which means CD
difference as function of pattern density and shape. Those two mask
error factors can be magnified during wafer process by MEEF (mask
error enhancement factor). when we adjust expose dose to
compensate MTT so that we can achieve an exact CD target on the
wafer, the different sensitivity to dose and MEEF degraded OPC
accuracy. In this paper, we will setup a formula to calculate OPC
accuracy behavior with MEEF, EL(Exposure Latitude) and the mask
CD error factors. The MEEF and EL are measured with several type
patterns such as L/S, line-end and SRAM Cell pattern in the mask
having designed different MTT, which are built up of the functions of
pitch and CD by polynomial fitting. It will show that OPC model
variation based upon the experimentally built formula. We investigated
also the OPC model difference extracted from the mask having
different MTT and compared several patterns applied the OPC
models.

6154-139, Poster Session
Process window OPC for reduced process variability
and enhanced yield
A. A. Krasnoperova, J. A. Culp, I. Graur, S. M. Mansfield, IBM
Microelectronics Div.; P. J. LaCour, H. A. M. Maaty Omar, Mentor
Graphics Corp.
Concerns over shrinking lithographic process windows (PW) and its
effect on manufacturing yields have caused interest in exploring new
Optical Proximity Correction (OPC) algorithms that emphasize the
overall critical dimension (CD) control over the entire range of allowed
lithographic process variations. While Resolution Enhancement
Techniques (RETs) such as the use of phase-shift masks or sub-
resolution scattering bars are the primary enablers of sufficient
process window, the growing disconnect between process
capabilities and current methodology for design rules made it almost
an impossible task for an RET to guarantee that every possible legal
layout would print at the designed CD at  the process center and has
CD variability confined  within the  required  process window.
Traditional OPC methods correct mask shapes to produce the best
possible shapes on the wafer at the best process condition. The best
process conditions are, in turn, determined empirically during process
development and optimization. Key pattern types such as isolated,
fully nested, nested at critical pitches and basic line ends may be
included in the process window analysis and centering. However,
design rules allow a great deal of flexibility in creating various
proximity environments for a shape and this flexibility may produce
shapes that  print on size at the defined process center but have
significant CD deviations just outside the process center, with the
repercussion of  becoming a yield limiters.
A Process Window OPC (PWOPC) can be defined as an algorithm
that places the fragment in a position to produce an optimal CD size
to maximize yield and/or to reduce sensitivity to process variables
while not degrading the performance of the chip. While remaining
within this broad definition, different PWOPC solutions can be
fashioned for different processes depending on available CD
tolerance and translation of the designer’s intent. Unlike the standard
OPC algorithms that have a goal of faithful reproduction of the
designed shapes at a single process condition and as such are fairly
isolated from the overall technology considerations, these PWOPC
algorithms have to interact intensely with many aspects of the
technology, from the electrical intent and tolerances to CD budgeting,
from the definition of process assumptions to the  distributions of
process variables. PWOPC must also accommodate the knowledge of
process  sensitivities to the basic lithographic variables (focus, dose,
mask variations) into the multi-variance optimization schemes.
In this paper, PWOPC options that optimize edge placements to
maximize yield and to minimize response to process variations are
discussed. Convergence patterns for various 1D and 2D structures
will be investigated and compared to the experimental data. Metrics
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for comparison between different PWOPC strategies and the standard
OPC method will be discussed. Validation of the preferred PWOPC
option will be demonstrated on a 65 nm technology metal level layout
and the results compared to the standard OPC solution.

6154-140, Poster Session
Layout ‘hot spots’ for advancing optical technologies
J. A. Holwill, G. R. McIntyre, W. J. Poppe, A. R. Neureuther, Univ. of
California/Berkeley
Two-dimensional Pattern Matching for finding ‘worst-case’ printing
problems in large layouts is extended to and tested for accuracy on a
progressive sequence of advances in optical lithography including off-
axis illumination, attenuated-masks, optical proximity correction and
double exposure treatments. Pattern Matching was developed for
rapidly searching entire chip layouts for finding the locations and
degree of highest match with a given ‘maximal lateral influence
function’ for residual process effects such as focus and lens
aberrations. Pattern Matching differs from OPC in that it is much faster
but also more physically approximate.
This paper explores the extension of Pattern Matching to the additional
physical aspects of off-axis illumination and double exposure methods.
The role of Pattern Matching in conjunction with post-OPC sensitivity
analysis mode is also explored. As example layouts, projection printing
technology choices and OPC treatments results from IMEC from their
2005 SPIE paper have been provided by Eric Hendrickx.
The physical generalizations add complexity that must be balanced
with speed. For off-axis illumination this consists of computing Match
Factors for multiple angles of illumination and combining them with an
RET enhanced estimates of the image quality of the feature itself. The
generalization for double exposure requires computing both image
quality and surround layout contributions and cross contributions. This
data is then combined and exposure mis-alignment must also be
included.
This paper explores the extension of Pattern Matching for advanced
optical techniques such as off-axis illumination, attenuated-masks and
double exposure treatments. Also explored is the potential synergy
between Pattern Matching and OPC in the scenario of assessing the
sensitivity of the corrected pattern to residual physical factors not
included
in the OPC calculation such as focal range limits, lens aberrations or
exposure tool changes with time.

6154-141, Poster Session
Building a computational model for process proximity
correction
G. Perçin, H. Huang, F. X. Zach, A. Sezginer, Invarium Inc.
Computational models used in process proximity correction (PPC)
require accurate description of lithography and etch processes.  Some
parameters of the lithography projector vary across the exposure field.
Across-field linewidth variation can be reduced by building a position-
dependent model of the patterning process and performing proximity
corrections according to the position-dependent model.  We present a
technique for inverting stepper and photoresist parameters
simultaneously from printed test structures. The technique is based on
printing a set of test structures at different dose and defocus settings,
and processing the CD-SEM measurements of the printed test
structures. The model of image formation includes: an arbitrary pupil
illumination profile that is either measured with in-situ sensors of the
lithography projector, or inverted from resist-based measurements
(described in an accompanying paper); polarization of illumination,
defocus bias, chromatic aberrations, wavefront errors and apodization
of the lens pupil; focus bias; interaction of EM waves with the stack of
materials on the wafer; and molecular diffusion in photoresist.  Another
parameter that is subject to regression is the metrology bias of the CD-
SEM by which the test patterns are measured.  The metrology bias can
be on the order of 10 nm (Villarubia et al., Proc. SPIE Vol 5038, p. 138-
149).  Not accounting for the CD-SEM bias can results in selecting

incorrect parameters for the lithography model.  The inversion is done
by minimizing a norm of the differences between CDs calculated by
the model and CD-SEM measurements. The corresponding non-linear
least square problem is solved using Gauss-Newton and Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithms.  Focus-exposure matrix data leads to a well-
defined minimization problem; therefore, the use of simulated
annealing or genetic algorithm is unnecessary.  The result of the
inversion for JSR AR1570J photoresist and a 193nm 0.75 NA stepper
with *=0.55/0.85 annular illumination at six exposure field locations is
presented.  Measurements and regression were performed at six
evenly spaced locations in the slit direction of the stepper field.  The
results show consistent resist parameters across the stepper field, but
defocus varying from -68 nm at the left of the field to -22 nm at the
right of the field.  Differences between the CD measurements and the
best fitting model have a standard deviation of *=1.67 nm.  An etch
model, separate from the lithography model, is fitted to
measurements of etch skew, i.e., (CD after etch) - (CD before etch).

6154-142, Poster Session
Enhancing DRAM process window with inverse
lithography technology (ILT)
C. Chu, B. Tsao, K. Chiou, S. Lee, J. Huang, ProMOS Technologies
(Taiwan); Y. Liu, L. Pang, Luminescent Technologies, Inc.
At advanced technology nodes, attenuated PSM, model-based OPC
and off-axis illumination are standard in semiconductor lithography to
ensure pattern printability with a reasonable process window. Among
those three techniques, the main purpose of OPC is to minimize the
difference between the target and printed wafer image. However, the
ever-shrinking layout features, which push the lithography into the
deep sub-wavelength regime, are straining OPC to its limit.  Inverse
Lithography Technology (ILT) products, such as those from
Luminescent, use an outcome-based approach to mathematically
determine the mask features that produce the desired on-wafer
results. These powerful, next-generation reticle engineering products
solves the most critical litho challenges of the deep sub-wavelength
era.  Potential benefits include: higher yield; expanded litho process
windows; superb pattern fidelity at the 90, 65 & 45-nm nodes; and
reduced time-to-silicon - all without changing the existing lithography
infrastructure and design-to-silicon flow.
In this paper we will present our study of optimizing illumination and
mask patterns using ILT. In DRAM pattern printing, a number of areas
are very challenging  lithographically. For instance, the active layer is
an array of short, straight line segments. The MEEF at the line-end is
high (4∼5), and is higher than the line width (2∼3). In addition,
maintaining strict CD control on straight line runs near line ends, while
simultaneously control line end pullback is also difficult. In the past,
DRAM OPC was empirical: manual OPC variations were created for
the active layer, for example, each variation was fabricated, and the
best one was selected and deployed. With ILT we are able to find the
ideal mask shapes without human intervention. From simulation, this
mask pattern shows significant DOF improvement at nominal
exposure than our manual OPC pattern; in addition, the mask
computed with Luminescent’s implementation of ILT possesses a
smaller MEEF at the line-end.
Another litho challenge in DRAM is found in the interface area
between the core (usually a 1:1 dense line/space array) and the
periphery (with bigger dimensions and pitches), composed of irregular
patterns. The interface area is not only difficult for model-based OPC,
but also hard for manual OPC. A third example is the deep trench
layer, an array of tightly spaced rectangles. We are able to obtain
mask patterns for those the interface area and for the deep trench
layer without any script or other human interaction using ILT. The
computed mask patterns produce better CD control and process
window than mask patterns produced manually or with older RET
technologies. The mask pattern for the deep trench layer has an
unconventional shape, difficult to imagine, but prints well on-wafer
with a good process window.
The results demonstrated that ILT achieved better CD accuracy,
substantially larger process windows than manual or automated OPC,
with reasonable mask manufacturability.
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6154-143, Poster Session
A systematic study of the “dip” in the CD through-
pitch curve for low-k1 processes
J. Zhu, Q. Wu, Shanghai Hua Hong NEC Electronics Co. Ltd. (China)
Optical proximity correction (OPC) has been widely used to correct
linewidth variation in various different environments. The most
important correction will be the CD through-pitch variation. For deep-
UV (DUV) photo processes, it is observed that the CD will have a
reduced trend at certain intermediate pitch range around 1.1 to 1.4
wavelength / NA (numerical aperture), also called “forbidden pitch”.
The process windows within this pitch range is small. In this case,
even though we can use OPC to print the CD correctly, the process
window can still limited, which can generate a bottleneck for the entire
process.  In order to make OPC more effective, we find it necessary to
be able to design an optimized process with enough process
windows for all pitches.  Although this may mean that we need to map
out the entire parameter space spanned by relatively unknown
parameters in resist, exposure tool quality, mask tolerance, etc, recent
developments in the understanding of the effect of illumination
selection, scanner lens aberration, and resist blur have provided us
with new hints in realizing it.   Such new developments include the
optimization of off-axis illumination (OAI) condition, the tolerance
setting on lens aberration, and the selection of resists with
appropriate effective acid diffusion length.  We have studied the effect
of illumination, lens aberration, and resist diffusion to the CD and
process window at the above described intermediate pitch range both
in theory and experiment.  We have found that the effective resist
diffusion, whose range is from 20nm to 50nm, can affect the process
window at the intermediate pitch range, to as much as a few tens of
nanometers.  We will show that, in general, longer diffusion can make
the “dip” deeper.  However, according to the experience in the use of
photoresists, short diffusion length can also affect process window
through the reduction of depth of focus. Therefore it is important to
find an optimized resist diffusion length under various ground-rule and
illumination conditions. But there has been no studies reported so far
as to how much diffusion that can be tolerated for a given process at
the intermediate pitch range.    We have also performed experiments
on the effect of the scanner lens aberration, we found that the lens
aberration, which may be largely ignored in the past, may affect the
process performance, causing MEF to rise significantly.  In this paper,
we will present the result of our experiments, simulations and
theoretical investigations in how much resist diffusion and lens
wavefront error that can be tolerated for a given photolithographic
process with certain CD tolerance.   Insight will be provided for the
choice of illumination conditions, resolution enhancement techniques
(RET), and the resist in realizing the best CD through-pitch
performance under any given ground-rule condition.

6154-144, Poster Session
High-NA illumination affects the hard mask and
antireflection layer optimization
V. Huang, Macronix International Co., Ltd. (Taiwan)
The demand for smaller lithographic dimensions has motivated the
investigation into better lens resolution. Since the resolution improves
as the numerical aperture (NA) of optical system increases, high NA
systems are desired. Interesting optical effects occur with high NA
imaging driven by the fact that images in a resist are formed by
oblique waves, where the oblique incident angle and polarization will
affect both the reflection from the air/resist interface and reflection
from the resist/ anti-reflection coating (ARC) interface. Here we
demonstrate the different bottom anti-refection film scheme
optimization for high NA exposure system that including dielectric
ARC, organic ARC and dual DARC hard mask layer selection.

6154-145, Poster Session
Application of aberration optimization for specific
pattern using Nikon’s TAO method
W. W. Meier, Nikon Precision Europe GmbH (Germany); G. Weirauch,
Infineon Technologies (Germany); M. J. Hoepfl, Nikon Precision
Europe GmbH (Germany); A. Jahnke, Infineon Technologies
(Germany)
A layer specific aberration control and optimization method is
introduced with some field examples. For the first time lens tuning to
application specific and product type mask features will be
demonstrated. The adjusted lens set-up can be selected within the
scanners process program, i.e. the exposure recipe, thus facilitating
utmost flexibility. The application is using Nikon’s TAO (Technology for
Aberration Optimization) software method for specific pattern.
Simulated imaging performance data using the Zernike sensitivity
method is used as input. The optimization result is used for direct
scanner lens element position change to reach a pre-calculated, well
defined new wavefront signature. The new lens element position can
be directly applied to the layer specific illumination setting via process
program of the scanner tool. Specific imaging performance tolerances
can be set. Several imaging parameters can be observed separately
and various tolerances can be applied during software run, to reach
optimized performance.
In this paper two product type patterns, like lines and spaces and a
dense hole array, and the way of optimization for a high NA 193nm
scanner, like minimizing aberration offsets, will be shown. Special
attention to the application at already very low aberration levels of a
scanner lens is highlighted. Here the method shows the ability of
further reduction of aberration specific CD effects in the field.
Optimization targets, results, metrology interactions and possible
limitations are discussed.

6154-146, Poster Session
Efficient optimization of lithographic process
conditions using a distributed combined global/local
search approach
T. Fühner, Fraunhofer-Institut für Integrierte Systeme und
Bauelementetechologie (Germany); S. Popp, Fachhochschule
Regensburg (Germany); C. Duerr, Friedrich-Alexander-Univ.
Erlangen-Nürnberg (Germany); A. Erdmann, Fraunhofer-Institut für
Integrierte Systeme und Bauelementetechologie (Germany)
This paper presents improvements and extensions that have been
applied to our earlier presented approach of mutually optimizing
lithographic illumination and mask settings [1]. Our work aims at two
aspects: (1) improvements of the optimization approach and (2) of the
simulation scheme used for the optimization.
As described earlier, the main problem of the proposed optimization
approach is the high requirement of computation time. One solution is
to extensively distribute calculations onto different computers. As an
alternative to the former approach using MPI [1], a new improved
technique is proposed, which makes use of the Python [2] powered
framework Twisted [3]. This allows for a fail-safe and load-balanced
distribution of calculations in a heterogeneous network environment.
Another enhancement is the integration of local optimization routines
into the proposed concept. For that, the state-of-the-art optimization
toolkit of Matlab has been integrated into our approach. By combining
our genetic algorithm with local search methods it is not only possible
to increase the overall optimization performance, but also to evaluate
local environments in the search space, which helps to assess the
technical stability of solutions. As a first example the non-linear SQP
(sequential quadratic programming) has been used, allowing for
constrained problem specifications.
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Furthermore, the simulation itself was drastically improved in terms of
efficiency. For example, instead of evaluating all solutions at the same
numerical resolution, as a first step, a coarse-grained evaluation is
performed, only if a solution’s merit lies above a certain threshold
(relative to the current average merit), a detailed analysis at a higher
(numerical) resolution is conducted.
Various tests demonstrate not only the increase in efficiency obtained
with the newly incorporated measures, but also show new results for
a combined optimization of different mask features.
References
[1] T. Fuehner and A. Erdmann, “Improved mask and source
representations of automatic optimization of lithographic process
conditions using a genetic algorithm,” in Proc. SPIE 5754, pp. 415-
426, 2005
[2] http://www.python.org
[3] http://twistedmatrix.com

6154-147, Poster Session
Optimization of contact hole lithography for 65-nm
node logic LSI
Y. Setta, A. Sagisaka, T. Chijimatsu, T. Minami, F. Sugimoto, S.
Ishikawa, S. Asai, H. Futatsuya, Fujitsu Ltd. (Japan)
Patterning of contact/via is one of difficult issues for an optical
lithography of advanced LSI technology. The design rule of nested
holes pattern in 65nm generation is almost the same as the
wavelength of ArF lithography. The larger process window through
pitch is required. The following two approaches were aggressively
investigated for contact/via lithography of 65-nm node LSI. One was
optimization of SRAF (Sub-Resolution Assist Feature) rule. Another
was a search of a special illumination system.
First, we focused on SRAF technology with off-axis illumination such
as annular illumination. The rule of SRAF generation with a completely
isolated pattern was studied. The application of SRAF leads to the
improvement of DOF. Almost of device pattern including SRAM were
arranged well, but the existence of some layouts where SRAF cannot
be completely arranged was confirmed. Also there is the small DOF
region in the middle pitches “forbidden pitch” due to annular
illumination technology. Therefore, we have developed the new SRAF
technology that has two different rules for contact/via layout. So we
distinguished from SRAF technology for SRAM and Logic. DOF of
“forbidden pitch” could be greatly improved by applying a different
SRAF generation rule through pitch.
Next, in order to improve DOF, illuminators were optimized using 6%
attenuated PSM. Some unique illuminators based on simulated results
were tried. DOF of  “forbidden pitch” in the previous illumination
condition has been improved by 160%. Besides, the big improvement
of DOF was confirmed through pitch. Moreover the shape of contact
hole become pretty good, and larger MEF become small to be
endurable.
In the contact/via lithography process of 65-nm node, it is challenging
to obtain the enough DOF for various layouts. But we have just
studied the experimental effect of SRAF technology and unique
illumination technology. Totally our SRAF technology with two-way
configuration and unique illumination could be obtained about 0.24um
DOF to be endurable mass-production.

6154-148, Poster Session
Pupil and illuminator optimization in partially
coherent imaging systems
I. A. Ivonin, T. Sandstrom, Micronic Laser Systems AB (Sweden)
The ability of optical imaging system to print in a particular node is
determined by both CD linearity and resolution characteristics of the
system. We present a general (i.e. nonparametric) method of
optimization of partially coherent optical system (i.e. both polarizing/
nonpolarizing pupil and illuminator) for the printing of any particular
set of objects in the best possible printing node. Even though the
method uses the full vectorial behavior of the beam at high and hyper

NAs, it is computationally fast since the optical properties of the
system are needed to be calculated only once. The method turns out
to be equivalent to an iterative quadratic-linear programming problem
with inequality constraints. Additional requirements, such as, for
instance, the maximum allowed loss of optical energy, side lobes
control, the focus sensitivity, etc. can be introduced easily as the
additional inequality constraints. We present also the results of a
hypothetical SLM-based mask writer optimization.

6154-149, Poster Session
Illumination conditions matching for critical layers
manufacturing in a production context
L. Armellin, Y. Riopel, G. Kerrien, Altis Semiconductor (France); V.
Salvetat, Nikon Precision Europe GmbH (France)
As device geometries shrink, the lithography solutions to satisfy
production requirements for a manufacturable process window often
includes Optical Proximity Correction (OPC). OPC is sensitive to many
process parameters, one of the most important is the illumination
condition, this implicitly includes the lens NA and illuminator NA that
generate the partial coherence factor , of the scanner. In a production
context, the same performance is required for the product using
several exposure tools but only one OPC scheme; this requires that
the illumination conditions between scanners are matched. This
verification has to be done not only for tools of the same generation,
but the more complex case between tools of different generations.
For the gate layer, an important requirement is the Across Chip
Linewidth Variation (ACLV) that ensures transistors performance
whatever the pitch. This requirement is mainly driven by Nested-Iso
Bias. The paper will present the work completed on the gate layer in
order to match the illumination conditions between two scanners of
the same generation and also between two scanners of different
generations: one offers 0.68NA and a maximum  of 0.75, the other has
a maximum NA of 0.82 and maximum  of 0.9.
For scanners of the same generation, the matching is done by simply
measuring the illumination NA of the tools and for this a pinhole test
was used. The matching is verified after litho by measuring Nested-
Iso bias, and then on product using electrical CD measurement. For
the “generation matching”, two parameters are needed to define the
illumination conditions: lens NA and illuminator NA. In this case,
Nested-Iso bias is insufficient to identify the matching conditions as
several combinations of lens and illuminator NA lead to the same
Nested-Iso bias. Instead the OPC is checked on proximity curves
generated for line end shortening and SRAM cells. The best matching
conditions are then optimised using a simulation tool with the final
check is completed on product using electrical CD measurement.

6154-150, Poster Session
Inverting pupil illumination from resist-based
measurements
G. Perçin, A. Sezginer, F. X. Zach, Invarium Inc.
Computational models used in process proximity correction require
accurate description of the pupil illumination function of the
lithography projector. Traditional top-hat approximation for pupil
illumination function is no longer sufficient to meet stringent CD
control requirements of low-k1 applications.  The pupil illumination
profile can change across the exposure field, contributing to across-
field linewidth variation.  We present a measurement of the pupil
illumination based on exposing pinhole patterns on a wafer at different
dose and defocus settings, and processing SEM images of patterns
printed in photoresist.  This technique can be used in a manufacturing
environment on lithography projectors that are not equipped with in-
situ sensors.  The fundamental principle of the method is Abbe’s
formulation of image formation: the intensity-image formed in resist is
an incoherent, linear superposition of images each one of which is
formed by illuminating the photomask by a single plane-wave.  A
single plane-wave that is incident on the photomask maps to a single
point in the Fourier-transform aperture of the illuminator.  The pupil-fill
of the illuminator is obtained from SEM images by a model-based
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method consisting of these steps:  First, resist edges in the SEM
images are detected by an edge detection algorithm based on
Perona-Malik diffusion. Coordinates of the points on the resist edge
are obtained with respect to a reference ruler.  The image intensity at
any resist edge is equal to the dose-to-clear.  This provides an
equation for the image intensity at each point on the edge of a pinhole
image.  Multiple values of dose and defocus, and multiple points on
each resist edge provide a large system of equations.  The pupil of the
illuminator is meshed, and an unknown illumination intensity is
assigned to each mesh point.  The system of equations, which is
linear in the unknown pupil illumination distribution is subject to the
non-negativity constraint because intensity in the pupil of the
illuminator cannot be negative.  Each column of the coefficient matrix
of the linear system of equations has multiple partitions corresponding
to different dose and defocus values.  Each partition corresponds to
an image formed by an off-axis, coherent illumination.  The non-
negative least square problem is solved by the Butler-Reeds-Dawson
algorithm. The method is not sensitive to properties of the resist
because the features of the images are much larger than the length-
scale of resist blur.  The result of the inversion for a 193nm 0.75 NA
stepper with *=0.55/0.85 annular illumination at five exposure field
locations is presented.  The CD difference between the nominal top-
hat illumination and the inverted illumination was up to 1.8 nm for 1:1
line and space features ranging from 100nm to 300nm.  Variation of
the illumination along the long-dimension of the slit of the scanner
caused 0.6 nm of CD variation for the same 1:1 dense lines.  We
observed non-axisymmetric annular illumination profile both in
amplitude and locations, specifically inner and outer circles of the
annular illumination were not co-centric. In summary, a model-based
characterization of pupil illumination that does not require special
equipment was developed.

6154-151, Poster Session
A systematic study of process windows and MEF for
line end shortening under various photo conditions
for more effective and robust OPC correction
Q. Wu, Shanghai Hua Hong NEC Electronics Co. Ltd. (China)
Line end shortening (LES) is a classical phenomenon in
photolithography, which is primarily caused by finite resolution from
the optics at the position of the line ends.  The shortening varies from
a couple tens of nanometers for processes with a k1 around 0.5 to as
much as 100 nanometers for advanced processes with more
aggressive k1 numbers.  Besides illumination, the effective resist
diffusion has been found to worsen the situation. The effective
diffusion length [1] for a typical chemically amplified resist can be as
much as 20 to 60 nm, which has been found to generate some extra
20∼30 nm LES.  Experiments have indicated that wider lines have less
LES effect.  However, under certain CD through-pitch condition, when
the lines or spaces are very wide, the opposing line ends may even
merge.  Currently, two methods have been widely used to improve the
situation. One method to fix this problem is to extend the line ends on
mask, or to make them move closer toward each other to
compensate for the shortening. However, for a more conservatively
defined minimum external separation rule, this method itself may not
be enough to fully offset the LES.  This is because it has been found
that there is a limit when the line ends are too close to each other on
mask, any perturbation on the mask CD may cause line ends to
merge on wafer. It will be very important to point out where such limits
will be reached so that we can maximize the effect of OPC correction
without the risk of merging.  The other way is to add hammerheads, or
to add wider endings. This is equivalent to the situation of an
effectively wider line ends, which has less shortening effect and can
also live with a rather conservative minimum external separation. But
in some design, this luxury may not have room to implement, i.e.,
when the line ends are sandwiched by dense lines with minimum
ground-rules.  Therefore, to best minimize the effect of LES or to
completely characterize the LES effect, one will need to study both
the process window and mask error factor (MEF) under a variety of
photo process conditions, such as, illumination conditions and resist
parameters. However, no such systematic study has been reported so
far.  Our initial data indicate that the better the latent image contrast,

the better the control of line end shortening.  In this paper, we will
present our systematic studies in the effects of illumination condition,
lens aberration, and resist parameters to the behavior of LES.  We will
compare both simulation and experimental data and propose a
balanced process and tolerance limits on parameters such as, the
resist diffusion length and scanner lens wavefront error.

6154-152, Poster Session
Lithography budget and yield analysis at the process
module level
C. J. Brodsky, P. Liu, IBM Microelectronics Div.
Semiconductor roadmap advances have driven reduced process
budget tolerances that require deep interaction between mask
fabrication, lithography process and reactive ion etch in order to build
module patterning solutions.  This motivates a new approach to
budget analysis at a module level to help assess where the patterning
module is most at risk.  At the same time, compressed technology
qualification schedules motivate the need for simplicity and ease of
use when constructing budget models.  While rigorous litho-centric
process budget models are well suited for partitioning some
components of variation, these approaches can be burdensome and
impractical for regularly assessing patterning module progress during
rapid development cycles.
Towards this goal, a simple experimentally characterized lumped-
parameter budget model is developed with the goal of quantifying the
most significant components of critical dimension (CD) variation
through an integrated process module.  Tracked components include
mask fabrication budgets, mask error factor, scanner field variation,
optical proximity correction error, CD errors over chip topography,
wafer-to-wafer and lot-to-lot variation.  Through careful measurement
selection and reasonable engineering approximations, these
components are conveniently decoupled using commonly available
mask and inline measurements that are found in typical module
process characterizations.
The components of variation described above are quantified for
lithography and etch where appropriate and are fed into a simple
random interaction model to construct an overall patterning module
CD budget.  Normalized experimental results for this budget analysis
are presented for a 65 nm technology node contact patterning
process.
The completed budget model assists in efficient and objective
resource investments to further partition and drive down the most
significant detractors from the overall module process yield window.
Furthermore, the model promotes tighter interaction in the patterning
module to help ensure that proper balance is reached between the
mask, wafer lithography, and RIE process module budgets.

6154-153, Poster Session
Minimization of sidelobes in rectangular contact/via
hole structures
M. E. Coles, M. H. Somervell, A. Zhou, J. Buckner, Y. Choi, Texas
Instruments Inc.
With the increased use of attenuated phase shift masks, high NA, and
highly light sensitive resists, accurate printing of both rectangular
holes and square holes concurrently becomes an increasing
challenge.  Because of the relative difference in the amount of light
passing through a rectangular hole compared to a square hole,
printing both, with good fidelity and without sidelobing of the
rectangular structures is challenging.  Sidelobes can arise when the
first order of diffracted light from neighboring structures constructively
interferes with light from the 6% attenuated background.
Optimization of process conditions for square hole printing often
results in sidelobing in rectangular structures on the same chip.  Two
common methods for reducing sidelobes are to increase mask bias or
partial coherence.  Contrast considerations and mask inspectibility
requirements limit the mask bias that can be used for square holes,
and increasing partial coherence reduces the depth of focus for
isolated square holes.  This paper presents simulation and
experimental results showing the effects of illumination conditions and
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mask bias on overall process window, including the sidelobe margin
for rectangular hole structures.  Sidelobe printing in rectangular holes
is found to be extremely pitch dependent, and relatively insensitive to
width.  As discussed in this paper, the optimal process window
depends on many factors, including the layout (of squares as well as
rectangles), resist choice, scanner aberrations (coma), and illumination
conditions.    As with many aspects of photolithography, development
of an optimal process requires consideration of all factors and making
specific tradeoffs to reach this goal.

6154-154, Poster Session
Systematic optimization of the thin-film stack by
minimizing CD sensitivity
S. Yu, B. J. Lin, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
(Taiwan)
Design of the thin-film stack is always the task of lithographic
engineers for each lithographic node. Generally speaking, for the Poly
layer, the thin-film stack is optimized to minimize the swing effect
resulting from wafer topography. As for the Active layer, it is variation
of nitride thickness that is important. If inorganic bottom anti-
reflection coating(BARC) is used, one also needs to worry about the
impacts on CD uniformity from variation of not only its thickness but
also its refractive index and extinction coefficient.
The conventional way for doing optimization of the thin-film stack is,
following Brunner’s methodology, to minimize substrate reflectivity.
However, minimizing substrate reflectivity only alleviates CD variation
resulting from variation of the resist thickness. If more than two optical
parameters of the thin-film stack contribute to CD variation and their
contributions are of the same order of magnitude, then how to
compromise between them?
In our previous paper, we derive the corresponding CD uniformity if
optical parameters of the thin-film stack and their statistical
distributions are given. Here, we work on the design aspect of the
thin-film stack problem, i.e., given the required specification of CD
uniformity, what does the thin-film stack look like? And, can the
optimization of the thin-film stack be done automatically? Also, how
can we be sure that the optimized thin-film stack so obtained is the
best one?
To realize systematic and automatic optimization of the thin-film stack,
two things must be accomplished. First, we should simulate CD
accurately. This is done by calculating the Poynting vector inside
resist, from which energy absorbed inside resist is derived. Then, the
relation between CD and simulation can be established semi-
empirically via the relation between CD and exposure dosage for a
specific thin-film stack, with the assumption that resist is operated in
its linear response region and that change of CD from change of
energy absorbed inside resist is the same, no matter change of energy
absorbed inside resist is from change of the incident intensity/time or
from change of the structure/parameters of the thin-film stack.
Second, a proper figure of merit should be used. Keeping in mind that
optimizing the thin-film stack amounts to minimizing the impacts on
CD uniformity from variation of optical properties of the thin-film
stack, we propose a newly defined quantity called CD sensitivity.
Minimizing CD sensitivity amounts to finding an operation point such
that variations of optical properties of the thin-film stack have least
impacts on CD uniformity.
An illustrative example is presented for the optimization of resist on
BARC on silicon substrate.

6154-155, Poster Session
Implementation of contact hole patterning
performance with KrF resist flow process for the 60-
nm node DRAM application
H. Kim, Hynix Semiconductor Inc.; Y. Ahn, S. K. Kim, D. Park, Y.
Kim, Hynix Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
Small contact holes are the most difficult structures for
microlithography to print because it is sensitively affected by the
process condition, pattern density and environment as well. Moreover,

the patterning of very small contact hole features for the 60nm node
DRAM device generation will be a difficult challenge for 248nm
lithography. However, we have already demonstrated the applicability
of thermal flow resist to print 80nm contact holes for DRAM device
using 248nm lithography in previous studies.
In this work, we study the potential for contact photoresist reflow to
be used with 248nm photoresist to increase process windows of small
contact dimensions at the 60nm node DRAM device generation(0.21
k1). With KrF 0.80NA scanner, resist flow process and layout
optimization was carried out to achieve the contact hole patterning.
And also exposure conditions were optimized. For a contact hole with
CDs of 69nm +/- 10%, Focus-Exposure windows over the wafer are
0.20um and 6%, respectively. In conclusion, we have successfully
achieved the contact hole patterning with KrF resist flow process for
the 60nm node DRAM device.

6154-156, Poster Session
Some results of the correction of in-field CD
variations caused by mask and scanner
contributions using shade-in-element technology
D. Michaelis, G. Ben-Zvi, V. J. Dmitriev, S. V. Oshemkov, E. Zait, UC
Laser Technologies Ltd. (Israel)
CD non-uniformity has become a major issue in lithography as feature
sizes are getting smaller and smaller. A major contribution of this CD
non-uniformity is attributed to within the exposure field contributions.
When considering in-field CD non-uniformity, two of the major
contributors are mask errors and scanner induced errors (MEEF
included). A novel method which alters the mask local DUV
transmittance is described. Method is based upon the creation of
partially scattering optical elements inside the mask’s quartz,
according to a CD variations map. Using ultra short pulsed lasers to
create partially scattering elements inside the photomask, allows for
attenuation changes of the photomask according to the CD variation
measurement. Such local transmission changes cause local CD
variations to be reduced when measured at the wafer level. Using this
method, it is shown that corrections can be made of either mask
errors taking into effect MEEF, or total contributions of both mask and
scanner. By employing such a technique it is shown that in-field CD
variations, as measured on the wafer, is significantly decreased.
Results are presented of CD variations both before and after the
implementation of the method. Lastly a discussion of the different
applications and implementation scenarios are given.

6154-158, Poster Session
Advances in imaging tool adjustment optimization
methodologies and capabilities including impact
upon imaging performance budget components
S. D. Slonaker, Nikon Precision Inc.; M. C. Phillips, C. R. Treadway,
G. J. Darby, K. A. Johnson, Intel Corp.
As the design rules and the actual sizes of the patterns being printed
continue to shrink well below half the wavelength of light being
utilized, the budgets associated with all variations in imaging likewise
continue to squeeze to tighter required tolerances.  In this
environment, the control and adjustment of the imaging has continued
to increase in importance.
Building upon previous work in the field of lens adjustment and
optimization, additional methods have been developed and
implemented which enable more specialized adjustment towards the
optimization of given priorities associated with a given patterning
step.  Specifically, it is fast becoming typical to leverage all available
degrees of adjustment freedom uniquely for each critical layer
identified in a given process.
Various optimization goals are discussed, with procedures and results
presented for each.  Examples of the these include:
- optimization of a single machine towards the best possible ultimate
CD uniformity performance while staying within a specified range of
allowed residual distortion
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- optimization of ultimate distortion magnitude, while staying within a
budgeted level of imaging/CD uniformity performance
- optimization of specific aberrations while maintaining all others
within budgeted levels of allowed magnitude
The motivations driving each of these sorts of optimizations will be
discussed, as well as limitations that may exist from various sources,
including metrology, process variation and it effects, and the imaging
tool.
The impact such optimization capability can have on the defined CD
budget will also be discussed, towards the goal of qualifying and,
where possible, quantifying the overall improvement possible through
application of these optimization techniques.  These sorts of
improvements and their documentation can allow for feedback into
the device design process, leveraging the reduced level of variation
resulting from such optimizations.

6154-185, Poster Session
Measurement, separation, and amelioration of
transverse scanning synchronization error
Y. Yamaguchi, Litel Instruments; R. Khurana, TECH Semiconductor
Singapore Pte, Ltd. (Singapore); A. H. Smith, Litel Instruments, Inc.;
V. Subramony, C. C. C. Wean, TECH Semiconductor Singapore Pte,
Ltd. (Singapore); J. J. Bendik, Litel Instruments
The need for lithographic tool advances for reducing feature size,
pitch (low k1 processing), and improving overlay stems directly from
next generation circuit layout and performance roadmaps1. Overlay
error or layer-to-layer misalignment tolerances have continued to
decrease to the point where a few nanometers of misalignment can
seriously impact process and device yields. In this work, we expand
our previous work2 and introduce a new scanner aberration
monitoring methodology that can both measure and separate-out lens
distortion from scanning synchronization error while at the same time
offer machine corrections for accurate tool matching.  Experimental
data taken from several machines suggests it is possible to ameliorate
scanning synchronization error for each machine and improve tool-to-
tool matching at the level required for 65nm processing. Finally, we
discuss applications of this new technology including practical fab
implementation and discovering problematic scanning tool signatures.
1. D. Flagello, et al., “Optimizing and Enhancing Optical Systems to
Meet the Low k1 Challenge,” Optical Microlithography XVI, Proc.,
SPIE vol. 5040-14, p. 139-150, 2003.
2. J. Bendik, et al., “A simulation performance framework using in-situ
metrology,” Optical Microlithography XVIII, Proc., SPIE vol. 5754-95,
p. 930-941, 2004.

6154-159, Poster Session
Mask substrate birefringence requirements for
hyper-NA lithography
M. A. van de Kerkhof, W. P. de Boeij, M. Demarteau, ASML
Netherlands B.V. (Netherlands); L. H. Leunissen, IMEC (Belgium); P.
M. Martin, Photronics, Inc.
For 45nm node lithography, the mask substrate properties will have a
significant impact on imaging performance. Analysing these
properties such as index of refraction homogeneity and stress
birefringence shows that a wide variation exists within the available
population of mask substrates. Both magnitude and orientation of
birefringence results in polarization changes and wavefront errors in
an optical system. These effects potentially produce image
degradation and illumination non-uniformity, leading to lower
resolution and CD variations, respectively.
Besides the inherent properties of the mask blank, additional stress
birefringence can be generated during the processing. The main
causes are: deposition of the absorber stack, patterning, chucking of
the mask in an exposure tool and the mounting of a pellicle. In this
paper, experimental results will be shown on the stress birefringence
introduced by the different process steps. The imaging effects of
mask birefringence will be determined through simulations and

experimental validation on high- and hyper NA (NA\>1) lithographic
exposure tools. This study makes clear how mask birefringence
impacts high  and hyper NA lithography, and gives an indication of the
allowed tolerances.

6154-160, Poster Session
Correcting the transmitted phase in attenuated
phase-shift masks
E. Yesilada, J. L. Cobb, W. E. Conley, Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.
The lithography prognosticator of the early 1980’s declared the end of
optics for sub-0.5 micron imaging.  However, significant
improvements in optics, photoresist and mask technology continued
through the mercury lamp lines (436, 405 & 365nm) and into laser
bands of 248nm and to 193nm.  As each wavelength matured,
innovative optical solutions and further improvements in photoresist
technology have demonstrated that extending imaging resolution is
possible thus further reducing k1.  Several authors have recently
discussed manufacturing imaging solutions for k1 < 0.3 and the
integration challenges.
As previously discussed in the literature, mask topography causes a
smooth transition of intensity at the feature’s edges and some
intensity modulation within and outside the feature which brings in
extra phase information or phase errors that cause a focus shift and
tilt of the focus exposure curves.  These effects are pitch dependent
resulting in a reduction of the common process window. We have
extended the previous work and found that the phase errors increase
with increasing mask transmission.  In this paper the authors will
explain these effects through rigorous EMF calculations of diffraction
efficiencies and phases of the diffracted orders. Compensation
strategies to manage these effects will be proposed.

6154-161, Poster Session
Printability of Qz defects in a production Cr-less
mask process
G. P. Hughes, S. MacDonald, J. Riddick, A. Nhiev, J. Hickethier,
Toppan Photomasks, Inc.; Y. Chen, T. Kumar, P. W. K. Poon, V.
Dunton, S. Radigan, Matrix Semiconductor, Inc.
Cr-less PSM masks have been successfully applied to a production
post printing memory application. This application at 248 nm has
allowed a high volume application to successfully use an expensive
high tech mask technology, and in so doing has provided a more cost
effective solution than a 193 printing approach.
The key to this technology is a high yield mask. One that has zero
printing defects.  In order to get to zero printing defects, many defects
were printed and then correlated back to the mask source using both
a 248 AIMs tool and SEM images.  These defects were then
correlated back to the KLA 576 Die to Die inspection reports.
This paper will detail using real defects, the inspection capture at the
key manufacturing steps (post Cr etch, post Qz Etch, and Post Cr
removal). These defects will then be reviewed using SEM, Prolith 3D
modeling, AIMs, rave repair AIMs, and finally printing.

6154-162, Poster Session
Alternated phase-shift mask for 45-nm node contact
holes patterning
P. Cantu, G. Capetti, C. Catarisano, F. D’Angelo, A. Vaccaro,
STMicroelectronics (Italy)
Among other memory products FLASHes are becoming a technology
driver in term of design rules aggressiveness for dense structures.
Upcoming revisions of ITRS roadmap forecast 45nm technology node
introduction for FLASHes one year ahead (2006) compared to DRAMs
(2007). In this scenario the basic development of 45nm process needs
patterned samples starting from the end of 2005. Waiting for hyper
high NA ArF immersion tools availability, different RET solutions based
on the existing lithography platforms have been evaluated in order to
fulfill with development requirements.
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Our paper is focused on 45nm node contact holes , certainly
considered on of the most challeging layers in the technology
assessment: various RET strategies will be briefly discussed while
particular attention will be dedicated to alternating phase shift mask
option. Strong PSM approach has been already proposed in the past
as viable solution for 65nm node contact holes patterning using ArF
tools; here we discuss problems related to its extension down to
45nm node (with dry equipments), in ultra low k1 regime and close to
the physical limit of 0.25 k1. The paper addresses main challenges
related to the application of an alt PSM approach to a full chip FLASH
design suggesting possible solutions for assist features generation
and phase assignment. Different strategies to compensate for the well
known phase imbalance phenomena have been selected by using
fully rigorous 3D optical simulation software. Finally preliminary
printing test will be shown. Lithography performances (minimum
resolution, process window, contact profile, CD uniformity) will be
compared with conventional RET techniques.

6154-163, Poster Session
Alternating PSM balancing characterization: a
comparative study using AIMS and wafer print data
M. Sczyrba, Advanced Mask Technology Ctr. (Germany); R. Köhle,
Infineon Technologies AG (Germany); K. Bubke, Advanced Mask
Technology Ctr. (Germany); M. Hennig, R. Pforr, Infineon
Technologies (Germany); R. Neubauer, Advanced Mask Technology
Ctr. (Germany)
Alternating Phase-Shifting masks (altPSM) are known to provide high
contrast imaging combined with a low Mask Error Enhancement
Factor (MEEF) at low k1. At feature sizes close to 60nm half-pitch and
less the impact of mask topography effects increases. This applies in
particular for altPSM. This is due to the quartz etch which is required
for every second mask aperture to obtain the 180 degrees phase shift.
It enlarges the mask profile height significantly. The influence of the
quartz trench profile on the transmission and phase balancing
performance has already been studied extensively. Basically it has
been shown, that tighter quartz trench profile control, specifically for
etch depth and width, is required with decreasing mask feature half
pitch.
The desired mask pattern geometry optimization is currently based on
an evaluation of the printed resist pattern over defocus. However, a
mask process engineer can use instead only AIMS measurements of
the mask features.  Therefore there is a mature interest to check, how
good such measurements can replace resist pattern measurements.
Intention of the paper therefore is to evaluate how accurate AIMS
measurements can describe the real printing performance of an
alternating PSM in resist. For that the difference of the image
formation between the AIMS and the scanner is investigated,
specifically the influence of the different angular distributions, the lens
aberrations, and the impact of vibrations during exposure caused by
stage movement and focus instabilities. Furthermore the impact of the
resist is investigated. A new accuracy proven resist model is used to
determine the balancing characteristics of a mask based on
developed resist exposed with aerial images taken from AIMS
measurements. These data will be compared to balancing data taken
from printed resist features. All will be done for features with sub-
70nm half pitch.

6154-164, Poster Session
Applicability of alternating phase-shift masks using
polarized light
K. Bubke, M. Sczyrba, C. Pierrat, Advanced Mask Technology Ctr.
(Germany)
The use of 193nm lithography for feature sizes of 50nm half pitch and
below may require immersion technology in combination with
polarized light and resolution enhancement techniques (RET).
Alternating phase shift mask (APSM) is one of the RET options as it
offers a large contrast and a low mask error enhancement factor.

The combination of APSM and polarized illumination creates a new
set of challenges that have not been explored for previous technology
nodes. The imbalance between neighboring features due to mask
topography effects depends on the polarization state of the exposing
light. Therefore the current balancing schemes need to be re-
evaluated. Ultimately, the mask making process may need to be
adjusted differently depending on the polarization content of the light
illuminating the APSM. An AIMS (Aerial Image Measurement System)
tool capable of handling polarized illumination to verify the
adjustments made by the mask shop would also be needed.
As the mask feature sizes are on the order of the wavelength of the
exposure light, mask polarization effects will also need to be
accounted for. Both polarization dependent balancing and mask
polarization might impact the sensitivity of CD to polarization changes
of the illuminator.
Furthermore, the use of polarized illumination at low sigma may limit
the choice of possible illuminator configurations if the TE polarized
option is not practical. The design may need to be decomposed
based on the orientation of the features or the orientation of the
features may be restricted at the design phase by using for example
restrictive design rules. In this case the performance of 2D structures
is a concern.
In this paper, we will explore the effects of polarized illumination on
APSM technology by rigorous simulation using a full Maxwell equation
solver for the mask. In particular, we will evaluate a variety of APSM
balancing schemes and the mask polarization effects. Furthermore,
the impact of polarization changes to CD variations will be estimated
and compared to half tone phase shifting masks.

6154-165, Poster Session
The feasibility study of KrF HT-PSM in ArF
lithography process
Y. H. Lim, MagnaChip Semiconductor (South Korea)
To apply the same mask to the different lithography processes, we
investigated the feasibility of KrF HT-PSM in ArF lithography process.
We evaluated the proximity effect, linearity and line-end shortening
effects of 0.l3um device pattern sizes using the KrF HT-PSM and
compared those effects with various illumination conditions using
same mask in ArF lithography. We also evaluated the process margin
in each case.
On the optimized illumination condition, the proximity effect and
linearity of ArF lithography process matched with those of KrF
lithography process at the ±5nm critical dimension ranges.
Finally, we concluded that the same mask with same OPC model
could be applied to the two different processes, KrF lithography
process and ArF lithography process, to print the 0.13um device
patterns.

6154-167, Poster Session
Methodology to set up mask CD specification
including MEEF and process sensitivity of mask CD
error
Y. Shim, S. Park, J. Kim, K. Kim, DongbuAnam Semiconductor Inc.
(South Korea)
The advanced lithography needs to be tightly controlled in various
areas of lithography. The mask CD specification (Mask Error
Enhancement Effect) is one of new area required much tighter control.
Typically, mask CD error can be sorted as two different categories.
One is Mean-to-target (MTT) and another is CD uniformity (CDU). MTT
means CD offset between mask to mask and CDU means CD
uniformity across mask plate. Those two potential errors can be
magnified on the wafer level due to the MEEF. To overcome the MTT,
we can adjust expose dose to compensate mask CD error so that we
achieve targeted CD on the wafer level.  However, the changing
expose dose also induces process window change due to the MEEF.
It means that we have narrower process window even if we get the
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targeted CD on the wafer level. On the other hand, CDU can give two
different effects on the wafer level. One is narrower process window
due to magnified ACLV (Across Chip Line-width Variation) due to the
MEEF. Another effect of CDU is the poor OPC accuracy caused by
different MEEF as function of pitch. For example, we assume that CD
difference of dense line and isolated line is 10 nm on the mask.
However, on the wafer, this 10 nm can be magnified as 20 nm by
MEEF difference between two structures. Therefore, we think that the
mask specification needs to take account those effects. In this paper,
we will show technical data to prove how MTT and CDU impact on
process window and OPC accuracy. And we will show how we have
to make mask specification to overcome those effects.

6154-168, Poster Session
Influence of mask manufacturing process on
printing behavior of angled line structures
S. Teuber, K. Bubke, A. Duerr, Advanced Mask Technology Ctr.
(Germany); G. Kunkel, Infineon Technologies (Germany); T. Wandel,
Advanced Mask Technology Ctr. (Germany); T. Zell, Infineon
Technologies (Germany)
For the successful reduction of chip production costs, the usage of
more advanced designs with lower area consumption due to the
usage of angled line structures is one possibility. The usage of
conventional vector shaped electron beam writers does only allow
writing Manhattan-like structures. There are several approximation
possibilities for writing angled lines, e.g. they could be approximated
by writing only small rectangles. This method introduces a very
pronounced line edge roughness due to the written uneven edges.
The critical dimension uniformity on the mask and the printing
behavior are directly influenced by this synthesized line edge
roughness.
This paper addresses the investigation of critical dimension of the
angled mask structures as well as the influence on the printing
behavior. The different masks used in the experiment were patterned
at the Advanced Mask Technology Center (AMTC). Measurements of
pattern line widths were performed by using scanning electron
microscopy techniques. The printing behavior of different structures
was investigated by running AIMSTM measurements and performing
exposure experiments. Comparing the mask structures and the final
printed wafer structures, estimations on the transfer function of the
synthesized line edge roughness could be performed. These results
were compared to supporting simulation results.

6154-169, Poster Session
Process window OPC verification: dry versus
immersion lithography for the 65-nm node
A. Borjon, J. Belledent, C. Couderc, Philips Semiconductors
(France); S. Baron, STMicroelectronics (France); Y. Trouiller, P.
Schiavone, CEA-LETI (France)
Ensuring robust patterning after OPC is becoming more and more
difficult due to the continuous reduction of layout dimensions and
diminishing process windows associated with each successive
lithographic generation. Lithographers must guarantee high imaging
fidelity throughout the entire range of normal process variations. To
verify the printability of a design across process window, compact
optical models similar to those used for standard OPC are used.
These models are calibrated from experimental data measured at the
limits of the process window. They are then applied to the design to
predict potential printing failures.
This approach has been widely used for dry lithography. With the
emergence of immersion lithography in production in the IC industry,
the predictability of this approach has to be validated on this new
lithographic process. In this paper, a comparison between the dry
lithography process model and the immersion lithography process
model is presented for the Poly layer at 65 nm node patterning.
Examples of specific failure predictions obtained separately with the
two processes are compared with experimental results. A comparison
in terms of process performance will also be a part of this study.

6154-170, Poster Session
CFD analysis of the receding meniscus in immersion
lithography
M. S. El-Morsi, S. Schuetter, G. Nellis, R. Engelstad, Univ. of
Wisconsin/Madison; C. K. Van Peski, SEMATECH, Inc.
Immersion lithography systems are being developed in order to
improve optical lithography resolution.  This is achieved by inserting a
high refractive index liquid (water for first generation 193 nm exposure
tools) in place of the low refractive index air in the space between the
lens and wafer.  In order to achieve the necessary throughput, the
stage will be subjected to high velocities and accelerations which
present challenges to the fluid management system.  The fluid volume
will be characterized by an advancing air/water interface (or meniscus)
where the wafer is being drawn into the liquid and a receding air/water
interface where the wafer is being pulled out of the liquid.  The
behavior of these interfaces is particularly important; a film of liquid
may be pulled from the receding meniscus and air may be entrained
at the advancing meniscus.  Air entrainment has been shown to be
unlikely under the conditions related to immersion lithography.
Film pulling leads to the deposition of residual liquid on the wafer, a
situation that has been demonstrated to be a source of defects in the
printed patterns.  If the liquid droplets evaporate on the surface of the
wafer, contaminants will be concentrated and deposited on the
substrate.  On the other hand, if the liquid droplets do not evaporate
then they may re-encounter the advancing meniscus during
subsequent scans. This impact process can lead to the entrapment of
air bubbles between the two menisci.  Therefore, a significant
challenge to the development of fluid management systems is the
control of the receding meniscus.
A two-dimensional computational fluid dynamics model has been
developed in order to investigate the behavior of the receding
meniscus with the specific goal of understanding what macroscopic
aspects of the fluid flow (e.g., forced circulation, external pressure) are
most effective at suppressing film pulling.  A baseline model is used to
establish a reference behavior represented by the variation of the
receding dynamic contact angle (RCDA) with velocity.  This model has
been verified by comparing the dynamic angle and film pulling velocity
to those obtained experimentally.  Parametric studies have been
subsequently carried out in order to characterize the effect of external
pressurization (e.g., from an air current) and static angle on the RCDA
in order to identify those parameters that may be used to effectively
control the receding meniscus.  Wherever possible, these parametric
variations are expressed in terms of a fundamental dimensionless
quantity.  The results of this work provide guidance relative to the
design of fluid management systems for immersion lithography tools.

6154-171, Poster Session
Mask topography effect with polarization at hyper
NA
N. Yamamoto, Spansion LLC
As ArF immersion lithography is adapted beyond the 45 nm node, the
minimum mask feature size will become equal to or smaller than the
wavelength. For such situations, polarization by the mask will play a
very important role on imaging quality. In addition, TM and TE
diffraction efficiencies for very narrow grating masks depend
significantly on the mask materials. Also, they are affected by
variations of absorber thickness, sidewall angle and material optical
properties. Therefore, mask topography effects will vary among mask
material types and polarization states of illumination. Fig. 1 shows
simulation results of aquatic image CD variations caused by mask
absorber thickness changes, for 110 nm pitch 1:1 lines and spaces at
1.2 NA with y-polarized and unpolarized x-dipole illumination. The
reduction ratio is 4X and the masks are binary. These results were
simulated by rigorous electromagnetic field simulation. The CD
change of unpolarized illumination is larger than that for y-polarized
illumination. This result shows that preferred polarized illumination can
reduce the CD variation caused by mask topography variations. In this
paper, CD variations caused by mask topography variations such as
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thickness, sidewall and material optical properties on several mask
materials (including alternative aperture phase shifting masks) are
investigated using rigorous electromagnetic field simulation.

6154-172, Poster Session
Determination of complex index of immersion
liquids at 193 nm
J. P. Stehle, J. Piel, J. Campillo, SOPRA SA (France)
Immersion lithography at 193 nm is well recognized to be the imaging
technology for staying on the 45 and 32 nm process node roadmap.
One important key to the success of immersion lithography is the
development of robust and high-performance photoresists. Several
issues are not solved today and remain under investigations. One of
most important point is the leaching of resist components during their
contact with the liquid (mainly water which has low absorption at 193
nm for the first generation) .A swelling of the resist could also be
detected. The leaching of the photoresist has several effects like the
damage of the final lens of the imaging system which is illuminated in
DUV and in contact with the immersion liquid, the presence of
impurities in the liquid creating dramatic index variations. Another
important parameter for the photoresist is the contact angles to avoid
debris formation at interface.
To solve this problem, several manufacturers have introduced topcoat
layers applied by spin coating on top of the photoresist. The
protective overcoat and photoresist do not intermix and this
protective coat needs to be insoluble in liquid with high contact angle.
The top coat must be transparent and have an anti-reflective effect at
193 nm for polarized light
It appears that it is necessary to propose techniques of
characterization to clearly identify the damage occurred by liquid on
photoresist and to control the efficiency of the topcoat layer.
An optical and non-destructive technique will be presented: the
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) technique. It appears as a technique
of choice to characterize accurately the influences of liquid on these
materials. SE is a well established technique since 20 years to
determine thickness (up to few micrometers) and complex indices of
thin layers.
The technique is based on the modification of the polarization state of
the beam after reflection on the surface of the sample. The
measurement is done on a large spectral range from 193 to 1000 nm
with a resolution of 3 nm typically. For each wavelength, two
parameters are obtained: Tan Psi and Cos Delta. Finally, a model is
proposed to get, by a fitting procedure based on a nonlinear
regression, the correct physical parameters of the layers which are the
thickness and the complex index.
For immersion lithography characterization, the wafer is exposed to a
flux of air blown on these surface for which we modify the hygrometry
from 0% to 100 % (saturated in water) at atmospheric pressure.
The thickness variation can also be measured simultaneously giving
information of the swelling of the material.
A simultaneous determination of the thickness and refractive index of
these two layers give useful information on the integrity of the
photoresist layer protected by the topcoat layer.

6154-173, Poster Session
Sub-40-nm pattern fabrication in 157-nm
interferometric immersion lithography
T. Hagiwara, S. Tsuji, K. Fujii, Semiconductor Leading Edge
Technologies, Inc. (Japan); M. Moriya, O. Wakabayashi, A. Sumitani,
Komatsu Ltd. (Japan); Y. Saito, K. Maeda, Central Glass Co., Ltd.
(Japan)
Liquid immersion lithography has been attracting considerable
attention because it can extend the applicability of conventional
optical lithography. However, the resolution limit of 193-nm immersion
lithography hardly reaches 32 nm in half pitch even with a high-
refractive-index fluid because the total NA of the projection optics is

limited within the refractive-index of each optical material used. Thus,
the use of shorter wavelength illumination is the only measure to
extend optical lithography to 32-nm node.
To prove the usefulness of 157-nm lithography for 32-nm node, we
began to develop 157-nm immersion lithography. In our previous
work, we demonstrated the potential of 157-nm immersion
lithography. Concerning immersion fluid, we found that straight-chain
perfluoroethers (PFEs) had smaller absorption coefficient than
perfluoroalkanes, and the absorption coefficient of PFEs could be
improved by introducing more ether bonds. We also showed that
further improvement in transparency could be achieved by controlling
the length of successive CFX between ether bonds. We found a
commercial PFE, BARRIERTA(r) J25V (NOK Kluber Co. Ltd.), which
satisfied these requirements, had a high transmittance of 1.0 cm-1 at
157 nm. In 157-nm immersion lithography with BARRIERTA(r) J25V,
rinse process of the immersion fluid is necessary because the
immersion fluid has a high viscosity of 25 cSt and a low contact angle
of 10 degree on the resist surface. We used a high volatile fluorinated
ether, NovecTM HFE-7200 (Sumitomo 3M Ltd.), as the rinse liquid and
confirmed that the immersion fluid can be easily rinsed off. We
confirmed that the dissolution contrast of the fluorine-containing SSQ
resist did not change through the immersion process with
BARRIERTA(r) J25V. To demonstrate the feasibility of 157-nm
immersion lithography, we constructed a Michelson interferometric
exposure tool and succeeded in fabricating 60-nm L/S patterns.
In this paper, we describe the optimization of 157-nm immersion
process toward 40-nm and below. Although we could print
rectangular-shaped 60-nm L/S patterns using above-mentioned
processes, the resist pattern came to show T-topping as the pattern
pitch became smaller. Under this condition, finer pitch patterns could
not be resolved due to bridging of the resist surfaces. We investigated
the cause of this T-topping and concluded that the leaching of resist
content into the rinse liquid and following generation of thin surface
inhibition layer was the primary reason. We used various fluorinated
liquids to clarify the relationship between the leaching behavior and
the material structure, and found that the degree of leaching depends
on the end group of the rinse liquid. The HFE-7200 has ethyl group as
the end group and this ethyl group causes large leaching. On the
contrary, rinse liquids with trifluoromethyl group are less reactive and
the T-toping effect was well controlled. We made an exposure
experiment using the FluorinertTM FC-84 (Sumitomo 3M Ltd.), which
has trifluoromethyl group as the end group, as the rinse liquid and
obtained sub-40-nm L/S patterns. We will show the analysis of
species leached from the resist into the rinse in detail and printing
results of finer patterns at the conference.

6154-174, Poster Session
Full-field exposure tools for ArF immersion
lithography
J. Lee, A. Otoguro, T. Itani, K. Fujii, Semiconductor Leading Edge
Technologies, Inc. (Japan); K. Shiraishi, T. Fujiwara, Y. Ishii, Nikon
Corp. (Japan)
Immersion lithography has by far satisfied most expectations on its
feasibility as the next lithographic technique for the 65-nm node and
below. To further advance 193-nm immersion lithography, the efficient
control of water as an immersion fluid and research and development
of resist processes is necessary.
At the end of 2004, Nikon Corp. has developed a 0.85 NA 193-nm
immersion exposure tool using water as immersion liquid. This
engineering evaluation tool (EET) is equipped with a highly efficient
temperature stabilized water nozzle assembly developed by Tokyo
Electron Ltd. (TEL). Selete Inc. in collaboration with Nikon Inc. has
been evaluating the performance and various characteristics of the
EET along with the investigation of various photo resist and top coat
processes under these conditions:
- Exposure condition:
Nikon EET( NA 0.85,s 0.93) using 2/3 annular illumination with
attenuated phase shifting mask (Att-PSM) EET is linked with ACT12
track (Tokyo Electron Ltd.)
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- Chemical process:
2 types of top coat (solvent-removable and developer-removable
types)
2 types of resist confirmed with the best performance
- Evaluation of 1:1 lines and spaces (L/S) patterns (80-nm and below)
and Contact hole patterns:
Resolution and depth of focus (DOF)
Critical dimension (CD) uniformity
Immersion-specific defects
The optimized versions of the above mentioned top coat types were
considered (to control the effects of leaching between photo resist
surface and water). For both top coat processes a resolution of 70-nm
half pitch L/S patterns was confirmed. A 0.8µm DOF was also verified
for the 80-nm half pitch L/S pattern for both processes. The CD
uniformity was also confirmed to be less than 5 nm (3 sigma).
Moreover, contact hole patterning which is attracting lots of attention
recently, was also evaluated and a 0.7µm DOF was achieved for the
170-nm pitch contact hole pattern.
The evaluation for possible immersion-specific defects was carried
out with the HA-3000 DUV wafer inspection system (wavelength: 266-
nm) by Hitachi High-Technologies Corp. Immersion-specific defects
were observed to be evolving mostly from watermarks, bubbles, and
resist-top coat chemical reactions with water or the photo resist.
Using the solvent-removable top coat process, water marks were not
observed but some defects that may have been caused by top coat
residue were found. On the other hand, for the developer-removable
top coat process, defects such as water marks were observed. After
the implementation of various improvements for both EET and top
coat / resist processes were carried out, a considerable improvement
was achieved in the reduction of the said immersion-specific defects.
During the conference, the performance of the 0.85NA Nikon EET and
the lithographic imaging achievements will be presented. Furthermore,
immersion-specific defect reduction techniques and their respective
results will also be discussed.

6154-175, Poster Session
Analysis and improvement of defectivity in
immersion lithography
K. Nakano, S. Owa, Nikon Corp. (Japan); T. Yamamoto, S. Nag,
KLA-Tencor Corp.
One of the most challenging issues in immersion lithography is
defectivity.  Some immersion specific defects like bubbles, particles,
defects caused by interaction of resist with water and so on have
been studied and solved.  However, the origin of some defects has
not been identified and well understood yet.
To investigate the root cause of defects thoroughly, it is necessary to
have close links of immersion exposure tool, track and defect
inspection tool.  In Nikon Kumagaya factory, we have immersion EET
exposure tool and KLA-Tencor 2351 inspection tool.  Nikon EET
(Engineering Evaluation Tool) has a full-field immersion projection
optics of NA=0.85 and is equipped with full functions of a production-
use dry exposure tool.  EET is connected to Tokyo Electron ACT12
track (coater & developer).  The KLA-Tencor 2351 inspection tool has
been installed next to the EET-ACT12 system.  SEM is also available
in the same clean room, enabling to review defects quickly.  In this
environment we can combine wafer process and defect measurement
together to maximize our learning.
By utilizing these tools, we have been successfully clarified many of
immersion related defectivity mechanisms.  Some are topcoat
originated, some are environmental, some are track generated, and
some are lithography related.  Based on these data, we proposed a
couple of defectivity reduction approaches and have shown to be
effective.  We also obtained characteristics of defect with various
materials of topcoats, resists and BARCs at various process
conditions.

6154-176, Poster Session
Verification of the optical proximity effect in
immersion lithography
T. Suganaga, S. Maejima, T. Ishibashi, S. Nakao, S. Shirai, T.
Hanawa, K. Narimatsu, K. Suko, Renesas Technology Corp. (Japan);
K. Shiraishi, Y. Ishii, Nikon Corp. (Japan); T. Ando, K. Ohmori, Tokyo
Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd. (Japan)
193nm lithography is one of the most promising technologies for next-
generation lithography and actively evaluated toward making
practicable (1,2). First, we evaluated an immersion lithography tool
(engineering evaluation tool: EET) (3) and a dry lithography tool
(S307E) having the same numerical aperture (NA) of 0.85
manufactured by Nikon Corporation. As a result, the depth of focus
(DOF) of EET increased to 200nm by comparison with the 110nm DOF
of dry exposure was confirmed in 90nm isolated space pattern.
Moreover, a 15%-raise of DOF was confirmed in 110nm isolated
contact hole pattern, too. Next, the characteristic of optical proximity
effect (OPE) in 90nm space pattern was evaluated. Generally,
comparing the immersion lithography tool with dry one having the
same NA, only the expansion of DOF is expected. But we confirmed
that the 33.1nm OPE of dry exposure for 90nm space pattern was
improved to 14.1nm by immersion lithography. The OPE of 90nm
space pattern is defined by the difference of space-width between a
dense space and an isolated space. In this paper, these effects of
OPE improvement by immersion lithography are reported.
 Top coatings (TC) were used (4,5) for the prevention of leaching and
defects in the case of immersion lithography. Therefore, due to
ascertain whether the difference of OPE between dry and immersion
exposures was caused by the effect of TC or not, dry exposures with
and without TC were executed. For illumination condition, 0.85σ and
0.85NA was used. 193nm resists and TC under development by
Tokyo Ohka Kogyo (TOK) were applied. An attenuated phase shifting
mask with the transmittance of 6% was used. OPE evaluation were
performed using 90nm space pattern with various pitches and line
end shortening of 90nm dense pattern. It was found that the dry
exposure’s OPE of 90nm space pattern was reduced from 33.1nm to
17.9nm with TC. Just 4nm was assigned to the difference in optical
characteristics between dry and immersion exposures. As for the line
end shortening, the difference between immersion exposure and dry
exposure was reduced from 21nm to 7nm with TC. Considering the
reflectance between the bottom lens of scanner and the medium, the
difference in optical characteristics between dry and immersion
exposures might be explained. In addition to the defectivity, OPE
characteristic is also the important factor of immersion TC selection.
1. Jeng-Horng Chen et al., Proc. SPIE 5754, pp. 13-22 (2005).
2. D. Gil et al., Proc. SPIE 5754, pp. 119-128 (2005).
3. O. Soichi et al., Proc. SPIE 5754, pp. 655-668 (2005).
4. T. Hiromitsu et al., Proc. SPIE 5753, pp. 102-108 (2005).
5. K. Shinichi et al., Proc. SPIE 5753, pp. 40-51 (2005).

6154-177, Poster Session
Wafer management between the clean track and
immersion lithography tool
K. Shiraishi, T. Fujiwara, H. Tanizaki, Y. Ishii, Nikon Corp. (Japan); H.
Kyoda, T. Yamamoto, S. Ishida, Tokyo Electron Kyusyu Ltd. (Japan)
The ArF immersion lithography is a probable technique for the
application below 65 nm hp generation. In 2003, several works about
the immersion lithography were reported regarding the critical issues,
for example photo-resist, UPW qualities and wafer contamination. In
the initial stage, each issue was evaluated by an imitational immersion
method, in which the wafer is immersed after a dry exposure, and a
two-beam interferometer. The first immersion lithography scanner,
which is called as the engineering evaluation tool (EET) being
connected inline with a coater and developer (C/D), a clean track ACT-
12 (Tokyo Electron Ltd.), was completed in the end of 2004 and
accelerates the settlements of the critical issues.
As a prediction of imitational process, this system shows that a bit of
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residual water may make a water-mark on the wafer. Tokyo Electron
Ltd. and Nikon Corp. have challenged to resolve this problem from a
point of view of improvements on the system components for
production tools. Related components are mainly 1. local water filling
nozzle, 2. wafer table, 3. wafer loader, 4. C/D interface to the
exposure tool, and 5. spinner unit watering the wafer.
The nozzle and the wafer table in the exposure tool are optimized to
diminish the residual water, while the wafer stage is driven at a high
speed of 500mm/s for high throughput of the production tool.
However a bit of water, the amount of which also depends on a
topcoat material, may remain. The wafer loader should carry the wafer
to the C/D before drying up it.
The residual water is removed by rinse on the spinner unit in the C/D.
A spinning speed, amount and period of watering and the order of
each processing in the C/D are also optimized using the ACT-12
connected to the EET.
From these optimizations, a new spinner unit which rinses and dries
the wafer is devised in a C/D interface module for the mass
production. This module also has a wafer baking unit for post
exposure baking (PEB). Benefits of the module are the followings, i.
reduce a time to carry the wafer, i.e. avoid to drying up, ii) reduce a
post exposure delay (PED), iii) avoid carrying the wet wafer into the C/
D, vi) avoid disturbances of humidity condition in the environmental
chambers of the C/D and the exposure tool, and v) avoid diffusing the
other contaminations.
In this report, we present the latest immersion technology, including
the wafer contamination control, which is developed in the
collaboration with Tokyo Electron Ltd. and Nikon Corp.

6154-178, Poster Session
Three-dimensional imaging of 30-nm nanospheres
using immersion interferometric lithography
J. Zhou, Y. Fan, B. W. Smith, Rochester Institute of Technology
Immersion interferometric lithography has been applied successfully
to semiconductor device applications, but its potential is not limited to
this application only.  This paper explores this imaging technology for
the production of three-dimensional nano-structures.  Using a 193-nm
excimer laser and immersion Talbot interference imaging, sub-30 nm
nanospheres can be produced for photonic band gap device
application.   Photonic crystals, also known as photonic band gap
materials, are periodic structures of dielectrics. These structures do
not allow particular wavelengths to propagate due to destructive
interference. Two-dimensional photonic crystals have been
successfully fabricated using conventional lithography and deep
anisotropic etching. However, with this technique, the fabrication of 3-
D photonic crystals with near-infrared or visible band gaps is still
challenging. Recently, alternative approaches such as holographic
lithography, self-assembled 3-D lattices of silica spheres have been
reported for the fabrication of 3-D photonic crystals with sub-
micrometer periodicity. The resulted polymeric structures can then be
infiltrated with high dielectric media to fabricate high index contrast
photonic crystals. However, the fabrication of 3-D photonic crystals
for the UV spectrum is still considered to be a challenge. Significant
progress has been made on optical immersion lithography since it
was first proposed. With high refractive index fluid or solid as the
immersion media, two-beam immersion interferometric lithography
can provide sub-30 nm half pitch lines and spaces. By changing the
exposure parameters, such as the numerical aperture of the exposure
system and the illumination wavelength, the pitch size of the resulted
pattern may vary from sub-30 nm to a few hundred nanometers.
Double exposure with the same exposure parameter may produce a
2-D nanoposts structure. By further deliberate design of the exposure
system, such as optimizing the thickness and optical constants of the
photoresist and the anti-reflective coating,   using different illumination
polarization states, a 3-D nanospheres structure may be achieved. We
believe this method is novel and the alignment is much easier
compared with holographic lithography. A systematic analysis of this
method will be provided in this paper. The numerical study will be
carried out using ILSim software. Polymeric nanospheres with

different crystal structure will be discussed. These polymeric
nanospheres can be further utilized as templates for high contrast
photonic crystals fabrication.

6154-179, Poster Session
Comparison of immersion lithography from
projection and interferometric exposure tools
S. A. Robertson, J. M. Leonard, Rohm and Haas Electronic
Materials; B. W. Smith, A. Bourov, E. Pascani, Amphibian Systems
Although many immersion projection scanners are currently being
delivered to IC manufacturers for research and development activities,
these tools are still relatively rare. Many companies have elected to
use immersion interferometric exposure tools for early research work.
These have several advantages over the full field projection tools: i)
they are considerably cheaper, ii) they can achieve higher numerical
aperture  and resolution,
iii) the impact of lens damage through either leaching or
experimentation with novel immersion fluid, is low.
Despite these advantages, interferometry has two down-sides, first
they can only print dense pitches and second the aerial image quality
is too high. The interference of a coherent light source gives very
strong modulation, which is practically impossible to achieve in a
projection system of any numerical aperture.
Cropanese et al. (1) has shown that an interferometer can synthesize
the aerial image delivered by a projection optics tool, if the two-beam
exposure is coupled to a zero order, single beam exposure. The
Amphibian XIS micro-stepper (2) is able to modulate aerial images in
this manner through the use of a beam blocker in one arm of its
interferometer.
Through the use of lithography simulation it is possible to design an
array of exposures and demodulation levels which synthesis the aerial
image delivered by a projection scanner under a given set of exposure
conditions.
In this work, we compare synthesized focus-exposure arrays on the
immersion XIS tool to arrays exposed on an ASML TWISCAN 1150i
immersion scanner. The main parameters of interest are the process
latitude exhibited, the line profiles and the observed line edge
roughness.
(1) Cropanese et al., “Synthesis of projection lithography for low k1 via
interferometry”, Optical Microlithography XVII, pp 1836 - 1842, 2004.
(2) Smith et al., “Amphibian XIS: an immersion lithography
microstepper platform”, Optical Microlithography XVIII, pp 751 - 759,
SPIE Vol. 5754, 2005.

6154-181, Poster Session
Assembly of a 193-nm interferometer for immersion
lithography: vibration effects on image contrast
A. Lagrange, CEA-LETI (France); A. L. Charley, STMicroelectronics
(France); O. Lartigue, CEA LETI (France); M. Derouard,
STMicroelectronics (France)
As immersion lithography becomes increasingly important, benefits
and drawbacks of the introduction of an immersion fluid between the
imaging optics and the wafer have to be studied. In this context, it is
of high interest to be able to understand the properties of hyper high
NA imaging and to do so, to have access to a technique which can
mimic an industrial immersion stepper by having the possibility to
tune the polarization state and numerical aperture. Interferometric
lithography has proven to be a useful method to study projection
imaging at high numerical aperture (NA), polarization state impact on
imaging, photoresists materials and defectivity due to the introduction
of water and high index fluids [1].
We have designed and realized our own interferometer to fulfill these
requirements. The tool is based on a double diffraction grating
interferometer, which is less sensitive to the temporal coherence of
the laser source. A. Yen and al. [2] have already shown such an
equipment for dry lithography in the early 90’s. We have defined
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different configurations from NA=0.32 to NA=1.4.
NA CD (dense lines) Field (max) Fluids
0.32 150 nm 0.5×0.5 mm(c)˜ Air & water
0.97 50 nm 5×5 mm(c)˜ Air & water
1.2 40 nm 5×5 mm(c)˜ Water
1.4 35 nm 5×5 mm(c)˜ Water & High index fluids
The most important cause for image contrast reduction was the
vibrations. As such an equipment needs to be installed in clean room
environment, in an existing building, solutions have to found to cancel
their effects. In a first stage we modelized the whole optical bench,
including laser, beam transporting and shaping optics, interferometer
and mechanical setup. From this model acceptable vibration levels for
each part are quantified. As expected in an pseudo achromatic setup,
the most sensitive is the relative movement of the diffraction gratings
with respect to the wafer. As the laser ArF are pulsed, the image is
printed in a stroboscopic way. This assumption permits to express
analytically the contrast losses relatively to the vibration amplitude and
the vibration statistic. Three statistics are defined: uniform, sine and
gaussian. The sine case is representative of single vibration frequency,
and  the fringe contrast is be expressed

C= J0  (2 · π ·           ),

where Xvib is the vibration amplitude, P the fringe period, and J0 the
Bessel function. With this expression one can quantify the acceptable
vibration level. For example, if one admits a contrast loss of 20% due
to vibrations, the vibration should not exceed

leading to                              .

NA CD (dense lines) Xvib
0.32 150 nm 42 nm
0.97 50 nm 14 nm
1.2 40 nm 11 nm
1.4 35 nm 10 nm
This model is confirmed by our experience. At the first exposures, we
observed fringe contrast lower than 20%, which are absolutely not
acceptable. We measured the vibrations amplitude by the mean of
accelerometers and could explain the low contrast by a vibration
resonance frequency at 30Hz, of amplitude 100nm. In the case of 300
nm period, the estimated contrast should be 17% contrast.
Three vibration sources have been identified: the environment (air
flows, human activity, machinery, etc), the building and region
movements and the laser itself (rotating mechanic and gaz
turbulences). From the measurements it appeared that an isolated slab
was not appropriate because it showed a good isolation from the rest
of the clean room but a large horizontal resonance at 22Hz. Therefore
we focused on isolation of the marble from the environment by the
mean of pneumatic suspensions for the high frequencies, and an active
anti vibration table top unit for the lower frequencies. The differential
acceptable vibrations are little, so the mechanical setup has to be very
rigid. It has been modified in a two axis configuration with porting
distance below 10 cm. Differential measurement have been done with
a Doppler fiber vibrometer. In best conditions, its resolution of 2nm is
comparable to levels to measure. Despite of some measurements
artifacts, it could be estimated that the vibrations were controlled
efficiently.
Exposures obtained with this setup show very sharp line profiles. By
overexposing a reference photoresist, lines of 27nm are obtained at
100 nm pitch, as well in dry and wet conditions. This resolution is
comparable with contact lithography exposures were no relative
movement are possible. Contact holes were also realized under

immersion.
The performances of a immersion interferometer are not only
dependent on the interferometer itself but also on its environment. We
have shown that vibrations are critical and we have quantified
acceptable levels. The solutions adopted to reduce them have been
successfully installed, demonstrated by the quality of the exposed
patterns.

6154-182, Poster Session
Drag-a-drop: an alternative fluid management
technique for immersion lithography
R. T. Bonnecaze, D. Bassett, C. Taylor, C. Weiland, C. Shih, C. G.
Willson, The Univ. of Texas at Austin
A new modality dubbed Drag-a-Drop for the implementation of
immersion lithography is presented.  In general immersion lithography
employs a thin film of water or higher index of refraction fluid between
the wafer and lens system to increase the numerical aperture and the
depth of field of the imaging system, which results in significantly
greater resolution than currently possible without the fluid.  In most
current embodiments of immersion lithography, the water continually
flows under the lens in a so-called showerhead design.  In Drag-a-
Drop a fluid droplet is placed under the lens and stays under it during
motion of the stepper due to capillary forces.  Indeed this method has
been successful in interference imaging systems.  This simpler
embodiment for immersion lithography removes the need for a
complex fluid management system.  Drops may be easily removed
and replaced during the stepping to maintain a contaminant-free
droplet.  Also, by controlling the wetting of the lens surface, the Drag-
a-Drop modality may be used for inverted lens without concern for air
entrainment.  In addition an optical depth measurement based on a
broad band light source can be used to control the height of the lens
above the wafer.
Theoretical calculations and experimental data are presented that
demonstrate the fluid mechanical feasibility of the Drag-a-Drop
concept.  In Drag-a-Drop a droplet of fluid is placed in the gap
between the lens and wafer.  The dynamics of the droplet are
controlled by viscous forces due to the relative motion between the
lens and wafer and by capillary forces due to the wetting of the
immersion fluid on the lens and wafer.  Analytic calculations and
numerical simulations using lubrication analysis show that the speed
for the motion of the droplets increases with increased wetting of the
immersion fluid with the lens and wafer, wafer-lens gap and contact
angle hysteresis.  Speeds of several hundreds of millimeters per
second are predicted to be attainable with the Drag-a-Drop
methodology.  Experimental studies on model lens approximately 30
mm in diameter across wafers confirm these predictions and further
demonstrate that the droplets are stable to rapid changes in velocity
of the stepper.  Experiments show that even higher speeds are
attainable with inverted lens, which remove the need for fluids with
indices of refraction greater than water.  And due to the wetting of the
fluid on the lens, there is no entrainment of air between the wafer and
lens.  Speeds in excess of a critical value result in the droplet being
left on the wafer or lens, depending on their wetting characteristics.
These detached droplets may then be blown off by nitrogen gas and a
new droplet injected under the lens at a desired time interval.
Real-time adjustment of the wafer-lens gap by a broad-band optical
depth measurement is also briefly discussed.  By rapidly computing a
Fourier-analysis of the interference pattern of a broad-band light
source in the visible regime, the optical depth of the fluid gap may be
computed.  This may be incorporated into a real-time controller to
adjust the wafer-lens gap in Drag-a-Drop to account for any changes
in the immersion fluid’s optical properties.
In summary the Drag-a-Drop methodology for immersion lithography
offers significant advantages for semiconductor lithography and laser
mask writing.  The fluid management associated with it is simpler than
the showerhead design, it can easily be adapted to inverted lens
systems, and it can run at speeds required by commercial steppers.

6154-183, Poster Session
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Novel high-refractive index fluids for 193-nm
immersion lithography
J. J. S. Santillan, A. Otoguro, T. Itani, K. Fujii, Semiconductor
Leading Edge Technologies, Inc. (Japan); A. Kagayama, T. Nakano,
N. Nakayama, H. Tamatani, S. Fukuda, Mitsui Chemicals, Inc.
(Japan)
Despite the early skepticism towards the use of 193-nm immersion
lithography as the next step in satisfying Moore’s law, it continuous to
meet expectations on its feasibility in achieving 65-nm nodes and
possibly beyond. And with implementation underway, interest in
extending its capability for smaller pattern sizes such as the 32-nm
node continues to grow.
De-ionised water (D.I.W.) remains as the most ideal 193-nm
immersion fluid at this time with a refractive index of 1.44, absorption
coefficient equal to 0.05/cm and good viscosity. In our evaluation
using 193-nm two-beam interferometric exposure tool, the resolution
limit achieved using D.I.W. was 36-nm lines and spaces (L/S). To
extend the application of 193-nm immersion lithography in the
fabrication of 32-nm-node semiconductor devices and below, the
research and development of a higher refractive index fluid is viewed
as the next step.
Studies are being made by various research groups in search for the
next immersion fluid of high refractive index to extend the application
of 193-nm immersion lithography for 32-nm imaging and beyond.
High absorption coefficients though, remain to be one issue that holds
back this development. Thermal coefficient, photoresist interaction,
viscosity, fluid flow dynamics, etc are also factors that need to be
considered.
In this paper, we will discuss the properties of newly developed high
refractive index fluid of low absorption coefficient named ‘Babylon’
and ‘Delphi’. At 193.39-nm the refractive index was 1.64 and 1.63 and
absorption coefficient was 0.05/cm and 0.08/cm respectively, as
evaluated using a spectroscopic ellipsometer. 32-nm lines and spaces
(L/S) patterns were resolved with these fluids using a 193-nm two-
beam interferometric exposure tool. The physical characteristics of
both fluids such as possible photoresist interaction (i.e. resist swelling,
leaching, etc.), thermo-optic coefficient, viscosity, static and dynamic
contact angle, environmental stability, etc. were also evaluated to
confirm its feasibility for application with possible future 193-nm high
index immersion scanners.

6154-184, Poster Session
Development of cleaning process for immersion
lithography
C. Chang, D. Yu, J. C. H. Lin, B. J. Lin, Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Taiwan)
A series of new cleaning materials and methods have been designed
and tested. For the lens cleaning study, we use ArF wavelength to
expose the glass lens that is immersed in PAG solution to accumulate
contamination. At the beginning, we try to dissolve the contaminated
material by conventional chemical. EKC has been tested and shown
effective organic removal ability. However, such base contains
material that is shown risky to lens damage, because the hydroxyl
group can attack lens surface and induce surface roughness. A lot of
conventional surfactants have also been tested, but so far no
acceptable performance obtained. By identifying the contaminated
elements, our new designed chemical is effective to remove away all
the lens contamination. The contaminated lens can recover its
transparency to initial condition. This finding will influence the resist
design, since we don’t need to restrict some of the PAG with good
litho performance but high leaching level. The new chemical has
neutral pH value and good solubility to water, which can be applied to
system without damage or contamination concern.
 For the tool induce wafer defect, we use the bare wafer to collect the
tool particle by dummy run. The wafer particles come from system.
We assume if the wafer surface particles can be removed, the same
method can also workable for tool particles removal. By EDX analysis
to the wafer defect, most of defects appear carbon signal that is
thought to come from the resist and process. Different kinds of

surfactants and chemicals have been tried but without cleaning
function. This revelation led to two new activities. First, brush cleaning
was studied with PVA head on scrubber machine. The particle
removing rate can reach 100% with the help of ammonia water. And
more than 95% with DI brush only. It can be applied to remove the
tool surface particle, including the stage, lens or other flat area. The
second activity that was tried was a study to use mega sonic power
to vibrate the particle away from the wafer. From the power split, we
found 0.75Amp can reach 97% particle removing rate. As compared
to DI jet split without mega sonic, the particle almost remains the
same. If the mega sonic power is less than 0.5Amp, the removing rate
also lower as DI jet. Mega sonic cleaning is thought to be very useful
for tool cleaning, especially on those with deep trench or tiny space.
Since the mega sonic power can transfer its cleaning power through
the solution without contact requirement. Another study by combining
low power mega sonic and low concentration cleaning chemical also
shows 94% particle removing rate. On the contrary, separately using
low power mega sonic or low concentration chemical can’t remove
the defect. Such approach can give us another choice if the tool
condition is very sensitive to the mechanical vibration or chemical
erosion.
From these studies, it is confirmed that the tool cleanness affects the
immersion defect properties. We think that the cleaning method
should be helpful to reduce the tool induce defect. And, we believe
that the tool using the chemical method for lens cleaning and
mechanical method for stage and fluid holder cleaning can be a good
candidate for future immersion tool application.
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6155-01, Session 1
Criteria for selecting reliable statistically calibrated
lithographic process models
Q. Yan, J. Shiely, Synopsys, Inc.
As model based OPC and RET are widely utilized by the
semiconductor industry, building a high-quality lithographic process
model becomes more and more important. An ideal lithography
process model for OPC and RET must have the capability to faithfully
reproduce the CD measurements on test patterns and reliably predict
the shape of 2D features, and also must have little computational
demand. Because of the complex nature of the lithography process
and the limited available computational capacity, it is impossible to
base such models purely on physical theory. Therefore, every practical
model contains some empirical components and must be statistically
calibrated before it is used in OPC and RET. This paper addresses the
question of how to construct and select a reliable statistically
calibrated lithographic process model. We will demonstrate that some
commonly used statistical criteria can potentially mislead the user to
an unstable or unreliable model. Other criteria, particularly those
based on model prediction errors, are explored and demonstrated to
be more appropriate to evaluate a statistically calibrated model.

6155-02, Session 1
Process influence study on optical model generation
during model-based OPC development
C. Lim, Infineon Technology AG (Germany); V. Temchenko, R.
Wildfeuer, U. Mierau, S. Schmidt, Infineon Technologies AG
(Germany); M. Niehoff, Mentor Graphics Corp. (Germany)
INTRODUCTION: Optical & process model are used in conjunction
with Mentor Calibre OPC tool to predict the distortion in lithography
process. Both models rely on empirical measurement data. Final OPC
model is combination of optical & process behaviors prediction which
includes resist & other process influence to meet the ever increasing
demand of advanced lithography node like 90nm & below on model
accuracy.
Reliance of optical model creation on empirical measurement data is
undoubtedly raising suspicion of how well the derived diffraction
model is able to provide an exact description of how light energy is
distributed inside the resist. An investigation has been conducted to
study influence of various process effects on final result of optical
model.  By considering result obtained from the investigation, optical
model with minimized process noise can be created which leads to
stable final OPC model due to robust disintegration of light diffraction
& process effect.
Our measurement data were collected over a set of wafers with
introduced process perturbations, and exposed using a 193nm
system with 0.75 NA, and annular illumination with 6% attenuated
phase shift OPC test mask. We have collected data for three different
resists and Bottom Anti-reflecting Coating (BARC) combinations. On
the process side, the Post Exposure Bake (PEB) temperature, PEB
delay time, and resist thickness were changed with respect to POR
process.  One dimensional through-pitch measurements are fed into
Mentor Calibre OPC tool to generate a relatively simple optical model,
which nevertheless delivers an excellent accuracy within the noise of
the metrology measurements. It then possible to define boundaries
over which process phenomenal is dominant, preventing early
introduction of process noise into optical model & enhancing
effectiveness of decoupling process & achieve better stability during
optical model generation.

EXPERIMENT AND SIMULATION: Process setup - In order to cover a
large range of possible process distortions, the 3 types of resist and 3
types of Bottom ARC were used with varying thickness, post
exposure bake temperatures and post exposure delay times. For
exposures, we used a half-tone OPC test mask with an available
assistant-feature-free through-pitch pattern.
Exposure Conditions - All exposures were done using ASML/1100
system with annular illumination and half-tone OPC test mask. In
order to collect information on focus-stability of an OPC model, focus
“stripes” were exposed at best dose.
Test Pattern - Test pattern comprised of a 5-line symmetrical through
pitch Line-space combination with linewidths of 110nm, 120nm and
130nm & isolated linearity of dimension from 100 to 1000nm. This is in
consistant with Calibre VT5 best practice procedure of calibrating
optical model with proximity & linearity structure only which had
proved to be less sensitive to process perturbation. An OPC pattern
with no scatter bars was chosen for this study. Center line was
measured through pitch on  several fields across one wafer.
Process Variations - The table below details process variations
applied with respect to standard process:
Optical Model Calibration - Optical model were created based on
Calibre VT5 best practice procedure using latest mentor version
2005_4.8, utilizing new functionality of Newton search over
conventional approaches of gradient or full methods to speed up the
calibrating process & enhance accuracy. Through analysis then were
conducted on the outcome of model created & empirical
measurement data for each process perturbation combination.
CONCLUSION: It has been known that same illumination mode dense
pitch have vary sensitivity to different effect like PEB, resist type. The
finding of this paper again reinforces this observation which clearly
shows the vulnerability of the dense region toward low duty ratio
below 1. It also suggested that transition pitches within or
neighborhood of  forbidden pitch were having some effect of noise
during optical model calibration even though minimal.
The finding also suggested while it is important to follow stringent
calibrating methodology & procedure to decouple process effect
during optical model calibration, it’ll inadvertently introduce noise if
process sensitive pitches were included during calibration process.
This paper has implication in optical model calibrating approach. By
incorporating some of these insight finding, one can help to avoid
inclusion of process phenomenal which can be included during resist
model calibration, thus achieving better quality on optical model.

6155-03, Session 1
Dry-etch proximity function for model-based OPC
beyond 65-nm node
S. Sato, K. Ozawa, F. Uesawa, Sony Corp. (Japan)
An optical proximity correction (OPC) technology has transferred from
a generation of the rule-based OPC to that of the model-based OPC.
Tight CD control for final semiconductor structures is a primary task
for OPC technology, however current model-based OPC function
does not always meet the correction criterion for image distortions
caused by the non-optical lithography processes such as dry-etch
process or chemical mechanical polishing process, etc. In this case
we have to make some compromises in correction results, yet
sometimes that may cause, for example, unpredictable hot spot
patterns. Otherwise we combine the rule-based and model-based
OPCs to increase the correction accuracy, yet that takes a lot of time
and labors. Also we should be cautious that it is uncertain as to
whether non-optical proximity effects continue to obey a one-
dimensional rule correction in the shrinking device designs beyond
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65-nm node. Thus it is required to analyze a two-dimensional (2D)
nature of the non-optical proximity effect and to implement a
corresponding 2D correction function into model-based OPC
algorithms.
In this paper, we have analyzed dry-etch biases due to micro loading
effect by a 2D methodology. First, we superposed SEM images of the
pre- and post-dry-etch process for identical test patterns, carefully
aligned both images and compared their pattern edge profiles. Critical
2D pattern shapes in each SEM image were extracted by a CD-SEM
compatible image processing algorithm, which is installed in an in-
house SEM image analysis tool. Next, we set sampling data points
along the pattern edges and dry-etch bias at each sampling point was
evaluated in relation to its surrounding 2D geometry. As a result of the
evaluation, we found that large dry-etch biases appeared in case
surrounding 2D pattern/space area density was small, and that to
obtain a good correlation between dry-etch bias and surrounding 2D
geometry, we have to consider not only pattern/space area densities
but distributions of the nearest-neighbor pattern edges. As for a metal
layer process, correlation coefficient of 0.95 between dry-etch bias
and 2D geometry has been obtained for more than 2000 sampling
data points by the newly developed function, which is better than that
of 0.75 by the conventional function. It is assumed that dry-etch bias
is a function of the thickness of a passivation polymer film upon the
etching trench side wall, and to estimate that film’s thickness we have
to consider pattern edge distributions. We will demonstrate practical
model-based OPC function for non-optical proximity effects can be
built by performing a 2D SEM image data analysis instead of
conventional one-dimensional CD measurements. Dry-etch modeling
functions for a metal layer process and others will be shown.

6155-04, Session 1
Hyper-NA model validation for the 45-nm node
P. J. M. Van Adrichem, Synopsys, Inc.; S. Palmer, SEMATECH, Inc.;
M. Bai, Synopsys, Inc.
Over the years process development engineers found creative ways
to extent the capabilities of existing imaging techniques to enable
production of the next technology node. For the 45nm node the
immersion technology is being prepared for production, along with
other resolutions enhancement techniques like illuminator polarization.
Almost in parallel with the development of these tools, modelling
techniques are being developed, which are needed in order to
establish the design flows and to set up the Optical Proximity
Correction (OPC) and mask data preparation.
There is a clear need to validate these models and verify them in an
early stage. With the equipment not being available yet, other
methods like Maxwell simulators and special test equipment are used
for such validations.
In this paper initial model verification and validation work is presented
of a hyper NA models developed for the 45nm technology node.
Models with different illuminator settings are used and compared with
Maxwell simulators and experimental measurements obtained with an
Exitech MS-193i immersion micro-exposure tool.

6155-05, Session 1
Multivariate visualization techniques in statistical
process monitoring and their applications to
semiconductor manufacturing
P. He, Spansion LLC
The visualization of raw data, transformed data, and various analysis
results has been important since the start of chemometrics in the late
1960s and early 1970s, and it is arguable that visualization and
chemical interpretation of plots form the true nature of chemometrics.
Multivariate visualization techniques have been developed in the field
of statistics, artificial intelligence and computer graphics and have
been widely used in these fields as fundamental tools to allow human
eyes to detect special structures in data. In general, we are interested
in the visualization of the static properties (such as outliers, clusters

and variable correlations) and dynamic properties (such as process
drifts, shifts and oscillations) which can be visualized either in the
original space or in the transformed space.
In today’s semiconductor industry, massive amount of data are easily
made available in sensor equipped and computer controlled
processes, but at the same time, the visualization of high dimensional
data has been difficult. The classical scatter plots in chemometrics do
not generalize readily beyond three dimensions. For this reason,
alternative statistical multidimensional representations have been
proposed by several authors, such as Chernoff’s faces, star diagrams
or radial plots as its variant, and parallel coordinates. However, these
methods are usually applicable to relatively small data set with several
variables and dozens of samples. Because of this limitation, these
methods cannot be applied to the visualization of semiconductor
processes due to a large number of samples and/or variables, and
few visualization techniques have been studied and applied to
process monitoring and control. Besides, most of the techniques
mentioned above have been applied to static systems or to
monitoring/visualizing static properties of the dynamic systems where
the time stamp of each sample is not an issue, while most
semiconductor processes are dynamic systems and the visualization
of the dynamic systems is a more difficult, largely unsolved issue.
In this work, the commonly used visualization techniques applied to
static systems are evaluated in the context of dynamic systems. A
new approach is proposed to accommodate large data sets and
capture the characteristics of dynamic systems. Variable grouping is
introduced to reduce cluttering in large data sets and hierarchical
visualization scheme is proposed based on variable grouping to
provide a general framework for visualization and exploration of large
multivariate data sets.
Alternatively, instead of visualizing the original high dimensional raw
data, some projection techniques such as principal component
analysis (PCA), partial least squares (PLS) and class-preserving
projection (CPP) are developed to transform high dimensional data
into some low dimensional space such that the original distances (or
similarities) among observations are (nearly) preserved. The
transformed data are then visualized as scatter plots in two or three
dimensional space. In general, if high dimensional data can be
represented in two or three dimensions, then outliers, variable
correlations, and distinguishable clusters can often be discerned
visually. In addition to the projection methods we mentioned above, in
this work, we also demonstrate that some commonly used
classification methods such as Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA) and
support vector machines (SVM) can also be tailored for the
visualization of high dimensional data. All these methods mentioned
above are not well studied in the field of high-dimensional data
visualization.
This work gives an overview of the most commonly used multivariate
visualization techniques for the visualization of static properties in the
original variable space. The visualization of process dynamics in the
original variable space is discussed as well. This work also presents
visualization of data clusters in the transformed space using some
projection methods, including PCA, PLS, CPP and methods proposed
in this work based on FDA, and SVM, as well as the discussion of the
visualization of the process dynamics in the transformed space. A real
process data set is used through the paper as the example data set
for comparison of various visualization techniques.

6155-06, Session 2
Design and use of multi-dependent error analysis
APC system
J. de Caunes, J. van Herk, Philips Semiconductors (France); S. P.
Warrick, Freescale Semiconductor, Inc. (France); B. Le Gratiet,
Philips Semiconductors (France); J. Chapon, C. Monget,
STMicroelectronics (France); J. Gemmink, Philips Semiconductors
(France)
On-going complex integration schemes and development processes
present significant challenges to photolithography in manufacturing
advanced semiconductor integrated circuits. Although APC solutions
are in place to assist in achieving robust CD control and overlay, there
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is a great need to increase the ‘knowledge’ of the system with respect
to other processes of impact. The problem becomes still more
complex in case of an ASIC Prototyping Fab where there is no big
runner concept. This leads to the need of a product effect
management requirement ( Product layout and reticles impact ). For
this reason, we developped the multivariate R2R controller.
This paper discusses the multi-variant methodology and results of a
new R2R regulation algorithm in a 65nm node process.  Specifically,
parameters such as linear combinations of terms, alignment variation
for overlay modeled parameters (inter-field / intra-field), CD impacts
(reticles, process, tool, STI stack etc) are studied.
New solutions for future technology nodes are presented in this paper.
It includes for each contributor a multivariate method to assess vector
responses and noise contribution. This is being applied on CD and
Overlay measurement feed-back. For each source of variation ( or
“Contributor” ), the multivariate controller provides the estimated level
of compensation requested to meet the target and the level of noise
induced on lot processing.
At the moment the multivariate R2R controller runs in production.  A
real evaluation of the existing sources of variations and noise is
possible and demonstrated. The result is a significant regulation
performance improvement.

6155-07, Session 2
Dynamic generation of controller groups to cascade
lithography process control parameters in a
semiconductor manufacturing facility
C. Gould, A. Singhal, Infineon Technologies AG
The continuing race for high density and low power memory and
microprocessor devices coupled with the flexibility challenge to adapt
to a high part mix is pushing manufacturing facilities to operate under
tighter control tolerances. Most manufacturing facilities depend on
feedback control systems to improve process capability and overall
control over process parameters. The ability for a fabrication facility to
adjust in such an environment requires advanced control
mechanisms.
This paper presents a study performed to discern tool to tool biases
(TTB) and recipe to recipe biases (RRB) based on historical data
collected by a closed loop control system for a process controller. The
concept of estimating TTB and RRB is further expanded to group
controllers which exhibit a linear relation. Algorithms developed to
perform this real time are reviewed and strategies developed to
benefit from this analysis in a semiconductor manufacturing facility
are discussed.

6155-08, Session 2
Real-time spatial control of steady-state wafer
temperature during thermal processing in
microlithography
A. E. B. Tay, W. K. Ho, N. Hu, National Univ. of Singapore
(Singapore); K. Tsai, Intel Corp.; Y. Zhou, Institute of Chemical and
Engineering Sciences (Singapore)
Thermal processing of semiconductor substrate is common and
critical to photoresist processing in the microlithography sequence.
Temperature uniformity control is an important issue in photoresist
processing with stringent specifications and has a significant impact
on the linewidth or critical dimension (CD).  For commercially available
deep ultraviolet resist, a representative post-exposure bake latitude
for CD variation is about 5 nm/C.  A number of recent investigations
also showed the importance of proper bake-plate operation on CD
control.  Consequently, the temperature control system for these
thermal processes requires careful consideration, including the
equipment design and temperature sensing techniques.
Thermal processing of semiconductor wafers is commonly performed
by placement of the substrate on a heated bake-plate for a given
period of time.  The heated bake-plate is usually of large thermal mass
and is held at a constant temperature by a feedback controller that

adjusts the heater power in response to a temperature sensor
embedded in the bake-plate near the surface.  When a wafer at room
temperature is placed on the bake-plate, the temperature of the bake-
plate drops at first but recovers gradually because of closed-loop
control.  Different air-gap sizes will result in different temperature
drops in the bake-plate due to the difference in the air-gap/thermal
resistance between the substrates and the bake-plate.  For the
warped wafer, the new steady-state wafer temperature is no longer at
its desired steady-state value.  Warped wafers will thus affect the
various baking processes in the microlithography sequence.  In this
paper, we present an in-situ approach to real-time control of the
steady-state wafer temperature spatial uniformity during the baking
steps in the microlithography process.
We have demonstrated previously that the use of system theory tools
and by monitoring the temperature profile of bake-plate during the
baking process, information of the average air-gap between the wafer
and the bake-plate in each heating zones can be obtained.  The
relationship between the wafer and plate temperature at steady-state
can be derived from physical modeling of the baking process.  By
monitoring the plate temperature and estimating the average air-gap,
we are able to predict the steady-state temperature of the wafer.  We
can then compute and control the corresponding plate temperature to
achieve the desired steady-state wafer temperature at one point.  For
a multi-zone system, the proposed approach also allows us to control
the spatial temperature uniformity within the wafer in addition to the
desired steady-state wafer temperature.  We note that real-time
control of the wafer temperature is currently not possible in existing
system.  Any correction is done based on run-to-run control
techniques which depend on the sampling frequency of the wafers.
The proposed steady-state spatial temperature uniformity control
system is implemented in two steps.  First, the average air-gap
between the wafer and plate in each zones is estimated.  Once the
average air-gap is estimated, the plate temperature set-point in each
zones can be computed and controlled to achieve the desired steady-
state wafer temperature.   Experimental runs demonstrate the
feasibility of the proposed approach.

6155-09, Session 2
Advanced process control of poly-silicon gate
critical dimensions
P. J. Rudolph, LSI Logic Corp.
The ability to control critical dimensions of structures on
semiconductor devices is paramount to improving die yield and
device performance.  Historical methods of controlling critical
dimensions include; tool matching, limiting processes to a limited tool
set, and extensive monitoring.   These methods have proven
reasonably effective in controlling critical dimensions, but they are
labor and resource intensive.  The next level of factory performance is
to automate corrections and drive critical dimensions to target.  Use
of this type of control, commonly referred to as Advanced Process
Control (APC) has been a trend that is increasingly becoming the
norm in our industry.
This paper outlines the implementation of a controller that effectively
targets FICD’s.  This is accomplished by feeding develop check
critical dimensions, Final check critical dimensions, chip code and
chamber information in to a model.  The controller makes use of a
model to make recommendations for recipe parameters.  These
recipe parameters are transferred to the tool using XML protocol in an
automated fashion.  Offsets and disturbances are effectively adjusted
for.  This controller has been implemented in a production facility and
has resulted in a 50 % improvement in Cpk performance.

6155-10, Session 2
Test structures for measuring micron-scale gate
length spatial correlation
P. D. Friedberg, W. Cheung, C. J. Spanos, Univ. of California/
Berkeley
Systematic gate length variations caused by microlithographic
processing [1] have a significant impact on the variability of circuit
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performance.  Previous work [2] has shown in simulation that by
completely reconciling sources of deterministic variation, long-range
(millimeter separation scale) spatial correlation in the remaining
variation is virtually zero.  However, Pelgrom’s model [3] suggests that
at narrow separation distances, some spatial correlation is inherent in
the physical properties of semiconductor devices; since out previous
work was limited by the mm-scale spatial granularity, shorter
separation scales could not be investigated.  As a result, a connection
between our measurement results and Pelgrom’s model could not be
made.
To examine the nature of spatial variation and correlation in the sub-
mm regime, a new set of electrical linewidth metrology (ELM) test
structures was designed.  The base-case ELM structure enables the
measurement of critical dimensions of neighboring polysilicon lines
packed at maximum density.  In variants of the base-case structure,
dummy lines are inserted between the measurable polysilicon lines,
allowing for measurement of near-neighbor lines and thereby
increasing the total measurable range.  With the fine granularity and
wide range of these test structures, spatial variation and correlation in
the separation range of 0.2µm to 1.0mm can be measured, and our
understanding of spatial variation and correlation in gate length can
be completed.  Initial results for these test structures will be presented
at the conference.
In addition, the Monte Carlo framework used in [2] has been recast
into an analytical macromodel-based Matlab framework.  With
accuracy in the 2% range, this analytical model allows for much faster
critical path variability analysis.  The analytical framework has been
used to evaluate the assumptions made about the structure of spatial
variation in [2].  It has been shown that a more rigorously-defined
nested variance model of spatial variation yields different (presumably
more accurate) circuit performance variability results.

6155-11, Session 3
CD-SEM image processing-based process window
metrology
C. J. Gould, Infineon Technologies Corp.
As the chip dimensions shrinks continuously, the prediction of
effective dose and defocus is essential to determine the lithography
tool and process correction for critical dimension control. In this
paper, a novel color histogram auto-segmentation based algorithm for
CD metrology is first applied to SEM images of the actual device
features to shorten the measurement time and improve overall
robustness. We then employ a process window metrology technique
that models the relationship between critical dimension data and two
key parameters of the imaging system, i.e., the effective exposure
dose and focus (EDD). The model inversion will be very useful to find
out the effective exposure dose and focus excursion seen by resist
layer on the wafer from pairs of critical dimension data. The advanced
image processing and modeling techniques applied here will help
proved another approach to enable MIMO control in photo lithography
- a critical goal for process control as focus and dose latitudes
continue to shrink.

6155-12, Session 3
Full-field exposure control implications of the mask
error function
T. E. Zavecz, TEA Systems Corp.
The Mask Error Function (MEF) is a very pliant variable used to
describe the variation of the wafer image with respect to the idealized
reticle feature. The concept has recently been expanded to a two
dimensional model that implements Singular Value Decomposition to
quantify the impact of mask layout errors in Microlithography. These
implementations of the concept have a common theme in attempting
to imbibe a single numeric value with a measure of the strength of the
pattern transfer function.
From a designer-simulation vantage, the concept of a specific single
variable is most useful when trying to validate the range of a mask
design to a generalized process requirement. Simulations that

account for the reactive elements of the photoresist typically
characterize the transition from the reticle-object to the final imaged
profile in the photoresist. At best, the inclusion of the primary
aberrations, described by the pupil map of the lens, are also included
in the simulation.
However, consider that the lithographer receives this specific design
in the codified format of a hard binary or enhanced reticle. Prior to first
use, this hard-coded pattern must be validated for transfer under
restrictions imposed by the device fabrication specification to
determine if there is sufficient process range for yielding functional
end product. In this spirit we address the needs of the 40 nm node by
the modeling of the additional perturbations introduced by the
convolution of the reticle image with the electro-mechanical and
optical components of the exposure tool for both Across Chip (ACLV)
and Across Wafer Linewidth Variation (AWLV) from the reticle based
artifact.
The classic concept of the MEF can be expanded to evaluate the full
control surface behavior of each critical feature on a reticle as
empirically measured in the final image profile. It is shown that a
natural-dose value can be derived for the specific reticle. The image at
the natural-dose setting contains information on the inherent reticle
variation plus the convoluted perturbations of the lens-slit and scan
linearity during exposure. Intrafield dependencies such as sensitivity
to the direction of the scan, and thus reticle-stage drive loading, as
well as dose uniformity are shown to contribute a measurable and
systematic element to the feature perturbation budget that is
exposure tool specific.
These models algorithms are then adapted to a full-wafer
performance modeling of the auto-focus and auto-leveling
subsystems of the exposure-tool. Autofocus sensitivity, dose
uniformity and scan perturbations are shown to respond not only to
film characteristics but wafer-stage location in a manner that can be
attributed to the performance characteristics of the individual
exposure-tool.
A budget summary of the systematic perturbation inherent in these
MEF factors is compared against the needs of the 40 nm node with
considerations toward the possible necessity of exposure-tool
matching reminiscent of the overlay matching currently employed.

6155-14, Session 4
Layout optimization for multilayer overlay targets
L. A. Binns, Accent Optical Technologies, Ltd. (United Kingdom); N.
P. Smith, Accent Optical Technologies, Ltd. (Taiwan); C. P.
Ausschnitt, J. L. Morningstar, W. Muth, J. Schneider, R. Yerdon, IBM
Microelectronics Div.
A novel overlay target allows simultaneous overlay measurements of
multiple layers (in its current embodiment, up to 28) with a single
target. This is achieved by a rotationally symmetric arrangement of
small (4 micron) targets in a 50 micron square area, described more
fully in a separate paper. However, in order to achieve best
performance across all layers, the detailed design needs to be tailored
to the specific process requirements.
In this paper, we examine the lessons learned in developing and
testing the target design. Throughout, we assume that we always wish
to use the smallest targets possible, so concentrate on layout rather
than target scale optimisations.
We start by examining proximity effects, probably the most significant
issue when putting ∼30 overlay marks into a 50 micron square. The
spacing of adjacent targets (3-6 microns) means that both the
precision-like Total Measurement Uncertainty (TMU) and accuracy (in
the stepper model residuals sense) of a measurement can be affected
by proximity of features.
We use a mixture of real and modelled data to illustrate this problem,
and find that the target arrangement reduces the proximity-induced
bias except when the overlay between layers is comparable to the
target spacing, or a nearby target has much higher contrast than the
one being measured. However, we do find that in certain cases
proximity effects can increase the TMU of a particular measurement;
this is due to the flattening-off of adjacent, oppositely aligned edges in
the optical images.
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The solution is to ensure that parts of the target that interact are
separated by as much space as possible. If there are parts of the
target that are critical (for example if many measurements are made to
one reference layer) then those parts should be as far away from
everything as possible.
We solve this by viewing the problem as a constrained Travelling
Salesman Problem (TSP). We have imposed some global constraints,
for example printing front-end and back-end layers on separate
targets, and consistency with the overlay measurement strategy.
For a first implementation, we assume that pair-wise measurements
are either critical or non-critical, and optimize the layout so that at the
time of measurement, the critical layers (reference and target) are both
not placed adjacent to any prior or intermediate-layer features. A
Simulated Annealing (SA) approach is then used to search for an
optimal value, in the sense that any optimal layout does not infringe
any of our adjacency requirements.
We then consider the effect of low-energy implants (that cannot be
seen once processed), overlay measurement strategy and site re-use
possibilities. Each extra requirement adds a new term to the cost
function and each new capability (e.g. site reuse) adds new path
modification moves that can be made by the SA algorithm.  We also
investigate the impact of more strategic optimisations. For example,
where the per-layer information content (i.e. low contrast) leads to
below-spec precision, this can be overcome by tuning the size and /
or number of features on each layer.
In each case, we present on-product performance data achieved, and
modelled data on some additional target variants / extreme cases.

6155-15, Session 4
Alignment performance monitoring for ASML
systems
W. Chung, V. Temchenko, T. Hauck, S. Schmidt, Infineon
Technologies AG (Germany)
In today’s semiconductor industry downscaling of the IC design puts
a stringent requirement on pattern overlay control. Tighter overlay
requirements lead to exceedingly higher rework rates, meaning
additional costs to manufacturing. Better alignment control became a
target of engineering efforts to decrease rework rate for high-end
technologies.
Overlay performance is influenced by known parameters such as
“Shift, Scaling, Rotation, etc”, and unknown parameters defined as
“Process Induced Variation”, which are difficult to control by means of
a process automation system. In reality, this process-induced
variation leads to a strong wafer to wafer, or lot to lot variation, which
are not easy to detect in the mass-production environment which
uses sampling overlay measurements for only several wafers in a lot.
An engineering task of finding and correcting a root cause for Process
Induced Variations of overlay performance will be greatly simplified if
the unknown parameters could be tracked for each wafer.
This paper introduces an alignment performance monitoring method
based on analysis of automatically generated “AWE” files for ASML
scanner systems. Because “AWE” files include alignment results for
each aligned wafer, it is possible to use them for monitoring,
controlling and correcting the causes of “process induced” overlay
performance without requiring extra measurement time. Since “AWE”
files include alignment information for different alignment marks, it is
also possible to select and optimize the best alignment recipe for
each alignment strategy. Several case studies provided in our paper
will demonstrate how AWE file analysis can be used to assist engineer
in interpreting pattern alignment data.
Since implementing our alignment data monitoring method, we were
able to achieve significant improvement of alignment and overlay
performance without additional overlay measurement time. We also
noticed that the rework rate coming from alignment went down and
stabilized at quite satisfactory level.

6155-16, Poster Session
Advanced exposure and focus control by proximity
profile signature matching
W. Zhou, A. See, J. Yu, United Microelectronics Corp. (Singapore)
With the rapid progression in wafer processing to geometries below
0.13µm, photolithography process controls are facing greater
challenges than ever before. The total process window, especially
critical dimension (CD) window, shrinks dramatically even with
advanced resolution enhancement techniques (RET). When the CDs
drift beyond the established control or spec limit, some corrective
actions should be taken to make sure the CD will be within control
limits. Traditionally in-line process control is based on single structure
CD measurement, normally of the smallest dimension as per design
rule. And exposure energy is widely used to tune this single structure
CD into a control limit. This approach is based on the assumption that
CD itself is primarily decided by exposure energy or energy related
components.  However, as the process window shrinks below sub-
micron and depth of focus decreases to as low as 0.2um, the impact
of defocus on the final CD result cannot be ignored any more. To
distinguish defocus from exposure error, there are many proposed
approaches, including: line-end shortening, iso-dense bias patterns,
dual-tone line-end shortening patterns, phase-shifted-mask patterns,
photoresist sidewall angle, and lens astigmatism aberration. However,
most of those methods were designed to detect so-called effective
energy and effective defocus, so all kinds of CD variations will be
interpreted into either energy variation or focus variation, even if it is
due to 3rd party process variation such as PEB temperature, develop
process, illumination, laser spectrum bandwidth, etc. This will
increase the noise level of calculated energy/focus and reduce the
prediction accuracy. Especially in the Advanced Process Control
(APC) feedback application, it would be very dangerous to
compensate CD shift due to 3rd party process variations by using
exposure and focus. And there is also no fault-detection system to
check whether exposure/focus calculation results are trustable or
should be ignored due to a high noise level.
Here we propose a new extended model based on exposure and
focus extraction system called proximity profile signature matching
(PPSM) system, which includes both photoresist profile and pattern
proximity information to give a more accurate exposure and focus
calculation. Besides exposure and focus extraction, this system can
also give a model error estimation, which can be used effectively as a
Fault Detection and Classification (FDC) index to decide whether and
how much the calculated exposure/focus can be used for process
compensation.

6155-17, Poster Session
Matching poly-layer ADI and AEI process window by
using ADI index
W. Zhou, Z. Zou, A. See, United Microelectronics Corp. (Singapore)
With the rapid progression in wafer processing to geometries below
90nm, photolithography process controls are facing greater challenge
than ever before. This challenge comes not only from
photolithography process itself but also from etch process control,
because an optimized lithography process may not always give a
better after etch CD uniformity, which affect the device performance
directly. Further more, the traditional specification of ADICD and
AEICD are set separately, that mean ADICD spec may not match to
AEICD spec, thus ADICD process window may not match to AEICD
process window.  In some case, even if ADICD is within spec, final
AEICD may also be out of spec. This kind of mismatch may lead to
unnecessary wafer scrap or rework. Further more, traditional APC
feedback application is based on the assumption that the etch bias is
constant throughout the whole process window. However this kind of
assumption is invalid when the ADICD spec is mismatched with
AEICD spec.
In this paper, we will try to propose an ADI index which include both
CD and sidewall angle information to match ADI and AEI process
window by using scatterometry.
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6155-18, Poster Session
Statistical shape analysis applied to
microlithography
A. Micheletti, Univ. degli Studi di Milano (Italy); E. Severgnini,
STMicroelectronics (Italy); F. Terragni, Univ. degli Studi di Milano
(Italy) and STMicroelectronics (Italy); S. S. Trovati, M. Vasconi,
STMicroelectronics (Italy)
In applications, objects rarely have exactly the same shape within
measurement error; hence the randomness of shapes need to be
taken into account. Thanks to the  development of information
technologies, the last decade has seen a considerable growth of
interest in the statistical theory of shape and its application to various
scientific areas.
The solution of the problem of describing a “shape” via functions
taking values in a finite dimensional space, without loosing relevant
information, is needed for the mathematical and statistical analysis of
the objects.
Recently new geometrical descriptors of shapes, the size functions,
have been proposed. These functions are able to capture “globally”
the geometric characteristics of an object, differently from landmarks
(which usually are specific points, angles, distances, ... on the objects,
chosen by an expert), which are widely used in literature, but whose
results in the statistical analysis are strongly dependent on their
choice, leading to a sort of subjective quantitative analysis.
Size functions depend on the choice of a measuring function, and
usually only a small number of choices lead to different statistical
results; the measuring functions are chosen on the basis of the
invariance properties that the geometrical descriptors must satisfy
(e.g. invariance with respect to rotations, translations, scaling, etc.).
The theory of size functions has been developed mainly in a
deterministic framework. A first attempt of joining this theory with
randomness and to develop the related statistical analysis is here
presented.
The approximation of size functions with their discrete counterpart
leads to the formulation of suitable algorithms which may compute a
graphical representation of the size function associated with a shape.
The main features of the shape are thus described by a finite number
of points and lines on a plane. The descriptor is robust, since small
variations in the shape produce small variations in the location of such
points and lines. Thus, by applying some cluster analysis techniques,
it is possible to find 2D confidence regions for a family of shapes, and
to detect the presence of outliers, i.e. of shapes not belonging  to the
family under study.
Since in the majority of applications data are provided as digitised
images of the shapes under study, a crucial part of the results is
based on the pre-processing of the image, which should filter out the
undesired noise, perform edge detection, etc.
We applied this technique to some specific problems which arise in
lithography of electronic devices, like
a) introducing a suitable distance to compare the shapes of the
impressed images
b) specifying confidence regions for the geometries impressed using
standard parameters
c) testing the effects of changing some parameter on the resulting
geometry
d) looking for the most critical points (if any) in the impressed images
The application of this methodology to experimental data has led to
the definition of a procedure that could be implemented  to control in
an automatic way the quality of the devices.

6155-19, Poster Session
Evaluation of an advanced process control solution
to detect wafer positioning issues within the hot and
cold modules of a lithography track
O. Guillaume, M. Bouchardy, Altis Semiconductor (France)
To run the various steps of the process, multiple robot arm transfers

within the hot and cold plate modules which influence directly the
critical dimension of the production wafers were performed on the
lithography track. Wafer positioning inside these modules was found
to be one of the key parameter to obtain the best critical dimensional
uniformity across the wafer.
With the currently realized track monitoring and conventional control
systems (SPC), potential process drift or errors within these modules
can only be detected from wafers measured during the post process
control of product parameters. To catch all potential non-conformal
production wafers directly at the tool, minimize equipment downtime
and identify the root cause of maintenance issues, the real- time
control of tool and process parameters is required.
This paper presents the results of the evaluation of an Advanced
Process Control solution used to detect in real-time mode any wafer
positioning issues within the hot and cold plate modules of a
lithography track based on the monitoring of the plate temperature
profile during wafer processing. After an explanation of the
methodology used to collect the data from the tool, an initial phase of
analysis of the temperature profile of the different hot plate modules
was carried out. The monitoring of the temperature range was
identified as the key parameter for the detection of wafer positioning
issues where the temperature pro-file depends on the number of
resistive element heaters, temperature settings and process
conditions of the hot plate. The wa-fer tilt was simulated to compare
the temperature profile to standard process conditions and in turn
determine the detection capability. For the cold plate module, it was
necessary to know the time between the end of the hot step and the
start of the following cold step in order to detect a real tilt issue.

6155-21, Poster Session
Optical anisotropy approach in spectroscopic
ellipsometry to determine the CD of contact-hole
patterns
J. Kyoung, H. Cheon, S. Noh, Hanyang Univ. (South Korea)
Many different optical approaches have been made to characterize
the critical dimension below submicrometer regime [1-3]. Among
them, angle-resolved or wavelength-resolved scatterometry based on
polarized light was most popular. Mainly, the application of this
technique was focused on the characterization of CD in line-and-
space patterns. In this work, we applied spectroscopic ellipsometry
for possible determination of the size of contact holes. In order to
increase the sensitivity of reflected light in this method, we fabricated
contact holes in two dimension array. The size of contact hole in each
array varied from 80 to 150 nm. Our approach in this case was to
assume the photoresist(PR) film with contact hole array as a uniaxial
crystal film. Thus, the ellipsometry spectra could be analyzed based
on the anisotropic optical model. In the analysis the refractive indices
for two different crystal directions were generated using effective
medium approximation. The bulk optical properties of PR were
determined from the film without pattern and void was mixed with
minimum and maximum shielding in effective medium
approximation[4]. The resultant value determined using minimum
shield represented the refractive index along the assumed optical axis
and vice versa. These refractive indices were used to fit the measured
ellipsometry spectra in anisotropic single layer model. In this fit
process, the unknown parameters were the thickness of PR and the
volume fraction of void used in effective medium approximation.
Relatively good fits were made for all PR films with different size of
contact holes. The content of volume was obtained from the best fit.
The volume of each contact hole was calculated from the geometric
size and distribution observed by SEM and this was compared with
the one obtained from ellipsometry fit. The trends of void volume
fraction in two methods were in good agreement, although there were
some deviations in absolute values. Although more study is needed to
use this technique for more practical application, this method can be
used to monitor the development process of contact holes.
[1] J. M. Holden, T. Gubiotti, W. A. McGaham, M. Dusa, T. Kiers, SPIE
Proceeding Vol. 4689, 1110 (2002)
[2] C. J. Raymond, M. Littau, T. Pitts, P. Nagy, SPIE Proceeding Vol.
4344, 436 (2001)
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[3] E. M. Drege, R. M. Al-Assad, D. M. Byrne, SPIE Proceeding Vol.
4689, 151 (2002)
[4] H. Y. Lee, K. Y. Bang, J. H. Lee, H. G. Bak, Y. S. Sohn, I. S. An,
SPIE Proceeding Vol. 4689, 356 (2002)

6155-22, Poster Session
Improvement of OPC accuracy for 65-nm node
contact using KIF
T. H. Wu, United Microelectronics Corp. (Taiwan)
Decreasing k1 factors require improved empirical models for the most
critical challenge at 65nm node, contact holes especially. These
requirements are reflected in the need for increasingly accurate
lithography contour simulations. One of the major contributors to final
OPC accuracy is the quality of the optical model. In this study, a new
approach to the calibration of a optical model by using KIF will be
proposed based upon the real through scanners and steppers of
illumination distribution and implement to the OPC kernel.

6155-23, Poster Session
Predictive modeling for the control of consumable
optics in a lithographic system
C. T. Conley, Nikon Precision Inc.
In the illuminator of excimer-based scanners, optical degradation is
expected, and the reason for most of these optics to be listed as
consumables.  The ability to model the degradation signatures of
consumable optics is becoming increasingly important, as efficient
consumable management can lead to cost savings in the areas of
parts storage, cost of ownership, increased availability in the form of
MTBF and MTTR improvements, reduction of product defect through
CD control, and maintenance of throughput.  In order to model the
degradation signature of an individual or group of optics in the
illumination train, a thorough understanding of the mechanism of
degradation is required.  Typical mechanisms include chemical
contamination, manufacturing defects and physical effects.  With an
understanding of the cause of degradation, lists of countermeasures
are set for each optic or group of optics.  Countermeasures can be
optic cleaning or replacement, or other counter measures such as
optical adjustments, optical filters, or tool modifications.
NPI set out to create an automated reporting system that can manage
consumable optic replacement.  In order to create this system we had
to overcome many of the challenges listed above in addition to the
challenges of creating the model detailed in this paper. Our first
priority, once we defined the above, was to determine which optics
and mechanisms of degradation were “normal” as defined as, a
measurable gradual change in optical characteristics.  These we
divided into two categories, power loss or a change in a measured
uniformity characteristic.  There are two significant components to
monitor for both of these categories, the rate of change and upper
limit.  It is desirable to place specs on both of these components as
an excessive rate can indicate an abnormal trouble condition, just as
a value exceeding an upper control limit can.  Initially time was used
as the X-axis; however, it was determined that tool usage rates could
appear as false rate changes, in order to consider usage we switched
to a laser pulse based X-axis.  This switch “smoothed” the trends that
were caused by changes in tool utilization.  With the X-axis
determined, further examination of the data resulted in the realization
that the data set was inherently noisy with maintenance and trouble
shooting events.  The resulting data set had the appearance of a saw
tooth waveform; this of course precluded any simple rate
determination algorithms.  Nikon therefore had to develop a set of rule
based, statistical, algorithms to “normalize” the data.  These
algorithms first examine the data set for flyers, removing any points
significantly outside of the data population.  Then it detects “events”
as defined by either large changes (or steps) in the data or excessive
multiple data points over a time-period.  The data set is then
segmented at each event, and the segments are analyzed separately
for linearity and direction of slope.  The slope is determined for each
segment that passes this test and all segments are floated to an

average slope, and an overall rate is determined for the data set.  This
“pre-processing” is used on three different trend models; uniformity,
power, and the second order component of uniformity, for each of
these data set the rate is evaluated against an upper limit to determine
if accelerated degradation is occurring.  The rate is used to forecast the
point the forecasted model intercepts specification to determine the
predicted pulse count for part changes.  The predicted pulse count is
converted to a date using a determination of the average pulse rate per
time.
In addition to trend signature based triggers, usage based triggers may
be used.  These trigger points are typically specified in number of pulse
counts the optic is exposed to, and can be modeled relatively easily by
determining the overall average usage rate of the tool and forecasting
forward to the intercept point.  However if the data set for a tool
encompasses the entire lifetime of a tool, the data set tends towards
exponential as the tool is installed and then ramped up into production.
Therefore, the rate calculation must use a higher weighting on the most
recent data to accurately model current tool usage.
Modeling can also identify other events in the lifetime of the illuminator
train.  Certain premature failure modes or contamination events can be
detected via modeling.  For example, comparisons of illumination
uniformity components can reveal; if the second order and x-tilt have
divergent rates it may indicate that a group of optics is actively being
contaminated and a filter change and optic cleaning may be required.
Tool set model comparisons can show tools that are outside of the
population, identifying problems with the tool or with the fab
environment, for example if a subset of tools at one end of a fab are
experiencing accelerated degradation rates may indicate a
contamination event in that area of the fab.  Feedback to design
sections future improvements and or modifications can be generated
by performing comparisons across large populations of tools to find
common trends across a toolset.
Rule based algorithms can be created to accurately model illuminator
trends, and to forecast those trends foreword.  By accurately predicting
when consumable optics need replacing, these optics can be ordered
on a just in time basis, saving money related to carrying parts inventory.
Additional benefits include the ability to understand how long a tool will
be down for and to schedule the work around manufacturing
requirements.  Combined with an understanding of uniformity impacts
to product (CD variations, etc) the models can be used to take action
on a tool before product is impacted and rework is required.

6155-24, Poster Session
Consideration of components impacting polarization,
including their measurement and qualification
S. D. Slonaker, Nikon Precision Inc.; J. Kye, Advanced Micro Devices,
Inc.; G. R. McIntyre, Univ. of California/Berkeley
The application of polarized illumination will be necessary in order to
meet the imaging requirements between now and the implementation
of EUV lithography.  However, there are many variables which influence
and impact the degree of polarization, its propagation, and especially
its uniformity.  Any imaging tool that is to properly apply polarized
illumination must allow for enough control of the polarization and its
uniformity so as to leverage the potential improvement in image
contrast offered by the use of polarized light.
In this paper, a survey is made of those variables impacting the
polarization.  Some, such as the degree of polarization and its
uniformity across the image field as delivered to the reticle plane, are
the responsibility of the imaging tool.  The imaging tool must be
designed and constructed to achieve this goal, including the ability to
adjust and control the necessary degrees of freedom to compensate
for any natural variation which may exist in the manufacturing of these
tools.
Other polarization-impacting variables, such as the impact of reticle
bulk birefringence and its uniformity, are beyond the control of the
imaging tool, and as such must be controlled within some specified
limit through other quality control applied in their respective
manufacturing processes.
A review of such variables, both from the equipment side as well as
from the associated materials side, is made and evaluated for impact.
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Where appropriate, estimates are made regarding the influence the
various residual errors may have on final imaging performance, with
emphasis on the impact of polarization variation on the resulting CD
uniformity.
In order to control and adjust the polarization variables at the equipment
level, it is first necessary to have access to reliable polarization
measurement capability.  Multiple methods of polarization measurement
are presented, with discussions regarding strengths of each technique,
as well as any inherent limitations.  In particular, results of a novel
technique utilizing specially-designed phase-stepped reticle patterns are
presented.  This technique, while still in the development stages, offers
the potential of a completely non-invasive in-situ polarization
measurement capability.  In addition to presenting the current status of
this technique, plans for further development of the technique are
discussed.
Finally, once the impacts on polarization as a result of the various
variables are understood and quantified through measurement, a
‘polarization budget’ can be constructed towards the goal of developing
an appropriate qualification sequence and procedures to be applied in
order to ensure that any residual variation is controlled within acceptable
limits.

6155-25, Poster Session
Combined use of X-ray reflectometry and
spectroscopic ellipsometry for characterization of the
optical properties of very thin films
J. P. Cain, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.; S. Robie, Spansion LLC; H.
K. Bolla, Q. Zhang, B. Singh, I. Emami, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
Accurate characterization of the optical properties of thin film layers
used in semiconductor manufacturing is becoming increasingly critical
for a variety of applications.  The key properties of interest are film
thickness, index of refraction (n), and coefficient of extinction (k).
Optical metrology techniques such as reflectometry, ellipsometry, and
scatterometry all depend on accurate knowledge of these optical
properties.  In addition, process modeling applications (such as design
of anti-reflective coatings using lithography simulation software) which
also depend on accurate thin film optical property measurements are
taking on an increasingly important role in process development and
manufacturing.  Both the index of refraction and the extinction
coefficient are functions of the wavelength of light interacting with the
thin film, and therefore these properties may need to be characterized
over a relatively wide band of the electromagnetic spectrum ranging
from the deep ultraviolet to the near-infrared.
The most common method for measuring thin film optical properties has
been spectroscopic ellipsometry.  These instruments have been
available in various forms for nearly a century, and have provided
excellent results.  However, as the dimensions in semiconductor devices
have continued to decrease as manufacturers struggled to keep up with
Moore’s Law, the thicknesses of some important thin film layers have
decreased to levels which create difficulties in measuring the optical
properties using ellipsometry alone.  The primary difficulty is in finding
unique solutions for both film thickness and index of refraction for very
thin films (e.g., less than 100Å).  In order to get around this problem, we
propose the use of two data sources for optical property
characterization:  X-ray reflectometry (XRR) and spectroscopic
ellipsometry (SE).
X-ray reflectometry measures the reflected intensity of X-rays striking a
surface at glancing incidence as a function of incident angle.  This
technique yields high-precision measurements of the thickness of a thin
film on the sample surface.  In addition, it offers the advantage that this
measurement does not depend upon the n and k values of the thin film
but upon the density of the material instead.  This method may therefore
be used to measure the thickness of a thin film independently of
knowledge of n and k.
Here we describe this method in detail and present the results from
experimental characterization of thin film layers important to the
production of semiconductor devices.  These results are compared to
optical property characterizations using SE data alone with common
dispersion models.  Finally, a discussion of limitations of this technique
and directions for future development will be presented.
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6156-01, Session 1
Synergistic optimization of design and process for
65 nm and beyond
K. Warren, IBM Corp.
No abstract available.

6156-02, Session 1
Layout rule trend and impact upon CPU design
C. Webb, Intel Corp.
The improvement in resolution capability of lithography tools has
slowed. Immersion techniques help but do not solve the problems
caused by the slow improvement in resolution. Techniques like phase
shifting and assist features are being used to compensate for the lack
of resolution improvement.  To allow these techniques to be used the
layout design rules are restrictive and have become more complex.
The required layout rules need to be defined to make the lithography
easier leading to what is known as lithography friendly design (LFD).
The number of layout rules is increasing twice as fast as the number
of layers and the rules are more complex.  Instead of simple width and
space rules the complex rules have dependencies. A line might have
width “A” only if space is “B”. The rule restrictions started with the
poly layer but are now needed in the metal layers. This creates a
conflict between the design and lithography requirements. The RC
delays of metal lines do not improve at the same rate as the transistor
delays. The makes the performance of modern CPUs more RC
limited. Design of the signal routing has become a significant design
task. The typical optimization of wire delays includes increasing the
width and space of lines. Providing flexibility for this is in conflict with
the lithography desire to limit widths and spaces and put shapes on
grid.
The increased number and complexity of the layout rules has not had
a significant affect on density. The productivity of the layout work has
been impacted and CAD tools are slower and more complex.
Placing all edges of a coarse gird is the ideal solution for lithography
friendly design. Where the range of channel lengths can be limited it is
possible to consider gridding of the gates. Gridding orthogonal to the
gate direction is more difficult due to the range of device widths and
the combinations of designs rules that all must match for all edges to
be on grid. Full gridding of all layers can affect density. For high
volume CPUs the design the trade off between density and gridding
needs to be carefully studied. Full or partial gridding of some layers
may be possible.
New lithography tools will not replace the need for layout rules that
make lithography easier. For some designs simple rules are possible
with all shapes on grid and a limited set of possible shapes. Layout
for CPUs will not be this restrictive but some restrictions will be
needed.  We need to balance the lithography needs with the density
and performance requirements. The challenge to design is staying on
traditional product improvement trends while also meeting the needs
for lithography friendly design.

6156-03, Session 2
Through-process modeling in a DfM environment
S. M. Mansfield, G. Han, IBM Microelectronics Div.; A. Nouh, Mentor
Graphics
With the plethora of model based DfM applications currently being

developed, it is critical that fast lithography simulators accurately
describe lithographic effects under varying process conditions.
Relying on model-based OPC (MBOPC) tools that only model nominal
process conditions is no longer adequate and these tools must now
relay information regarding process sensitivities.  Since a primary goal
of DfM techniques is to improve yield, accurately modeling process
sensitivity is critical.  For example, process window ORC and process
window aware OPC techniques not only assure optimum corrections
at nominal process conditions, but also check for geometries likely to
fail in a manufacturing process and drive the MBOPC to conditions
that avoid these failures.
In addition to extending the traditional ORC and OPC applications into
the process-window realm, accurate through-process models enable
entirely new applications of full-chip simulation tools.  These full-chip
simulations can evaluate the impact of various Resolution
Enhancement Techniques (RET) and design rules by including
optimized RET application (e.g. assist feature placement) and
MBOPC; providing a more thorough and rigorous evaluation of real
two-dimensional design constructs than previous test pattern based
studies.  Accurate through-process models can also be extended to
process conditions different from where they were calibrated and
used to simulate the expected behavior of lithographic tools before
they are installed in the fabricator.
Since semi-empirical OPC models accurately reproduce the
lithographic behavior at nominal conditions, it is believed that the
primary source of inaccuracy at varying process conditions is due to
the coupling of process variables into models that are not meant to
account for those variables.  For example, the focus parameter of the
optical image has been arbitrarily mixed with other photoresist
blurring effects leading to poor separation of optical and photoresist
models.  Similar coupling is seen between the mask and the
photoresist models.  The net impact of this coupling is that the
“photoresist” model is no longer just modeling the behavior of the
photoresist and this non-physical coupling of effects reduces model
accuracy.
Recognizing the importance of model accuracy through-process and
the difficulty in achieving this, we have developed model calibration
methodologies that significantly improve upon traditional techniques.
Here, we present strategies for separating process steps into
individual models and accuracy improvements gained by such
strategies.  These improvements are quantified over several critical
process levels and different technology levels, from 90 nm down to 45
nm.  Results are analyzed in terms of process window and proximity
correction accuracy.
The applications of through-process models, such as process-
window OPC/ORC, RET evaluation and OPC model extension, are
also discussed.  Each application brings its own set of requirements
and we discuss the tradeoffs that can be made to satisfy these
requirements.  Finally, it is recognized that the process models are still
approximations to the true physical and chemical processes and that
blindly applying these models can be problematic.  To address this,
we have developed image quality checks that ensure model accuracy
is maintained across a variety of DfM applications.

6156-04, Session 2
A genuine design manufacturability check for
designers
P. Hurat, M. L. Cote, C. Tsai, Clear Shape Technologies, Inc.
The design of integrated circuits (ICs) has been made possible by a
simple contract between design and manufacturing: Manufacturing
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teams encapsulated their process capabilities into a set of design
rules such as minimum width, spacing or overlap for each layer and
designers had to comply with these design rules to get a
manufacturable IC. However, since 130nm, designers have to play by
the new rules of sub-90nm technologies. The simple design rules
have evolved into extremely complex, context-dependent rules and
minimum design rules have been augmented with many levels of
yield-driven recommended guidelines.  One of the main drivers behind
these complex rules is the increase in optical proximity effects that are
directly impacting systematic and parametric yields for sub-90nm
designs. Designs sensitivity to optical proximity effects is increasing
as features get smaller, but design engineers don’t have the visibility
into the manufacturability of their designs.
A genuine design for manufacturing (DFM) solution for designers
should provide a fast, easy-to-use and cost-effective solution that
accurately predicts the designs sensitivity to shape variations during
design. It should identify and reduce design sensitivity by predicting
and reducing shapes variations. The interface between manufacturing
and design must provide designers with the right information to allow
them to maximize the manufacturability of their design while shielding
them from the effects of resolution enhancement technologies (RET)
and manufacturing complexity. This solution should also protect the
manufacturing know-how in the case of a fabless-foundry flow.
Currently the interface between manufacturing and design solely relies
on design rules that do not provide these capabilities.
A common proposition for design engineers to predicting shape
variation is to move the entire RET/OPC/ORC into hands of the
designer.  However, this approach has several major practicality
issues that make it unfeasible, even as a “service” offered to
designers:
•Cost associated with replicating the flow on designer’s desktop.
•The ability of designers to understand RET/OPC and perform
lithographic judgments
•Confidentiality of the recipes and lithographic settings, especially
when working with a foundry
•The level of confidence the fab/foundry side has in accepting the
resulting RET/OPC
•Runtime and data volume explosion
•The logistics of reflecting RET/OPC and manufacturing changes
•The ability to tie this capability to EDA optimization tools
In this paper we present a new technique and methodology that
overcomes these hurdles and meets both the designer and
manufacturing requirements by providing a genuine DFM solution to
designers. We outline a new manufacturing-to-design interface that
has evolved from rule- to model-based and provides the required
visibility to the designer on their design manufacturability. This
approach is similar to other EDA approaches which have been used
to successfully capture complex behavior by using a formulation that
has a higher level of abstraction, such as SPICE for transistor
behavior. We will present how this unique approach uses this
abstracted model to provide very accurate prediction of shape
variations and at the same time meet the runtime requirements for a
smooth integration into the design flow at 90nm and below. This DFM
technology enables designers to improve their design
manufacturability, which reduces RET complexity; reduces mask cost
and time to volume; increases the process window and yield.

6156-05, Session 2
Annotated layout optimization
J. Thiele, R. Koehle, B. Kuechler, Infineon Technologies AG
(Germany)
Annotation is a well known approach to transfer the design intent from
an electrical to a physical designer. Critical circuitry is annotated with
information like timing constraints or power consumption. This allows
the electrical designer to verify the electrical or behavioral functionality
based on these annotations already at a stage where the physical
layout is not yet available. It is the task of the physical design team to
fulfill these constraints later to assure the correct functionality of the
circuit.

In addition, complementary information like parasitic resistors and
capacitors can be extracted and compared with the original description
of the electrical design. In case of discrepancy the electrically design
and/or the physical layout has to be adapted and a loop of iterative
optimization may occur. To keep this undesired phase short or to assure
first time right, a complete suite of software tools exists that extracts
timing and power, compares it to the annotated information and
optimizes the physical design automatically by measures like selection
of different cells, re-targeting of gate dimensions, re-routing or wire
spreading.
In this paper, we will discuss the possibility to extend the concept of
annotation as vehicle to hand over critical information from the physical
designer to the resolution enhancement technique (RET) engineer. We
judge this extension as one key enabler to really bridge the interface
from design to manufacturing.
The availability of such annotated information also enables the
extension from existing optical proximity correction (OPC) methods
from the current stage of “just print the layout on wafer” towards new
approaches where the layout can be optimized during the RET/OPC
step based on designers input e.g. electrically constraints. This opens a
road to fix limitations of the physical layout with respect to the intention
of the designer, a potential to optimize the layout that is currently
missed.
First results on small test cases will be presented showing differences
in optimal layout depending on different settings of constraints
annotated to the basic layout for a given lithographic system.
Extending this idea from small patterns to full chip applications seems
today as bold as the prediction ten years ago of the introduction of
simulation based full chip OPC into production. The scope of our work
is to motivate further research and development towards an extended
design flow enabling new features and tools for advanced DFM. We
believe that only by the transfer of design intend into the RET arena,
optimizers comparable to those used today at the hand over from
electrical to physical design can evolve to automatically adapt the
layout to manufacturing needs and to assure an economically
reasonable short development time.

6156-06, Session 2
Silicon IP reuse standards for design for
manufacturability
J. A. Carballo, IBM Corp.; S. Sundareswaran, Freescale
Semiconductor, Inc.
Abstract
Design for Manufacturability (DFM) has become a major semiconductor
topic that spans various issues, including issues related to lithography
hardware limitations, and issues related to variability. There is, however,
an issue that crosses multiple DFM domains: the need to reuse
designed Silicon IP blocks or “cores” across various manufacturing
processes. Unfortunately, there are no standards to facilitate the reuse
of circuit blocks while addressing the lithography- and variability-related
issues. Specifically, there is no clear definition for a user of a core to
evaluate “manufacturability” of a core for a set of foundry processes.
We present the DFM standard for Silicon IP reuse, which addresses this
problem.
Keywords: design-for-manufacturability, DFM standards, IP Reuse
Yield losses and design misses at 90 nm are showing significant impact
of manufacturing variability on design metrics. The impact of systematic
variability has become more predominant over random variability
effects. Systematic effects are strongly dependent on the design
patterns including physical layout patterns, specific location and layout
characteristics. The same physical design feature for e.g., poly width
may yield differently depending on the neighboring features.
In the current state of the art, design patterns are modified (using metal
fill, OPC techniques, etc) after timing closure and verification have been
completed. This however, introduces a risk: IP reuse and integration
may need to go through several iterations and delay the System-On-a-
Chip (SoC) integration - eventually reducing the product yield and
increasing time to market. Further, the effectiveness of a design rule
approach is complicated due to systematic effects because a single
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rule is applied globally to all physical design features.
To partially address these issues, accurate pre-characterization and
modeling can be used to capture the design dependent systematic
process effects; this can be used during IP design and verification, IP
reuse and SoC integration (including logic/functional integration and
physical placement) to optimize for manufacturability. However, this
approach is insufficient to address DFM issues in SoC IP core reuse.
DFM-aware Silicon IP
IP cores can be classified as soft IP or hard IP. A hard IP is a fully
implemented, synthesized and laid-out design; while a soft IP is a
synthesizable core. Hard IP is typically targeted for a specific foundry
and a specific technology node. The IP provider has to re-verify the
design for change in every process parameter. IP reuse becomes a
difficult task even for a single process. The probabilistic nature of the
failures and their impact on the design yield and performance further
complicates the process of IP integration and verification. Timing and
functionality are not guaranteed even after the IP meets all design
rules and functional/timing specifications.
Design rules are the conventional form of DFM. IP providers also
provide design rule check reports. However, this approach will
become ineffective due to systematic variability as the IP is used in
multiple SoCs. Similarly, performance (timing and signal integrity)
constraints need to be viewed as a distribution. A hard IP provider
supplies several black-box models or “views” of the core so that the
SoC designers and integrators can verify the whole design along with
the core. There is a need now for “yield-view” that can intelligently
leverage manufacturing expertise and seamlessly integrate into
current SoC design flow producing IP that accounts for DFM effects,
or “DFM-aware” IP. The DFM metrics described in this paper is a first
step towards building such IP.
We present in this paper the DFM standards with emphasis on a
systematic approach to DFM metrics for hard IPs that enable easy IP
reuse and SoC integration process across various manufacturing
processes.
A standard for DFM metrics in Silicon IP
DFM metrics for IP provide a common framework for both IP vendors
and SoC designers to compare and verify the target product for
manufacturability. Our initial proposed standard provides a list of
performance and reliability metrics that capture manufacturing
variations at several levels of design abstraction and thus defines a
clear interface between creators and users of IP. Consequently, we
have classified the DFM metrics based on: a) logic and circuit design
space parameters, b) physical design space parameters and c)
“interface” model parameters.
•Logic and circuit design space parameters (e.g. allowable frequency
distribution): due to variability in manufacturing parameters analysis of
the circuit at specific process corners becomes insufficient. The
circuit’s performance metrics (like frequency, power, signal integrity
etc.) now are more sensitive to variations.
•Physical design space parameters (e.g. contact redundancy metric):
The basic deliverable for an IP in the physical design is the design
rules verified GDSII/Oasis database. The metrics in the physical
design space are associated with several aspects of this deliverable.
•“Interface” model parameters (e.g. acceptable threshold variability)
are the most crucial metrics. These parameters bridge the gap
between design and manufacturing by capturing the systematic
effects due to variability of device and interconnect variables, plus
others due to lithography limitations. These inherently assume that the
underlying models are accurate characterization of manufacturing
effects. Libraries and custom IP are synthesized targeting specific
logic and circuit design space metrics like performance, power and
reliability.
The IP provider ensures that each of these metrics is determined
during their design phase for a given set of “interface” model
parameters. The SoC IP integrator will determine if these metrics meet
the expectations of their target SoC.
EDA tools can automatically generate the DFM metrics at different
phases of the design. DFM checkers can be built that can
automatically verify compliance to these DFM metrics. This can
greatly simplify the effort required of the SoC designers and IP
providers. Though “yield-view” for an IP is the ultimate goal for

maximizing yield of target SoC; these metrics delivers the benefit of
open standards driving the industry to contribute to the creation of
effective statistical yield models.
We show our proposed standards as DFM sheet, which includes a
brief list of less than 50 quantitative and reference parameters. A
score is provided as well as a list of deliverables. The simplicity of the
sheet makes it easy to adopt in an industrial setting. We also show
how the sheet applies to compare specific circuit cores and draw
conclusions based on the core’s actual characteristics and usage.
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6156-07, Session 2
Call for an industry standard for pattern transfer
models for usage in OPC and design for
manufacturability
T. C. Roessler, W. Grimm, J. Thiele, Infineon Technologies AG
(Germany)
Lately, “Design for Manufacturability” (DFM) can be found in almost
any self-respecting EDA vendor’s top-five list of most critical and
urgent strategic topics. While the envisioned DFM activities cover a
broad spectrum of topics, the exact definition of DFM continues to
evade capture. However, it appears self-evident that an important
portion of DFM hinges upon the availability of models accurately
describing the pattern transfer from the layout to the wafer, henceforth
called “pattern transfer models” (PTMs). In combination with a
suitable design environment, PTMs will allow physical designers to
optimize their layout, thus ensuring the structural integrity over the
process window upon transfer to the wafer.
In this paper, we argue that PTMs have an importance comparable to
that of the “electrical device models” (EDMs) widely used for circuit
simulation. We point out several striking analogies between PTMs and
EDMs, as far as the basic concepts and use models are concerned.
Furthermore, we highlight the significant differences in the EDA
landscapes for both model types, most importantly the fact that an
industry standard only exists for EDMs. Based on the consequences
for EDA vendors, EDA users, and semiconductor manufacturing
cooperations that derive from this situation, we formulate the call for
an industry standard for PTMs for usage in “optical proximity
correction” (OPC) and DFM.
Until barely a few years ago, the traditional semiconductor
development and manufacturing process exhibited only two
mandatory points of information exchange between product design
and manufacturing: Design rules and the parameters for EDMs. The
former are meant to provide the information about limitations of the
manufacturing process, in the form of geometrical rules between the
layers used in physical design. The latter, on the other hand, ensure
that circuit designers can have some confidence that the electrical
functionality for which they design their circuits is actually fulfilled by
the “integrated circuits” (ICs) on hardware. Simply speaking, in both
cases input about hardware behavior is required for a successful
product design process.
Since the advent of OPC for sub-wavelength lithography, an new data
manipulation step was introduced between tape-out, i.e., layout data
release, and mask data fracturing, i.e., preparation of geometrical data
for photo-mask manufacturing. The purpose of OPC is the alteration
of the layout geometry as drawn by a physical designer in such a way,
that the resulting mask pattern when used for printing and processing
again produces the intended layout pattern on the wafer (as closely as
possible). Initially, OPC was implemented as rule-based, proximity-
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dependent up- or down-biasing of the original layout structures, but
starting at 0.13µm technology, more accurate iterative simulation-
correction algorithms based on so-called “OPC models” were used to
ensure the pattern fidelity via OPC.
Consequently, the production sites need to provide the OPC modeling
groups with “proximity data” (meant here to encompass line-width as
well as line-end measurements over linearity and proximity), usually
taken after resist development or etching, from which OPC models
describing the pattern transfer from layout to wafer can be built.
Henceforth, we will refer to this type of model as PTM. For OPC
processing of product layouts, a PTM for just one single process
condition (usually at the optimum, also called “best point”) is made
available to mask data preparation. Hence, regarding OPC, PTMs are
already a fixture in nowadays semiconductor manufacturing.
Actually, the real importance of PTMs goes far beyond usage for OPC,
as will be clarified in the following. The main purpose of providing
design rules to the physical design is to guarantee that the resulting
ICs can be manufactured with sufficient process window, i.e., that
even at process conditions deviating from the “best point” a
functional circuit or chip can be obtained. However, design rules are
an indirect and therefore restricted way of representing the limitations
of the manufacturing process, intended exclusively for straightforward
geometrical verification during physical design. Lithography or, better,
pattern transfer simulations with PTMs, on the other hand, can lay
claim on describing certain structural aspects of the manufacturing
process directly. In combination with a suitable design environment,
the availability of accurate PTMs at various process conditions
enables sufficiently enlightened physical designers to optimize their
layout such that the structural integrity over the process window upon
transfer to the wafer is ensured. In this sense, PTMs are a
generalization of design rules. We expect that simulation-based
verification using PTMs will eventually replace conventional DRC for
the most critical layers. This is our restricted definition of DFM.
In this paper, we will highlight the prominent role PTMs play for OPC
and enabling of DFM in semiconductor manufacturing. We value their
importance as comparable to that of EDMs, to which, in fact, a
number of striking analogies regarding basic concepts and use
models are shown. Our detailed review of the historical developments
that have led to the establishment of an industry standard for EDMs
and the EDA landscape built upon this stable foundation reveals the
significant benefits of the existence of such a standard for the
semiconductor industry, e.g., competition for performance and
accuracy, innovative simulation methodologies, and advanced
applications. This insight combined with the analogy between EDMs
and PTMs leads us to call for an industry standard for PTMs.
Key advantages of such a standard are:
(1) Easier benchmarking and switching between OPC tools and more
dynamic development of market shares,
(2) more focus on new, innovative functionalities and ease of
innovation by start-ups and universities, and (3) shared burden of
development efforts  for keeping up with advances in lithography and
reduced risk of demise caused by not keeping up.
Finally, we strongly believe that only an industry standard for PTMs
will allow the ease of information exchange between manufacturing
and product design which is required to make DFM possible and
successful, for the benefit of the entire semiconductor and EDA
industry.

6156-08, Session 3
A heuristic method for statistical digital circuit sizing
S. P. Boyd, S. Kim, D. Patil, M. A. Horowitz, Stanford Univ.
For current integrated circuit (IC) technologies, statistical uncertainty
and process variation can be indirectly handled by incorporating
simple margins in the timing and other critical constraints, or by a
post-design step that does centering or yield improvement. As device
dimensions shrink, however, growing (relative) statistical uncertainty
and process variation will require an approach where design and yield
optimization are combined. The increasing importance of process
variation explains the growing interest in process variation modeling
and statistical timing analysis of digital circuits.

In statistical design we take into account statistical variation in the
device, process, and environment parameters for each gate. In other
words, we consider local variations in the model parameters for gate
delay, energy, and leakage current, with each gate having its own set
of parameter values, drawn from some distribution. (This is in contrast
to the framework for robust design over corners, where the gate
model parameters variations are global, i.e., the same for all gates.) In
the simplest case, the parameter values for each gate are modeled as
independent random variables, but more sophisticated models can
include correlation between the parameters associated with different
gates.  Another approach is to include two unknown terms in the
parameters of each gate: one is a systematic one, global for the whole
circuit (as in robust design over corners), and the other is the local
uncertainty we consider here. This leads to a blend of robust design
over corners (to handle global parameter variation) and statistical
design (to handle local parameter variation). In this paper, however, we
consider pure statistical design.
While there are many possible choices of objectives in statistical
design, we concentrate on a typical one, an upper quantile (e.g., 95%)
of the cycle time. Sizing a circuit that meets a timing specification with
high probability, despite statistical variation, is called statistical circuit
sizing. It is closely related to design for yield (DFY), design for
manufacture (DFM), and design centering. There are many exact or
direct methods for solving deterministic circuit sizing problems, even
for large-scale problems. There are far fewer methods for solving
statistical circuit sizing problems, and these are computationally far
more demanding (or intractable), even for small problems. Moreover,
the designs obtained depend on details of the gate delay
distributions, which are often not well known in practical applications.
In this paper we introduce a heuristic method for approximately
solving a statistical sizing problem, by reducing it to a related
deterministic sizing problem which includes extra margins in each of
the gate delays to account for the variation. Since the method is
based on solving a deterministic sizing problem, it readily handles
large-scale problems. Although this method looks simple, it is more
sophisticated than it appears, since the extra margins are added on a
gate-by-gate basis, and not on a path-by-path basis. Numerical
experiments show that the resulting designs are often substantially
better than one in which the variation in delay is ignored, and often
quite close to the global optimum. Moreover, the designs seem to be
good despite the simplicity of the statistical model (which ignores gate
distribution shape, correlations, and so on).

6156-09, Session 3
Layout verification and optimization based on
flexible design rules
J. Yang, Univ. of Michigan; L. Capodieci, Advanced Micro Devices,
Inc; D. M. Sylvester, Univ. of Michigan
A methodology for layout verification and optimization based on
flexible design rules is provided. This methodology is based on image
parameter determined flexible design rules (FDRs), in contrast with
restrictive design rules (RDRs), and enables fine-grained optimization
of designs in the yield-performance space.
Conventional design rules are developed based on experimental data
obtained from design, fabrication and measurements of a set of test
structures. They are generated at an early stage of process
development and used as guidelines for later IC layouts. These design
rules (DRs) serve to guarantee a high functional yield of the fabricated
design. Since small areas are preferred in integrated circuit designs
due to their corresponding high speed and lower cost, most design
rules focus on minimum resolvable dimensions. The design rules are
often set in a pessimistic way to guarantee a high yield under all
circumstances of process and design environment (e.g., worst-case
dose and focus). However with technology scaling, a simple design
rule set can no longer find a balance between performance (or area)
and yield. More rules are therefore added in order to capture the
impact of different design environment on resist. As a result the
complexity of design rule checks has increased dramatically. To avoid
this, the concept of restrictive design rules has been introduced which
aims at even more conservative dimensions and DRs to ensure high
yield. This in turn causes a performance penalty, such that designs
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are able to benefit less from a technology shrink. Conventional design
rules can be visualized as a step function on a plot of yield vs.
dimension, where the rising edge happens at the exact value of the
DR.
We propose a flexible design rule based layout verification and
optimization flow. This flow addresses two limitations of traditional
design rules: (1) a failure to optimize yield (i.e., the lack of ability to
identify “hotspots” exhibiting less printability/manufacturability), and
(2) a failure to optimize layout area (i.e., the lack of ability to identify
“sweetspots” where patterns are over designed with unnecessary
extra spacing). The layout patterns are quantified as a function of
intensity parameters (Imin, Imax, Islope), which describes each region
as a unique point in the image space. We pre-characterize an image
space library containing allowed Imin, Imax, Islope ranges together
with the spacing information obtained from various test patterns. We
assume patterns sharing the same point in the image space have
similar behavior under the microlithography system. This allows us to
disregard the exact shape of the pattern under evaluation and use
(Imin, Imax, Islope) as entries to the pre-characterized image space
library with constraints from the allowed image parameter ranges.
This process identifies an optimal spacing for the pattern under
evaluation. This spacing, used as the optimal spacing value for both
“hotspots” to increase manufacturability and “sweetspots” to optimize
design performance, are then used as guidelines for layout
optimizations.  Our results show that the actual plot of yield vs.
dimension for key DRs such as minimum poly to poly spacing, show a
gradual roll-off and not a sharp edge as in a conventional design rule
mentality.  This indicates that there is substantial room for layout
manipulation to improve area, cost, and performance, while
maintaining good printability/yield.

6156-10, Session 3
Self-compensating design for reduction of timing
and leakage sensitivity to systematic pattern
dependent variation
Y. Kim, Univ. of Michigan; P. Gupta, A. B. Kahng, Blaze-DFM Inc.; D.
M. Sylvester, Univ. of Michigan
The deep subwavelength lithography regime causes across chip
linewidth variation (ACLV) control to be one of the most important
considerations in IC manufacturing. There are numerous sources of
variation during IC fabrication particularly in the lithography step.
Focus is one of the major sources of linewidth variation and is largely
systematic after the layout is finished. In particular, dense lines “smile”
through focus while isolate lines “frown” in typical Bossung plots. This
well-defined systematic behavior of focus variation allows us to
develop a self-compensating design methodology.
In this work, we propose a novel design methodology that allows
explicit compensation of focus variation in particular, either within a
cell (self-compensated cells) or across cells in a critical path (self-
compensated design). By creating iso and dense variants for each
library cell, we can achieve designs that are more robust to focus
variation. Optimization with a mixture of dense and iso is possible
both in timing constraints (critical delay) and leakage power, with the
latter an interesting complement to existing leakage reduction
techniques such as dual-Vth. We implement both a heuristic and
Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) method to addressing this
optimization problem and compare their results.  In the heuristic
approach dense cells are swapped with iso counterparts to meet
timing constraints based on focus/delay sensitivities. In the MILP, the
optimal solution using a combination of dense and iso cells is
achieved to minimize the area increase. The heuristic approach shows
acceptable results compared to the MILP with a much smaller
runtime.
Based on the idea of self-compensating design flow proposed in the
work by Gupta et al., DAC2005, layouts of all variants are constructed
and simulated. New LP optimization approach is proposed and
leakage power optimization analysis is conducted. To construct each
library variant, we first create a CD look-up-table (LUT) for various
pitch values with a lithography simulation tool and then generate all
the cell versions according to the pitch criteria of the dense, iso, self-

compensated, and single-pitch variants. 130nm technology node is
used for base parameters. We employ a library characterization tool to
build .lib files for each pitch library including both timing and power
information. Benchmark designs are run through a physical synthesis
+ automatic place and route (APR) design flow and parasitics are
back-annotated from layouts to obtain more accurate final timing and
power numbers.
Our results indicate that designing with self-compensated cell library
incurs a ∼12% area penalty and ∼6% leakage increase over original
layouts while compensating for focus variation (i.e., the design now
meets timing constraints across a large range of focus variation).
There is a ∼25% area penalty and ∼7% leakage increase at the worst-
case defocus condition using only single-pitch cells. The area penalty
of circuits after using both the heuristic and MILP optimization
approaches is reduced to ∼3% while maintaining timing.  We also
apply the optimization to leakage which traditionally shows very large
variability due to its exponential relationship with gate CD.  We
conclude that a mixed iso/dense library combined with a sensitivity-
based optimization approach yields much better area/timing/leakage
tradeoffs than using a self-compensated cell library alone.

6156-11, Session 3
DFM: a practical layout optimization procedure for
the improved process window for an existing 90-nm
product
J. Ho, Y. Wang, Xilinx, Inc.; Y. Hou, B. S. Lin, C. Yu, United
Microelectronics Corp. (Taiwan); C. L. Ma, K. Wu, Anchor
Semiconductor Inc.
For the technology node of 130 nm or earlier, product layouts followed
design rules could generally have large process windows and good
tolerance of process variations.  For 90 nm technology node and
below, due to the increased optical proximity effect, caused by the
tightened pitches and complex two-dimensional (2-D) patters, design
rules could only ensure reasonable process windows and tolerance of
process variations.  The process window could be affected by bad
layout styles such as un-necessary jogs or complex 2-D patterns with
minimum space and wide CD.  Therefore, implementation of a layout
inspection and optimization procedure at the pre-tapeout stage would
be needed to reduce bad layout pattern counts.
In this work, such a procedure was implemented for optimizing a pre-
tapeout layout of a 90 nm product for the improved lithographic
process (depth of focus, or DOF) window, without increasing the chip
size.  Layout modifications through this procedure also provided OPC
friendly layout environments.
In this procedure, an optical simulation software was used to calculate
the optical contrast of the product layout and generated a contrast
versus occurrence distribution for each layer.  The low contrast layout
environments, which highly impacted the DOF window, were then
identified from the contrast distribution of the layer.  With aids of the
simulation software, the optimized layout modifications that had best
DOF improvement were obtained and implemented.
To categorize the low contrast patterns, many design rules were
derived based on the layout contrast analysis.  These rules also
helped to locate the layout patterns that could be modified for the
DOF window improvement in other product layouts of the same
technology generation.
For the modified layouts, the simulation data clearly showed the
increased contrast and the improved DOF window. The experimental
data also drew a similar conclusion to that from the simulation.
In summary, a pre-tapeout layout inspection and optimization
procedure was implemented at the product pre-tapeout stage to
reduce narrow DOF window layout locations and was proven
effective.  Since layout locations with narrow DOF windows could be
identified and corrected before the masks were made, this pre-
tapeout procedure could also help to reduce the costly mask
revisions.  This procedure could also be applied to layouts for such
technology generations as 90 nm and beyond.
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6156-12, Session 3
CD analysis of advanced photolithography and its
impact on critical design structures
R. Seltmann, K. A. Romero, R. Stephan, G. Burbach, J. Paufler, D.
Greenlaw, AMD Saxony Manufacturing GmbH (Germany)
High performance microprocessors are employing SRAMs with
increased sizes. Larger SRAMs can be used because of further
scaling, but due to variability, cell stability is a primary concern. There
are a several reasons why SRAMs are more susceptible to both
process-induced variations and electrical parameter variability.
Because the cache cells use devices with minimum gate lengths and
widths, process variations become more severe. Sense amplifiers
employ matched transistor pairs that are very sensitive to any process
variation, such as dopant fluctuation, and CD and temperature
variation. This paper focuses on the patterning accuracy of minimum
cell devices and of transistors that are meant to be matched. For the
first time, we used and correlated inline CD data, electrical data and
lithographic simulations to measure the patterning fidelity of matched
pairs.
A small cache with failing matched pairs was chosen for the inline CD
measurements.  The measured features included poly with different
orientations and pitches that should be matched electrically. The
measurements were done on wafers exposed on several scanners to
identify their impact on matched pairs.
Electrical measurements at especially designed addressable
structures were done to verify the inline data. The electrical structures
enabled the statistical analysis of discrete device parameters and
matching behaviors. We analyzed the effect of dummy poly and
varying line pitches as well as the active width impact on matched
pair performance.
The electrical data showed both large differences in the random
variation between different matched pairs and remarkable systematic
offset differences between the transistor pairs. The corresponding CD
measurements showed the same behavior as the electrical results,
indicating that CD variations are the major but not the only source of
variation.
The observed systematic part of the variation showed a complex
dependency on the exposure tool, the pitch, the line orientation, and
its location within the scanner field. In particular, the data proved that
even small pitch differences can lead to remarkable CD differences,
depending on the lens aberration signature of the particular scanner
and the pupil filling of the specific pattern. Based on simulations, a
sensitivity analysis for the analyzed layout portion to individual Zernike
terms was done. By simulating the CD mismatch response for
different pitches, line orientations, and different lens generations, the
individual experimental findings were systematized. The observed
random variation clearly correlated with the width of the individual
transistors. We compared these variations with the measured line
width roughness spectrum.
Based on both simulation and experimental results, a budget
consideration for the variation of matched pairs was performed.
Conclusions for the future design of matched transistor pairs and for
scanner lens specifications will be given.  For instance, migrating to
single pitch with the aide of dummy poly will minimize the impact of
lens aberrations.  Furthermore, understanding the impact of
orientation on the lens will allow design to concentrate on single-
orientation poly. The data clearly will show that it is necessary to
collaborate with design in order to minimize design-process
interactions that impact matching gates.

6156-13, Session 3
Platform for collaborative DFM
W. J. Poppe, A. R. Neureuther, Univ. of California/Berkeley; L.
Capodieci, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
As more aggressive designs in the sub 100nm regime are becoming
harder to yield, it is becoming imperative to look at designs from a
comprehensive Process/Device/Design perspective. A Process/
Device/Design framework is proposed for predicting circuit variability

based on circuit design and a set of characterized sources of variation.
A Quantitative Yield Simulator (QYS) has been built that predicts Vt
variations based on the circuit layout. This includes Vt variation analysis
due to poor ILS, defocus, misalignment, aberrations in the lens, and
overexposure. A complementary set of experiments was designed to
identify the major sources of Vt variation and to validate simulation
results. The main premise is that if problem areas in a layout are
identified and quantified in terms of delay and leakage, then designers
and process engineers can collaborate together on an optimal solution
to the problem. Universities such as Berkeley offer a great advantage in
exploring innovative approaches as different key centers of expertise
exist under one roof. The Quantitative Yield Simulator will serve as a
launch pad for collaborative efforts between groups in different
disciplines that are looking at variability and yield. Instead of trying to
figure out each other’s research projects, students can focus on specific
problems that the Quantitative Yield Simulator will identify.
An NMOS only experiment was designed that aims at identifying the
major sources of variation, validating simulation results, and validate a
novel technique of measuring across wafer and across chip CD
uniformity. The wafers will be built using a short loop 4 layer NMOS
process, but the layout patterns are representative of bi-CMOS designs.
The 65nm short loop process will be executed at Cypress
Semiconductor. There is a controlled set of experiments looking at how
different poly layouts are affected by defocus, mis-calibrated optical
models for OPC, over/underexposure and misalignment. Vt variability
will be quantified electrically using an Agilent 4142B probe station. A
novel technique for CD metrology will also be tested in this set of
experiments. Some transistors will have an enhanced short channel
effect by increasing the extension region doping. This effectively
increases the response of leakage current to the gate length, while
keeping the response of leakage current to all other factors the same. A
stronger correlation between leakage current and gate length will result
in a more accurate mapping of leakage current to CD. A well-calibrated
BSIM model will translate leakage current variation into CD variation.
This method allows for measuring any section of any poly line that
overlaps an active region with an automated electrical probe station,
which is relatively inexpensive and accurate. The masks for this
experiment have been designed and manufactured with the help of
DuPont.

6156-14, Session 3
Lithography oriented DfM for 65 nm and beyond
S. Kyoh, T. Kotani, A. Ikeuchi, S. Inoue, Toshiba Corp. (Japan)
Simple design rule that defines only minimum feature size had become
historical one in Good Old Days. In latest generation, 90nm-node,
design rule has many items defined by lithography to maintain enough
margins for manufacture. In next generation, 65nm-node, lithographic
design rules are becoming more complex because of its low k1
lithography. Moreover, the limitation of design rule becomes apparent.
General design rules are described as rule between neighboring
patterns though lithographic margin are also influenced by more distant
patterns inside optical radius. Pattern layout keeping design rule does
not always have enough lithographic margin and can be lithographic
critical “Hot spot”. To recognize and eliminate these Hot spots, OPC
and lithography simulation should be done over pattern layout before
tape-out. Designers have burden of modifying pattern layout manually
to relax Hot spots under complex design rule.
To solve these troublesome situation, we investigate the automatic
pattern layout migrating system. The system consists in three steps as
follows. Firstly, recognition of Hot spot with OPC and lithography
simulation. Secondly, generating modification guide by comparing
lithographic margin between original and perturbed pattern layout.
Thirdly, pattern migration is done following the guide with keeping
design rule. Using this system designers can easily achieve “clean”
pattern layout in the view of both lithography and design rule.
Moreover, this system will introduce the novel design manner not on
design rule but on lithographic margin. Another limitation of design rule
is that pattern layout violating design rule may have enough
manufacturability. It means that design rule has diffuseness and there
are room for taking up pattern layout. This system can remove the
diffuseness and generate ultimately optimized pattern layout.
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6156-15, Session 4
DFM requirements and solution roadmaps: the
multi-layer approach
J. A. Carballo, S. Nassif, IBM Corp.
Design For Manufacturability (DFM) has become a major activity in the
semiconductor industry, spanning a host of issues of varying urgency,
with recent emphasis on lithography limitation-related and variability-
related issues. The International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors (ITRS) Design Group has engaged in a major
overhaul of the Design Technology Roadmap, including a completely
new section focused on DFM. The DFM roadmap problem, however,
requires effective yet simple models to translate technology
characteristics into circuit performance. Specifically, such models are
required to translate technology parameter variability into
performance and power consumption variability.
In this article, we propose simple canonical circuit and analytical
solution that aids in addressing the DFM roadmap problem outlined
above. We show how the circuit is effective yet simple enough that it
can be solved via a combined deterministic-statistical approach to get
the required roadmap parameter numbers. We also describe the
preliminary 2005 ITRS DFM roadmap that has been assembled based
on this model and on various industry inputs.
For important model parameters such as threshold voltage (VT), it is
necessary to understand the physical distribution of variability and the
division between random and systematic parts. A concept called
“variance distribution” can be used to apportion the correct amount of
variance to different levels. This approach is most powerful when
combined with efficient test structures, and we will show an example
65 nm test structure and its application in VT distribution assessment.
The ITRS DFM Roadmap: Increasing variability, mask cost and data
volume explosion, and lithography hardware limitations, are posing
significant design challenges for the manufacturability of integrated
circuits. The arising challenges can be classified by level of
abstraction. First, architecture challenges will require architectural
redundancy due to the difficulty in making circuits yield. Second, logic
and circuit challenges will require digital and mixed-signal circuit to
become adaptive to correct for excessive variability. To accomplish
this will require statistical design and optimization tools that model
actual manufacturing and design-induced variations. Third, layout and
physical design challenges, including design rule checking
complexity, will lead to a multi-tier checking system with required and
suggested rules; while lithography hardware limitations will lead to
design flows aware of Resolution Enhancement Techniques (RET) and
RET tools that are explicitly aware of circuit metrics. Finally, yield
prediction and design optimization including ground rules that are no
longer ‘hard numbers’ will lead to a strategy with meaningful design
rule relaxation and ‘recommended’ rules derived from interaction of
layout and process requirements. Such a strategy will be embodied
by having DFM metrics integrated as a new optimization feature into
the design flow Design Planning, Synthesis and Place & Route: We
show the new DFM roadmap as a set of quantified set of DFM
requirements (requirements or ITRS “red brick” tables) plus a set of
DFM solutions that will be needed to address these requirements over
time. DFM requirements fall into the following categories: (a)
requirements due to fundamental economic limitations (e.g. mask
cost), and (b) requirements due to variability and lithography
limitations (e.g. voltage supply, VT and critical dimension variability).
The DFM solutions include (1) solutions that address fundamental
economic limitations (i.e. tools that directly account for economic
factors), (2) solutions that address the impact of variability (tools that
address performance and power variability, systematic and random
variability, environmental and process-induced variability), (3) non-
tool-based solutions (design techniques that help compensate for
variability, including adaptive circuits and architectures that are
fundamentally resistant to variability), and (4) solutions that address
the impact of lithography limitations, both model-based, such as RET
which interacts with synthesis, timing, placement and routing to
explicitly account for performance and power, and rule-based such as
“manufacturing friendly” rules, radically-restricted rules, and router-
friendly standard cells and cores.

Models and circuits for variability roadmap: Simple models are
needed to translate technology variability to circuit performance
variability in order to generate and monitor DFM roadmaps. We show
a simple canonical circuit and its analytical solution to address this
issue and show how the circuit is solved to get the numbers needed.
An important parameter is threshold voltage, which has a lot of
variability due to a number of effects, and is difficult because it is not
systematic, as opposed to *L (critical dimension variation) which is. To
create the variability model for such a circuit, the model must include
the notion of “variance distribution” to apportion the correct amount
of variance for small-distance, within-die, within-reticle, within-wafer,
within-lot, etc. Such a strategy should rely on efficient test structures.
As an example of a test structure, we show a 65nm structure and the
typical type of data obtained from it. Specifically, we show
distributions of VT for a large sample -10K- devices with low, medium,
and high VT.

6156-16, Session 4
ITRS evolution: from nodes to cycles
P. A. Gargini, Intel Corp.
The first roadmap for the semiconductor industry was outlined by Dr.
Gordon Moore in 1965 when he first stated: “The complexity for
minimum component costs has increased at a rate of roughly a factor
of two per year . . . over the short term this rate can be expected to
continue. . . .”  This trend indeed continued for the next ten years until
Dr. Moore in 1975 restated the new rate going forward:  “. . . doubling
every two years, rather than every year. . . .” As time went on, this last
statement came to be known as Moore’s Law, but in most cases the
full meaning of the words “minimum component costs” was neglected
in favor of reducing the statement to the simple doubling every two
years.
Indeed, nothing ever prevented any company from outpacing this rate
from the technical point of view. In fact, while Micro Processor Unit
(MPU) and Non Volatile Memory (NVM) components followed Moore’s
Law very closely, it was the choice of DRAM producers to outpace
this Law by proceeding at the rate of four times the number of bits
every three years (corresponding to a factor of two increases every 18
months). This goal however was accomplished by allowing the die
size (and associated manufacturing cost) to increase by about 40%
every generation. It can be easily understood that this increase in die
size was bound to eventually conflict with the “minimum component
costs” assumption stated by Dr. Moore. Nevertheless, the total
number of bits of DRAM continued to increase by means of three
components:
1. ∼1.4x due to a larger die size contribution
2.  ∼1.4x contribution from cell size compaction and layout
improvements
3. ∼2x due to a generation to generation reduction in linear feature
size of 0.7x (0.7*0.7∼0.5 area reduction/bit)
By the late 70’s the introduction every three years of DRAM devices
with four times the number of bits of the previous generation
associated with a reduction in feature size of 30% had become a
beacon for the whole semiconductor industry. This trend continued
through the early 90’s when the abrupt negative change in the
economic outlook of Japan delayed the transition to the 200mm
diameter wafer size. Faced with this problem, the DRAM
manufacturers decided to accelerate the rate of feature size reduction
in order to partially compensate for the lack of larger wafers.
Furthermore, the shorter wavelength of the DUV (248nm) exposure
tools introduced in the mid-90’s, as compared to the previous
lithography generation (I-Line, 365nm), facilitated the reduction of
printed feature size at a faster-than-historical rate. In fact, it can be
seen that the wavelength ratio of 248/365 is about 0.68 while the
wavelength ratio of the previous lithography transition yielded only a
wavelength ratio of 0.84 (365/436).
As we enter the 21st century, the dynamics of the semiconductor
industry continue to evolve.  Despite the introduction of 300mm
diameter wafers into manufacturing, keeping the maximum die size
under control remains a fundamental economic problem for any
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semiconductor manufacturer. Lately this task has become more
complicated by the fact that the new lithography generation (193nm)
provides only a wavelength reduction ratio of 0.78 (193/248).
Indeed the last ten years have seen an exponential growth in the
number of mask/illumination/process techniques used to enhance
resolution.
In order to keep the die size growth under control, DRAM
manufacturers have progressively switched the introduction of
memory devices, from one generation to the next, from a four times
increase in the number of bits to a more economically viable doubling
in the number of bits. This has occurred in conjunction with the return
to a three-year technology introduction cycle. On the other hand, both
NVM and MPU manufacturers have continued their historical two-year
introduction cycle. As an example, NVM producers have actually been
able to deliver products faster than the two-year cycle by taking
advantage of techniques such as storing two-bit/cell, by cell size
compaction and layout improvements, and so on.
The National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor (NTRS) and
subsequently the international version (ITRS) have defined the
technology nodes as characterized by the reduction of about 30% in
the half-pitch of the first layer of metal of DRAM. This indicator had
been very effective until the end of the 90’s. It is easy to understand,
however, that since the DRAM rate of introduction has slowed down
to doubling the number of bits every three years while both NVM and
MPU introductions have progressed by doubling the bits/transistors
every two years (or better), the introductory gap between these two
groups of products has been decreasing. This fact has made the use
of the simple definition of Technology Node tied to the half-pitch of
the first level of metal of the DRAM, as a key indicator for the whole
industry, quite inadequate. For NVM, especially for NAND type
devices, the key indicator of bit density and affordable chip sizes is
the half-pitch of the first layer of polysilicon while for MPU the gate
length is the most relevant feature to drive performance.
Given the very different nature of the features characterizing these
three technology families, it has become very difficult to associate
either NVM or MPU, as an example, with the node definition based on
the DRAM half-pitch of the first layer of metal. Some have suggested
that taking an average of the gate feature and the half-pitch of the first
layer of metal of MPU may yield a number that is somewhat
comparable to the half-pitch of the first metal of DRAM.  However, in
recent times, the final dimension of the MPU gate has been
determined by etching techniques more than by lithographic
techniques.
For these reasons, the 2005 ITRS is trying to take a more realistic
approach to solving this intricate problem of product-differentiated
technology pace identification.
The dominant factor for this change consists in the fact that these
three leading-edge product technology families have different key
features and different paces of product introduction. The main goal for
each of these product technologies is to continue to introduce
devices with higher levels of integration at a certain pace.
Concentrating the industry’s attention on the pace that is required to
continue to double the number of transistors or memory storage bits
appears a better indicator than trying to force fit a single feature for
the whole industry. As noted before, each technology family is
accomplishing the doubling in the number of components by a mix of
different technology features, including minimum pitch, number of
interconnect layers, minimum isolated feature size, etc. This is why
the 2005 ITRS is highlighting technology trend cycles for each product
group and de-emphasizing a singular “technology node” descriptor
(based on DRAM in the 2003 ITRS and 2004 ITRS Update) that was
applied to all products.

6156-17, Session 4
The nanotech impact on IC processing: near and
long term
J. N. Randall, R. Stallcup, T. Cavanaugh, Zyvex Corp.
Nanotechnology can be seen to already have an impact on IC
processing, no matter how it is defined. Nanomanipulators can be
used for a variety of tasks in investigating nanostructures. An

emerging application is the probing of individual transistors at the
contact level anywhere on a die. As downscaling continues its
inexorable march with the increasingly strong optical and other
processing proximity effects, the ability to collect IV data from
individual transistors anywhere in the circuit is becoming a valuable
tool for failure analysis, yield enhancement, reliability, process
integration, and time to market. The talk will discuss current
capabilities and a roadmap to improve the productivity and
capabilities of nanoprobing technology. In the longer term,
nanotechnology’s impact will not be on characterization and testing,
but on processing itself. The real promise of nanotechnology is
unprecedented process control of all phases of fabrication. An
approach to atomically precise manufacturing will be presented that
could enable the fabrication of Si or Si/Ge devices where dopant
atoms can be precisely placed and the dimensions and control of
those dimensions are limited only by the crystal lattice and its
reconstruction due to surface or lattice strain. This fabrication
technology could be used to produce ultra-scaled CMOS or
advanced device technology.

6156-18, Session 5
Maximization of layout printability/manufacturability
by extreme layout regularity
L. Pileggi, T. K. Jhaveri, S. Rovner, A. J. Strojwas, Carnegie Mellon
Univ.
As we push the limits of optical lithography to enable classical CMOS
scaling, shrinking k1 requires more aggressive resolution
enhancement techniques (RETs) to produce circuits with acceptable
performance, minimum across chip linewidth variations (ACLV),
required process window and sufficient yield. In the past, complying
with design rules such as minimum width, spacing, and extension,
was sufficient to ensure acceptable yields for a design. However, for
sub 100nm designs, this approach tends to create patterns which
cannot be reliably printed for a given optical setup, thus leading to
hot-spots and systematic yield failures. The recent challenges faced
by both the design and process communities call for a paradigm shift
whereby circuits are constructed from a small set of lithography
friendly patterns which have previously been extensively
characterized and ensured to print reliably. In this paper, we describe
the use of a regular design fabric for defining the underlying silicon
geometries of the circuit. While the direct application of this
methodology to the current ASIC design flow would result in
unnecessary area and performance overhead, we overcome these
penalties via a unique design flow that ensures shape-level regularity
by reducing the number of required logic functions as much as
possible as part of the top-down design flow[1]. It will be shown that
with a small set of Boolean functions and careful selection of
lithography friendly patterns, we not only mitigate but essentially
eliminate such penalties. Additionally, we discuss the benefits of using
extremely regular designs constructed from a limited set of
lithography friendly patterns not only to improve manufacturability but
also to relax the pessimistic constraints defined by design rules.
Specifically we introduce the basis for the use of “pushed - rules” for
logic design as is commonly done for SRAM designs. This in turn
facilitates a common OPC methodology for logic and SRAM. The key
to such shape-level regularity is identifying a set of lithography-
friendly patterns. For example, consider the layout in figure 1(a) where
metal (shown in black) must have sufficient coverage of via (shown in
white) to account for errors from overlay and line-end pullback in
metal. However, the complex optical interactions experienced in two-
dimensional geometries makes the selection of optimal patterns non-
intuitive and challenging. Figure 1(c) compares threshold latitude vs.
depth of focus  plot for 3 different metal line-end patterns. It can be
seen that the simplest and most symmetric pattern A has a smaller
process window than pattern B (reasons for which would be
discussed in detail in the paper). Thus pattern B is the lithography
friendly pattern that should be used in the design, whereas patterns A
and C must be eliminated. This in turn enables a relaxed, “pushed -
rule”, line-end constraint specific to pattern B, thereby enabling a
more compact design. Moreover, by taking advantage of this
newfound manufacturability and predictability of regular circuits, we
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will show that the performance of logic built upon regular fabrics can
surpass that of seemingly more arbitrarily constructed logic.
REFERENCES
1.   V. Kheterpal, et al , Design Methodology for IC Manufacturability
Based on Regular Logic-Bricks, DAC, June 2005

6156-19, Session 5
Reducing DfM to practice: the lithography
manufacturability assessor
L. W. Liebmann, S. Mansfield, G. Han, J. Culp, J. Hibbeler, R. Y. Tsai,
IBM Microelectronics Div.
DfM in its broadest definition can be seen as the manipulation of data
anywhere in the design-to-silicon flow with the goal of optimizing
chip-performance, -yield, and -cost. Early DfM efforts exploited slack
or white-space in chip layouts to improve manufacturability based on
empirical or intuitive rules with insignificant impact to design efficiency
or layout density. Where possible, increasing feature dimensions
above the minimum allowed by the design rules, extending wires past
vias, or moving shapes to homogenize pattern density quantifiably
improved manufacturability and laid the foundation for many emerging
DfM efforts. Today DfM is facing new challenges:
• Manufacturability enhancing layout manipulations are no longer free.
They consume both layout density and design resources, forcing the
benefit of DfM efforts to be justified against their cost.
• Yield and performance limiting layout situations are becoming
increasingly difficult to identify. They require detailed investigation
through simulation or experimentation.
• Different DfM efforts, such as critical area optimization, wire
spreading, redundant via insertion, or lithography friendly design
efforts are forcing unique and mutually exclusive layout optimization
goals.
Future exploitation of the benefits of DfM is therefore critically
dependent not only on efficient means of design data manipulation
but on meaningful quantification of manufacturability. In as such,
accurate assessment of the yield and performance impact of low k1
lithography is a critical enabling subcomponent of overall
manufacturability enhancement. A useful lithography
manufacturability assessment tool has to be able to capture
manufacturability in a complete, accurate, and efficient model. It then
has to be able to reduce the raw modeling data into useable
information that is meaningful in an overall manufacturability
enhancement solution. And finally it has to enable the captured
information to be used to affect positive change in various stages of
the design data flow.
Just like any other aspect of VLSI manufacturing, lithography has
been pushed so close to its physical limits that manufacturability
analysis and optimization has to be done on actual layouts (i.e. not
structures simplified for easy simulation), using the actual layout
manipulation associated with a specific resolution enhancement
technique, applying the actual optical proximity correction, and using
empirically calibrated models of the actual process being run in the
targeted fabricator. Any approximation or simplification in the interest
of streamlining the DfM process could have catastrophic results.
This paper will explore three stages in the development of a useable
lithography manufacturability assessor in the context of broader DfM
quantification:
• Numerical analysis of lithographic process window on actual circuit
designs
• Comparative analysis of chip designs in terms of lithographic
manufacturability
• Absolute assessment of the lithography component of overall
manufacturability

6156-20, Session 5
Design-friendly DFM rule
M. Osawa, T. Minami, H. Futatsuya, S. Asai, Fujitsu Ltd. (Japan)
Design for manufacturing (DFM) is a very hot issue in the IC industry,
and a lot of approaches to DFM are being proposed by both design
and fabrication sides. Basically, DFM intends to bridge the gap
between the two sides. For instance some DFM rules were proposed
in order to inform designers about difficult layouts in manufacturing. In
this study, we propose a little bit different DFM rule that was not
decided by considering difficulties of the lithography process alone,
but also frequent layouts in actual design. The rule can maintain
design quality more easily than the usual rules, which were decided
by considering only process difficulties.
In principal, designers can use all gate spaces unless design rules are
broken. Lithographers make an effort to decrease CD variations in all
gates with allowable spaces, but designers do not use all space
uniformly in practice. We analyzed actual gate layouts of standard
cells. There were 4 frequent layouts: (1) two gates are placed in series
without contact, (2) there is a contact between gates, (3) there is a
diffusion vent between gates, (4) there is a diffusion break and two
contacts are placed. All of these were unavoidable layouts, and the
minimum spaces of layouts (1) - (4) allowable by the design rules were
most frequently used. This clearly showed that preferred spaces equal
to them were the most design-friendly.
We adopted those spaces as preferred gate spaces in DFM rules, and
we tailored a condition generating sub resolution assist features
(SRAFs) for preferred spaces first. The effect of SRAF has peaks at
the starting spaces of adding SRAF. In order to get the largest profit,
we matched the peaks and some of the preferred spaces. Gates with
the spaces should have small CD variation due to large DOF. Second,
we optimized the OPC condition to preferred spaces. There is a limit
to achievable OPC accuracy because the OPC model is not perfect,
and a grid size of mask limits correction accuracy. We extracted OPC
model parameters by fitting data, selectively weighting preferred
spaces. We sacrificed averaged CD accuracy of all gates a little bit,
and maximized the accuracy of frequent layouts.
The effect of the DFM rule was estimated from the viewpoints of cell
performance. Usually, variation in performance is calculated by using
a corner model, in which all transistors in a cell have the same gate
lengths, average, and average ± 3 sigma, regardless of layout. For
more accurate estimate, we used a calculation method that can
handle both systematic and random variation considering layouts. We
compared variation in delays of two flip-flop cells with same area. One
was conforming to our DFM rules, and the other was not. We
confirmed that design-friendly DFM rules improved variation in delay
by 5 %.

6156-21, Session 5
Toward DFM: process worthy design and OPC
through verification method using MEEF, TF-MEEF,
and MTT
I. Kim, Y. Kang, S. Jung, S. Suh, E. Lee, S. Woo, H. Cho, SAMSUNG
Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
Design for Manufacturing (DFM) is being accepted as one of
keywords in cutting edge lithography and OPC. Although DFM seems
to start from designer’s intension to improve manufacturability and
eventually the yield, it must be well understood by lithographers who
have the responsibility of reliable printing for a given design on a
wafer. Current lithographer’s understanding of DFM can be viewed as
a process worthy design and the requirement derived from this
understanding needs to be well defined to a designer and fed forward
as a necessary condition for a robust design. In doing so, robust and
process worthy design will eventually come out as a result of such
win-win feed-forward strategy.
In the paper, we will discuss the method on how to fully analyze a
given design to determine whether it is a process worthy or not, in
other words, DFM from a lithographer’s point of view. Mask Error
Enhancement Factor (MEEF), Through Focus MEEF (TF-MEEF) and
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Mean To Target (MTT) analysis for an initial design will be key criteria
of robust and process worthy design. Two remedies can be chosen
according to the decision of analysis result: modifying the design or
manipulating the layout during OPC within design tolerance. How to
visualize them for a design and how to utilize the analyzed result for
robust and process worthy OPC will be discussed with relevant
examples. Specifications of MTT and uniformity of photomask of
interest is provided as a result of design verification, where MTT
specification can possibly be asymmetric and the target centering
procedure can also be suggested. All the discussion, however, must
be done under the assumption that a robust model is being used for
design verification and such a model derived with more physical
parameters correlates better to real exposure behavior.

6156-22, Session 5
Process-window-aware RET and OPC
A. Sezginer, F. X. Zach, B. Yenikaya, H. Huang, Invarium Inc.
We present a method in which assist features, segmentation and
movement of edges are obtained by solving a single optimization
problem using rigorous and efficient methods of optimization theory.
The goal of the optimization problem is to minimize a figure-of-
demerit, i.e. cost function, which scores how far away a particular
photomask layout is from meeting a set of design goals.  Design goals
include placing the edges of the printed pattern on a target pattern,
with a specified edge placement tolerance, within a specified
process-window.    The figure-of-demerit includes a norm of edge
placement errors at a multitude of target points at best dose and
focus.  In addition, the figure-of-demerit includes a norm of how much
edges will move in response to changes in dose and defocus.
In high-density, random layouts, purely minimizing edge placement
errors can result in a low dose-latitude in critical areas.  The tighter the
edge placement tolerance, the smaller the dose latitude becomes.
Having a term in the cost function that quantifies how much edges will
move in response to dose variations prevents OPC results with low
dose-latitude. Similarly, the photomask design can be made robust
with respect to variations in any process parameter, by including in
the figure-of-demerit, edge movements in response to said process
variations.
Within the Kirchhoff approximation, an arbitrary photomask can be
represented by a complex-valued mask transmission function m(x,y),
that assigns a transmission coefficient (or a reflection coefficient in the
case of reflective photomasks) to each point (x,y) on the photomask.
The figure-of-demerit is a functional F that maps a mask transmission
function m to a real number, Fm.  The figure-of-demerit encapsulates
the design requirements and scores any photomask according to the
design requirements.  The Fréchet derivative µ(Fm)/µm, otherwise
known as the variation of the figure-of-demerit with respect to the
mask function, is explicitly computed by an efficient algorithm.  The
Fréchet derivative indicates not only how to segment and move edges
of existing polygons, but also where to insert or delete polygons.  This
provides a rigorous method of placing and optimizing assist features.
This method also enables designing continuously changing phase and
amplitude masks.  Design examples that demonstrate this photomask
optimization method will be shown.

6156-23, Session 6
Meeting critical gate linewidth control needs at the
65-nm node
A. P. Mahorowala, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Ctr.; S. D. Halle,
IBM Corp.; A. H. Gabor, W. Chu, A. C. Barberet, D. J. Samuels, A. Y.
Abdo, L. Y. Tsou, W. Yan, IBM Microelectronics Div.; S. Iseda, Sony
Electronics Inc.; B. Dirahoui, IBM Microelectronics Div.; A. Nomura,
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.; K. S. Patel, I. Ahsan, F. Azam, G. D. ..
Berg, IBM Microelectronics Div.; T. B. Faure, IBM Corp.
With the typical gate length at the 65 nm node being only 35 nm,
controlling the critical dimension (CD) in polysilicon to within a few
nanometers is essential in order to achieve a competitive power-to-
performance ratio.  Gate linewidths must be controlled not only at the

chip level so that the chip performs as the circuit designers and
device engineers had intended but also at the wafer level so that more
chips with the optimum power-to-performance ratio are
manufactured.  Achieving tight across-chip linewidth variation (ACLV)
and chip mean variation (CMV) is possible only if the photomask-
making, lithography and etching processes each are individually
controlled to very tight specifications.
This paper is divided into three parts.  The first part identifies the
various ACLV and CMV components, their root causes and describes
the methodology to quantify them.  For example, the “site-to-site”
ACLV component will be tracked through the photomask-making,
lithography and etch processes and the final value will be divided into
systematic and random sub-components; the systematic component
of the variation will be attributed in part to pattern density variation
across the field and variation in exposure dose across the exposure
slit.  The second part of the paper will demonstrate our team’s
success in achieving the strict gate CD tolerances required for 65 nm
technology.  The key challenges faced and methods employed to
overcome them will be described in detail, an example being the use
of dose-compensation strategies on the exposure tool to correct the
small but systematic CD variations measured across the exposure
field as well as across the wafer.  Finally, the impact of immersion
lithography on both ACLV and CMV will be discussed.

6156-24, Session 6
Hot-spot management in ultra-low-k1 lithography
K. Hashimoto, S. Usui, S. Nojima, S. Tanaka, E. Yamanaka, S. Inoue,
Toshiba Corp. (Japan)
Trends to ultra-low k1 lithography (k1<0.3) could generate many
uncontrollable hot spots which have low patterning fidelity to the
target features. Since even high-accurate OPC technologies could not
individually perform the perfect solutions, to exterminate hot spots, it
is necessary to integrate unit technologies on designing to
manufacturing. In this paper, we therefore propose the new concepts,
hot spot management, on the flow from design to manufacturing.
The hot spot management mainly consists of the following three
parts. The first part is about hot spot reduction in designing and mask
data processing (MDP) stage of the upper on the flow. Design rule
definition, design rule restriction, DfM and OPC could contribute to
reduce hot spot in this part. The second part is about hot spot
extraction stage from actual device layout of the middle on the flow.
Both the accurate and the high-speed simulation technologies are
required achieving the purpose. Simulation model calibration
techniques to experimental data and filtering techniques to extract
only real hot spots are key factors to carry out the accuracy and the
speed. The third part is about hot spot monitor in manufacturing stage
in mask houses and wafer fabs of the lower on the flow. Tolerance-
based OPC verification technologies with two-dimensional pattern
feature extraction from masks and wafers are key technologies.
Moreover, CIM could contribute to construct feedback loop of hot
spot information in the flow.
In addition to introduce the concepts of hot spot management, we
explain the several applications of hot spot management in the
presentation.

6156-25, Session 6
Experimental verification of improved printability for
litho-driven designs
J. van Wingerden, L. Le Cam, Philips Research Labs. (Belgium); R.
Wientjes, Philips Semiconductors (Netherlands); M. Benndorf,
Philips Research Labs. (Belgium); Y. Trouiller, CEA-LETI (France); J.
Belledent, R. D. Morton, Philips Semiconductors (France); Y.
Aksenov, Philips Research Labs. (Belgium)
The continued downscaling of the feature sizes and pitches for each
new process generation increases the challenges for obtaining
sufficient process control. As the dimensions are more and more
approaching the limits of the lithographic capabilities, new solutions
for improving the printability are required.
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Including the design itself into the optimization process can make a
significant improvement. The use of such litho driven designs
becomes increasingly important towards the 45 nm node. This
redesign is applied to the active, gate, contact and metal layers. It has
been shown that this can be done with a negligible impact on the chip
area [1,2]. Simulations have indicated a significant improvement in
controlling the critical dimensions of the gate layer.
In this paper, we present the results of an experimental validation of
litho driven designs on an immersion tool. The impact of litho-driven
design on the chip area and on the CD control will be discussed. The
illumination conditions are generally optimized for obtaining the best
CD control for the pitches of the memory structures. The litho driven
designs fully exploit the use of these optimum pitches. The resulting
improvement in CD control is shown experimentally by comparing the
experimental results of litho driven designs to those for standard
designs. A comparison with the improvements expected from
simulations will also be presented.
1.) M. Garg, L. Le Cam, Lithography Driven Layout Design, ESSCIRC
2004, Leuven, Belgium
2.) M. Garg, A. Kumar, J. van Wingerden, L. Le Cam, Litho-driven
Layouts for Improving Performance Variability, ISCAS 2005; Int. Symp.
Circuits and Systems, Kobe, Japan.

6156-26, Session 6
From poly line to transistor: building BSIM models
for non-rectangular transistors
W. J. Poppe, Univ. of California/Berkeley; L. Capodieci, J. J. Wu,
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
It has been shown that using simulated CDs for gate lengths in circuit
analysis, instead of the drawn or designed gate lengths, can yield a
significantly different result. This becomes less trivial as the printed
poly gates on the wafer start having across gate CD variation due to
corner rounding and proximity effects. A simple average of the CD
measurements is not accurate as leakage current has an exponential
dependency on the gate length. Since BSIM, the industry standard
transistor model, assumes a rectangular gate shape, the model has to
be either adjusted or replaced. Fortunately, a transistor with across
gate CD variation can be accurately approximated with a rectangular
transistor having an effective length that can be calculated using the
shape of the poly gate and an appropriate BSIM model.
The proposed solution comes in the form of a transparent wrapper for
BSIM that takes as input a list of lengths and widths of rectangular
slices that make up the gate and a BSIM model. The calculated
effective length can then be used with the standard BSIM model. The
method proposed accounts for the short channel effect, punch
through, the narrow width effect, and all other channel length
dependencies that are modeled by BSIM. Since any BSIM model can
be used to calculate the effective length, this method has no
technology dependencies. The only caveat is that there will be a
different effective length when looking at leakage current for standby
power analysis and when looking at drive current for delay analysis.
One can use the effective length for circuit analysis with non-
rectangular gates without an increased level of computational
complexity. Calculating the effective length is two orders of magnitude
faster than the aerial image simulation used to calculate the poly gate
profile, which is already done for OPC, so this method can be
realistically implemented.
The non-rectangular transistor model extraction flow in this project
was implemented using Mentor Graphics Calibre Workbench,
HSPICE, and the BSIM SOI v 3.2 model. Calibre PrintImage was used
to extract a list of rectangular slices for each gate in the circuit. The
significance of using a non-rectangular model was found to be
dependent on two major factors: the level of across gate CD variation
and the transistor design. If OFF current scales linearly with the
channel length, then the effective length will be a simple average of
the measurements. The more exponential OFF current varies with
channel length, the more significant the use of a non-rectangular
model will be. Any curve becomes a line if the input range is very
small, so the significance of using a non-rectangular transistor will

depend on the level of across gate CD variation and the transistor
design. A simple formula can be used to predict when a non-
rectangular transistor model will be necessary.

6156-27, Poster Session
Patterning with spacer for expanding the resolution
limit of current lithography tool
W. Jung, Hynix Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
Double Exposure Technology (DET) is one of the main candidates for
expanding the resolution limit of current lithography tool. But this
technology has some bottleneck such as controlling the CD uniformity
and overlay of both mask involved in the lithography process. One
way to solve this problem and still maintain the resolution advantage
of DET is using spacers. Patterning with a spacer not only expands
the resolution limit but also solves the problems involved with DET.
This method realizes the interconnection between the cell and
peripheral region by “space spacer” instead of “line spacer” as usually
used. Spacer process involves top hard mask etch, nitride spacer,
oxide deposition, CMP, and nitride strip steps sequentially. Peripheral
mask was additionally added to realize the interconnection region.
With the use of spacers, it was possible to realize the NAND flash
memory gate pattern with less than 50nm feature only using 0.85NA
(ArF).

6156-29, Poster Session
OPC to improve lithographic process window
J. C. Word V, K. Sakajiri, Mentor Graphics Corp.
Optical Proximity Correction (OPC) has become an indispensable tool
used in deep sub-wavelength lithographic processes.  OPC has been
quite successful at reducing the linewidth dispersion across a product
die, and also improving the overlapping process window of all printed
features.  This is achieved solely by biasing the mask features such
that they all print on target at the same dose.  Recent advances in
process window modeling, combined with highly customizable
simulation and correction routines, have enabled process aware OPC
corrections .  Building on these advances, the authors will describe
fast Process Window OPC (PWOPC) techniques.  These techniques
result in layouts with reduced sensitivity to defocus variations, less
susceptibility to bridging and pinching failures, and greater coverage
of over/underlying features (such as contact coverage by metal).
Shown below is a metal layer comparing normal OPC and PWOPC.
The simulated pv-bands (which show maximum through-process
simulated contour variation) indicate that the PWOPC-corrected
layout has reduced line-end pullback through process window, and
thus improved coverage of contacts.

6156-31, Poster Session
Lithography window check before mask tape-out in
sub-0.18-um technology
M. Lu, D. King, F. Li, C. Q. Liang, Grace Semiconductor
Manufacturing Corp. (China); L. S. Melvin III, Synopsys, Inc.
As RET (resolution enhancement technique) methods grow more
aggressive, the tasks of confirming the accuracy of the final pattern
on the wafer become too complex for simple DRC (design rule check)
-style checks. Lithography Rule Check (LRC) is a standard procedure
post OPC in sub 0.13um technology. Synopsys SIVL platform is
employed to do such rule checking, with SIVL, polygon-based and
simulation-based checking can be performed respectively. In the suite
of polygon-based checking, it can take place of simple DRC
checking, highlighting the design- rule-violated structures. And in the
suite of simulation SIVL ensures the integrity of an IC layout and
correctness of its subwavelength mask design by verifying it against
the silicon. SIVL reads in the layout and uses a process-relative model
(include lithographic process effects, etch effects) to simulate the
mask pattern and then compares the results to the simulated silicon
image with the original (intended) layout. When the results are out of
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specified tolerances, SIVL will generate error flags as weak points to
trigger further checks. The SIVL can generate very large amount of
error information for analysis. It is fortunate that it employs the error
filtering and error storing and querying techniques for user to read and
deal with reported errors.
This paper introduces SIVL to detect the weak points in non-OPC
employed technology such as 0.18um to 0.15um process. Some
weak process window or yield-loss issues in the real manufacturing
process inspire such concept.  There are diverse design layouts and
shrinks in the semiconductor foundry businesses, this diversity leads
to the possibility of problematic structures reaching the reticle. In the
single patterning process, some potential problems or weak points
can not be identified until the electronic testing in WAT (wafer
acceptance testing) or package-level testing. It will cost a lot of time
and human resources to clarify where are problems and get the
answer. In some awful situations, the mask patterns must be modified
and new version mask must be re-tapeout.
In this work, LRC is added as a necessary step in tape-out procedure
for the 0.18 um and 0.15 um process nodes.  After DRC cleaning of
customer’s data, LRC is not only used to be as the third part software
to do further DRC checking, but also used to identify the weak points
assisted by the process model such as low or excessive contrast
sites, high MEEF areas and small process window features, then
optimized the layout according to check results. With new flow added
by the step of LRC next to DRC, the layout can be optimized to get
robust patterning in our process conditions, so some mask related
potential problems can be avoided in even non model based OPC
process before tape-out and therefore guarantee improved product
yield and minimal cost and Time to Market.

6156-32, Poster Session
Improving model-based OPC performance for sub-
60-nm devices using real-source optical model
S. Jung, I. Kim, Y. Kang, G. Yeo, S. Woo, H. Cho, J. Moon,
SAMSUNG Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
In order to satisfy high density and cost effective production, extreme
off-axis illumination condition is currently being implemented at low k1
process. At this condition, minimal change of optical condition results
in large difference in patterning. Specifically, blurring, intensity
asymmetry and telecentricity of illumination source cause deformation
of particular pitch patterns and CD asymmetry of semi-isolated
patterns. The advantages of real source illumination in OPC and
verification modeling as opposed to simulated optical source are
firstly, it enhances model calibration, secondly, it significantly reduces
the number of critical fitting parameters, and lastly, real source
illumination model is seen to inhere to encompass beyond modeling
boundary.
This paper provides results of the OPC performance using real source
optical model obtained from a scanner. Real source image was filtered
and normalized. Its results indicate improved process margin for sub-
60nm device.

6156-33, Poster Session
Full-chip lithography manufacturability check for
yield improvement
Y. Huang, H. T. Tseng, S. Lin, C. C. Yu, United Microelectronics
Corp. (Taiwan); C. Wang, H. Y. Liu, Brion Technologies, Inc.
As critical dimensions shrink with each new technology node, the
manufacturability of lithography processes is becoming an
increasingly critical yield limiting factor. It would be helpful to reduce
cost and save time by identifying weak points in the design which
may have marginal or even inadequate process window tolerance
before the design is finalized in the design phase or in mask data
preparation. By identifying and correcting such weak points before the
reticle is even made, qualification cycles for new products can be
reduced dramatically while at the same time increasing the probability
of economically acceptable device yield.

In this paper, we will demonstrate a novel approach to improve
process window prediction capability. The new method, Lithography
Manufacturability Check (LMC), will be shown to be capable of
predicting wafer level CDs across an entire chip and across the
nominal process window with an accuracy of better than 10nm. A
related capability for using the LMC model to predict locations with
limited reticle CD error tolerance will also be introduced. The
advantages of LMC for full chip process window analysis as well as
the MEEF check to catch process weak points will be shown and the
application to real designs will be demonstrated in this paper.
LMC and MEEF check are based on a new lithography model referred
to as the Focus Exposure Model (FEM). Using this approach, a single
model capable of simulating a complete range of focus and exposure
conditions can be generated in minutes with minimal effort. Such
models will be shown to achieve less than 4nm prediction accuracy
for device patterns at nominal conditions and less than 8nm across
the entire range of process conditions which define the nominal
process window.
Based on the inspection results of full chip LMC check, we identify
process weak points (with limited process window or excessive
sensitivity to mask error) and provide feedback to the front end design
stage for pattern correction to maximize the overall process window
and increase production manufacturability. The performance and full
function of LMC will be described in this paper and examples of weak
points which were found and corrected will be shown.

6156-35, Poster Session
Qualifying process models for OPC simulations
M. Al-Imam, Mentor Graphics Corp.; S. M. Mansfield, IBM
Microelectronics Div.; G. Han, IBM Corp.; R. S. Fathy, Mentor
Graphics Corp.
Technology development of integrated circuits always targets making
device sizes smaller, this has been the case since the introduction of
integrated circuits, and the trend is expected to continue for the
foreseeable future. Fabrication of smaller devices faces many
challenges. Different Resolution Enhancement Techniques are
explored by lithographers and process engineers to provide feasible
solutions. In order to be able to qualify a solution, accurate models
have to be used, these models are used in the proper simulation
environment to calculate the effect of different Resolution
Enhancement Techniques on the fabricated device shape, controlling
the device shape that appears on the wafer within good tolerance,
consequently guarantees good performance.
Cutting edge technology is bringing device feature sizes to values as
small as 65nm and 45nm. A 1nm error in the simulation means having
an error of about 2%. This shows the importance if having highly
accurate models.
The modeling scheme usually breaks the process in two main
categories, Optical and resist modeling, The optical phenomenon
associated with the wafer exposure are well established, however
resist modeling is more based on statistical curve fittings rather than
physical modeling of the light, etch and other effects on resist. In the
curve fitting process, pre-defined polynomials of aerial image
parameters, that were found to be suitable for the description of resist
development, are calibrated to fit wafer measurement data.
Measurement data are typical structures that can be found in a layout.
After calibrating the model, it is supposed to be able to predict resist
behavior for a variety of design layouts. When the model finds new
structures that were not included in the test patterns, it either
interpolates or extrapolates. If interpolations or extrapolations are not
near enough to a calibration structures, results can have a significant
error.
There are four aerial image parameters that goes into the fitting
polynomial which makes it a four dimensional problem, judging if the
new structure is close enough to a test structure is not straight
forward as the case would be in three dimensional space.
In this paper we introduce some techniques to deal with the four
dimensional problem, and be able to compare different structure, we
explore the effect of interpolation and extrapolation on the results of
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the resist model, the criteria of having test structures near to
structures that are being predicted, is found to be crucial for having
reliable results. Comparison between the traditional method of
generating test patterns, which is based on inclusion of different
geometries, and an in-house method, more based on aerial image
parameters used in the fitting polynomial, is made. The in-house
method minimizes aerial image discrepancies between test structures
and removes test structures that have similar aerial image parameters.

6156-36, Poster Session
Optimal segmentation of polygon edges
A. Sezginer, B. Yenikaya, H. Huang, Invarium Inc.
In optical proximity correction, edges of polygons are segmented, and
segments are independently moved to meet line-width or edge
placement goals.  The purpose of segmenting edges is to increase the
degrees of freedom in the proximity correction.  Segmentation, also
called dissection or fragmentation, is usually performed according to
predetermined, geometrical rules.  Heuristic, model-based
segmentation schemes have been described in the literature.  We
show that there is an optimal and unique way of segmenting polygon
edges.
We set up the optical proximity correction as an optimization problem,
and employ rigorous and efficient methods of optimization theory.
The goal of the optimization problem is to minimize a figure-of-
demerit, i.e. cost function, which scores how far away a particular
photomask layout is from satisfying the design goals.  The design
goals include placing the edges of the printed pattern on a target
pattern, with a specified edge placement tolerance, within a specified
process-window.
We evaluate the derivative of the cost function with respect to the
displacement of an infinitesimally short segment of each edge; i.e., we
differentiate the cost function with respect to point-wise displacement
of edges.   The optimal segmentation points are where this derivative
changes sign.
Within the Kirchhoff approximation, an arbitrary photomask can be
represented by a complex-valued mask transmission function m(x,y),
that assigns a transmission coefficient (or a reflection coefficient in the
case of reflective photomasks) to each point (x,y) on the photomask.
The figure-of-demerit is a functional F that maps a mask transmission
function m to a real number, Fm.  The figure-of-demerit encapsulates
the design requirements and scores any photomask according to the
design requirements.  The Fréchet derivative δ(Fm)/δm, otherwise
known as the variation of the figure-of-demerit with respect to the
mask function, is explicitly computed by an efficient algorithm.  The
Fréchet derivative allows point-by-point computation of how the
figure-of-demerit changes as an infinitesimal part of a polygon edge is
moved.  This quantity can be calculated as:
Ψ=( mIN -mOUT ) δ (Fm)/δm,
where mIN and mOUT  are the values of the mask function inside and
outside the polygon.  The physical meaning of Ψdl is the rate of
change of the figure-of-demerit with respect to displacement of an
infinitesimal piece of length dl of an edge. The optimal segmentation
points are where Ψ changes its sign on the edges of polygons.  These
points are optimal in the following sense: any other choice of
segmentation results in segments that have lesser impact on the
figure-of-demerit, i.e. on the goals of optimization.  We present an
algorithm in which the optimal segmentation points are found, the
movement of the resulting segments are optimized.  Once the edge
movements are optimized, the figure-of-demerit cannot be further
decreased without further segmenting the edges.  Optimal
segmentation is calculated for the new state of the mask layout and
the edge movements are subsequently optimized.  Segmentation of
edges and movement of segments are repeated several times.  The
resulting photomask design meets the design goals using smaller
movement of edge segments.

6156-37, Poster Session
The use of optical proximity correction to
compensate for differences in N-type and P-type
polysilicon
L. S. Melvin III, J. H. Huang, Synopsys, Inc.
N-type, P-type, and field polysilicon reflect different amounts of light
off of their surfaces due to different dopants below the gate and due
to differences in surfaced topography.  These reflectance and
topography differences modulate the resist image, which in turn
results in line width variations during the manufacture of transistor
gates.  The problem can be reduced using anti-reflective coatings and
by differentially biasing the N-type, P-type, and field Poly.  However,
even with these two techniques, some residual error remains because
the ARC layers are not fully absorbent and topography variations are
not comprehended by the manufacturing process.  In addition, the
biasing techniques exhibits process problems at the transition point
between the biases and unbiased gate regions.
A better methodology to compensate for transistor differences is with
an OPC model that includes the substrate differences between N-
type, P-type, and interconnect polysilicon.  This paper will describe a
model form and its empirical calibration methodology to compensate
for differences in N-type and P-type transistors.

6156-38, Poster Session
RET for the wire layer of a 3D memory
Y. Chen, Matrix Semiconductor, Inc.; V. G. Kamat, A. Sezginer,
Invarium Inc.
A typical wiring layer of Matrix Semiconductor 3-dimensional memory
device includes a dense array of lines.  Every other line terminates in
an enlarged contact pad at the edge of the array.  The pitch of the
pads is twice the pitch of the dense array.  When process conditions
are optimized for the dense array, the gap between the pads becomes
a weak point.  The gap has a smaller depth of focus.  As defocus
increases, the space between the pads diminishes and bridges.  We
present a method of significantly increasing the depth of focus of the
pads at the end of the dense array.   By placing sub-resolution
cutouts in the pads, we equalize the dominant pitch of the pads and
the dense array.  We present calculated images, process window,
OPC results, and results in silicon, with and without the sub-resolution
cutouts.

6156-39, Poster Session
Considerations of model-based OPC verification for
sub-70-nm memory device
C. Kim, J. Choi, B. M. Nam, D. Yim, Hynix Semiconductor Inc.
(South Korea)
As the minimum feature size of memory devices are getting smaller,
model-based OPC accuracy requirements call for highly accurate
process modeling and modeling strategies. Therefore, model-based
OPC verification process was required high accuracy due to
unexpected errors on low-k process scheme.
 Model of model-based OPC verification (MBV) process has to be
accurate in order to detect potential hot spot and human errors, which
includes physical design rule violation, mask fabrication design rule
violation and DB handling errors, and has also suitable speed of fast
feedback to OPC and design side in view of DFM.
Recently, model-based OPC tools have progressively advanced in
term of modeling. Nevertheless, because we applied extreme dipole
illumination on sub-70nm gate levels, model can not exactly predict
the wafer results and have low accuracy. In this paper, we evaluated
several commercial model-based OPC verification (MBV) tools for sub
70nm memory device and compare review results with real wafer
results. With the results, we analyze and discuss the major factor for
poor OPC and MBV model accuracy for low-k process.
Also we will be discussing about suitable speed of feedback to OPC
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and design part in terms of methods for analysis and categorization of
huge number of errors.
We are focus on these two goals for MBV and discuss major factors
for consideration. Finally, we would like to suggest optimized
procedure for OPC verification by using calibrated models on sub-
70nm memory Device.

6156-40, Poster Session
Simple method to verify OPC data based on
exposure condition
J. Moon, Y. Ahn, S. Oh, B. M. Nam, D. Yim, Hynix Semiconductor
Inc. (South Korea)
In a world where Sub100nm lithography tool is an everyday household
item for device makers, shrinkage of the device is at a rate that no one
ever have imagined. With the shrinkage of device at such a high rate,
demand placed on Optical Proximity Correction (OPC) is like never
before. To meet this demand with respect to shrinkage rate of the
device, more aggressive OPC tactic is involved. Aggressive OPC
tactics is a must for sub 100nm lithography tech but this tactic
eventually results in greater room for OPC error and complexity of
OPC data. Until now, Optical Rule Check (ORC) or Design Rule Check
(DRC) was used to verify this complex OPC error. But each of these
methods has its pros and cons. ORC verification of OPC data is rather
accurate “process” wise but inspection of full chip device requires a
lot of money ( Computer , software,..) and patience ( run time ). DRC
however has no such disadvantage but accuracy of the verification is
a total downfall “process” wise. In this study, we were able to create a
new method for OPC data verification that combines the best of both
ORC and DRC verification method. We created a method that
inspects the biasing of the OPC data with respect to the illumination
condition of the process that’s involved. This new method for
verification was applied to 80nm tech ISOLATION and GATE layer of
the 512M DRAM device and showed accuracy equivalent to ORC
inspection with run time that of DRC verification.

6156-41, Poster Session
Using design intent to qualify and control
lithography manufacturing
J. E. Vasek, B. Wilkinson, D. Smith, A. J. Reich, C. M. Garza, Sr.,
Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.; J. N. Wiley, J. Zhao, Brion
Technologies, Inc.; Y. Nehmadi, Applied Materials, Inc.; Z. Abraham,
Applied Materials (Israel)
One of the consequences of low-k1 lithography is the discrepancy
between the intended and the printed pattern, particularly in 2-D
structures.  Two recent technical developments offer new tools to
improve manufacturing predictability, yield and control.  The first
enabling development provides the ability to identify the exact
locations of lithography manufacturing “hot spots” using rigorous full-
chip simulation.  The second enabling development provides the
ability to efficiently measure and characterize these critical locations
on the wafer.  Together these capabilities offer the ability to use design
intent to qualify and control lithography manufacturing.  Hot spots
were identified on four critical patterned layers of a 90nm-node
production process using the Brion Tachyon 1100 system by
comparing the design intent GDS-II database to simulated resist
contours.  After review and selection, the detected critical locations
were sent to the Applied Materials OPC Check system.  The OPC
Check system created the recipes necessary to automatically drive a
VeritySEM CD SEM tool to the hot spot locations on the wafer for
measurements and analysis.  Using the model-predicted hot spots
combined with accurate wafer metrology of critical features enabled
an efficient determination of the actual process window, including
process-limiting features and manufacturing lithography conditions,
for qualification and control of each layer.

6156-42, Poster Session
High-accurate hybrid-OPC method for sub-60-nm
memory device
H. Yune, Hynix Semiconductor Inc. (South Korea)
Recently, as the design rule shrinks so does the CD tolerance.
Therefore, the importance of simulation and OPC accuracy is
increasing.  In the past when pattern size was large, rule-based OPC
was acceptable but as the design rule shrinks accuracy of OPC
turned to model-based OPC and almost all device uses this method.
Model-based OPC is based on parameter fitting it has model-
residual- error. Due to this error the accuracy of the model has
limitations. Usually variable-threshold or vector model is applied to
the model in order to cut down the model-residual-error. But still, size
of the model-residual-error is too large compared to CD tolerance.
Currently, further development of model-based OPC resulted in
creation of both model and rule-based OPC (Hybrid OPC).  Hybrid-
OPC method is based on model OPC but model-residual-error can be
lowered using rule bias to retarget the design data.  But this method
makes it difficult to retarget the design data in that rule biasing result
is hard to predict after the model-based OPC operation.
In this paper, we propose New Hybrid OPC method that feeds back
the model-residual-error calibrated data set to model-based OPC
method. By using this method, model-residual-error is decreased and
better OPC model can be made.  We will be presenting the result after
the method has been applied on sub-60nm device and the capability
of this method.

6156-44, Poster Session
The use of process models to enhance device
performance through semiconductor design
L. S. Melvin III, D. N. Zhang, M. Tran, Synopsys, Inc.
As semiconductor manufacturing nodes march towards increasingly
aggressive process nodes, the features that can be manufactured on
a silicon wafer are becoming more and more constrained.  These
constraints are arising from the need for manufacturing process
margin, the result of which is improved yields and wafer throughput.
For less aggressive process nodes, these constraints have been
transferred between the design and manufacturing communities using
tables of design rules.  However, as process nodes march forward,
these are rules are getting complex and unmanageable.  A better
methodology to communicate design rules is to build a model of the
manufacturing process for use by the design team.  This model can
then be used to analyze a piece of layout for manufacturing
robustness, and allow the design to make informed layout revisions.
Design rules encompass effects due to many manufacturing
processes including exposure, registration, etch, reticle construction,
electro migration, etc.  In order to create useful design rules, all of
these processes must be understood and combined into a set of
process rules.  In order to reduce the complexity of the design rules
table, a process model may be applied in complex pattern
configurations.  This study will seek to understand the definition of
complex configurations for photolithography design rules, and it will
attempt to demonstrate the usefulness of model-based design rules.

6156-48, Poster Session
Across-field CD control improvement for critical
level imaging: new applications for layout correction
and optimization
F. X. Zach, G. Percin, A. Sezginer, Invarium Inc.; J. K. Tyminski, S. D.
Slonacker, S. P. Renwick, Nikon Precision Inc.
Gate critical dimension control is one of the most crucial parameters
for chip fabrication in advanced technology nodes. Insufficient gate
CD control results in severe performance degradation with respect to
chip leakage and speed. Variations of gate CD due to variations
across the exposure field ( sometimes also referred to as AFLV) are
one of the key contributors and therefore a significant amount of
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analysis and characterization has been dedicated to this area. While
scanner manufacturers are rapidly improving tool performance new
layout optimization techniques provide additional leverage to further
tighten gate line width control.
A variety of lithography related factors impact AFLV. Both mask and
scanner related factors affect impact across field CD variations.
Scanner contributions include field position dependent aberrations,
flare and illuminator shapes as well as illumination power non-
uniformities and across field focal plane deviations. In this work we
have obtained field position dependent data for several of these
scanner characteristics. The impact of these variations on a variety of
product-like layouts such as DRAM, SRAM and selected random logic
patterns were analyzed using Invarium’s silicon image predictor for a
range of groundrules with increasingly aggressive k1 - factors. The
expected across field variation for these patterns were analyzed as a
function of k1 - factor. We then demonstrate a generalized
methodology whereby the sensitivity of the pattern to individual
sources of variations such as aberrations or pupil variations can be
minimized.  The pattern as placed on the mask is optimized under the
constraint of achieving minimum across field variation. Results for
common product layouts such as SRAM, DRAM and some elements
of ASIC’s libraries will be shown. The compatibility of various
optimization methods for simultaneous improvement of more than one
parameter will be discussed. Finally we will demonstrate that this
methodology does not result in optimizations that are specific to one
particular scanner. The approaches showcased in this work improve
scanner performance and allow more aggressive extensions into the
low k1 regime.

6156-50, Poster Session
The influence of calibration pattern coverage for
lumped parameter resist models on OPC
convergence and accuracy
M. Niehoff, Mentor Graphics (Germany); C. Bodendorf, Infineon
Technologies AG (Germany); S. D. Shang, Mentor Graphics Corp.
Lithography process modeling for OPC is usually divided into two
steps: First, physically based models are used to predict the influence
of optical imaging on patterning. In a second step, a lumped
parameter resist model is applied to characterize the complex
influence of resist and developer chemistry on final printed
geometries. This approach yields both speed and accuracy as needed
for OPC.
Lumped parameter resist models are created by fitting a polynomial to
many empirical data points (usually from SEM measurements). The
parameters of this polynomial are usually two-fold:
• image parameters (maximum and minimum intensity, slope,
curvature) taken from the optical simulation for each measured
structure
• density parameters extracted from the image predicted by the
optical simulation
This polynomial builds a variable threshold: The evaluation of the
optical image at this ‘printing threshold’ fits with high accuracy to the
measured values.
When calibrating such models, it has been shown that it is very
important to pay attention to the parameter space covered by the
calibration pattern used. Measuring to many redundant points can
explode the time needed to calibrate a model, measuring not enough
points or points insignificant for the target layout can result in ill-fitting
models.
It has been shown that by analyzing the parameter space coverage of
test patterns one can reduce the measurement effort required for
model calibration by removing points with similar or identical location
in parameter space.
It has also been shown that lumped parameter resist models may not
predict very well for regions in parameter space where they have not
been calibrated. Comparing parameter space coverage between
calibration pattern and the layout to be corrected can identify areas in
parameter space with weak or no test pattern coverage and thus help

in developing more robust models.
In this paper we analyze parameter space coverage for standard
calibration patterns, real layout situation post OPC correction as well
as pre OPC correction. We analyze the coverage required in chip
layout simulations when looking at process variations through dose
and focus.
Differences in parameter space coverage between
• pre- and post OPC layout simulations as well as
• best process simulations vs. simulations at over- and
underexposure and defocus
will be analyzed.
Based on those studies the influence of parameter space coverage
during model calibration on OPC results is studied. It will be shown
whether test patterns covering also the pre-OPC layout parameter
space lead to faster convergence of the OPC algorithm.
Differences in the final OPC correction using differently calibrated
models will be analyzed.
The paper concludes with trying to find a balance. On one hand, test
pattern coverage can be improved to include pre-OPC layouts and
possibly process window data at the expense of measurement time.
On the other hand, this might not always be necessary in order to
achieve sufficiently fast and accurate OPC correction.

6156-51, Poster Session
Development of hot-spot fixer
T. Kotani, S. Kyoh, S. Kobayashi, Toshiba Corp. (Japan); E. Morita,
S. J. Klaver, T. Horiuchi, J. Peeters, S. Kuramoto, Takumi Technology
Corp.; T. Inazu, A. Ikeuchi, Y. Urakawa, S. Inoue, Toshiba Corp.
(Japan)
As recent low-k1 lithography process further accelerates narrow
process margins and large process proximity effects ( PPEs ), design
rule generation, resolution enhancement technique ( RET ) and
process proximity correction ( PPC ) technology grow increasingly
complex. Imperfection of these technologies causes “hot spots” weak
patterns with insufficient lithography margin, which is becoming
critical issue for quick ramping up of products. Thus, hot spot fixer (
HSF ) combined with layout optimizer ( LO ) and layout analyzer ( LA )
has been developed to efficiently remove hot spots at the design and/
or post-tape-out ( post-T.O. ) stage.
After hot spots are recognized by comparison of lithography
simulation for post-OPC mask data to the designed layout data, a
layout modification rule for each hot spot is determined according to
the pattern topology of designed layout. The LA clips off the hot spot
portions from the layout and send it to LO to reduce the
computational amount in LO. The LO finds the optimum layout for the
clipped area by translating the Hotspot-fixing-instruction along with
design rules into layout constraint information. In order to maintain
flexibility in the design, LO also must be intelligent enough to find the
way to insert jogs in the layout when necessary. Once the optimization
is completed for the clipped area, then LA fills the layout with the
modified clipped pattern.
The HSF has many functions to meet various kinds of requests for
layout modification at the design and post-T.O. stage. At the design
stage, layout modification within keeping the design rule is essential
to meet designers’ intention. Then a layout modification priority for
each hot spot allows us to flexibly balance the compliance of optical
rule and design rule. Moreover, layouts with strong designers’
intention are often preferable to being modified manually by
designers’ own. In this case, the HSF can only provide a layout
modification guideline to fix hot spot on the designed layout. At the
post-T.O. stage, it is necessary to handle full-chip level large data with
fast process. The LA can reconstruct the original hierarchy structure
and reduce the modified portions as small as possible. In this way, for
a few hundred Mbytes of local metal layout, the number of hot spots
after the HSF is reduced to 6 % compared with those before the HSF.
In our presentation, the efficient hot spot cleaning approach using the
HSF at the design and the post-T.O. stage is discussed.
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6156-53, Poster Session
Method of propagation of variance for DFM
J. Lei, Synopsys, Inc.
IC designers often use nominal design parameters for their design and
expect these parameters to remain their values even after fabrication.
While manufacturers are using RET and other process technologies to
keep the values of norminal design parameters unchanged during
fabrication, another problem, as the technology node is reaching 65
nm and beyond, has surfaced — the effect of parameter variation on
circuit performance has become a concern. The final product’s
performance may be very different from the original nominal value
design because of variations existing in the fabrication process. Our
goal is to analyze how the uncertainty of process parameters
propagates and impacts the uncertainty of circuit performance. This
paper is the first part of our work. Here we focus on how the variance
in geometric patterns progates to the circuit performace. Our
simulation indicates that an acceptable small change in the nominal
value of the ratio of a channel’s length to its width may help reduce
significantly the circuit performance variability that is caused by
process parameter variation.
A circuit designer uses some vague information of the fabrication,
such as oxide thickness Tox, carrier mobility mu and channel length
reduction dL during the design phase. The designer may also need to
know of the circuit performance variarion. We apply a statistical
method, propagation of variance, to predict how the variation of
process parameters propagates and impacts that of the circuit
performance. To be specific, we consider a statistical system y = y(x,
t) where y is a vector of parameters characterizing circuit
performance, x a vector representing system designable parameters,
such as width and length of features in a layout, and t a vector of
random variables representing process parameters. Our analysis is
aimed to formulate the variance of circuit variables y in terms of the
variance of process parameters.
Many researchers have considered the effects of variation
propagation for circuit design, under the name of statistical design. In
this paper we introduce a non-linear meothod, a quadratic approach
for analysis of variation propagation, and we address the problem of
variaon propagation with today’s DFM concerns, especially the role of
RET in statistical design, in mind.
An important feature of variance is that it measures variability by
considering the differenceof X from. One of the simplist methods of
approzimating the statistics of y in terms of is the Propagation of
Moments Method. It is based on approximating the function y = y(t),
considering x as fixed parameters, by its Taylor expansion about the
nominal value. The actual distribution of t will be assumed to be
normal throughout. The normality of the distribution is preserved to
the dependent variables y, with a linear approximation to the function
y = y (t). Enploying a quadratic appromaximation, or any non linear
approximation model, the distribution of the variables y has to be
restudied. First this reason we use the sencond order Taylor
expansion around the nominal value. Based on this expansion, we
can fairly easily get the expected values of y expressed in terms of
those of t.
However, the variance of the random variable Y is much more
complicated. To simplify calculation, we assume that all the
components of the process parametersare mutually uncorrelated. Let
grad(y) and H be the gadient and Hessian of y at respectively. We also
denote grad2(y) for the componentwise sequare of grad(2), and for H2
the pointwise square of H. Thus, grad2(y) is a vector of the same size
as, and H2 a matrix of the same size of H. With this notation in hand
we can write out the variance progation formula for the quadratic
approximation.
We present a simple example for illustration purpose. A notch filter is
band reject filter, whose function is to reject a band of frequencies
while passing both low and high frequences. Even in a small circuit of
band reject filter, like the one in our example, there are many
parameters to be considered. We choose only a single node in the
circuit and calculate three performance variables, the gain, resonant
frequency and zero frequency at this node. In the calculation, we use
Mante Carlo method to simulate process related parameters. To

summarize we present a non-linear version of analysis of propagration
of variance, which is more accurate then the commonly used linear
model and potentially better fits today’s DFM need.

6156-54, Poster Session
Modeling of non-uniform device geometries for
post-lithography circuit analysis
S. S. Shah, Univ. of Michigan; P. Gupta, Blaze DFM Inc.; Y. Kim,
Univ. of Michigan; A. B. Kahng, Blaze DFM Inc.; D. M. Sylvester,
Univ. of Michigan
Current ORC/LRC tools are not connected to design in any way. They
are pure shape-based functions. A wafer-shape based power/
performance signoff is desirable for RET validation as well as for
“closest-to-silicon” analyses. The printed images (generated by
lithography simulation) are not restricted to simple rectilinear
geometries. There may be other sources of such irregularities such as
Line Edge Roughness (LER). For instance a silicon image of a
transistor may not be a perfect rectangle as is assumed by all current
circuit analyses tools. Existing tools and device models cannot handle
complicated non-rectilinear geometries.
In this paper, we present a novel technique to model non-uniform,
non-rectilinear gates as equivalent perfect rectangle gates so that
they can be analyzed by SPICE-like circuit analysis tools. We obtain
new dimensions (gate length and width) for the equivalent rectangular
device. This is achieved by dividing the total device into rectangular
slices and using the characteristics of the independent slices to
estimate the characteristics of the complete device.
A primary challenge faced is the presence of the Reverse Narrow
Channel Effect (RNCE) in STI technologies, where the transistor
threshold voltage decreases with decreasing width. This effect leads
to nonlinearities in the dependence of drive current and leakage
current on device width. The choice of slice-width is, therefore, non-
trivial. Small widths are susceptible to RNCE and are tougher to
model accurately. On the other hand, choosing a large width
increases the discretization error. In addition, to handle non-
perpendicular edges, we must choose the appropriate length to use
for a given slice, which is not obvious from the device geometry.
Larger widths also complicate the appropriate choice of length. Our
experiments with TCAD simulation show that the characteristics of a
slice are heavily dependent on its location within the device. Our
simulations show that threshold voltage for a slice varies greatly
depending on its proximity to the device edge. This leads to non-
uniformities in current across the device width, which are especially
pronounced in leakage current. We account for this effect by
weighting the contribution of each slice based on its width as well as
its distance from the edge. The analysis is further complicated by the
fact that different objectives such as delay, leakage and capacitance
have varying dependences on width and proximity parameters,
leading to a significantly different equivalent for each objective. We
perform the modeling using SPICE, technology parameters and
existing BSIM models. Finally, we verify the accuracy of our models
against TCAD simulation.

6156-55, Poster Session
Fast lithography simulation under focus variations
for OPC and layout optimizations
P. Yu, D. Z. Pan, The Univ. of Texas at Austin; C. A. Mack, KLA-
Tencor Corp.
Focus error variation and exposure dose variation are the two most
important lithography process variations. In a simple approximation,
the critical dimension (CD) is about linearly related to the exposure
dose variation, while it is quadratically related to the focus variations.
Other kinds of variations can be reduced to these variations effectively
as long as they are small.
In 90nm technology and beyond, process variations should be
considered such that the design will be robust with respect to process
variations. Otherwise the yield may be affected dramatically.
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As a metric to measure the effects of exposure dose variations,
normalized image log-slope (NILS) is pretty fast to compute once we
have the aerial images. OPC software has used it as an optimization
objective. But focus variation has not been commonly considered in
current OPC software. One way is to compute several aerial images at
different defocus conditions, but this approach is very time
consuming.
In this paper, we derive an analytical formula to compute the aerial
image under any defocus condition. This method works for any
illumination scheme and is applicable to both binary and phase shift
masks (PSM). A model calibration method is also provided. It is
demonstrated that there is only about 2-3x runtime increase using our
fast focus-variational lithography simulation compared to the current
single-focus lithography simulation. To confirm the accuracy, our
model is compared with PROLITHTM. This ultra-fast simulator can
enable better and faster process-variation aware OPC to make
layouts more robust under process variations, and directly guide litho-
aware layout optimizations.

6156-56, Poster Session
Lithography simulation-based full-chip design
analyses
P. Gupta, Blaze DFM Inc.; P. Sharma, Univ. of California/San Diego;
A. B. Kahng, O. S. Nakagawa, S. Shah, Blaze DFM Inc.
Lithography simulation enables estimation of CD variations at different
points in the process window.  However, current lithography
simulation tools are completely shape-based and not connected to
the design in any way. In this paper we present a novel methodology
that uses the result of lithography simulation for estimation of
performance and power of a design using standard device- and chip-
level analysis tools.
Device Analysis
For MOS devices, performance and power is dependent on their gate
length and gate width. Litho-simulated diffusion region may not be
rectilinear as a result of which the gate region is irregular. To compute
the average gate width (Wavg), we first clip the active region contour
to within the misalignment tolerance with respect to gate-poly and
then approximate the contour with an equivalent rectangular active
region of the same area, the width of which is Wavg.
To estimate the gate length, simulated gate-poly contour which may
have arbitrary is rectilinearized. Average gate length (Lavg) for the
sliced device is computed to closely match Ion (for delay estimation),
Ioff (for leakage estimation) or capacitance (for delay and dynamic
power estimation). Function (Ioff, Ion, or capacitance) values are
computed for each slice either using closed form expressions (in
expression mode) or a pre-characterized lookup table (in lookup table
mode), and then summed over all slices to get total function value.
Lavg which gives the same total function value is computed
thereafter.  We assume that a wide device can be modeled as a sum
of multiple parallel connected narrow devices. Since the slices closer
to the gate edges may suffer from line end and narrow-width like
effects, they can be assigned a different weight for purposes of total
Ion and Ioff computation.
After Lavg and Wavg computation, power and performance can be
analyzed with a device-level simulator such as Synopsys HSPICE. For
full-chip cell-level analysis, we use transistor-level modeling that
predicts the change in delay and power of a cell given the Lavg and
Wavg of each device in it.  Alternatively, to allow standard full-chip
analysis tools to be run, we augment the cell-library with additional
cell variants with non-nominal gate-lengths assigned to devices.  The
cell analyzed from litho-simulation is snapped to the nearest variant in
the library. Different netlists are generated corresponding to different
objectives (setup time, hold time, leakage, and dynamic power). We
also propose a methodology to generate one hybrid netlist  for
multiple objectives. This netlist can then be fed to standard cell-level
analyses tools like static timing analysis.

Interconnect Analysis
Our interconnect analysis flow modifies the parasitics database to
account for variations in wire width and spacing. Each routing
segment is rectilinearized into slices and for all slices. We then
estimate the incremental resistance and capacitance with a lookup
table pre-characterized by field solver. The capacitances and
resistances of the different slices are used to find the effective
incremental capacitance and resistance of the segment.  This
incremental parasitic value is annotated on the SPEF extracted from
drawn geometries.

6156-57, Poster Session
Modeling edge placement error distribution in
standard cell library
P. Gupta, A. B. Kahng, Blaze DFM Inc.; S. V. Muddu, Univ. of
California/San Diego; O. S. Nakagawa, Blaze DFM Inc.
In this work we present a predictive model for the edge placement
error (EPE) distribution of standard library cells based on lithography
simulations of selective test patterns.  Poly-silicon linewidth variation
in the sub-100nm technology nodes is a major source of transistor
performance variation (e.g., Ion and Ioff) and circuit parametric yield.
It has been reported that significant part of the observed variation is
systematically impacted by the neighboring layout pattern within
optical proximity.  Design optimization should account for this
variation in order to maximize the performance and manufacturability
of chip designs.
We focus our analysis on standard library cells.  In the past the EPE
characterization was done on simple line array structures.  However,
the real circuit contexts are much more complex.  Standard library
cells offer a nice balance of usability by the designers and modeling
complexity.  We first construct a set of canonical test structures to
perform lithography simulations using various OPC parameters and
under various focus and exposure conditions.  We then analyze the
simulated printed image and capture the layout-dependent
characteristics of the EPE distribution.  Subsequently, our model
estimates the EPE distribution of library cells based on their layout.  In
contrast to a straight-forward simulation of the library cells
themselves, this approach is computationally less expensive.  In
addition the model can be used to predict the EPE distribution of any
library cells and not limited to those that are simulated.  Also, since
the model encapsulates the details of lithography, it is easier for
designers to integrate into design flow.

6156-58, Poster Session
Reticle enhancement verification for the 65-nm and
45-nm nodes
K. D. Lucas, K. Patterson, Freescale Semiconductor, Inc. (France);
A. Borjon, Philips Semiconductors (France); Y. Trouiller, CEA-LETI
(France); O. R. Toublan, Mentor Graphics Corp. (France)
In the last 2 years, the semiconductor industry has recognized the
critical importance of optical proximity correction (OPC) verification.
Subsequently, verification of OPC has increased and improved
dramatically.  These changes are due to the arrival of new verification
tools, new companies, new requirements and new awareness in
management about the necessity of OPC verification.  Currently, as
the 65nm device generation comes into full production and the 45nm
generation starts full development, companies now have the tools and
experience (i.e., long lists of previous errors to avoid) needed to
perform a detailed analysis of what is required for 45nm and 65nm
OPC verification.
In previous work we performed a theoretical analysis of OPC
verification requirements for the 65nm and 45nm device generations
and drew conclusions for the ideal verification strategy.  In this paper,
we extend the previous work to include actual verification issues.  We
analyze the historical experimental issues with regard to cause,
impact and optimum verification detection strategy.  The results of
this experimental analysis is compared to the the theoretical results,
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with differences and agreement noted.  Finally, we use theoretical and
experimental results to propose an optimized OPC verification
strategy to meet the user requirements of 45nm development and the
differing requirements of 65nm volume production.

6156-60, Poster Session
Challenges and solutions for trench lithography
beyond 65-nm node
Z. G. Lu, C. Ho, M. E. Mason, A. Anderson, R. Mckee, R. A.
Jackson, C. Zhu, R. M. Terry, Texas Instruments Inc.
Due to complex interconnect wiring scheme in the BEOL (Back-End-
Of-Line) and constraints from process rules and mask rules; defects
such as pattern necking and bridging are a major concern.  These
defects or “weak spots” can be major yield detractors in IC
manufacturing if not addressed properly.  These defects can occur
even in cases where model-based OPC has been implemented.
Determining how to improve the marginalities or “weak spots”
becomes a key factor for enhancing product yields.
This paper will address several root causes for pattern induced
defects and present solutions to a variety of weak spots including “T-
shape”, “Thin-Line”, and “Bowling Pin” defects. Through case
studies, demonstrations of how to successfully provide DFM (Design
For Manufacturing) by using Resolution Enhancement Techniques
(RET) tools to avoid and minimize the weak spots will be discussed.
Furthermore, process techniques to improve printability for the weak
spots as applied to 65nm reticle sets will be discussed.   Disclosure of
a new OPC methodology including the definition, design, and process
rules required to eliminate weak spots at an early phase of product
development is addressed.

6156-61, Poster Session
An ultra-thin Si-fin (8.6∼11.4nm) FinFET fabricated
with 193-nm scanner photolithography and thermal
oxide hard mask etching techniques
W. Liao, C. Tsai, United Microelectronics Corp. (Taiwan)
A 3D vertical double gate MOSFET (FinFET) devices with an ultra thin
Si-fin width of 8.6∼11.4nm have been successfully fabricated through
using conventional 193nm ASML scanner photolithography and
thermal oxide hard mask etching techniques.  First, a wet oxidation
furnace was used to thermally grow a 50nm-thick capping oxide layer
upon the top surface of a 110nm-thick crystalline silicon (c-Si) layer,
which is above the 200nm-thick buried oxide (BOX) of a silicon-on-
insulator (SOI) wafer.  The wet oxidation of c-Si will consume the
upper 23nm-thick SOI c-Si layer and leave a remaining c-Si thickness
of 87nm for defining the final FinFET Si-fin height.  Second, both
105nm-thick BARC and 265nm-thick deep ultra-violet (DUV)
photoresist were coated through a NIKON track tool and a 193nm
ASML scanner lithography tool was subsequently used for the ultra-
narrow Si-fin layout patterning under relatively high exposure energy.
Resultantly, the after-development-inspection (ADI) width of the
patterned Si-fin photoresist (P/R) can reach ∼50nm
After aggressive photolithography patterning with a greater ASML
exposure energy, a deep sub-micron plasma etcher was used for both
DUV photoresist and bottom anti-reflective coating (BARC) trimming-
down processing; subsequently, the Si-fin 50nm-thick capping oxide
layer was plasma etched and patterned in another etching chamber
without breaking the plasma etcher’s loadlock vacuum.  Then, both
the DUV photoresist and its underneath BARC were removed with a
plasma asher processing with a consequence of the after-mask-
inspection (AMI) width shrinking from the original P/R defined ∼50nm
to ∼30nm.  Continuously, the width of plasma etched Si-fin hard mask
oxide can also be further reduced down to ∼10nm with a diluted
HF(aq) (DHF) wet etching.  Due to the same DHF wet etching, the
remaining thickness of the original 50nm-thick thermal oxide hard
mask was also reduced to 22nm-thick and is still thick enough as a
robust hard mask for the subsequent Si-fin plasma etching..
Finally, after an additional silicon plasma etching a height of 87nm and

width of 8.6∼11.4nm Si-fin structure can be successfully fabricated.
The underneath SOI BOX layer outside of Si-fin structure also serves
as an etching stop layer.  Hence, an ultra-high aspect ratio FinFET
structure of Si-fin body with height/width=87/8.7nm can be eventually
formed.  Moreover, promising electrical device performances can also
be characterized after integrating an ultra-thin (14Å) nitrided gate
dielectric oxide on both the vertical sidewalls of Si-fin, which are the
device conductive regions of SOI FinFET.

6156-62, Poster Session
Improving asymmetric printing and low-margin
using custom illumination for contact-hole
lithography
S. W. Jessen, R. M. Terry, M. E. Mason, S. C. O’Brien, R. A. Soper,
W. J. Yarbrough, T. M. Wolf, Texas Instruments Inc.
Perhaps the most challenging level to print moving beyond 65 nm
node for logic devices is contact hole.   Achieving dense to isolated
pitches simultaneously in a single mask print requires high NA with
novel low-k1 imaging techniques. In order to achieve the desired
dense resolution, off axis illumination (OAI) techniques such as
annular and quasar are necessary, which also incorporate sub-
resolution assist features for improved semidense to isolated contact
margin. We have previously discussed design related issues revolving
around asymmetric contact hole printing and misplacement
associated with using extreme off axis illumination (OAI). While these
techniques offer the appropriate dense margin needed, there are
regions of severe asymmetric printing which are unsolvable using
optical proximity correction (OPC). These regions are impossible to
avoid unless design rule restrictions or new illumination schemes are
implemented. We continue this work with discussions revolved around
illumination choices for alleviating these regions without losing too
much dense margin.

6156-63, Poster Session
Implementation of adaptive site optimization in
model-based OPC for minimizing ripples
M. S. Bahnas, M. Al-Imam, Mentor Graphics Corp. (Egypt); P. J.
LaCour, A. Seoud, Mentor Graphics Corp.; H. Ragai, Ain Shams
Univ. (Egypt)
The OPC treatment of aerial mage ripples (local variations in aerial
contour relative to constant target edges) is one of the growing issues
with very low-k1 lithography employing hard off-axis illumination. The
maxima and minima points in the aerial image, if not optimally treated
within the existing model based OPC methodologies, could induce
severe necking or bridging in the printed layout. The current
fragmentation schemes and the subsequent site simulations are rule-
based, and hence not optimized according to the aerial image profile
at key points.  The authors are primarily exploring more automated
software methods to detect the location of the ripple peaks as well as
implementing a simplified implementation strategy that is less costly.
We define this to be an adaptive site placement methodology based
on aerial image ripples.
Recently, the phenomenon of aerial image ripples was considered
within the analysis of the lithography process for cutting-edge
technologies such as chromeless phase shifting masks and strong
off-axis illumination approaches. Effort is spent during the process
development of conventional model-based OPC with the mere goal of
locating these troublesome points. This process leads to longer
development cycles and so far only partial success was reported in
suppressing them (the causality of ripple occurrence is not yet fully
been explored). We present here our success in the implementation of
a more flexible model-based OPC solution that will dynamically locate
these ripples based on the local aerial image profile nearby the
features edges. This model-based dynamic tracking of ripples will cut
down some time in the OPC code development phase and avoid
specifying some rule-based recipes. Our implementation will include
classification of the ripples bumps within one edge and the allocation
of different weights in the OPC solution. This results in a new strategy
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of adapting site locations and OPC shifts of edge fragments to avoid
any aggressive correction that may lead to increasing the ripples or
propagating them to a new location. A more advanced adaptation will
be the ripples-aware fragmentation as a second control knob, beside
the automated site placement.
Suppressing the ripples has many yield and circuit performance
practical advantages that will be investigated in the paper.

6156-64, Poster Session
Impact of process variation on 65-nm across-chip
linewidth variation
L. Hong, T. E. Brist, J. L. Sturtevant, P. J. LaCour, M. Niehoff, Mentor
Graphics Corp.
The latest improvements in lithography process modeling have
resulted in simulation accuracy at nominal conditions as well as
defocus and off dose conditions. This coupled with the advancements
in full chip dense grid-based simulation provide a powerful
combination for accurate through-process window simulation. At the
65nm node gate CD control becomes ever more critical so
understanding the amount of CD variation through the full process
window is crucial. This paper will use the aforementioned simulation
capability to assess the impact of process variation on ACLV (Across-
Chip Linewidth Variation) at the 65nm node. The various elements of
process variation in the optical path are explored to quantify the
impact on ACLV.

6156-65, Poster Session
Accurate OPC-model generation through use of a
streamlined data flow incorporating automated test-
structure layout and CD-SEM recipe generation
M. E. Coles, L. W. Flanagin, B. M. Rathsack, S. Prins, J. W.
Blatchford, Texas Instruments Inc.
Creating advanced OPC models for new technology nodes is an
increasingly challenging aspect of lithographic process development.
Increased complexity of patterns and illumination conditions and an
ever increasing calibration space with each technology node means
that each critical layer requires hundreds to thousands of CD-SEM
measurements to characterize OPC behavior adequately and allow
generation of an accurate OPC model.   SRAF (sub-resolution assist
feature) optimization requires multiple placement scenarios for each
line/space or hole combination, further increasing the need for a very
large body of data to develop optimal OPC corrections.
Currently, significant engineering resources are required both for
dedicated time for OPC model creation and simulation and for
creating metrology recipes for data collection.  Automated
measurement of edge-placement error or specialized image analysis
is not generally possible.
In this paper we will present a method which optimizes the OPC
model generation process.  The elements in this optimized flow
include: an automated test structure layout engine; automated SEM
recipe creation and data collection; and OPC model anchoring/
validation software.  The flow is streamlined by standardizing and
automating these steps and their inputs and outputs.  A major benefit
of this methodology is the ability to perform multiple OPC ‘screening’
refinement loops in a short time before embarking on final model
generation.  Each step of the flow will be discussed in detail, as well
as our multi-pass experimental design for converging on a final OPC
data set.
Implementation of this streamlined process flow drastically reduces
the time to complete OPC modeling, and allows generation of multiple
complex OPC models in a short time, resulting in faster release and
transfer of a next-generation product to manufacturing.
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6156-66, Poster Session
Diblock copolymer directed self-assembly for CMOS
device fabrication
L. Chang, Stanford Univ.
We present our recent work on using diblock copolymer directed self-
assembly for the fabrication of silicon MOSFETs. Initial results of using
PS-b-PMMA to define 20 nm holes for contact hole patterning will be
described.
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